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FOREWORD 

Malla Reddy College of Engineering and Technology (MRCET), is a constituent 
college of Malla Reddy Group of Institutions (MRGI). The college was established in the 
year 2004, approved by AICTE, New Delhi and is affiliated to JNT University, Hyderabad. 
The College is offering B.Tech and M.Tech Programmes in the areas of Electronics & 
Communication Engineering, Computer Science and Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, 
Aeronautical Engineering, Information Technology, Mining Engineering and MBA. The 
college is equipped with state of the art laboratories for all the departments, full–fledged 
training & placement cell and an Industry Institution Partnership Cell. The college is NBA 
accredited and also NAAC accredited with ‘A’ grade. The college is ISO 9001:2008 certified. 

In the global competition, quality has become the essence of the success in every walk 
of life. To meet the innovative standards in engineering research there is a dire necessity to 
boost up the quality of engineering education at rapid pace to catch up with rapidly changing 
technology. This is a dynamic situation and we have to continuously update the expertise in 
various fields of specialization. Research activities of this kind will help to ignite the young 
brains of the institution which will lead to a meaningful and innovative research. Malla 
Reddy College of Engineering and Technology is organizing the third International 
Conference on Communications, Signal Processing, Computing and Information 
Technologies ICCSPCIT-2014 on 26-27 December, 2014. I am happy to mention that the 
previous two conferences met with great success in terms of both the quality and quantum of 
papers presented. The latest trends and emerging technologies in Engineering play a vital role 
in both industry and research. Creation and dissemination of knowledge is sacred mission of 
any technical institution and we are sure that this two-day International Conference will 
provide an opportunity for the Academicians, Researchers and Engineers working in this area 
to exchange their ideas and have fruitful discussions which will provide an impetus for the 
rapid familiarization and advancements in the fields of specialization. 

We express our sincere thanks and gratitude to our visionary Chairman Sri Ch. Malla 
Reddy for constant support and encouragement for organizing this International Conference. 
We thank all technical session chairs and both National and International experts in our 
Advisory committee for their valuable suggestions and guidance in organizing our 
conference.  

          
Convener, 

         Dr. VSK Reddy  
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CONFERENCE THEME 

 

 The third International Conference on Communications, Signal Processing, 

Computing And Information Technologies (ICCSPCIT – 14) is planned to provide a common 

platform for the professionals, academicians and researchers working in the area of 

communications, Signal Processing, Computing and Information Technologies to share their 

knowledge, experience, achievements and thereby contribute to the much needed 

dissemination of information. It is a well-known fact that Research plays a vital role in the 

sphere of teaching and academics. In Signal Processing & Communications area  VLSI, 

Embedded Systems, Wireless & Mobile Communication, Nano Technology, Image & Video  

Processing and Microwave & Radar Engineering are the state of the art subjects which have 

exhibited rapid growth and have numerous and widespread applications. Computing and 

Information Technologies comprise of wide range of areas involving Distributed Computing, 

Cloud Computing, Parallel Processing, Data Mining, Web Mining, Computer Networks & 

Protocols etc., are the significant areas which are undergoing rapid advancement in 

technology. Currently there is a need to interact with researchers working in the above 

mentioned areas internationally for sharing of information, knowledge and ideas. The main 

objective of the International Conference is to provide such a forum to facilitate the necessary 

interchange of information.  
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A W-Band Target Echo Simulator (W-Tes) For Radar 

Application 

Manish Kumar, NilangTrivedi, B.S.V. Prasad and J.V. Prasad 
Research Centre Imarat, DRDO, Hyderabad-500069 

 
Abstract – A W-band target echo simulator (W-TES) has been developed for test and calibration of a monopulse based airborne 

tracking radar. This simulator can simulate echoes from single target as well as multiple targets. The target parameters such as range, 
RCS etc. can be assigned through a graphical user interface (GUI). Various types of clutter and jammer signals can also be simulated. 

The simulator basically consists of three modules viz. Baseband module, IF module and RF module. for generation of signal in the 

respective bands. It can work in CW as well as pulse radiation modes.  

Keywords-Radar, W-band, echo, simulator, Doppler frequency, range 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A W-band target echo simulator (W-TES) has been 

developed for test and calibration of a monopulse based 

airborne tracking radar. This simulator can simulate upto 

eight (08) ground based targets of different radar cross 

section (RCS) values, moving with different velocities and 

located at different ranges. The target simulator works in 

continuous wave (CW) as well as pulsed radiation mode. 

The target echo signal strength depends on simulated range 

and designated target RCS. The other features of the target 

simulator are addition of ground clutter and jamming. The 

ground clutter can be added corresponding to various 

terrains of ground like arable land etc and for grazing angles 

up to 80
0
.The jammer includes noise jamming as well as 

active jamming. 

The target simulator consists of a baseband module, 

an IF module and a W-band module. The target simulation 
system is controlled by a Graphical User Interface 

(GUI).Various parameters of target, clutter and jamming can 

be entered via the GUI. The main program to run the 

simulation system inreal time lies in the state-of –the-art 

FPGA based circuits. The program takes input parameters 

from GUI and executes the program to run the simulator. 

Important fundamental concepts have been presented in 

Section II for quick reference, Section III consists of the 

overview of the system followed by the results and 

conclusions in Section IV and V respectively. 

 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Target Doppler frequency 

Doppler effect is the apparent shift in frequency of the 

reflected waveform w.r.t. the source of radiation due to 

relative velocity between the target and the source. In case 

of radars this effect is used to estimate the velocity of the 

target using the measurement of Doppler shift in the 

reflected waveform which is called echo in terms of 

common radar terminology. Therefore, the echo may be 

defined as time shifted replica of the transmitted waveform 

[1]. The Doppler shift provides a good basis for segregating 

a particular target amongst various unwanted ones for 

example, we can segregate echoes of a moving target from 

that of stationary ground based objects such as hills, trees 

etc. These unwanted echoes are called clutter for the very 

reason that they effect the detection of the target. 

1) One way transmission case: For one way 

transmission the Doppler shift is given by, 

�� = ± ��
λ  

2) Two way transmission case: For two way 

transmission the Doppler shift is given by, 

�� = ± �	

� where Vr = Relative velocity of the target 

w.r.t. transmitter in radial direction, λ= Wavelength of 

operation.  

In case of approaching targets fd is positive which means the 

echo frequency will be higher than that of the transmitted 

waveform and for receding targets it is negative implying 

the echo frequency will be lesser than that of the transmitted 

waveform. 
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B. Angle Tracking 

Tracking radars are extensively used for continuous 

measurement of: 

1. Target range 

2. Target angular position  

3. Target velocity 

The above parameters are then used to calculate the present 

position and predict the future positions of a target [4]. The 
performance of tracking system are range, error and angular 

sensitivity [6]. Here in this paper a brief discussion on 

various angle tracking methods have been presented with an 

emphasis on amplitude comparison monopulse based 

tracking technique. Angle tracking can be defined as the 

process of generating targets angular position in Azimuth 

and Elevation directions continuously based on the 

amplitude or phase of the echo signal. During any discussion 

on angle tracking two axes are very frequently used and they 

are briefly introduced here.  

Beam axis-is the axis along which the maximum radiation 

occurs. Clearly, it is relevant for the directional antennas.  

Tracking axis- is the reference w.r.t. which the angular 

position of the target is determined in azimuth or elevation 

or both the planes. This is basically the axis about which the 

beam is steered or switched. Clearly, the antenna gain is 

lesser in the direction of tracking axis as compared to the 

beam axis. 

1. Sequential lobbing: Also referred to as lobe 

switching is the method in which the antenna beam is 

switched sequentially between two symmetrical positions 

about the tracking axis as illustrated in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig.1.(a) Beam positions 

(b) relative echo strength 

 

When the target is on the tracking axis the strength of echo 

at beam positions A as well B remains the same thereby 

generating zero error signal. However, as the target moves 

off the tracking axis the strength of echo increases in that 

particular direction and reduces in other. Thus the difference 

between the echo strengths at the two positions become non-

zero thereby generating finite error signal. The sign of this 

error signal gives the sense of direction of the target. Based 

on the magnitude and direction of the error signal the 

tracking axis is shifted so as to bring the error back to zero. 

This method employs pencil beam and the tracking accuracy 

is limited by the beamwidth and the noise in the switching 

mechanism which may be electronic or mechanical [4]. Also 

this method requires a minimum of two antennas/beams for 

measurement in each plane. 

2. Conical Scan: As the name implies the beam is 

switched continuously about the tracking axis in a conical 

fashion as illustrated in Fig.2. The offset angle at which the 

beam is switched about the tracking axis is also called the 

squint angle. The movement of the beam may be achieved 

by rotating the feed about the antenna main axis or by 

nutating.This method is basically an extension of sequential 

lobbing. If the target is on the tracking axis the echo strength 

at all the beam positions remain the same. However if the 

target is off axis the echo strength from the beam position 

closest to it will be maximum and decreasing continuously 

till it reaches the farthest position and thereafter increasing 

again. Therefore,the echo envelop is basically an amplitude 

modulated wave (fig.2) whose depth of modulation 

determines the angular error in the target position and hence 

adjust the tracking axis accordingly.  

 
 

Fig.2 (a) Beam positions 

(b) relative echo strength 

 

In conical scan, the squint angle need to be large enough to 

ensure a measurable error signal, although this causes the 

gain of the antenna in the direction of tracking axis to be less 

than the maximum, which means there is there is an 

additional reduction in the signal to noise ratio (SNR) when 

the target is on the tracking which is called beam crossover 

loss [1], [4]. The major drawback of this system is that a 

scintillating target can also cause amplitude modulation 

leading to erroneous position measurement. 

Monopulse tracking: There are two types of monopulse 

tracking based on the amplitude of the echo and phase of the 

echo called Amplitude ComparisionMonopulse (ACM) and 
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Phase ComparisionMonopulse (PCM). In this method of 

tracking a single pulse is used to form four beams which 

illuminate the space in form of four quadrants as illustrated 

in Fig. 3, thus alleviating the differences in echo strength 

from beam to beam as any effect applies equally to all four 

beams simultaneously. Here in this section ACM based 

tracking concept technique is presented. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Beam orientation and error generation in ACM 

 

Amplitude comparisonmonopulse (ACM): In this tracking 

technique four squinted beams are used to measure the 

targets angular position in two ordinates (azimuth and 

elevation) simultaneously based on the strength of the 

echoes. These four beams are generated from a single pulse 

using a specially designed feed, hence the name monopulse. 

This feed method is generally a cluster of multiple horn 

antennas. Clearly, this method is different from conical scan 

in the sense that all the four beams are generated 

simultaneously illuminating the space as four quadrants, 

whereas in conical scan the beams are sequentially 

generated illuminating the space in sequential manner. This 

technique is very accurate and immune to (a) AM Jamming 

and (b) Gain inversion electronic counter measure (ECM). 

The conceptual illustration of the method is as shown in 
Fig.3. A widely used monopulse feed is a cluster of four 

horn antennas, which can be conceptualized as four 

quadrants as shown in Fig.4. While transmitting, these horns 

get excited in the same polarity to generate the Sum pattern, 

whereas, in receiving mode one pair of horns get excited in a 

polarity opposite to that of the other pair in order to generate 

Difference pattern [7]. 

When the target is located on the boresight the signal 

received in all the four quadrants will be the same, therefore 

the error remains zero. However, as the target moves off the 

boresight the signal strength is distributed asymmetrically in 

the quadrants, therefore generating non zero error (Fig.4). 
These error values are normalized by the sum of the signal 

levels received from all the quadrants viz. (A+B+C+D)=Σ to 

generate a ratio of ∆/Σ or d/s. The discriminator curve viz. 

d/s vs angle is used to generate the angular error 

corresponding to a measured d/s value.The above-mentioned 

difference and sum signals are generated using a special 

circuit called comparator.The antenna beam patterns on 

receive corresponding to A, B, C and D that are used to form 

Sum (Σ) and Difference (∆) patterns as explained earlier are 

often called the secondary patterns. Clearly, the secondary 
patterns are the one used to produce the error signals. The ∆ 

-pattern is generated only when the secondary beams are at a 

little offset from the boresight. 

 

 
(a)                    (b)                  (c) 

Fig.4 Distribution of power when (a) Target ON boresight 

(b) target OFF in elevation plane (c) target OFF in azimuth 

plane 

 

This offset angle should be optimum to generate a proper Σ 

as well as ∆ pattern. The effect of offset angle on the Σ, ∆ 

and the ∆/Σ is as illustrated in Fig.5.  

 

 
Fig.5 Effect of primary beam offset angle on monopulseΣ and ∆ patterns 

 

When the offset angle between the beams is zero, the Σ-

pattern is generated whereas the ∆-pattern is not at all 

formed. When there is a small offset angle between the 

beams, there is a good Σ-pattern but the ∆-pattern has a very 

low slope. This means even for an appreciable change in 

target angular position the error signal will not change 

substantially, making the tracking difficult in presence of 

circuit noise. As the offset angle is increased further (but 

within a certain value), the peak value of the Σ-pattern 

comes down, however the difference pattern attains a slope 
wherein a distinguishable error is generated for a given 

change in angular position. As the offset angle is increased 

further (beyond a certain value), through the slope of ∆-

pattern improves, the Σ-pattern gets distorted in such a 

manner that there is decrease in signal to noise ratio (SNR) 

on the tracking axis, thereby reducing the overall sensitivity. 

 

Azimuth error = (A+B)-(C+D) = ∆az 

Elevation error = (A+C)-(B+D) = ∆el 

Sign of above differences give the sense of 

direction 
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Generation of Σ and ∆ pattern: 

The antenna radiation pattern can be approximated by a sine 

function. Let a generic radiation pattern of the secondary 

beam be, 

���� = �����������
�������     (3) 

����� = �����������
�������     (4) 

where, ��= squint angle and A= gain of individual beams (in 

terms of voltage). 

Therefore, Σ=E1(θ)+E2(θ)    (5) 

∆=E1(θ)-E2(θ)    (6) 

For proper operation an optimum squint/offset angle is 

required between the beams E1(θ) and E2(θ). 

Monopulse error sensitivity: 

It is defined as the rate of change of the error signal w.r.t. 

the angular displacement of the target from the boresight of 

the antenna when the latter is pointing towards the target [6]. 

�������� !"!#!"$��. �� =  ��'�(()�)�*)	+,-./)�
��0).���/.�/,)� (7) 

For radiation pattern considered as above the E.S. at 

Boresight can be derived as, 

�. �. = �����123������ ��� 451������
�6��

(8) 

Clearly, the error sensitivity depends upon the gain of the 

individual beams (A) and the squint angle ��� ). For the 

derivation of above expression the gain of the beam has 

been assumed constant. It should be noted that the quantity 

A is actually the gain of the beam in field or voltage form, 

whereas usually the gain of the beam implies its power gain 

unless stated otherwise. In terms of power gain (G) the 

above expression can be rewritten as, 

�. �. = ��√8��123������ ��� 451������
�6��

  (9) 

where, G=A
2
 is the gain of the beam in usual power 

terms. 

C. Radar range equation 

Consider a transmitter generating Ptwatts of peak 

power. Considering an isotropic radiator (one that 

radiates equally in all directions) the power density 

Pφ at any point in space can be given as: 

9∅ = ;<
=>?6(10) 

where, R= Distance of the point from radiator. 

However, for radar applications almost always the 

radiation is concentrated in a particular direction 

thereby using a directional antenna. Therefore in 

the direction  of radiation the power density can be 

rewritten as,  

9∅ = ;<8<
=>?6                                (11) 

Gt= Directive gain of the antenna. 

For directional antennas the Directive gain (Gt) and 

the effective  aperture (Ae) are related as follows, 

@- = =>�A
�6 (12) 

Where, λ = wavelength of operation 

 Now the directive beam illuminates the target and gets 

scattered in all possible directions. For radar application the 

radiation which is reflected back in the direction of 

transmitter is of concern. The magnitude of reflection in the 

direction of transmission is quantified in terms of a 

parameter called the radar cross section (RCS) of the target 

and often denoted as σ. RCS depends upon the target shape, 

size, aspect angle and material properties [4]. A 

dimensionally smaller object can also have higher RCS than 

that of a dimensionally larger object if it has a shape which 

re-radiates the echoes more in the directions. It is due to this 

reason that considerable amount of effort is put into the 

structural design of aircrafts etc. so that the RCS remains 

very small. The smaller the RCS, the lower the probability 

of detection and lesser the vulnerability. 

RCS is mathematically expressed as: 

BC��D� = ?)(,)*-)� ;+E)� �;
AF�
G�*��)�- H+E)� �)���-I �;J�   (13) 

9�)( = D9K    (14) 

Therefore, reflected power density is, 

9�)(,∅ = ;<8<M
�=>?6�6     (15) 

Thus the received power (Prec) at the output of receiving 

antenna can be given as, 

9�)* = ;<8<M�A,
AN
�=>?6�6     (16) 

Here, O),�)* = 8
AN�6

=>    (17) 

Where @�)*= Receiving antenna gain, O),�)*  = effective aperture of 

the receiving antenna. 
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Considering, the monostatic case wherein the same antenna 

is used for transmitting as well as receiving the gain of the 

receiving and the gain of the receiving antenna (@�)*�is 

same as that of the transmitting antenna (Gt). Using 

Equation (16), 9�)*can be rewritten as, 

9�)* = ;<86<M�6

�=>�P?Q      (18) 

Again, by rearranging for maximum range, 

B=
R.S = ;<86<M�6

�=>�P?Q;
AN,TUV
   (19) 

Where Pmin= Minimum detectable power. 

The above relationship is ideal, where various losses are not 

included. It can be changed to incorporate various other 

parameters to get insight into their effect on radar the radar 

range, which are not shown explicitly above. A few cases 

have been derived in following sections. 

1) In terms of Pulse repetition frequency (PRF): The 

Peak power of pulsed waveform is defined as the time 

average of the energy flowing within the pulse whereas, the 

average power is defined as the time average of the energy 

flowing over the waveform i.e. 

 

9�WX Y�Z�� [9H).�\ = ]�)�/I
;^,�) _` -�R)�abc�  (20) 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Pulse power vs Average power 

 

 

O#��Wd� Y�Z�� �9.e� = ]�)�/I
;^,�) H)��+� �af�  (21) 

 

 Therefore the peak power depends upon the pulse 

shape i.e. narrower the width higher the peak power for 

given average power. In the case when the pulsed 

waveforms are generated from the CW waveforms using 

pulse shaping circuits and considering the pulse shaping 

process itself converts negligible amount of energy into 

undesirable form, equating for energy gives; 

9.egH = 9H).�g_`  (22) 

 

9H).� = ;hiaf
abc

 

 

9H).� = ;hi
abc;?j   (23) 

 

where, PRF is the pulse repetition frequency. Another 

frequently used parameter Duty ratio (DR) is defined as 

follows: 

kl"$ �W"!� �kB� = g_`
g;

= g_` 9Bm 

                                                        (24) 

So, the radar range equation can be re-written as; 

B=
R.S = ;hin86<M�6

�=>�Pabc;?j;
AN,TUV
(25) 

 

2) In terms of detectable Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR): 

In any radar system almost always it is required for the 

receiver to generate a certain signal to noise ratio (SNR) for 

proper detection of the target. This capability of a receiver to 

generate a certain output SNR for a given input signal is 

described in terms of a figure of merit called Noise figure 

(F) given by, 

o�! � m!dl�� �m� = G�H^- p`?
_^-H^- p`? = pU/`U

pr/ r̀
     (26) 

Input noise (Ni)=KToB and So=GSi where, G=Gain of the 

receiver, B=Bandwidth of the receiver, To=Temperature in 

Kelvin (290
0
K) 

Therefore, �� = sg+ tm pr
r̀
(27) 

B=
R.S = ;<86<M�6

�=>�P?Quar0jvwr
cr

x
(28) 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The whole system consists of three basic modules as 

follows: 

 

Fig.7. Block schematic of baseband module 
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A. Baseband module 

The required echo characteristics have been implemented 

using Field Programmable gate Array (FPGA) based 

circuits. The scheme of implementation is as shown in the 

Fig.7. Three state-of-the-art FPGAs have been used. FPGA1 

and 2 have been used for simulation of Doppler, RCS and 

Angle characteristics of SUM (Σ) and DIFFERENCE (∆) 

signals for upto Eight (08) targets, while the FPGA 3 has 

been used to implement the Clutter (Land based) and 

Jammer (Noise and Active) characteristics. The user defined 

target velocity is used to calculate the doppler frequency 

which is used to control the NCO which generates the 

baseband CW signal of frequency 69MHz±fd, wherefd is the 

desired Doppler frequency as per Equation(2). Based on the 

user defined target RCS and angular position the amplitude 

of the baseband signal is varied as per the radar range 

equation (18). As the target position changes from the 

tracking axis the Σ decreases slowly whereas the ∆ signal 

builds up rapidly as illustrated in the graphs of Fig.5. For 

range simulation the PRF signal from the radar under test 

(RUT) is delayed using shift registers by the value 

corresponding to the desired range. This delayed PRF is 

used to control an SPST switch to get the pulsed baseband 

signal with desired delay. The delay is computed using the 

following relationship; 

k�yW$, ∆τ = �|
4 (29) 

where, R=Range, c=Speed of light 

B. Intermediate frequency (IF) module 

In this module the composite Σ and ∆ signals at baseband 

(baseband signal combined with clutter and jammer signal) 

from the output of the 3-way combiner are up converted, 

amplified and combined using a hybrid to generate Σ+∆ and 

Σ-∆ at L-band to simulate the received signal at IF of the 

radar for direct injection mode tests, wherein different signal 

processing algorithms may be verified. The schematic of the 

circuit which has been implemented is as shown in Fig.8. 

 

 

Fig.8. Block schematic of IF module 

A 136 MHz CW reference signal generated from the FPGA 

based circuit is fed to a Phase locked loop based synthesizer 

circuit to generate an L-band LO (local oscillator) signal. 

This L-band LO signal is then used to up convert the 

69MHz±fd pulsed baseband signal (generated as explained 

in previous section) to the desired L-band pulsed IF signal, 

which is subsequently amplified and given to a Voltage 

variable attenuator (VVA) and then to a digital phase shifter 

as shown in the Fig.8. The VVAs and the phase shifters 

have been provisioned to simulate the amplitude imbalance 

and the phase imbalance of the Σ and ∆-channels of the 

radar receiver. The values of VVAs and the phase shifters 

can be changed through the GUI as per the requirement. 

Both the signals are then combined using a 1800 hybrid 

combiner to generate the L-band pulsed Σ±∆ signals. To 

maintain the coherence in operation, VHF reference signal 

from the RUT, has been used to generate the 69 MHz 

baseband as well as the 136 MHz signal which is 

subsequently used to generate the local oscillator (LO) 

signal in the IF module. A part of the Σ signal is also fed to 

the W-band module for further up conversion to generate the 

desired pulsed W-band echo signals as explained in the next 

section. 

C. W-band module 

The schematic of this module is as shown in Fig.9. In 

this module the VHF reference signal from the RUT is used 

to generate a C-band CW signal using a PLL based 

synthesizer. A part of this same VHF reference signal from 

RUT is also fed to the baseband module, wherein it is used 

to generate another VHF signal at 136 MHz, to be used in 

the IF module as explained in previous section. This C-band 

signal thereafter up converts the pulsed L-band signal from 

the IF module to generate a C-band pulsed RF signal.  

 

Fig.9. Block schematic of W-band module 
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Another, C-band CW signal from the RUT is multiplied to 

generate a W-band local oscillator signal as shown in Fig.9, 

for up conversion of the Pulsed C-band signal to generate 

desired pulsed RF signal at W-band. 

IV. RESULTS 

Some snapshots of the simulated signals and the GUI 

are shown in Fig.10, 11 and 12.  

 

(a)                             (b) 

Fig.10. Simulated echo at baseband for     (a) single target 

(b) multiple targets 

 

Fig.11. Simulated echo at if for                (a) single target (b) 

multiple targets 

 

Fig.12. Simulated echo at W-band for      (a) single target (b) 

multiple targets 

Fig.10 shows the simulated echoes of single and multiple 

targets respectively and Fig.11 and 12 shows simulated 

echoes of single and multiple targets at IF and W-band 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

A W-band target echo simulator has been realized with 

the capability to simulate upto eight (08) ground based 

targets simultaneously. The eight targets can have unique 

positions, range, RCS and velocity. The W-band simulator 

can also simulate land clutter of various types i.e. arable 

land, vegetation, forests etc,.it can also simulate jamming 

signal like spot jamming etc,. 
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Abstract: The use of satellite in communication system is 

very much a fact of everyday in life. This is evidence by the 

many homes, which are equipped with antennas and dishes. 

The principle of satellite communications based on this 

concept of geostationary orbit was originated by Arthur C 

Clarke. The main advantage of geostationary satellite being 

the permanent contact between the ground segment and the 
satellite with fixed directional antennas at both the each 

station and the satellite. A worldwide network of 

operational geostationary satellites is used for many 

different missions which include television, voice 

communications, Disaster, Disaster management, 

meteorology, research, defence, and so on. These 

Geostationary satellites serve a particular benefit for many 

organizations. A satellite offers a number of important 

features, which are not readily available with others means 

of communication.  

Keywords Satellite;Communication; Geostationary;Disaster. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 The number of natural disasters reported globally has 
increased considerably over the past three decades (Figure 1). 

Every year, disasters related to meteorological, hydrological 

and climate hazards cause significant loss of life, and set back 

economic and social development by years, if not decades. 

Between 1980 and 2005, nearly 7500 natural disasters 

worldwide took the lives of more than 2 million people and 

produced economic losses estimated at over USD 1.2 trillion.  

 

Figure 1 Trends in number of reported natural disasters 

 Hazards related to weather, climate or water such as 

droughts, floods, windstorms, tropical cyclones, storm surges, 

extreme temperatures, landslides and wildfires or health 

epidemics and insect infestations directly linked to 

meteorological and hydrological conditions caused 90 per cent 

of these natural disasters, around 73 per cent of the casualties 

and 75 per cent of the economic losses[1]. 

I. Disasters and climate monitoring 

 Progress in monitoring, forecasting and warnings of 

climate-related hazards, linked to effective emergency 

preparedness and response on the ground, saves lives. In the 

past five decades, globally, while the numbers of disasters and 

related economic losses have increased between 10 and 

50 times, the reported loss of life has been reduced by a factor 

of 10. Climate forecasting and information allow us to plan our 

communities better so as to reduce the risk of disaster when 

extreme weather strikes. Better planning in health, agriculture, 

insurance and water resource management can help save lively 

hoods. 

 Now a days radio-based remote sensors (active and 

passive) are the main tools for environment and climate 

monitoring, disaster prediction and detection, and for 

mitigating the negative effects of disasters[2]. These sensors 

obtain environmental data by measuring the level and 

parameters of natural and artificial radio waves, which 

inherently contain information about the environment with 

which they have been in contact.  

 The relevant frequency bands for remote sensing 

applications are determined by fixed physical properties 

(molecular resonance) that cannot be changed and cannot be 

duplicated in other bands (see Figure 2 for an example). 

Therefore, these frequency bands are an important natural 

resource. Even low levels of interference received by a passive 

sensor may degrade its data. Effective and prudent 

management of frequency bands allocated to different 

meteorological and Earth exploration-satellite services is 
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paramount in maintaining and enhancing the quality and 

accuracy of environment and climate monitoring systems. 

 

Figure 2 Oxygen vertical opacity (Windows) 

II. Improvements are needed in satellite technology for 

disaster management. 

 The next generation Earth observation satellite are 

improvements in resolution and swath width, and for faster 

information delivery, to meet all the above requirements ISRO 

is coming up with Gio Stationary Satellites like GISAT-1, 

GISAT-2 and  advanced GISAT  satellites. 

 Geosynchronous Satellites have now become almost 

synonymous for communications satellites, because of its wide 

use in telecommunications due to the advantages over non-

geosynchronous satellites.  Because of the availability of a 

number of communication satellites over the geosynchronous 

arc, the communications between different parts of the world 

have become possible and affordable.  The communication 

satellites have played a significant role in converting the world 

into a global village and monitoring disaster monitoring.  

 Salient features of Geosynchronous 

Communications Satellite are: Wide Coverage, Stationary 

Position, Multiple Access, Suitability for transcontinental 

telecommunications, broadcasting, mobile and thin route 

communications. Frequency reuse capability, Very low 

Doppler Shift, Reliability and Cost effectiveness. 

 Wide Coverage: From the geosynchronous orbit the 

satellite can cover an area equal to about 42% of the area of the 

earth (38% if angles of elevation below 5º are not used).  Thus 

three satellites placed 120º apart can cover almost the whole 

world for the purpose of communications.   

 Stationary Position: The orbital velocity of the 

geosynchronous satellite being equal to the rotational velocity 

of the earth on its own axis, the satellite in the geosynchronous 

orbit appears to be stationary with respect to any location from 

the earth.  Thus the satellite is always visible from any earth 

station situated in its coverage region and the tracking of the 

satellite is simple and there is no hand over problem of 

transferring signal from one satellite to another as in the case of 

satellites in NGSO.  The constant visibility of the satellite also 

enables both the satellite and the earth station to use highly 

directive antennas.  High gain of the antennas on-board the 

satellite and the earth station, enhances the transmit and receive 

capabilities. Due to thse charctisitics the disaster management 

can be done with this type of satellites. 

III. GISAT - Geo-Imaging Spacecraft was conceived with 

the objective[4]. 

 To tap new functionalities hitherto not covered by 

existing LEO & GEO Missions like Fast revisit capability, real 

time monitoring, high resolution multi spectral and Hyper 

spectral imaging - all on a single, agile, jitter free platform. 

 The multi resolution GISAT data helps in different 

aspects of monitoring floods, cyclones like detection, mapping, 

high temporal monitoring and damage assessment, though 

cloud cover is a limitation. This results in providing flood 

dynamics at frequent intervals for the government and public. 

 The GEO Imaging Satellite (GISAT) will be placed in 

geostationary orbit of 36,000 km to facilitate continuous 

observation of Indian sub-continent, quick monitoring of 

natural hazards and disaster. 

 GISAT will carry a GEO Imager with multi-spectral 

(visible, near infra-red and thermal), multi-resolution (50m to 

1.5 km) imaging instruments. It will provide pictures of the 

area of interest on near real time basis including border areas. 

 GISAT will provide near real time pictures of large 

areas of the country, under cloud free conditions, at frequent 

intervals. That is, selected Sector-wise image every 5 minutes 

and entire Indian landmass image every 30 minutes at 50m 

spatial resolution. 

 In order to meet the GISAT data reception 

requirements it is proposed to establish suitable antenna system 

with Ku band reception capability having G/T of 38dB/deg K 

along with associated tracking and control system. The Ku- 

band signal in the range of 10.7 GHz to 12.75 GHz will be 

received from GISAT Satellite[5]. 

 The GISAT mission objectives are arrived at to tap the 

new functionalities not covered by existing Polar observation 

missions, like fast revisit capability of any location within 

satellite visibility, real time monitoring, multispectral and 

Hyper spectral imaging and inclusion of moderately high 

resolution IR channels- all on the same platform. The 

conflicting requirements of high temporal and spectral 
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resolutions and short re visit time are met by various operating 

modes, made possible by a highly agile spacecraft.  

GISAT Payload Overview: 

 GISAT carries High Resolution Imaging Sensors on 

GEO Platform, Multi-spectral VNIR (6 Bands), Hyper-spectral 

VNIR (60 Bands), Hyper-spectral SWIR (150 Bands), Multi-

Spectral LWIR (6 Bands), down linked in Ku band. 

Highlights GISAT mission Payloads: 

No. of bands: 150 bands (VIS, NIR), 60 bands (SWIR), 3 

bands (TIR). 

High resolution Multi-spectral  VNIR imager (HRMX-VNIR). 

High resolution Multi-spectral VNIR imager 4-channel 

VIS/NIR radiometer. 

The potential of GISAT for floods is two-fold: one from its 

spectral capability and second from its temporal capability. 

IV. Potential use of GISAT satellite data for floods and 

related studies[6]. 

 The multi resolution GISAT data helps in different 

aspects of monitoring floods, cyclones like detection, mapping, 

high temporal monitoring and damage assessment, though 

cloud cover is a limitation. This results in providing flood 

dynamics at frequent intervals for the government and public. 

In addition, it also helps in detection of cloud bursts (new 

activity),cyclone tracking better rainfall estimation, etc. 

The details are as follows. 

1. Floods: 

Flood Detection: Using the high temporal resolution data, 

floods in the country can be detected very quickly and alerts 

can be generated at district & sub district levels (even village-

level). 

Flood Mapping: Using the 50m resolution data, floods in 

different states can be mapped. 

Flood Monitoring: Due to high availability of the satellite data 

for a given region, floods can be monitored and the progression 

and recession of flood inundation can be carried out regularly. 

Flood Duration: Using the high temporal resolution data, the 

duration of flood can also be derived, which can be used for 

damage assessment. 

2. Cyclones: 

Cyclone Detection: Using the high temporal resolution data, 

the  low pressure areas, cyclones can be detected very quickly 

and alerts can be generated. 

Cyclone Track Monitoring: Due to high availability of the 

satellite data for a given region, the track can be monitored 

very precisely. 

Cyclone Inundation Mapping & Monitoring: Using the 50m 

resolution data, cycle inundation in different States can be 

mapped. Further the monitoring and duration can be carried out 

as a discussed under floods. 

3. New Activities:  

In addition to the above, the following new activities can also 

be planned 

Cloud Burst Detection and Downscaling of rainfall 

estimates 

All these activities will help different State and Central 

Government Departments for improved relief operations during 

floods and cyclones. 

In order to utilize the GISAT data extensively, necessary 

provisions need to be made in the GISAT programme, for 

establishing a special DPS under DSC with automated software 

modules for providing these services. 

V. Potential use of GISAT satellite data for flood studies. 

Requirements of satellite sensors for floods Table- I 

 

S.NO Parameter Requirement 

Optical Sensors 

1 Spatial 

resolution 

50-100m for Flood 

Mapping 

5-10m for Damage 
Assessment 

< 1m for detailed 

damage assessment 

for Infrastructure 

2 Swath 600-700 Km for 

Flood Mapping 

100-500 km for 

Damage Assessment 

10-15 Km for 

detailed damage 

assessment of 

Infrastructure 

3 Spectral 

resolution 

At least Red and 

NIR ands 

4 Temporal 

resolution 

Daily 
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Spectral capability: 

 The transition of flooded areas could be extracted 

properly from the VNIR images by generating false color 

composite, NDVI and surface temperature images using the 

VNIR and TIR bands obtained before flood and during the 

flood. The flooded areas can be estimated by the decrease of 

the NDVI value and surface temperature in the daytime. 

Comparing the histograms of pre-flood and during-flood NDVI 

values, a threshold value of NDVI for water body can be 

determined. 

Temporal capability: 

 Since GISAT has daily/hourly coverage from 

geostationary orbit, the flooded areas can be monitored at 

frequent intervals through cloud is a limitation.  

Forestry applications of GISAT data: 

GISAT data would be very useful for many forestry 

applications. 

The availability of geometrically corrected, radio metrically 

calibrated satellite data as well as weekly and fortnightly cloud 

masked temporal composites facilitate applications such as: 

� Spatially explicit modeling for climate and cartoon 

studies based on physically explicit modeling for 

climate and carbon studies based on physical 

parameters from GISAT data. 

� Near real time forest cover monitoring with high 

resolution GISAT data.  

� Tracking forest fire progression and rapid assessments 

of fire affected area. 

VI. Opportunities from GISAT Satellite Payloads for 

Diaster Monitoring: 

Thermal Channels 

• Monitoring of forest fires, underground coal fire 

• Better insight into the processes 

Frequent Coverage 

• Disaster management support 

• Monitoring 

• Quick response 

• Fore Warning 

Disaster Management Services: 

Floods: Detection, mapping, monitoring, duration and damage 

assessment 

 Cyclones: Detection, track monitoring, inundation, etc. 

Drought: Multiple indices in the VNIR-SWIR-TIR regions 

Earthquakes, Landslides: Quick response, Precursor studies 

Forest fires: Monitoring, prediction 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 The Author’s have translated the Novel Concept into a 

approach for   monitoring  disasters, Natural hazards and 

calamities, Episodic and Short term events etc. Spectral 

signatures for agriculture, forestry, mineralogy, oceanography 

Meteorological applications, including now casting for up 

coming satellites like GISAT.This paper presented the 

description and application approach followed in the realization 

of  different payloads,  to map Indian land mass and coastal 

areas with high spatial resolution, multispectral Visible and 

Near IR (VNIR) imaging for quick monitoring of disasters, 

natural hazards & calamities, episodic events and any short-

term events during the Sun shine period. To map the Indian 

subcontinent and the Earth disk visible from GEO in Thermal 

Infrared (TIR) bands for eteorological applications on 24 hour 

basis. To generate Hyper spectral imageries in VNIR and 

Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) bands to generate spectral 

signatures / fingerprinting for agriculture, forestry, mineralogy, 

oceanography and other such remote sensing applications over 

a limited area.  

 Further, a dynamic flood monitor utility can be 

planned on Bhuvan. 
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ABSTRACT – This paper specifies the generation of 

PWM signals for variable duty cycles using 180nm 

process technology. Pulse Width Modulation found in 

large number of applications as a voltage controller. It is 

used in controlling output voltage of inverter in most of 

the applications.PWM has a fixed frequency and a 

variable voltage. Voltage value changes from 0V to 10 V. 

The advantage of this method is that it is used to 

generate High-frequency variable duty cycle PWM 

output. The power of the design is very low compare to 

implementation on FPGA. Design implementation on 

FPGA consumes 24mW power. Implementation on 

180nm CMOS process technology consumes 49.235μW 

power. The Verilog code is written synthesized and 

simulated using Cadence 180nm CMOS process 

technology and XILINX ISE 10.1i Simulator.  

Key Words- CADENCE, CMOS, FPGA, POWER, PWM, 

VERILOG. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is an integral part 

of almost all embedded systems. It is widely used as a 

control technique in most of the power electronic 

applications [1] like DC/DC, DC/AC, etc. PWM inverters 

are one of those power converters which particularly use 

PWM concept for its operation. Recently PWM inverters 

have great popularity in industrial applications because of 

their superior performance. There are basically two PWM 

techniques –Analog and Digital Techniques. The 

disadvantages of these analog methods [2] and [3] are that, 

they are easily affected by noise and they change with 

respect to voltage and temperature. Digital methods are 

good for designing variable PWM signals. They are very 

flexible and less sensitive to environmental noise [2]. Easy 

to construct and can be implemented in very fast manner.  

Programming capability of Verilog makes it 

suitable to develop any design using 180nm CMOS process 

technology. It reduces the design implementation power. 

Cadence based designs proves less costly and hence they are 

economically suitable for small designs. The PWM signal is 

not constant, the main parameter is a duty cycle D that is a 

part of PWM period, the equation (1) describes the duty 

cycle as the following: 

Duty cycle (D) =������� �	
�� � � ��� ���� 2�⁄      (1) 

   

 

Fig.1 PWM with 50 % duty cycle 

 

II. PROPOSED PWM ARCHITECTURE 

To produce the input data to generate the PWM 

using high speed N-bit free running counter, whose output is 

compared with register output and stores desired input duty 

cycle with the help of comparator. The comparator output is 

set equal to 1 when both these values are equal. This 

comparator output is used to set RS latch. The overflow 

signal from counter is used to reset RS latch. The output of 

RS latch gives the desired PWM output. This overflow 

signal is also used to load new N-bit duty cycle in Register. 
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PWM has a fixed frequency and a variable voltage. This 

voltage value changes from 0V to 10 V. The basic PWM 

generates the signals, which gives the output of PWM, 

requires a comparator that compares between two values. 

The first value represents the square signal generated by N 

bit counter and the second value represents the square signal 

which contains the information about duty cycle. Counter 

generates the load signal whenever there is an overflow. 

Once load signal becomes active, the register loads the new 

duty cycle value. Load signal is used to reset the latch also. 

Latch output is a PWM signal. This is varying with change 

in duty cycle value. 

               

 

Fig.2 Block diagram of PWM with variable duty cycle 

 The block diagram of the proposed architecture is 

shown in Fig. 2. The system input is an N-bit data word, 

depending on the required PWM duty cycle value, which 

can be easily achieved through FPGA and Cadence. The N-

bit register output, containing the N-bit data input, is 

compared with the output value of an N-bit free-running 

synchronous counter, in terms of a comparator. When these 

two values become equal, the comparator output is used to 

reset the R/S latch output, which produces the PWM wave. 

The R/S latch output is set when the counter reaches an 

overflow condition at the end of a PWM period. Counter 

‘‘Overflow’’ signal is used to load the new duty cycle value 

to the PWM generator input register. The reference 

frequency can be supplied from 5 to 10 MHz. 

 

III. FPGA SYNTHESIS RESULTS 

The PWM with variable duty cycle is designed and 

simulated using Verilog. XILINX ISE 10.1i Simulator is 

used for synthesis, translation, mapping and place & route 

process. The FPGA resource utilization is listed in table 1. 

The RTL schematic generated by ISE simulator is shown in 

figure 3 and 4. This will clearly illustrate the integration of 

the work. 

TABLE 1 

RESOURCE UTILIZATION 

Logic utilization Used Available Utilization 

Number of Slices 13 768 1% 

Number of Slice 
Flip Flops 

20 1536 1% 

Number of 4 

input LUTs 

21 1536 1% 

Number of IOs 2 -  

Number of 
bonded IOBs 

2 124 1% 

Number of 

GCLKs 

1 8 12% 

 

Fig. 3 Top level RTL schematic 

Fig. 4 RTL Schematic of data path unit 

IV. FPGA SIMULATION RESULTS 

 A Verilog program has been written for the 

proposed architecture and synthesized and simulated using 

Xilinx ISE Simulator.  

 

V. CADENCE SIMULATION RESULTS 

 A Verilog program has been written for the 

proposed architecture and synthesized and simulated using 

Cadence Simvision.  
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Here we discussed regarding generation of PWM 

signals with varying duty cycle using Verilog code and 

tested on FPGA and Cadence. The comparator is necessary 

to compare between the data available in register and 

counter to generate suitable PWM signals. The generated 

PWM signals have a fixed frequency (10 MHz) depended on 

the frequency of square wave, and a variable duty cycle that 

changes from 0% to 100%. PWM signals can be used to 

drive a BLDC motor. The power consumption is less on 

CMOS process technology based design compare to FPGA 

based design. 
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ABSTRACT -- The Design is mainly Intended for High 

Speed Random Frequency Carrier Wave Generator of 

Zetta Bits Per Second  Zbps (Zetta Bits Per Second)  Data  

Rate 2e
23

-1 Tapped PRBS Pattern Sequence. The PRBS is 

Designed by using LFSR  Linear Feed Back Shift Register 

& XOR Gate with Specific Tapping Points as per CCITT 

ITU Standards. RTL Design Architecture Implemented by 

using VHDL &/ Verilog HDL, Programming & Debugging 

Done by using Spartan III FPGA Kit. Transmission done 

through this carrier frequency. Propagation Carrier Done 

either Serially / Parallel lines I/O.  
 
Keywords: CCITT – Consulting Committee for International 

Telegraph & Telecom , ITU – International Telecom Unit, 

RTL- Register Transfer Level, LFSR-Linear Feedback Shift 

Register, VHDL- Very High Speed Integrated Circuit 

Hardware Description Language, PRBS-Pseudo Random 

Binary Sequence. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
                      In Modern Hi-tech Communication Engineering  

world, High Speed based Portable  Communication System 

Hardware & Software Products Came to the market, speed is 

an important factor and  is in terms of Giga bits per second for 
all Hi-tech Real time Smart Computing Portable wireless 

Communication System Software  products like Cloud 

Computing ,wireless Internet Data Packets Transceivers 

Computing, Tablets,Pocket Mobile Multimedia Systems, Note 

Book Computers, 

WirelessRouters,NOCs,NetworkCards/Racks,WiFI,GiFi,Wim

ax,GPS,GSM,QCDMATranceivers.For that purpose ,I 

Designed Zetta Bits Per Second High Speed PRBS is Pseudo 

Random Binary Sequence Frequency Generators, Generate & 

Received Random Frequency Data in the form of Random 

frequency numbers of different speed w.r.t specific data 
tapping sequence points for both signal & carrier wave 

generation. PRBS Generators, Receivers, Transceivers 

Designed for HiFi Wireless Internet  Data Packets Computing 

and Cloud Computing etc. Transmission, Reception of Data is 

in the RANDOM Sense, This PRBS Generator, Receiver is 

Designed for Identification property of Different Tapped 

PRBS Sequences like 7,10,15,23,31 at a Clock carrier  

frequency speed of Zbps(Zetta Bits Per Second) .The Length 

of PRBS sequence is 2L-1. 2L-1 times repeated the sequences. 

this is mainly suit for multiple users to transmit and received 

data in accurate time for very long distance communications 
like GPS Data Acquisition, GSM Communication Systems, 

WiFI,GiFI,LTE, Wireless OFDMA , CDMA,QCDMA 

Computing,  wireless internet computing, cloud computing etc 

because of Ultra High speed Communication Rate in terms 

Tbps. All these PRBS LFSR Sequences are designed by 

tapping different points according to ITU O.150,O.151,O.152 

Standards. This PRBS Design Consists of Multiplexer, PRBS 

Registers of different tapped sequence points, Clock 

Frequency Generators of Zbps Speed. The Advantages of 

these PRBS Generators having In Built Checkers, Bit Error 

Rate Detection & Correction by using PRBS Checkers. these 
are simply Linear Polynomial Checkers & CRC . 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure.1         Fibonacci (many-to-one) realization of LFSR  

with minimum number of taps and XOR gate in its feedback. 

 

 

II. 2e
31

-1 Zetta Bits Per Second -Ebps- PRBS Design    

                                                                                       Zbps Clock 
                                                                                   
 

                                                                   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure.2 2e
31

-1 Zetta Bits Per Second -Ebps- PRBS 
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III. SOFTWARE – VLSI IC DESIGN FLOW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

IV.  DESIGN FLOW REPORTS OF 2e
31

-1 Ebps PRBS 

DESIGN  

 

A)  2e
31

-1 Zbps PRBS DESIGN RTL BLOCK  
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                                                                                                                       Figure 4. 2e
31

-1 Zbps PRBS DESIGN RTL BLOCK   

Figure 3. VLSI Design Flow Chart                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                            C) 2e
31

-1 Zbps PRBS DESIGN ROUTED REPORT

B)  2e
31

-1 Zbps PRBS RTL Schematic  

 

 
 

 

D) 2e
31

-1 Zbps PRBS DESIGN PLACED REPORT  

 

 

 
 

 
 

V.  SIMULATION WAVE FORM RESULTS -2e
31

-1 

Zbps PRBS  
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CONCLUSION 

 
Designed High Speed Random Carrier Frequency Generator 2e

31
-1 

Ebps PRBS for Ultra High Speed Wireless Communication 

Engineering Products  
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Abstract—  Recent work has shown that multiple antenna 

transceivers can be used to enhance the data-rates and coverage 
of wireless links as compared to single antenna transceivers. 

However, in previous works on multiple-input multiple-output 

(MIMO) antenna selection, it is usually assumed that the 
transmit power and the number of active antennas is fixed and 

the antenna subset is selected to maximize the capacity. In this 
paper, we jointly optimize the transmit power, the number of 
active antennas, and the antenna subsets at the transmitter and 

receiver to maximize the energy efficiency and latency reduction. 
The results show that the proposed solution can significantly 

improve the energy efficiency and latency reduction, with a 
minimum impact on the complexity and cost of the overall 
system            

Keywords— MIMO system, multiple antenna selection, Energy 

efficiency channel capacity.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The wireless cellular network has been one of the most 

successful communications technologies of the last three 

decades. The advent of smart phones and tablets over the past 

several years has resulted in an explosive growth of data 

traffic over the cellular network not seen in previous 

generations. In response to the increase in wireless data 

traffic, the mobile industry has put much effort for providing 

cutting-edge techniques to improve spectral efficiency and 

user experience.  

 
As the fourth generation (4G), namely LTE-Advanced, 

becomes great commercial success, the research community 

and mobile industry are now looking into future 5G 

technologies, in which 2D antenna array with large number of 

antenna elements would play an important role to provide 

required coverage and performance. Hence multiple input 

multiple output (MIMO) systems have recently been getting 

much attention as a promising technology to provide 

significant system capacity improvement for the LTE-

Advanced by utilizing 3D MIMO channel. Use of 2D antenna 

array would make it possible to utilize elevation domain in 

addition to azimuth domain in beam forming operation. Large 
number of antenna elements would improve the capability of  

shaping a narrow beam resulting in possibility of enhanced 

multiuser MIMO operation. 

In previous works on antenna selection, it is usually assumed 

that the total transmit power is fixed and the number of active 

RF chains is also given and fixed; the problem is to select the 

antenna subset which can achieve the highest capacity. In this 

work, we consider antenna selection in terms of energy 

efficiency. Energy efficiency, defined as the number of 

transmitted information bits per unit energy, is becoming 
increasingly important for wireless systems (e.g., see [1]). 

More active RF chains can usually achieve higher data rates, 

but they also consume more power. Here, we aim to maximize 

the energy efficiency through a joint optimization over the 

transmit power, the number of active RF chains, and the 

antenna subset [4]. We show that antenna selection can 

achieve significant improvement in energy efficiency in 

diversity systems when one data stream is employed. Antenna 

selection also has potential for multi-stream systems; this will 

be evaluated more closely in future work. 
 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The system 
model and the problem description are given in Section II. In 

Section III, antenna selection algorithms are developed. 

Finally, simulation results and conclusions are presented in 

Sections IV and V, respectively. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

 

Consider a point-to-point MIMO system with Nt antennas at 

the transmitter Nr antennas at the receiver. Denote the selected 

transmit antenna subset as ωt and the selected receive antenna 

subset as ωr; so, the number of active transmit and receive 

antennas are Lt = |ωt| and Lr = |ωr|, respectively, where | · | 
denotes the cardinality of a set, Lt ≤ Nt and Lr ≤ Nr. The 

received signal at the receiver is then 

                 � =  	
� � �[�� ,�� ]�� + � �                         (1) 

where x is a single-stream transmit signal, pt is the transmit 

power, q is the normalized precoding vector of length Lt at the 

transmitter, u is the normalized decoding vector of length Lr 

at the receiver, H[ωt, ωr] is the Lr × Lt channel matrix 

between the ωt transmit antenna subset and the ωr receive 
antenna subset, and n is an additive white Gaussian noise 

vector at the receiver. The channel coefficients are modelled 

as i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean 

and unit variance. The SNR at the receiver can be written as 

 

                  ��� = ����� !� ,!" #$�%
&'%                                      (2) 
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Where()* is the additive noise power. In order to maximize the 
SNR, maximal ratio transmission (MRT) and maximal ratio 

combining (MRC) are applied at the transmitter and receiver, 

respectively. Thus, we have ��+,- � �� ,�� #�+,.�* =
/01�  �� ,�� # = �� �� ,�� #�*

*
 where λmax [ωt, ωr] is the 

largest eigenvalue of the channel matrix H [ωt, ωr], which is 

also equal to the square of the 2-norm of H [ωt, ωr]. 

Therefore, the SNR in (2) can be rewritten as  

 

            ��� = ��� !� ,!" #�% %
&'%                                                 (3) 

and the achievable rate (in bits/sec/Hz) is  

 

      2 =  345*61 + ��� !� ,!" #�% %
&'% 8                                         (4) 

The energy efficiency can be expressed as 

 

     9:: = 6;.�8
=.��>�?   @ABC/E4�3F                                              (5) 

 

Where B is the bandwidth, ρ is the reciprocal of the power 

amplifier efficiency, and 
Gis the circuit power excluding the 

power consumed by the power amplifier [8]. Thus, the 

numerator in (5) is the rate (in bits/sec) achieved, and the                       

denominator is the total power consumption. 

 

We model the circuit power pc as a function of the number of 

active RF chains [10] 

 
G = H� . 
G� + H� . 
G� + 
GI                                                 (6) 
 

Where 
G�and 
G�  are the power consumed by each transmit 

and receive RF chain, respectively, and 
GI  is the power 

consumed in all the other parts of the circuitry, such as in the 

DSP. Here, we assume that  
GI is fixed. Therefore, the 

normalized (with respect to bandwidth) energy efficiency is 

JJ = KIL%MN>O��� P� ,P" #�% %
Q'% R

=.��>|!�|.�?�>|!"|.�?">�?T  (bits/Hz/Joule)                     (7) 

 

We will maximize the normalized energy efficiency (7) by 

optimizing the receive antenna subset and the transmit power,     

subject to a spectral efficiency (SNR) constraint, that is, 

 U
�I�� , ��I�� , ��I��V =  W25 max JJ                                     (8) 

 ∴ ��� \ ]  Where ] is the required SNR at the receiver.  

 

III. SELECTION ALGORITHMS 

The transmitter design was incorporated with the maximal 

ratio transmission (MRT) and receiver design was 

incorporated with the maximal ratio combiner (MRC) 

receiving technique with perfect knowledge of channel state 

information (CSI) . 

 
Fig1: Maximal Ratio Transmitter 

 

 
Fig2: Maximal Ratio Combiner 

 

For each Lt and Lr, we need to choose the antenna subset with 

the largest‖�[�� , ��]‖*. The optimum solution can only be 

found through an exhaustive search over all the possible 
subsets. However, this requires 

[∑ 6��H�
�̀a�bc 8]. [∑ 6��H�

"̀a"bc 8] = 62 �̀ e 1862 "̀ e 18  

Calculations for the optimal transmit power using (8). 

 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we provide simulation results to demonstrate 

the performance of antenna selection in terms of average 

energy efficiency and latency reduction . The parameters used 

are listed in below table I. 

 

Circuit power per transmit RF chain 
G� 150 mW Circuit power per transmit RF chain 
G� 160 mW 

Required SNR ] 20 dB 

Power amplifier efficiency 38% 

Power spectral density of noise -174 dBm/Hz 

Bandwidth 10 MHz 

Path loss (dB) 40 log10 d(m) 

 

Table I: Simulation Parameters 
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Fig3: Average packet delay performance 

 

 

 
Fig4: Effect of the number of antenna elements 

 

The algorithm was then simulated with different number of 

antenna elements and plotted for comparison purposes. 

Figures 3 and 4 shows the expected delays for the arrival 

traffic rates. we observe that by increasing the number of 

antenna array elements ‘M’ the delay performance improved, 

which shows clearly the effect of employing a MIMO antenna 

with more than one antenna elements in increasing the 

received signal power and thereby improving the latency  

performance. 

 

 
Fig5: Energy Efficiency Performance  

 
The above figure shows that scaling down the power as much 

as possible without seriously affecting the overall spectral 

efficiency, and also it shows that more energy can be saved by 

antenna selection. Hence considering antenna selection at both 

ends can achieve a much higher EE (Energy Efficiency) then 

antenna selection at only one end.  The overall spectral 

efficiency still can be 10 times higher than in conventional 

MIMO antenna. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We developed antenna selection algorithms for energy 

efficient and latency reduction MIMO systems. Based on the 
tradeoff between the data rate and the circuit power 

consumption, we jointly optimize the transmit power, number 

of active RF chains, and antenna subsets to maximize the 

system energy efficiency and latency reduction is almost as 

good as that using the exhaustive search. 
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ABSTRACT 
Biometric System allows automatic person recognition 

based on physical or behavioral parameters. A biometric 
system which relies only on a single biometric identifier in 

making a personal identification is often not able to meet the 

desired performance requirements. Identification based on 

multiple biometrics represents as emerging trend. To 

overcome limitations and increase the level of security the 

Multimodal biometric systems are being used. This paper 

will review the advantages of multimodal biometrics with 

the published literature.   

 

Keywords: Biometric, Authentication, Multimodal, Security, 

Fusion, Characteristics, Behavioral, Physical 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 Biometric is the science & technology of measuring & 

analyzing biological data. It is used to uniquely identify 

individuals by their physiological characteristics or personal 

behavioral traits. Biometrics could become an essential 

component of the effective person identification solutions 

because biometric identifiers cannot be shared or misplaced and 

they intrinsically represent the individual’s bodily identity[2]. 

Biometrics is not only a fascinating pattern recognition research 

problem, but if carefully used, could also be an enabling 

technology with potential to make our society safer, eliminates 

fraud, and enhances security[3]. 

 Biometric Characteristics are of two types. They are 1. 

Physiological Characteristics: Iris, Finger print, Retinal, Palm 

prints, Hand geometry, Face, Ear, DNA, Voice. 2. Behavioral 

characteristics: Hand Writing, Signature, Body odor, Gait, 

Gesture, Facial thermography[10]. 

BIOMETRIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

 The major components of biometric systems as 

follows[6, 12]  1. Sensors/Authentication:- Collects data and 

converts the information to digital format. 2. Signal processing 

algorithm/Feature extractor: Perform quality control activities 

and develop the biometric template. 3. Data Storage/Template:-

Keeps information that new biometric templates will be 

compare to. 4. Matching algorithm: Compares the new 

biometric template to one or more templates in data storage. 5. 

Decision Process: Uses the results from the matching 

components to make a system level decision, The complexity of 

designing a Biometric System based on three main factors, 
accuracy, scale or size of the database and usability. 

 The limitations of Unimodal biometrics as follows:  

Noisy Data:- Finger print with a scar or voice sample altered 

by cold. Noisy data could also  result from defective or 
improperly maintained sensors or unfavorable ambient 

conditions (Ex: Poor illumination of users face in a face 

recognition system). Intra Class Variations:- These variations 

caused by user who is incorrectly interfacing with the sensor 

(Ex: incorrect facial pose) or when the characteristics of a 

sensor are modified during authentication (Ex: Optical Vs 

solid state finger print sensors). Inter-Class Similarities:- In 

Biometric System comprising of large number of users, there 

may be inter class similarities (overlap) in the feature space 

of multiple users (ex: twins or son and father). Non 

Universality:- The Biometric System may not be able to 

acquire meaningful biometric data from a subset of users. A 
finger print Biometric System .Ex: May extract incorrect 

minutiae features from fingerprints of certain individuals due 

to poor quality of ridge). Spoof attacks:- This type of attack 

is especially relevant when behavioral traits such as signature 

or voice are used. However physical traits such finger prints 

are also susceptible to spoof attacks[11]. 

 

MULTIMODAL BIOMETRIC SYSTEM 

 The limitations imposed by Unimodal Biometric 

System can be overcome by including multiple sources of 

information for establishing to identify. Such systems are 
known as multimodal Biometric System. It utilizes more than 

one physiological or behavioral characteristic for enrolment, 

verification or identification. These systems are expected to 

be more reliable due to the presence of multiple, fairly 

independent biometrics. The reason to combine different 

modalities is to improve recognition rate. The aim of 

Multimodal Biometric System is to reduce one or more of the 

following. They are False accept rate (FAR), False reject rate 

(FRR), Failure to enroll rate (FTE) and Susceptibility to 

artifacts or mimics[10]. They also address the problem of non 

universality, since multiple traits ensure sufficient population 
coverage. They deter spoofing since it would be difficult for 

an imposter to spoof  multiple biometric traits of a genuine 

user simultaneously. Further they can facilitate a challenge 

response type of mechanism by requesting the user to 

presents random subset of biometric traits thereby ensuring 

that a live user is indeed present at the point of data 

acquisition[11]. 

 Types of MM Biometric System[13, 15]:  Multi 

algorithmic Biometric System: It takes a single sample from 
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a single sensor and process that sample with two or more 

different algorithms. Multi Instance Biometric System: It uses 

one sensor or possibly more sensors to capture samples of two 

or more different instances of the same biometric 

characteristics. Multi Sensorial Biometric System: It sample the 

same instance of biometric trait with two or more distinctly 

different sensors. 

 The block diagram of multimodal biometric system is 

shown in the figure 1. This system integrates, face, finger print 

and speech to make a personal identification[7]. We have 

chosen these three specific biometrics depending on the fact that 

finger print provides an extremely high verification accuracy. 

Face and speech, on the other hand , are routinely used by all of 

us in our daily recognition tasks.  

 

 

 

Figure:1 Block diagram of Multimodal Biometric System 

 

This system mainly consists of four components i) acquisition 

module ii) template data base iii) enrollment module iv) 

verification module. In the acquisition module, the finger print 

images, face images , and speech signals are acquired of users 

who intends to access the system. The template database is a 

physical database which contains all the template records of the 

users who are enrolled in the system. The task of enrollment 

module is system management which includes user enrollment , 

user deletion , user update , training, system parameter 

specification, etc. The verification module is responsible of 

authenticating the identity claimed by user at the point of 

access. In the verification process there are four stages: i) finger 

print verification ii) face recognition iii) speaker verification 

and iv) decision fusion. 

 Finger print verification is responsible for matching 

the input finger prints against the finger print templates 

stored in the data base to obtain finger print matching score. 

Face recognition is responsible for matching the input face 
against the face templates to obtain the face recognition 

score. Speaker verification is responsible for obtaining the 

matching score of the input speech signal. The decision 

fusion integrates the matching scores from finger print 

verification, face recognition and speaker verification to 

establish the final decision. Each individual biometrics in our 

multimodal system has a very different characteristics and a 

different matching scheme. Therefore it is more reasonable to 

integrate the multiple biometrics at the decision or matching 

level instead of the sensor level. Formulation is as follows: 

 Let B denote a given biometric system and let Ф
1
 

,Ф
2
 ,Ф

3
 ……………..Ф

N 
denote the templates of the N users 

enrolled in B, who are labeled by numerical indicators , 

1,2,………….,N. Assume , for simplicity, that each enrolled 

user has only one template ( for each type of indicator ) 

stored in the system. So the template for the ith user , 

{ }1 2 3, ,i i i iΦ = Φ Φ Φ
 has three components where   

1 2 3, ,i i iΦ Φ Φ
 are the templates for the finger print , face and 

speech biometrics respectively. Let  
( )0 , IΦ

 denote the 

biometric indicator and the identity claimed by a user. Again 

0Φ has three components 
{ }0 0 0 0

1 2 3
, ,Φ = Φ Φ Φ

 
corresponding to the measurement of the three biometric  

indicators. The claimed identity, I, either belongs to the 

category w1 or category w2 where w1indicates that user 

claims a true identity ( a guanine user )and w2 indicates that 

user claims a false identity ( an imposter ). The biometric 

system B matches  
0Φ against 

IΦ to determine which 
category , w1 or w2 , the claimed identity I falls in , i.e.  

0, ( , )
1

,
2

{
IW if F

W otherwise
I

φ φ ε>
∈

------1

 

Where F (Ф
0

, Ф
I 

) is function which measure the similarity 

between Ф
0 
, Ф

I 
and є is a thresh hold. 

 For a claimed identity I which can be in either w1 or 

w2 , the biometric system may determine where I is in w1  or 

w2 . therefore there are four possible outcomes:  1. A claimed 

identity in w1 is determined to be in w1  (i.e., guanine user is 

being accepted ). 2. A claimed identity in w1  is determined to 

be in w2 (i.e., a guanine user being rejected ). 3. Claimed 

identity I in w2  is determined to be in  w2 (i.e., an imposter 

being rejected ). 4. Claimed identity w2 is determined to be in 

w1  (i.e., imposter being accepted) and Obvious outcomes  i) 

and iii) are correct where as outcomes ii) and iv) are 
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incorrect. Typically FAR and FRR are used to characterize the 

performance of a biometric systems[8]. False acceptance rate 

FAR: corresponds to probability of an imposter being accepted 

i.e. the probability of outcome iv)  False reject rate FRR: 

corresponds to probability of a guanine user being rejected i.e. 

probability of outcome ii). The lower the values of FAR and 

FRR the more Reliable is the decision made by the system.  

FINGERPRINT VERIFICATION 

 A finger print is the pattern of ridges and furrows on 

the surface of a finger tip. The uniqueness of the finger print is 

determined by the local ridges characteristics and their spatial 

relationships. The two most prominent ridge characteristics 

called minutiae are i) ridge ending ii) ridge bifurcation [10]. 

  Let Ф1
0
 denote the minutiau pattern extracted from 

input finger image with claimed identity I and Ф1
I 

 be the I
th

 

finger print template stored in the database. The similarity 

function between an input finger print Ф1
0
and a template Ф1

I
 is 

defined as follows [7] 

    

F1(Ф1
0
 ,Ф1

I)
  =   100C

2
 --------2 

                           PQ 

where P and Q are the total number of minutiae in Ф1
0  

and Ф1
I
 

respectively and C is the total number of corresponding 

minutiae pairs between  Ф1
0  

and Ф1
I
 established by the minutiae 

matching algorithms. 

 

FACE RECOGNITION 

 There are two major tasks in face recognition: i) face 

location ii)face recognition. Face location finds where face in 

the input image and if so, the location of the face in the image. 
Face recognition finds the similarity between the located face 

and the stored templates to determine the identity of the user. A 

no. of face recognition approaches have been reported in [10]. 

Let  Ф2
0 

be the representation of the input face image with 

claimed identity  I and Ф2
I 
 denote the representation of the I

ith  

template. The similarity function between Ф2
0  

and  Ф2
I  

is 

defined as follows 

 

F2(Ф2
0
, Ф2

I
)  = -‖‖ Ф2

I
- Ф2

0
‖‖-------3 

   

Where ‖‖.‖‖ denotes the L2   norm. 

 

SPEAKER VERIFICATION: 

 Anatomical variations that normally occur amongst 

different people and the differences in their learned speaking 

habits manifest themselves as differences in the acoustic 

properties of the speech signal.  By analyzing and identifying 

these differences it is possible to discriminate among 

speakers[10]. The final decision made by our system is based on 

the integration of the decisions made by the fingerprint 

verification  module ,the face recognition module and the 

speaker verification module. 

 Normalization[5]: A key to Multimodal biometrics  

is the fusion (i.e, combination) of the various biometric mode 

data at the feature extraction, match score or decision level.A 
normalization step is generally necessary before the raw 

scores originating from different matchers can be combined 

in the fusion stage. For example, if one matcher yields scores 

in the range [100, 1000] and another matcher in the range [0, 

1], fusing the scores without any normalization effectively 

eliminates the contribution of the second matcher. The well 

known normalization methods are as follows. Min-

Max(MM), Z-score(ZS),  Tanh(TH), Adaptive (AD) 

Fusion in multimodal Biometric System: A mechanism that 

can combine the classification results from biometric channel 

is called biometric fusion. Various levels of fusion are[11 

13]: Sensor level Fusion: We combine the biometric traits 
taken from different sensors to form a composite biometric 

trait and process. Feature level Fusion: Signals coming from 

different biometric channels are first pre processed and 

feature vectors are extracted separately, using specific 

algorithm and we continue these vectors to form a composite 

feature vector, this is useful in classification. Matching score 

level fusion: Rather combining feature vectors, we process 

them separately and individual matching score is found, then 

depending on the accuracy of each 

 biometric matching score, will be used for classification. 

Decision level fusion: Each modality is first pre-classified 
independently, and uses matching scores to either determine 

an  identify or validate a claimed identify. 

    Fusion level: Biometric System that integrates information 

at an early stage of processing are believed to be more 

effective than those system which perform integration at a 

later stage[8, 9]. Since the feature set contains richer 

information about input biometric data than the matching 

score or output decision of a matcher, hence fusion at feature 

level is expected to provide better recognition results. 

However fusion at this level is difficult to achieve in practice, 

Feature sets of the various modalities may not be compatible. 

Most Biometric System do not provide access to the feature 
sets (Nor the raw data) which they use in their products. 

Thus, fusion at the decision level is considered to be rigid 

due to the availability of limited information [9]. Thus, fusion 

at the match score level is usually preferred as it is relatively 

easy to access and combine the score presented by the 

different modalities. 

 Modes of Operation:- A multimodal system can 

operate in one of three different modes[11]. Serial mode, 

parallel mode, or hierarchal mode. Serial Mode: Of 

operation, the O/P of one modality is typically used to narrow 

down the no. of possible identities before the next modality is 
used. Therefore, multiple sources of information do not have 

to be acquired simultaneously. Further a decision could be 

made before acquiring all the traits. This can reduce the 

overall recognition time. Parallel Mode:- Information from 
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multiple modalities are used simultaneously in order to perform 

recognition. Hierarchical Mode: Individual classifiers are 

combined in a tree like structure. This mode is relevant when 

the number of classifiers is large. 

 

CONCLUSIONS: 

 MM Biometric System elegantly addresses several of 

the problems present in Unimodal system. By combining 

multiple sources of information, these systems, improve 

matching performance, increase population coverage, deter 

spoofing and facilitate indexing. Various fusion levels and 

scenarios are possible in MM Biometric Systems. Fusion at the 

match sore level is the most popular due to ease in accessing 

and consolidating  matching scores.Performance gain is 

pronounced when uncorrelated traits are used in MM Biometric 

System. Incorporating user specific parameters can further 

improve performance of these systems.  
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Abstract— In the medical field, digital images are 

produced in ever increasing quantities and used for 

diagnostics. Content-Based Medical Image Retrieval 

(CBMIR) is a technique retrieves similar medical images 

from large database images based on visual features such 

as color, texture and shape. This paper focuses a novel 

method to increase the performance of Content Based Medical 

Image Retrieval System(CBMIRS). The content of the image 

extracted with the help of region based shape descriptor, which 

have better features representation capabilities and are more 

robust to noise. The similar medical images will be retrieved by 

comparing the feature vector of the query image with the 

corresponding feature vectors of the data base images using 

Euclidian distance as a similarity measure. In this paper we study 

and compare various moment-based shape descriptors such as 

Invariant moments, Zernike moments, and Chebyshev moments. 

Utilization of the proposed method is evaluated and exhibited via 

various types of medical images. Experimental results show that 

out of the various moments, Chebyshev moments achieve the 

highest retrieval performance. With the results it is obvious that 

the region based feature extraction method out performs the 

direct feature extraction based image retrieval system. 

Keywords—Content Based Medical Image Retrieval (CBMIR), 

Shape Descriptors , Euclidian Distance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In the past three decades, in medical field, medical images 

are produced increasingly for diagnostics therapy and also to 

provide great assistance to doctors in clinical care and 

research. Every day huge volumes of different types of 

medical images are produced in various hospitals as well as in 

various medical centers [1]. Medical image retrieval has many 

momentous applications especially in medical diagnosis, 

education and research fields. These images are also important 

because the historical images of different patients in medical 

centers have valuable information for the upcoming diagnosis 

with a system which retrieves similar cases make more 

accurate diagnosis and decide on appropriate treatment [2]. So 

there is a necessity for efficient and effective retrieval system.  

Traditional approach of searching the image was by indexing 

or simply by browsing. Problem with the historical approach 

leads to another way of accessing the image on the basis of 

their content or feature. Thus Content Based Medical Image 

Retrieval (CBMIR) is defined as a process of searching a 

required medical image from the large database on the basis of 

their visual features like shape, color and texture [3]. Now the 

main objective of this research work is to retrieve the similar 

medical images matching the query image from medical 

databases by using feature extraction and similarity 

measurement techniques. Feature extraction plays major role 

for easy and efficient medical image retrieval [4].Typically, a 

medical image usually contains several objects, which convey 

specific information However, due to the nature of medical 

images and low resolution many medical images are 

represented in gray level rather than color. 

Shape is one of the fundamental feature in the Content-based 

Medical Image Retrieval (CBMIR). Mainly Object shape 

features provides powerful information for image retrieval, 

because humans can recognize objects solely from their 

shapes. Usually, the shape carries semantic information. Shape 

features are different from other elementary visual features, 

such as color or texture features Shape descriptors can be 

broadly categorized as region-based and contour-based 

descriptors. Contour based shape descriptors exploit only the 

boundary information, ignoring the shape interior content. 

Therefore, these descriptors cannot represent shapes for which 

the complete boundary information is not available. On the 

other hand, region-based descriptors exploit both boundary 

and internal pixels. Among the region-based descriptors, 

moments have been very popular; the moment theory is well 

established and widely applied in a number of digital image 

areas. 

Moments of images provide efficient local descriptors and 

have been used extensively in image analysis applications. 

Their main advantage is their ability to provide invariant 

measures of shape. In this work, we present an overview of the 

most commonly used image moments, as well as hardware 

architecture capable of fast calculation of geometric, Zernike 

and Chebyshev moments Moment based feature descriptors 
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have evolved into a powerful tool for image analysis 

applications. Geometric moments present a low computational 

cost, but are highly sensitive to noise. Furthermore 

reconstruction is extremely difficult. Although not invariant 

under rotation, Hue's invariants [5] that are derived from 

geometric moments present invariance under linear 

transformations. Complex moments provide with additional 

invariant descriptors, but present the same problems regarding 

noise and reconstruction. Moments of orthogonal polynomial 

basis were proposed by Teague [6]. They have proven less 

sensitive to noise and invariant to linear transformations and 

can be effectively used for image reconstruction. Moments of 

discrete orthogonal basis have been proposed recently [7]. 

They are fast to implement, present adequate noise tolerance 

and very accurate image reconstruction. Their major drawback 

is the lack of invariance under transformation. Image 

normalization should be used prior to moment extraction for 

applications requiring invariance. In this work, we present an 

overview of the most commonly used image moments, namely 

geometric, complex, Zernike and Chebyshev.  

In this paper we study and compare three moment-based 

descriptors: Invariant moments, Zernike moments and 

Chebyshev moments. Results show that Chebyshev moments 

achieve the highest retrieval performance. The similar images 

are retrieved by matching the region features using Euclidian 

distance.   

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

describes the CBMIR system. Section 3 explains the features 

extraction methods Section 4 focuses experimental results. 

Section 5 concludes the paper. 

II.  CBMIR SYSTEM 

        A typical conceptual content-based retrieval system is 

illustrated in Figure (1) divided into off-line feature extraction 

process and online image retrieval process. In offline feature 

extraction process, the contents of the database images are 

extracted and described with a feature vector. The same 

process is repeated for query image in online process. The 

database  consist of various classes of  medical images 

characterized by certain objects such as liver, body outline, 

spine for CT or MRI images of the skull, abdomen, ventricles 

for images of the head etc. 

 In online image retrieval process, the user submits a query 

images as an example to the retrieval system for searching 

similar medical images. The system retrieves related images 

by computing the similarity matching between the feature 

vectors of the query image and those of the feature vector of 

the data base images. Finally the system returns the results that 

are most similar to the query image. The various phases of 

CBMIR have shown in below figure. 

.

 

Fig.1. Content based Medical Image Retrieval System 

III. FEATURES EXTRACTION 

   The content of an images are described with the help of their 

features. The effectiveness of this approach is highly 

dependent on the quality of the features used .Feature 

extraction plays major role in CBMIR.The input image f(x, y) 

where x, y is the pixel coordinates in the image.  During this 

feature extraction phase for each image in the database the shape 

features and the texture features are extracted and the feature 

vectors are stored in the database along with the image. The 

corresponding region based shape features are extracted by 

using moment based shape descriptors. In this section we will 

discuss about various statistical region based feature extraction 

methods. 

A. Invariant Moments (IM)    

     In the past decades, various moment functions due to their 

abilities to represent the image features have been proposed 

for describing images.Hue first derived a set of moment 

invariants, which are position, size and orientation 

independent. These moment invariants have been successfully 

used in the field of pattern recognition. 

     The general form of a moment function of order (p+q) , of 

an image function f(x,y) is given as                                                    

( , ) ( , ) ....................(1)= Ψ∫ ∫ x y f x y dxdyx ypq pq
φ  

Where ψpq is  known as the moment weighting kernel or the 

basis set.,for a digital image f(x,y) the above equation can be 

rewritten in discrete form as 

                ( , ) ( , ).................................(2)∑∑= ΨM x y f x ypq pq
x y
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Geometric moments are the simplest of the moment functions 

with basis ψpq = x
p 

y
q 

while basis set is not orthogonal. The 

central moments which are invariant to translation are defined 

as 

                

( ) ( ) ( , ).......................(3)∑∑= − −
qp

x x y y f x ypq
x y

µ  

Where  10

00

=
m

x
m

  and 01

00

=
m

y
m

 

A set of 7 invariant moments (IM) which are invariant to 

rotation, scaling and translation are given by the following 

equation: 

.
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2 2
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IM are computationally simple. these moments suffer from a high 

degree of information redundancy, Noise sensitivity, Higher-order 

moments are very sensitive to noise.  

B.  Zernike Moments (ZM) 

To overcome the problems associated with the and 

invariant moments Teague has suggested the use of 

continuous orthogonal moments in [8].He introduced 

continuous-orthogonal Zernike moments and Legendre 

moments based on the orthogonal Zernike and Legendre 

polynomials,. Several studies have shown the superiority of 

Zernike moments over Legendre moments due to their better 

feature representation we choose Zernike moments as our 

second shape descriptor. Zernike polynomials are a complete 

set of complex valued functions orthogonal over the unit disk, 

i.e, x2 + y2 ≤1 

nm nm nmV (x, y) V (rcos ,rsin ,) R (r) exp(jm )= = θ θ = = θ
....

(5) 

Where Rnm(r) is the orthogonal radial polynomial. 

( )/2 ( ) ! 2
( ) ( 1)

0 2 2
! ! !

2 2

= − −
∑= −
= − − − −   

   
   

n m n ss n s
R r rnm

s n s m n s m
s x

 

n 0,1,2....;=   0 m n≤ ≤ ; n m−  is even ………… ….(6) 

    

The Zernike moment of order n with repetition m of a 

continuous function f (x, y) is given by 

     

* 2 21
( , ) ( , ) , 1..........(7)

+
= + ≤∫ ∫nm nm

x y

n
Z f x y V x y dxdy x y

π
 

For a digital image f(x, y), above equation can b approximated 

as 

        

* 2 21 ( , ) ( , ), 1..........(8)+= + ≤∑∑nm nm
x y

n
Z f x y V x y x y

π
  

                          
      

1
( cos , sin ) ( ) exp( ), 1.....(9)

+
= ≤∑∑

n
Z f r r R r jm rnm nm

r
θ θ θ

π θ
 

The magnitudes of Zernike moments are invariant to rotation 

and they are robust to [9]. Since the basis is orthogonal, they 

have minimum information redundancy. However, the 

computation of ZM (in general, continuous orthogonal 

moments) poses several problems. 

C.  Tchebichef moments (TM) 

Mukundan et al. [10] has suggested the use of discrete 

orthogonal moments to eliminate the problems associated with 

the continuous orthogonal moments. They introduced 

Chebyshev moments based on the discrete orthogonal 

Chebyshev polynomial. They showed that Chebyshev 

moments are superior to geometric, Zernike moments in terms 

of image reconstruction capability. Recently, Mukundan 

[11,12] introduced Chebyshev moments which possess 

rotational invariance property. In this section we present a 

brief overview of the Chebyshev moments. for an image of 

size N × N are defined according to the following recursive 

relation. For a digital image f(x, y) with size N×N, The scaled 

orthogonal Chebyshev polynomials of (n+m)
th

 order is given 

as 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

  To test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm our   

experimental data base consist large collection of medical 

images acquired from different modalities. The database 

consists of various different classes of images such as lung, 

liver and brain etc. The feature vector of the query image is 

compared with the feature vectors of the images in the 

database using Euclidian distance method, and then the most 

similar images are reported. To evaluate the overall 

performance of a retrieval system we used recall rate ,Mean 

average precision(MAP) and error rate (ER) as a performance 

measures. Recall rate (RR) is defined as the number of 

retrieved relevant images over the total number of relevant 

images in the database. The comparative analysis of various 

shape descriptors for medical image retrieval is shown in the 

following figures (3),(4),(5) . It is  clear that among the 

various moments  Chibyshev moments  is more prominent for 

the content based medical image retrieval as it compares with 

the  other existing systems shown in figure (3),figure(4) and 

figure(5). 

 
R

................................(13)=
N IR

RR
TNRIR

                                                                  

. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .(1 4 )=
∑

M A P
N

N P R  

R
................................(15)=

NN IR
ER

TNIR
 

 P (NR) =Precision after first NR images retrieved. 

NRIR=Number of Relevant Images Retrieved. 

TNIR= Total Number of Images Retrieved. 

TNRIR=Total Number of Relevant Images in Data Base. 

 

 

Fig.3.Retrieval Result using Hue Moments 

 

 

Fig.4.Retrieval Result using Zernike Moments 

 

  

Fig.5.Retrieval Result using Chebyshev Moments 

 

 

Fig.6.Performance Analysis using various methods 
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Feature extraction is a significant task in efficient medical 

image retrieval. This paper presents an various approaches for 

effective Content based medical image retrieval based on 

region based shape feature analysis. Through the image 

retrieval experiment indicating that the use of this region 

based shape features is superior to other conventional 

methods. The experiment is performed on different datasets in 

order to measure the accuracy and robustness of the system. It 

has been observed from the experimental study that among the 

various shape descriptors Chebyshev moments gives better 

result in terms of mean average precision and  recall rate and 

error rate has been reduced. In future the proposed Scheme 

can be further improved by integrating multiple features and 

relevance feedback. 
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ABSTRACT -- Recently, power control in mobile ad hoc networks 

has been the focus of extensive research. Its main objectives are to 

reduce the total energy consumed in packet delivery and/or increase 
network throughput by increasing the channel’s spatial reuse. In this 

article we give an overview of various power control approaches 
that have been proposed in the literature. We discuss the factors that 

influence the selection of the transmission power, including 

the important interplay between the routing (network) and the 

medium access control (MAC) layers. Protocols that account 

for such inter-play are presented. 
 
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) have recently been the 

topic of extensive research. The interest in such networks 

stems from their ability to provide temporary and instant  
wireless networking solutions in situations where cellular 

infrastructures are lacking and are expensive or infeasible to 

deploy (e.g., disaster relief efforts, battlefields, etc.). Due to 

their inherently distributed nature, MANETs are more robust 

than their cellular counterparts against single-point failures, 
and have the flexibility to reroute around congested nodes. 

Furthermore, MANETs can conserve battery energy by deliv-ering 

a packet over a multihop path that consists of short hop-by-hop 

links. While wide-scale deployment of MANETs is yet to be 

realized, several efforts are currently underway to stan-dardize 
protocols for the operation and management of such networks. 

 
The ad hoc mode of the IEEE 802.11 standard is, by far, the most 

dominant MAC protocol for ad hoc networks. This protocol 
generally follows the CSMA/CA (carrier sense multi-ple access with 
collision avoidance) paradigm, with extensions to allow for the 
exchange of RTS/CTS (request-to-send/clear-to-send) handshake 
packets between the transmitter and the receiver. These control 
packets are used to reserve a transmis-sion floor for the subsequent 
data and acknowledgment (ACK) packets. Nodes transmit their 
control and data packets at a fixed (maximum) power level, 
preventing all other poten-tially interfering nodes from starting their 
own transmissions. Any node that hears the RTS or the CTS 
message defers its transmission until the ongoing transmission is 
over.  

Although the RTS/CTS exchange (also known as virtual carrier 
sensing) is fundamentally needed to reduce the likeli- 

 
1

 This problem arises when a node, say A, is transmitting a packet to 

another node, say B. In the meantime, a third node, say C, that is outside the 

range of A but in the range of B starts transmitting, causing a collisioin at 
B. 

 
 

hood of collisions due to the hidden terminal problem,
1
 it has two 

severe drawbacks. First, it negatively impacts channel uti-lization 

by not allowing concurrent transmissions to take place over the 

reserved floor. This situation is shown in Fig. 1, where node A uses 

its maximum transmission power to send its packets to node B. (For 

simplicity we assume omnidirec-tional antennas, so a node’s 

reserved floor is represented by a circle in the 2D space.) Nodes C 

and D hear B’s CTS message and, therefore, refrain from 

transmitting. It is easy to see that both transmissions, A → B and C → 

D, can in principle take place at the same time if nodes are able to 

select their trans-mission powers appropriately. The second 

drawback of the fixed-power approach is that the received power 

may be far more than necessary to achieve the required signal-to-

interfer-ence-and-noise ratio (SINR), thus wasting the node’s 

energy and shortening its lifetime. Therefore, there is a need for a 

solution, possibly a multi-layer one, that allows concurrent 

transmissions to take place in the same vicinity and simultane-ously 

conserves energy. 

 
The main objective of this article is to review the main 

approaches for transmission power control (TPC) that have been 

proposed in the literature. We start by discussing the tradeoffs 

involved in selecting the power level. A class of energy-oriented 

power control schemes is then discussed. This class is mainly aimed 

at reducing energy consumption, with throughput being a secondary 

factor. It includes net-work-layer solutions (i.e., power-aware 

routing). Power con-trol schemes that incorporate the MAC 

perspective into their design are then presented. These schemes 

include a class of algorithms that use TPC primarily to control the 

topological properties of the network. In the same section we also 

discuss a class of interference-aware TPC schemes that use 

broadcasted interference information to bound the power levels of 

subsequent transmissions. Other protocols that are based on 

clustering or that combine scheduling and TPC are presented. The 

article concludes with a discussion of open research issues. 
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■ Figure 1. Inefficiency of the standard RTS-CTS approach. 

Nodes A and B are allowed to communicate, but nodes C and D 
are not. Dashed circles indicate the maximum transmission 
ranges for nodes A and B, while solid circles indicate the mini-

mum transmission ranges needed for coherent reception at the 

respective receivers.  

 

Trade-offs in Selecting the Transmission Power 
  

The transmission power determines the range over which the 

signal can be coherently received, and is therefore crucial in 

determining the performance of the network (throughput, 

delay, and energy consumption). The selection of the “best” 

transmission range has been investigated extensively in the 

lit-erature. It has been shown that a higher network capacity can 

be achieved by transmitting packets to the nearest neighbor in the 

forward progress direction. The intuition behind this result is that 
halving the transmission range increases the number of hops by two 

but decreases the area of the reserved floor to one fourth of its 
original value, hence allowing for more concurrent transmissions to 

take place in the same neighborhood. 
 

In addition to improving network throughput, reducing the 

transmission range plays a significant role in reducing the energy 

required to deliver a packet in a multihop fashion. The power 

consumed by the radio frequency (RF) power amplifier of the 
network interface card (NIC) is directly proportional to the power of 
the transmitted signal, and thus it is of great interest to control the 

signal transmission power to increase the lifetime of mobile nodes. 
Presently, the RF power amplifi-er consumes almost half (or more 

in the case of sensor nodes) of the total energy consumed by the 
NIC. This ratio is expect-ed to increase in future NICs, as the 

processing components become more power-efficient. Therefore, 

there is potential for a significant energy saving by reducing the 
signal transmission power (range) and increasing the number of 

hops to the desti-nation. 
 

On the other hand, the transmission power determines who can 
hear the signal, so reducing it can adversely impact the connectivity 

of the network by reducing the number of active links and, 

potentially, partitioning the network (see the example in Fig. 2). 
Thus, to maintain connectivity, power con-trol should be carried out 

while accounting for its impact on network topology. Furthermore, 
since route discovery in MANETs is often reactive (i.e., the path is 

acquired on demand), power control can be used to influence the 
deci-sions made at the routing layer by controlling the power of the 
route-request (RREQ) packets (discussed in more detail in a later 

section). 

The above discussion provides sufficient motivation to 
dynamically adjust the transmission power for data packets. 

However, there are many open questions at this point, per-haps the 
most interesting being whether TPC is a network-layer or a MAC-
layer issue. The interaction between the network and MAC layers is 

fundamental to power control in MANETs. On the one hand, the 
power level determines who can hear the transmission, and hence 

directly impacts the selection of the next hop. Obviously this is a 
network-layer issue. On the other hand the power level also 
determines the floor that the node reserves exclusively for its 

transmission through an access scheme. Obviously this is a MAC-
layer issue. Hence we have to introduce power control from the 

perspectives of both layers. Other important questions are: How can 

a node find an energy-efficient route to the destina-tion? What are 
the implications of adjusting the transmission powers of data and 

control packets? How can multiple trans-missions take place 
simultaneously in the same vicinity? We address these questions in 

the subsequent sections. 
 

Energy-Oriented Power Control Approaches 
 

In this section we present power control approaches that aim at 
reducing energy consumption of nodes and prolonging the lifetime 

of the network. Throughput and delay are secondary objectives in 
such approaches. 

 
TPC FOR DATA PACKETS ONLY  

One possible way to reduce energy consumption is for the 
communicating nodes to exchange their RTS/CTS packets at 

maximum power (Pmax), but send their DATA/ACK packets at the 

minimum power (Pmin) needed for reliable communication. Pmin is 
determined based on the receiver’s power sensitivity, the SINR 
threshold, the interference level at the receiver, the antenna 
configuration (omni or directional), and the channel gain between 
the transmitter and the receiver. We refer to this basic protocol as 
SIMPLE. Note that SIMPLE and the IEEE 802.11 scheme have the 
same forward progress rate per hop, that is, the distance traversed 
by a packet in the direction of the destination is the same for both 
protocols. Thus, the two pro-tocols achieve comparable 
throughputs. However, energy con-sumption in SIMPLE is 
expectedly less. The problem with SIMPLE, however, is when a 
min-hop routing protocol (MHRP) (which is the de facto routing 
approach in MANETs) is used at the network layer. In selecting the 
next hop (NH), a MHRP favors nodes in the direction of the 
destination that are farthest from the source node, but still within its 
maximum transmission range. When network density is high the 
distance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) (b) 
 

■ Figure 2. Effect of power level on network connectivity: (a) low 
transmission power; (b) high transmission power.  
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■ Figure 3. Drawbacks of the PARP/SIMPLE approach. Nodes E 

and D have to defer their transmissions when the data pack-ets 

from A to B are routed via node C.  

 
between the source node and the NH is very close to the maxi-mum 
transmission range; thus, SIMPLE would be preserving very little 
energy. The problem lies in the poor selection of the NH (i.e., links 
are long), and so a more “intelligent” routing protocol that finds an 
energy-efficient route to the destination is required. In other words, 
for SIMPLE to provide good ener-gy saving, a power-aware 

protocol on top of SIMPLE is needed, which is the topic of the next 
section. 

 
Power-Aware Routing Protocols (PARPs)  

The first generation of routing protocols for MANETs [1] are 
essentially MHRPs that do not consider power efficiency as the 

main goal. Several recent routing protocols propose ener-gy-
efficient schemes. Singh et al. [2] first raised the power-awareness 

issue in ad hoc routing and introduced new metrics for path 

selection, which include the energy consumed per packet, network 
connectivity duration (i.e., the time before network partitions), node 

power variance, cost per packet, and maximum node cost. PARPs 
discussed in the remainder of this section use one or more of these 

metrics in path selec-tion. 
 

The first wave of PARPs was based on proactive shortest path 
algorithms. Instead of using delay or hop count as the link weight, 
these protocols use energy-related metrics such as signal strength, 
battery level at each node, and power con-sumption per 
transmission. The link condition and power sta-tus of each node are 
obtained via a periodic route table exchange, as is done in proactive 
routing protocols. It has been argued that the sole minimization of 
the total consumed energy per end-to-end packet delivery drains out 
the power of certain nodes in the network. Instead, energy 
consumption must be balanced among nodes to increase network 
lifetime.  

Proactivity implies that each node must periodically exchange 
local routing and power information with neighbor-ing nodes, which 
incurs significant control overhead. For this reason, proactive 
shortest path algorithms are mainly suitable for networks with little 
(or no) mobility, such as sensor net-works. These schemes are 
shown to consume more power than on-demand routing protocols, 
as transmitting more con-trol packets results in more energy 
consumption. Power-Aware Routing Optimization (PARO) [3] also 
utilizes power consumption as the route metric, but it is an on-
demand pro-tocol and, therefore, does not have the problems 
associated with proactive routing in MANETs. However, as its sole 
focus 

is on minimizing the transmission power consumed in the net-work, 
it does not account for balancing the energy consump-tion among 

nodes.  
In [4] the authors proposed a scheme to conserve energy and 

increase network lifetime based on the use of directional antennas. 

This scheme first builds “minimum energy con-sumed per packet” 
routes using Dijkstra-like algorithms, and then schedules node 

transmissions by executing a series of maximum weight matchings. 

The scheme is shown to be ener-gy-efficient when compared with 
shortest-path routing under omni-directional antennas. However, 

since each node is assumed to have a single-beam directional 
antenna, the sender and the receiver must redirect their antenna 

beams toward each other before transmission and reception can take 
place. Moreover, it is preferred that each node participate in only 
one session at a time, as redirecting antennas requires a large 

amount of energy. These restrictions cause large delays, and hence 
the scheme is not adequate for time-sensitive data transmission. 

 
Limitations of the PARP/SIMPLE Approach  

In the previous section we showed how a PARP/SIMPLE 

combination can significantly reduce energy consumption in a 
MANET. This reduction, however, comes at the expense of a 

decrease in network throughput and an increase in packet delays. To 
illustrate these drawbacks consider the example in Fig. 3. Nodes A, 

B, and C are within each other’s maximum transmission range. 

Node A wants to send packets to node B. According to a 

MHRP/802.11 solution, node A sends its pack-ets directly to B. 

Thus, nodes E and D, who are unaware of the transmission A → B, 

are able to communicate concurrent-ly. On the other hand, 
according to a PARP/SIMPLE approach, data packets from A to B 

must be routed via node C, and thus, nodes E and D have to defer 
their transmissions for two data packet transmission periods. More 

generally, all nodes within C’s range but outside B’s or A’s range 

are not allowed to transmit, for they are first silenced by C’s CTS to 
A, and then again by C’s RTS to B. This shows that a 

PARP/SIMPLE approach forces more nodes to defer their 
transmissions, resulting in lower network throughput than that of the 

MHRP/802.11 approach. 
 

TPC: The MAC Perspective 
 

The throughput degradation in PARP/SIMPLE has to do with the 
fixed-power exclusive-reservation mechanism at the MAC layer. 

Hence it is natural to consider a medium access solu-tion that allows 

for the adjustment of the reserved floor depending on the data 

transmission power. A power con-trolled MAC protocol reserves 
different floors for different packet destinations. In such a protocol 
both the channel band-width and the reserved floor constitute 

network resources for which nodes contend. For systems with a 
shared data channel (i.e., one node uses all the bandwidth for 

transmission) the floor becomes the single critical resource. This is 
in contrast to cellular systems and the IEEE 802.11 scheme, where 
the reserved floor is always fixed. 

 
Topology Control Algorithms  

We now present a family of protocols that use TPC as a means of 
controlling network topology (e.g., reducing node degree while 
maintaining a connected network). The size of the reserved floor in 
these protocols varies in time and among nodes, depending on the 
network topology. In [5] the authors proposed a distributed position-
based topology control algo-rithm that consists of two phases. Phase 
one is used for link setup and configuration, and is performed as 
follows. Each 
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■ Figure 4. Challenge in implementing power control in a dis-

tributed fashion. Node C is unaware of the ongoing transmis-

sion A → B, and hence it starts transmitting to node D at a 

power that destroys B' s reception.  
 

node broadcasts its position to its neighbors and uses the posi-tion 

information of its neighbors to build a sparse graph called the 
enclosure graph. In phase two, nodes find the “opti-mal” links on 

the enclosure graph by applying the distributed Bellman-Ford 

shortest path algorithm with power consump-tion as the cost metric. 

Each node i broadcasts its cost to its neighbors, where the cost of 
node i is defined as the minimum power necessary for i to establish 

a path to a destination. The protocol requires nodes to be equipped 

with GPS receivers. In [6] a cone-based solution that guarantees 
network connectivity was proposed. Each node i gradually increases 

its transmission power until it finds at least one neighbor in every 
cone of angle α = 2π/3 centered at i (a 5π/6 angle was later proven 
to guarantee network connectivity). Node i starts the algorithm by 

broadcasting a “Hello” message at low transmission power and 
collecting replies. It gradually increases the transmission power to 

discover more neighbors and continuously caches the direction in 

which replies are received. It then checks whether each cone of 
angle α contains a node. The protocol assumes the availability of 

directional information (angle-of-arrival), which requires extra 

hardware. Some researchers pro-posed the use of a synchronized 

global signaling channel to build a global network topology 
database, where each node communicates only with its nearest N 

neighbors (N is a design parameter). This approach, however, 

requires a signaling channel in which each node is assigned a 
dedicated slot.  

One common limitation of the above protocols is their sole 

reliance on CSMA for accessing/reserving the shared wireless 

channel. It is known that using CSMA alone for accessing the 
channel can significantly degrade network performance (throughput, 

delay, and power consumption) because of the well known hidden 
terminal problem. Unfortunately, this problem cannot be overcome 

using a standard RTS/CTS-like channel reservation approach, as 
explained in the example in Fig. 4. Here, node A has just started a 

transmission to node B at a power level that is just enough to ensure 

coherent recep-tion at B. Suppose that node B uses the same power 
level to communicate with A. Nodes C and D are outside the floors 

of A and B, so they do not hear the RTS/CTS exchange between A 

and B. (For simplicity we assume in this example that the carrier-

sensing and the reception ranges are the same.) For nodes C and D 

to be able to communicate they have to use a power level that is 

reflected by the transmission floors in Fig. 4 (the two circles 
centered at C and D). However, the trans-mission C →  D will 

interfere with transmission A → B, caus-ing a collision at B. In 

essence, the problem is caused by the asymmetry in the 
transmission floors (i.e., B can hear C’s transmission to D but C 

cannot hear B’s transmission to A). 

 
Interference-Aware MAC Protocols  

Topology control protocols discussed above lack a proper channel 
reservation mechanism (e.g., RTS/CTS like), which negatively 

impacts the achievable throughput under these pro-tocols. To 
address this issue more sophisticated MAC proto-cols are needed, in 
which information about an ongoing transmission is made known to 

all possible interferers. Figure 5 illustrates the intuition behind such 
protocols. Node A intends to send its data to B. Before this 

transmission can take place, node B broadcasts some “collision 
avoidance infor-mation” (CAI) to all possible interfering neighbors, 
which include C, D, and E. Unlike the RTS/CTS packets used in the 

802.11 scheme, this CAI does not prevent interfering nodes from 
accessing the channel. Instead, it bounds the transmission powers of 

future packets generated by these nodes. Thus, in Fig. 5 future 
transmitters (D and E in this example) can pro-ceed only if the 
powers of their signals are not high enough to collide with the 

ongoing reception at node B. 
 

To understand what this CAI is and how nodes can make use of 
it, consider the transmission of a packet from some node i to some 
node j . Let SINR( i , j ) be the SINR at node j for the desired signal 
from node i. Then,  

   

SINR(i, j) = P(i, j) / ∑ P( k, j) + η j  , 
k ≠i  

 
where P(i, j) is the received power at node j for a transmission from 
node i and ηj is the thermal noise at node j. A packet is correctly 
received if the SINR is above a certain threshold (say, SINRth) that 
reflects the QoS of the link. By allowing nearby nodes to transmit 
concurrently, the interference power at receiver j increases, and so 
SINR(i, j) decreases. Therefore, to be able to correctly receive the 
intended packet at node j, the transmission power at node i must be 
computed while tak-ing into account potential future transmissions 
in the neigh-borhood of receiver j. This is achieved by incorporating 
an interference margin in the computation of SINR(i, j). This 
margin represents the additional interference power that receiver j 
can tolerate while ensuring coherent reception of 
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■ Figure 5. Broadcasting collision avoidance information in 
interference-aware MAC protocols.  
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the upcoming packet from node i. Nodes at some interfering 

distance from j can now start new transmissions while the 

transmission i → j is taking place. The interference margin is 

incorporated by scaling up the transmission power at node i 

beyond what is minimally needed to overcome the current 

interference at node j. Due to the distributed nature of the 

TPC problem it makes sense that the computation of the 

appropriate transmission power level is made by the intended 

receiver, which is more capable of determining the potential 
interferers in its neighborhood than the transmitter. Note that 

the power level is determined for each data packet separately 

(possibly via an RTS/CTS handshake) just before the trans-

mission of that packet. This is in contrast to cellular networks 

in which the power is determined not only at the start of the 

transmission but also while the packet is being transmitted 

(e.g., the transmission power is updated every 125 s in the 

IS-95 standard for cellular systems). 

 

Now a node with a packet to transmit is allowed to pro-

ceed with its transmission if the transmission power will not 

disturb the ongoing receptions in the node’s neighborhood 

beyond the allowed interference margin. Allowing for 

concur-rent transmissions increases network throughput and 

decreas-es contention delay. 

 

Proposed interference-aware MAC protocols differ mainly 

in how they compute the CAI and how they distribute it to 

neighboring nodes. In [7] the authors proposed the power 

con-trolled multiple access (PCMA) protocol, in which each 

receiv-er sends busy-tone pulses to advertise its interference 

margin. The signal strength of the received pulses is used to 
bound the transmission power of the (interfering) neighboring 

nodes. A potential transmitter i first senses the busy-tone 

channel to determine an upper bound on its transmission 

power for all of its control and data packets, adhering to the 

most sensitive receiver in its neighborhood. After that node i 

sends its RTS at the determined upper bound and waits for a 

CTS. If the receiver, say j, is within the RTS range of node i, 

and the power needed to send back the CTS is below the 

power bound at j, node j sends back a CTS allowing the 

transmission to begin. The simulation results in [7] show 

significant throughput gain (more than twice) over the 802.11 

scheme. However, the choice of energy-efficient links is left 

to the upper layer (e.g., a PARP). Furthermore, the 

interference margin is fixed and it is not clear how it can be 

determined. Contention among busy-tones is also not 

addressed. Finally, according to PCMA a node may send 

many RTS packets without getting any reply, thus wasting 

the node’s energy and the channel bandwidth. 

 

The use of a separate control channel in conjunction with 

a busy-tone scheme was proposed in [8]. The sender trans-

mits data packets and busy-tones at reduced power, while the 

receiver transmits its busy-tones at the maximum power. A 
node estimates the channel gain from the busy-tones and is 

allowed to transmit if its transmission is not expected to add 

more than a fixed interference to the ongoing recep-tions. 

The protocol is shown to achieve considerable through-put 

improvement over the original dual busy-tone multiple 

access (DBTMA) protocol. The authors, however, make 

strong assumptions about the interference power. Specifical-

ly, they assume that the antenna is able to reject any inter-

fering power that is less than the power of the “desired” 

signal (i.e., they assume perfect capture) and that there is no 

need for any interference margin. Also, the power consump-

tion of the busy-tones was not addressed. Furthermore, as in 

PCMA the choice of energy-efficient links is left to the upper 

layer. 

 

The power controlled dual channel (PCDC) protocol [9] 

emphasizes the interplay between the MAC and network 

layers, whereby the MAC layer indirectly influences the 

selection of the next-hop by properly adjusting the power of 

the RREQ packets. According to PCDC the available 

bandwidth is divid-ed into two frequency-separated channels 

for data and control. Each data packet is sent at a power level 
that accounts for a receiver-dependent interference margin. 

This margin allows for concurrent transmissions to take 

place in the neighborhood of the receiver, provided that these 

transmissions do not indi-vidually interfere with the ongoing 

reception by more than a fraction of the total interference 

margin. The CAI is inserted into the CTS packet, which is 

sent at maximum power over the control channel, thus 

informing all possible interferers about the ensuing data 

packet and allowing for interference-limited simultaneous 

transmissions to take place in the neighborhood of a 

receiving node. Furthermore, each node continuously caches 
the estimated channel gain and angle of arrival of every 

signal it receives over the control channel, regardless of the 

intended destination of this signal. This information is used 

to construct an energy-efficient subset of neighboring nodes, 

called the connectivity set (CS). The intuition behind the 

algo-rithm is that the CS must contain only neighboring 

nodes with which direct communication requires less power 

than the indi-rect (two-hop) communication via any other 

node that is 

 

already in the CS. Let Pcon
(i)

n denote the minimum power 

required for node i to reach the farthest node in its CS. Node 
i 

 

uses this power level to broadcast its RREQ packets. This 

results in two significant improvements. First, any simple 

MHRP can now be used to produce routes that are very 

power efficient and that increase network throughput (i.e., 

reduce the total reserved floor). Hence, no intelligence is 

needed at the network layer and no link information (e.g., 

power) has to be exchanged or included in the RREQ packets 

in order to find power-efficient routes. Clearly, this reduces 

complexity and overhead. Second, considering how RREQ 
packets are flooded throughout the network, significant 

improvements in through-put and power consumption can be 

achieved by limiting the broadcasting of these packets to 

nodes that are within the con- 

 

nectivity range Pconn
(i)

 . It was shown in [9] that if the 
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network is connected under a fixed-power strategy (i.e., 

RREQ packets 

 

are broadcasted using power Pmax), then it must also be con-

nected under a CS-based strategy. 

 

PCDC was shown to achieve considerable throughput 

improvement over the 802.11 scheme and significant reduc-

tion in energy consumption. The authors, however, did not 

account for the processing and reception powers, which 

increase with the number of hops along the path (note that 

PCDC results in longer paths than the 802.11 scheme when 

both are implemented below a MHRP). Furthermore, there is 

an additional signaling overhead in PCDC due to the intro-

duction of new fields in the RTS and CTS packets. 

 

Other TPC Approaches 

 

In this section we describe two additional TPC approaches 

that adopt completely different philosophies to the problem 

than what has been discussed so far. 

 

The first approach is clustering [10] in which an elected 

cluster head (CH) performs the function of a base station in a 

cellular system. It uses closed-loop power control to adjust 

the transmission powers of nodes in the cluster. 

Communications between different clusters occur via 

gateways, which are nodes that belong to more than one 

cluster. This approach simplifies the forwarding function for 

most nodes, but at the expense of reducing network 

utilization since all communications have to go through the 

CHs. This can also lead to the creation of bot-tlenecks. A 

joint clustering/TPC protocol was proposed in [11], in which 

each node runs several routing-layer agents that correspond 

to different power levels. These agents build their own 

routing tables by communicating with their peer routing 

agents at other nodes (i.e., the protocol is distributed with no 

CHs). Each node along the packet route determines the low-

est-power routing table in which the destination is reachable. 

The routing overhead in this protocol grows in proportion to 

the number of routing agents, and can be significant even for 

simple mobility patterns. (In a typical on-demand routing 

pro-tocol, RREQ packets account for a large fraction of the 

total received bytes.) 

 

Another novel approach for TPC is based on joint schedul-

ing and power control [12], and consists of scheduling and 

power control phases. The purpose of the scheduling phase is 

to eliminate strong interference that cannot be overcome by 

TPC. It also makes the TPC problem similar to that of cellu-

lar systems. In the scheduling phase the algorithm searches 

for the largest subset of nodes that satisfy “valid scenario 

con-straints.” A node satisfies such constraints if it does not 

trans-mit and receive simultaneously, it does not receive 

from more than one neighbor at the same time, and when 

receiving from a neighbor the node is spatially separated 

from other interfer-ers by at least a distance D. This D is set 

to the “frequency reuse distance” parameter used in cellular 

systems. In the TPC phase the algorithm searches for the 

largest subset of users generated from the first phase that 

satisfy admissibility (SINR) constraints. The complexity of 

both phases is expo-nential in the number of nodes. Because 

the algorithm is invoked on a slot-by-slot basis, it is 

computationally expensive for real-time operation. The 

authors in [12] proposed heuris-tics to reduce the 

computational burden. A simple heuristic for the scheduling 

phase is to examine the set of valid scenar-ios sequentially 

and defer transmissions accordingly. There is still a need for 

a centralized controller to execute the schedul-ing algorithm 

(i.e., the solution is not fully distributed). For the TPC phase 

the authors examined a cellular-like solution that involves 

deferring the user with the minimum SINR in an attempt to 

lower the level of multiple access interference. It is assumed 

here that the measured SINR at each receiver is known to all 

transmitters (e.g., via flooding). The case of TPC for 

multicast transmission was addressed in [13], where the 

authors proposed a distributed joint scheduling and power 

control scheme for multicast transmissions. 

Summary and Open Issues 

   

      TPC has great potential to improve the throughput perfor-

mance of a MANET and simultaneously decrease energy 

con-sumption. In this article we surveyed several TPC 

approaches. Some of these approaches (e.g., PARP/SIMPLE) 

are success-ful in achieving the second goal, but sometimes 

at the expense of a reduction (or at least no improvement) in 

throughput performance. By locally broadcasting “collision 

avoidance information” some protocols are able to achieve 

both goals of TPC simultaneously. These protocols, however, 

are designed based on assumptions (e.g., channel stationarity 

and reciproci-ty) that are valid only for certain ranges of 

speeds and packet sizes. Furthermore, they generally require 

additional hardware support (e.g., duplexers). The key 

message in the design of efficient TPC schemes is to account 

for the interplay between the routing layer (network) and the 

MAC layer. 

 

Many interesting open problems remain to be addressed. 

Interference-aware TPC schemes are promising, but their 

fea-sibility and design assumptions need to be evaluated. For 

instance, PCDC assumes that the channel gain is the same for 

the control channel and the data channel. This holds only 

when the control channel is within the coherence bandwidth 

of the data channel, which places an upper bound on the 
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allowable frequency separation between the two channels. 

Ideally, one would like to have a single-channel solution for 

the TPC problem. Interoperability with existing standards and 

hardware is another important issue. Currently, most wireless 

devices implement the IEEE 802.11b standard. TPC schemes 

proposed in the literature are often not backward-compatible 

with the IEEE 802.11 standard, which makes it difficult to 

deploy such schemes in real networks. Another important 

issue is the incorporation of a sleep mode in the design of 

TPC protocols. A significant amount of energy is consumed 

by unintended receivers. In many cases it makes sense to turn 

off the radio interfaces of some of these receivers to prolong 

their battery lives. The effect of this on the TPC design has 

not been explored. 

 

The schemes presented in this article assume that nodes 

are equipped with omnidirectional antennas. Directional 

antennas have recently been proposed as a means of increas-

ing network capacity under a fixed-power strategy (e.g., 

[14]). The use of TPC in MANETs with directional antennas 

can provide significant energy saving. However, the access 

issue is now more involved due to the resurfacing of various 

problems such as the hidden terminal, deafness, etc., which 

need to be addressed. Power control for CDMA-based 

MANETs is another interesting topic that has not received 

enough atten-tion. Because of its demonstrated superior 

performance (com-pared to TDMA and FDMA), CDMA has 

been chosen as the access technology of choice in cellular 

systems, including the recently adopted 3G systems. It is, 

therefore, natural to con-sider the use of CDMA in MANETs. 

The situation, however, is more complicated in this case due 

to the presence of non-negligible cross-correlations between 

different CDMA codes, which can induce multi-access 

interference at receivers and cause “secondary” packet 

collisions (collisions between two or more transmissions that 

use different CDMA codes). This problem, known in the 

literature as the near-far problem, is both an access problem 

and a TPC problem. An initial attempt at addressing this 

combined problem is given in [15], but more work is still 

needed to better understand the capacity of a CDMA-based 

MANET and the optimal design of TPC for such a network. 

 

Variable-rate support is another optimization that TPC 

protocols have not considered yet. It is known that adapting 

the transmit power, data rate, and coding scheme increases 

spectral efficiency. The IEEE 802.11b scheme allows nodes 

to increase their information rate up to 11 Mb/s, depending 

on the SINR at the receiver. The performance achieved 

through TPC can be further improved by allowing for 

dynamic adjust-ment of the information rate, increasing this 

rate when the interference is low and vice versa. The 

“mechanics” of such an approach are yet to be explored. 
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Abstract −−−− Frontend hardware unit is one of the critical unit 

in the remote sensing data reception chain. This paper reports 
the work carried out to design and implement the front end 

hardware unit for satellite communication receiver. This unit is 
required for the detection and validation of frame 
synchronization code (FSC) and to transfer the data to the host 

computer in the ground station. The frontend hardware unit is 
required to be highly reliable because any loss of data from the 

satellite is irreversible and is an expensive process. In order to 
test the data received in the frontend hardware unit, a test 
simulator is designed in such a way that, it generates the data in 

the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) 
format. The test simulator is implemented to generate the data in 

different patterns specified by CCSDS format. The data analyzer 
in the frontend hardware unit receives the data in CCSDS format 

from the test simulator and it analyzes and validates the data to 

determine the required parameters like line length, FSC status, 
randomization status.  
 

Keywords -- Satellite Communication receivers, Front end 

hardware unit, Frame Synchronization Code (FSC) detection logic, 
FSC validation logic, Data analyzer unit, Test simulator, 
Consultative committee for space data systems (CCSDS) satellite 

data format. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The system block diagram of the satellite ground station 

receiver is shown in Fig.1. It mainly consists of an RF section, 

a test simulator unit and front end hard ware unit. Receiving 

antenna, down converter, demodulator and bit synchronizer 

blocks forms the RF section. The data coming from satellites 

are received by a 7.5 meter antenna in the RF section. The 

received data is down converted and QPSK demodulated and 

then bit synchronized. The unit that detects and validates 

specific data of expected line length is termed as frontend 
hardware unit of the receiver. The data that is received after 

demodulation is in serial format, which is in the form of 

packet with a header and payload data. The data is usually of 

different lengths. As per CCSDS standard, the different line 

lengths are 2048, 1115, 892, 446 bytes with header is of length 

4 bytes Frame Synchronization Code (FSC).  The front end 

hardware unit decodes the FSC information in the header and 

sends it to the FSC validation unit.  The output of FSC 

validation unit is one of the 4 specified CCSDS line lengths. 

 
Fig.1.System block diagram of ground station satellite 

communication receiver. 

 

CCSDS (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems) 

is an organization officially established by the management of 

member space agencies [1-3]. CCSDS defines the standards to 

receive data from the satellites in a specific format. This 

standard is used for space missions like ground to space and 

space to space applications. Fig.2 shows the CCSDS data 

format, where FSC indicates the Frame Synchronization Code 

and the data is of different line lengths of 2048, 1115, 892 and 

446 bytes.  
 

FSC Data 

4 BYTES 2048, 1115, 892, 446 bytes 

Fig.2 CCSDS Data format 

 

The organization of this paper consists of four sections 

namely, design and implementation of Test simulator, Front 

end hardware unit, discussion of results and conclusions, 

which are discussed in the following sections. 

 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF TEST SIMULATOR 

The block diagram of the test simulator is shown in Fig.3. it 

consists of the Parallel In Serial Out (PISO) register to 

generate the serial data with a clock [4], an LFSR (Linear 
Feedback Shift Register) to generate the random data [5] in 

CCSDS satellite data format. In order to ensure proper 

receiver operation, the data stream must be sufficiently 

random.  
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Fig.3 Block diagram of test simulator. 

 

The data coming from the satellite is expected to consists of 

some bits in error, therefore the test simulator also generates 

the data with some bits in error. The seed word and the 

polynomial for LFSR is as specified by CCSDS. A seed word 

of “11111111” is used in LFSR to generate the random 

sequence. The polynomial used is x
8
 + x

7
+ x

5
 + x

3
 + 1.  VHDL 

code is written to simulate and verify the functionality of the 

test simulator.  The test simulator generates the data format in 

4 different patterns where each pattern specifies different line 

lengths of 2048, 1115, 892 and 446 bytes with 4 bytes of 

Frame Synchronization Code (FSC).  The 4 bytes of FSC code 

generated by the test simulator is given as the input to the 

Front end hard ware unit for its detection and validation. The 

following section describes the implementation details of 

Front end hardware unit. 

  

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FRONTEND HARDWARE UNIT 

The block diagram of Front end hardware unit is shown in 

Fig.4. It mainly consists of two blocks namely, frame sync 

detection logic block and validation block. A correlator is 

required to correlate with each incoming bit from the test 

simulator and to detect the 4 bytes of frame sync code.  The 

correlator performs bit by bit comparisons of the incoming 

serial data with the fixed FSC. Frame sync validation logic 

block counts the numbers of bytes between each successive 

frame detect pulse to analyze if the data is valid. 

 

 
Fig.4 Frame sync detection and validation logic blocks of Front end 

hardware unit. 

The frame sync detection unit consists of a correlator which 

correlates each incoming bit (corresponding to the 4 byte FSC 

header) from the test simulator with fixed FSC patterns stored 

in the front end hardware unit register and generates an FSC 

sync detection pulse. When a satellite bit stream is received, 

the correlator correlates the incoming bit pattern 

(corresponding to header) with the stored patterns in the front 

end unit and if the input bit pattern is correlated with one of 

the frame sync pattern, the output sync pulse is generated.  

Further, the fixed frame sync pattern stored in the hardware 

unit indicates one of the line lengths that is expected.  

Allowance indicates the maximum number of bit errors 

allowed in the incoming satellite data. The data coming from 

the satellite is expected to consist of some bits in error which 

are not exceeding the allowance value than the data is 

accepted. Allowance value 1 indicates that maximum of one 

bit error is allowed and allowance value 2 indicates that 

maximum of 2 bit errors are allowed. In this implementation, 
maximum of 5 bit errors are allowed. The threshold and the 

allowance are implemented with the help of a thumbwheel 

switch. 

 

The frame sync validation unit consists of a counter which 

counts the number of data bytes in the received packet and this 

number is compared with the corresponding line length. If 

both values compared are equal, then the data is valid, 

otherwise not valid.  To enable monitoring the quality of the 

data, an LCD display has been used to display the required 

parameters like line length, FSC status, randomization status 
etc. VHDL code is written to simulate and verify the 

functionality of the front end unit. The hardware 

implementation detail of the frontend hardware unit is 

discussed in the following section. 

 

IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF FRONT END SYSTEM 

All the blocks of the front end unit are implemented using 

ALTERA [6-7] EPLD device EPM7160SLC84-7. The EPLD 

is fused using the standalone programmer. Fig.5 shows the 

schematic of the entire system implemented. EPLD-1 is the 

test simulator and EPLD-2 is the frontend hardware and 
EPLD-3 is used to implement the LCD interface.  

 

 
Fig.5 Schematic of the entire front end hardware unit implemented 

using ALTERA EPLD. 
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

VHDL code is written to simulate and verify the 

functionality of all the blocks in the front end unit. Hardware 

implementation is carried out using ALTERA EPLD device 

model number EPM7160SLC84-7. Testing was carried out on 

wire wrap board. The fixed frame synchronization code (FSC) 
of 1ACFFC1D and all zeros are generated in place of the data 

for ease of verification. The output results were captured using 

TLA74 logic analyzer and are  shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7  for 

line lengths of 894 bytes and 2048 bytes, respectively. The 

captured results using TLA74 logic analyzer are compared 

with simulation results obtained and found that both the results 

are in good agreement. 

 

 

Fig.6 Evaluation of test simulator for generating a line length of 894 

bytes using logic analyzer 
 

 

Fig.7 Evaluation of the frontend hardware unit using logic analyzer 

for a line length of 2048 bytes 
 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Frontend hardware unit is one of the critical unit in the 

remote sensing data reception chain. This paper reported the 

work carried out at NRSC (as a part of M.E project work)  to 

design and implement the front end hardware unit for satellite 
ground station receiver. VHDL code for test simulator, 

frontend unit is written and simulation is carried out  with a 

basic clock of 10MHz. The simulation results were observed 

at different CCSDS format line lengths. All the blocks of the 

front end unit are implemented using ALTERA EPLD device 

model number EPM7160SLC84-7. The EPLD is fused using 

the standalone programmer. Testing was carried out on wire 

wrap board. The fixed frame synchronization code (FSC) of 

1ACFFC1D and different random data patterns are generated 

in place of the data for verification. The output results were 

captured using TLA74 logic analyzer. LCD display unit was 

implemented to display the required satellite data parameters 

like line length, FSC status, randomization status etc in the 

host computer. The results are found to be in line with CCSDS 

data format. 
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ABSTRACT—Adaptive filtering has been extensively 
studied under the assumption that the noise is Gaussian. 
The most commonly used least-mean-square-error 
(LMSE) filter is optimal when the noise is Gaussian. 

However, in many practical applications, the noise can be 
modeled more accurately using a non-Gaussian 
distribution. In this correspondence, we consider non-
Gaussian distributions for the noise model and show that 
the filter of using entropy bound minimization (EBM) 
leads to significant performance gain compared to the 
LMSE filter. The least mean p-norm (LMP) filter using 
the �-stable distribution to model noise is shown to be 
the maximum-likelihood solution when using the 
generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) to model noise. 
The GGD model for noise allows us to compute the 
Cramér–Rao   lower   bound   (CRLB)   for   the   error   
in estimating the weights. Simulations show that both the 
EBM and LMP filters achieve the CRLB as the sample 
size increases. The EBM filter is shown to be less 
committed with respect to unseen data yielding generally 

superior performance in on-line learning when  
compared to LMP. We also show that, when the noise 
comes from impulsive  - stable distributions, both the 
EBM and LMP filters provide better performance than 
LMSE. In addition, the EBM filter offers the advantage 
that it does not assume a certain parametric model for 
the noise, and by proper selection of the measuring 
functions, it can be adapted to a wide range of noise 

distributions. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

The  most  commonly  used  cost  function  for  the  linear 

filtering problem is the mean-square error (MSE) [2], which 

implies the minimization of, where is the error between the 

desired sequence and its linear estimate. The MSE criterion 

has been widely used, and its optimality implies an inherent 
assumption on the Gaussian  of the error  signal, which is 

valid for many practical problems. However, in many 

situations, the physical environments can be modeled more 

1) We  investigate  how  close  the  EBM  filter  is  to  the 

accurately using non-Gaussian noise. For example, natural 
phenomena such as atmospheric noise and lighting spikes 

are non-Gaussian. Different types of artificial noise present 

in many electronic devices such as the relay switching noise 

in telephone channels are also non-Gaussian [3], [4]. 

Therefore, it is desirable to incorporate the non-Gaussian 

noise  in  the  system  model.  Compared  with  the  MSE 

criterion, the information theoretic measure provides a more 

general framework for  non-Gaussian and nonlinear signal 

processing [5]. Within this framework, the Renyi’s entropy 

of error signal of order is used as the cost function in [5], 

where is the probability density function (pdf) of the error 

signal. The Shannon entropy of can be obtained as 

 

∫−=
→

= deeqeqeHeH )(log)()(
1

lim
)( αα

     -(1) 

 

 

However,  the  entropy  measures  and  are  difficult  to 

estimate since the error distribution is generally unknown. In 

[5], nonparametric density and entropy estimators are 

proposed   for   the   task.   It   is   well   known   that   the 

nonparametric  estimators  are  computationally  demanding 

and require large sample size, which may limit their 

application for online learning or for adaptation in a time- 

varying environment. Therefore, we propose a semi 

parametric and less computation-ally demanding approach, 

namely   entropy   bound   minimization   (EBM),   for   the 

adaptive filtering task. Preliminary results in [6] show that 

by using the Shannon entropy bound of error as the cost 

function for adaptive filtering, the performance gain is 

significant compared with the approach of using the MSE 

criterion. The EBM filter also outperforms the 

nonparametric approaches using Parzen-window density 

estimation [6]. However, there is no theoretic analysis 

presented on the performance of the EBM filter in [6]. 

In this correspondence, compared to our previous work in 

[6] and [7], the new contributions are as follows. 
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optimal estimator. For this purpose, we assume the 

multiple linear regression models have an additive error 

term from the generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) 

family. We then derive the maximum-likelihood 
estimator for this GGD model, which leads to the well- 

known least mean p-norm (LMP) filter [1]. The use of 

the  parametric  GGD model  enables  us  to  derive  the 

Cramér-Rao lower  bound (CRLB)  for  the maximum- 

likelihood estimator, which will be used to examine the 

performance of the least-mean-square-error (LMSE) 

filter,  the  LMP  filter  and  the EBM  filter.  It  is  well 

known that if an estimator achieves the CRLB, then it is 

optimal for any unbiased estimator. 

2) We investigate the online learning performance of the 

EBM filter and show that the EBM filter achieves best 
performance for the online learning task compared to 

the LMSE and LMP filters. 

 
3) We  also  study the  case  that  the non-Gaussian  noise 

comes from -stable distribution, which motivates the 

original LMP filter and does not belong to the GGD 

family. 

 
LINEAR FILTERING FOR NON-GAUSSIAN NOISE 

 
We generate the desired sequence using a multiple linear 

regression model 

)()()()( nvnsnwnd
T

o +=     -(2) 

Where s(n) is the tapped delay input vector 
TLnsnsnsnsns ]1()2()1()([)( +−−−=   -(3) 

vector  of  unknown  coefficients,  and )(nv is  the  additive 

noise. The linear estimate of the desired sequence is 

)()()( nsnwnd T

o= , where )(nw is to be determined to 

approximate )(nwo
 using a selected criterion. All vectors 

are assumed to be  real   valued  and  have  the  same  
dimensionality  L. Therefore, the error signal e(n) equals v(n) 

when w(n) is exactly )(nwo , i.e., the model is a perfect 

match. We assume that the noise )(nv  is independent of the 

input vector )(ns . 

The well-known LMSE solution for the filter taps is 

given by the Wiener–Hopf equations 
 

)}()({)}()({ 1
nsndEnsnsEw

T

LMSE

−=  

which can be calculated by minimizing the MSE cost. The 

solution proposed in [5] is obtained by minimizing the 

Renyi’s entropy of the error signal. 

 
Here we consider the solution by minimizing the Shannon 

entropy  of   the   error   signal,   which   provides   a   direct 

connection with maximum-likelihood estimation. 

,A. Linear Filtering Using EBM for Arbitrary Non- 
Gaussian Noise 

Given the observed samples of a random variable e, the cost 

function  used  by  information  theoretic  learning  is  its 

entropy, { })(log)( eqEeH −=  . Without the  prior 

knowledge of the error signal distribution, one can  use a 

nonparametric method to estimate the entropy, such  as the 

Parzen-window   estimator. However,  non-parametric 
methods   are  generally  computationally   demanding  and 

typically require large sample size. Instead of estimating the 

entropy directly, we estimate an upper bound for the entropy 
and use it as an approximation of the entropy [6], [7]. This is 

an attractive solution for    several reasons. First, 

underestimation  of   entropy  is  naturally  avoided,  which 

implies  that  the   matching  of  the  associated  maximum 
entropy density is  less committed with respect  to unseen 

data. Second, estimation of entropy bounds is a well-defined 

mathematical problem and can be numerically solved [7]. 

To maximize the entropy of e subject to the 

constraints  on )(eE ,  var(e)  and  )}({ eGE the  

optimal distribution of e is shown to be [7] 

)](exp[)( 2 ecGbeaeAeq −−−= where 

 A, a, b, and c   are the constants to be 

determined. The resulting entropy of e is 

)}]({[)2log(
2

1

2

1
)( 2

eGEFeH −+= πσ -(4) 

And 

GcaAGF µπσµ −−++= log)2log(
2

1

2

1
)( 2  -(5) 

Since Gaussian random variable achieves maximum entropy 

for  zero  mean  and  a  constant  variance,  function (.)F  is 

nonnegative.   If  0(.) =G  then  the  maximum  entropy 

distribution is Gaussian. Hence, by adding the measuring 

function       in (3), we can achieve a rich  family of non- 
Gaussian distributions for the error signal. 

As   implied   by   (3),   the   measuring   function implicitly 

specifies a family of densities. Therefore, using several 

measuring functions leads to different entropy measures. 

Given_ measuring functions k=1,……,K by the principle   of   

maximum   entropy,   we   have Where the expectation 
evaluations are replaced by sample averages. The tightest 

maximum entropy bound is used as the final estimate of (  ) 
, i.e., 

)(
1

min
)(ˆ eH

Kk
eH k

≤≤
=

 It  is  known  that  the 

minimization  of  entropy  is equivalent   to  the  

maximization   of  likelihood   function because for given N 

samples 
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GGD family with a flexible statistical model for 
data that come from different distributions, e.g., impulsive, 
Laplacian, Gaussian, uniform, among others. In addition, 
GGD has a closed-form and hence, enables easier 
performance analysis of adaptive filtering algorithms. 
 

However, the shape parameter p is generally 

unknown and needs to be estimated. There are a number of 

techniques to estimate the GGD shape parameter [8], [9], 

and such techniques can be incorporated as an additional 

update rule for p working with (16). In this correspondence, 

we   only  consider   the   optimal   case   where   the   shape 

parameter is known. 

 
Since  the  GGD  model  has  a  compact  form,  it 

allows for direct analysis of the performance difference 

between the LMP and the LMSE for linear filtering. 
 

 
SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we consider non-Gaussian distributions for the 

noise model and show that the filter of using entropy bound 

minimization (EBM) leads to significant performance gain 

compared to the LMSE filter. The least mean p-norm (LMP) 

filter using the α-stable distribution to model noise is shown 

to be the maximum-likelihood solution when using the 

generalized  Gaussian  distribution  (GGD)  to  model  noise. 

The GGD model for noise allows us to compute the Cramér–

Rao   lower   bound   (CRLB)   for   the   error   in estimating 

the weights. Simulations show that both the EBM and LMP 

filters achieve the CRLB as the sample size increases. The 

EBM filter is shown to be less committed with respect to 
unseen data yielding generally superior performance in on-

line learning when  compared to LMP. We also show that, 

when the noise comes from impulsive  - stable distributions, 

both the EBM and LMP filters provide better performance 

than LMSE. In addition, the EBM filter offers the advantage 

that it does not assume a certain parametric model for the 

noise, and by proper selection of the measuring functions, it 

can be adapted to a wide range of noise distributions. The 

EBM filter provides a desirable tradeoff  in  computational  

complexity  and  efficiency  in design. The application  areas 

for  the EBM and the LMP filters include all of the 
application of the widely used 

LMSE filter, and of course especially the cases where the 

noise source is expected to be non-Gaussian. 
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Abstract- In this paper, an unsupervised change detection 
method for Undecimated Discrete Wavelet Transform is 

exploited to obtain satellite images or any image. The 
multiresolution representation of the difference image, which is 

obtained from two images acquired at different time instances. 
A region-based active contour model is then applied to the 
multiresolution representation of the difference image for 

segmenting the difference image into the “changed” and 

“unchanged” regions. The various traditional methods which 

are unsupervised change detection algorithm which observes 
changed and unchanged region in SAR image of same location 

at two different time instances. The proposed methodology 

gives very less error and it can be implemented practically.  

 
Keywords- Undecimated discrete wavelet transform, 

multiresolution, change detection algorithm. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Climate change has been widely recognized as one 

the alarming environmental concerns. The global warming 

has brought unpredictable changes in the weather patterns. 

This leads to land changes (for example, due to a falling or 

rising water level) that require a constant surveillance 

process. . For that, it is quite desirable to have an automatic 

or acquired from unsupervised change detection method that 

is able to make a direct comparison of a pair of remote 

sensing images the same geographical area but at different 

time instances in order to identify and measure the changed 

areas.  

Satellite and airborne remote sensing has become a 

common tool in the analysis of different fields in Earth and 

Environmental sciences. This technology has improved the 

capability of acquiring information about the  

There is a growing interest in the application of 

remote sensing technologies to protect the global 

environment..An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

is an assessment of environmental health impact to humans, 

risk to ecological health, and changes to natural habitats. 

The purpose of the assessment is to ensure that decision-

makers consider environmental impacts before deciding 

whether to proceed with new projects. 

II.TRADITIONAL UNSUPERVISED CHANGE 

DETECTION METHOD 

We are given a set of images of the same scene 

taken at several different times. The goal is to identify the 

set of pixels that are “significantly different” between the 

last image of the sequence and the previous images; these 

pixels comprise the change mask.  

Usually, change detection involves the analysis of 

two registered multispectral remote sensing images acquired 

in the same geographical area at two different times. Such an 

analysis aims at identifying land cover changes that have 

occurred in the study area between the two times considered. 

In the remote sensing literature, two main approaches to the 

change-detection problem have been proposed: the 

supervised approach and the unsupervised approach.  

 

III .UNDECIMATED DISCRETE WAVELET 

TRANSFORM 

This algorithm is based on the idea of no 

decimation. It applies the wavelet transform and omits both 

down- sampling in the forward and up sampling in the 

inverse transform. More precisely, it applies the transform at 

each point of the image and saves the detail coefficients and 

uses the low-frequency coefficients for the next level. The 

size of the coefficients array does not diminish from level to 

level. By using all coefficients at each level, we get very 

well allocated high-frequency information. From level to 

level there is very small step in the width of the scaling filter 

- instead of 8 pixels at the third level of DWT; here its width 

is 5 pixels. Generally, the step is not a power of 2 but a sum 
with 2. This property is good for noise removal because the 

noise is usually spread over small number of neighboring 

pixels.  

With this transform the number of pixels involved 

in computing a given coefficient grows slower and so the 

relation between the frequency and spatial information is 

more precise. In the ideal case, this means removal of the 

noise only at the places that it really exists, without affecting 
the neighboring pixels. In our opinion this algorithm gives 

the best results in terms of visual quality {less blurring for 

larger noiseremoval}.  

 Two reconstruction schemes are used. The first 

one applies the inverse decimated wavelet transform without 

the up-sampling. The second one applies the traditional 

inverse transform at each level and then down- sample the 
result in order to use it for the next level.  

The steps for this scheme are: 
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Compute the standard inverse transform for the 

final level. This gives an array that has double size in each 

direction. 

Decimate (down sample) the result and use it for 

the next level. Decimation reduces the size of the array back 

to the original, so we can use it for computing the next level. 

The multiresolution representation of the image X 

is obtained by applying the forward and then inverse 

UDWTs with further processing on the wavelet sub bands to 

create; 

XMR ={X0 ,X1, . . . , Xs , . . . , XS },  

� where the subscript‘s’ indicates the resolution 

index  

�and ‘S’ is the maximum number of the resolution 

levels targeted to achieve.  

� The resolution ‘0’ corresponds to the input 

image itself, i.e., X0 = X.  

The images with a lower value of resolution index s 

are more affected by noise; however, they are inherited with 

a large amount of details of the image content. On the other 

hand, the image with a higher value of resolution index s 

contains much reduced noise interference and less image 

content details. 

 The Forward UDWT 

 The UDWT decomposition is realized by 

recursively applying the above procedure to the baseband 

given below: 

Xk,ll where  X0,ll =X  i.e.; 

Xk+1,ll(i,j)=∑ ∑��,���
�	


��,���
�	
 lk(m)lk(n) 

Xk,ll(i+m,j+n)  (4.7) 

Xk+1,lh(i,j)=∑ ∑��,���
�	


��,���
�	
  lk(m)hk(n) Xk,ll 

(i+m,j+n) 

Xk+1,hl(i,j)=∑ ∑��,���
�	


��,���
�	
 hk(m)lk(n) Xk,ll 

(i+m,j+n) 

Xk+1,hh(i,j)=∑ ∑��,���
�	


��,���
�	
 hk(m)hk(n)Xk,ll 

(i+m,j+n) 

 

Figure1.2: One level forward UDWT filter bank 

whereNk,l and Nk,h are the lengths of the low-pass 

filter lkand the high-pass filter hk , respectively. At each 
decomposition level, the impulse response of the low-pass 

and highpass filters is upsampled by a factor of two. Thus, 

the filtercoefficientslk+1 and hk+1 for computing the subband 

atlevel k + 1 are obtained by applying an interpolation 

operationto the filter coefficients (i.e., lk and hk ) at level k. 

That is,2k−1
 zeros are inserted between the filter coefficients 

usedto compute the subbands at the lower resolution level 

[13], 

i.e., lk (n) = h(n/2
k
 ), if n/2

k
 is an integer and 0 otherwise. 

For example, we have 

l1 = [. . . , l(−1), 0, l(0), 0, l(1), . . .], and 

h1 = [. . . , h(−1), 0, h(0), 0, h(1), . . .]. 

 

 Inverse UDWT  

The IUDWT for the reconstruction of the input image X is 
obtained by applying previously described steps in reverse 

order. 

X’k+1,ll(i,j)=∑ ∑
�
�

�
��

�	


�
�

�
��

�	

l’k(m)l’k(n)X’k+1,ll(i+m,j+n)+

  

 

 ∑ ∑
�
�

�
��

�	


�
�

�
��

�	

l’k(m)l’k(n)X’k+1,lh(i+m,j+n)+ 

   ∑ ∑
�
�

�
��

�	


�
�

�
��

�	

l’k (m) l’k (n) 

X’k+1,hl(i+m,j+n)+  

  

 ∑ ∑
�
�

�
��

�	


�
�

�
��

�	

l’k(m)l’k(n)X’k+1,hh(i+m,j+n) 
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where
�

�
and 

�

�
are the lengths of the low-pass filter l’k 

andthe high-pass filter h’k at level k, respectively. The 

reconstruction was iteratively applied starting from the last 

level (s) of thedecomposition, where  

X’s,ll = Xs,ll 
 
 Thes-level UDWT decomposition of image X 

creates foursub bands at each level of decomposition; in 

symbols, for the kthlevel, they are labeled as Xk,ll , Xk,lh , 

Xk,hl , and Xk,hhwherek = 1, 2, . . . , s. 

 

Figure 1.3: One level inverse UDWT filter bank 

The baseband Xk, ll is generated by conductinglow-

pass filtering (l) along the rows, followed by performingthe 

same operation along the columns. The remaining 

subbandsXk,lh, Xk,hl , and Xk,hh are the decomposed high-

frequencysubbands that are produced by performing low-

pass (l) (orhigh-pass (h)) along the rows and then high-pass 

(h) (orlow-pass (l)) filtering along the columns. To obtain 

the nextlevel of subband decomposition, only the baseband 
generatedat level k will be decomposed into four subbands 

for levelk + 1. The subband Xk,llis further decomposed to 

produce Xk+1,ll , Xk+1,lh , Xk+1,hl ,and Xk+1,hh . This process 

will be recursively repeated to thecurrent baseband until the 

targeted final level (i.e., k = s) isreached. 

IV.CHAN –VESE ACTIVE CONTOUR MODEL FOR 

BINARY SEGMENTATION 

 Active contour 

Active contour model, also called snakes, is a framework for 
delineating an object outline from a possibly noisy 2D 

image.This framework attempts to minimize an energy 

associated to the current contour as a sum of an internal and 

external energy: 

• The external energy is supposed to be minimal 

when the snake is at the object boundary position. 

The most straightforward approach consists in 

giving low values when the regularized gradient 

around the contour position reaches its peak value. 

• The internal energy is supposed to be minimal 

when the snake has a shape which is supposed to 

be relevant considering the shape of the sought 

object. The most straightforward approach grants 
high energy to elongated contours (elastic force) 

and to bended/high curvature contours (rigid force), 

considering the shape should be as regular and 

smooth as possible. 

Implementation 

Gradient-descent minimization  is one of the simple 

optimization which can be used to minimize snake energy. 

For example, let’s consider a function of only one variable. 
If we have a starting guess at the value of the solution, we 

can look at the slope at that point and decide to increment 

our solution (negative slope) or decrement our solution 

(positive slope). Notice the negation there: if the slope is 

positive, downhill is backwards; and if the slope is negative, 

downhill is forwards. We can thus implement gradient-

descent minimization as 

xt+1=xt+ λ df/dx(xt) and yt+1= yt+ λ df/dy(yt) 

  

whereλcontrols the size of the step at each iteration. 

Vector representation: t 1 t tx x f (x )+ = + λ∂
uuuur ur uur

  

    

V.PROPOSED CHANGE DETECTION ALGORITHM 

The proposed methodology is change detection 
using UDWT and Active contour for which change has to be 

observed using two difference images, hence all the 

considerations are evaluated. 

Let us formulate the change detection problem by 

considering two images,  

X1 ={x1 (i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤ W } 

X2 = {x2 (i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤ W }  

   

with a size of H ×W pixels acquired at the same 

geographical area but at two different time instances, 

respectively.  

Let us further assume that such images have been 

registered with respect to each other [2]. The main objective 

of the change detection is to generate a binary change 

detection map  

CM = {cm(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤ W } 
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 where cm(i, j) � {0, 1}, based on the difference 
image X = {x(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤ W } computed from two 

input images, X1 and X2 . The pixel value at the spatial 

location (i, j) of the change detection map is labeled as “0” 

where the corresponding pixel position is identified as 

changed (hence, “1” for unchanged). 

   The proposed change detection method consists 

of three stages (as shown in Fig.2). They are detailed as 

follows.  

Stage-1: The difference image can be computed differently 

according to the physical nature of the input image. For the 

optical images, X can be computed pixel wise as the 
absolute-valued difference of the intensity values of the two 

images under comparison[4], i.e., 

                         x (i, j) = |x2 (i, j) − x1 (i, j)|  

    

Stage-2: The proposed method aims at building a 

multiresolution representation of the difference image X, 

denoted as 

                               XMR = {X0, . . . , Xs, . . . , XS}) 

where the superscript s, for s = 0, 1, . . . , S, 

indicates the resolution level. The value of S provides a 

tradeoff between the spatial detail preservation and the noise 

reduction. To be specific, a higher value of S will yield more 

noise reduction through low-pass filtering but at the expense 

of sacrificing the image details. Conversely, a lower value of 

S will be strongly affected by the noise while preserving 

more image details.  

Stage-3: Implementation of Chan Vese Active contour to 

observe changed region.UDWT is nothing but DWT without 

downsampling because Chan Vese produces a scaling factor 

that compensates downsampling in DWT thus turns to be 

UDWT, this method covers maximum changed region 

giving least error. 

Stage-4: MRF and EM are traditional methods of change 
detection but if Chan Vese is combined along with these 

methods produces still lesser error than alone, but Chan 

Vese alone is better than individually both. 

VI.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

UDWT based multiresolution representation of the 

difference image for change detection, we experimented on 

few Multitemporal are used to satellite image data sets 

acquired from a geographical area of Alaska and of the city 

of San Francisco in California. The first data set is available 

from [16], which contains a µ very high resolution (7713× 

7749 pixels) set of SAR images collected on the city of San 

Francisco, California. Two of themµ are chosen for our 

simulation experiments which were acquired on August 10, 

2003 and May 16, 2004 by the ESA ERS-2 satellite. The 

instrument’s pixel resolution is 25 m [17]. The second data 

set is available from [18], which contains a high resolution 

(1305× 1520 pixels) set of spectral images collected on a 

geographical area of Alaska. Two of them are chosen for our 

simulation experiments which were acquired by Landsat-5 

Thematic Mapper (TM) on employed in the UDWT 

implementation.    

 Quantitative Measures 

For performing the evaluation, both the quantitative 

and qualitative measurements are conducted. For the former, 

once the binary change detection map has been obtained by 
using a change detection method, the following defined 

quantities are computed for comparing the computed change 

detection map against the ground truth change detection map. 

 False Alarm (FA):  The number of actually unchanged 

pixels that were incorrectly determined as changed ones. The 

false alarm rate P is computed in percentage as  

                  P = FA/N × 100%,                          

where N  is the total number of unchanged pixels counted in 

the ground truth change detection map 

Miss Detection (MD):  The number of actually changed 

pixels that were missed out on their detections and 

mistakenly determined as unchanged ones. The missed 

detection rate P is counted in percentage as  

P = MD/N × 100%, 

where N is the total number of changed pixels counted in the 

ground truth change detection map.                                           

Total Error (TE): The total number of incorrect decisions 

made, which is the sum of the false alarms and the missed 

detections. Hence, the total error rate P in 

Percentage is computed as     P  =( FA  +  MD ) / ( N  +N  )  

×  100%.  

Effect of Wavelet Filters  

Wavelet filters with different lengths are tested on 

the SAR images, and the change detection results are 

tabulated I length; for example, the actual filter lengths of 

filters db1 and db4 are two and eight, respectively. The 

experimental simulation results show that the proposed 

method delivers almost same performance regardless of the 

length of the Daubechius performance, i.e., only a 0.34% 

total erroneous decision rate i.e., a 99.66% correct detection 

rate).  

Effect of the Maximum Number of Scales 

The proposed method exploits multiresolution 

representations of the difference image      X; hence, the 
maximum number of resolution levels S used will affect the 

change detection performance result. The proposed change 
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detection method with different values of S is experimented 

on the input SAR images and the change detection 

performance of the proposed method improves when the 

value of S gets larger. When S =0, the proposed method 

performs only on the difference image itself, which can be 

viewed as the performance of the scalar-valued Chan–Vese 

model. It is clear that the performance improves for   S> 0. 

That decomposition levels used in the UDWT decomposition 

improved by using the vector-valued Chan–Vese model on a 

set We implement the change detection methods presented in 

of images obtained from the multiresolution representation of 

and the parameters required for the implement the difference 

image, at the expense of a higher computational mentations 

are settled at the minimum error yielded between cost.  

Implementation of Change Detection Methods 

There are two methods presented in  to produce the 

change detection map based on the analysis of the difference 

image (based on Chan Vese active contour) 

Change Detection Performance Tests on Data Sets 

The quantitative and qualitative change detection 

result obtained from different methods for the SAR images. 

The proposed method only yields a 1.29% total erroneous 

decision rate (i.e., a 98.71% correct detection rate).  One can 

observe that the change detection results obtained from the 

EM-based method and the MRF-based method are far from 
satisfactory. This is mainly due to the fact that the Gaussian 

model assumed in fails to provide accurate data modeling for 

the difference image in these methods.  

 In this, we will consider two test images as in fig 

8.1 and 8.2 which are SAR images captured from same 

location at two different time instances and differences of 

two images are done by logarithm and implemented to 

decompose using UDWT which resolves the images into 4 
levels  

 

Fig 6.1: Difference images at S=0       

  

Fig 6.2:  Difference images at S=2 

VII. OUTPUT  

 The completion of contour evaluation is followed 

by Chan-Vese in combination with MRF and EM methods 

giving out edge image as well as traditional method like 

MRF and EM implemented alone. 

The graph compares the contour evaluation w.r.t no. of 

iterations and the total changed pixels covered. 

The change detection observing all the quantitive 

measurements can be seen calculating change detection and 

comparing various wave filters. 

 

Figure7.1: Comparison graph 
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 ABSTRACT: Object tracking is a major challenge problem in 

computer vision due difficulties to account for appearance 
changes of object. For efficient and robust tracking, we propose 

a new novel object tracking algorithm is, SPCA (Sparse 
prototype based Principal Component Analysis). In order to 

achieve PCA reconstruction to represent an object by sparse 
prototype, we introduce l1/l2 sparse coding and multi-scale max 
pooling. In order to reduce tracking drift, we present a method 

that takes occlusion and motion blur into account rather than 

simply includes image observations for model update and 

compare the proposed method with several existing methods like 
IVT, MIL, PN, VTD, Frag, l1 minimization by considering 
Overlap Rate, Center Error parameters.  

 

Keywords: PCA, Frag Tracker, l1/l2 sparse coding, object 
Representation, Object Tracking, Sparse Prototype, Overlap Rate 
and Center Error. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tracking is simply, a problem of estimating the 

trajectory of an object in the image plane as it moves around a 

scene. The achievement of object tracking is one of the major 

problems in the field of computer vision. Object tracking is 

plays a critical role in various applications like Motion - based 

recognition, Automated Surveillance, Video indexing, HCI, 

Traffic Monitoring, Vehicle navigation.[1].  

 A tracking system consists of three components there 

are, 1. Appearance or Observation Model: This evaluates the 

state of the observed image patch i.e., whether observed 

image patch is belonging to the object class or not. 2. 

Dynamic or Motion Model: This describes the state of the 

objects over a time. 3. Search Strategy Model: which aims to 

finding the likely states in current frame when compared with 
previous frame. 

  In this paper, we propose a new robust and efficient 

appearance models by considering the occlusion and motion 

blur.  

 The main challenge in developing a robust tracking 

algorithm is to account for large appearance variations of the 

target object and background over time. In this paper, we 

tackle this problem with both prior and online visual 

information. Novel Tracking Algorithm is used to report the 

appearance variations.  

 The rest of the paper is summarized as follows as 

II. RELATED WORK 

Dong Wang, et al, proposed a novel Incremental 

Multiple Principal Component Analysis (IMPCA) method for 

online learning dynamic tensor streams. When newly added 

tensor set arrives, the mean tenor and the covariance matrices 

of different modes can be updated easily, and then projection 

matrices can be effectively calculated based on covariance 
matrices.[2]  

 Amit Adam and Ehud Rivlin proposed every patch 

votes on the possible positions and scales of the object in the 

current frame, by comparing its histogram with the 

corresponding image patch histogram. They tried to minimize 

a robust statistic in order to combine the vote maps of the 
multiple patches. [3]  

 Xiaoyu Wang, et al proposed the occlusion 

likelihood map is then segmented by Meanshift approach. The 

segmented portion of the window with a majority of negative 

response is inferred as an occluded region. If partial occlusion 

is indicated with high likelihood in a certain scanning 
window, part detectors are applied on the unclouded regions 

to achieve the final classification on the current scanning 

window. [4] 

  Thang Ba Dinh, et al proposed the generative model 

encodes all of the appearance variations using a low 
dimension subspace, which helps provide strong reacquisition 

ability. Meanwhile, the discriminative classifier, an online 

support vector machine, focuses on separating the object from 

the background using a Histograms of Oriented Gradients 

(HOG) feature set.[5]  

 Jakob Santner, et al proposed semi supervised or 
multiple-instance learning, which shows augmenting an on-

line learning method with complementary, tracking 

approaches, can lead to more stable results. In particular, they 

used a simple template model as a non adaptive and thus 

stable component, a novel optical-flow based mean-shift 

tracker as highly adaptive element and an on-line random 

forest as moderately adaptive appearance based learner.[6]  

 Mark Everingham, et al proposed describes the 

dataset and evaluation procedure. Review the state-of-the-art 

in evaluated methods for both classification and detection, 

analyse whether the methods are statistically different, what 

they are learning from the images (e.g. the object or its 

context), and what the methods find easy or confuse.[7]  
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 J. Kwon a novel, et al proposed tracking algorithm 

that can work robustly in a challenging scenario such that 

several kinds of appearance and motion changes of an object 

occur at the same time.Algorithm is based on a visual tracking 

de-composition scheme for the efficient design of observation 

and motion models as well as trackers.[8] 

 J. Mairal, et al proposed Modeling data with linear 

combinations of a few elements from a learned dictionary has 

been the focus of much recent research in machine learning, 

neuroscience, and signal processing. For signals such as 

natural images that admit such sparse  

 representations, it is now well established that these 

models are well suited to restoration tasks. In this context, 

learning the dictionary amounts to solving a large-scale 

matrix factorization problem, which can be done efficiently 

with classical optimization tools.[9]  

 J. Yang, et al proposed Research on image statistics 

suggests that image patches can be well represented as a 

sparse linear combination of elements from an appropriately 

chosen over complete dictionary. Inspired by this observation, 

we seek a sparse representation for each patch of the low-

resolution input, and then use the coefficients of this 

representation to generate the high-resolution output. 
Theoretical results from compressed sensing suggest that 

under mild conditions, the sparse representation can be 

correctly recovered from the down sampled signals.[10]  

 J. Wright, et al proposed the choice of dictionary 

plays a key role in bridging this gap: unconventional 

dictionaries consisting of, or learned from, the training 
samples them selves provide the key to obtaining state-of-the-

art results and to attaching semantic meaning to sparse signal 

representations. Understanding the good performance of such 

unconventional dictionaries in turn demands new algorithmic 

and analytical techniques.[11].  

 

1. Object Tracking with Sparse Representation  

 Sparse representation is mainly applied in pattern 

recognition, and computer vision like face recognition super-

resolution and image in painting [12].Sparse Representation 

in tracking can be described approximated by the linear 

combination of known objects as  

y=Cz+ ∈=[C I][ z∈] = De........... (i) 
 Where y denotes an observation vector, C represents 

a matrix of templates, z indicates the corresponding 

coefficients, and ∈ is the error term which can be viewed as 

the coefficients of trivial templates.  

 By assuming that each candidate image patch is 

sparsely represented by a set of target and trivial templates, 

Eq. 2 can be solved via l1 minimization as  

Min(1/ 2)∥ y−De∥ 22+λ∥ e∥ 1 ......(ii) 
 Where . 1 and . 2 denote the l1 and l2 norms 

respectively.  

 The underlying assumption of this approach is that 

error ∈ can be modeled by arbitrary but sparse noise, and 

therefore it can be used to handle partial occlusion. However, 

the l1 tracker has two main drawbacks.  

1.  l1 tracker is computationally expensive due to that 

speed of the operation will be reduced.  

2.  It does not exploit rich and redundant image 

properties which can be captured compactly with 
subspace representations.  

 To overcome these problems we introduce a new 

algorithm we introduce a new algorithm based on SPCA. 

 

III. TRACKING ALGORITHM 

 In this paper, Object tracking is considered as a 

Bayesian inference task in a Markov model with hidden state 

variables. Given a set of observed images YT=[ y1,y2…yT ] at 

the tth frame the hidden state variable xt is estimated 

recursively as,  

P(xt/Yt)∝P(yt/xt)∫P(xt/xt−1)P(xt−1/Yt−1)dxt−1--- (iii) 

 Where p(xt/xt−1 ) represents the dynamic (motion) 

model between two consecutive states, and p(yt/xt ) denotes 

observation model that estimates the likelihood of observing 

yt at state xt. The optimal state of the tracked target given all 

the observations up to tth frame is obtained by the maximum a 

posteriori estimation over N samples at time t by  

x =argxtimax p(yti/xti)p(xti/xt−1) for i=1,2,..N -- (iv) 

Where xti indicates the i-th sample of the state xt, and yti 
denotes the image patch predicated by xti. 

A. Dynamic Model  

In this paper, we apply an affine image warp to model the 

target motion between two consecutive frames. The six 

parameters of the affine transform are used to model P(xt/xt−1 
) of tracked target. Let Xt= {xt,yt,θt,st,αt,φt} where x, y 

translations, rotation angle, scale, aspect ratio, and skew 

respectively. The state transition is formulated by,  

P( xt/xt−1) =N(Xt,Xt−1,φ).............. (v) 

 

B. Observation Model 

If no occlusion occurs, an image observation yt can be 

assumed to be generated from a subspace of the target object 

spanned by U and centered at μ. However, it is necessary to 

account for partial occlusion in an appearance model for 

robust object tracking. We assume that a centered image 

observation yt - μ of the tracked object can be represented by a 

linear combination of the PCA basis vectors U and few 

elements of the identity matrix I (i.e., trivial templates). If 

there is no occlusion, the most likely image patch can be 

effectively represented by the PCA basis vectors and 

coefficients tend to be zeros. If partial occlusion occurs, the 
most likely image patch can be represented as a linear 

combination of PCA basis vectors and very few numbers of 

trivial templates. [13]. For each observation corresponding to 

a predicted state, we solve the following equation efficiently 

using the proposed algorithm 

 L(zi,ei)=minzt,et(1/2)⃒‖ y−i−uzi−ei ‖+λ ⃒ei ‖---- (vi) 
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And obtain z
i 
and e

i
, where i denote the i-th sample of the 

state x. The observation likelihood can be measured by their 

construction error of each observed image patch  

P(y−i/xi) =exp(−‖y−i−uzi‖ 22) ----- (vii)  

However, Eq. 3.4 does not consider occlusion. Thus, we use a 
mask to factor out non-occluding and occluding parts,  

P (y−i/xi) =exp (−(wi.(y−i−Uzi ‖22+β ⅀(1−wi ))------(viii) 

C. Update of Observation Model The change in target object 

for visual tracking can be obtained by updating the 

observation model. The trivial coefficients are acquired for 

occlusion detection and each trivial coefficient vector 

corresponds to a 2D map as a result of reverse raster scan of 

an image patch. The occlusion map is referred as non-zero 

element of this map indicates that pixel is occluded. The ratio 

ή of the number of nonzero pixels and the number of 

occlusion map pixels is calculated. Two thresholds tr1and tr2 
are used to describe the degree of occlusion. If the ratio, ή < 

tr1, the model can be updated directly. If tr1 < ή < tr2, it 

indicates that the target is partially occluded. Then the 

occluded pixels are replaced by its corresponding parts of the 

average observation μ, and use this recovered sample for 

update. Otherwise if ή > tr2, it means that a significant part of 

the target object is occluded, and this sample can be discarded 

without update.[14]. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 The proposed model is simulated using MATLAB 

and its performance is evaluated by comparing with several 

tracking algorithms, i.e., the incremental visual tracker (IVT), 

L1 tracker (L1T), MIL tracker (MILT), the visual tracking 

decomposition tracker (VTD), PN , Frag Tracker algorithms. 

 

A. Occlusion  
 

The IVT, L1T , MILT , VTD , methods do not perform well, 

whereas the Frag algorithm performs slightly better. In 

contrast, our proposed method is better as shown in below 

figures 

 

 
Figure 1: Qualitative evaluation: objects undergo heavy occlusion and pose change. Similar objects also appear in the scenes 
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Figure 2: Center error for video clips/image series tested 

 
Table 1: Average Center Error (Pixels) 

Data Base IVT l1 PN VTD MIL Frag Track SPCA 
Car scene 1 10.75 6.85 34.95 6.35 17.45 24.25 98.25 
Car scene 2 13.11 9.21 37.31 8.71 19.81 26.61 100.61 
Car scene 3 8.514 4.614 32.714 4.114 15.214 22.014 96.014 
Car scene 4 16.764 12.864 40.964 12.364 23.464 30.264 104.264 
Average 15.06 20.94 25.046 9.37 34.63 36.11 56.35 

 
Table 2: Overlap Rate of tracking 

Data Base IVT l1 PN VTD MIL Frag Track SPCA 
Car scene 1 0.85 0.88 0.65 0.77 0.59 0.90 0.92 
Car scene 2 0.59 0.67 0.49 0.59 0.61 0.60 0.49 
Car scene 3 0.28 0.28 0.70 0.83 0.25 0.68 0.28 
Car scene 4 0.45 0.81 0.66 0.67 0.25 0.56 0.30 

Average 0.54 0.48 0.54 0.56 0.39 0.33 0.51 

 

 
C. Quantitative Evaluation  

Performance evaluation is an important issue that requires 

sound criteria in order to fairly assess the strength of 

tracking algorithms. Quantitative evaluation of object 

tracking typically involves computing the difference 
between the predicated and the ground truth center 

locations, as well their average values. Table II summarizes 

the results in terms of average tracking errors. Our 

algorithm achieves lowest tracking errors in almost all the 

sequences. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a robust tracking algorithm 

based on sparse prototype PCA representation. In this work, 

we taken partial occlusion and motion blur into account for 

appearance update and object tracking by exploiting the 

strength of subspace model and sparse representation. 

Several experiments are carried out on different image 

sequences and compared with several state-of art techniques 

with proposed tracking algorithm; our algorithm is better 

tracking results. In future, our representation schemes 

extended for other vision problems including object 

recognition, and develop other online orthogonal subspace 

methods with the proposed model. 
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Abstract—The OPB GPIO design provides a general 

purpose input/output interface to a 32-bit On-Chip 

Peripheral Bus (OPB). The GPIO IP core is user-

programmable general-purpose I/O controller. That is 

use is to implement functions that are not implemented 

with the dedicated controllers in a system and require 

simple input and/or output software controlled signals. It 
is one of the important peripheral that is listed on any 

FPGA board. In this project we are atomizing the 

operation of the GPIO by writing the code in SYSTEM-

VERILOG and simulating it in QUESTA MODELSIM. 

The main aim of this project is to verify the output by 

using GPIO pins depending up on the preference the 

code. We verify the GPIO modules by using UVM 

[Universal verification Methodology]. The functional 

verification of the RTL design of the GPIO is carried out 

for the better optimum design. 

Index Terms— GPIO,OPB,QUESTA MODELSIM, System 

Verilog, FPGA. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The GPIO module is part of Inicore's IP module family. 

This general purpose input/output controller provides some 

unique features that eases system integration and use. Each 

GPIO port can be configured for input, output or bypass 

mode. All output data can be set in one access. Single or 

multiples bits can be set or cleared independently. Every 

GPIO port can serve as an interrupt source and has its own 

configuration options: • Level sensitive, single edge 

triggered or level change • Active high or low respectively 

rising edge or falling edge • Individual interrupt enable 

register and status flags The core provides several synthesis 

options to ease the system integration and minimize the gate 

count: • Selectable CPU bus width: default options are 

8/16/32-bit • Selectable number of GPIO ports • CPU read 

back enable. 

II. GPIO(GENERAL PURPOSE I/O)  

GPIO is a generic pin on a chip whose behavior (including 

whether it is an input or output pin) can be controlled 

(programmed) through software. GPIO pins have no special 

purpose defined, and unused by default. The idea is that 

sometimes the system integrator building a full system that 

uses the chip might find useful to have a handful of 

additional digital control lines, and having these available 

from the chip can save the hassle of having to arrange 

additional circuitry to provide them. For example, the 

Realtek ALC260 chips (audio codec) have 4 GPIO pins, 

which go unused by default. Some system integrators (Acer 

laptops) employing the ALC260 use the first GPIO (GPIO0) 
to turn on the amplifier used for the laptop's internal 

speakers and external headphone jack.  

A. Architecture of GPIO  

 

Fig.1 Architecture of GP I/O 

i. Clocks: The GPIO core has two clock domains. All 

registers except RGPIO_IN are in system clock domain. 

RGPIO_IN register can be clocked by system clock or by 

external clock reference.  

ii. APB Interface: The host interface is implemented using a 

32 bit APB compliant slave interface.  

iii. GPIO Registers 

The GPIO IP Core has several software accessible registers. 

Most registers have the same width as number of general-

purpose I/O signals and they can be from 1 – 32 bits. The 

host through these registers programs type and operation of 

each general-purpose I/O signal or three-state outputs, 

appropriate open-drain or three-state I/O cells must be used. 

Part of external interface is also ECLK register. It can be 
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used to register inputs based on external clock reference. 

General-purpose inputs can generate interrupts so that 

software does not have to be in poll mode all the time when 

sampling inputs. Switching output drivers into open-drain or 

three-state mode will disable general-purpose outputs. To 

lower number of pins of the chip, other on-chip peripherals 

can be multiplexed together with the GPIO pins. For this 

purpose, auxiliary inputs can be multiplexed on general-

purpose outputs.  

iv.. Hardware Reset:  

Following hardware reset all general-purpose I/O  signals 

are set into input mode. Meaning, all output drivers are 

disabled. All interrupts are masked, so that inputs would not 

generate any spurious interrupts. Gpio_eclk signal is not 

used to latch inputs into RGPIO_IN register; instead system 

clock is used General-Purpose I/O as Polled Input. To use 

general-purpose I/O as input only, corresponding bit in 

RGPIO_OE register must be cleared to select input mode. 

Bit RGPIO_CTRL[INTE] and corresponding bit in 

RGPIO_INTE register must be cleared as well ,to disabled 

generation of interrupts. Bit RGPIO_IN register reflects 

registered value of general-purpose input signal. RGPIO_IN 

is updated on positive edge of system clock or if 

RGPIO_ECLK appropriate bit is set, on gpio_eclk edge. 

Which clock edge is selected is defined by value of 

RGPIO_NEC appropriate bit.  

v. General-Purpose I/O as Input in Interrupt Mode:  

To use general-purpose I/O as input with generation of 

interrupts, corresponding bit in RGPIO_OE register must be 
cleared to select input mode. Corresponding bit in 

RGPIO_PTRIG register must be set to generate an interrupt 

on positive edge event on general-purpose input. To 

generate an interrupt on negative edge event, corresponding 

bit in RGPIO_PTRIG register must be cleared. If we are 

enabling interrupts for the first time, we also need to clear 

interrupt status register RGPIO_INTS. Last, 

RGPIO_CTRL[INTE]bit and corresponding bit in 

RGPIO_INTE register must be set to enable generation of 

interrupts. Bit RGPIO_IN register reflects registered value 

of general-purpose input signal. RGPIO_IN is updated on 

positive edge of system clock or if RGPIO_ECLK 
appropriate bit is set, on gpio_eclk edge. Which clock edge 

is selected, is defined by value of RGPIO_NEC appropriate 

bit. Which input caused an interrupt is recorded in interrupt 

status register RGPIO_INTS. Inputs that caused an interrupt 

since last clearing of RGPIO_INTS have bits set. Interrupt 

can be de-asserted by writing zero in RGPIO_INTS register 

and control register bit RGPIO_CTRL[INTS]. Another way 

to de-assert interrupts is to disable them by clearing control 

bit RGPIO_CTRL[INTE].  

Vi .General-Purpose I/O as Output  

To enable general-purpose I/O output driver, corresponding 
bit in RGPIO_OE must reset. Corresponding bit in 

RGPIO_OUT register must be set to the value that is 

required to be driven on output driver. Corresponding bit in 

RGPIO_INTE register must be cleared to disable generation 

of spurious interrupts. Clearing bit in RGPIO_OE register 

will disable output driver and enable three-state or open-

drain. General-Purpose I/O as Bi-Directional I/O. To use 

general-purpose I/O as bi-directional signal, corresponding 

bit in RGPIO_OE must be toggled to enable or disable 

three-state or open-drain mode of bi-directional driver. 

Corresponding bit in RGPIO_OUT register must be set to 

the value that is required to be driven on output driver. 

Corresponding bit in RGPIO_INTE register must be cleared 

to disable generation of spurious interrupts. If input should 

generate interrupts, corresponding bit in RGPIO_INTE 

register must be set and if required also corresponding bit in 

RGPIO_PTRIG should be set. Corresponding bit 

RGPIO_IN register reflects registered value of general-

purpose input signal. RGPIO_IN is updated on positive edge 

of system clock or if RGPIO_ECLK bit is set, on gpio_eclk 
edge. Which clock edge is selected, is defined by value of 

RGPIO_NEC bit. If an interrupt is enabled and pending, it 

can be de-asserted by writing zero in RGPIO_INTS register 

and control register bit RGPIO_CTRL[INTS]. Another way 

to dessert interrupts is to disable them by clearing control bit 

RGPIO_CTRL[INTE]General-Purpose I/O driven by 

Auxiliary Input To drive general-purpose output with 

auxiliary input, corresponding bit in RGPIO_OE must be set 

to enable output driver. Corresponding bit in RGPIO_AUX 

must be set to enable multiplexing of auxiliary input onto 

general-purpose output.  

III. UNIVERSAL VERIFICATION METHODOLOGY 

The UVM (Universal Verification Methodology) was 

introduced in December 2009, by a technical Sub committee 

of Accellera. UVM uses Open Verification Methodology as 

its foundation. Accellera released version UVM 1.0 EA on 

May 17, 2010.UVM Class Library provides the building 

blocks needed to quickly develop well-constructed and 

reusable verification components and test environments. It 

uses system Verilog as its language. All three of the 

simulation vendors (Synopsys, Cadence and Mentor) 

support UVM today which was not the case with other 

verification methodology. Today, more and more logic is 
being integrated on the single chip so verification of it is a 

very challenging task. More than 70 percent of the time is 

spent on the verification of the chip. So it is a need of an 

hour to have a common verification methodology that 

provide the base classes and framework to construct robust 

and reusable verification environment. UVM provides that. 

In this  paper , all the terminology related to UVM is 

introduced along with the sample example. In first phase 

uvm components are introduced. In second phase some of 

the features related to UVM are introduced and in final 

phase small environment is built using UVM from the 

scratch. 
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2. Test Bench architecture 

 

Fig. 1Test bench architecture 

The following subsections describe the components of a 

verification component. 

• Data Item (Transaction)  

• Driver (BFM)  

• Sequencer  

• Monitor  

• Agent  

• Environment 

Data Item (Transaction) 

Data item are basically the input to the device under test. All 

the transfer done between different 

verification components in UVM is done through 

transaction object. Networking packets, instructions for 

processor are some examples of transactions. From the top 

level test many data items are generated and applied to the 

dut so by intelligently randomizing the data items object we 

can check corner cases and maximize the coverage on the 

device under test. 

Driver (BFM) 

Driver as the name suggest, drive the dut signals. It basically 

receives the transaction object from the sequencer and 

converts it in to the pin level activity. So for example it can 
generate read or write signal, write address and data to be 

transferred. It is the active part of the verification logic. 

Sequencer 

Sequencer is the component on which the sequences will 

run. The dut needs to be applied a sequence of transaction to 

test its behavior. So sequence of transaction is generated and 

it is applied to driver whenever it demands by the sequencer. 

Monitor 

A monitor is the passive element of the verification 

environment. It just sample the dut signal from the interface 

but does not drive them. It collect the pin information , 

package it in form of a packet and then transfer it to 

scoreboard or other components for coverage information. 

Agent 

Agent is basically a container. It contains driver, monitor 

and sequencer. Driver and sequencer are connected in agent. 

Agent has two modes of operation: passive and active. In 
active mode it drives the signal to the dut. So driver and 

sequencer are instantiated in active mode. In passive mode it 

just sample the dut signals does not drive them. So only 

monitor is instantiated in passive mode. Normally there is 

one agent per interface like AHB or APB. 

Scoreboard: 

Scoreboard is a verification component that checks the 

response from the dut against the expected response. So it 

keeps track of how many times the response matched with 

the expected response and how many time it failed. 

Environment 

Environment is at the top of the test bench architecture, it 

will contain one or more agents depend on design. If more 

than one agents are there then it will be connected in this 

component. Agentsare also connected to other components 

like scoreboard in this component. 

IV. RESULTS AND VERIFIACTION 

The GP I/O is carried out for the functional verification 

using the UVM technique for both the read and write 

operation. The functional verification is of the RTL design 

is of the GPIO is yields the complete code coverage.  

 

Fig 3 simulation showing GPIO Functional Verification for 
read operation 

Functional Verification of GPIO Core Using UVM  

As verification methodology plays a important phase in the 

circuit design. The read operation of the GPIO is carried out 

in XILINX for RTL design and the verification 

methodology is carried out using Questasim 10.0b. The 

design is carried out using in HDL and the verification is 

carried out in UVM. The GPIO is set up as DUT for the 

functional verification and the code coverage is determined 

using Modelsim is obtained for 100% 
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Fig 4 simulationresults for GPIO functional verification for 

write operation 

 

Fig 5 Functional code coverage of GPIO 

V. CONCLUSION  

In this we have verified the GPIO core based on UVM 

technique using Questasim simulator and Modelsim. The 

code coverage is obtained for the RTL design and 100% 

code coverage is extracted. This methodolgy provides the 

complete coverage of the RTL design so as to acquire the 

fault free Protocol design of GPIO. So that can be 

implemented in real time systems. This can be further 

implemented for the ASIC implementation and SOC 

Applications. 
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ABSTRACT - Singing voice separation system involves detection 

of pure voiced frames from the complete music file which is 
essentially a mixture of vocal and accompanied background 

instrument. To identify segment containing singing voice from 
music accompaniment, the original file is segmented and each 
segment is analyzed to find its voice content. Spectral features 

such as Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), Log 
Frequency Power Coefficients (LFPC), Linear Prediction 

Coefficients (LPC) and temporal features as Zero Crossing Rate 
(ZCR), Pitch, timbre etc., can be used to detect voice in segments. 

In this paper MFCC and ZCR of each segment is computed. By 
calculating mean and variance of each MFCC vector and total 
ZCR count, voiced frames are accurately identified. For better 

comparison of results, independent analysis of pure voice, only 
instrumental and mixture of voice and instrumental is 

performed. 

Keywords:: MFCC, Music, Singing voice, ZCR. 

I. INTRODUCATION 

Separated singing voice from music is useful in many 

applications like: Singer Identification, Music Information 

Retrieval Systems (MIR), Lyrics to audio alignment, Music 

Structure Detection (Intro, Verse, Chorus, Bridge, 

Instrumental and Ending), identify singer characteristics, 

karaoke systems, identify language etc. Music is indeed an art 

dealing with sound and silence, where sound is singing voice 

along with musical accompaniment or only instrumental 

music.Yipeng Li and DeLiang[1] proposed a system to 

separate singing voice. The system used predominant pitch 

detection method, and then the separation stage used the 

detected pitch to group segments of the singing voice. Chao-

Ling Hsu et al. [2]investigated a tandem algorithm inspired by 

computational auditory scene analysis (CASA), which 
estimated the singing pitch and separated the singing voice 

jointly and iteratively. In [1]Yipeng Li et al. proposed a 

sinusoidal modeling-based separation system that can 

effectively resolved problem of overlapping harmonics. Their 

strategy was based on the observations that harmonics of the 

same source have correlated amplitude envelopes and that the 

change in phase of a harmonic is related to the instrument’s 

pitch.   In another technique [3] Mathieu Ramona et al. 

proposed a statistical learning approach for the automatic 

detection of vocal regions in a polyphonic musical signal. 

They employed a support vector model, based on a large 

feature set to discriminate accompanied singing voice from 
pure instrumental regions. Also proposed a temporal 

smoothing of the posterior probabilities with a Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM) that helps adapting the segmentation sequence 

to the precision of the manual annotation. Ziyou Xiong et al. 

[4] presented a comparison of six methods for classification of 
sports audio. For the feature extraction they used: MPEG-7 

audio features and Mel-scale Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients 

(MFCC), and for the classification Maximum Likelihood 

Hidden Markov Models (ML-HMM) and Entropic Prior HMM 

(EP-HMM). These combination outperforms the normal 

system with the improvement of about 8%.      

This paper implements a method to identify voiced 

segments using MFCC[4][5] as well as ZCR[6][7]. The input 
signal is in frames of length 25ms with overlap of 15ms. 

Sampling frequency (Fs) decides number of samples in each 

frame. For example if Fs in 8000 then there will be 200 

samples in each frame. MFCC is computed for each of above 

frame. For same frames ZCR is calculated and total ZCR 

count of input signal is obtained. The paper is organised as 

follows. An overview of singing voice separation is given in 

section I. Section II describes acoustic features (MFCC and 

ZCR). Section III discusses results, and Section IV 

provideconclusion. 

II. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

A. Acoustic Features 

Study reveals that from the list of acoustic features 

available for voice identification, MFCC is proven to be the 

best acoustic feature. Also as human auditory system perceives 

sound logarithmically, MFCC approximates the system 

response more closely to human audio system. MFCC is 

therefore a suitable tool for analysis of singing voice. ZCR is 

chosen because of its ability to find utterances of voice in 

input signal. Also end point detection is another fact where 

ZCR plays very important role. 

1. Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)  

In MFCC the frequency bands are positioned 
logarithmically. A music signal is constantly changing, 

assuming that on short time scales the signal doesn't change 

much. The MFCC is computed by dividing the input signal 

into number of overlapped frames. For each frame a MFCC 

vector is computed. 

The steps involved in calculation of MFCC are shown in 

Fig.1. 
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Fig.1.  Extraction of MFCC vector from music signal. 

At pre-emphasis stage low frequency noise is reduced by 

passing signal through low pass filter. The signal is then 

framed in overlapping frames of 20ms to 30ms with 10ms to 

15ms overlap. After this power spectra of signal is calculated 

by taking DFT of each frame. In next step frames are passed 

through the Mel spaced filterbank to get filter bank energies. 

The width of triangular filters varies as per Mel frequency 

warping. Then the log total energy in critical band is included 

around center frequency of triangular filter. At the end the 

Discrete Cosine Transformer is used to calculate cepstral 

coefficients. 

Mel frequencies are calculated from normal frequencies by 
using Equation (1) 

������ = 1125 ∗ ���1 +
�

���
�... (1) 

2. Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) 

Zero-crossing rate is one of the temporal feature which is 

used to identify voice contained frames in the process of for 

singing voice separation. ZCR of an audio signal is a measure 

of the number of times the signal crosses the zero amplitude 

line by transition from a positive to negative or vice 

versa[8].The implementation of ZCR also includes dividing 

the audio signal into temporal segments by using the window 
function as described above and zero crossing rate for each 

segment is computed using the relation as given below. 

� = ∑
|�����������������|

��

�
��� ... (2) 

Where  !� �#�� (signum function) indicates the sign of the 

i
th

sample#� and can have three possible values: +1, 0, -1 

depending on whether the sample is positive, zeroor negative. 

The value for each window is collected to generate the ZCR 

feature vector having$ =
�

�
elements where w is window 

width and N is vector size. 

% = ⋃ �'                 
�
'�� … (3) 

III. DATABASE PREPARATION 

To perform experiment dataset is created. For this samples 

are taken from MIR-1k dataset[9][10] designed for research of 

singing voice separation. Samples which are taken from MIR-

1k are further converted three kinds as only voice, only music 

and mix indicating a mixture voice and music. Only voice is 

having pure vocal section of the song, similarly only music has 

pure music signal with no vocals, whereas the mixture is 

created by mixing voice and music at zero signal to noise 

ratio. Signals are having sampling frequency of 16000 samples 

per second. Different samples are chosen such as male voice, 
female voice, different musical accompaniments and singer 

with chorus. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

A. Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)  

The input signal is first framed into frames of 25ms with 

10ms shift. MFCC vector is calculated for all frames of signal, 

then its mean values are considered for result analysis. As 

sampling frequency is 16000, each frame contains 400 

samples, next frame is shifted by 160 samples[11]. For each 

frame MFCC is calculated, result of MFCC is vector of order 
m by n, where m is the order of MFCC and n is number of 

frames. The spectrograms for all types of the signals are 

shown below i.e. voice only, music only and mix. 

As seen in Fig. 2 the region where the voice is present is 

having more spectral energy than the silence region. The same 

analysis can be applied for music only samples as seen in Fig. 

3. When we compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we can 

conclude that the frames which contains voice are having more 

spectral energy than only music or silence frames. 
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Fig.2.  MFCCs for Music only signal 

 

Fig.3. MFCCs for Voice only Signal 

Fig.4. 

MFCCs for Mix signal 

 

TABLE I.TOTAL MEAN VALUES OF MFCC VECTOR FOR TEN SAMPLES OF ALL THREE TYPES.

It is observed from Table I that the only voice type signals 

have larger total_mean value than music only type signals. But 

when we mix the both signal this value decreases 
further.Howeverthe spectrogram of the mix signal gives 

information regarding voiced frames.  Fig. 5 clearly indicates 

that the spectral energy in voiced fames is more than pure 

music signal. 

 

Fig.5.  Mean Values OF MFCC vector for Mix type input 
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941 1501 1352 961 1162 991 1531 877 811 811
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B. Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) 

Similar to MFCC, ZCR computation also first involves 

framing of the signal. Each frame is analysed for its zero 

crossing and ZCR is calculated for all the frames using 

Equation 2. Fig. 6 shows ZCR values for voice only signal, 

Fig. 7 gives ZCR values of music only and similarly Fig. 8 for 

mix signal. It is observed that the ZCR values of music only 

signals varies more than that of voice. 

Fig. 6. ZCR 

values for voice only type input 

 

Fig.7. ZCR values for Music only type input  

Table II. TOTAL ZCR COUNT FOR TEN SAMPLE OF ALL THREE TYPE 

 

 

Fig. 8 ZCR values for Mix type input 

ZCR values of all frames are added together to get total 

ZCR count of the input signal, and that is formulated in Table 

II. As the ZCR of a music only signal is vibrant than that of 

voice only type signal, the ZCR plot of mixture signal 

therefore highlights voice frames in mixture as shown in Fig.9. 

 

Fig.9.  ZCR values for Mix type input 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Voice 9396 2E+0 1E+0 1E+0 1E+0 1E+0 1E+0 1E+0 9794 9038

Music 7871 1E+0 2E+0 1E+0 1E+0 1E+0 1E+0 1E+0 8988 8259

Mix 3759 8576 8423 7507 5351 6236 8401 3281 5008 4019
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V. PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION 

By observing the outcomes of only voice, only music and 

mix multiple signal, the threshold is set to label frame as 

voiced or non-voiced.In MFCC vector a frame having mean 

value more than the set threshold is labeled as voiced frame. 

Similarly for ZCR any frame having value more than set 
threshold is labeled as voiced frame. Fig.10 gives error rate for 

different signal with MFCC and ZCR. 

Here error rate is calculate by using Equation 5, as below 

())*) )+,� �%� = �1 − /)�01 1*�� × 100… (5) 

Where,  

/)�01 1*� =
4)+5�  0*))�0,�6 �+7���8 +  9*10�8

:;57�) *� <*10�8 �)+5�  =)*<18�8
 

 

 

Fig. 10.Error rate for ten sample of all three type 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper reveals that to detect voice related information 

from music file among the various features MFCCs and their 

derivate are the much appropriate. Otherfeatures describing the 

temporal characteristics e.g. ZCR can also be used. Therefore 

to ensure greater efficiency a system may emphasis on use of 

both temporal and spectral features for estimated task. Also by 
selecting suitable classifier (e.g. HMM, GMM, SVM, 

ANN)[2][5]more accurate labeling can be achieved. 
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Abstract—Signal Processing finds its applications in many 
fields of engineering like Communications, Multimedia 

processing like audio, speech, video compression. It is the 

constant endeavor in compression techniques to retain 

highest quality of media through lowest bits so that 

communication band width utilization can be maximized.  

The most basic form of end user communication in the 
mobile industry has been voice calls. Speech signals 

captured at the microphone are sampled at 8 or 16 KHz 

and using 16 bits per sample presents 128 KHz of 

information. Transmitting all of it is very inefficient usage 

of the communication channel. There are multiple ways to 

encode the speech input at lower bit rates using Source 

Coding and Waveform coding techniques.  

This paper is scoped to practically simulate some of the 

basic and advanced signal processing concepts and apply 

them to the speech signal processing domain to minimize 

the vocoders packet exchange bit rate. Existing techniques 

are studied and a new schema is proposed which reduce 

the vocoders packet exchange bit rate further. 

Key words: Formant, Larynx, Vocal tract, Phonology,                            

Velum, Liner predictive coding 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Vocal Organs 

A simplified cross sectional view of the human vocal system 

is shown in Figure 1. The major vocal organs and their 

function are described in brief below 

1. Lungs : Source of air/excitation 

2. Larynx: The larynx contains two folds of skin called the 

vocal cords which are the vibrating parts of the vocal tract and 

they flap together as air is forced through the slit between the 

vocal cords, called the glottis. 

3. Oral Tract: This is an acoustic tube of varying cross 

sectional area, a path comprising the jaws, tongue and lips that 

air from lungs takes to produce sound through the lips.  

4. Nasal Tract : This is non-uniform acoustic path of fixed 

cross sectional area that the air from lungs can take to produce 

sound. This is the acoustic path that ends at the nose. 

5. Velum: This is a small movable flap of skin which controls 

the acoustic coupling between the oral and nasal tract. 

 

 

Figure 1: Human Vocal System 

 

1.2 Mechanism of speech production 

The lungs pump in air through the rest of the wind pipe. This 

air flow is the source of energy for sound generation. The 

vocal cords vibrate to control the air flow through the glottis. 

The rest of the oral cavity comprising of the wind pipe, jaws, 

tongue and lips together form a hollow pipe of varying cross-

sectional area which converts the energy coming through the 
glottis into voice sound. Alternately, the vocal cords do not 

vibrate and simply pass the air through the glottis. At the 

velum, part of the air passes through the oral cavity and part of 

it through the nasal cavity. The sounds produced as a 

combination of these different structures can be classified as 

voiced, unvoiced, plosive etc. 

In the production of non-nasal sounds, the velum seals off the 

nasal tract and there is single sound transmission path via the 

lips. In the production of nasal sounds, the velum is lowered 
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and the nasal tract is coupled to the oral tract. For nasalised 

sounds, the sound comes from both the lips and nose. 

According to mode of excitation, speech can be broadly 

classified as voiced and unvoiced sounds  

1.2.1 Voiced Sounds: In production of voiced sounds like 

‘aah’, ‘oh’, the vocal cords are made to vibrate opening and 
closing the glottis in a regular fashion. This vibration of the 

vocal cords gives rise to a fundamental frequency and a set of 

harmonics called the pitch period. Pitch range in males is from 

50Hz to 250 Hz, in females it goes as high as 500Hz. 

1.2.2 Unvoiced Sounds: In this case, the vocal cords do not 

vibrate as air is pushed through the glottis in a continuous 

form. There is no vibration as in the case of voiced speech and 

the wind pipe does not present any resonance frequency and 

only the constriction of the lips, produces the sound. 

1.3 Source-filter model of speech production: 

The human speech production mechanism can be modeled as a 

simple source-filter structure where an excitation is passed 

through a time varying filter to produce sounds. 

1.3.1 Excitation generator: The vocal cords vibration in case 

of voiced sounds and the air passing through the open glottis 

in case of unvoiced sound can be modeled simply as the 

excitation generator which pushes either periodic pulses or 

random noise through the vocal tract. 

1.3.2 Vocal Tract: The vocal tract(oral cavity or nasal tract) 

can be thought of as an open pipe of either varying or constant 

cross sectional area which has resonances called formants. 

II. PARAMETRIC SPEECH ANALYSIS: 

Given the physiological constraints of of speech generation, 

the movement of the jaws, tongue and lips, the speech signal 

can be considered stationary over a significantly small interval 

of time (10-30 ms). In cellular networks, the standard 

protocols dictate packet exchanges to happen every 20 

miliseconds. Thus, for speech analysis, short 20 milisecond 

frames are used for analysis and encoding. Speech signal can 
be analysed in a time domain as well as in the frequency 

domain. 

2.1 Time Domain Analysis: 

While frequency domain processing using bank of filters, 

DFT, and cepstral processing are popular, time domain 

measures such as zero crossing count, signal energy, 

autocorrelation can be used to extract limited but useful 

information about the speech signal. The very important and 

powerful technique of linear prediction which is used to 

estimate the frequency spectrum of the signal is essentially an 

efficient time domain waveform coding technique and is used 

to estimate the frequency response of the vocal tract. 

2.2 Zero Crossing Count: 

The time domain analysis of short frames of speech signal can 

be used extract certain features like Zero Crossing Count. It 

can be used to get some idea of whether the signal source is 
part of voiced or unvoiced sound, because the voiced sound 

will be a more rapidly changing signal than an unvoiced 

speech segment. 

Example of zero crossing count: 

Zero Crossing Count has a good value of 12 in the first 

zoomed speech segment shown on the left bottom whereas in 

silence zone it is almost zero as shown in the right bottom 

figure. In other segments with more speech content, the ZCC 

went upto 21 within a 20 milisecond speech frame. 

III. LINEAR PREDICTION ANALYSIS 

Linear Prediction is a very powerful technique which is used 

in almost every speech coding (compression) algorithm. It is 

used to identify a small set of coefficients with which future 

samples of speech can be predicted based on the past samples 

and by applying these coefficients so that the mean squared 

error between the actual sample and the predicted sample is 

minimized. The problem boils down to finding the  

1. Number of past samples to use for prediction. In other 

words, we need to narrow on the number of coefficients that 

need to be used to minimize the energy of the error. 

2. The find the coefficients. 

In case of speech encoding these coefficients are transformed 

to another domain, example,  reflection coefficients and 

transmitted over the communication channel so that the other 

end can reconstruct the signal back from minimal number of 

information bits. 

Based primitively on the LPC coefficients, we have the basic 

LPC10 vocoder whose block diagram is shown below. 

3.1 LPC 10 Coder 

Block diagram of LPC 10 Encoder and Decoder 

The output quality of LPC 10 sounds unnatural because 

normal voice is neither completely voiced nor completely 

unvoiced, yet the above model takes a completely binary 

decision. The LPC-10 is able to achieve lower bit rates but at 

the expense of quality. Ideally, one would like to achieve both 

low bit-rates and good quality, which is what, has been the 

focus of speech coding research over the years. 
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Figure 2: Source Filter Model of speech generation 

 

Figure 3: LPC10Encoder and Decoder 

 

3.2 Speech Encoding/Decoding CELP structure 

Given the mature nature of the field of Speech Processing, 
immense focus has already gone into minimizing the bit rate 

of vocoders while maintaining minimal quality degradation. 

The CELP structure and other coding standards studied 

focus on different ways to codify the parameters of each 

speech frame using optimal number of bits. The codebook 

tables were developed so that excitations could be codified 

more effectively; the LPC parameters are transformed as 

reflection coefficients to minimize impact of quantization 

sensitivity of LPC parameters. These schemes are focused 

on the specific speech frame under analysis and the 

techniques are for compression lead to an ‘intra-frame’ 

compression. The purpose of speech encoding is to codify a 

speech segment in the minimal number of bits possible so 

that the receiver can reconstruct the speech segment with 

highest voice quality. In order to achieve this a CELP 

structure is built around the human speech production 

model. 

Based on the CELP structure the transmitter identifies and 

codes 

1. The LPC coefficients 
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2. The correct excitation that should be passed through the 

filter with the LPC coefficients as filter coefficients. This is 

generally a pseudo random noise sequence selected from a 

code book. The LPC coefficients form part of the short-term 

predictor.  

3. The codebook index for the pitch information of the 

speech signal in case of voiced segments. This is called the 

long-term predictor This information is fundamental to the 

speech analysis by synthesis model, which is widely 

deployed in many of the speech encoders. 

3.3 Linear Prediction Coefficients 

The linear prediction technique as described in section 3.2 

reduce the short-term correlation in the transmitted signal 

but to achieve lower bit rate, the long term correlation 

should also be reduced. Given the sensitive nature of LPC 

coefficients to quantization errors, they are transformed to 

LSF pairs or to reflection coefficients and made part of the 

encoded packet. 

3.4 Pitch 

After subtracting the Linear Predicted Signal from the 

original signal, the residual signal is found to have quasi-

periodic nature as it is related to the excitation from the 

lungs. Because of the vibration we can see a ‘periodic’ 

nature of the residual signal. The residual signal is evaluated 

for calculating the periodicity known as the pitch period. 

This is done by performing autocorrelation on the short term 

residual signal as shown below.  

The index which gives the maximum value for auto-

correlation is chosen as the Long Term Predictor value. The 

gain can be obtained using the standard optimal filtering 

techniques. While the LPC coefficients are on a per 20 ms 

frame basis, the LTP are on every 5ms sub frame basis. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: 

 

3.5 Excitation 

What remains after removing the short term and long term 

predictors is the residual signal. This residual signal is what 

acts as the excitation for the decoder. The decoder has to 

take this   excitation signal, apply the LTP and pass the 

result through the LPC filter to get the speech   signal. 

In order to transmit the residual signal, tables of 40 

samples(5ms) are developed which act as sources of 

excitation. The encoder identifies the most closely matching 

excitation and codifies its index in the packet. 

The decoder maintains a local replica of the codebook table 

and using the excitation from the table and the LTP and 
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LPC parameters in the packet, generates the speech signal. 

Because the excitation at the decoder is picked using a 

‘code’, this is called Code Excited Linear Prediction 

(CELP) technique. Techniques like CELP focus on intra-

frame compression. 

Other techniques like DTX focus on inter-frame 

compression but this gets kicked in only during silence. This 

is to take advantage of the fact that during voice 

communications it is only one person speaking at a given 

point of time, so the packet transmission from the listener’s 

end can be optimized. The idea employed here is to first 

classify a frame of samples as containing active speech or as 

a silence frame using various VAD techniques. In case the 

segment is identified as a silence frame, there is no need to 

perform complex LPC computations. Under DTX scheme, 

in case of silence frame, a full-fledged vocoder packet is not 

transmitted, instead only an indication is sent to suggest the 

ONSET or CONTINUATION of silence period. The 

decision of DTX schemes kicking in is based on the VAD 

parameter of the speech frame under consideration. 

IV. DISCONTINUOUS TRANSMISSION 

The concept of Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) is an 

efficient way of achieving spectral efficiency where 

bandwidth is expensive. The basic principle of DTX is to 

switch the transmission ON only for those packets when 

there is active speech to transmit. Effectively, it implies that 

during silence regions, there is no need to transmit packets. 

Some sequences of Silence Indicator (SID) frames are 

transmitted intermittently to ensure continuity of link 

communication. 

The Voice Activity Detector (VAD) is the most important 

part of the current DTX schemes. The design of the activity 

detector has to balance the risk of clipping speech segment 

(wrongly identifying speech as noise) against the risk that 

noise is classified as speech. When the VAD is used to 

switch the transmitter on and off, the effect will be a step 

change for the background noise at the receiver. The sudden 

change in noise level can be perceived as annoying by the 

receiver. A way to mask this is to generate some noise at the 

decoder when the transmitter is turned off. However this 

noise should be similar in nature to the background noise at 

the transmitter side. Therefore, when silence is detected, the 

transmitter should periodically transmit the average 

background information to the receiver for accurate 

reconstruction of the background noise. This noise is called 

comfort noise. 

 

V. PACKET LOSS CONCEALMENT 

Packet Loss Concealment (PLC) Algorithms or Frame 

Erasure Concealment Algorithms generate synthetic speech 

signal to cover missing data (packet drops due to network 

characteristics and conditions). Since speech signals are 

locally stationary, it is possible to use the signal’s past 

history to generate a reasonable approximation to the 

missing segment, without audible artifacts, unless the 

erasure falls in the region of rapidly changing speech signal. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Even though the ITU reports MOS scores for many of the 

same vocoders tested by the DDVPC, the results should not 

be directly compared because different listening groups and 

test samples were used. However, both of these groups have 

extensively analyzed vocoder quality and can contribute to 

an overall assessment for determination of the suitable 

vocoder to meet a system needs. Several standards have 

been approved by various organizations that provide 

acceptable quality at low data rates. The system engineer 

must a balance between overall needs by considering the 

end customer, the operator, and the manufacturer. The 

customer may be interested in vocoder quality, the operator 

in coder delay and in accepted standards (for 

interoperability), and the manufacturer in processing 

requirements (and their cost impact). Vocoder quality 

measurements presented here provide one component in the 

selection of a digital communications system; other 

dimensions should also be investigated. The total costs of 

Ownership including capacity, physical size, support, power 

requirements and protection are only a few of the 

parameters to consider in detail 
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Abstract— Memroy Management is getting on an important 
stage due its  constant variation in the size and speed. Flash 
memory is becoming the preferred choice of secondary storage in 
mobile devices and embedded systems. The performance of Flash 
memory is dictated by asymmetric speeds of read and write, 
limited number of erase times, and the absence of  in-place  
updates.  To  improve  the  performance  of  Flash- based storage  
systems, the write buffer has been provided in Flash memories 
recently. At the same time, new virtual memory management  
strategies  have  been  proposed  in  recent  studies that  consider 
the  characteristics of  Flash  memory.  Management on virtual 
memory is designed to exploit write buffer status via reordering 
of the write sequences.Currently, approaches on  these two 
memory layers are  considered sepa- rately, which fail to explore 
the full potential of these two layers. In this paper, we propose 
cooperative management schemes for virtual memory and write 
buffer to maximize the performance of Flash-memory-based 
systems. The proposed write buffer management scheme works 
seamlessly with the proposed virtual memory management 
scheme. Experimental results show that significant improvement 
in I/O performance and reduction of the number of erase and 
write operations can be achieved compared to the state-of-art 
approaches. 

 

Index Terms—  Clean First least recently used (CFLRU), Flash 
translation layer (FTL), NAND  Flash memory, virtual memory, 
write buffer, write-buffer-aware least recently used (WBLRU). 

 

I.  INT RODUCT ION 

 

                             WBLRU  exploits  the  locality information in the  

             write buffer to improve overall performance FLASH memory  
            is now widely applied in mobile devices[1]–[3]. The main 

           devices and embedded systems. With major characteristics  

             such as small and lightweight of the memory elements and  

form factor, shock resistance, and low power consumption, 

Flash memory is poised to replace the traditional hard disk as 
the secondary storage device [4], [5]. Different from hard 

disks, Flash memory has characteristics of asymmetric speeds 

of read and write, inability of in-place updates, and a limited 

lifetime. These characteristics severely impact the performance 

of the Flash memory. Write operation on Flash memory is 

closely related with erase operation and the endurance of the 

Flash memory. At the same time, the 

 speed of write is slower than that of read by eight times, on 

average, for Flash memory. Reducing the number of write 

activities [6]–[8]  on  Flash  memory  is  an  efficient way  to 

improve its performance and endurance. Several techniques 

including new  managements on  virtual  memory and  write 

buffer have been proposed [9]–[12]. To remedy the inability of 

in-place updates, Flash translation layers (FTLs) [13], [14] 

have been proposed and implemented to conduct out-of-place 

updates. In this paper, we propose cooperating virtual memory 

and write buffer management techniques to further improve 

the performance of Flash-based storage systems. 

In order to improve the write performance of Flash memory, 

a write buffer has been provided in Flash-memory-based 

systems recently [9], [10], [15]–[17]. Because of the inability 

of in-place updates, random write operations are detrimental to 

the performance of Flash memory, which has been illustrated 

in prior work [4], [18]. A representative work in improving the  

random write  performance using write  buffer is  block 

padding least recently used  (BPLRU) [10], which changes 

random writes  into  sequential writes.  The  authors propose to  

pad  a  random  written  block  by  reading  out  the  clean 

pages of the updating block. Their approach can successfully 

transform random writes into sequential writes. However, it 

also  introduces additional write activities in  page padding. 

Most of work on the write buffer exploits temporal and spatial 

locality to improve the hit ratio of the write buffer. However, 

the write buffer alone can only explore limited temporal and 

spatial locality with the limited size of random access memory 

(RAM) available. In order to better exploit temporal and 

spatial locality, this paper proposes to reorder the write 

sequences sent to the write buffer, which come from the upper 

memory hierarchy, namely, virtual memory. 

Various management strategies have been proposed [11], 

[19]  on  virtual  memory  for  Flash-memory-based systems. 

Traditional management strategies for virtual memory are 

designed on the basis of hard disk as secondary storage 

systems. The least recently used (LRU) algorithm is often used 

as the replacement algorithm. However, when Flash memory 

is applied as the secondary storage, LRU becomes inefficient. 

One of the recent work on virtual memory is “clean first LRU” 

(CFLRU) [11], which explores the asymmetric speeds of read 

and write operations. The authors propose to postpone write 

activities to Flash memory by evicting the clean pages first in  

the main memory. Their approach improves the system 

performance by reducing the number of write activities on the 

Flash memory. Recently, some approaches [16], [20] have 

begun to take the characteristics of FTLs into consideration.
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Fig. 1.    System architecture. 
 

 
management of the write buffer to make it not only improve 

the performance but also work seamlessly with the manage- 

ment approach of virtual memory. Finally, the performance of 

these two designed approaches is evaluated. 
 

 
II.  WRIT E -BU FF E R-AWARE V IRT UA L 

MEMORY MA NAG EM EN T 

Fig.  3  shows the  general architecture considered in  this 

paper. Flash memory is equipped with a write buffer to 

improve its write performance. A FTL is integrated into the 

Flash memory controller. The Flash translation layer in this 

paper can be any kind of block-mapping- or hybrid-mapping- 

based FTLs, such as BIST-aided scan test [13] and FAST [14]. 

Above the  Flash memory storage system is  a  host system 

with virtual memory. Write operations write dirty pages from 

the virtual memory into the write buffer and flush dirty data 

to the Flash memory at the end. Read operations read data 

from both the write buffer and Flash memory. The on-chip 

RAM as the write buffer here can be a battery-backed DRAM 

or emerging nonvolatile memories [24]–[26], such as phase 

change  memory  [27]  and  magnetoresistive random  access 

memory [24], [25], in order to avoid data loss when systems 

power is off. This paper proposes a new management approach 

for virtual memory, which makes use of the state information 

of the write buffer to reorder the write sequences. This section 

presents the proposed cooperating management approach on 

virtual memory. 
 

 
A. Write-Buffer-Cache-Aware Virtual Memory Management 

As stated in the previous sections, a write buffer has been 

provided in Flash-memory-based systems to improve the write 

performance. However, current work on virtual memory is 

not aware of the existence of the write buffer. Conventional 

managements on virtual memory consider hard disks as the 

storage media. The aim of these approaches is to improve the 

hit ratio of the virtual memory. Taking LRU as an example, it 

exploits the locality of applications by keeping the most 

recently  used  data  in  main  memory.  However,  when  the 

storage medium is changed to Flash memory, the scenario 

becomes different. Flash memory has asymmetric speeds of 

read and write operations. This characteristic is explored by 

CFLRU [11], which delays write operations in virtual memory 

as long as possible to reduce the number of write activities to 

the Flash memory. With the write buffer provided in Flash 

memory, CFLRU is not designed to be effective in improving 

the efficiency of the write buffer. As the write buffer is a 

very important component for high-performance Flash-based 

storage  systems,  this  paper  proposes  a  new  approach  for 

virtual memory, which is aware of the existence of the write 

buffer and reorders the write sequences to further improve 

the performance of systems. The proposed approach is write- 

buffer-aware LRU (WBLRU). 

1) Principles  of  WBLRU:  WBLRU  exploits  the  locality 

information in the write buffer to improve overall performance 

by reordering write sequences to suit the locality requirements 

of the write buffer. Virtual memory writes dirty pages to the 

write buffer when page faults take place. Different from the 

current work on virtual memory, WBLRU delays write back 

operations of dirty pages from virtual memory to the write 

buffer only when both the following conditions are met. 

1)  The selected victim dirty page does not belong to the 

current cluster set in the write buffer, where cluster set 

is the set including all of the clusters in the write buffer. 

2)  No new cluster is allowed to be created in the write 

buffer. 

Based on these two conditions, two memory management rules 

are proposed as follows. 

Rule A: Evicting Pages Belonging to Cluster Set of the Write 

Buffer: WBLRU gives preference to the pages that are clean or 

belong to the cluster set of the write buffer. First, by selecting 

the clean pages to evict, WBLRU exploits the asymmetric read 

and write costs. By evicting the pages belonging to the cluster 

sets of the write buffer, WBLRU can improve the efficiency 

of the write buffer, which in turn improves the performance 

of  Flash memory. A  detailed comparison of  page  eviction 

schemes including LRU, CFLRU, and WBLRU, can be found 

in [21]. 

Similar to CFLRU, there is a window for WBLRU to select 

the victim pages to evict. Window size is a very important 

parameter for WBLRU. If the window size is too large, a 

large number of additional read activities would be induced. 

However, if a very small window size is set, there would be 

little benefit for WBLRU to exploit the write sequences. Two 

approaches are proposed to determine the window size for 

WBLRU. 

1) Static Window Size: Same as CFLRU, this approach sets 

the window size statically. We pre-execute all the applications 

while setting window size from 10% to 100% of virtual mem- 

ory and identify the best results for all the target applications. 

We select the result with the minimal additional overheads 

on Flash memory as the best result. The additional overheads 

include erase operations, read operations, and copy operations 

during garbage collection2  in the Flash memory. With this 

approach, a suitable window size for the target application 

can be identified. 

2) Dynamic Window Size: This approach sets the window 

size dynamically. We do not need to pre-execute all the 

applications. Different from the dynamic window approach in 

CFLRU, setting the window size in WBLRU takes the number 
. 
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Fig. 2 . Organization of the write buffer. All cache lines from the same 
logical block are grouped into one cluster, and all the clusters are organized 
as a linked list. 

Fig. 3 .    Logical partition of the write buffer based on the size of clusters. 

The threshold of the large cluster TLC  is assumed to be equal to 3. 
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FAB [9], BPLRU [10], and CLC [15]. Among these 

approaches, CLC is a hybrid approach between BPLRU and 

FAB, and is the most promising approach for write buffer 

management. CLC partitions the write buffer into two regions. 

During cluster eviction, CLC selects the largest cold cluster as 

the victim cluster from the FAB-like region. When a cluster 

is accessed in CLC, the cluster will be moved to the most 

recently used (MRU) position of the whole cluster list. CLC 

can efficiently explore the temporal and spatial locality of write 

sequences when LRU or CFLRU is applied in virtual memory. 

However, when WBLRU is applied in virtual memory, there 

are several potential problems. 
1)  Both FAB and CLC take the size of clusters into con- 

sideration. However, when WBLRU is applied as virtual 

memory management, temporal and spatial locality is 

more important. Size-sensitive approaches are not able 

to fully exploit the locality properties. 

2)  BPLRU takes temporal and spatial locality as the most 

important factor. However, as discussed in CLC, BPLRU 

cannot select the large and cold cluster to evict. 

3)  CLC partitions the write buffer into two fixed regions, 

which are not adaptive to the applications characteristics. 

For example, if the clusters in the write buffer are mostly 
cold, CLC would not be able to  select cold and the 

largest cluster to evict. 

Based on these observations, this paper proposes a new write 

buffer management technique, adaptive partition cluster LRU 

(APCLRU), to work seamlessly with WBLRU. 

1) Principles  of  APCLRU:  Following  the  typical  write 

buffer organization, APCLRU organizes cache lines as clus- 

ters. An example of the organization of the write buffer is 

shown in Fig. 4. The cache line size is set to be the page 

size of the Flash memory. All the cache lines from the same 

logical block are grouped into one cluster. All the clusters 

are organized as a linked list. The design principle is that 
APCLRU should exploit locality as much as possible and evict 

clusters as large as possible at the same time. In the rest of 

this section, we discuss the access rules for exploiting locality 

and eviction rules for clusters. 

Access  Rules  of  APCLRU: Different from  the  LRU  list 

in previous work, APCLRU differentiates small clusters and 

large clusters. In APCLRU, clusters in the write buffer are 

logically  partitioned into  a  large  cluster  set  (LCS)  and  a 

MRU  LRU 

 
Fig. 4 .    Assume that the threshold of large cluster TLC  equals to 3. If the 

C7 (a large cluster) is accessed, it is inserted before the first large cluster C9 . 
If C4  (a small cluster) is accessed, it is moved to MRU position. 

 
small cluster set (SCS) based on the size of the clusters. An 

example of the cluster partition is shown in Fig. 5, where 

CS = {C2 , C4 , C7 , C3 , C12 , C9 , C20 },  LC S  = {C2 , C7 , C9 }, 

and SC S  = {C4 , C3 , C12 , C20 }. This example assumes that 
the threshold of large cluster, TLC , equals 3. Different access 
rules are designed for different sets of clusters. 

1)  For a small cluster, if it is accessed, it is moved to the 

MRU position to capture future cluster hits. 

2)  For a large cluster, it is not moved to the MRU position 

of the cluster list  when it  is  accessed to  avoid slow 

retirement of large clusters. The accessed large cluster is 

moved to a position right before the first large cluster in 

the cluster list. 
Based on these two write buffer access rules, APCLRU has 

better tradeoffs in exploring the locality of write accesses and 

size of victim clusters as all clusters are accessed in LRU order 

and large size clusters are more likely moved to the LRU 

position. Fig. 6 shows the processes of cluster updates with the 

assumption of TLC=3. For case 1, C7 , which is a large cluster, 

is inserted before the first large cluster C9 when it is accessed. 

For case 2, if C4 , which is a small cluster, is  accessed, it  is  

inserted at  the  MRU  position. With  this approach, large 

clusters can be retired more quickly. Because the linked list is 

organized in the LRU order, cold large clusters are more likely 

to  be moved to  the  LRU position, so  the proposed approach 

always selects the large cold clusters to evict. 

TLC  is a very important parameter in APCLRU, as it 

determines how the clusters are accessed. APCLRU changes 

TLC  adaptively on the basis of the state of the write buffer. If 

there are too many large clusters in the write buffer, TLC  is 

increased to avoid too many clusters being transferred to the 

LCS. If there is not enough number of large clusters, TLC  is 

reduced to allow more large clusters. 

Eviction Rules of APCLRU: When the write buffer is full 

and a new page is written to the write buffer, APCLRU selects 

a cluster to evict. Most of recent work, such as BPLRU and 

CLC, organizes the write buffer as cluster lists. BPLRU selects 
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on the write buffer. As shown in Table III, APCLRU works 

seamlessly with WBS since WBS may prematurely evict dirty 

pages from the virtual memory to the write buffer. APCLRU 

has better I/O performance (measured in milliseconds) than 

BPLRU and CLC in most cases. WBLRU shows significant 

improvement over  LRU,  CFLRU,  and  CFDC.  Some  other 

approaches, such as CCFLRU [22] and LRU-WSR [19], are 

orthogonal to the proposed approach. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5 Comparison Analysis 

 

IV. COMPARISON ANALYSIS 

At selected sizes of memories the given results out show the 

Comparisons and staged results for the algorithms. We 

assume a hybrid mapping approach, as it has better tradeoffs 

between the mapping table size and Flash memory 

performance. Taking into consideration the correlation 

between write patterns and merge operations in hybrid FTL, 

the goal can be enhanced APCLRU is to organize the write 

buffer in a way that produces suitable write patterns for FTL to 

increase the possibility of switch merge operations and 

reduce the  possibility of  full merge operations. 

 
V.  CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed cooperative virtual memory and write 

buffer management in Flash-based systems. This approach is 

designed to improve the performance of Flash-memory-based 

systems. Unlike previous work, where virtual memory and 

write buffer managements are designed separately, this paper 

proposed a new replacement algorithm for virtual memory, 

which cooperates with the write buffer and reorders the write 

sequences sent to the write buffer. A replacement algorithm 

on the write buffer was also proposed to work seamlessly with 

the proposed approach in virtual memory. Simulation results 

showed that significant improvement in I/O performance and 

reduction in the number of erase and write operations could 

be obtained compared with the state-of-art approaches. 
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Abstract----The design of an interface to a specific sensor 

induces costs and design time mainly related to the analog 

part. So to reduce these costs, it should have been 

standardized like digital electronics. The aim of the 
present work is the elaboration of a method based on 

multiobjectives genetic algorithms (MOGAs) to allow 

automated synthesis of analog and mixed systems. This 

proposed methodology is used to find the optimal 

dimensional transistor parameters (length and width) in 

order to obtain operational amplifier performances for 

analog and mixed CMOS based circuit applications. Six 

performances are considered in this study, direct current 

(DC) gain, unity-gain bandwidth (GBW), phase margin 

(PM), power consumption (P), area (A), and slew rate 

(SR). We used the Matlab optimization toolbox to 
implement the program. Also, by using variables obtained 

from genetic algorithms, the two-stage operational 

amplifier is simulated by using Cadence Virtuoso Spectre 

circuit simulator. 
 

KEYWORDS 

Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA), Optimization, 

CMOS Analog Circuit,  Two-Stage Operational Amplifier. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

As the demand for mixed mode integrated circuits increases, 

the design of analog circuits such as operational amplifiers 

(op-amps) in CMOS technology becomes more critical. Many 

authors have noted the disproportionately large design time 

devoted to the analog circuitry in mixed mode integrated 

circuits. In [1] we introduced a new method for determining 

the component values and transistor dimensions for CMOS  
 

 

 

 

Op-amps. The method handles a wide variety of specifications 

and constraints, is extremely fast, and results in globally 

optimal designs. The performance of an op-amp is 

characterized by number of performance measures such as 

open loop gain, unity-gain Bandwidth, phase margin, power 

consumption and area. We have developed a simple op-amp 

synthesis tool. We have formulated the op-amp design . 

Problem as a special type of convex optimization problem 

called a Multiobjective Genetic algorithm. Methods to solve 

convex optimization problems have several advantages when 

compared to general purpose optimization methods: they find 

the globally optimal solution; the solution can be computed 

extremely fast even for large problems; and, if a solution 
exists, convergence is guaranteed. The disadvantage of convex 

optimization methods is that they apply to a more restricted 

class of problems than the general methods. The contribution 

of this paper is to demonstrate the surprising result that a wide 

variety of op-amp design problems can be formulated with 

considerable accuracy as convex programming problems. 

The use of efficient multiple-objective optimization 

algorithms is, therefore, of great importance to the automatic 

design of Op-Amp. Accuracy, ease of use, generality, 

robustness, and reasonable run-time are necessary for a circuit 

synthesis solution to gain acceptance by using optimization 

methods [7]. 
The approach uses a simulation based multi-objective 

optimization using a genetic algorithm to capture the optimal 

design points for a two-stage opamp design. The method 

handles a wide variety of specifications and constraints, is 

extremely fast, and results in globally optimal designs. Our 

target was to design two-stage opamp circuit in sight of 

Pipeline analog-to-digital converter design using for wideband 

applications. 

This paper is organized as follows. The two-stage opamp 

structure is analyzed in section II. Section III presents the 

optimization approach proposed. Section IV gives the 
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obtained results. Finally some concluding remarks are 

provided after evaluating our study toward other works. 
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Figure 1: Operational amplifier design flow. 

 
II.TWO STAGE CMOS OPAMP  

 

The topology of the circuit designed is that of a 

standard CMOS op-amp. The first stage of an op-amp is a 

differential amplifier. This is followed by another gain stage, 

such as a common source stage and finally the output buffer. 

If the op-amp is used to derive a resistive load or a large 

capacitive load or a combination of both the output buffer is 

used. Design of the op-amp consists of determining the 

specifications, selecting the op-amp AOL(open-loop 

gain),CMRR(common mode rejection ratio),device sizes and 

biasing conditions, compensating the op-amp for stability, 

output range, current sourcing/sinking capability, and power 

dissipation. 
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Figure.1 Circuit Configuration for a two-stage op amp 

with an n-channel input pair 

After all the simulation by using parametric analysis, all the 

transistor size was adjusted to achieve optimized performance. 

 

III.OPTIMIZATION APPROACH 

Optimal design of analog circuits is to find a set of variables x 

= {x1, x2, ..., xn} that optimizes performance, such as gain, 

offset, signal to noise ratio, maximum operating frequency 

etc., while respecting the imposed specifications and / or 

constraints [9]. 
In the program, every individual is presented by a binary code 

string. From Fig. 1 we can see that there are 8 transistors and a 
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biasing current to be adjusted. As a total there are 11 

parameters to be adjusted and each gene of the chromosome 

stands for one parameter. Thus the parameter vector is 

compressed to [11]: [W1, L1, W3, L3, W5, L5, W7, L7, W9, 

L9, and Ibias]. 

A weighted approach has been used to optimize op-amps. It 
uses adaptive weights along the optimization process to 

determine the overall fitness of an individual [10]. 
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n

i

i fwF ∑
=

=
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Where Wi  is the weight coefficient of every sub-objective, fi is 

the overall fitness of every performance considered and is the 

number of the performance considered. 

 
We used the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox to implement 

optimization by MOGAS. It starts by generating a random 

population of individuals. To pass from one generation k to 

generation k +1, the following operations are performed. At 

first, the population is reproduced by good selection where 

individuals reproduce better than bad. Then applied to a cross 

pairs of individuals (parents) of a certain proportion of the 

population (probability Pc, usually around0.6) to produce new 

(children). A mutation operator is applied to a certain 

proportion of the population (probability Pm, the PC generally 

much lower). Finally, the new individuals are evaluated and 
incorporated into the population of the next generation several 

stopping criteria of the algorithm are possible: the number of 

generations can be fixed a priori (time constant) or the 

algorithm can be stopped when the population does not evolve 

fast enough. 

 

IV.SIMULATION RESULTS 
The proposed methodology will be applied two-stage opamp. 

In this simulation six performances are considered. They are 

the DC gain, bandwidth of unity gain, phase margin, power, 

area, and Slew Rate. The optimization process optimizes the 

individual to improve its fitness score. This process will 

continue until the total number of generations is reached. 

 
Table 1: Optimal transistors dimensions. 

 

Variable  Value (µm) 

W1=W2 1.42 

L1=L2 1.5 

W3=W4 8.0 

L3=L4 1.11 

W5 1.3 

L5 0.42 

W6 46 

L6 0.90 

W7 5 

L7 0.7 

W8 22 

L8 0.6 

 

The results of the optimization scheme lead to a set of optimal 

solutions. The parameter values for the two-stage opamp of 
the Pareto optimal designs, is indicated in table 1. In 

comparing for example the op-amp with the design presented 

in [1] and [6] the proposed approach op optimization has lead 

to better aspects (72db gain, power consumption 0.05mW, 60° 

PM and 500 μm2 area). 

 

Table 2: Simulation results in Matlab and Spectre. 
 

Performances Specifications MOGA 

Program 

Spectre 

DC gain(dB) ≥72 75 74 

Unity 

gain(MHz) 

Max 1.4 1.11 

Phase 

margin(
0
) 

≥60 65 63 

Slew rate(V/s) Max 2 2 

Area(m
2
) Min 550 672 

Power(mW) ≤0.4 0.04 0.05 

 

 
 

 
Figure .2 Frequency response simulation result 
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V.CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes an optimization approach based on Multi-

Objective Genetic Algorithms, this approach enables the 

efficient and rapid generation of performance fronts of 

different topology of operational amplifiers. We demonstrated 

that by applying a multi-objective formulation, the design 

specifications of the circuit can be achieved by the MOGA 
optimization. The optimization procedure was implemented 

using the MATLAB optimization toolbox, and the circuit 

responses were obtained from Spectre. Experimental results 

for a two-stage, operational amplifiers show that this is a 

promising approach can be applied to optimize other basic 

analog IC blocks. 
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ABSTRACT 

Image inpainting is the process of filling in the information 

from surrounding information, such that inpainted image look 

like original image for a observer who don’t know the original 

damaged image. In this paper, the statistical parameter like 

correlation co-efficient is used to measure similarity between 

texture patches in wavelet domain. The integration of 

correlation co-efficient for measuring similarity and wavelet 

decomposition captures best fitting texture used to fill-in 

inpainting area. The image is decomposed into four wavelet 

coefficients’ images using discrete wavelet transform. These 

coefficients’ images are divided into small square patches. The 
damaged region in each coefficient image is filled by searching 

a similar square patch around the damaged region in that 

particular wavelet coefficient image.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Image inpainting is the technique of filling-in the damaged 

regions in non undetectable way for an observer who doesn’t 

know the original damaged image. The concept of digital 

inpainting was introduced by Bertalmio [1]. In the most 

conventional form, the user selects an area for inpainting and 

algorithm automatically fills-in the region with information 

surrounding it without loss of any perceptual quality. Inpainting 
techniques are broadly categorized as structure inpainting and 

texture inpainting. The structure filling algorithms rely on 

filling the inner area with the information from a structured 

region which is the boundary of region to be inpainted. Texture 

inpainting techniques fill in the damaged or missed regions 

using similar neighborhood in an image. They try to match 

statistics of damaged regions to statistics of known regions in 

neighborhood of a damaged pixel.  

In this paper, we address the issue of texture inpainting by 

integrating statistical parameter like correlation coefficient and 

wavelet transform. The original damaged texture image is 

decomposed into four quarter size wavelet coefficient images 
using wavelet transform. Then, each wavelet coefficient image 

is divided into small square patches. The damaged regions in 

all wavelet coefficient images are filled by searching a similar 

patch around the damaged region in that particular image. 

Correlation coefficient is used to find similarity between two 

patches. After filling-in damaged region, of each wavelet 

coefficient image in wavelet domain, inverse discrete wavelet 

transform is used to get the inpainted image. The proposed 

algorithm achieves better results for removing of objects and 

damaged region in the texture image.  

2. PREVIOUS WORK 

The inpainting techniques can be classified into two broad 

categories: Structure and Texture inpainting. 

2.1 Structure Inpainting  

In structure inpainting the damaged region is filled by diffusing 

neighboring information of image. The diffusion of 

neighboring information is achieved using partial differential 

equation.  Bertalmio [1] has developed a digital inpainting 

technique algorithm based on the PDE and it is an extension of 

level lines based disocclusion method proposed by Masnou and 

J M Morel  [2]. In Bertalmio’s inpainting the direction of 

arrival of isophotes is maintained by computing the direction of 

the largest spatial change. The direction is obtained by 

computing a discretized gradient vector.                  

M. Bertalmio, A. L. Bertozzi and G. Sapiro [3] used the ideas 

from computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to propagate 
isophote lines continuously from the exterior into the region to 

be inpainted. Chan and Shen proposed two image inpainting 

algorithms. Total Variation (TV) inpainting model [4, 8] uses 

an Euler Lagrange modeling. Inside the inpainting domain, this 

model employs anisotropic diffusion [5] based on contrast of 

the isophotes. Curvature-Driven Diffusion (CCD) model [6, 7], 

an extended TV algorithm, in which geometric information of 

isophotes is taken into account while defining strength of 

diffusion process. Thus allowing the inpainting to proceed over 

inpainting regions  

Y. Zhang [9], introduced fractional-order image inpainting (a 

projection interpolation method) into metal artifacts reduction 

in Computer Tomography (CT) images. They introduce a fast 

non iterative method based on fast marching method (FMM) 
and coherence transport for metal artifacts reduction (MAR) in 

computer tomography (CT). In [10], proposed an image 

inpainting by combining the TV model with fractional 

derivative called fractional-order TV image inpainting model. 

They introduced a new class of fractional-order variational 

image inpainting models in both space and wavelet domains.   

All PDE based methods require difficult implementation 

process. Some steps are numerically unstable and inpainting 

process is slow. For large damaged regions the results show 
blocky effect. 
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2.2 Texture Inpainting  

Texture inpainting is relatively difficult since texture is to be 

either synthesized or pasted from surrounding area of damaged 

region based on some similarity properties. The statistical 

properties of texture play an important role to synthesize and 

measure similarity between two textures. The damaged or 
missing regions are filled in using similar neighborhood texture 

in the image. The statistics of boundary of damaged regions 

should be similar to statistics of known neighborhood regions. 

Hirani and Totsuka [11] combine frequency and spatial domain 

information in order to fill a given region with a selected 

texture. Other texture synthesis algorithms, e.g., [12,13] can be 

used as well to recreate a preselected texture to fill in a square 

region to be inpainted. The algorithm mainly deals with texture 

synthesis and not with structured background. In [14], Efros 

proposed a nonparametric texture synthesis model based 

Markov Random Field to inpaint textural images. In his 

method, first a neighborhood around a damaged pixel is 
selected and then the known regions of image are searched to 

find the most similar region to the selected neighborhood. 

Finally, the central pixel found in neighborhood is copied to the 

damaged pixel. This method is time consuming and it does not 

produce good results in structured regions.  

Criminisi [15] modified model in [14] to achieve better results. 

Chang [16] showed that priority function adopted in [14] is not 

a well defined function and may become unreliable after a 

number of iteration. Therefore they proposed a new function to 

assign priority to pixels providing a robust exemplar based 

algorithm. Bertalmio [17] proposed to decompose original 
image into textural and structural sub images. The structural 

sub image is reconstructed by a structure algorithm and the 

textural sub image is restored by a texture synthesis approach. 

Then, two processed components are combined to obtain 

inpainted image.  Similar approach is proposed in [18], in 

which instead of decomposing the image, the original image is 

segmented into two sub regions. 

Bianjing Bai, Zhenjiang Miao and Zhen Tang [19] proposed 

completion of missing parts by structure propagation and 

synthesizing the  rgions along the salient structures specified by 

user. After structure completion, a finer algorithm is used to fill 

in the remaining unknown regions. It can prevent from 
erroneous matching blocks and reduce the breaking of salient 

structures. 

The paper synthesizes texture in wavelet domain using 

maximum likelihood estimate in a localized window around the 

inpainting area. 

3. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM 

Wavelet transforms are based on small waves, called wavelets, 

of varying frequency and limited time duration. This allow us 

to analyze both time and frequency domain information of a 

function simultaneously.  

A wavelet basis starts with two orthogonal functions: Scaling 

function )(xφ  or father wavelet and the wavelet function 

)(xψ
 
or mother wavelet which allows detecting frequency 

components and its location in time or spatial domain. The one 

dimension scaling function )(xφ  and wavelet function are 

defined as 

( ) ( )nxnhx
n

−=∑ 22)( φφ φ
      (1) 

( ) ( )nxnhx
n

−=∑ 22)( φψ ψ
      (2) 

The ( )nhφ
 and ( )nhψ

 are called scaling function coefficient 

vector and wavelet function coefficient vector respectively. 

In two dimension DWT, a two-dimensional scaling function 

),( yxφ  and three two dimension wavelet functions, ),( yx
Hψ , 

),( yxVψ  and ),( yxDψ  are required. Each is the product of a 

one dimension scaling function φ (.) and corresponding wavelet 

function ψ (.). Excluding products that produce one-

dimensional results, like )()( xx ψφ , the four remaining 

products produces the separable scaling function 

)()(),( yxyx φφφ =          (3)     

)()(),( yxyxH φψψ =        (4)  

)()(),( yxyx
V ψφψ =        (5) 

)()(),( yxyxD ψψψ =        (6) 

These wavelets measure function variations-intensity or grey 

level of image along different directions: Hψ (.), Vψ (.) and 

Dψ (.) measure variations along columns (horizontal edges), 

rows (vertical edges) and along diagonals, respectively. By 

scaling and translation of these orthogonal functions, we obtain 

a complete basis set and they are defined as 

)2,2(2),( 2/

,, nymxyx
jjj

nmj −−= φφ    (7) 

)2,2(2),( 2/
,, nymxyx jjij
nmj

i −−= ψψ    (8) 

where }{ DVHi ,,=  and identifies the directional wavelets of 

Equation (3) to (6). 

The two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform of 

image ),( yxf  of size M x M is 

( ) ( )∑∑
−

=

−

=

=
1

0

1

0

,,0 ,),(
1

,,
0

M

x

M

y

nmj yxyxf
M

nmjW φφ
  (9) 

( ) ( )∑∑
−

=

−

=

=
1

0

1

0

,, ,),(
1

,,
M

x

M

y

i

nmj

i
yxyxf

M
nmjW ψψ

     (10) 

The approximate wavelet coefficient ( )nmjW ,,0φ
 defines 

approximation of ),( yxf  at starting scale
0j . The detail 

wavelet coefficients ( )nmjW i ,,ψ
  add horizontal, vertical and 

diagonal details for scales
0jj ≥ . 
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The inverse two-dimension discrete wavelet transform to obtain 

image ),( yxf  from wavelet coefficients is given by 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )∑∑∑∑

∑∑
∞

==

+=

m

i

nmj

n

i

jjDVHi

m

nmj

n

yxnmjW
M

yxnmjW
M

yxf

,,,
1

,,,
1

),(

,,

,,

,,0

0

0

ψ

φ

ψ

φ

(11) 

The two dimensions Equation (9) and (10) are implemented 

using convolution operation as follows  

( )
0,20,2

)(])(,,[),,1(
≥=≥=

−∗−∗=−
kkmkkn

D
mhnhnmjWnmjW ψψφψ

(12) 

( )
0,20,2

)(])(,,[),,1(
≥=≥=

−∗−∗=−
kkmkkn

V
mhnhnmjWnmjW φψφψ

 (13) 

( )
0,20,2

)(])(,,[),,1(
≥=≥=

−∗−∗=−
kkmkkn

H
mhnhnmjWnmjW ψφφψ

(14) 

( )
0,20,2

)(])(,,[),,1(
≥=≥=

−∗−∗=−
kkmkkn

mhnhnmjWnmjW φφφφ
(15) 

In Equation (12) to (15), the input image ),( yxf  is used as 

wavelet coefficient ( )nmjW ,,φ
  image at scale j  to yield four 

quarter size wavelet coefficient images at scale j-1: 

),,1( nmjW −φ
, ),,1( nmjW H −ψ

, ),,1( nmjW V −ψ
 and 

),,1( nmjW D −ψ
 which represent average or approximated  

coefficient image, horizontal edge coefficient  image, vertical 
edge coefficient image and diagonal edge efficient image of 

input image ),( yxf  respectively. For simplicity, we denote 

these images as ),( yxA , ),( yxH , ),( yxV and ),( yxD  

respectively in our further analysis. 

4. TEXTURE SIMILARITY MEASURE 

Texture is a closely related group of pixels. Hence, the 
similarity between two textures can be estimated based on how 

best we understand and model the inter-relations between the 

pixels forming the texture. The inter-relationships of the pixels 

can be estimated if we treat image as a random process. A 

stochastic process is a generalization of random variable 

concept [20, 21]. 

Consider a random variable Z with a set of ‘n’ observation 

samples ( nzzz ..............., 21 ). In most of the image 

processing applications, these pixels correspond to intensity 

values. Each sample is characterized by a common probability 

density function (pdf). The pdf for a normally distributed 

variable Z is  

( )
( )

( ) 
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1
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1
, µ

σπσ
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where mean, ( )[ ]zE=µ  and variance,    

( )( )[ ]µµσ −−= zzE2  

 

4.1  Maximum Likelihood Estimation 

For ‘n’ independent observations ( nzzz ..............., 21 ), the 

joint distribution is the product of their univariate distributions        
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which is the joint density of the samples for the given mean and 

variance [20, 21]. 

4.2  Likelihood Function 

 
The likelihood of the samples is defined by  

( )
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We want to maximize L, given the observed sample 

values nzzz ..............., 21 . Now we determine for which 

values of mean and variance, L is the maximum. It is 

computationally easier to maximize the natural logarithm of L 

than L itself, therefore rewriting L as 
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Estimate of Variance  

 
The second order statistics, correlation coefficient is used to 

compare similarities of image parts. To find variance 
2σ , 

differentiate Equation (19) with respect to 
2σ  and equate it to 

zero. 
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Thus the maximum likelihood estimate of mean and variance 

are same as the sample mean and variance of random variable 

Z. 
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4.3  Similarity Measures 

 
The similarity between textures can be measured based on the 

statistical properties of textures. The second order similarity 

measures, correlation coefficient based on variance can be 

defined as- 
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1 1
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)),(()),((
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µµ −−
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∑∑

= =
  (21) 

where fµ , gµ are the mean and
2

fσ ,
2

gσ  are variances of 

textures images ),( yxf and ),( yxg  respectively. 

We redefine Equation (21) for texture patches as- 
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rrRR
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∑∑

= =
(22) 

Correlation coefficient is maximum for two similar patches. 

 

5. PROPOSED WAVELET DOMAIN TEXTURE 

INPAINTING 

In structure inpainting technique, the neighbouring pixels are 
diffused into inpainting area, where as in texture inpainting 

technique we cannot diffuse neighbouring pixel into inpainting 

area. The texture is a repetitive pattern and each pattern is a 

group of pixels which are tightly coupled to one another within 

the group. Hence, in texture inpainting, we need to diffuse 

whole group of pixels as a single unit.  

We propose an integrated approach which combines the 

wavelet transform and correlation coefficient. Wavelet 

transform of input image is taken and each of the wavelet 

coefficient images is divided into small square patches which 

defines a texture completely or partially. A patch at the 
boundary of inpainting area is taken as the reference patch of 

texture to be synthesized. A local search for a similar patch 

around the damaged region in wavelet image is made. The 

similarity is measured based on correlation coefficient and  

used to locate best matching texture with respect to reference 

texture patch.  This patch is placed adjacent to the reference 

patch to fill in damaged region/inpainting area. For four 

wavelet coefficient images correlation co-efficient are 

computed around damaged region to locate the best matching 

texture patch. Independent search and place is carried out in 

each of the four wavelet coefficient images. The placed patch is 

now the new reference patch and search for a similar patch 

around damaged region is carried out with respect to this new 

reference. The searched patch is placed in adjacent as before.  

This process is repeated to fill entire inpainting area 

horizontally. Inverse wavelet transform (IDWT) is applied to 

obtain inpainted image. The IDWT at this stage performs 

texture synthesis.  

The proposed wavelet domain texture inpainting algorithm has 

following 5 steps. 

Step 1: An Input image and user defined mask image are 

decomposed using two dimensional DWT to obtain four 

quarter size image coefficients. 

Step 2: Then each of wavelet coefficient image is divided 

into small square patches of size BB NN ×  .  

Step 3: The inpainting region in each wavelet coefficient 

image is filled by searching the ‘best’ matching patch to 

that of the reference patch using Equation (22). The process 

of searching and placing the ‘best’ patch is repeated till the 

damaged region is filled completely.  

Step 4:  Repeat step 3 for all the wavelet coefficient images.  

Step 5: Apply IDWT to the images of step 3 and 4 to obtain 

the inpainted image in the spatial domain.  

 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The aim of the image inpainting is to fill-in damaged regions 

such that the restored image looks like “original” i.e. inpainting 

reconstructs damaged regions such that the eye cannot detect 

that the image has been modified. The performance of the 

inpainting algorithm is subjective. However, the short comings 

and pitfalls of subjective evaluation can be minimized by 

objective evaluation of subjective comparisons. A large set of 

images, collected from different sources are used to evaluate 

the performance. Images are carefully chosen such that most of 

the region is textured.  

In order to establish our claim, the proposed inpainting 
algorithm is applied two different sets of images – Set I: 

Images with prior knowledge of clean original and Set II: 

Images without prior knowledge of original clean image. The 

idea behind using these two sets of images is to ensure that we 

have an objective evaluation of inpainting. Since the Set II 

images are drawn from real world situations, proposed 

algorithm may an immediate application. 

The two different sets of images used -   

1. Set I: The images are Clean texture images (Figures 1a and 

2a) but are degraded/damaged by placing some objects on 

them artificially (Figures 1b and 2b). The proposed 

algorithm is applied to inpaint and restore. The comparison 
of original images with the restored images (Figures 1c, 

2c) indicates that the performance of our algorithm is 

better.  

2. Set II: The images are either damaged (Figures 3a, 4a, 6a, 

7a) or there is an object to be inpainted (Figure 5a). 

Proposed algorithm is applied to obtain inpainted images 

(Figures 3b, 4b, 5b, 6b, 7b). The performance is 

comparable in these images also. 

We envisage that texture inpainting may aid archaeological 

work to restore old monuments. Most of the archaeological 

monuments have developed cracks. The restoration work of the 
monuments may be helped by providing possible appearance of 

the monument using texture inpainting. Figures (6a, 7a) show 

the archaeological images of portions of Ramalingeshwar 
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temple, Tadapatri of Anantapur district, Andrapradesh, India, 

taken in daylight. Figures (6b, 7b) show the restored 

archaeological images, respectively.  

7. CONCLUSION 

The similarity measure using correlation co-efficient in wavelet 

domain is the key to the success of texture inpainting. Wavelet 

decomposition enables to fine tune correlation co-efficient 

compare textures, and so inpainting is superior. 

Image Set I: 

    
Figure 1a: Original texture image.     Figure 1b: Lena face is placed on original image.        Figure 1c: Inpainted texture image.   

    
Figure 2a: Original texture image.     Figure 2b: Lena face is placed on original image.        Figure 2c: Inpainted texture image. .

 

Image Set II: 
 

 

   
Figure 3a: Original image with texture background.       Figure 3b: The saint sitting on wooden pole is removed.  
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Figure 4a: The damaged TV frame.            Figure 4b: Reconstructed TV frame using proposed algorithm. 

   

Figure 5a: The damaged window in coffee bar.        Figure 5b: Reconstructed window using proposed algorithm. 

   

Figure 6a: Archaeological texture image with a hole at the centre.    Figure 6b: The hole is inpainted using proposed algorithm.  

    

Figure 7a: Archaeological texture image with a crack.       Figure 7b: Crack is removed using proposed algorithm. 

4
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ABSTRACT— Group communications are important in 

Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET). Multicast is an 

efficient method to implement the group communications. 

However, it is challenging to implement scalable, robust 

and efficient multicast in MANET due to the difficulty in 

group membership management, multicast packet 

forwarding and the maintenance of a tree- or mesh-based 

multicast structure over the dynamic topology for a large 

group size or network size. We propose a novel Robust 

and Scalable Geographic Multicast Protocol (RSGM). 

Scalable and efficient group membership management has 
been performed through zone-based structure, and the 

location service for group members is combined with 

membership management. Both the control messages and 

data packets are forwarded along efficient tree- shape 

paths, but there is no need to actively maintain a tree 

structure, which efficiently reduces the maintenance 

overhead and makes the transmissions more robust to 

dynamics. Geographic forwarding is used to achieve 

further scalability and robustness. To avoid periodic 

flooding-based sources’ announcements, an efficient 

source tracking mechanism is designed. Furthermore, we 

handle the empty zone problem faced by most zone-based 

routing protocols. Our simulation studies show that 

RSGM can scale to large group size and large network 

size, and a high delivery ratio is achieved by RSGM even 

under high dynamics. 

Keywords— Multicast routing, geographic multicast, 
mobile computing, wireless networks, mobile ad hoc 

networks, geographic routing, location, scalable, robust. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Group communications are important in Mobile Ad Hoc 

Networks (MANET).  Multicast is an efficient method to 

realize group communications. The high dynamics of 

MANET, however, makes the design of routing protocols 

much more challenging than that of wired network. The 

conventional multicast protocols (e.g., [1] [2]) generally do 

not have good scalability due to the overhead for route 

searching, group membership management, and tree/mesh 
structure creation and maintenance over the dynamic topology 

of MANET. 

For MANET unicast routing, geographic routing protocols 

(e.g., [3] [4]) have been proposed in recent years. They 

assume mobile nodes are aware of their own positions, and a 

source can obtain the destination’s position through some 

location service (e.g., [5]). An intermediate node makes 

forwarding decisions based on only the destination’s position 

and its one- hop neighbors’ positions learnt from periodic 

beaconing of the neighbors. Such local-topology dynamic 

environment. Similarly, to achieve a scalable and robust based 

forwarding mechanism is more scalable and robust in a 

Multicasting, an option is to make use of the position 
information. We propose a Robust and Scalable Geographic 

Multicast protocol (RSGM), which can scale to a large group 

size and network size and is robust to network dynamics. In 

summary, our contributions in this work include: 

• Proposing stateless distribution schemes that data packets 

and control messages can be sent along efficient virtual- 

tree paths without explicitly building and maintaining a 

tree-structure as in general tree-based multicast protocols. 

This greatly reduces the control overhead and increases 

the reliability and scalability of the protocol. 

• Making use of the position information to design a 
scalable and reactive zone-based scheme for efficient 

membership management, and a node can join and leave 

a group quickly. 

• Supporting efficient location search of the multicast 

group members, by combining the location service with 

the membership management to avoid the need and 

overhead of using a separate location server. 

• Introducing a home zone to track the addresses and 

positions of the sources, to avoid network-range periodic 

flooding of source information. 

• Designing schemes to handle the empty-zone problems 

for both the member zones and home zone, which is 

critical in designing a zone-based protocol. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we 

discuss some related work on MANET multicast protocols. A 

detailed description of RSGM is given in Section III. Section 

IV presents the simulation studies on RSGM. Section V 

concludes this paper. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

The conventional topology-based multicast protocols (e.g., [1] 

[2]) are usually composed of the following three components 

that generally cannot scale to large network size:  

1) Group membership management. The management 

becomes harder for a large group.  

2) Creation and maintenance of a tree- or mesh-based 

multicast structure. These will cause significant control 

overhead over the dynamic topology of MANET. 

3) Multicast packet forwarding. The multicast packets are 

forwarded along the pre-built tree or mesh structure, which is 

vulnerable to be broken over the dynamic topology, especially 

in a large network with potentially longer paths.  Besides 

these, a geographic multicast protocol also needs location 

service to obtain the members’ positions. The geographic 

multicast protocols presented in [6], [7] and [8] need to put 

the information of all the group members into the packet 

header, which is only applicable for the small group case. The 
network terrain is divided into a quad-tree with L levels. The 

top level is the whole network and the bottom level is 

constructed by basic squares. A node periodically broadcasts 

its membership and position in Basic Square. And at each 

level of the quad-tree, every square needs to periodically flood 

its membership into its upper level square. Such periodical 

flooding is repeated for every two neighboring levels until the 

upmost level which is the whole network. Significant control 

overhead will be generated when the network size increases. 

With this proactive periodic membership updating scheme, a 

node’s membership change may need to go through L levels’ 
membership updates to make it known to the whole network, 

which leads to a long joining time. 

III. ROBUST AND SCALABLE GEOGRAPHIC 

MULTICAST PROTOCOL 

RSGM supports a two-tier membership management and 

based on position information and a leader is elected on 

demand when a zone has group members. A leader manages 

the group membership and collects the member nodes’ 

positions in its zone. At the upper tier, the leaders of the 

member zones report the zone memberships to the sources 

directly along a virtual reverse-tree-based structure or through 

the home zone. With the knowledge of the member zones, the 
source forwards data packets to the zones that have group 

members along a virtual tree rooted at the source. After the 

packets arrive at the member zones, they will be further 

forwarded to local members through the leaders. In RSGM, 

we assume every node is aware of its own position (e.g., 

through GPS). The forwarding of data packets and most 

control messages follows the geographic forwarding strategy 

described in [3]. 

A. Notations and Definitions 

pos: A mobile node’s position coordinates (x, y). 

zone: The network terrain is divided into square zones as 

shown in Fig. 1. 

mZone (non mZone): Member (Non member) zone, a zone 

with (without) group members in it. 

zLdr: Zone leader. 

hZone: Home zone. A zone in the network is elected as home 

zone to keep track of the addresses and locations of all the 

sources. 

groupID: The address of a multicast group. 

G, S, M: Representing a multicast group, a source of G and a 

member of G respectively. 

mcastTable: Multicast table. A node records the multicast 

information in its mcastTable. A mcastTable contains a list of 

group entries and hZone information (including its identifica- 

tion and seqNo) to be introduced later. Each group entry saves 

the information of a group: groupID, source list, member list 

and mZone list. Source list is a list of source records, which is 

used by group members and zLdrs to keep the sources 

information. The member list is used by a zLdr to save the 

information of multicast group members within its local zone, 

and a source will record mZones in its zone list.  

B. Zone Construction and Maintenance 

   1) Zone construction:  The length of a side of the zone 

square is defined as zone size. Each zone is identified by a 

zone ID (zID). A node can calculate its zID (a, b) from its 

pos(x, y) as:  

a = [ x−x0 / zone size ] and b = [ y−y0 / zone size]. 

 

 

Fig.1: Zone Structure. 

 

Where (x0, y0) is the position of the virtual origin. For 

simplicity, we assume the entire zones IDs are positive. zID 

will also help locate a zone. In our scheme, a packet destined 

to a zone will be forwarded towards its center. The center 

position (xc , yc ) of a zone with zID (a,b) can be calculated 

as: xc = x0 +(a+0.5)×zone size, yc  = y0  + (b + 0.5) × zone  
size. 
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2) On-demand leader election: A leader will be elected in a 

zone only when the zone has group members in it. When a 

multicast group member M just moves into a new zone, if the 

zone leader (zLdr) is unknown, M queries a neighbor node in 

the zone for zLdr. When failing to get zLdr information, M 

will announce itself as zLdr by flooding a LEADER message 

into the zone. In the case that two leaders exist in a zone, e.g., 

due to the slight time difference of leader queries and 

announcements, the one with larger ID will win as zLdr. A 

zLdr floods a LEADER in its zone every time interval 

Intvalrefresh to announce its leadership until the zone no longer 

has any members. If no LEADER message is received longer 

than 2 × Intvalrefresh , a member node will wait a random 

period and then announce itself as zLdr when no other node 

announces the leadership. 

C. Group Membership Management 

   1) Local group membership management: The group 

membership is first aggregated in the local zone. When 

joining or  leaving  a  group,  a  member  M  sends  a  message  

RE- FRESH (groupIDs, posM ) immediately to its zLdr to 

notify its membership change, where posM  is its position and 

groupIDs are the addresses of the groups that M is a member. 

M also needs to unicast a REFRESH message to its zLdr 

every time interval Intvalrefresh to update its position and 

membership information. And a member record will be 

removed by the zLdr if not refreshed for longer than 2 × 

Intvalrefresh. 

   When M moves to a new zone, its next periodic REFRESH 

will be sent to the zLdr in the new zone. It will announce itself 

as zLdr if the new zone has no zLdr. The moving node will 

still receive the multicast data packets from the old zone 

before its information is timed out at the old zLdr, which 

reduces the packet loss during the moving. For a zLdr, if its 

distance to the zone border is shorter than a distance threshold 

and the zone is still a member zone, it will hand over its 
leadership by unicasting a LEADER to the neighbor node in 

its zone which is closest to the zone center. The LEADER 

message will continue being forwarded towards zone center 

until reaching a node which has no neighbor closer to the zone 

center than itself, and the node will take over the leadership 

and flood a LEADER within the zone to announce its 

leadership. 

2) Membership management at network range:  After the 

membership information is aggregated in the local zone, a 

source only needs to track the member zones (mZones). 

a) Zone membership reporting by zone leaders 

When a zone changes from mZone to non mZone of G or vice 

versa, zLdr sends a REPORT immediately to S to notify the 

change. zLdr can get S’s address and posS  using methods 

described in Section III-D. A zLdr needs to send REPORT 

every time interval Intvalzone to S to refresh its zone 

membership information. S will remove a mZone record if not 
refreshed longer than 2 × Intvalzone. 

b) Empty zone handling 

A zone may become empty when all the nodes move away. 

When a mZone of G is becoming empty, the moving out zLdr 

will notify S immediately to stop sending packets to the empty 

zone. If the moving out zLdr fails to notify S (e.g., zLdr 

suddenly dies), the packet forwarded to the empty zone will 

finally be dropped without being able to be delivered. The 

node which drops the packet will notify S to delete the zone 

from its zone list. A false deletion will be corrected when S 

receives the periodic membership reporting from the 

corresponding zone. 

c) Message aggregation 

As compared to local messages, the control messages sent at 

network tier would generally traverse a longer path. We 

consider a reverse-tree-based aggregation scheme (Fig.  2), 

with which all the control messages sent towards the same 

destination (e.g., the source S) will be aggregated to further 

reduce control overhead. Different from other tree-based 

multicast protocols, no explicit tree-structure needs to be 

maintained, which avoids the overhead and improves the 

robustness.Specifically, the periodic REPORT messages sent 

to the source can be aggregated. To facilitate the message 

aggregation, S schedules the periodic REPORT sending for 
the mZones. S inserts the next reporting time t into the data 

packets sent out. The zLdr of a mZone schedules its next 

periodic REPORT to S at the time t + ∆t, where    ∆t is 

inversely proportional to its distance to S. The zLdrs will form 

an upstream and downstream relationship according to their 

distances to S. Generally the zLdrs farther away from S have a 

shorter    ∆t and will send the REPORTs earlier than the 

upstream zLdrs, but strict timing is not needed. When a 

REPORT message reaches a mZone, it is forwarded to zLdr 

first. When an upstream zLdr receives REPORTs from 

downstream zLdrs, if it hasn’t sent out its REPORT, it will 

aggregate these REPORTs with its own REPORT, and send 
out the REPORT at its scheduled time. As a result, the 

forwarding of the REPORT messages follows a tree structure 

as shown in Fig. 2. 

D. Session Initialization and Source Tracking 

1) Session initiation:  A multicast session (G) is initiated and 

terminated by a source (S). To start a multicast session, S 

floods an ANNOUNCE (S, posS , groupIDs) into the net- 

work (for reliability, promiscuous broadcasting is used in the 

flooding), where groupIDs are IDs of the groups (including G) 

that S is the source. Upon receiving this message, a node (N) 

interested in being the group member of G starts the joining 
process by unicasting to its zLdr a REFRESH with S’s 

information. After session begins, S can piggyback its 

position (posS) to the multicast packets sent out to refresh its 

position at the receivers. When a member M moves to a new 

zone, the new zLdr can get S’s address and posS from M. To 

terminate G, S floods an ANNOUNCE with G removed from 

groupIDs. 
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Fig.2: The Aggregation of REPORT Messages. 

2) Source tracking: A source may move during the session 

time. The forwarders and receivers of multicast packets from 

S can get posS piggy-backed in the packets, while other nodes 

must resort to explicit source location update mechanism to 

get posS . To facilitate source location tracking and avoid 

network- range periodic flooding of source information, a 

home zone (hZone) is used in RSGM. 

Initially there is no hZone in the network. When S is about to 

announce its source role and its mcastTable has no hZone 

record, it will announce its current zone as hZone by inserting 

its zone ID (zID) and seqNo of hZone in the ANNOUNCE to 

be flooded into the network, where seqNo is initialized as 

zero. Later sources will share the elected hZone and all the 

nodes in hZone will maintain the sources’ addresses and zIDs. 

Whenever a source moves to a new zone, it unicasts a 
REGISTER (zIDnew) to hZone.  The first hZone node 

receiving the message floods the message into hZone so that 

all the hZone nodes learn which zone the source is currently 

located in. A node just moving into hZone will get the 

sources’ information by querying its neighbors in hZone. 

During the zone membership reporting (Section III-C.2), a 

zLdr will send REPORT to hZone if it doesn’t know S’s 

address or the source address maintained is outdated. The 

hZone node receiving the REPORT will forward the message 

towards the zone where S is located in. When the message 

arrives at S’s zone, it will be forwarded to S through its zLdr. 
The zLdr has the position of S as S is a member of G and 

needs to send REFRESH periodically to its zLdr. 

If the hZone is becoming empty, the last leaving node will 

announce its entering zone as the new hZone to the network, 

and flood into the new hZone its source list which contains the 

sources’ information. The seqNo of hZone is increased by one 
every time the hZone changes. Some nodes may have no 

hZone information or hold an old hZone zID due to their 

failing to receive the hZone announcement. To handle the first 

case, a non-source node can get the hZone information by an 

expanded ring searching. For the second case, seqNo can help 

a node to identify the newest hZone. A message sent to hZone 

(e.g., REGISTER message) will carry the seqNo. A 

forwarding node will update its hZone information if the 

seqNo is larger than that it has; otherwise, it forwards this 

message to its recorded hZone and sends back the updated 

hZone information to the sending node. The seqNo will also 

help elect an hZone when multiple hZones exist. This can 

happen if a source does not know or cannot reach hZone, and 

announces its own zone as hZone again. The hZone with 

larger seqNo wins or the one with larger zID wins when 

having the same seqNo, and the holder of invalid hZone will 

be notified as described above. 

E. Multicast Packet Delivery 

With   the   membership   management,   the   mZones   are 

recorded by the source S and the local group members and 

their positions are recorded by zLdrs. The multicast packets 

are first delivered by S to mZones towards their zone centers. 

S  sends  each  multicast  packet  to  all  the  mZones,  and  to 

the member nodes in its own zone through zLdr. For each 

destination, it decides the next hop by using the geographic 

forwarding strategy ([3]). After all the next hops are decided, 

S unicasts to each next hop a copy of the packet which carries 

the list of destinations that must be reached through this hop. 

So the packets are forwarded along a tree-shape path although 

there is no need to build the tree. For robust transmissions, 

geographic unicast is used in packet forwarding. The packets 

can also be sent through broadcast to further reduce 

forwarding bandwidth, at the cost of reliability. When an 

intermediate node receives the packet, if its zone ID is not in 

the destination list, it will take similar action as S to continue 

forwarding the packet. If its zone is in the list, it will replace 

its zID in the destination list with the local members if it is a 

zLdr, or replace the zID with its zLdr otherwise, and then 
aggregate the sending according to the destination list as S. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A. Simulation Overview 

We implemented RSGM within the Global Mobile Simulation 

(GloMoSim) [10] library. We implemented the geographic 

unicast forwarding strategy described in [3] with the 
beaconing interval set as 4s. We set RSGM’s Intvalrefresh as 4s 

and Intvalzone as 6s. The zone size was set as 400m according 

to our experience. For performance reference, we choose to 

compare with the classic mesh-based; on-demand topology-

based multicast protocol ODMRP [2], and geographic multi-

cast protocol SPBM [9]. 

The simulations were run with 400 nodes randomly 

distributed in the area of 2400m × 2400m. One multicast 

group was simulated with 100 group members and one source. 

We set the network size and group size to relatively large 

values to study the scalability of the protocols. The nodes 

moved following the random waypoint mobility model [11]. 

The minimum moving speed was set as 1 m/s. IEEE 802.11b 

was used as the MAC layer protocol and the nominal 

transmission range was 250m. Each simulation lasted 500 

simulation seconds. Each source sends CBR data packets at 8 

Kbps with packet length 512 bytes. The CBR flows start at 
around 30s so that the group membership management has 
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time to initialize and stop at 480s. A simulation result was 

gained by averaging over six runs with different seeds. 

The following metrics were studied: 

1. Packet delivery ratio: The ratio of the number of 

packets received and the number of packets expected to be 

received. So the ratio is the total number of received packets 
over the multiplication of the group size and the number of 

originated packets. 

2. Joining delay: The average time interval between a 

member joining a group and its first receiving of the data 

packet from that group. To obtain the joining delay, the 

simulations were rerun with the same settings except that all 

the members joined the group after the source began sending 

data packets. 

B. Simulation Results 

We evaluate the protocol performance by varying maximum 

moving speed from 5 m/s to 40 m/s. From Fig. 3, under 

almost all the mobility cases, RSGM performs much better 

than ODMRP. In all the mobility cases, the geographic 

multicast protocols RSGM have higher delivery ratio as 

geographic forwarding is more robust to the network 

dynamics and both protocols use geographic unicast in their 

data packet transmissions to enhance reliability. RSGM has 
the highest delivery ratio under all the dynamics due to its 

robustness. The delivery ratios of ODMRP decrease as 

mobility increases. Although the mesh structure used in 

ODMRP is more robust than general tree structure, the mesh 

structure is built through some kind of back learning, which is 

easier to become invalid due to the node movements. In 

ODMRP, when the mobility increases, its proactive multi-

level membership update mechanism cannot catch the 

membership changes of squares in time, which leads to the 

decrease of delivery ratio. 

 There is no periodic network-range flooding in RSGM, which 

greatly improves the efficiency and scalability of the protocol. 

The control overheads of all the protocols increase as mobility 

increases. In RSGM, when the moving speed increases, there 

are more frequent zLdr changes and zone crossings, which 

will trigger more handover processes. The delivery path will 

become non-optimal sooner under a higher dynamic 

environment. The impact of mobility is more obvious for the 
path lengths of the geographic multicast protocols RSGM and 

SPBM. One reason is that the underlying geographic 

forwarding relies on periodic beaconing to refresh the 

neighbors’ positions. With higher moving speed, such 

proactive beaconing cannot catch the neighbors’ position 

changes in a timely manner and hence results in non-optimal 

forwarding decisions and  longer routing paths as  analyzed in  

our  another  work  [12].  Another  reason  is  that  with  a 

higher moving speed, the pre-built paths in ODMRP are more 

easily broken, so more packets with longer paths fail to reach 

destinations resulting in a shorter average end-to-end path for 
ODMRP. Between the two geographic multicast protocols, 

RSGM has a shorter path length. In RSGM, the packet 

forwarding from the source to a member zone follows the 

shortest path and a detour is only introduced in the destination 

zone by forwarding packets to group members through zLdr. 

In SPBM, the multicast packet forwarding follows its quad- 

tree structure and detours happen at multiple tree levels. In 

RSGM, when a node wants to join a group, it will start the 

joining process immediately, and the nodes can join the 

multicast group very fast as shown in Fig. 3. ODMRP is seen 

to have the largest joining delay most of the time with the 

reason presented in Section II. In ODMRP, the mesh structure 

is built on the source’s demand, and a source sends out a JOIN 

QUERY periodically to refresh the mesh structure. If the 

nodes want to join a group, they need to wait until the next 

mesh refreshing period. From the figure, the average joining 

delay of ODMRP decreases with the increase of mobility, as 

the higher moving speed helps a member to connect to the 

source more quickly in the non-geographic mesh structure. 

 

Fig.3: Average Joining Delay 

 

Fig.4(a): Packet  Delivery Ratio of RSGM 

 

Fig.4(b): Comparison of RSGM with ODMRP 
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V.  CONCLUSIONS 

We have designed a robust, scalable and efficient geographic 

multicast protocol RSGM for MANET in this paper. In RSGM, 

both the data packets and control messages will be transmitted 

along efficient tree-shape paths without the need of explicitly 

creating and maintaining a tree structure. Scalable membership 

management is achieved through a zone structure. A home 

zone is defined to provide location and address service for the 

sources to avoid the periodic network-range flooding of source 

information, and the location service for group members is 

combined with the membership management to avoid the 

overhead of searching for addresses and positions of all group 
members through an outside location server. The position 

information is used in RSGM to guide the zone structure 

building, membership management and packet forwarding, 

which reduces the maintenance overhead and leads to more 

robust multicast forwarding upon the topology changes. We 

also handle the empty zone problem which is challenging for 

the zone-based protocols. Our simulation results show that 

our  protocol  not  only  outperforms the  existing  geographic 

multicast  protocol  and  conventional  multicast  protocol  but 

can also scale to a large group size and large network size. 

Specifically, our protocol is more robust to network dynamics. 
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Abstract— Generally, the data transmitted over any 

communication channel is affected due to noise. So, for detecting 

and correcting the errors due to channel noise, encoding and 

decoding should be performed at the transmitter and receiver 

end respectively. The Viterbi algorithm is one of the most 

popular algorithms for decoding convolution codes. Using VLSI 

technology, the system requires low power, less area and high 

speed constraints while designing. A high-speed Viterbi decoder 

is a challenging task due to the recursive iteration of various 

steps followed for decoding process. In this paper, different kind 

of implementation of Viterbi decoder along with their 
performance have been discussed. 

Keywords— Convolutional encoder, Register exchange, 

Adaptive viterbi decoder, Non-polynomial-approach, Viterbi 

decoder, VLSI, FPGA. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now-a-days most of the digital communication 

systems convolutionally encoders the transmitted data to 

compensate for various noises. For its efficiency the Viterbi 

algorithm has proven to be a very efficient algorithm for 

forward error correction of convolutionally encoded messages 

[4]. The Viterbi decoding algorithm, proposed by Viterbi, is a 

decoding process for convolutional codes in memory-less 

noise. The algorithm can be applied to a host of problems 

encountered in the design of communication systems. The 

Viterbi Algorithm finds the most-likely state transition 

sequence in a state diagram, given a sequence of symbols. The 

Viterbi algorithm is used to find the most likely noiseless 
finite-state sequence.  

It is well known that data transmissions over wireless 

channels are affected by attenuation, distortion, interference 

and noise, which affect the receiver’s ability to receive correct 

information. Convolutional encoding with Viterbi decoding is 

a powerful method for forward error detection and correction. 

It has been widely deployed in many wireless communication 

systems to improve the limited capacity of the communication 

channels.  

Like any error-correcting code, a convolutional code 

works by adding some structured redundant information to the 
user's data and then correcting errors using this information. 

The encoder structure is shown in Fig.1. Assume input bit is 

11011.So by this encoder we get encoded output equal to 11 

01 01 00 01.    

Fig.1: convolution Encoder 

 

Generally, a Viterbi decoder consists of three basic 

computation units:  

Branch Metric Unit (BMU)  

Add- Compare-Select Unit (ACSU) and 
Trace Back Unit (TBU). 

The BMU calculates the branch metrics by the hamming 

distance or Euclidean distance and the ACSU calculates a 

summation of the branch metric from the BMU and previous 

state metrics, which are called the path metrics. After this 

summation, the value of each state is updated and then the 

survivor path is chosen by comparing path metrics. The TBU 

processes the decisions made in the BMU and ACSU and 

outputs the decoded data. The feedback loop of the ACSU is a 

major critical path for the Viterbi decoder. 

 

 
Fig.2: Viterbi decoder data flow 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

[1] In this paper, GDIL technique allows reducing delay, and 

area of digital circuits while maintaining low complexity 

of logic design. Comparison with traditional CMOS and 

various pass-transistor logic design techniques is given in 

this paper. The GDIL approach allows of a wide range of 

complex logic functions using only two transistors. Using 

this method we can achieve fast, low-power circuits, 

using a reduced number of transistors (as compared to 

CMOS and existing PTL techniques). The GDI method is 

based on the use of a simple cell as shown in Fig.3. 
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     X[n]                                             Output 

 

 

            N 

Fig.3: Basic GDI cell 

 

TABLE 1: Truth table for GDI logic 

 

 
 

Advantages of GDI 

 

� For low power digital circuit design which allows 

reducing power consumption, delay and area of the 

digital circuit. 

� Suitable for design of fast, low power circuits using a 

reduced number of transistors as compared to CMOS 

and existing Pass Transistor Logic techniques.  

� A simple change of the input configuration of the 

simple GDI cell corresponds to very different 

Boolean functions.  

� Most of these functions are complex (6–12 

transistors) in CMOS, as well as in standard Pass 

Transistor Logic (PTL) implementations but very 

simple (only two transistors per function) in the GDI 

design method. 

� This GDIL undoubtedly reduces area as lesser 

number of LUTs and CLBs are used in FPGA 

prototyping.  

 

[2]. In this paper, a light-weighted pipelined serial   Viterbi 

Decoder is implemented for resource saving purpose. In 

this paper they proposed a technique which stores the 

trace back bits in RAM instead of register array and trace 

back operation is not needed. Also for string the BMU 

and ACS values ‘Metric RAM’ is used. This also 

supplies the previous values as compared to simple 

RAM used for trace back. 

 

 
Fig.4: Trace back RAM architecture 

 

[3]. This paper gives information about adaptive Viterbi 

decoder with different parameters used for every block 

in designing decoder. Instead of saving data in RAM, 

data is stored in buffers for designing path storage block. 

For reducing the time when performing branch metric 

calculation parallel processing is done with Hamming 

distance. While designing the ACS unit, ROM and 3bit 

to 12bit shift register is considered. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Adaptive Viterbi decoder architecture 

 

P Block 

N Block 
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[4]. A low probability of error in Viterbi decoder is presented 

in this paper using non polynomial approach. For BMU, 

it compares the received bits with expected bits. While 

designing the ACS unit, the addition of path metric and 

then subtraction is done for purpose.TBU is designed 

with RAM. Fig.4 shows the Viterbi decoder based on 
non polynomial method. 

 
Fig.5: Architecture of the Viterbi decoder based on non 

polynomial approach 

 

 
Fig.6: Internal structure of ACS unit 

 

 
Fig.7: Variation of constraint length Vs dfree 

 

 

 

 
 

 

III. CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODER 

 Convolutional code is a type of error correcting code 

in which each m bit information symbol to be encoded is 

transformed into an n bit symbol, where m/n is the code rate 

and the transformation is a function of the last k information 
symbols, where k is the constraint length of the code. A 

Viterbi decoder and a convolutional encoder operate by 

finding the appropriate decoding sequences for an input code 

symbol stream. A convolutional encoder is selected for error 

correction with digital mobile communication. We consider a 

convolutional code (2, 1, 4) which has a code rate r = 1/2 and 

constraint length K =4, depicted in figure 1. The encoder 

shown contains a shift registers tapped at various positions. 

The shift register taps terminate at modulo-2 adders forming 

generator function. Input bit enter the shift register by one bit 

at a time. The outputs of the generator functions produce an 

output 
of two symbols for each input bit, which corresponds to a code 

rate ½. 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS OF ENCODER 

This section provides some simulation results for 

Convolutional encoder on Xilinx Spartan3 XA2C32A-6-VQ44 

FPGA chip. The ISE13.1 is used for synthesizing the VHDL 

modeling codes. The device summary is shown in fig 8. 

Output of simulation is shown in fig 9 & RTL schematic for 

the encoder shown in Figure 10. 

 

 
 

Fig.8 : Utilization summary 
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Fig. 9: Simulation output 

 
Fig. 10: RTL Schematic 

 

V. DIFFRENCE IN TABULAR FORM 

TABLE 3:Diffrence between various 

 

Paper 

 

Slices 

 

Power 

 

Time 

 

Technology 

used 

 

[1] 

 

---- 

 

0.003 µw 

 

15.500 

ns 

 

GDIL 

 

[2] 

 

116 

 

---- 

 

5.556 ns 

 

Reg exchange 

 

[3] 

 

6 

 

62 mw 

 

1.267 ns 

 

Adaptive viterbi 

 

[4] 

 

The decoder is designed for less 

error probability in decoding bits 

 

Non polynomial 

approach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

    Here the general convolutional encoder is designed. So 

with our requirement we can use it with different constraint 

length & coding rate. From the literature review it is clear that 

VLSI technology requires low power, less area and high speed 
constraints while implementing the decoder. Also various 

techniques of implementing the Viterbi decoder on FPGA are 

discussed by considering various factors. Fast developments in 

the communication field have created a rising demand for high 

speed and low power Viterbi decoders with long battery life, 

low power dissipation and low weight. To overcome these 

problems, our aim is to design asynchronous Viterbi decoder 

for low power consumption by using various asynchronous 

techniques in VHDL and power analysis using FPGA. 
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose saliency driven image 
multiscale nonlinear diffusion filtering. The resulting scale space 
in general preserves or even enhances semantically important 
structures such as edges, lines, or flow-like structures in the 
foreground, and inhibits and smoothes clutter in the background. 
The image is classified using multiscale information fusion based 
on the original image, the image at the final scale at which the 
diffusion process converges, and the image at a midscale. Our 
algorithm emphasizes the foreground features, which are    
important for image classification. The background image 
regions, whether considered as contexts of the foreground or 
noise to the foreground, can be globally handled by fusing 
information from different scales. Experimental tests of the 
effectiveness of the multiscale space for the image classification 
are conducted on the following publicly available datasets: the 
PASCAL 2005 dataset, with high classification rates. 
 

Index Terms— Saliency detection, nonlinear diffusion, multi- 
scale information fusion, image classification. 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 

IMAGE classification [21] is a very active research topic 

which has stimulated researches in many important areas of 

computer vision, including feature extraction and feature 

fusion  [1],  [13],  the  generation of  visual  vocabulary [19], 

the quantization of visual patches to produce visual words 

[14], [16], pooling methods [19], and classifiers [11]. 

In image classification, it is an important but difficult task to    

deal with the background information. The background is often  

treated as noise; nevertheless, in some cases the background 

provides a context, which may increase the performance of 

image classification. Zhang et al. [20] experimentally analyzed 

the influence of the background on image classification. They 

demonstrated that although the background may have 

correlations with the foreground objects, using both the 

background and foreground features for learning and 

recognition yields less accurate results than using the 

foreground features alone. Overall, the background 

information was not relevant to image classification. Heitz and 

Koller [7] showed that spatial context information may help to 

detect objects. Shotton et al. [10] proposed an algorithm for 

recognizing and segmenting objects in images, using 

appearance, shape, and context information. They assumed 

that the background is useful for classification and there are 

correlations between foreground and background in their test 

data. Backgrounds which contain only clutter provide no 

information to support image classification. It is interesting to 

filter out background clutter and simultaneously use the 

background context to increase the performance of image 

classification. 

 In order to deal effectively with the background information,     

we propose a saliency driven nonlinear diffusion filtering to 

generate a multi-scale space, in which the information at a  

scale is complementary  to the  information at other  scales. 

The fusion of information from different scales may improve 

the image classification performance. A nonlinear diffusion 

[17], which has been widely used in image denoising, 

enhancement, etc, can preserve or even enhance the 

semantically important image structures, such as edges and 

lines. However, nonlinear diffusion treats the foreground 

and the background equally. Most annotated images contain 

subjects that are highly likely to be salient regions. Background 

regions and foreground regions can often be identi fied   

using  the image saliency: for example, a photographer 

usually and naturally assigns more saliency to foreground 

regions. Saliency detection techniques [5], [8], [9], [12], [15]  

which are currently popular, can be used to estimate the 

foreground and background regions according to the saliency 

distribution. Background clutter is for the most part filtered 

out, while fore- ground features are preserved. We combine a 

saliency map, which marks the saliency degrees of 

individual pixels, with the nonlinear diffusion filtering, by 

using the saliency map to define the weights of image 

gradients. During the diffusion process, the image gradients in 

the salient regions are increased while those in non-salient 

regions are decreased. Accordingly, when the scale increases, 

the background information gradually fades out while the 

foreground information is preserved and important structures 

in the foreground are enhanced. Fig. 1 shows an example of the 

saliency driven nonlinear diffusion filtering. It  is  clear  that,  

based  on  the  saliency  map,  the background regions 

corresponding to non-salient regions are smoothed and  the  

foreground car,  corresponding to  salient regions with 

important image structures, is preserved. After saliency driven 

nonlinear diffusion, an image is represented by the set  of 

its  multi-scale images. Information fusion is carried out in 

the nonlinear multi-scale space to improve the performance of 

image classification. 

    The saliency driven multi-scale space of an image can be 

used to handle uncertain background information. As 

shown in Fig. 1, at large scales, the background is filtered 

out and the foreground is preserved. At small scales, 

background and foreground regions are both preserved. If 

the background is a context of the foreground, the images 

from the same class may be more similar at small scales than 

at large scales. If the background is clutter, then images from 

the same class are more similar at large scales than at small 
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scales. We use the weighted average of the distances at some 

representative scales to represent the dissimilarity between 

different images. The weighted average is preferred to the 

minimum of the distances at all the scales because the risk of 

incorrectly filtering is less. Using this multi-scale 

representation, background information can be effectively 

dealt with. 

 

 

 
 

          (a)                          (b)                         (c) 

 

 

Fig. 1. An example of saliency driven diffusion filtering. (a) The original 

image. (b) The image after diffusion. (c) The saliency map                                                                                      

        

          
Fig. 2. Different scales for an example image and its saliency map: the 

scale number corresponds to t in (4). 
         

II.SALIENCY DRIVEN NON LINEAR DIFFUSION 

We  first  give  a  brief  review  of  linear  and  nonlinear  

diffusion filtering [17], and saliency detection techniques. 

Then, we propose our saliency driven nonlinear diffusion 

filtering. 

A. Linear and Nonlinear Diffusion Filtering 

      1) Linear   Diffusion   and   Gaussian   Scale   Space:   Let 

u(x , y, t ) be the grey value at position (x , y) and scale t in 

the multi-scale space. The image diffusion filtering is defined 

by the diffusion equation [17]: 

               ∂t u = di v( D ·  ∇u) =∇ ·  ( D ·  ∇u)                           (1) 

where ∇ is the gradient operator: ∇ = (∂/∂ x , ∂/∂ y), 

“div” is the divergence operator, and D is the diffusion 

tensor which is a positive definite symmetric matrix. If  D  

is defined as a  constant over  the  whole  image  domain, 

then  (1)  is  the homogeneous diffusion equation which 

corresponds to the Gaussian Scale space ,otherwise it 

corresponds to a position dependent filtering which is called 

in homogeneous linear diffusion filtering, Equation (1) reduce 

to 

                         ∂t u=∆u 

                  

                      u(x , y, 0) = f (x , y)                                (2) 

The Gaussian smoothing not only reduces noise, but also blurs 

important image structures, such as edges. Thus, the features 

extracted from images at large scales are not suitable for image 

classification. 

       2) Nonlinear Diffusion: If the D in (1) is a function 

g(∇u) of  the  gradient  ∇u   of  the  evolving  image  u  

itself,  then Equation (1) defines a nonlinear diffusion filter [9], 

[17]. The function g(∇u) is usually defined as: 

               

              ∂t u = di v( D ·  ∇u) = di v(g(∇u)∇u).                     (3) 

 

The regions  in  which ∇u  < λ  are  blurred,  while  the other 

regions are sharpened. The nonlinear diffusion preserves and 

enhances image structures defined by large gradient values. If 

image structures with large gradients are all in the foreground, 

nonlinear diffusion filters out  the  background. However, 

there may be large image gradients in the back ground. 

Thus, we propose a saliency driven nonlinear diffusion 
equation which blurs non-salient regions and preserves salient 

regions. 

 

B. Saliency Driven Nonlinear Diffusion 

 

We combine a saliency map as priori knowledge with 
nonlinear diffusion filtering. Let Is  be the saliency map. To 

introduce  the saliency information into the diffusion process , 

we combine Is  into D in (3) and define D as a function g of ∇u 

and Is . Then,    the diffusion equation becomes: 

                           
                          u(x, y, t) = f (x, y)            i f    t = 0 

                         

                         ∂tu = div(g(∇u, Is )∇u)   i f   t > 0.              (4) 

 

  We define the diffusivity g(∇u, Is) as: 

 

   (5) 
 

 

where C is a constant, λ is the contrast parameter, and m 

controls the speed of the diffusivity [3], [18]. We explain the 

following  points with respect to (5). 
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     • We propose to apply Is directly to the norm of the 

gradient ∇u, such that Is works as a mask that indicates  the 

region of interest. We normalize the values of the saliency 

map Is within [0, 2]. Then, when Is (x, y) > 1, the effect of the 

gradient at (x, y) is increased during the diffusion process, 

otherwise it is  suppressed. 

    • The flux g(∇u, Is)(Is ││∇u││) increases as Is ││∇u││ 

increases if Is ││∇u││ < λ and decreases as Is 

││∇u││increases if Is ││∇u││ ≥ λ. 

     • If ││∇u││is less than λ, then the flux increases when 

││∇u││ increases, otherwise the flux decreases when 

││∇u││ 

     •  The larger the value of the parameter m, the more quickly 

the flux changes in response to changes in Is  and ∇u.  

     • When Is ││∇u││ is very large, the diffusion function 
value approximates 0. When Is ││∇u││ is very small, it 

approximates 1. 

     

 

                  
 

     Fig. 3. The diffusivity function values for different values of the parameters. The top subfigure shows the changes in diffusivity values when λ increases, 
     and m and C are fixed. The middle subfigure shows the changes in diffusivity values when m increases, and λ and C are fixed. The bottom subfigure shows 

the changes in diffusivity values when C increases, and λ and m are fixed. 

 
 

                             
 

      Fig. 4. The diffusion results with different values of the parameters. The first row shows the original image and the saliency mask. The second row shows, 
from the left to the right, the results when λ = 3, 10, or 50, m = 100, and C = 1. The third row shows the results when m = 4, 8, or 20, λ = 10, and C = 1. 

         

          

 

 

 

III. ESTIMATION OF DIFFUSION PARAMETERS 

 

The optimization of the parameters C, λ, and m in (5) is 

important for our saliency driven nonlinear diffusion filtering. 
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In the following, we first discuss the properties of these three 

parameters ,and then give a method for determining their 

values  

   Fig. 3 shows the diffusivity function values for different 

values of the parameters, where the horizontal coordinate is 

the value of Is ││∇ u││, and the vertical coordinate is the 

value of the diffusivity. Fig. 4 shows the diffusion results for 

different values of λ and m. Referring to Figs. 3 and 4, we 

make the for following points about the three parameters: 

 

1) When  λ is too small neither the foreground nor background 

smoothed; when λ  is too large, both the foreground and the 

background are smoothed; when λ is appropriately chosen, the 

background is smoothed and the foreground is preserved. As 

shown in the top subfigure in Fig. 3. 

 

2) As shown in  the third row of  Fig. 4, if  m  is small, 

semantically important structures are filtered out, no matter 

whether λ is suitable or not. As shown in the middle subfigure 

in Fig. 3, when m is small, there is a broad transitional zone 

from 1 to 0 in the value of the diffusivity function. Those 

edges, whose magnitudes of gradients are in the transitional 

zone, are partially filtered out. Consequently, the transitional 

zone should be narrow, and m should be large. So, it is easy 

to assign an appropriate value to m. 

3) When λ is chosen optimally and m is large enough, C 

has little effect, as shown in the bottom subfigure in Fig. 

3. As a result, C is treated as a constant. According to the 

above discussion, we can set fixed values to the parameters 

C and m for all the images according to the property of the 

diffusion function. 

 

         
 

                                                   Fig. 5.    The framework of the multi-scale representation for image classification 

 
  λ is updated for each image, and can be adapted to varying     

backgrounds. The method for determining λ is as follows:        

After edge detection, a binary edge map is obtained for each      

image. Edges with Is ││∇ μ││< λ are filtered out, and edges 

with Is ││∇ μ││ > λ are preserved. It is necessary to 

preserve edges in the salient regions as much as possible, and 

to ignore edges within the non-salient regions as much as 

possible. We define Gs(λ) and Gn(λ) to describe the preserved 

edges in the salient regions and the non-salient regions 

respectively:  

 

 Gs (λ) =1/(num(Es))                                (6)         

 Gn (λ) =1/(num(En))                                (7) 

 

    Where Es denotes the edges in salient region, En denotes the 

edges  in the non-salient region ,and num(Es)  and num(En)  

denotes  the total numbers of edges pixels in Es  and En ,  

respectively. The optimal λ value maximizes the difference of  

Gs (λ)  and Gn (λ). 

                  

     λ=arg max(GS( λ) ̶  Gn(λ)).                                    (8)   

 

IV.MULTI-SCALE IMAGE REPRESENTATION AND 
CLASSIFICATION 

 

    We proposed to classify images using the saliency driven 

multi Scale image representation. Information from different 

scales an PASCAL 2005 set. Compared with all the other 

reported results, our method obtains the best performance not 

only for average  rates over all the categories, but also for the 

bike and person categories. The performance of our method 

for the car category  be  fused  to acquire more  accurate   

image   classification results as shown in Fig, 5. Each  image  

is represented   by  its  multi-scale  images. Then at different 

scales are combined to yield the final distance d(h1,h2) 

between images 1 and 2: or each scale  t,  scale invariant 

feature transform (SIFT)features, Which are widely used to 

represent image regions, are extracted, and the bag-of-words   

models  is used to generate a word frequency histogram h
t
. 

They dissimilarity between images 1 and 2 at scale t is 
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represented by the χ2 distanced (ht
1,h

t)between histogram 

h
t
1and h

t
2. 

    

 The distance {d(h
t
1,h

t
2)}tϵT between images 1 and 2 

obtained at different scales are combined to yield the final 

distance d(h1,h2) between images 1 and 2: 

 

                        (9) 

 

     where wt is a weight for scale t, and T is a chosen set of 

scale. Weighted averaging, which is general way for 

information fusion  is used to fuse information from different 

scales. 

     In this paper ,we empirically use three representative scale:   

T={T0,Tm,TM},Where TM is the maximum scale at which the 

the diffusion process converges, T0 = 0, and Tm is a midscale 

which is set to int (TM /3).  These three scales are combined 

using (9) The reasons for selecting these three scales are: 

 

•When the scale is larger than TM, there is almost no change in  

the diffused image. At scale TM, foreground/background 

segmentation is completed. 

•The inclusion of the original image corresponding to scale T0 

in  T can provide a correction if the foreground is incorrectly 

filtered    out and using the image at scale TM alone is not 

sufficient to obtain a correct classification  result. 

•The mid-scale Tm is a compromise between smoothing the        

background and preserving the foreground. Although there are 

no   clear cut criteria to pick the mid-scale Tm, the experiments 

show that the use of Tm improves the classification. 

The final distance d(h1, h2) between images 1 and 2, 

obtained by combing the distances at the three scales, is 

transformed to a kernel which is used by an SVM for 

classification. We use the extended Gaussian kernels: 

         (10) 

 

where A is a scaling parameter that can be determined by 

cross-validation. An SVM classifier is trained using the kernel 

matrix of the training images. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Example images from the test2 set in the PASCAL VOC 2005 dataset: one image per category 

 

 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

 
    We tested our image classification algorithm based on the 

proposed saliency driven nonlinear diffusion filtering and 

multi-scale fusion on four public datasets: the PASCAL VOC 

2005 Test2 dataset [4]  

 

 

 

PASCAL VOC 2005 

 

   The PASCAL VOC 2005 dataset [4] for image classification 

has   an easy test set (test1) and a difficult test set (test2). We 

focused on the difficult set because the performance on the 

easy set is saturated. The set test2 has four categories: 

motorbike, bicycle, car, and persons, and contains 1543 

images. Fig.6 shows some example images from the set. The 

best score in the competition of test2 was achieved in [4] by 

using the bag-of-words model. 
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TABLE I 

CORRECT CLASSIFICATION RATES (AT EQUAL 

ERROR RATES) ON THE 

PASCAL CHALLENGE 2005 TEST SET 2 

 

 Motor Bike Person Car Avera

ge 

Winnter(χ2)[4] 79.8% 72.8% 71.9% 72% 74.1

% 

Winner(EMD) 79.7% 68.1% 75.3% 74.1% 74.3

% 

PDK[15] 76.9% 70.1% 72.5% 78.4% 74.5

% 

Xie[31] 79.1% 75.4% 73.9% 78.2% 76.7

% 

Proposed 

method 

77.5% 75.5% 76% 78.2% 76.8

% 

 

    For each scale in the set {T0, Tm, TM} described in Section 

IV, we followed the experimental setup in [4]: the Harris-

Laplace detector and the SIFT descriptor were used and 1000 

visual words were extracted using k-means from the  training 

set. The weights w0,wTm,and wTM were set to 1, 2, and 1, 

respectively. 

  The main point in which our method differs from [4] is that 

we used the χ2 distance in Equation (9) which fuses the χ2 

histogram distances in the three scales, to estimate the 

distance between any two images. In [4], the χ2 histogram 

distance did not make use of images at different scales. 

Libsvm [2] was used and the parameter of SVM was 

determined using the two-fold cross-validation on the 

training set.  

   Table I compares the classification results of different 

methods applied to test2 in the PASCAL 2005 set. Compared 

with all the other reported results,    our method obtains the 

best performance not only for average rates over all the 

categories, but also for the bike and person categories.  

  

   The performance of our method for the car category is very 

close to the best. Our method obtains much better results than 

[4] for three categories: bike, person, and car, but a worse 

result for the motorbike category. This is because there are 

many motorbike images which have very little background 

(for example the left image in Fig. 6). Our method gains an 

advantage by using background information, but in this case 

the advantage does not apply. The images in the other three 

categories have considerable background regions which our  

method can take advantage of. 

Processing Time 

    The processing time was measured on an Intel Core i7 3770 

(3.4GHz/L3) computer. The runtime of nonlinear diffusion 

filtering for each image in all the datasets is less than 2 

seconds. The training time for each dataset used is less than 

300 seconds. The test time for each image is less than 0.01 

seconds. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

    In this paper, we have proposed saliency driven multi-scale 

nonlinear diffusion filtering, by modifying the mathematical 

equations for nonlinear diffusion filtering, and determining the 

diffusion parameters using the saliency detection results. We 

have further applied this new method to image classification. 

The saliency driven nonlinear multi-scale space preserves and 

even enhances important image local structures, such as lines 

and edges, at large scales. Multi-scale information has been 

fused using a weighted function of the distances between 

images at different scales. The saliency driven multi-scale 

representation can include information about the background 

in order to improve image classification. Experiments have 

been conducted on widely used datasets, namely the PASCAL 

2005 dataset. The results have demonstrated that saliency 

driven multiscale information fusion improves the accuracy of 

image classification. 
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Abstract: In medical domain digital images are produced 

in ever increasing quantities and used for both diagnosis as 

well as therapy. Ideally medical images should be indexed 
on medical criteria. Sometimes medical image 

interpretation becomes difficult even for trained 
radiologists. These enormously produced images should 

help doctors and radiologists for proper diagnosis and 
treatment of medical images. This needs implementation of 
Content Based Image Retrieval techniques to be applied in 

medical domain for faster and accurate retrieval of medical 
images. In this paper we discussed need of CBIR systems 

for medical images, various areas of applications in medical 
domain and various retrieval performance measures with 
their merits and limitations. With this information one can 

understand the need and usage of CBIR techniques in 
medical image retrieval. 

Key words: CBMIR, Medical Image Application 

areas, Performance Measures, Image Descriptors.  

1. NEED FOR CBMIR 

The image has become one of the important 
tools in medicine, as it provides a methodological way 

for diagnosis, to monitor treatment responses of various 

drugs and to perform disease management for patients. 

Recent advances in digital imaging methods, 

replaces maintenance, storage and display ways of hard 

copy images absolute because of the drawbacks of 

analog screen films. The use of digital images dated 

from 1920. In the medical field the digital image 
appeared in 1970 and recognized in 1979. [2] 

In terms of information perception an image is 

equivalent to one thousand words. Human brain can 

retain the information perceived from image for longer 

time and this help the researchers as well as medical 

practitioners to understand the lesion thoroughly. 

Medical images save the time of physicians, nurses, 
medical students, graduate nursing students in pathology 

identification [2]. This in turn results in improved 

clinical decisions. Finally medical images form a best 

decision supporting systems for healthcare. 

The success of CBIR approach for medical 

databases provides a unique opportunity to aid 

physicians in the process of diagnosis. Medical image 

retrieval has the potential to become very important 
factor in clinical medical data management 
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.  

With Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) as 
a tool, number of people can get benefited from the 

methods to retrieve similar lesion cases for a number of 

applications. Along with patient diagnosis and treatment, 

the digitally stored medical images can also be useful as 

excellent resources for researchers and lecturers in the 

medical field. 

2. APPLICATIONS OF MEDICAL IMAGES 

During CBIR design, we fine professional as 

well public applications.  Professional applications are 

usually domain specific and narrow domain images 

mainly used for object recognition [3]. Public 

applications uses larger data bases with broader domain 

images toward generic applications for qualitative 

information retrieval. 

Three large domains can be stated for the use of 

content based access methods in medical domain are: 

Teaching, Research and Diagnostics. Medical 

applications are one of the important areas where 

CBMIR can meet more success outside the experimental 

sphere.  

Radiology, Pathology, Dermatology and 

Hematology are the potential application areas for 

medical image retrieval systems by the image content. 

Each and every application further derived into many 

more forms. In each case diagnostics is the hardest and 

important requirement of medical image retrieval [5]. 

3. PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR CBMIR 
SYSTEMS 

Medical images are usually low resolution and 

high noisy images. Medical images are intensity only 

images and carry less information about color. In case of 

general color images, color features also gain equal 

importance in retrieval process where as color and gray 

level features are of less importance in medical images 

and the texture and shape features given with more 
importance in retrieval mechanisms.  

For medical image retrieval, statistical methods 

are used in often for the comparison of features that can 

be trained with existing data and that can be used on new 

incoming cases. In medical domain statistics, commonly 
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used measurement parameters are sensitivity and 

specificity [1]. Other statistical methods use Bayesian 

networks (or) Hidden Markov Models (HMM).  

Image retrieval can also be done with image 

segments spatial relationships, which can be used as 

visual descriptors of the images. To segment an image, 

all shape features are obtained from edge detection using 

canny operators, Fourier descriptors. Some more 

edge detection methods use invariant moments and scale 

space filtering. 

Semantic features are also proposed for visual 

similarity queries with medical images. Most common 

shape descriptors are Fourier descriptors that easily 

allow obtaining invariant descriptors. 

Performance comparisons for different feature 

sets have also never been performed and are important to 

identify well performing visual features and the 

applications that they can successfully be used for. 

a. Distance measures 

Euclidian distance and city block distance are 

two widely used methods for comparisons. To efficiently 
work with these distances even in large databases the 

dimensionality is often reduced. This can be done with 

principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Medium 

description Length (MDL) [6]. These methods remove 

redundant information this will also remove small and 

important features in the image feature space. KD trees 

or R-trees are also used in medical images for efficient 

access to large feature space. 

b. Interface: 

As there are several creative solutions in image 

retrieval it will be interesting to study the effect of 

interfaces, ergonomics and usability issues on the 

acceptance and use of the technology in clinical practice. 

c. Speed: Another rarely mentioned parameter is the 

speed of the system which is very important for an 

interactive system. It is mentioned that speed is reduced 

from hours to minutes which needs to be reduced to 

seconds for an interactive system. 

d. Metrics: Precision and recall are also used as 

measurements of classification in CBIR of medical 
images which are defined as 

Recall =    Number of relevant items retrieved 

             Number of relevant items. 

 

Precision = Number of relevant items retrieved 

            Number of retrieved items. 

 
As many of the present systems use classifications of 

images in which accuracy is very often used to evaluate 

the system. In medical domain statistics commonly used 

measurements are sensitivity and specificity. 

 

Accuracy = Items classified correctly 
      All items classified. 

 

Specificity =    Negative items classified as neg 

      All negative items. 

 

Sensitivity =     Positive items classified as pos  

        All positive items. 

The evaluation of medical image retrieval 

systems is non existent in most of the papers. Those 

systems that do perform evaluation used screenshots of 

example results to queries. A single example result does 

not reveal a great deal about real performance of the 

system. Region Operating Curve (ROC) for the 

comparison characteristic methods is well known in the 

medical domain and easily interpretable. Other statistical 

methods use Bayesian networks (or) Hidden Markov 

Models (HMM). 

e. Supporting Vector Machines (SVM) 

Supporting Vector Machines (SVM) approach 

is a probabilistic retrieval method for the classification 

of medical images into classes for relevant and non- 

relevant forms. The SVM is a Supervised Learning 

Algorithm. It receives labeled examples as inputs and 
outputs a mathematical function that used to predict 

labels of new examples. The non linear data in the 

feature space is classified into linear data in kernel space 

by the Supporting Vector Machines (SVM) 

 

The misclassification probability can be 

estimated by using the learning algorithm in disjoint 

subset of real data what is known as n- fold cross 

validation where n indicate the number of subsets used. 

Obtaining the values of exact Legendre moment 

of an image recorded as a feature in vector space along 

with Supporting Vector Machines (SVM) based 

classification improved the classification efficiency i.e. 

the average retrieval efficiency. As SVM is kernel based 

method, the kernel function used in Supporting Vector 

Machines (SVM) is very crucial in determining the 

performance [2].  

4. IMAGE DESCRIPTORS FOR CBMIR 

It is very difficult to decide which image 

properties are fundamental to characterize a specific 

medical image. It depends on the context of the problem 

and knowledge with in the medical image itself. There 

was no particular criterion in the image descriptor 
selection. But most of the descriptors rely on future 

extraction engines [5]. 

Various available image descriptors for CBMIR 

are shape features, invariant moments, Fourier 

descriptors, axis orientation texture features such as 

energy, homogeneity, contrast and correlation, 
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tessellation based spectra feature as well as directional 

algorithms. 

Image descriptors can be considered as global 

or local parameters of the image. i.e. whole image spatial 

domain or only a restricted spatial domain (local) is used 

as descriptor. Image descriptors should be invariant to 

illumination conditions, various image descriptors 

include distortion, clutter, occlusion, rotation and they 

provide valuable information for the retrieval process in 

CBMIR. The widely used image descriptors for medical 

images are 

• Tamura Texture 

• Edge Histogram EHD 

• Color Layout CLD 

• Scalable Color SCD 

• Color and Edge Directivity CEDD 

• Fuzzy Color and Texture FCTH 

• Spatial Envelope (GIST) 

• Speed Up Robust Feature (SURF) 
 

Tamura, EHD, CLD, and SCD involve only one 

image property and called low level descriptors. CEDD, 

FCTH are midlevel descriptors and SURF uses gradient 

information around interest points to find image 

properties and it is also considered as midlevel but when 

it is used to construct Bay of Words makes it as high 

level descriptor. 

In early 1990’s introduction of wavelet 

transforms had impact on growth of the number of 

available image descriptors and consequently motivated 

the appearance of CBMIR systems. The major 

achievements in image descriptors happened in 1999 

when Lowe presented the Scale Invariant Feature 

transform (SIFT) [2]. 

MCK – Multi Cue Kernel process is a mid level 

integration method and uses a multi class SVM with a 

linear combination of two exponential chi-square kernel 

each for a single image descriptor. DAS method is a high 

level integration approach, classifying the same set by 

using different image descriptors and fusing the results 

at the end 

5. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE SCOPE 

In this paper we discussed about the use of CBIR 

techniques for medical images with the ever increasing 

need and the advantages. We also discussed about 

various areas of applications where large number of 
medical images are in existence to authenticate the need 

of CBMIR for medical domain. We also gave the details 

of various performance measures that can be 

implemented during the process of searching as well 

classification. We provided all the possible retrieval 

methods which have been implemented for general 

images that can be implemented for medical images. 

In future we want to apply all the possible methods 
mentioned in this paper for medical image datasets 

related to each application area like radiology, 

dermatology, hematology and pathology and will come 

up with a conclusion how each technique works for each 

type of medical images. And the final goal is to design a 

complete automatic anatomy system for medical images. 
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Abstract—  Recent studies show that most of the 

assigned spectrum is underutilized while the increasing 

number of wireless applications leads to spectrum scarcity. 
Cognitive Radio (CR) is proposed as a technology to solve 

imbalance between spectrum scarcity and spectrum 

underutilization. To improve spectrum efficiency future 

wireless devices will use CR to dynamically access 

spectrum. Cognitive radio has emerged as one of the most 

promising candidate solutions to improve spectrum 

utilization in next generation cellular networks. A crucial 

requirement for future cognitive radio networks is  

spectrum sensing: secondary users reliably detect spectral 

opportunities across a wide frequency range. 

A cognitive radio is an intelligent radio that can be 

programmed and configured dynamically. Its transceiver 
is designed to use the best wireless channels  in its vicinity. 

Such a radio automatically detects available channels in 

wireless spectrum, then accordingly changes its 

transmission or reception parameters to allow more 

concurrent wireless communications in a given spectrum 

band at one location. This process is a form of dynamic 

spectrum management. In this paper we are going to 

analyses different Spectrum Sensing Algorithms used for 

improving the performance of Cognitive Radio. 

Key words: Cognitive Radio, Spectrum Sensing, Software 

Defined Radio 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 Radio frequency (RF) spectrum is a valuable but tightly 

regulated resource due to its unique and important role in 

wireless communications. Wireless networks are regulated 

today by using a static spectrum allocation policy. However, 

an outsized portion of the spectrum is used sporadically and 

the utilization of the assigned spectrum ranges from 15 to 85% 

illustrated in figure 1. As the name implies Cognition means 

acquisition of knowledge through thought or perception and 

hence CR needs to sense the radio conditions around it in the 

most efficient manner possible[1] .CR is certain to transform 

our traditional radio resource allocation regimes (Oliver 
Holland et.al,2006). Cognition in signal processing and system 

control terms is the ability to develop contextual and 

environmental awareness aiding the development of an 

optimal solution for a particular problem , recognize 

developing patterns of behavior, respond to the time varying 

nature of the wireless channel and user activity and learn from 

previous experiences ( Keith E. Nolan et.al,2006)[2]. CR leads 

to the development of a  radio to emulate our thinking process 

to reach a level of functionality like that of an expert human 

operator ( Thomas.W.Rondeau et.al,2006).In this research 

work, various issues related to spectrum sensing and its 
implementation using CR will be dealt to take the software 

defined radio (SDR) to the next evolutionary step :smart 

radios. 

 

 Cognitive radio is an advanced software defined radio(SDR) 

that automatically detects its surrounding RF stimuli and 

intelligently adapts its operating parameters to network 

infrastructure while meeting user demands[3]. Since cognitive 

radios are considered secondary users for using the licensed 

spectrum, a crucial requirement of cognitive radio networks is 

that they must efficiently exploit underutilized spectrum 
(referred to as spectral opportunities) without causing harmful 

interference to the PUs. Furthermore, PUs have no obligation 

to share and change their operating parameters for sharing 

spectrum with cognitive radio networks. Hence, cognitive 

radios should be able to independently detect spectral 

opportunities without any assistance from PUs; this ability is 

called spectrum sensing, which is considered one of the most 

critical components in cognitive radio networks. 

 
Figure 1. Fixed spectrum utilization 

 

II. COGNITIVE RADIO FUNCTIONS 

Cognitive Radios must provide the following functions:- 

1) Determine which portions of the spectrum are available 

and detect the presence of licensed users who operates in a 
licensed band (spectrum sensing). 
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2) select the best available channel (spectrum management) 

for communication. 

3) Coordinate access to this channel with other users 

(spectrum sharing). 

4) Vacate the channel when a licensed user is detected 

(spectrum mobility). 

These functions are dependent on each other i.e  spectrum 

sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum sharing and spectrum 

mobility[4] as a cognitive cycle shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure2. Cognitive cycle 

III. SPECTRUM SENSING TECHNIQUES 

 Spectrum sensing is to prevent the harmful 

interference with licensed users and identify the available 

spectrum for improving the spectrum’s utilization shown in 

figure 3. The objectives of spectrum sensing: 1) CR users 

should not cause harmful interference to Primary User(PU)s 

by either switching to an available band or limiting its 

interference with PUs at an acceptable level and, 2) CR users 
should efficiently identify and exploit the spectrum holes for 

required throughput and Quality-of Service (QoS). Thus, the 

detection performance in spectrum sensing is crucial to the 

performance of both primary and CR networks. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Spectrum holes 

The detection performance can be determined based 

on probability of false alarm, which denotes the probability of 

a CR user declaring that a PU is present when the spectrum is 

actually free, and probability of detection, which denotes the 

probability of a CR user declaring that a PU is present when 

the spectrum is indeed occupied by the PU. A miss in the 

detection will cause the interference with the PU and a false 

alarm will reduce the spectral efficiency. For optimal detection 

performance, the probability of detection is maximized subject 

to the constraint of the probability of false alarm. 

The present literature for spectrum sensing is still in its early 

stages of development. A number of different methods are 

proposed for identifying the presence of signal transmissions. 

In some approaches, characteristics of the identified 

transmission are detected for deciding the signal transmission 

as well as identifying the signal type. In this section, some of 

the most common spectrum sensing techniques in the 

cognitive radio literature are explained. 

Spectrum sensing classification: 

The various spectrum sensing techniques includes 

1. Non cooperative SS 

2. Cooperative SS 

3. Interference based sensing  shown in figure3 

bellow[5][6]        

 

Figure3. Spectrum sensing classification 

1. Non-cooperative spectrum sensing 

In this approach, the detection of primary users is performed 

based on the received signal at CR users. It is also known as 

Primary Transmitter Detection. Different spectrum sensing 

techniques have been used, such as matched filtering 

detection, energy detection, and Cyclo stationary feature 

detection.[7]  

2. Cooperative spectrum sensing 

The performance of spectrum sensing is limited by noise 

uncertainty, multipath fading, and shadowing , which are the 

fundamental characteristics of wireless channels. To address 

this problem, Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (CSS) is 

proposed[8] by allowing the collaboration of SUs to make 

decisions[9][10]. 
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3. Interference-based Sensing  

For interference based spectrum sensing, there are two 

methods proposed. 

 (1) Interference Temperature Detection 

 (2) Primary Receiver Detection 

1) Interference Temperature Detection 

In this approach, the secondary users coexist with primary 

users and are allowed to transmit with low power and 

restricted by the interference temperature level so as not to 

cause harmful interference to primary users[11][12].  

2) Primary Receiver Detection 

In this method, the interference and/or spectrum opportunities 

are detected based on primary receiver's local oscillator 

leakage power[13]. when the CR transmitter communicates 

with its receiver, it creates interference to the primary 

receivers if the primary receiver is nearer than the CR receiver 

and also when the primary signal might be faded out at 

receiver of secondary CR users. Under those cases, this 

method is more realistic.  

IV. NON-COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING 

A hypothesized model for transmitter detection is[14][15]:  

The signal detected by the SU is: 

)()(.)(:

)()(:
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twtyH

+=

=
 

])()([)( 2*)( t

x etxtxER
πββ ττ −−=  

where H0 represents the hypothesis corresponding to “no 

signal transmitted”, and H1 to “signal transmitted”, y(t) is 

received signal, x(t) is transmitted signal, w(t) is an Additive 

White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance 
2

nσ  and ℎ amplitude of channel gain. 

A. Matched filtering 

Matched filtering is used as a optimal method for detection of 

primary users when the transmitted signal is known[16]. 

Matched filtering method correlates the known primary signal 

with the received signal to detect the presence of the PU 

signal. It maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The 

matched filtering detector requires short sensing time to 

achieve good detection performance due to coherent detection. 

The matched filtering technique is not applicable when 

transmit signals by the PUS are unknown to the SUs[17]. In 
this method CR would need a dedicated receiver for every 

type of primary user. 

 

B. Energy Detection  

Energy detection is a non coherent detection technique. The 

energy detector does not require a priori information of the 

PUs. The energy detector is optimal to detect the unknown 

signal if the noise power is known. In the energy detection, 

CR users sense the presence/absence of the PUs based on the 

energy of the received signals.  

The energy detector is easy to implement. The energy 

detection suffers requires longer detection time compared to 

the matched filter detection. The energy detection depends 

only on the SNR of the received signal; hence its performance 

is susceptible to uncertainty in noise power[18][19]. 

The energy detector cannot distinguish the PU signal from the 

noise and other interference signals, which may lead to a high 

false-alarm probability. This method does not perform well 

under low signal-to-noise ratio conditions[20]. Energy 

detectors do not work efficiently for detecting spread spectrum 

signals. 

C. Cyclostationary Detection 

Cyclostationary detector is one of the feature detectors that 

utilize the cyclostationary feature of the signals for spectrum 

sensing. A signal is said to be cyclostationary if its mean and 

autocorrelation are a periodic functions[21]. Feature detection 
refers to extracting the features from the received signal and 

performing the detection based on the extracted 

features[22][23]. It can be realized by analyzing the cyclic 

autocorrelation function (CAF) of the received signal x (t), 

expressed as[24]  

])()([)( 2*)( t

x etxtxER
πββ ττ −−=  

Where E[·] is the expectation operation, * denotes complex 

conjugation, and β is the cyclic frequency. 

Cyclostationary detector can distinguish noise from the PU 

signals. It can be used for detecting weak signals at a very low 

SNR region. The main disadvantage of this method is the 

complexity of calculation and long sensing time. 

V. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS SENSING METHODS 

A basic comparison of the sensing methods given in this 

section is presented in Figure. 4. Waveform-based sensing is 

more robust than energy detector and cyclostationarity based 

methods because of the coherent processing that comes from 

using deterministic signal component[24]. 
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Figure4. Main sensing methods in terms of their sensing 

accuracies and complexities. 

However, there should be a priori information about the 

primary user’s characteristics and primary users should 

transmit known patterns or pilots. The performance of energy 

detector based sensing is limited when two common 

assumptions do not hold[25]. The noise may not be stationary 

and its variance may not be known. Other problems with the 

energy detector include baseband filter effects and spurious 

tones[26]. It is stated in literature that cyclostationary-based 

methods perform worse than energy detector based sensing 

methods when the noise is stationary. However, in the 

presence of co-channel or adjacent channel interferers, noise 

becomes non-stationary. Hence, energy detector based 
schemes fail while cyclostationarity-based algorithms are not 

affected[27]. On the other hand, cyclostationary features may 

be completely lost due to channel fading . It is shown in that 

model uncertainties cause an SNR wall for cyclostationary 

based feature detectors similar to energy detectors. 

Furthermore, cyclostationarity based sensing is known to be 

vulnerable to sampling clock offsets. 

While selecting a sensing method, some tradeoffs should be 

considered. The characteristics of primary users are the main 

factor in selecting a method. Cyclostationary features 

contained in the waveform, existence of regularly transmitted 

Pilots and timing/frequency characteristics are all important. 

Other factors include required accuracy, sensing duration 

requirements, computational complexity, and network 

requirements. Estimation of traffic in a specific geographic 

area can be done locally (by one cognitive radio only) using 

one of the algorithms given in this section. However, 

information from different cognitive radios can be combined 

to obtain a more accurate spectrum awareness. In the 

following section, we present the concept of cooperative 

sensing where multiple cognitive radios work together for 

performing spectrum sensing task collaboratively. 

VI: COOPERATIVE SENSING 

Many factors in practice such as multipath fading, shadowing, 

and the receiver uncertainty problem may significantly 

compromise the detection performance in spectrum sensing. 

When secondary users experience multipath fading or happen 

to be shadowed, they may fail to detect the existence of 

primary signal. As a result, it will cause interference to 

primary users if they try to access this occupied spectrum.  

Due to the lack of interactions between primary users and CR 

users, transmitter detection techniques rely only on weak 

signals from the primary transmitters. Transmitter detection 

techniques alone cannot avoid interference to primary 

receivers because of the lack of primary receiver information 

(Figure. 5a).  

 

Figure.5. a) Receiver uncertainty 

 

Figure.5. b) Shadowing uncertainty 

Figure.5 Transmitter detection problem 

Moreover, transmitter detection models cannot prevent the 

hidden terminal problem. A CR user (transmitter) can have a 

good line of sight to a CR receiver but may not be able to 

detect the primary transmitter due to shadowing, (Fig.5b.). To 
cope with these problems, Cooperative spectrum sensing  is 

proposed. It combines sensing results of multiple secondary 

users to improve the probability of primary user detection. By 

cooperation, CR users can share their sensing information for 

making a combined decision[28] more accurate than the 

individual decisions[29]-[31]. 

Conventional cooperative sensing techniques focuses on the 

sensing of narrow band. To determine the availability of the 

spectrum in multiple bands, CR users need to be synchronized 

to switch to another band and perform cooperative sensing 
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separately in each band. This process can incur significant 

switching delay[36] and synchronization overhead. 

CR users can cooperatively sense multiple frequency bands to 

reduce the total sensing time for all users using wideband 

cooperative sensing. Sensing techniques are crucial in 

cooperative sensing in the sense that how primary signals are  

sensed , sampled and processed is strongly related to how CR 

users operate with each other in multi user environment over a 

wide band[32]-[35]. 

Conclusion: Spectrum is a very valuable resource in wireless 

communication systems and it has been a major research topic 

from last several decades. Spectrum Sensing algorithm  

provides awareness regarding the radio environment so that 

the spectrum opportunities can be efficiently reused while 

limiting the interference to the primary user. The CR can 

enable significant spectrum reuse. In this paper, a review of 

the CRs technology is presented. Different aspects of the 

spectrum sensing and various spectrum sensing techniques are 

reviewed. Spectrum sensing for cognitive radio applications 

requires high sampling rate, high resolution analog to digital 

converters (ADCs) with large dynamic range, and high speed 

signal processors. Noise variance estimation techniques have 

been popularly used for optimal receiver designs like channel 

estimation, soft information generation etc., as well as for 

improved handoff, power control, and channel allocation 

techniques. 
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Abstract- A practical content based video retrieval system is 

developed to retrieve video efficiently using multiple features. 

The proposed scheme transfers each video of database into 

scenes using color histogram based scene change detection 

algorithm and key frames are extracted. For key frames 

multiple features are obtained using straight forward rules. 

Subsequently, using the multiple feature vectors we compare 

the query and database videos by measuring Euclidean 

distance. The proposed system is compared with the CBVR 

systems with single features. Finally, our experimental results 

show that the multiple features system gives is efficient than 

single features. 

Index Terms- Scene Change Detection using color Histogram 

method, Multiple Features, Similarity Measure. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Interest in the potential of digital images has increased 

enormously over the last few years, fuelled at least in part by 

the rapid growth of imaging on the World-Wide Web 

(referred to in this report as ‘the Web’). Users in many 

professional fields are exploiting the opportunities offered 

by the ability to access and manipulate remotely-stored 

images in all kinds of new and exciting ways. However, they 

are also discovering that the process of locating a desired 

image in a large and varied collection can be a source of 

considerable frustration. The problems of image retrieval are 

becoming widely recognized, and the search for solutions an 

increasingly active area for research and development. 

A huge amount of video frames now stored in digital 

format and can be searched by keywords on the World Wide 

Web. The speedy growing amount of visual information of 

video frames increases the necessity for video frames 

retrieval. It would be impossible to cope with the rise of the 

world-wide web and the spread of digital information unless 

those data could be retrieved effectively and efficiently. 

Unfortunately, most video retrieval methods are text-based 

methods.  

A video frames retrieval system is a computer system 

for browsing, searching and retrieving video frames from an 

enormous database of digital video frames. Most traditional 

and common methods of video frames retrieval utilize some 

method of adding metadata such as captioning, keywords, or 

descriptions to the video frames so that retrieval can be 

performed over the annotation words. Manual video frames 

annotation is time-consuming, laborious and expensive. The 

text-based retrieval methods could be retrieved if the videos 

are well-annotated. In other words, the data without 

annotation make them incapable of being retrieved. Hence 

contents based video retrieval (CBVR), retrieves data with 

content-based instead of text-based, plays a very important 

role in multimedia system. There are four main processes 

involved in content-based video indexing and retrieval: 

video content analysis, video structure parsing, 

summarization or abstraction, and indexing. Each procedure 

poses many challenges. Some current successful systems 

have been reported in the literatures. 

Conventional schemes, for example, pixel based 

similarity matching are computationally expensively and 

time consuming. Moreover, most previous CBVR/CBIR 

systems allow automatic retrieval based on characteristics 

and distribution of color, shape, and texture, but the 

temporal features are the one which has to be considered for 

CBVR system which separates the CBVR and CBIR. 

Considering only temporal only will not give a efficient 

result so combination of spatial and temporal features give 

better result. In the investigation, we present a CBVR 

system which considered spatial features like color texture 

and temporal feature like motion vectors so that an accurate 

system may be build.  

Content-based video retrieval have a wide range of 

applications such as quick browsing of video folders, 

analysis of visual electronic commerce remote instruction, 

digital museums, news event analysis, intelligent 

management of web videos, and video surveillance. It is the 

broad range of applications that motivates the interests of 

researchers worldwide. 

The overview of our system is shown in Fig.1. The 

designed system contains three phases. First, we divide the 

video in scenes and form it key frames are extracted then 

from key frames the color, texture and motion features are 

computed. Then similarity measure is done on query and 

database feature vectors and similar videos are retrieved. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 

Scene Change Detection based on color Histogram is 

discussed, and in section 3 multiple features are illustrated. 
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Experimental results are demonstrated in section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in section 5. 

 
Fig.1 Overview of proposed CBVR system using Multiple Features

2. SCENE CHANGE DETECTION BASED ON 

COLOR HISTOGRAM METHOD 

Detection and classification of scene breaks in videos is 

an important step in the design of video data management 

systems. Usually, scene change detection is based on 

measurement of changes across frames, which can be 

computed from information contained within the frames. 

Some of the techniques used are difference of gray-level 

sums, sum of gray-level differences, differences of gray-

level histogram. The proposed scene change color histogram 

method will calculate the correlation coefficients between 

two frames fi and fj with the color histograms Hi and Hj, in 

RGB color space can be written as 

 

    Crgb(fi,fj  ) = (1/3)∑[C(Hi
r(k), Hj

r(k))+ C(Hi
g(k), Hj

g(k))+ 

C(Hi
b
(k), Hj

b
(k))]   (1) 

 

Where C(x,y) is correlation function which gives 

correlation between x and y, H(k) is histogram function. The 

threshold value is set to divide the video into scenes. If the 

value is greater than the threshold which is set, we consider 

there is no scene change and if less than threshold, we 

consider there is a scene change. Since there is lot of 

redundancy in the scenes for simplicity we can select key 

frames from the video so that the key frame will represent 

the whole of scene. Usually the first frame or middle frame 

is selected as key frames. In our system we choose first 

frame as key frame.  

3. MULTIPLE FEATURES 

3.1. Color Features 

Color feature is extensively used in image retrieval, 

video retrieval and video indexing. Color feature widely 

used by the researchers are color moment. It describes the 

color distribution. It is expressively defined with mean , 

standard deviation ,unsymmetrical cubic root of image 

which are defined below: 

     (2) 

   (3) 

 (4) 

3.2. Texture Features 

Texture defined as a function of spatial change in 

pixel intensities. The robust texture description method 

called the original LBP operator is used. The general 

version of the LBP operator is defined as: 

In this method the image is divided into a set of blocks 

and for each block, the LBP operator labels the pixels by 

applying threshold operation over the 3X3 neighborhood of 

each pixel with the center value. For every pixel in a block, 

the pixel to each of its 8 neighbors is compared. Then, the 

pixel’s along a circle, i.e. clockwise or counter-clockwise is 

followed and we put ‘1’ if the center pixel’s value is greater 

than the neighbor, otherwise we put ‘0’. This gives an 8-
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digit binary number which is converted into decimal valu 

and the procedure is repeated for every pixel in the block. 

Subsequently, the histogram is completed. Over the block 

according to its frequency of each number occurring. This 

provides the texture feature vector for the input frame. The 

general version of the LBP operator is defined as follows. 

 (5) 

Where  corresponds to the gray value of the center 

pixel  of a local neighbour hood and  to the gray 

values of P equally spaced pixels on a circle with radius R. 

The function S(x) is defined as 

                  S(x) =     (6) 

An example illustrates how to obtain a texture feature 

is shown as Fig. 2. Fig. 2 (a) Read an original frame of 

video;(b) Gray Scale frame; (c) LBP Output; (d) Histogram 

of LBP output.  

 
Figure.2 (a) An original frame of video; (b) Gray Scale 

frame; (c) LBP Output; (d) Histogram of LBP output 

 

3.3. Motion Feature 

 

The motion feature separates CBVR and CBIR system. 

Color and texture features are computed on image but 

motion features are extracted from a video. For extracting 

motion feature we are using Sum of Absolute Difference 

(SAD) method. In this method we are considering one to 

initial frames to be reference frame(RF) and next sequential 

frames are considered as current frames(CF). The RF and 

CF frames are divided into blocks  of size mxn and each 

block of RF frame is compared with the blocke of CF 

frames and SADs are calculated using the equation(). 

    (7) 

The minimum of SADs will form a motion vector (MV) 

for each current frame and likewise the process is repeated 

for all CF frames and mean of all CF MVs will form a 

motion vector for a video. 

Mv=(m,n)/min SAD(m,n) 

An example illustrates how to obtain a motion vector 

from a video is shown as Fig. 3 (a) Motion vector of 3.avi 

video. 

 
Fig. 3 (a) Motion vector of 3.avi video 

 

3.4 SIMILARITY MEASURE 

 

Similarity matching play an important role in CBVR 

system to measure the similarities between query features 

and database features. Euclidean distance method is used to 

measure similarity between query and database feature 

vectors. The formula for Euclidean distance is given below. 

Euclidean distance= ((x-s) +(y-t) )1/2      (8) 

4. Experimental Results 

 

Our experimental platform is a PC with Intel Pentium-

4, CPU 2.10 GHz, 2046 MB memory and run on Microsoft 

Windows XP Professional Edition Operating System. The 

software development tool which has been used for 

simulation is Math Works MATLAB 7.6 version.Before we 

explain the results, we have two evaluation criteria’s they 

are Precision rate and Recall rate which are defined below: 

 (9) 
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(10) 

In our data base we have 40 videos stored and 

classified these 100 videos into four categories. There 

are 10 animal videos, 10 cricket videos, 10 flower 

videos, 10 airplane videos. From 40 video after applying 

scene change detection and key frame extraction 145 key 

frames are extracted. There are 32 frames extracted for 

Animal videos, 34 frames extracted for cricket videos, 18 

frames extracted for flower videos and 61 frames 

extracted for Airplane videos. The plot for scene change 

detection is shown for 3.avi animal video in fig 5(a) and 

5(b). 

 
Fig 4 animal  3.avi video. 

 
Fig.5 plot of scene change detection for animal video 

We observe that by setting a threshold of 0.995 we can 

divide the video into five scene and we extract five key 

frames from it which are shown in fig 6.  

 
Fig.6 key frames in animal video 11.avi 

 

The above process is done for all videos in database 

and are stored in offline process. The same process is 

repeated for query video in online process and similarity is 

measures and similar videos are retrieved. Fig 7 shows the 

retrieved videos for 3.avi video as query, the precision rate 

is 80% and recall rate is 80%. Fig 8 shows the retrieved 

output for 15.avi video as query, the precision rate is 80% 

and recall rate is 80%. Fig 9 shows the retrieved output for 

33.avi video as query, the precision rate is 70% and recall 

rate is 70% 

 
Fig.7 Retrieved videos for 3.avi 

 
Fig.8 Retrieved videos for 15.avi 
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Fig.9 Retrieved videos for 33.avi 

 

By observing and comparing proposed CBVR system 

with single feature CBVR system the we can say that the 

proposed CBVR multiple feature system is effective in 

extracting videos.  

 

The Precision and Recall Rate for different systems and 

different categories taken in database have been plotted and 

shown in the below fig 10. We observe that multiple feature 

CBVR system performance is better than the single feature 

CBVR systems. 

 

 
Fig.10 Plot of Precision and Recall Rate 

 

Average precision for the overall system has been 

shown below fig.11 we observe that average precision is 

more for multiple feature CBVR system. 

 
Fig. 11Average Precision for the overall system 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

We have developed efficient content based video 

retrieval system based on multiple features like color, 

texture & motion and color histogram method. At first color 

histogram method is used for scene change detection and 

key frames are extracted. Furthermore second and third 

order movements are taken as color feature, LBP operator is 

used for texture feature and SAD’s are calculated as motion 

feature for a query video, the corresponding features are 

extracted and the extracted features are compared with 

database features using Euclidean distance and relevant 

videos are retrieved. 
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Abstract— The integrated circuit technology playing vital role in 

the development of electronics with CMOS technology and which 
is followed the Moore’s law. However the recent advances in 
Microelectronic technology face lot of technical barriers using 

CMOS transistor based computation because of the scaling 

limitations on CMOS device at nanoscale. To overcome the 

limitations on CMOS technology, the International Technology 
Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) has identified new 
technologies likely to replace the existing transistor based 

technology in the future. Few of them are Resonant Tunneling 
Diodes (RTDs), Quantum dot Cellular Automata (QCA) and 

Single Electron Tunneling (SET). In all these technologies, QCA 
is seems to be the novel technology for an alternative to the 

CMOS technology. This paper has proposed the novel technology 

QCA and carried out design and simulation D Flip-Flop. 
  

Key words: Quantum dot, molecular dot, semiconductor dot, 
QCA cell, D flip flop and QCADesigner. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The electronic systems after invention of transistor is based 

on various technologies like ECL, TTL, and CMOS etc. 

Among the different technologies CMOS is very prominent 

one because of its high density, low power dissipation and 

CMOS followed the Moore’s law for quite long time by 

scaling down its dimensions. In recent years CMOS has 
limitations on the scaling because quantum effects, off-state 

leakage currents etc will not allow further miniaturization of 

dimensions of the device. As the transistor dimensions 

approach to the nanometer scale, the physical effects exhibited 

by transistor transform the bulk properties to the quantum 

effects. Hence present research is mainly focusing on regular 

array of structures at nano dimensions like single-electron 

tunneling, quantum dots and electron-wave interference [2]. 

In the view of this problem, the International Technology 

Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) has identified few 

technologies they can solve the limitations of CMOS at nano 

scale computation in near future [3]. Some of the nano 
electronic technologies are Tunneling Phase Logic (TPL), 

Single Electron Tunneling (SET), Carbon Nano-Tubes (CNN), 

Resonant Tunneling Diodes (RTDs), Quantum dot Cellular 

Automata (QCA) [1] and Silicon on Insulator (SOI). Among 

all of these technologies QCA seems to be best suitable and 

promising technology to replace the CMOS transistors in the 

near future. 

At the nanometer dimensions, the phenomenon of single 

electron tunneling will play an important role as the 

capacitance of the device is very small and that the 

electrostatic energy for charging required to add a single 

electron to a transistor exceeds its thermal energy [4]. A new 

approach to replace CMOS technology at nanoscale should 

overcome two basic constraints: 

1.  With respect to make a contact 

2. With respect to make an interconnection between two 

single molecular devices. 

To elaborate these two constraints, when a single-molecule 

device is positioned between two or more macroscopic leads, 

then the size of the leads between molecular devices may 

dominate the actual device size, and that itself lose the 

advantage of single molecule size device. And also if single 

molecules are to be connected each other, then the selection of 

interconnect wire is a challenging task and it should also be a 
molecular interconnect. But QCA can solve these problems by 

interconnecting two molecules each other with columbic 

coupling between the two molecules [5] [6]. The 

interconnections are eliminated with the control flow between 

two molecules [7]. In QCA technology, quantum dots are used 

to form quantum dot cellular automata cell and it is the base 

cell for digital computation [8], and consumes very low power 

[9], very high density [10], and provides fast computing 

devices [11]. 

Kikukazu Sakurai et al. proposed a novel computing model 

called an organic quantum computing system based on 

quantum dot cellular automata architectures in the year 1990 

[4]. Later Lent et al. in the year 1993 experimentally 

demonstrated the fabrication possibility of QCA cell, with 

Aluminium Island as Quantum dots [1]. 

A quantum dot in a QCA cell is structure where the charge 

can be localized in single dot. A single QCA cell consists of 

four quantum dots arranged in square with two mobile 

electrons are inside the diagonally opposite quantum dots. The 

mobile electrons, located can tunnel between diagonally 

opposite quantum dots of a QCA cell because of columbic 

repulsion between the electrons present within a cell will 

forces them to occupy quantum dots with maximum 
separation within a cell. For mobile charges in diagonally 

opposite dots there is equivalent immobile fixed positive 

charge in other opposite quantum dots [13]. The electrons in 

cell cannot tunnel out of the QCA cell is due to the potential 
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barriers between the QCA cells. Columbic repulsion between 

the electrons within a cell forces them to occupy dots which 

maximize their separation within a cell [14]. 

Quantum dots fabrication is possible with semiconductors 

such as ZnO, InAs, GaAs, InGaAs and Si/SiO2 etc.[16], metal 

and molecules dots. Among these the molecular quantum dots 

can be fabricated in the smaller size and higher degree of 

regularity than the semiconductor quantum dots or metal-dot. 

The molecular QCA cells can fabricated at room temperature 

[15]. This paper is organized as: Introduction to QCA cell in 

section II. Section III discusses about the QCA cell based 
computational methodology. Section IV discusses about 

design and simulation of D Flip-Flop in QCA and conclusions 

in the section V.       

 

II QCA BASE CELL 

The basic element in the QCA technology is a Quantum dot 

Cellular Automata (QCA) cell. These QCA cells are 

fabricated using four quantum dots with two freely moving 

electrons in two diagonally opposite dots. Quantum dots can 

be formed with Si/SiO2 two-dimensional electron gases 

(2DEGs) or hetero structures. The quantum dots with two 
dimensional electron gas in a QCA cell can be made of atoms 

like Hydrogen, Helium or Lithium as shown in Fig. 1(a) [16]. 

QCA cell using hetero structures with various methods are 1. 

Indium deposition on a GaAs substrate [17]. 2. Al/AlO tunnel 

junctions [18] and 3. GaAs/AlGaAs. Fabrication of quantum 

dots can be done with variety of techniques [16]. 1. Self 

assembled semiconductor dots, 2. The lateral surface gates can 

produce fringing fields which forms two-dimensional electron 

gas, and 3. Formation of organic molecular structures using 

chemical synthesis[19] [20]. The molecular based quantum 

dot atoms are placed in close enough to form molecular 

quantum dots as shown in Fig. 1(b) [14]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   [a]             [b] 
Fig. 1 Quantum dots, [a] Atoms  [b] Molecules 

 

QCA cell is made of four quantum dots arranged at four 

corners of a square in which two diagonally opposite quantum 

dots consists of freely moving electrons and other two are 

empty dots, depending on polarization of a cell QCA cell lies 
in one of two stable states which represents two binary states 

logic ‘1’ and logic ‘0’ as shown in Fig. 2. The position of 

electrons in state is unchanged for a particular polarization 

and they can move inside cell but cannot move out of the cell 

and the QCA cell exhibits the bistable saturation [12]. 

 

 
           P= +1.00           P= -1.00 

Fig.2 QCA cells with binary ‘1’ and ‘0’ 

 

III   COMPUTATION IN QCA 

A. Basic elements in QCA 

QCA cells are arranged in the form of an array to design 
digital elements, the primary digital elements are 1. QCA wire 

is a one dimensional linear array is going to perform the 

function of a conducting wire for interconnecting the 

components in QCA technology i.e. polarization given at one 

side of a linear array is transmitted to other side by electron 

tunneling inside a cell as shown in Fig.3(a). 2. QCA majority 

gate or Majority Voter (MV) which consists of five QCA cells 

in which three input cells, one output cell and one evaluate 

cell as shown in Fig. 3(b). If three input cells given as binary 

variables are A, B, C and output variable is Y then the 

Boolean expression of the majority gate is Y=AB+BC+AC i.e. 

if at least two binary inputs are ‘1’ then the output of the gate 
is ‘1’ otherwise ‘0’. The truth table of a QCA based majority 

gate given in table I.   

 

 
[a] 

 

 
[b] 

Fig. 3: basic elements in QCA [a] QCA wire [b] QCA majority gate 

 

TABLE I 

TRUTH TABLE OF THE MAJORITY GATE 

Inputs Output 

A B C Y 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 
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B. Primitive logic gates in QCA technology 

1. QCA inverter, by arranging the cells so that the polarization 

changes to other value as shown in Fig. 4(a) performs the 

functionality of logical inversion, from binary ‘0’ to binary ‘1’ 

or binary ‘1’ to binary ‘0’. 2. QCA AND gate in a majority if 

one of the input fixed to binary ‘0’ then the rest of the 

majority gate performs the function of two input AND gate as 

shown in Fig. 4(b). 3. QCA OR gate in a majority if one of the 

input is fixed to binary ‘1’ then the rest of the majority gate 

performs the function of two input OR gate as shown in Fig. 

4(c).     
  

 

 
 

 [a] 

 

 

 
 

[b] 
 

 

 

 
[c] 

 
Fig.4  layout diagrams of  QCA  gates [a] inverter [b] AND gate [c] OR gate 

 

 

 

 

C. Universal logic gates in QCA technology 

Any Boolean expression can implemented using only NAND 

or NOR gates so they are called universal logic gates. A QCA 

NAND gate is, when output of QCA AND gate is inverted 

using two QCA cells then it performs the function of a NOR 

gate as shown in Fig. 5(a). A QCA NOR gate is, when output 

of QCA OR gate is inverted using two QCA cells then it 

performs the function of a NOR gate as shown in Fig. 5(b).   

 
[a] 

 

 
[b] 

Fig.5 layout diagrams of  QCA  gates [a] NAND gate [b] NORgate  

 

 

When QCA technology is compared with 22nm CMOS 

technology with respect to various technology parameters like 

area, power dissipation etc. The area occupied by QCA is very 

small in comparison with CMOS because the area of a QCA 

cell is 20nm X 20nm and area of a circuit can be estimated 
using QCA layout design used to a particular system, the 

approximate area occupied by QCA and CMOS logic gates 

are given in table II. The power consumption in CMOS is due 

to electron flow but in QCA electrons move inside a cell so 

the power consumption is very small.     

 

TABLE II 

COMPARISON OF AREA IN QCA AND CMOS TECHNOLOGIES 

S. No. Logic Gate QCA 

Area in µm2 

CMOS 

Area in µm2 

1 Inverter 0.006 0.1 

2 AND 0.004 0.22 

3 OR 0.004 0.22 

4 NAND 0.006 0.12 

5 NOR 0.006 0.12 
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IV. DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF QCA BASED D FILP-FLOP 
 

QCA cells are used to design digital systems which are 

basically combinational and sequential circuits, and this paper 

discusses about the design and simulation of a memory 

element D flip flop. The Flip Flops (FFs) can be described 

using uniquely by its logic symbol represents inputs and 

outputs of flip flop the logic symbol of a D flip flop is shown 

in fig. 6, truth table or characteristic table which describes the 

input and output relation in the form of binary values the 

characteristic table of D flip flop is given in table III, and 

excitation table gives input of flip flop to get a desired output 

here excitation table of D flip flop is given in table IV.   
 

 

          

 

 

  

 

Fig.6 logic symbol of D- Flip-Flop 

 
TABLE –III 

CHARACTERISTIC TABLE OF THE D FLIP FLOP 

D Clk Q(t+1) 

X 0 Q(t) 

0 1 0 

1 1 1 

 

TABLE –IV 

EXCITATION TABLE OF THE D FLIP FLOP 

Q(t) Q(t+1) D 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 

1 1 1 

 

This paper discusses about QCA layout design and simulation 

of D flip flop using QCADesigner software, it needs two 

majority gates, 39 QCA cells with an area of 0.048µm
2
. The 

QCA layout diagram of D flip flop is shown in fig. 7(a) and 

simulation waveforms for various combinations input D and 

clock signal are shown in fig.7(b). The output Q of D flip flop 

for different values of input D and clock signal clk are 

verified using theoretical values given table V. 

 

TABLE-V 

INPUTS & OUTPUTS VERIFIED WITH SIMULATION WAVEFORMS 

Input ( D) Clock (clk) Output (Q) 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 1 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

 

 

 
[a] 

 

 

 

[b] 

Fig.7 QCA layout and waveforms [a] D flip flop layout 

design [b] simulation waveforms 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a novel concept QCA design methodology as 

well as simulation for testing scheme is proposed for design of 

D Flip Flop has been discussed. The QCA designs have 

efficient structures in terms of delay, area and power 

dissipation. The simulation of QCA based D-Flip Flop was 

carried out using QCADesigner software and characteristic 

table of a D flip flop is verified. To verify the results of the 

QCA layout diagram of D flip flop we have obtained the 
theoretical values of timing trace in tabular form and 

simulation waveforms are compared with the actual truth table 

of D flip flop. The logical layout structure designed and 

simulated, may be one of the basic building block to design a 

general purpose nano-computers/processors and which is a 

future technical advancement for current research community 

in the field of nano electronics. Further, we would like to 

conclude that our proposed design as well as verification 

methodology will help significantly for the future work. 

 

D Q 

 

Clk Q1 
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ABSTRACT- 

 This paper analyzes queuing mechanisms in 

Ad hoc networks, summarizes the performance metrics 
and suggests best queuing mechanism for ad hoc 

wireless networks in real-time environment. To address 

the problems of congestion control for efficiently 

implementing end-to-end protocols at high speed,   by  

providing router support for fair bandwidth allocations, 

it proposes an algorithm, called Self Clocked Fair 

Queuing (SCFQ) that significantly reduces the 

implementation complexity yet still achieves 

approximately fair allocations. Random Early 

Detection (RED) is a queuing mechanism which tries 

to avoid network congestion by controlling the average 

queue size. When the average queue size reaches red-
min-threshold, RED randomly chooses which arriving 

packet to drop. WRED as well as RIO are the multilevel 

RED queuing algorithm suitable for the AF PHB that 

can identify any preferences and can punish 

misbehaving users. The performances of queuing 

mechanisms are analyzed using the parameters like 

Throughput, Average end-to-end-delay, Average Jitter 

and Packet Drop Ratio with the help of Qualnet 

software.     

 

Keywords: SCFQ, WRED, RED, CBR, Active Queue 
Management.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

  Wireless network technologies have been 

revolutionized in the last few decades. The speed and 
capacity of wireless networking system components such 

as transmission techniques, routing protocols have been 

increased. For these reasons, network characteristics 

have been more complicated and diversified. Ad Hoc 

network is a wireless, mobile, multi-hop self-organizing 

network, with no infrastructure. The topology changes 

frequently as the nodes are mobile. Nodes in ad hoc 

network are connected through wireless channel with no 

specific routing facilities each node acts as a router, 

forwards data packets for other nodes and its own as 

well. The QoS policies of traditional wired networks no 
longer apply to mobile ad hoc networks, as there is no 

naming service, directory services and other functions. 

 

The current routing  protocols  of  Ad  Hoc  networks  

proposed  by  IETF  are  all  suitable  to  a  certain  

network environment, to our knowledge, there is no a 
protocol itself has QoS mechanism [2]. In a mobile 

environment, the changing of queue is quite different 

from those in static conditions. However, today's packet 

switched networks only provide best effort services if the 

load on the network is small and there is a guarantee as 

to performance requirements in terms of throughput, 

delay, jitter, and loss rate. But these conditions do not 

hold anymore due to the increasing number of different 

applications using the Internet. There is an urgent need 

to provide network services with performance guarantees 

and to develop algorithms supporting different levels of 

services i.e., QoS.  
 

 In order to provide better QoS The packets are 

processed at a node and transmitted over a link. The 

order in which the packets are processed is determined 

by the congestion avoidance and packets drop policy, 

also called Active Queue Management at the node. Over 

a last decade numerous AQM schemes have been 

proposed in the literature. In this paper, we first define 

the relationship between the terminologies used in this 

paper, briefly introduce the queue, delay, and loss 

metrics of the main network characteristics that will be 
more complicated and diversified, also present 

simulation technique for describing network 

characteristics and simulation-based comparisons of 

AQM schemes, which will help understand how they 

differ from in terms of per node queuing information and 

per-flow end-to-end behavior using Qualnet. 

 

II. QUEUING MECHANISMS 

 Queue management is defined as the algorithms 

that manages the length of packet queues by dropping 

packets when necessary or appropriate. From the point 

of dropping packets, queue management can be 
classified into two categories. The first category is 

passive queue management (PQM) which does not 

employ preventive packet drop before the router buffer 

gets full or reached a specified value. The second 

category is active queue management (AQM) which 

employs preventive packet drop before the router buffer 

gets full. Passive queue management (for example, tail 

drop) is currently widely deployed in Internet routers.  It 
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has been found to introduce several problems (for 

example global synchronization) in the Internet.  

 Active queue management is expected to 
eliminate global synchronization and improve quality of 

service (QoS) of networks. These schemes are called 

active because they dynamically signal congestion to 

sources; either explicitly, by marking packets or 

implicitly, by dropping packets [4]. This is in contrast to 

Drop-Tail queuing which is passive: packets are dropped 

if, and only if, the queue is full. The expected advantages 

of active queue management are increase in throughput, 
reduced delay, and avoiding lock-out. In general, AQM 

schemes control congestion by controlling flow. 

Congestion is measured and a control action is taken.   

III. RANDOM EARLY DETECTION (RED) 

 The RED gateway calculates the average queue 

size. This average queue size is compared to two 

thresholds, a minimum threshold and a maximum 

threshold. When the average queue size is less than the 

minimum threshold, no packets are marked. When the 

average queue size is greater than the maximum 

threshold, every arriving packet is marked. If marked 
packets are in fact dropped, or if all source nodes are 

cooperative, this ensures that the average queue size 

does not significantly exceed the maximum threshold. 

When the average queue size is between the minimum 

and the maximum threshold, each arriving packet is 

marked with probability which is a function of the 

average queue size. Each time that a packet is marked, 

the probability that a packet is marked from a particular 

connection is roughly proportional to that connections 

share of the bandwidth at the gateway [2]. 

 Thus the RED gateway has two separate 
algorithms the algorithm for computing the average 

queue size determines the degree of burstness that will 

be allowed in the gateway queue. The algorithm for 

calculating the packet marking probability determines 

how frequently the gateway marks packets, given the 

current level of congestion.  

 The goal is for the gateway to mark packets at 

fairly evenly spaced intervals, in order to avoid biases 

and to avoid global synchronization, and to mark packets 

sufficiently frequently to control the average queue size. 

As the ‘Early’ part of the RED acronym suggests, the 

gateway drops the packet earlier than it would have to, 
so as to notify that it should decrease its congestion 

window sooner than it would have normally have.  

 In other words, the router drops a few packets 

before it has exhausted its buffer space completely, so as 

to cause the source to slow down, with the hope that this 

will mean it does not have to drop lots of packets later 

on. The queue arrangement is as shown in fig.1. 

 

 

Fig.1 RED Buffer 

 

The drop function for RED is as shown in fig.2. 

 

 

Fig.2 Drop probability function for RED 

IV. RANDOM EARLY DETECTION WITH  
IN AND OUT (RIO) 

 

 The problems with classic RED it does not 

accommodate quality of service (QoS) differentiation. 

Weighted RED (WRED) and RED with in and out (RIO) 

provide early detection with QoS considerations. 
 

 Random Early Detection with In and Out 

(RIO): RIO pays a major role in the design and the 

implementation of the AF classes. RIO is a mechanism 

that includes both Active Queue Management for 

congestion control and preferential packed treatment for 

service differentiation [3]. RIO is characterized by two 

non-decreasing drop probability functions.  

 

 The most analyzed cases are piece-wise linear 

functions defined by two thresholds and maximum drop 
probability. When the queue size is below the lower 

threshold, no packet is dropped. When the queue size is 

in between the two thresholds, packets are dropped 

randomly according the drop probability function. 

Beyond the upper threshold, any incoming packets are 

dropped.  
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Fig. 3 RIO loss probability function 

 

Each function is assigned to one class, i.e., in or out. 

Hence, to give better service to in packets than out 

packets we need to set carefully the parameters of the 

drop probability functions. 
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Where ������  and �������  are loss probability function 

of in out packets, q is the instantaneous queue length.  
 

V. WEIGHTED RANDOM EARLY DETECTION 

 

It is an extension to random early detection (RED) where 

a single queue may have several different queue 

thresholds. Each queue threshold is associated to a 
particular traffic class. For example, a queue may have 

lower thresholds for lower priority packet. A queue 

buildup will cause the lower priority packets to be 

dropped, hence protecting the higher priority packets in 

the same queue. In this way quality of 

service prioritization is made possible for important 

packets from a pool of packets using the same buffer[5]. 

 

WRED proceeds in this order when a packet arrives: 

• Calculation of the average queue size. 

• The arriving packet is queued only if the 
average queue size is below the minimum 

queue threshold. 

• Depending on the packet drop probability the 

packet is either dropped or queued if the 

average queue size is between the minimum and 

maximum queue threshold. 

• The packet is automatically dropped if the 

average queue size is greater than the maximum 

threshold. 

  

Calculation of average queue size: 

 

 The average queue size depends on the previous 

average as well as the current size of the queue. The 

calculation formula is given below: 

 �� = ! ∗ �1 − 2$�� +  & ∗ �2$�� 

 

Where ′�′ is the user-configurable exponential weight 

factor, ′!′ is the old average and ′&′ is the current queue 

length. The previous average will be more important for 

high values of ′�′ . Peaks and Lows in queue length will 

be smoothed by a high value. Low values of ′�′  allows 

the average queue size to stay close to the current queue 
size. 

VI. SELF-CLOCKED FAIR QUEUING (SCFQ) 

SCHEDULER 

 

 Self-Clocked Fair Queuing(SCFQ) scheduler is 

similar to Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) in its attempt 
to service each priority queue based on a percentage 

allocation of the total outgoing bandwidth of the link. 

However, the calculation of the Finish Time (the time at 

which a packet would have been serviced given a 

hypothetical fluid server) for WFQ is complicated[6]. 

SCFQ uses a simplified method of calculating the 

service time based on the transmission delay of the 

packet and the finish time of the packet currently being 

serviced. 

VII. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

 

 The following parameters are configured using 

Qualnet simulator, the performance metrics used for 

analysis are Throughput, Average End-to-End delay, 

Average Jitter and Packets dropped. A scenario with 40 

nodes with uniform placement is shown in the Fig. 4. 

 
Table.1 Simulation Scenario  

 

1 Simulation time 300s 

2 Number of nodes 40 

3 Protocol used DSR 

4 Number of connections 3 

5 Type of Queues FIFO, RED, RIO, WRED 

& SCFQ 

6 Area(meters sq) 1500/1500  

7 Packet size 1460 bytes 

8 Traffic CBR 
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Fig. 4: Snapshot of scenario showing 40 nodes placed 

uniformly with three CBR links. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Throughput of the network 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Average End-to-End delay 

 

 
Fig. 6: Average Jitter 

 
 

Fig. 7: Packet Drop Ratio 

 

Conclusions 

 Active Queuing Mechanisms (FIFO, RED, 

RIO, WRED & SCFQ) are compared with the help of 

Throughput (bps), Average End-to-Eng Delay(sec), 

Average Jitter (sec)  and Packet Drop Ratio.  All the 

three schemes were implemented in Qualnet network 

simulator with CBR traffic flows considered. 

 From results, it is observed that SCFQ has less 
end-to-end delay, Jitter, packet drop ratio and High 

throughput  when compared to RED, RIO and WRED. 

Thus it can be used as the best mechanism for real time 

traffic transmission in ad hoc wireless networks.  
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Abstract- WCDMA is interference limited 

multiple access technique. Because of high data 
rate, it is widely used in the 3rd generation mobile 

networks. In conventional Call Admission Control 

(CAC) techniques, when a new call arrives in the 
system to get admission, it checks whether the call 

is admitted or not on the basis of signal to 

interference ratio (SIR), transmission power and the 

network load. If the call is accepted it will increase 
some interference to the ongoing calls. This new 

interference would degrade the performance of 

ongoing calls hence the proper resource allocation 
in the network is required to maintain the 

communication with guaranteed quality of service 

(QoS). This paper proposes a Novel approach for 
Resource Allocation (RA), in which connection 

admission control (CAC) algorithm is used. The 

simulation result shows that the proposed scheme 

can significantly increase packet delivery ratio & 
reduce call blocking probability as well as delay. 

The simulation results shows that the proposed 

scheme can significantly increase packet delivery 
ratio and reduce call blocking probability as well as 

delay. 

 
Keywords:  SIR, CAC, RA, QoS, WCDMA 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 

W-CDMA is a spread-spectrum modulation 
technique which uses channels with bandwidth 

much greater than that of the data to be transferred.  

 
Wideband CDMA can support services with higher 

rate when it measured up with the narrow-band 

CDMA. It is adaptable to distribute multimedia 
traffic. On the other hand, a new medium access 

control protocol (MAC) is required to manage 

packet access efficiently in wideband CDMA 

wireless networks [2] in order to make use of such 
instruments. Efficient Call Admission Control 

(CAC) and Medium Access Control (MAC) 

protocols are necessary for the QoS provisioning in 
WCDMA environment. But CAC alone is not 

enough to provide most optimal resource 

utilizations [3] due to the bursty nature of packet 

traffic. In an integrated multiclass packetized 
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network, efficient utility based CAC is required for 

better quality of service for WCDMA network in 
wireless communication. 

 

In this paper, we proposed to design a new MAC 

protocol which consists of utility based CAC 
algorithm for multiple services like voice, video and 

data for multiclass users. It determines the optimum 

set of admissible users with optimum utility, so as to 
minimize the interference level and call rejection 

rate. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 

section II gives the details about the related work. 
The complete detail about proposed methodology is 

illustrated in section III. Next, section IV gives the 

results evaluation for the proposed approach, finally 

conclusions are provided in section. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

Seong-Jun Oh et al. [4] have studied the radio 
resource allocation problem of distributed joint 

transmission power control and spreading gain 

allocation in a DS- CDMA mobile data network. 

The network consists of K base stations and M 
wireless data users. The data flows which are 

produced by the users are considered as best-effort 

traffic, in the sense that there are no prespecified 
restrictions on the quality of the radio channels. 

They are interested in designing a distributed 

algorithm that attains maximal (or near-maximal in 

some reasonable sense) aggregate throughput, 
subject to peak power constraints.  

 

Jraifi Abdelouahed [5] has presented the major 
problem that contributes in limiting the performance 

of cellular networks. Also an analytical method for 

studying the co-channel interference in WCDMA 
system has been developed. A micro zoning 

architecture to compute the (S/I) ratio is adopted in 

this paper. This analytical result is used to predict 

the number of users per micro zones. This result is 
of crucial importance because it contributes 

positively in improving the quality of services. 

However the number users should be controlled for 
better QoS performance.  

 

N. Mohan and T. Ravichandran [6] have proposed 
to design a new CAC algorithm with power control 

for multiple services like voice, video and data for 

multiclass users. It determines the optimum set of 

admissible users with optimum transmitting power 
level, so as to minimize the interference level and 

call rejection rate. In addition to this, an adaptive 

scheduling scheme to allocate optimum rate for 
each traffic queue is proposed to minimize the 

scheduling delay. The proposed algorithms achieve 

reduced call blocking probability, optimum rate 
with reduced delay. However there is a delay in the 

scheme. 

 

Salman A. AlQahtani et al [7] have proposed and 
analyzed an efficient uplink-scheduling scheme in 

case of RAN sharing method. This new scheme is 

called as Multi-operators Code Division 
Generalized Processor sharing scheme (M-

CDGPS). It employs both adaptive rate allocation to 

maximize the resource utilization and GPS 
techniques to provide fair services for each operator. 

The performance analysis of this scheme is derived 

using the GPS performance model. Also, it is 

compared with static rate M-CDGPS scheme. 
Results show that the proposed adaptive rate 

MCDGPS scheduling scheme improves both system 

throughput and average delays. However the 
theoretical delay bound increases as the token 

bucket size increases. 

 

Tajje-eddine Rachidi et al [8] have presented QaPC 
and QaHO mechanisms, which are based on the 

class of service, the bit rate, and the Service 

Degradation Descriptor (SDD) as enabling QoS 
parameters. They have used bit rate, service class 

and Service Degradation Descriptor for enabling 

QoS parameters. The proposed QoS aware 
mechanism which significantly improves QoS 

contract upholding for premium mobile users, as 

well as increases resource utilization, while 

improving SHO acceptance. However there is 
overload in the system. 
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Young-Long Chen et al [9] have proposed a novel 

approach which combines the CAC and power 
control mechanisms and operates in a centralized 

control manner. The essence of the proposed 

centralized call admission control (CCAC) scheme 

is to combine the two mechanisms and to treat the 
call admission decision as an eigen-decomposition 

problem. In order to reduce the computational 

complexity of the eigen-decomposition problem, the 
paper proposes an additional scheme, which uses a 

norm operation rather than direct computation. The 

proposed scheme, even with the norm 
approximation, outperforms conventional call 

admission methods in terms of both its blocking rate 

and its outage rate. Consequently, the actual SIR of 

each link in a neighboring base station may not be 
guaranteed, with the result that outage may occur. 

 

Peifang Zhang and Scott Jordan [11] have 
constructed a framework for connection access 

control and rate scheduling. They present a 

decomposition of the problem into connection 
access control and rate scheduling layers. Through 

numerical analysis, they show how wireless channel 

time diversity and multi-user diversity is exploited 

to construct a rate scheduling algorithm that is 
superior to proportional fairness. However the 

decrease in power makes it more difficult to achieve 

the targets of all users. 
 

Rekha Patil and Dr.A.Damodaram [12] have 

developed a cross-layer based joint algorithm for 

power control and scheduling. The multiple access 
problems are solved via two alternating phases, 

namely scheduling and power control. They 

introduced the notion of power control as part of a 
contention-based multiple access protocol that 

characterizes successful transmissions depending on 

a set of signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio 
(SINR) constraints (which directly translates to 

quality of service (QoS) constraints on the bit-error 

rate (BER) at individual receivers). The scheduling 

algorithm is essential to admit the transmissions of 
static as well as mobile users of multi service 

classes, in order to eliminate strong levels of 

interference that cannot be overcome by power 

control. By simulation experiments, they evaluate 
the performance of their algorithm in a set of 

admissible and non-admissible users and show that 

power control algorithm converges for a set of 

admissible users. However there is a decrease in the 
power.  

Leonardo Badia et al [13] have proposed a novel 

optimization technique based on the Logarithmic 
Barrier Method, which is shown to exhibit a good 

trade-off between computational complexity and 

accuracy of the solution. This simple strategy has 
proven to be fast and efficient. However for very 

low SIR the optimization is very low.  
 

3.  PROPSED CONNECTION ADMITION 

CONTROL ALGORITHM 

 

 In CAC-RA layer , the network decides whether to 

admit the new sessions or not and to set the target 
throughput for those admitted sessions. Off-line 

decisions depend on the past, present and future 

channel conditions, arrivals and departures. Hence, 
the online decision is used that considers only the 

past and present information. However, CAC-RA 

depends on some future functions. In order to 

eliminate this dependence by assuming that the 
CAC-RA layer will maintain the same target future 

throughput for the user i throughout its lifetime.  

 

1.accept a new call request  

2.calculate the priority values-  

   2.1.  if   ga,i  <  1 calculate Tj & fi.  

3. allocate the resources with highest priority 

values 

       3.1. if still, ga,i  < 1  

       3.1.1.  assign a rate increment Δi (fi ← fi + Δi) 

such that  

         ga,i  =1 , admit the request where fi=φR  

     else if 

3.2    ga,i > 1 then 

3.2.1 assign a rate increment such that - 

        either Δi= Δ’ (a fixed step) or fi=φR . 

        end  

4. up date the predicted achievement ratio  ga,i  . 
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5. network starts to wait for new arrival 

5.1. if  Tj >0, then  

5.1.1. arrival is admitted & goes to step 1 

       else if 

5.2. if Tj < 0, then 

5.2.1. arrival is blocked 

else  

5.3. go to step 2 & 3. 

6. go to step 1& 4. 
 

4.  SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

In this section, we simulate our proposed QoS 

Based Resource Allocation scheme (QRAS) for 
Real-time Traffic in WCDMA cellular networks 

.The simulation tool used is NS-2, which is a 

general purpose simulation tool that provides 
discrete event simulation of user defined networks. 

In the simulation, mobile nodes move in a 600 

meter x 600 meter rectangular region for 50 seconds 
simulation time. Initial locations and movements of 

the nodes are obtained using the random waypoint 

(RWP) model of NS2. All nodes have the same 

transmission range of 250 meters. We compare our 
QRAS scheme against the centralized call 

admission control (CCAC) scheme.  

 

A. Based on Number of Users 
 

In our first experiment, we vary the number of users 

as 1, 2, 3…6. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 Figure 1 gives the delivery ratio calculated in both 
the schemes. From the figure, it is clear that our 

QRAS scheme have 34% more delivery ratio, when 

compared with the CCAC scheme. 

 
From Figure 2, we can observe that our proposed 

QRAS has 80% less delay, when compared with the 

CCAC. 

 

B. Based on Rate 

 
In our second experiment, we vary the data sending 

rates as 100, 200…500Kb for 36 clients. 
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Figure: 3 - Rate Vs Delivery Ratio 
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Figure: 4 - Rate Vs Delay 
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Figure: 5 - Rate Vs Blocking Probability 

 Figure 3 gives the delivery ratio calculated in both 
the schemes. From the figure, it is clear that our 

QRAS scheme have 59% more delivery ratio, when 

compared with the CCAC scheme. From Figure 4, 
we can observe that our proposed QRAS has 68% 

less delay, when compared with the CCAC. Figure 

5 shows the average blocking probability. From the 

figure, that our QRAS is 21% less blocking 
probability than the CCAC. 

5. CONCLUSION 
 WCDMA is widely used as a third generation radio 

interface. A lot of mobile operators throughout the 

world use WCDMA for the third generation 
wireless communication. Efficient radio resource 

management is one of the major parts in the 

WCDMA based UMTS networks and admission 

control plays the primary role in radio resource 
management as it is used in wireless networks to 

optimize the system performance and guarantee the 

QoS. By using a perfect admission control 
algorithm, congestion and over load of the network 

can be eliminated.  
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Abstract 
In modern day, embedded memory density and area on-chip is 

increasing, it is essential to define new test algorithms which 
fulfill the need of detecting new faults. The existing March 
algorithms consist of as many as four or seven operations per 

March element. In this paper we have presented an optimization 
of architecture which can implement these new March BLC tests 

having number of operations per element according to the 
today’s growing needs of embedded memory testing with 
enhanced fault using Verilog HDL as a primary language and 
used Modelsim SE 6.5 f as simulation tool. 

 

Keywords— Built-In Self Test (BIST), embedded memory fault, 
Hardware Descriptive Language (HDL) 

 
I. INTRODUCTION   

According to the 2001 ITRS, today’s system on chips (SoCs) 

are moving from logic dominant chips to memory dominant 

chips in order to deal with today’s and future application 

requirements. The dominating logic (about 64% in 1999) is 

changing to dominating memory (approaching 90% by 2011) 

[6]. 

Also, as the memories grow in size and speed, the signal lines, 

that is bit lines, word lines and address decoder pre-select lines 

will have high parasitic capacitance in addition to a high load. 

This increases their sensitivity for delay and timing related 
faults.  

Moreover, the significance of the resistive opens is considered 

to increase in current and future technologies. Since the partial 

resistive opens behave as delay and time related faults, these 

faults will become more important in the deep-submicron 

technologies [1]. The following considerations for fault 

modeling for new technologies also have to be taken into 

account, for example: 

• Transistor Short channel effect: lowering the threshold    

voltage may make the drain leakage contribution significant. 

• Cross talk effect and noise from power lines. 

 

The impact of process variation the above cited newer defects 

are a source of new fault models. The development of new, 

optimal, high coverage tests and diagnostic algorithms allow 

for dealing with the new defects. The greater the fault 

detection and localization coverage, the higher the repair 

efficiency; hence higher the obtained yield. Thus, the new 

trends in Memory testing will be driven by the following 

items: 

 

• Fault modeling: New fault models should be established in 

order to deal with the new defects introduced by current and 
future (deep-submicron) technologies. 

Arunkumar Madupu 
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• Test algorithm design: Optimal test/diagnosis algorithms to 

guarantee high defect coverage for the new memory 

technologies and reduce the DPM level. 

• BIST: The only solution that allows at-speed testing for 

Embedded memories. 

 

II. MICROCODE MBIST CONTROLLER 

As shown in the previous section, the importance of 

developing new fault models increases with the new memory 

technologies. In addition, the shrinking technology will be a 

source of previously unknown defects/faults [1]. In the late 

1990’s, experimental results based on DPM screening of a 
large number of tests applied to a large number of memory 

chips indicated that many detected faults could not be 

explained with the well known fault models, suggesting the 

existence of additional faults. This stimulated the introduction 

of new fault models, based on defect injection and SPICE 

simulation: Read Destructive Fault (RDF), Write Disturb Fault 

(WDF), Transition Coupling Fault (Cft), Deceptive Read 

Disturb Coupling Fault (Cfdrd) etc. [1] Another class of faults 

called Dynamic faults which require more than one operation 

to be performed sequentially in time in order to be sensitized 

have also been defined. [4-5] 
 

Traditional tests, like March C-, are thus becoming 

insufficient/inadequate for today’s and the future high speed 

memories. Therefore, more appropriate test algorithms have 

been developed to deal with these new fault models. Examples 

of such tests are March BLC [2] and March RAW [4]. March 

BLC covers some of the new fault models like Deceptive 

Read Destructive fault, Write disturb fault, etc., whereas 

March RAW covers some of the Dynamic faults. 

These new test algorithms have as many as six or seven 

operations per March element, and thus some of the recently 

modeled and simulated architectures are inadequate to 
implement these test algorithms, as they have been developed 

to make space for only up to two test operations per March 

element [3]. This architecture is capable of implementing the 

newly developed March algorithms, because of its ability to 

execute algorithms with unlimited number of operations per 

March element. Thus many of the recently developed March 

algorithms can be applied using this architecture. 

 

In this paper we present March BLC [2], an optimized test that 

detects all static faults in the presence of BL coupling using 

only the required CBs, with a test time complexity of 46n. 
Compared to March m-MSS (108n) [16], which applies all 

possible CBs, the test time is significantly reduced by over 

50%. 
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This has been illustrated in the present work by implementing 
March BLC algorithm. However, the same hardware can be 

used to implement other new March algorithms also by just 

changing the Instruction storage unit, or the instruction codes 

and sequence inside the instruction storage unit. The 

instruction storage unit is used to store predetermined test 

pattern. 

 

 

Methodology 

The block diagram of the architecture is shown in Fig 2.  The 

BIST Control Circuitry consists of Clock Generator, Pulse 
Generator, Instruction Pointer, Microcode Instruction storage 

unit, Instruction Register. The Test Collar circuitry consists of 

Address Generator, RW Control, Data Control. Clock 

Generator generates simulated clock waveforms Clock2, 

Clock3, Clock4, for the rest of the circuitry based on the input 

clock (named Clock1) as shown in Fig. 3 

 

 

Pulse Generator generates a ‘Start Pulse’ at positive edge 

of the ‘Start’ signal which marks start of test cycle. Instruction 

Pointer points to the next micro word, that is the next march 

operation to be applied to the memory under test (MUT). 
Depending on the test algorithm, it is able to i) point at the 

same address, ii) point to the next address, or iii) jump back to 

a previous address. The flowchart in Fig. 1 precisely describes 

the functioning of the Instruction Pointer. 

 

Here, ‘Run complete’ indicates that a particular march test 

operation has marched through the entire address space of 

MUT in increasing or decreasing order as dictated by the 

microcode[17]. 

Instruction Register holds the microword (containing the test 

operation to be applied) pointed at by the Instruction Pointer. 
The various relevant bits of microword are sent to other blocks 

from this block. 

Address Generator points to the next memory address to be 

applied the test algorithm according to the test pattern 

sequence. It can address the memory in either increasing or 

decreasing order. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Flowchart illustrating functional operation of  

Instruction Pointer 

 

 
                   Fig. 2 Microcode MBIST Architecture 

 

RW Control generates read or write control signal for MUT, 

depending on relevant microword bits.. Data Control 

generates data to be written to or expected to be read out from 

the memory location being pointed at by the Address 
Generator  

 

The Address Generator, RW Control and Data Control 

together constitute the Memory Test Collar Comparator 
gives the fault waveform which consists of positive pulses 

whenever the value being read out of the memory does not 

match the expected value as given by Test Collar. 

 
Microcode Instruction specification. 

The microcode is a binary code that consists of a fixed number 

of bits, each bit specifying a particular data or operation value. 

There is no standard in developing a microcode MBIST 

instruction. The microcode instruction fields can be structured 

by the designer depending on the test pattern algorithm to be 
used. 

 

The microcode instruction developed in this work is coded to 

denote one operation in a single microword. Thus a five 

operation March element is made up by five micro-code 

words. Table 1 shows the 7-bit microcode MBIST Instruction 

word and description of its various 
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fields Bit #1 (=1) indicates a valid microcode instruction, 

otherwise, it indicates the end of test for BIST Controller. Bits 

#2, #3 and #4 stand for first operation, in-between operation 

and last operation of a multi-operation March element. A 

detailed description of how these three bits are interpreted is 

given in Table 2. 

 
Table 1 

 
 

 
Table 2 

 
 

Bit #5 (=1) notifies that the memory under test (MUT) is to be 

addressed in decreasing order; else it is accessed in increasing 

order. Bit #6 (=1) indicates that the test pattern data is to be 

written into the MUT; else, it is retrieved from the memory 

under test. Bit #7(=1) signifies that a byte of 1s is to be 

generated (written to MUT or expected to be read out from the 

MUT); else eight bits of all zeroes are generated. 

 
The instruction word is so designed so as to represent any 

March algorithm. The contents of Instruction storage unit for 

March BLC algorithm are shown in Table 3. The first march 

element M0 is a single operation element, which writes zero to 

all memory cells in any order. Similarly, the second march 

element M1 is multi-operation element, which consists of five 

operations: i) R0, ii) R0, iii) W0, iv) R1 and v) W1. MUT is 

addressed in increasing order as each of these five operations 

is performed on each memory location before moving on to 

the next location 

 

 

Redundancy: 

 

In testing operation redundancy block stores the faulty 

addresses when ever fault detect is equal to high. During 

storing of fault address first redundancy logic compare 

whether that fault address has already been stored or not and if 

it is already been stored it ignored. Faulty addresses are more 

than redundancy locations then over flow signal goes high 

(repairing is not possible). 

 

In repairing operation (normal operation) external inputs data, 

address and write/read are given to redundancy module. So 

mux module outputs also connected to the redundancy logic. 

Whenever faulty address is being accessed then the external 

data that has to be stored in the data buffer of redundancy 

logic, if it is not a faulty address then data is stored in 

memory. This is the write operation.  

 

In the read operation, When ever faulty address is being 

accessed redundancy produce the output and it produce the 

flag as high. If it is not a faulty address redundancy doesn’t 

produce the output and makes the flag as low. The data from 

redundancy logic is given to mux out module. 

MUX OUT: 

Whenever faulty address is being accessed, mux out module 

produce the final data out as a redundancy data out. If it a fault 

free address then mux out module produce the final data out as 

a memory data out. 

Operation: 

 As the START signal goes high, indicating the 

start of test, the first March element ME0 of March BLC 

algorithm is executed. As this is a write signal, no values are 

read out from the memory to be compared with expected or 

correct values and hence the output FAULT waveform of 

comparator is high impedance. As read operation starts at the  

 

Table 3 
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beginning of execution of ME1 element, the values from MUT 

are read out and compared with the expected values. If both 

are not same FAULT value is high and that address location in 

memory is faulty memory. The FAULT waveform shows a 

‘low’ level throughout the test for a fault-free SRAM.  This 

faulty address is stored in a redundancy block. 

  

 In normal operation there are two operations one 

is writing operation another one is reading operation. In 

writing operation we are accessing the fault free address then 

external data is stored in memory otherwise external data is 

stored in redundancy. In reading operation if we are accessing 

the faulty address location final data out is taken from the 

redundancy otherwise final data is taken from memory. 

 

 The micro-code MBIST architecture above is an 

effective testing method to test embedded memories as it 

provides a flexible approach and better fault coverage. Just as 

March BLC, any new march algorithm can be implemented 

using the same BIST hardware by replacing the microcode 

storage unit, without the need to redesign the entire circuitry. 

Behavior Simulation 

There are many simulator tools available to execute the 

simulation step prior to the actual construction. This project 

has used ModelSim 6.5f to simulate the. Verilog HDL code of 

the above architecture written and synthesized using Xilinx 

ISE 9.2i [9]. 

 

RESULTS 

The simulation waveform of a fault-free SRAM is shown in 
Figure 4. Of the generated Clock signals, only Clock2 and 

Clock4 appear in the top module The top module shows the 

interfacing of BIST Controller (including test collar), MUT 

and Comparator. As the START signal goes high, indicating 

the start of test, the first March element M0 of March BLC 

algorithm is executed. As this is a write signal, no values are 

read out from the memory to be compared with expected or 

correct values and hence the output FAULT waveform of 

comparator is high impedance. As read operation starts at the 

beginning of execution of M1 element, the values from MUT 

are read out and compared with the expected values. The 
FAULT waveform shows a ‘low’ level throughout the test for 

a fault-free SRAM. The SRAM model is also amended to be 

in defective state by inserting faults. The simulated waveform 

is shown in Figure 5. 

 

The inserted faults are Deceptive Read Disturb fault (DRDF) 

at location 11, Write Disturb Fault (WDF) at location 13, 

Deceptive Read Disturb Coupling fault (CFdrd) at location 9 

(victim) due to location 10 (aggressor), Write Disturb 

Coupling Fault (CFwd) at location 14 (victim) due to location 

15 (aggressor). The fault detect waveform shows 12 pulses 

due to the above faults in four locations, as the test elements 
march through MUT to uncover these defects. The above   

 

 

 
 

stated faults are the faults which cannot be detected by March 

C- algorithm but are detected by March BLC Algorithm 
implemented here. 

 

 
 

Fig 3. Simulated waveform of Clock generator Module 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Simulated waveform of Fault-free SRAM 
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Figure 5. Simulated waveform of Faulty SRAM 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

The above waveforms have shown that the micro-code 

MBIST architecture above is an effective testing method to 

test embedded memories as it provides a flexible approach and 

better fault coverage. Just as March BLC , any new march 

algorithm can be implemented using the same BIST hardware 

by replacing the microcode storage unit, without the need to 

redesign the entire circuitry. 
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Abstract --- This paper proposes a unique Test Pattern 

Generator (TPG) for intrinsically self-test. Our 

methodology generates intermediate patters between two 

consecutive test vectors. A reconfigurable Johnson counter 

and R-Injection LFSR circuit is used to generate the test 

vectors in order to reduce the transition states between two 

consecutive vectors. The projected TPG is versatile to each 

the test-per-clock and also the test-per-scan schemes. A 

theory is additionally developed to represent and analyze 

the sequences and to extract a category of sequences. 

Analyses results show that the generated sequences have 

the favorable options of uniform distribution and low input 

transition density. By reducing transitions we reduce 

switching activities between patterns, which reduces power 

dissipation. The performance of the designed TPGs and the 

circuits under test with test bench circuit C432 is evaluated 

& simulation and synthesis reports are summarized. 

Simulation results with ModelSim are demonstrated that 

MSIC can save test power overhead for a scan design. It 

also achieves the target fault coverage without increasing 

the test length. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, with the advance of semiconductor 

producing technology the wants of digital very-large-

scale-integrated (VLSI) circuits, that are composed of 

tens to many a lot of gates, have junction rectifier to 

several challenges throughout producing check. 

Moreover, the unprecedented levels of style complexness 

and also the rate vary of operative frequencies create the 

testing of nanometer system-on-chip (SOC) styles a most 

exacting challenge. This is often as a result of the big 

advanced chips need a large quantity of check 

information and dissipates a considerable quantity of 

power throughout check that greatly will increase the 

system price. There are several parameters that ought to 

be improved so as to cut back the check price. The 

parameters embody the check power, check length (test 

application time), check fault coverage, and check 

hardware space overhead.  

1.1. Power Dissipation in Digital VLSI Circuits 

With the development of portable devices and 

wireless communication systems, design for low power 

has become an important issue. Minimizing power 

dissipation in VLSI circuits increases battery lifetime and 

the reliability of the circuit. In general, the power 

dissipation of complementary metal oxide 

semiconductors (CMOS) circuits can be divided into two 

main categories: static power and dynamic power.  

Static power is the power dissipated by a gate when 

it is inactive, i.e. when it is not switching. A significant 

fraction of static power is caused by the reduced 

threshold voltage used in modern CMOS technology that 

prevents the gate from completely turning off, thus 

causing source to drain leakage. All the components of 

static power dissipation have a minor contribution to the 

total power dissipation, and can be minimized for well-

designed circuits. 

On the other hand, dynamic power dissipation, 

which is the dominant source of power dissipation in 

CMOS circuits, occurs while the circuit is switching. The 

circuit is active when the applied voltage to an input of a 

cell changes, resulting in a logic transition in one or more 

of the outputs of the circuit at the transistor level. Hence 

charging/discharging of the load capacitances of 

transistors is the main source of dynamic power 

dissipation. 

T                        T 

∫  P(t)   dt  =       ∫  i(t) V
DD

 dt 

0                        0 

Where Ci is load capacitance. Only half of the 

energy is stored in the capacitor, while the other half 

is converted into heat. In the same manner, when the 

output switches from 1 to 0 the capacitor discharges 

through the pull-down network and the same 

amount of energy is dissipated as heat. 

 

Fig.1.1: Dynamic power dissipation in CMOS circuits. 

Therefore, the rate at which the outputs change their 

value determines the average dynamic power dissipation. 

This is mainly dependant on the circuit activity, which 

can be particularly problematic during test for reasons 

that will be explanation in section 1.2. 

1.2.  Motivation for Low Power Testing 

In recent years, with the fast growth of personal 

mobile communication and portable computing systems, 

Pull-up 
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design for low power has become one of the greatest 

challenges in high performance VLSI design. As a 

consequence, many techniques have been introduced to 

minimise the power consumption of new VLSI systems. 

However, most of these methods focus on the power 

consumption during normal mode operation (functional 

operation), whilst test mode operation has not normally 

been a predominant concern. In it has been shown that 

the power consumed in test mode can be more than twice 

the power consumed in normal mode. The main reasons 

for this increase in test power are as follows: 

 Modern ATPG tools tend to generate test patterns 

with a high toggle rate in order to reduce pattern 

count which leads to a shorter test application time. 

Thus, the node switching activity in the CUT in test 

mode is much higher than normal operation mode. 

 In normal operation mode, if the system contains 

several blocks, then it is likely that only one or few of 

the blocks will be active at the same time, hence 

reducing the power consumption. By contrast, in test 

mode parallel testing is often used to reduce test 

application time. This parallelism inevitably increases 

power dissipation during testing. 

 The design for testability circuitry inserted in the 

circuit will probably be idle during normal mode but 

may be used intensively during test mode, hence 

increasing the power consumption. 

 The correlation between the successive functional 

input vectors during normal operation is considered to 

be high compared with the correlation of test vectors 

in the test mode. For example, in the circuits that 

process digital and video signals, the inputs to most 

modules change relatively slowly, hence, successive 

inputs are highly correlated. However, for the test 

vectors generated by a TPG such as LFSR, there is no 

definite correlation; this will increase the switching 

activity in the circuit. 

1.3. BIST Architecture 

 

Fig. 1.2: BIST Architecture 

Circuit under Test (CUT): It is the portion of the 

circuit tested in BIST mode. It can be sequential, 

combinational or a memory. Their Primary Input (PI) 

and Primary output (P0) delimit it.  

 Test Pattern Generator (TPG): It generates the test 

patterns for the CUT. It is a dedicated circuit or a 

microprocessor. The patterns may be generated in 

pseudorandom or deterministically. 

 Multiple input signatures register (MISR):  It is 

designed for signature analysis, which is a technique 

for data compression. MISR efficiently map different 

input streams to different signatures with every small 

probability of alias. MISR are frequently implemented 

inbuilt-in-self-test (BIST) designs, in which output 

responses are compressed by MISR. 

 Test Response Analysis (TRA): It analyses the value 

sequence on PO and compares it with expected 

output.  

 BIST Controller Unit (BCU): It controls the test 

execution; it manages the TPG, TRA and reconfigures 

the CUT and the multiplexer. It is activated by the 

Normal/Test signal and generates a Go/No go. 

1.4. Linear Feedback Shift Register as a Test Pattern 

Generator 

A linear feedback shift register (LFSR) is a shift 

register whose input bit is a linear function of its 

previous state as shown in figure 2.5. The most 

commonly used linear function of single bits is XOR. 

Thus, an LFSR is most often a shift register whose input 

bit is driven by the exclusive-or (XOR) of some bits of 

the overall shift register value. LFSR is used to generate 

test patterns for BIST. Test patterns are generated 

externally by LFSR, which is in-expensive and high 

speed. It is a shift register where output bit is xor with 

some of input bits. The initial value if the LFSR is called 

seed value. The outputs that influence input are called 

taps. LFSR is represented by a polynomial, which 

determines the length of the random pattern generation. 

The output LFSR is combination of 1’s and 0’s. There is 

a common CLK for all flip-flops, which enable the 

propagation of logical values from input to output of flip-

flops. 

 
Fig 1.3: Conventional LFSR or XOR LFSR 

The behavior of an LFSR is determined by its initial 

“seed” and its feedback coefficients both can be 

represented by polynomials. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 

2.1. Introduction to Single Input Change Generator 

The technique generates SIC sequences, and 

converts them to low transition sequences for each scan 

chain. This can decrease the switching activity in scan 
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cells during scan-in shifting. The advantages of the SIC 

sequence can be summarized as 

1) Minimum transitions - In the proposed pattern, each 

generated vector applied to each scan chain is an SIC 

vector, which can minimize the input transition and 

reduce test power. 

2) Uniqueness of patterns - The proposed sequence does 

not contain any repeated patterns, and the number of 

distinct patterns in a sequence can meet the 

requirement of the target fault coverage for the CUT. 

3) Uniform distribution of patterns - The conventional 

algorithms of modifying the test vectors generated by 

the LFSR use extra hardware to get more correlated 

test vectors with a low number of transitions. 

However, they may reduce the randomness in the 

patterns, which may result in lower fault coverage and 

higher test time [23].It is proved in this paper that our 

multiple SIC (MSIC) sequence is nearly uniformly 

distributed. 

4) Low hardware overhead consumed by extra TPGs - 

The linear relations is selected with consecutive 

vectors or within a pattern, which has the benefit of 

generating a sequence with a sequential 

decompressor. Hence, the proposed TPG can be 

easily implemented by hardware. 

TPG scheme that can convert an SIC vector to unique 

low transition vectors for multiple scan chains. First, the 

SIC vector is decompressed to its multiple code words. 

Meanwhile, the generated code words will bit - XOR 

with a same seed vector in turn. Hence, a test pattern 

with similar test vectors will be applied to all scan 

chains. The proposed MSIC-TPG consists of an SIC 

generator, a seed generator, an XOR gate network, and a 

clock and control block. 

2.2. Test Pattern Generation Method 

Assume there are m primary inputs (PIs) and M scan 

chains in a full scan design, and each scan chain has l 

scan cells. Fig. 1(a) shows the symbolic simulation for 

one generated pattern. The vector generated by an m-bit 

LFSR with the primitive polynomial can be expressed as 

S(t) = S0(t)S1(t)S2(t), . . . , Sm−1(t) (hereinafter referred 

to as the seed), and the vector generated by an l-bit 

Johnson counter can be expressed as J (t) = 

J0(t)J1(t)J2(t), . . . , Jl−1(t). 

In the first clock cycle, J = J0 J1 J2, . . . , Jl−1 will 

bit-XOR with S = S0S1S2, . . . , SM−1, and the results 

X1Xl+1X2l+1, . . . , X(M−1)l+1 will be shifted into M 

scan chains, respectively. In the second clock cycle, J = 

J0 J1 J2. . . Jl−1 will be circularly shifted as J = Jl−1 J0 

J1, . . . , Jl−2, which will also bit-XOR with the seed S = 

S0S1S2, . . . , SM−1. The resulting X2Xl+2X2l+2. . . X 

(M−1)l+2 will be shifted into M scan chains, 

respectively. After l clocks, each scan chain will be fully 

loaded with a unique Johnson codeword, and seed 

S0S1S2, . . . , Sm−1 will be applied to m PIs. Since the 

circular Johnson counter can generate l unique Johnson 

code words through circular shifting a Johnson vector, 

the circular Johnson counter and XOR gates in Fig. 1 

actually constitute a linear sequential decompression. 

 

Fig 2.1: Test Pattern Generation 

A) Reconfigurable Johnson Counter 

According to the different scenarios of scan length, 

this paper develops two kinds of SIC generators to 

generate Johnson vectors and Johnson code words, i.e., 

the reconfigurable Johnson counter and the scalable SIC 

counter. For a short scan length, we develop a 

reconfigurable Johnson counter to generate an SIC 

sequence in time domain. As shown in Fig. 2(a), it can 

operate in three modes. 

 

Fig 2.2: Reconfigurable Johnson Counter 

1) Initialization - When RJ_ Mode is set to 1 and Init is 

set to logic 0, the reconfigurable Johnson counter 

will be initialized to all zero states by clocking 

CLK2 more than l times. 

2) Circular shift register mode - When RJ_ Mode and 

Init are set to logic 1, each stage of the Johnson 

counter will output a Johnson codeword by clocking 

CLK2 l times. 

3) Normal mode - When RJ_ Mode is set to logic 0, the 

reconfigurable Johnson counter will generate 2l 

unique SIC vectors by clocking CLK2 2l times. 

 

B) Scalable SIC Counter 

When the maximal scan chain length l is much larger 

than the scan chain number M, we develop an SIC 

counter named the “scalable SIC counter.” As shown in 
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Fig. 2(b), it contains a k-bit adder clocked by the rising 

SE signal, a k-bit subtractor clocked by test clock CLK2, 

an M-bit shift register clocked by test clock CLK2, and k 

multiplexers. The value of k is the integer of log2(l − M). 

The waveforms of the scalable SIC counter are shown in 

Fig. 2(c). The k-bit adder is clocked by the falling SE 

signal, and generates a new count that is the number of 

1s (0s) to fill into the shift register. As shown in Fig. 

2(b), it can operate in three modes. 

 

Fig 2.3: Scalable SIC Counter 

1) If SE = 0, the count from the adder is stored to the k-

bit subtractor. During SE = 1, the contents of the k-

bit subtractor will be decreased from the stored count 

to all zeros gradually. 

2) If SE = 1 and the contents of the k-bit subtractor are 

not all zeros, M-Johnson will be kept at logic 1 (0). 

3) Otherwise, it will be kept at logic 0 (1). Thus, the 

needed 1s (0s) will be shifted into the M-bit shift 

register by clocking CLK2 l times, and unique 

Johnson code words will be applied into different 

scan chains. 

C)  MSIC-TPGs for Test-per-Clock Schemes 

The MSIC-TPG for test-per-clock schemes is 

illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The CUT’s PIs X1 − X mn are 

arranged as an n ×m SRAM-like grid structure. Each grid 

has a two-input XOR gate whose inputs are tapped from 

a seed output and an output of the Johnson counter. The 

outputs of the XOR gates are applied to the CUT’s PIs. 

A seed generator is an m-stage conventional LFSR, and 

operates at low frequency CLK1. The test procedure is as 

follows. 

 

Fig 2.4: Test Pattern Generation for Test-per-Clock Scheme 

1) The seed generator generates a new seed by 

clocking CLK1 one time. 

2) The Johnson counter generates a new vector by 

clocking CLK2 one time. 

3) Repeat 2 until 2l Johnson vectors are generated. 

4) Repeat 1–3 until the expected fault coverage or 

test length is achieved. 

D) MSIC-TPGs for Test-per-Scan Schemes 

The MSIC-TPG for test-per-scan schemes is 

illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The stage of the SIC generator is 

the same as the maximum scan length, and the width of a 

seed generator is not smaller than the scan chain number. 

The inputs of the XOR gates come from the seed 

generator and the SIC counter, and their outputs are 

applied to M scan chains, respectively. The outputs of 

the seed generator and XOR gates are applied to the 

CUT’s PIs, respectively. The test procedure is as follows. 

 

Fig 2.11: Test Pattern Generation for Test-per-Scan Scheme 

1) The seed circuit generates a new seed by clocking 

CLK1 one time. 

2) RJ_ Mode is set to “0”. The reconfigurable 

Johnson counter will operate in the Johnson   

counter mode and generate a Johnson vector by 

clocking CLK2 one time. 

3) After a new Johnson vector is generated, RJ_ 

Mode and Init are set to 1. The reconfigurable 

Johnson counter operates as a circular shift 

register, and generates l code words by clocking 

CLK2 l times. Then, a capture operation is 

inserted. 

4) Repeat 2–3 until 2l Johnson vectors are generated. 

5) Repeat 1–4 until the expected fault coverage or test 

length is achieved. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

3.1 Algorithm for Modified LFSR 

The figure 3.2 shows that, the 3 intermediate test 

vectors are generated between every two successive 

vectors (say TI, T2). The total number of signal 

transition occurs between these 5 vectors are equivalent 

to the number of transition occurs between the 2 vectors. 

Hence the power consumption is reduced. Additional 

circuit is used for few logic gates in order to generate 3 

intermediate vectors. 
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Figure 3.2: Proposed algorithm for Modified LFSR 

The 3 intermediate vectors (Ta, Tb, and Tc) are 

achieved by modifying conventional flip-flops outputs 

and low power outputs. The first level of hierarchy from 

top to down includes logic circuit design for propagation 

either the present or next state of flip-flop to second level 

of hierarchy. Second level of hierarchy is implementing 

Multiplexed (MUX) function i.e. selecting two states to 

propagate to output as shown in above flow. 

3.2 Implementation of Modified Linear Feedback Shift 

Register 

The basic idea behind low power BIST is to reduce 

the PI activities. In this section, we propose a new test 

pattern generation technique which generates three 

intermediate test patterns between each two consecutive 

random patterns generated by a conventional LFSR. The 

proposed test pattern generation method does not 

decrease the random nature of the test patterns. Our 

technique reduces the PI’s activities and eventually 

switching activities in the circuit under test.  

Figure 3.3 gives an example of generating three 

intermediate patterns. Let us assume that T i and Ti+1 

are two consecutive test patterns generated by a 

pseudorandom pattern generator (e.g. a conventional 

LFSR). Suppose the two vectors are 

 

 

Where n is the number of bits in the test patterns 

which is equal to the number of PIs in the circuit under 

test. Assume that Tk1, Tk2 and Tk3 are the intermediate 

patterns between Ti and Ti+1. Tk2 is generated as 

 

As seen, T k2 is generated using one half of each of 

the two random patterns Ti and Ti+1. Tk2 is also a 

random pattern because it is generated using two random 

patterns. The other two intermediate test patterns are 

generated using T k2. Tk1 is generated between T i and 

Tk2 and T k3 is generated between T k2 and T i+1. For 

example, Tk1 is obtained by:           

 

Where j _1,2,...,n _ and R is a random bit. This 

method of generating Tk1 and T k3 is called R-Injection. 

As seen, if two corresponding bits in Ti and Tk2 (tij and 

tk2j ) are the same, the same bit is positioned in the 

corresponding bit of T k1 (tk1j), otherwise a random bit 

(R) is positioned. R can come from an output of the 

random generator. In this method, sum of PI’s activities 

between Ti and T k1 (Ni k1 trans), Tk1 and Tk2 (Nk1 

k2trans), Tk2 and Tk3 (Nk2k3 trans) and T k3 and Ti 1 

(Nk3 I 1 _ trans) are equal to the activities between T i 

and Ti+1 (Ni i1_ trans) or briefly: This reduction of PI’s 

activities, reduces the switching activity inside the circuit 

and eventually power consumption.  

Note that having three intermediate patterns 

between each two consecutive patterns may seem to 

prolong the test session by a factor of 3.  

 

Fig. 3.3 : An example for intermediate pattern generation. 

However, empirically many of the intermediate 

patterns can do as good as conventional LFSR patterns in 

terms of fault detection. An example for generating 3 

intermediate patterns is shown in figure 3.3.  

3.3 Proposed Architecture 

The proposed architecture is to reduce power, by 

generating 3 intermediate patterns between 2 consecutive 

test patterns, so that we can reduce the switching activity. 

The architecture is as shown in below figure 3.4. In 

proposed technique, the LFSR architecture creates a 

modified test pattern generator (M_TPG). Figure 3.4 

shows LP-TPG with added circuitry to generate 

intermediate test patterns. The LFSR used in LPTPG is 

an external-XOR LFSR. As shown, R-injection circuit 

taps the present state (T i pattern) and the next state (Ti+1 

pattern) of the LFSR. As shown, R-injection circuit is 

included one AND, one OR and one 2_1 MUX. When t I 

j and ti+1 j are equal, both AND & OR gates generate the 

same bit and regardless of R, that bit is transferred to the 

MUX output. When they are not equal, random bit R is 

sent to the output. 
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Fig. 3.4: Modified LFSR test pattern generation circuit 

The M_TPG is activated by two non-overlapping 

enable signals (en1 and en2). Each enable signal 

activates one half of the LFSR. In other words, when 

en1en2=10, first half of the LFSR is active and the 

second half is in idle mode. The second half is active 

when en1en2=01. The shaded flip flop between n/2th and 

n/2 +1th flip flops is used to store the n/2th bit of the 

LFSR when en1en2=10 and that bit is used for the 

second half when en1en2=01. MUX selects either the 

injection bit or the exact bit in the LFSR. One small 

finite state machine (FSM) controls the pattern 

generation process as follows: 

Step 1: en1en2=10, sel1sel2=11. The first half of the 

LFSR is active and the second half is in idle mode. 

Selecting sel1sel2=11, both halves of the LFSR are sent 

to the outputs (O1 to On). In this case, T i is generated. 

Step 2: en1en2=00, sel1sel2=10. Both halves of the 

LFSR are in the idle mode. The first half of the LFSR is 

sent to the outputs (O1 to On/2), but the injector circuit 

outputs are sent to the outputs (On/ 2 +1 to On). Tk1 is 

generated. 

Step 3: en1en2=01, sel1sel2=11. The second half of the 

LFSR is active and the first half of the LFSR is in idle 

mode. Both halves are transferred to the outputs (O1 to 

On) and Tk2 is generated. 

Step 4: en1en2=00, sel1sel2=01. Both halves of the 

LFSR are in the idle mode. From the first half the 

injector outputs are sent to the outputs of M_TPG (O1 to 

On_2) and the second half sends the exact bits in the 

LFSR to the outputs (On/2 +1 to On) to generate Tk3. 

Step 5: The process continues by going through Step 1 to 

generate T i+1. 

The LP-TPG with R-injection keeps the random 

nature of the test patterns intact. The FSM controls the 

test pattern generation through steps 1 to 4 and it is 

independent of the LFSR size and polynomial. clk and 

test en are the inputs of the FSM. When test en=1, FSM 

starts with step 1 by setting en1en2=10 and sel1sel2=11. 

It continues the process by going through step 1 to step 

4. One pattern is generated in each clock cycle. The size 

of the FSM is very small and fixed. 

3.4 R-Injection Circuit 

RI method inserts a new intermediate pattern 

between two consecutive test patterns by positioning a 

random-bit( R) in the corresponding bit of the 

intermediate pattern when there is a transition between 

corresponding bits of pattern pairs. Circuit is as shown in 

below figure 3.5.   

If the  and   are same, then  bits are as it 

is given to the  . If  and    are different, then 

the R-injector output is given in the place of      

The condition for this R-injection circuit is, 

 

 

Fig.3.5 R-Injector circuit 

The output of the R-injector circuit is depends on the 

SEL (selection) line. The SEL input is given from the 

last flip-flop of the shift register. If “SEL=0”, then the 

AND gate output is given to the R-injector output. If 

“SEL=1”, then the OR gate output is given to the R-

injector output. 

IV. SIMULATION & SYNTHESIS RESULTS 

A. MSIC-TPGs for Test-per-Clock Scheme: 

 

B. MSIC-TPGs for Test-per-Scan Scheme 
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C. MSIC-TPGs for Test-per-Clock Scheme 

 

D. MSIC-TPGs  for Test-per-Scan Scheme 

 

E. Power Simulation Results: 

Power Simulation results comparisons of LFSR 

and modified LFSR is projected below.  We can see 

that there is reduction in dynamic powers 

consumption, as static power consumption remains 

same. We can observe that there is 6% reduction in 

power dissipation with modified TPG. 

 

Total 

Power 

Dynamic 

Power 

Quiescent 

Power 

Test-per-Clock 

Conventional LFSR 
183.05 24.07 158.98 

Test-per-Scan 

Conventional LFSR 
187.05 28.53 158.52 

Test-per-Clock 

Modified LFSR 
173.71 14.94 158.77 

Test-per-Scan 

Modified LFSR 
181.78 22.82 158.95 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has proposed a low-power test pattern 

generation method that could be easily implemented by 

hardware. It also developed a theory to express a 

sequence generated by linear sequential architectures and 

R-Injection Circuit. Analysis results showed that a 

proposed TPG sequence had the favorable features of 

uniform distribution, low input transition density, and 

low dependency relationship between the test length and 

the TPG’s initial states. For a test-per-clock scheme, the 

TPG applies generated sequences to the CUT with the 

SRAM-like grid. For a test-per-scan scheme, the TPG 

converts a generated vector to low transition vectors for 

all scan chains. 
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Abstract 

Recently, VLSI technology has improved significantly and more 

transistors can be integrated into a chip. This makes the ideal of 

system-on-a-chip (SoC) more of an achievable goal than an abstract 

dream. The on-chip-bus (OCB) which connects silicon intellectual 

property (SIP) in a system-on-a-chip (SoC) plays a key role in 

affecting the system performance. Advanced Microcontroller Bus 

Architecture (AMBA) bus protocol has been proposed by ARM 

community to justify the uneven demand of integrity. Recently, a 

new generation of packet-based OCB protocol called Advance 

extensible Interface 4.0 (AXI4.0) has been proposed. AMBA AXI4.0 

protocol system supports 16 masters and 16 slaves interfacing. It 

supports for removal of locked transactions. . This paper presents a 

projec t  aimed to perform data transactions on SoC from the high 

speed AXI4.0 to low speed APB4.0 using asynchronous FIFO.An 

asynchronous FIFO has two different clocks one for read and one 

for write operation. An asynchronous FIFO has been considered to 

avoid the complex hand shaking mechanism. By setting write pointer, 

read pointer, empty flags & full flags for the read operation and 

write operation the data will be transmitted between them. This 

paper modeled in Verilog hardware description language (HDL) and 

simulation results for read and write operation of data and address 

are shown in ISE simulator. 

 

Keywords 

 

 AMBA Bus Protocol, APB 4.0, AXI4.0, Asynchronous FIFO, FPGA 

Vertex 3, SoC ,  Verilog HDL, and ISE Simulator. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently due to the miniaturization of semiconductor process 

technology and computation for survival in the current market 

conditions constant customization is required. VLSI technology 

has improved significantly and more transistors can be 

integrated into a chip. This makes the ideal of system-on-a-chip 

(SoC) It may consists all intellectual property blocks on a single 

chip substrate. IP is an inevitable choice with size constraint. A 

SoC platform usually consists of various design components 

dedicated to specified application domains SoC buses are used to 

interconnect an Intellectual Property (IP) core to the other 

intellectual property core. They are residing in Field 

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The AMBA (Advanced 

Microcontroller Bus Architecture) on-chip interconnect system 

is an established open specification that details a strategy on the 

interconnection and management of functional blocks that 

makes up a SoC. AMBA was introduced in the year 1996 by 

ARM limited. 

AMBA has four generations of buses. The details of the 

generations and their interfaces are as given below: 

• AMBA specification 

                    Advanced System Bus (ASB) 

            Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) 

• AMBA 2.0 

                    Advanced System Bus (ASB) 

                    Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB2 or APB) 

• AMBA 3.0 

                   Advanced eXtensible Interface ( AXI v1.0) 

                   Advanced High-performance Bus Lite 

                     (AHB- Lite v1.0) 

                   Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB3 v1.0) 

                   Advanced Trace Bus (ATB v1.0) 

• AMBA 4.0 

       AXI Coherency Extensions (ACE) 

AXI Coherency Extensions Lite (ACE-Lite) 

              Advanced eXtensible Interface 4 (AXI4) 

              Advanced eXtensible Interface 4 Lite (AXI4Lite)     

              Advanced eXtensible Interface 4 Stream (AXI4- 

                 Stream v1.0)  

              Advanced Trace Bus (ATB v1.1) 

              Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB4 v2.0)  

AMBA defines both a bus specification and a technology-

independent methodology for designing, high-integration 

embedded controllers. Advanced eXtensible Interconnect 

(AXI4.0) was introduced in AMBA 3.0 as the successor on-chip 
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bus protocol of the AHB in AMBA 2.0. The AXI4.0 protocol is 

a high-performance and high bandwidth bus includes a number 

of features that make it suitable for high-speed sub microns 

interconnect. 

 

1.1AMBA AXI 4.0 Architecture 

 
AMBA AXI4 supports burst and unaligned data transfers. In 

AMBA AXI4.0 system i n t er fa ce  16 masters to slaves. Each 

master and slave has their own 4 bit identification tags. . 

AMBA AXI4 system consists of master, slave and bus 

interconnects. The AXI4.0 consists of five channels namely 

write address, write data, read data, read address, write 

response channel.  

The A X I 4 . 0  protocol supports the following 

     Mechanisms: 

• Burst and unaligned data transfers and up-dated write 

r esp on se a ck n owl ed gemen t . 

• A burst data bits wide 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256,512 or 

1024 bits. 

• Updated AWCACHE and ARCACHE signalling 

detail. 

The AMBA AXI 4.0 specification satisfies four key 

requirements: 

• To design high speed embedded micro controller 

products with one or more CPUs signal processors 

• System macro-cells and highly reusable peripheral can 

be migrated across a diverse range IC processes and be 

appropriate for full-custom, standard cell and gate array 

technologies 

• To improve independence of processor, providing a 

development road-map for advanced cached CPU cores 

and the development of peripheral libraries 

• For success efficient on-chip and off-chip 

communication 

To encourage modular system design to improve processor 

independence, providing a development road- The AMBA 4.0 

specification defines five buses/interfaces. 

• Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) 

• •Advanced High-performance Bus (AHB) 

• Advanced System Bus (ASB) 

• Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) 

• Advanced Trace Bus (ATB) 

 
 

Fig.1 Block diagram of AMBA AXI4.0 bus interconnect. 
 

 
 

Fig.2 Block diagram of AXI 4.0 master 
 

To   perform   write   address   and   data   operation   the 

transaction is initiated with concatenated input of [awaddr, 

awid, awcache, awlock, awprot, awburst]. On the same lines 

for read address and data operations the concatenated input is 

[araddr, arid, arcache, arlock, arprot, arburst]. The addresses 

of read and write operations are validated by VALID signals 

and sent to interface unit. The acknowledgement signals of 

slave will become incoming signals to master. 

 

                         
Fig.3 Write address and data burst 

 

 

 

            
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Fig.4 Block diagram of AXI4.0 slave 

 

The write operation process starts when the master sends an 

address and control information on the write address channel 

as shown in figure.3. The master then sends each item of 

write data over the write data channel. The VALID signal is 

low by master until the write data available in write data 

channel .The WLAST signal goes HIGH for the master last 

data. Slave drives a write response signal BRESP [1:0] back 

to the master to indicate that the write transaction is 
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complete When the it has accepted all  the  data  items, The 

completion of the write transaction indicated by this signal.  

OKAY, EXOKAY, SLVERR, and DECERR are the 

allowable responses by the slave to the master. 

The data transfer occurs on the read data channel when the read 

address appears on the address bus hence the data transfer 

occurs on the read data channel as shown in figure 5. The 

VALID signal LOW by the slave until the read data is present in 

read data channel. For the last data transfer of the burst signal, 

the slave provides the RLAST signal to show that the last data 

item is being moved. The status of the read transfer indicated by 

the RRESP [1:0] signal, OKAY, EXOKAY, SLVERR, and 

DECERR are the allowable responses. 

 
Fig.5: Read address and data burst 

 

1 . 2  AMBA AXI4.0 Interconnect 

 
The interconnect block consists of decoder and arbiter. When 

more than one master initiates a transaction simultaneously, 

the priority is given by the arbiter to access the bus.  The 

address sent by any of the master is decoded by the decoder 

and the control goes to one slave out of 16 and also address 

goes by one of the salve out of 16. The AMBA AXI4.0 

interface decoder is centralized block. 

 
Fig 6: Signals used to design AMBA AXI4.0 modules 

 

1.3 Finite state machine of AXI 4.0 

Write and read operations between the channels can be 

explained by using below finite state machine.   

 

Fig.7 Finite state machine of axi4.0 read and write operation. 

2. PROPOSED WORK 

The AXI4.0 to APB4.0 Bridge provides an interface between the 

high-performance AXI domain and In this proposed work data 

transactions can be done between high speed AXI4.0 bus to low 

power APB4.0 bus using asynchronous FIFO.Which acts as a 

interface between them. Read and write transfers on the AXI4.0 

bus are converted into corresponding transfers on the APB4.0. 

 

2.1 Asynchronous FIFO 
 

Asynchronous FIFOs are widely used in the computer 

networking industry to receive data at a particular clock and 

transmit them at another clock. An asynchronous FIFO has two 

different clocks one for read and one for write. There are issues 

that arise when passing data over asynchronous clock values. 

Data could be over-written and hence lost when the write clock 

is faster than the read clock. In order to overcome these 

problems, control signals like write pointer, read pointer, empty 

and full flags are required. 

 

 
Fig.8 Asynchronous FIFO state machine 

 

 2.1.1 Functional description of a Asynchronous FIFO 

 

Functionally the FIFO works as follows: At reset, the write and 

read pointers are both at null value. This is the empty condition 
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of the FIFO, and empty is pulled high (we use the active high 

convention) and full is low. At null or empty, read operations 

are stopped and so the only write operations are possible in to 

the FIFO.  Location 0 of the RAM nothing but the array loaded 

by Write and increments the write pointer to. This results the 

empty flag to go LOW. Consider that there are  subsequent 

cycles only write to the FIFO and no reads, there will be a 

certain time when the write pointer will equal array _size -1. 

This means that the last location in the array is the next location 

that will be written to. At this condition, the write pointer to 

become 0 due to write, and set full. Note that in this condition 

the write pointer and read pointers are equal, and not empty or 

null but the FIFO said to be full. This implies that the FIFO 

full/empty decision depends on the write pointer and read 

pointers when they will become equal due to the read or write 

operation between them but not based on the pointer values 

alone. When the pointer equality is a reset or a read, the FIFO 

said to be empty; if the cause is a write, the FIFO said to be full. 

Now consider that we begin a multiple reads. The read pointer is 

incremented by each read operation till the point where the read 

pointer equals array_ size -1. At this point, the data from this 

location of RAM or array size is available on the output bus of 

FIFO.Succeeding logic reads this data and provides a read signal 

(active for one clock). And hence the read pointer to become 

equal to the write pointer again (after both pointers have 

completed one cycle through the array). However, empty is set 

since pointers are equal due to read operation. 

 
Fig.9 Circuit for write and read pointers of FIFO 

 
 

2.2 AXI4.0 Slave Interface 

 
The AXI4.0 Slave Interface module provides a bi-directional 

slave interface to the AXI. The AXI address and data bus widths 

are always fixed to 32-bits and 1024bits.When both write and 

read transfers are simultaneously requested on AXI4.0, more 

priority is given for read request and less priority is given for the 

write request. This block also contains the data phase time out 

logic for generating OK response on AXI interface when 

APB4.0 does not respond.  

 

2.3 APB4.0 Master Interface 
 

The APB4.0 module provides the APB master interface on the 

APB. This interface can be APB2 or APB3 or APB4, these are 

chosen by setting the generic C_M_APB_PROTOCOL. 

When C_M_APB_PROTOCOL=apb4.At the APB Interface 

M_APB_PSTRB and M_APB_PPROT signals are driven. The 

APB address bus and data bus widths are fixed to 32-bits. 

 

2.4 Mechanisms of AXI4.0 & APB4.0 

 
 2.4.1 Flow chart representation 

 

A diagram is the sequence of movements or actions of people or 

things involved in a complex system or activity. A graphical 

representation of a computer program in relation to its sequence 

of functions (as distinct from the data it processes).It can be 

applicable for all the engineering branches. 

The flow of moving data from FIFO between protocols is as 

follows  

• If the FIFO is empty then empty flag indicates to the 

write pointer to write data into the FIFO and then write 

pointer incremented. 

• If the FIFO is full then full flag indicates to the read 

pointer to readout data from the FIFO to the APB 

master. 

 
Fig.10 Flowchart of general FIFO 

 

2.4.2 Finite state machine representation of Asynchronous 

FIFO 

FSM is a mathematical tool used to design system programs and 

digital circuits. It is a behaviour model composed of a finite 

number of states, transitions among all states, similar to a flow 

graph in which one can inspect the way logic runs when certain 

conditions are met. It is considered as an abstract machine, 

which is in only one state at a time. The current state is a state 

which is present at particular time .By initiated a triggering 

event or condition, It can change from one state to another state 

is called a transition for that state.  A finite state machine is a 

mathematical abstraction model .According AXI4.0 

specification, the read address channel, write address channel, 

read data channel and write data channel are completely 

independent. A read and a write requests may be issued 

simultaneously from AXI4, the AXI4.0 to APB Bridge of 

asynchronous will give more priority to the read request and less 

priority to the write request. That is, the write request is initiated 
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on APB4.0 after the read is requested on APB4.0 when both 

write and read requests are valid. 

 
  

                        Fig.11 FSM of Asynchronous FIFO 

 

2.5 Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB4.0) Protocol 

 
The Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) is a part of AMBA 

Architecture protocol family. It t is optimized for minimal power 

consumption and reduced interface complexity. It defines a low-

cost interface. To enable the integration of APB4.0 peripherals 

easily into any design flow all signal transitions are only related 

to the rising edge of the clock. Every transfer takes At least two 

cycles are required for the every data transfer by APB4.0.The 

APB can interface with the AMBA Advanced High-performance 

Bus Lite (AHB-Lite) and AMBA AXI4.0 Advanced Extensible 

bus. 

 

 

 

2.6 Handshake Mechanism of AXI4.0 & APB4.0 

 
In AXI 4.0 specification, VALID and READY signals are 

present in each and every channel for hand shaking mechanism.  

When the control information or data is available then source 

asserts VALID and when destination can accept the control 

information or data then it asserts READ signal.  When both the 

VALID and READY signals are asserted then only transfer 

takes place. Note that when source asserts VALID, the 

corresponding control information or data must also be 

available, at the same time at the positive edge of clock transfer 

takes place. Therefore, the source and destination need register 

inputs to sample the READY and VALID signals. Therefore 

source and destination should use combinational circuit as 

output. In short, AXI4.0 protocol is suitable input register and 

combinational output circuit. 

The APB4.0 Bridge buffers address, control and data from 

AXI4.0, drives the APB4.0 peripherals and returns data and 

response signal to the AXI4.0.By using internal address map it 

decodes the address  to select the peripheral. The bridge is 

designed to operate when the APB4.0 and AXI4.0have 

independent clock frequency and phase by using asynchronous 

FIFO. For every AXI4.0 channel, invalid commands are not 

forwarded and an error response generated.  The APB Bridge 

will generate DE CERR response through the response channel 

(read or write) if peripheral accessed does not exist. And it 

asserts PSLVERR if the target peripheral exists, but, it will give 

a SLVERR response. 

 
Fig.12 Block diagram of signal connections between AXI4.0 and 

APB4.0 

3. SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS RESULTS 

  

 
 

Fig.13 Channels in AXI 4.0 
                      

 
 

Fig.14 Burst data transactions between AXI4.0 master and slave 
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Fig.15 AXI4.0 RTL  Schematic view 
 

 
           

              Fig.16 AXI 4.0 Technology schematic view 

 

 
 

Fig.17 Data transactions between AXI4.0 and APB4.0 

 

 
 

              Fig.18 AXI 4.0 to APB4.0 RTL schematic view 

   
 

Fig.19 Top module RTL schematic view of AXI4.0 to APB4.0 

              

 
 

Fig.20 AXI 4.0 to APB4.0 tech schematic view 

 

3. CONCLUSION 
• The implementation asynchronous data transactions on 

SoC using FIFO between Advanced eXtensible 

Interface and Advanced peripheral Bus is designed 

.Verilog HDL has been used for implementing bridge 

between them. 

• The bridge defines low cost interface optimized for 

minimal power consumption and reduced interface 

complexity. 

4. FEATURES 
• 32-bit AXI4.0 slave and APB4.0 master interfaces. 

• PCLK clock domain completely independent of clock 

domain. 

• Support up to 16 APB4.0 peripherals 

• Burst length is 32 bits 

• PREADY signal is supported, which translates to wait 

states on AXI. 

• An error on any transfer results in SLVERR as the 

AXI4.0 read/write response. 

 

5. FUTURE SCOPE 
• The design will be extended by developing a total 

system around it. 

• This work provides an ideal platform for enhancement 

or further development of the Bus Bridge Design 

between AXI4.0 and APB4.0 protocols.  
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• When read request and write request are simultaneously 

occurs the bridge gives the high priority to read request. 

this condition creates the race condition in APB4.0 

Bridge. 

• For date item from the FIFO and now the read date 

FIFO was empty. Again read and write requests are 

example FIFO has only one date item to read operation. 

If read and write requests are simultaneously occurs the 

bridge first execute the read request and it read the 

single simultaneously occurs again it execute read 

request but there is no data item in read data FIFO so 

transaction will fail. This situation is called race 

condition. 
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Design and Simulation of Cordic Co-processor 

In Xilinx Vertex-4 and It’s Application In 

Avionics 
Chowdi Shalini, Dr.S.Srinivasa rao

Abstract: The technique  allocated is going to discuss 

the application of cordic algorithm in avionics. The 

process deals with avionics and the smart application 

of cordic algorithm  in ARM processor. The GNSS 

(global navigation satellite system) receiver make use 

of ARM processor floating point instruction (FPI) this 

is used to calculate the FPI.  It contains floating point 

unit (FPU).To make easy calculation  FPU is 

implemented in cordic algorithm here cordic 

calculation means calculating trigonometric values.  

Here trigonometric values means sin, cosine, tangent  

values  to see timing response of the binary output. So, 

in navigation system. The accurate signals is sensed 

without any critical path delay. The speed will 

increase delay will reduce this is more advantage in 

avionics system. For floating point addition, exponent 

matching and shifting of 24 bit mantissa and sign logic 

is coded in behavioral style. Prototypes are 

implemented on Xilinx vertex-4 and 5. By designing 

pipelining and wave pipelining in cordic is 

implemented in cordic algorithm to reduce the timing 

response in the navigation system. 
   

Index terms – fpu, cordic algorithm, pipelining and 
wave pipelining in cordic, avionics. 

                            I. INTRODUCTION 

Cordic (co-ordinate rotation digital computer) 
algorithm is a hardware efficient algorithm. It is an 

iterative in nature and is implemented in terms of 

rotation matrix. It can perform a rotation with the 

help of a series of incremental rotation angles each of 

which is performed by a shift and add/sub operation. 

Evaluation of trigonometric values sine, cosine, and 
tangent is generally a complex operations which 

requires a lot of memory has complex algorithm and 

requires a large number of clock cycles with 

expensive hardware organization. But the algorithm 

that is use here is absolutely simple with very low 

memory requirements faster calculation and 

commendable precision which use only bit shifting 

operation and add/sub operation to compute any 

function. 

 CORDIC (Coordinate Rotation Digital 

Computer) is a simple and hardware-efficient 

algorithm for the implementation of various 

elementary, especially trigonometric, functions. 

Instead of using Calculus based methods such as 

polynomial or rational functional approximation, it 

uses simple shift, add, subtract and table look-up 

operations to achieve this objective. 

The implementation of cordic algorithm is as follows: 

FIG1.1 

  
� Three registers for the values of xi,yi,zi. 

� Shifter for implementation of 2-i. 

� Adder/subtraction blocks for arithmetic 

operations are there as per di (direction) 

value these values are got from alpha 

i=tan(2-i). 
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Fig: 1.1:  Block diagram of cordic algorithm 

The arc tan values are calculated by arc 

tan(1/2n)  for calculating number of iterations in 

cordic algorithm for one iteration cordic requires 

approximately two shifts and the three add/sub 

operations all required the functions of the cordic 

algorithm is carried out in the cordic core block to 

calculate each and every iteration the value of angle 

accumulator arc tan will be compared with given 
angle then the remaining angle of rotation will be 

calculated after comparison and the result is feedback 

to the input arc tan. The above is repeated to all 

specified iterations for outputs dx, dy is the feedback 

input to xi, yi after the n iterations the values.   

Cordic algorithms is only shift and add/sub 

computing algorithm it can perform various functions 

cordic based VLSI architectures provides a better 
alternative to the architectures based on multiply and 

add/sub hardware mainly cordic algorithm is used for 

reducing the complexity of the circuit it is main 

application in aircraft navigation process. By 

implementing the cordic algorithm complexity of the 

circuit will be reduced because of one bit shifting and 

add/sub operations and timing response will be 

reduced area will be decreased this all advantage by 

using cordic algorithm.  

The application of cordic algorithm in 

floating point unit reduced area and improved the 

speed and reduced delay. And it provides a better 

design architecture for further designs. Hence by 

reducing these major factors like area and delay. Is 

more advantage in real time process. 

   

 

 

                          

II. APPLICATION OF CORDIC IN  

     VARIOUS AVIONICS  

In avionics top-level functional requirements 

and structural constraints are two types: 

1. Flow  

2. Models  

FLOW:   

Avionics control system (ACS) continuously 

collects data is a large number of inputs including 

positional and environmental data from external 

sensors state controls and desired flight objectives 

and others control information it converts these in to 

a small number of outputs primarily displays altering 

pilot about   Suggested control actions and direct 

manipulations of aircraft effectors to show the proper 
dimensions to the pilot. 

MODEL:   

To carry out it’s functionally an ACS must 

maintain coherent, accurate models the top most 

model in an ACS is an action model representing 

desired effectors and displays settings estimated 
properties of the actual properties compared with 

ideal (or) desired properties that may be further 

transformed in to changes in effectors and/or display 

settings that reduce these difference thus error models 

representing differences between actual and desired 

state play a central role in ACS system because error 

models are used to effect particular changes in the 

aircraft must it has to be very simple form to support 

comparator algorithm other ACS models are sub 

divided in to two similar data mostly independent 

categories here navigation models that represents the 

actual state and objective models that represent 
desired states. 
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Fig: 2.1:  Block diagram of navigation system 

 

GUIDE MODEL:   

In this particular model for purpose of 

avionics control it has been found that the air 

navigation has been broken up in to a few standard 

categories with the vary according to particular top-

down prosperities needed to support to the guidance 

and bottom-up for capabilities of sensor hardware 

here guidance model gives a proper estimator 

positions to the pilot how the environment is there 

and what angle should the pilot takes place in each 
and every models of comparator checks and gives a 

good support to the pilot this is more benefit to pilot 

and more over by this way pilot work will be fast 

guidance mode components that serve the same role 

as staged estimations in navigation.                     

OBJECTIVE MODELS:   

Objective models are used to represent the 

desired state of the aircraft here the objective model 

state values are computed by any number of guidance 

mode by its components. These values are compared 

to estimated actual state represented in navigation 

models by guidance comparator component in order 

to effect flight this all parameters are required to seen 

by the pilot. 

 

 

 

 NAVIGATION MODELS:  

 The purpose of the avionics control the air 

of navigation may broken up in to a few standard 

categories with respect to details of vary according to 
particular to details of vary according to particular 

top-down properties needed to  support guidance 

algorithm and bottom up capabilities of sensor. 

Navigation model properties may be needed at a 

number of points in an avionics control system it 

every time includes the computation of error 

initialization (or) correction of data for the desired 

state of computation. It has look over the entire 

atmosphere in the sky so, all these types of terms 

should be observed by pilot. The atmosphere should 

be seen by earth directions so, by these way pilot can 

come to know that what is exact position is there and 
is an environmental position it all these conceptually 

will be get information to pilot by the earth actually 

these position will be gathered by very higher 

frequency Omni- directional range (VOR) to transmit 

radials (degree) to allow pilot to determine position 

to form the station. 

 

 

Fig: 2.2: Example Diagram Of very high frequency 

Omni-directional range 
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             III. APPLICATION OF CORDIC IN    

                   FLOATING POINT UNIT  

 Floating-point units (FPU) mainly are a 

math coprocessor which is designed specially to carry 

out operations on floating point numbers. Typically 

FPUs can handle operations like addition, 

subtraction, shifting. FPUs can also do various  

transcendental functions such as exponential or 

trigonometric calculations, though these are done 

with software library routines in most modern 
processors. Used FPU is basically a single precision 

IEEE754 compliant integrated unit.   

 

Sign bit is the sign of the number where 0 

denotes a positive number and 1 denotes a negative 

number. It is the sign of the mantissa as well. 

Exponent is an 8 bit signed integer from −128 to 127 

(2's Complement) or can be an 8 bit unsigned integer 

from 0 to 255 which is the accepted biased form in 

IEEE 754 single precision definition. In this case an 

exponent with value 127 represents actual zero. The 
true mantissa includes 23 fraction bits to the right of 

the binary point and an implicit leading bit (to the left 

of the binary point) with value 1 unless the exponent 

is stored with all zeros. Thus only 23 fraction bits of 

the mantissa appear in the memory format but the 

total precision is 24 bits.  

 

Step 1: The sign bit (31st bit) of the input integer part 

becomes the sign bit of the effective operand. 

Step 2: Then the position of 1st significant 1 is 

searched the input integer part from rhs this position 

is stored.  
Step 3: All the bits from this position to the end of 

the input integer part (i.e till the 0th bit) is taken and 

inserted into the effective operand from its 30th bit on 

word. (this step stores the actual useful bits of the 

integer part as not all the 32 bits are use to 

accommodate the integer part). 

Step 4: If there are still positions in the effective 

operand that are not filled, then it is filled with the 

bits from the input fractional part from its msb down 

to the number of bits equal to place left to be filled. 

 
 

ALGORITHM FLOW OF CORDIC IN FPU 

 

   

� Step 1: Two inputs have given. 

 

� Step 2: Convert to binary format. Convert to 

32 bit integral and 32 bit fraction part in to 
single novel integral representation. 

 

� Step 3: Convert to IEEE format. Convert 32 

bit binary to its equivalent IEEE 754 format. 

 

� Step 4: Pre-normalization adjusts the input 

by performing the necessary shifts before an 

add or subtraction operation. 

 

� Step 5: Add/sub performs the shifting of the 

inputs to the specified bit in specified 

direction. 
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� Step 6: Trigonometric performs the 

trigonometric values (cordic). 

 

� Step 7: Post normalization normalizes the 

results of add/sub operation to its IEEE 754 
format. 

 

� Step 8: Shifting performs the shifting of the 

inputs to specified bit in specified direction. 

 

� Step 9: Except ion handling which includes 

any exceptional conditions like under flow , 

over flow, occurred during the operation. 

 

� Step 10: Under flow performs the results 

very small i.e. outside the normal range and 

in exact (de-normalized value) by default. 
 

� Step 11: Over flow performs when a result is 

very large number that can’t be represented 

correctly i.e. which returns ±infinity by 

default.  

 

         IV. PIPELINING AND WAVE PIPELINING     

                 IN   CORDIC 

 The pipelined cordic algorithm is proven to 

be more advantageous for continuous input values 

when compared with other N-stage of obtained after 

N-clock cycles and the rest of the outputs are 

generated continuously for every clock cycle. 

 

 

Fig: 4.1:  Diagram Of pipelined in cordic 

By using this pipeline converts iterations in 

to pipeline phases in this way an output is obtained at 

each and every clock cycle after pipeline stages will 

generate each pipeline stages exactly one clock cycle 

to complex an iterations one of the most problems for 

a cordic implementation of over flow. The risk is 

present in binary when angles �/2 (or) -�/2 this is 

due to the fact that the difference in binary represents 

between these two angles in one bit when 

approximation is being made an angle could cross 

from a positive right angle to a negative one here 

over flow is solved by adding an overflow control it 

checks for the signs of the operation involved in 

additions (or) subtraction and the result of the 

operation overflow is produced then the result keeps 

of its last sign by this process it will not affect on the 

final result  for each stages the value of arc tan (1/2n) 
is taken from memory in the overflow control the 

sign of zi is used to determine di so, for each stage is 

applied as input to adder/subtraction to decide if a 

sum (or) a subtraction is performed.  

The wave pipelined in cordic algorithm is 

proven to be more advantageous then pipelining 

process for continuous input values when compared 

with other N-stage of obtained after N-clock cycles 
and the rest of the outputs are generated continuously 

for every maximum and minimum clock cycle. 

 

 From this process the timing response is 

reduced and number of logic gates are reduced speed 

will increase if clock min is one then some output 

will come and if clock is max is one then total output 
will come if clock is min and max then output is zero.   

 

V. ANGULAR SEQUENCER 

Cordic module sine and cosine these are the angles 
depends on the tangent it is an angle so, it is 

necessary to give it sequence of angle in the range of 

cordic convergence angle this sequence is not a 

simple of calculating angles but it preferably able to 

change the frequency of the signal which is 

implemented by cordic this module is implemented 

on new angles to accomplish this function requires an 

angle sequencer. 

 Cordic only convergence with in the first 

and fourth quadrant this type is needed a sequencer to 

generate angles are from 0 to �/2 to generate angles 

are from �/2 to -�/2 and �/2 to 0. 
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 To solve overcome this problem requires a 

example saw tooth wave generator is needed and it is 

designed states at zero and increases its output value 

until 2n where n is the angle of depth in bits as the 

reduced the signal area will goes from the top 

positive values to the minimum negative values so, it 
increase again and repeats the cycle. 

 

 

Fig: 5.1:  Diagram Of angle sequencer 

This saw tooth wave is not use full without 

triangle wave so, it needs the triangle wave to feed 

the cordic module this triangle is for represents the 

first and fourth quadrants now saw tooth wave is 

performing in to the triangle wave. The two most 
significant bits indicates the current quadrant here 

when others two most significant bits are 01 (or) 10 

then the saw tooth signal must be performed from 

first quadrant to fourth quadrant. This process is done 

by inverting every single bit without changing the 

sign bit.  

 

VI.CORDIC ITERATIONS COMPARISON 

  

Cordic iterations are compared here time 

delay can be observed reduced timing response can 

be considered from the iterations and here angle of 

the each iteration is mentioned with the help of 

positive and negative directions. Here in the output 

delay time can be observed. Here the delay time is 

mentioned it is observed by output wave form in 

decimal form with respect to time in picoseconds 

(PS).   

VII. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

7.1 SIMULATION RESULT OF CORDIC IN FPU 

 

Fig: 7.1: Output Waveform of cordic in FPU 

In Fig:7.1 the output wave is explained as follows: 

1. A, B: input 32-bit single precision numbers. 

2. C: output 32-bit single precision number. 
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3. s1, s2, s3, e1, e2, e3 & f1, f2, f3: sign 

exponent and fraction parts of inputs. 

4. new_f1, new_f2: aligned mantissas. 

5. de: difference between exponents. 

6. fr: 25-bit result of addition of mantissas. 

7. fr_us: unsigned 25-bit result. 

8. f_fr: normalized 24-bit fraction result. 

9. er, sr: exponent and sign of result. 

10. arc tan for angles purpose. 

11. n is taken for shifting the angles. 

 

This Table Shows the Combinational Path Delay and 

Number of LUT’s occupied 

 

 

The proposed CIFM architecture is 
implemented in Verilog HDL and logic simulation is 

done in Verilog Simulator the synthesis and FPGA 

implementation is done using Xilinx 9.1. The design 

is optimized for speed and area using Xilinx, Device 

Family is Virtex-4, Device XC4VLS15, Package 

SF363, Speed grade: -12. The device is made up of 

multiplexers and LUTs. It has been found that for 

Xilinx Virtex4 family, the delay of the proposed 

architecture is 34.826 ns with the area (cell usage) of 

691. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2 SIMULATION RESULT OF PIPELINING IN 
CORDIC 

 

Fig: 7.2: output waveform of pipe lining in cordic 

 

In Fig: 7.2 output is pipelining in cordic 
with the help of pipeline process the delay is reduced 

some area will increase but it is good process from 

this timing response will be reduced processing speed 

will increase. Here pos and neg values are observed 

in the output.  
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7.3 SIMULATION RESULT OF WAVE 

PIPELINING IN CORDIC 

 

 

Fig: 7.3: output waveform of wave pipelining in 

cordic 

In the Fig: 7.3 output is wave pipelining in 

cordic with the help of wave pipeline process the 

delay is reduced some area will increase but it is 

good process from this timing response will be 

reduced processing speed will increase.  
 

This Table Shows the Combinational Path Delay and 

Number of LUT’s occupied 

 

 

 

 

VERIFICATION OF DESIGN SUMMERY  

 In this study, the proposed CIFM 

architecture is implemented in Verilog HDL and 

logic simulation is done in Verilog Simulator the 

synthesis and FPGA implementation is done using 

Xilinx 9.1. The design is optimized for speed and 

area using Xilinx, Device Family is Virtex-5, 

Devicexc5vlx30 , Package ff324, Speed grade: -3. 

The device is made up of multiplexers and LUTs. It 

has been found that for Xilinx Virtex4 family, the 

delay of the proposed architecture is 3.649 ns with 

the area (cell usage) of 38 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Floating point unit add/sub and shifting 

process has implemented by using cordic algorithm a 

single bit add/sub and shifting process have done 

here mainly the concept is perform application of 

cordic angles in avionics in navigation system so, by 

applying cordic in floating point unit the synthesis 

have done this is main concept of this project. Cordic 

angles calculation has done by using formula 

z(n)=arc tan (2n) initial formula is 1 (radian) = 220/2�i 

by this way real time iteration angles are obtained 

this is implemented in pipelining in cordic method 

also simulated from this timing response is reduced 

and in wave pipe lining in cordic method also 

implemented here combinational path delay is 

reduced and timing response is reduced when 

compared to cordic in fpu and pipelining in cordic so, 

wave pipelining in cordic in reduced technique.  
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Hence this cordic algorithm is implemented 

to design avionics aircraft navigation system to 

reduce critical path delay and reduce complexity of 

the circuit then area will be reduced and speed will 

increase and power consumption is reduced and 

timing response will reduced these are major 

techniques are observed by implementing cordic 

algorithm in navigation system. 
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ABSTRACT:- This paper probes into the design of the 
Intelligent Monitoring and controlling System based on 
S3C2440 ARM microprocessor. It focuses on the 
difficult points of developing the GUI applications 
based on Qt/Embedded and the Linux drivers for 
various types of sensors in the Intelligent Monitoring 
and controlling System project, achieving the 
combination of Qt/Embedded and the Linux system 
programming. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The Embedded systems which use micro-

controller such as 8-bit microcontroller as the main 

controller has been widely used in various fields, but 
most of these applications are still in the low-level 

stag e of stand-alone use of the embedded system. It 

is feasible and forward-looking to apply the high-

performance 32-bit microprocessors such as 

S3C2440, embedded Linux system and Qt / 

embedded GUI application to practical industrial 

control in certain occasion. 

 

Nowadays the management of the domestic 

laboratories in the research institute and universities 

has issues of poor real time, high cost and low 
precision .It is difficult to determine the quality of the 

environment of the laboratory. So the Laboratory 

Intelligent Monitoring and controlling System should 

be developed to implement early warning, remote 

control, real-time monitoring and other functions. 

This paper focuses on the process and difficult points 

in the application of embedded GUI based on Qt / 

Embedded and Linux device driver in the laboratory 

environment Intelligent Monitoring and controlling 

System. 

  

 

II. THE SYSTEM TOPOLOGY 

The general framework of the Laboratory 

Intelligent Monitoring and controlling System is 

divided into three levels from low to high which are 

ARM front-end machine and its peripheral 

equipment, PC intelligent monitoring center and 

remote client terminal. 

 
A.  EMBEDDED FRONT-END MACHINE 

 
Embedded front-end machine use Samsung's 

S3C2440 ARM processor as the main controller, the 

performance and frequency of which are suitable for 

real-time video image capture and processing 

applications by using open cv.  

The system hardware architecture is shown in 

Figure 1. Embedded Linux operating system runs on 

the main controller and manages following three 

types of equipments.  

The sensor networks include a variety of 
environmental monitoring sensors such as DS18B20 

temperature sensor, LDR (light dependent resistor 

sensor), gas sensors. These sensors automatically 

monitor concentrations as well as the availability of 

external material intrusion in the laboratory. The 

microprocessor collects the data for the environment 

of the lab and uses the TCP / IP or serial port or other 

means to send it to the monitoring center for 

processing. Most of the current securities monitoring 

system are based on PC with cameras, which is costly 

and troublesome to implement. This system uses an 

embedded host to connect camera, which handles the 
real-time image acquisition and image capture of 

environment by using of open cv.   

Through image processing and special algorithm, the 

images can be used to determine whether an 

exception illegal invasion event occurs. The system 

has better implementation of security features. The 

electrical equipment switches control various 
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electrical equipment in the laboratory. When the 

laboratory environmental data is abnormal, such as 

the temperature is too high, the system will cut off 

the large-scale power equipment, open the air-

conditioning for cooling. Users can also use SMS / 

MMS or wireless network to achieve the remote 
control functions of laboratory equipments. ARM 

front-end machine is equipped with a touch LCD 

monitor, which enables us to develop friendly GUI 

with QT under embedded Linux system to provide 

functions such as querying and setting the laboratory 

environment parameters.  
 

 
   

 
 

Fig. 1 System hardware architecture. 

 

 
 

B. THE INTELLIGENT MONITORING AND 

CONTROLLING HOST  

  
In the middle level, the monitoring host is a 

computer that has a fixed IP and connected to 

Internet through the Ethernet card. The monitoring 

software real-time receives data of all monitored 

points, so as to pursue data statistics and analysis as 

well as responding to and dealing with abnormal 

condition. It can be very intuitive to monitor 

environmental conditions of each laboratory and 

graphically display the temperature, lightness, 

concentrations of harmful gases concentration in the 
laboratory environment and other state information 

of the lab. Bolt values can be set up so the 

monitoring host always monitors the information 

such as temperature, lightness, gas and real-time 

image to determine abnormal circumstances. 

 

C.  REMOTE TERMINALS 

  
Remote monitoring terminals include mobile 

phones, fixed phones, regular PC or mobile PC. They 

are connected with the monitoring center through the 
GSM network, PSTN, and TCP / IP. Administrators 

can log on the monitoring center through any remote 

terminal to operate monitoring software, view the 

data of monitoring center and examine the lab 

environment. 

 

The system which uses the above three-tier 

architecture is easy-to-modular and decomposition of 

a complex framework at the same time. Because 

each layer only interacts with the adjacent upper and 

lower layers, the maximum impact of the change of a 

layer is tiny. And as long as the definitions of the 
interfaces between different layers are of the same, 

every layer has different methods to implement. 

 
III. THE DESIGN OF GUI AND DEVICE 
DRIVER OF THE LAB ENVIRONMENT 

INTELLIGENT MONITORING AND 
CONTROLLING SYSTEM 

  
The design of GUI for embedded systems is 

different from that of traditional data computing 

class software, which often handles mouse or 

keyboard events to complete a specific calculation, 

while the former mostly handle events caused by 
touch screen and other kinds of external devices. 

Because the embedded systems is resource-

constrained, the design mode of the GUI of the 

traditional PC ,the memory consumption of which is 

relatively large and take up more CPU time, is not 

suitable for embedded systems. The lab Intelligent 
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Monitoring and controlling System studied in this 

paper uses Qt / Embedded under embedded Linux as 

its GUI development platform, which can fully 

satisfy the restriction of embedded system resources. 

The application development framework of Qt / 

Embedded is shown in Figure 2. 
As QT uses C + + as its programming language, 

it can implement hybrid programming with Linux-C. 
The header files include both QT-API library and 

Linux system calls libraries. Write the Linux system 

calls as parts of the slots functions which can 

respond to specific signals in order to achieve the 

combination of Qt / Embedded and Linux-C.   

 

Fig.  2  Development framework of Qt / Embedded. 

Of course, to achieve reading and writing of a 

specific device file, there must be device drivers 

which provide reading and writing operation 

interface functions. Therefore, we need to complete 

the preparing, configuring and modifying of the 
drivers of sensors, cameras and other external 

expansion device of S3C2440 microprocessor. 

The Laboratory Intelligent Monitoring and 

controlling System uses QT to complete GUI on the 

ARM head-end machine to achieve the graphical 

display of data collected by a variety of sensors. This 

article focuses on elaborating the design of the Linux 

drivers of various types of sensors and qtopia 
application in the system. 

 
A.  INITIALIZATION 

 
In the Qt application, firstly a QApplication 

object is created in main.cpp which is in charge of the 

main settings and flow controlling of the graphical 

user interface. Similarly, in the Qtopia a 

QPEApplication object is created to handle and 

schedule the events from the system and other source 

files, including the initialization and the end of the 

application. 

B.  CREATE COMPONENTS 

 

With the help of QT designer ,the programmer 

can quickly develop relevant GUI components and 

adjust the size and position, including functions such 

as displaying the current temperature, lightness, 

concentrations of harmful gases concentration in the 

laboratory environment. And then define the signals 

and slots functions, save it as Ui file. The final GUI 

of lab environment intelligent monitoring and 
controlling system is shown in Figure 3 

 

 

Fig. 3 Qt app developed for mini2440 with displaying the sensors 

data. 

  

Similarly we use the open cv is an open source 

computer vision library written in C and C++. It 

contains the basic image processing and higher-level 

computer algorithms.  

 

Fig. 4 Qt app developed by using open cv for mini2440 with  
displaying the image. 

C. APPLICATION DESIGN 

 The overall software structure of the ARM 

main controller is shown below fig. the system 

adopts Linux as the operating system of the ARM 
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‘main controller. The work needed to be done is the : 

the porting of Linux in ARM9 board, the 

programming of the serial driver used to read values 

from serial port and display the values on GUI 

window. The programming of touch screen driver is 

used for controlling the device. The implementation 
of web server is for monitoring and controlling from 

remote location. The system adopts of the graphical 

user interface based on QT/EMBEDDED and 

established a QT user interface to optimize the 

human-computer interaction environment.  

 

Fig. 5  Application Design. 

 

D. SETTING THE CROSS COMPILATION TOOL 

CHAIN 

 

For running on ARM based boards we need 

an ARM cross compiler tool chain. We can 

download it from www.friendlyarm.net/downloads. 

ARM cross compiler will create code for an ARM-

based embedded system from a different 
development system. I am using arm-Linux-gcc-

4.3.2.tgz cross compiler tool chain.ARM cross 

compiler will be downloaded in zip file. So we have 

to extract it. By executing the following command 

we can untar it. 

# untar –xvf arm-Linux-gcc-4.3.2.tgz 
 
It consists of different folders, in “bin” folder we get 

the cross compiler tool chain “arm-none-Linux-

gnueabi-gcc” or ‘”arm-Linux-gcc”. We have to set a 

path for this tool. Go to bin directory and execute the 

following command. 

 

# cd /home/Prasad/qt/usr/local/arm//4.3.2/bin 
# export PATH=$PWD:$PATH 
 

Then ARM cross compiler is installed on host system. 

Whether we have correctly installed or not is known 

by executing following command. 

 

# arm-Linux-gcc –v 

 

 

Fig. 6 Setting the cross compiler path in the host pc. 

 

IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL 

RESULTS 

  
Firstly compile the project as x86 version and 

make it runs on PC as a simulation with the help of 

qvfb. Then replace the compiler with arm-Linux-g++ 

and recompile the program to generate a version that 

is suitable for S3C2440 ARM development board. 

The final result that running on the embedded front-

end machine is shown in below and also see the 

result in the remote pc 

 

 

 

Fig.  7 In remote pc showing parameters values and image 

on web page. 
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Fig. 8 ARM9 board with sensor board connecting with max232  by 

using rs232 cable 

 

 

 
Fig. 9 Controlling device like fan. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the post-PC era, the embedded system 

technology develops rapidly and the design of 

embedded GUI and the Linux device drivers are 

important and indispensable components of it. This 

paper focuses on solving the issues of poor real time, 

high cost, low precision and incapability of 

determining whether the lab environment is in line 

with the body’s health indicators in the laboratory 

management of domestic institutions of higher 
learning. It develops a laboratory Intelligent 

Monitoring and controlling System with S3C2440 

microprocessor as its main controller, elaborating the 

difficult points of the development of the GUI 

applications based on Qt / Embedded and Linux 

drivers for various types of sensors in the project. 

 

With a perfect support of the embedded system 
technology, we believe that the intelligent monitoring 

and controlling system will have better performance 

and broader market prospect. 

VI. FEATURE SCOPE 

 In this paper we are connecting temperature 

sensor, gas sensor and LDR to the sensor control 

Board. By using control board hardware as well as 

cost is increased. By connecting the sensors directly 

to arm9 board we can reduce the hardware 

components as well as cost. 

In this paper we are not maintain the database of 

the different parameters like temperature, release of 
any poisonous gas and intensity of light. By using 

SQL LITE in the feature we can maintain the 

database in the MINI2440 board itself. 
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ABSTRACT— Glaucoma is called the “Snake Thief of Sight”. It 

is the second leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. 

Intra Ocular Pressure (IOP) is one of the primary factors which 

play an important role in the development of Glaucoma. The 

inadequate fluid flow between the iris and cornea of eye leads to 

glaucoma. Early detection and treatment is required to prevent 

glaucoma patients and glaucoma suspects from developing 

functional impairment or decrease in vision related quality of life. 

Present manual diagnosis is expensive, tedious and time 

consuming. Development of new diagnostic approaches that 

would enable early detection of glaucoma development is 

therefore very desirable. The application of computer based 

technology in medical education system is being both the 

rewarding and challenging. Image processing is a form of signal 

processing for which the input is an image, such as a photograph 

or video frame, the output of image processing may be either an 

image or a set of characteristics or parameters related to the 

image. 

Keywords— Glaucoma, IOP, Image processing  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

 Glaucoma is the name given to a group of eye 

diseases in which the optic nerve, that transmits the visual 

message from the eye to the brain at the back of the eye is 

slowly destroyed. This damage is due to an increased pressure 

inside the eye. This results blockage of the circulation of 

aqueous and permanent drainage occurs. Normally, the eye 

produces a fluid called Aqueous Humor within it. This fluid is 

drained out or reabsorbed into the blood stream. Hence a 

balance is maintained between production and drainage of this 

fluid, so as to maintain the normal pressure within the eye. 

This pressure is known as Intra-Ocular pressure. An imbalance 

between production and drainage of this fluid causes a rise in 

intra-ocular pressure. When the intra-ocular pressure 

increases, the optic nerve which is responsible for carrying the 

visual messages to the brain from the eye is damaged. This 

results in loss of vision. The damage may be caused by poor 

blood supply to the vital optic nerve fibres. This damage is 

progressive, leads to loss of vision if untreated and often is 

caused by “higher pressure inside the eye” than the optic nerve 

can tolerate. The proportion of glaucoma patients is increasing 

with age. Glaucoma is one of the most common causes of 

blindness with a mean prevalence of 2.4% for all ages and of 

4.7% for ages above 75 years [4]. Glaucoma affects about 60 

million people [5] and is responsible for approximately 5.2 

million cases of blindness (15% of world total) [6]. The 

prevalent model estimates that approximately 11.1million 

patients worldwide will suffer from glaucoma induced 

bilateral blindness in 2020. In countries, like India, it is 

estimated that approximately 11.2 million of people over the 

age of 40 suffer from glaucoma .It unfortunately cannot be 

cured because the damage to the optic nerve cannot be 

reversed. Early detection is thus essential for people to seek 

early treatment and prevent the deterioration of vision 

[7].Image processing has experienced a dramatic expansion in 

the field of detection of different eye diseases. Computer-

aided diagnostic processing has already become an important 

part of clinical routine. Medical imaging technology has 

revolutionized health care over the past 30 years, allowing 

doctors to find disease earlier and improve patient outcomes. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 There are many types of eye disorder such as 

glaucoma, cataract and conjunctivitis. This study is focus on 

glaucoma disease. The glaucoma is an eye disorders which is 

characterized by progressive optic nerve damage at least partly 

due to increased intraocular pressure (IOP). It is cause by 

increasingly the optic nerve. In worldwide, glaucoma is the 

second most common cause of blindness. There are 14 million 

people worldwide have glaucoma, but only half are aware of 

it. Glaucoma occurs 6 times more common among people 60 

years and above but it also can occur at any age [5]. Based 

from the explanation by ophthalmologist glaucoma screening 

is something that should give high priority same level as 

prostate cancer screening and breast cancer screening. Thus, 

their teams are trying to give awareness among other people 
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such as the patients, primary care providers and other eye care 

professionals. Till now there is no cure for glaucoma disease. 

Only by detecting and prevention can avoid us from vision 

loss. 

 K.Chiranjeevi et al. [8] have proposed an algorithm 

which detects features in ultrasound images of eye using 

fundus. They have developed an algorithm to automatically 

identify clinical features in ultrasound images of the eyes 

using classification and segmentation techniques. They have 

used signal processing techniques to locate sclera spur. But the 

visual quality of the image degrades severely due to speckle 

noise .To reduce speckle noise they have used multi scale 

algorithm. They have tested the algorithm on various images 

of eye and have given comparative studies in tabular form for 

each image processed. The algorithm worked well in 97% 

cases where features were correctly extracted in processed 

image. However, the designed algorithm failed for a few of 

images, where more noise was present.  

 Jorg Meier et al. [9] have focused on a novel 

automated classification system which is based on image 

features from fundus photographs. Their research has data 

driven approach and hence manual assistance is not required. 

They have discussed on image feature extraction and 

classification based on statistical evaluation. The paper 

focuses on the methods they have used for automated 

classification of the glaucoma affected images of the eyes. 

They have used principal component analysis for dimension 

reduction and support vector machine as classifier. The PCA 

(Principal Component Analysis) method has provided a 

classification success rate of 81%. They have showed that 

adequate and disease dependent reprocessing allows an 

automated appearance based classification comparable to 

human observers.  

 D C Hoffman [10] proposed fuzzy model to detect 

visual field progression. The fuzzy logic model had a 

sensitivity of 75% and a specificity of 74% to detect visual 

field progression. A neural network had a sensitivity of 74% 

and a specificity of 85%. The agreement between the two was 

72.6 % agreement.  

 W. K. Wong et.al [11] have proposed a method to 

automatically detect CDR(Cup Disc Ratio) using level-set  

techniques to derive boundaries of the optic cup and disc for 

fundus images of eye, utilizing initial contours using intensity 

analysis of the retinal images, without the need for training. 

104 retinal images were processed and their CDR was 

calculated. The proposed method gives a 96% confidence of 

obtaining results within a range of ±0.2, which is within the 

variability for manually graded CDR values.  

 N.Anil Kumar et.al [12] have proposed an algorithm 

which focuses on automatic detection and determining the 

exact location of the apex point of the anterior chamber region 

for efficient angle calculation from the various live ultra sound 

images . They have developed an algorithm based on active 

contours to calculate clinical parameters, new region 

classification and segmentation techniques. The paper focuses 

on the calculation of Angle Open Distance (AOD) .They have 

discussed the various steps of algorithm, but the paper lacks 

the clinical parameters taken into consideration..  

 Andrew Turpin et.al [13] paper discusses the data 

mining methods for checking the progression of glaucoma 

which is tough as there is no universally accepted definition of 

glaucomatous progression. Visual field measurements are an 

essential tool for detecting progression .Their paper discusses 

the decision on classification problem where patients can be 

classified as stable or progressing. They have used Support 

vector Machine on visual field test to determine the 

progression of glaucoma. The standard visual field assessment 

currently employed in glaucoma management requires the 

patient to sit facing a half sphere with a white background that 

encompasses their entire field of vision. The results of their 

experiments show that support vector machines appear to 

improve on point wise regression, a method that is commonly 

used for glaucoma analysis.  

 Jiang Liu et.al [14] have proposed an automatic 

glaucoma diagnosis architecture through medical imaging 

informatics (AGLAIA-MII) that combines patient personal 

data, medical retinal fundus image, and patient’s genome 

information for screening. They had screened 2258 cases from 

a population study .These cases were attributed with patient 

personal data, retinal images and quality controlled genome 

data. Utilizing the multiple kernel learning based classifier, 

AGLAIA-MII, combined patient personal data, major image 

features, and important genome single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) features. They have compared the 

results obtained from AGLAIA-MII performance with 

classifiers using patient personal data images, and genome 

SNP separately. AGLAIA-MII was able to achieve an area 

under curve value of 0.866, better than 0.551, 0.722 and 0.810 

by the individual personal data, image and genome 

information components, respectively. AGLAIA-MII also 

demonstrated a substantial improvement over the current 

glaucoma screening approach based on a population study. It 

shows the way for a holistic approach for automatic objective 

glaucoma diagnosis and screening.  

 The authors Ou Tan and et.al [15] had 149 patients 

which were classified into three categories 1) normal 2) 

perimetric glaucoma (PG), and 3) glaucoma suspect and 
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preperimetric glaucoma. They have used images obtained 

from the Zeiss Stratus OCT to map the macula over a 6-mm 

diameter and to scan the circumpapillary nerve fiber layer 

(cpNFL). These macular OCT images were exported for 

automatic segmentation using software developed by the 

authors. The thickness of the macular nerve fiber layer 

(mNFL), ganglion cell layer (mGCL), inner plexiform layer 

(mIPL), inner nuclear layer (mINL), outer retinal layer 

(mORL), and total retinal thickness were measured .Through 

their research they have found that the mIRL was the best 

macular parameter for glaucoma diagnosis and had 

discriminant power comparable with that of the cpNF. Studies 

using the Stratus software have shown significant reductions 

in total macular thickness in glaucomatous eyes compared 

with normal eyes.  

 A macular segmentation algorithm for OCT was 

developed by Ishikawa et al. [16] Their results indicate that 

the macular nerve fiber layer (mNFL) and inner retinal 

complex (ganglion cell, inner plexiform, and inner nuclear 

layers) thickness are comparable with cpNFL thickness in 

discriminating normal eyes from glaucomatous eyes.  

 Madhusudan  Mishra et al. [17]have proposed an 

algorithm to detect Glaucoma from color fundus image. He 

evaluated glaucoma by monitoring Intra Ocular Pressure 

(IOP), Visual Field and CDR (Cup to Disk Ratio). He applied 

Active contour method and Multi thresh holding method to 

find CDR.  

 Laszlo G Nyul [18] proposed a method to detect 

glaucoma by evaluating the GRI (Glaucoma Risk Index) of a 

retina fundus image. He designed a SVM (Support Vector 

Machine) by combining the features of pixel intensity, FET 

coefficients, and B-spline coefficients of the digital image. He 

calculated GRI from the values of the SVM.  

 Dhivyavarathi et al. [19] used TD-OCT images to 

detect glaucoma disease. TD- OCT image is used to find the 

thickness of RNFL. Thickness of RFNL is calculated based on 

pixel calculation. He compared the result with the original 

value obtained from the hospital. 

III. EXISTING STEPS TO DETECT GLAUCOMA 

 The five steps for detecting glaucoma and the 

corresponding tests are shown in the table I. 

 

TABLE I 

Examining Name of Test 

The inner eye pressure Tonometry 

The shape and color of the  optic 

nerve 
Ophthaimoscopy 

The complete field of vision Perimetry 

The angle in the eye where the iris 

meets the cornea 
Gonioscopy 

Thickness of the cornea Pachymetry 

 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR THE DETECTION OF 

GLAUCOMA 

 

Fig 1. Block Diagram of Glaucoma Detection using Image Processing 

The Different steps required to detect glaucoma using image 

processing is shown in fig.1.Image acquisition is the process 

of capturing the digital image. The image can be fundus 

image, OCT (Optical Coherence Tomography) image, 

Ultrasound image and HRT (Heidelberg Retina Tomography) 

image.  
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CLASSIFICATION 
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     The second step is the preprocessing. The aim of image 

preprocessing is to improve the perception of the data in 

images or to provide better images as input for other image 

processing techniques. It is help diagnostic detail more 

obvious with sharpening of the object in the images that are 

useful for analysis such as edges and boundaries. 

      Image segmentation refers to simplify and change the 

representation of an image into something that is more 

meaningful and easier to analyze. Nowadays it is become a 

very important part in glaucoma detection research. 

Feature extraction studies the specific feature to determine 

glaucoma. 

   In the classification step glaucoma probability and the 

associated class label such as “glaucoma” or “not glaucoma” 

is computed from the features extracted in the previous step. 

       The sixth step is performance analysis. The objective of 

performance analysis phase is to evaluate findings obtained 

from the previous phases. This process is very important since 

it is used to quantify the accuracy of the primary glaucoma 

segmentation and glaucoma detection in the research 

      For the final step, result and analysis will be obtained. 

Result and analysis is important for future review and 

references to other researchers. Therefore, documenting of the 

results is necessary. It is used to see the accuracy for each of 

the processing outcomes which make the research more 

reliable. 

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

Glaucoma is one of the most common causes of blindness. It 

is induced by the progressive loss of retinal nerve fibers in the 

papillary region. Lost fibers cannot be revitalized but the 

progression of the disease can be stopped [20]. Early diagnosis 

provides the opportunity to deliver medical interventions to 

either prevent the development of the disease or prevent the 

progression of the condition. Earlier detection of glaucoma is 

expected to realize significant social benefits by preventing 

early vision loss in the patient. Lowering eye pressure in 

glaucoma's early stages slows down the progression of the 

disease and helps save vision. Recently ophthalmologist 

primarily worked with digital imaging systems and diagnosis 

is used to determine and identifying glaucoma by its signs, 

symptoms, and from the results of various diagnostic 

procedures. Digital methods are used in diagnosis for better 

result and expectation. 
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Design and Analysis of 32X16 Bit Content 

Addressable Memory (CAM) Cell 
Murali.A,  

Member, IEEE 

ABSTRACT— Content Addressable memory (CAM) is a 

special type of computer memory used in specific high 

speed searching applications. CAM implements the 

lookup-table function in a single clock cycle using 

dedicated comparison circuitry. The main CAM-design 

challenge is to reduce power consumption associated 

with the large amount of parallel active circuitry, 

without sacrificing speed or memory density. In this we 

simulate 32x16 CAM in SPICE using 65nm process 

technology. Read/Write access times and power 

consumptions in the circuit have been extracted using 

the simulator. These calculations have been performed 

across the three process corners. The layout of the 32x16 

CAM has been done using MAGIC Layout Editor in 

65nm process, and total area of the module has been 

found out to be 53.4 um x 144.82 um. 

 

Keywords— CAM CELL, SRAM, Sense Amplifier, XOR 

gate 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Most memory devices store and retrieve data by addressing 

specific memory location. As a result, A Content 

Addressable Memory (CAM) compares input search data 

against a table of stored data, and returns the address of the 

matching data. CAM is a special type of computer memory 

used in specific high speed searching applications. On every 

search operation all entries in a CAM are compared with the 

searched data in parallel. CAMs are widely used wherever 

fast parallel search operations are required. CAM-design 

challenge is to reduce power consumption associated with 

the large amount of parallel active circuitry, without 

sacrificing speed or memory density. Compared with the 

Random Access Memory (RAM), the mandatory search 

operation constitutes the extra portion of the power 

dissipation in a CAM. The main drawback of the CAM is 

the high area and cost. Since a  

CAM cell consists of both storage part and comparator part 

efficient power-reduction techniques and low-area  

cells thus are very important for the CAM designs. [11-16]. 

Content addressable memories simultaneously  

compare an input word to all the contents of  the memory 

and return the address of matching locations in a single 

clock cycle. CAM architecture is shown in Fig.1. This figure 

shows a CAM consisting of 4 words, with each word 

containing 3 bits arranged horizontally (corresponding to 3 

CAM cells). There is a match line corresponding to each 

word. Feeding into match line sense amplifiers (MLSAs), 

and there is a differential search line pair corresponding to 

each bit of the search word. A CAM search operation begins 

with loading the search-data word into the search-data 

registers followed by pre-charging all match lines high, 

putting them all temporarily in the match state.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

Figure 1.Block diagram of CAM Architecture 

 

Whenever the search data matches in a word the match line 

remains high and discharges to ground during mismatch. 

The major portion of power is consumed during searching 

where search line is charged and discharge during pre-

charge and evaluation phase respectively. During this 

process the match line also consumes power as it is charging 

and discharging. So we need to explore modifications to it 

so that area, power and performance can be improved. So 

we are designing 4 transistor CAM cells [6] such that these 

can be effectively used in many applications. 

 

II. OVERVIEW OF BASIC CAM CELL 

 

A. OVERVIEW OF RAM AND CAM  

 

The RAM has two major operations: Write and Read. (i.e.) 

user supplies the memory address and the RAM returns the 

data stored in that address.  
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A CAM has three major operations: Write, Search and 

Read.(i.e.) user supplies the data word and CAM search its 

entire memory to see the supplied data word. If the data 

word is found, the CAM returns one or more storage address 

where the word was found. They are two types of CAM 

.They are Binary CAM (BCAM)and Ternary CAM(TCAM) 

where BCAM stores 0’s and 1’s and TCAM stores 0’s, 1’s 

and don’t care. CAM is used in various applications like IP 

Packets in network routers, Broad ATM communication 

system and Image coding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B.  BASIC OPERATION OF CAM CELL 

 

The basic CAM cell is based on the static memory cell. Data 

is stored in two cross coupled inverters. The two NMOS 

transistors controlled by the word line allow the CAM to be 

written. The four additional transistors used for matching. 

The bit storage portion is a standard 6T static RAM 

(SRAM) cell. Hence, these cells perform READ and 

WRITE operations similar to an SRAM cell. Third operation 

is MATCH operation. 

                          

Figgure 2. 1BIT CAM Cell 

 

For matching a data bit with stored bit. First leave the word 

line low then Pre-charge match line. Place key on bit line. 

Match line evaluated.  

There are three basic operations for the CAM: Read, Write, 

and Compare (Match). These operations depend on the 

values of word line (WL) and bit line pair. The read and 

write operations are similar to that of a SRAM. Bit line and 

bit line bar should be charged to logic 1 then word line is 

also charged to logic 1. The size of N1 is larger than T1.The 

word line (WL) is asserted only when a read/write operation 

to the SRAM is desired. The read operation returns the data 

associated with the matched word. In a read operation, the 

state of the memory cell must be determined through the 

access transistors T1 and T2. 

The write operation stores the data in unused word 

locations. During the write operation, the bit line drivers are 

designed much stronger than the transistors in the CAM cell. 

P1 and N2 are turned off and N1 and P2 are turned on. The 

data in the cell must be forced to the desired state using the 

same access transistors. When new data, to be written, is 

same as the old data, the access transistors have VDS = 0, 

thus nothing has changed. When new data is different from 

the old data, both access transistors are in saturation, the 

internal nodes charge/discharge to the bit line levels. 

 

III. 32 X 16 CAM  
 

This section describes the implementation of the proposed 

32x16 CAM Design and the results generated for Read, 

Write and Search Operations by Mentor Graphics Eldo 

SPICE Simulation and the layout had been done by the 

MAGIC Layout Editor Tool for the same architecture. 

Figure 3.1 shows structure of 32X16 CAM design 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.1 Structure of 32X16 CAM 

 

A.  DESIGN 

 

At first, a single bit content addressable memory cell was 

designed, and a block has been created for it. Then by 

incrementally changing the number of bits /cells, higher 
sized modules were built, using which normally a 32x16 bit 

(32 address line and 16 word length) CAM was constructed. 

 

The SPICE simulations for the CAM memory were 

performed in 65nm technology with a Vdd of 1.0 V. Using 

the Predictive Model. SPICE simulations were performed 

for two different CAM sizes - 16x16 and 32x16. The worst 

case scenario considered in the simulations was the 

contingency in which none of the data stored in the CAM 
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matches the search data. The energy dissipation in the match 

line was measured for different transitions in the CAM. 

 

B.  SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

CAM Read Mode 

 

Figure 3.4 shows a CAM read waveform. Here, WR denotes 
Read/Write signal, DATA denotes the data to be inverted 

and written into the CAM. BL and BLB denote the two bit 

lines for each memory cell. A '0' for WR denotes Read, and 

a '1' denotes Write operation. There is another signal WL, 

which stands for 'Word Line'. At 2 units of time as shown in 

figure on X-axis, WL goes high. It can be seen from the 

figure that the data in the CAM memory cell is a '0'. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: waveform of a CAM READ Operation 

 

CAM Write Mode 

 
Figure 3.3 shows, At 4 units, WL is made High, which is not 

shown in this gure. This has been done to access the 

memory cell. Then at the same time unit, WR goes to High, 

and a write operation has been activated. Now, the cell 

which contains back to back inverters internally contains a 

'0' inside. In this operation, by making DATA=0, an attempt 

is made to write the opposite value into the memory cell. 

This could be clearly seen in the figure, where when the 

signal DATA=0 and WR is made High, BL is driven to 1, 

and BLB to '0', which in turn force the contents of the 

memory cell to change. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: waveform of a CAM Write Operation 

 

CAM Search Mode 

 

Figure 3.4 shows, the extra functionality in CAM as 

compared to SRAM. A single CAM cell contains two extra 

inputs, known as search lines, shown as CBIT and CBITB, 

in the figure below. The comparison is implemented using 

XNOR NMOS logic with pre-charging circuitry. ML is a 

signal, which is pre-charged high. If the result of 

comparison is false, there is a low resistance path i.e. CBIT 

and data in the memory cell (X1.Q in this case) are equal, 

ML goes to '0'. Otherwise ML remains at '1', which indicates 

both CBIT and X1.Q are equal. 

 

In the graph, it can be seen that till 4 units of time, 

ML=0 and ML becomes '1', when X1.Q rises to '1' at 4 units 

of time, becoming equal to CBIT. Thus ML rises to 1 at t=4 
units of time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 3.4: waveform of a CAM Search Operation 

 

Table 1 shows summarizes the comparison results among 

the various technologies to build a 32X16 CAM  

 

    

Technology Process 65nm 65nm 65nm 

CAM Size 1bit 4bit 16bit 

Simulation Tool 

 

Eldo 

SPICE 

Eldo 

SPICE 

Eldo 

SPICE 

Supply Voltage 1.0 V 1.0 V 1.0 V 

Access time for read 
operation 

98.285 
ps 

395.15 
ps 1.672 ns 

Access time for write 
operation(bit line bar) 

160.10 
ps 650.4 ps 

 2.650  
   ns 

Access time for write 
operation (bit line) 

189.01  
ps 

760.24 
ps 3.124 ns 

Access time for search 

(match time) 

246.74 

ps 

990.96 

ps 

4.47  

ns 

Access time for mismatch 

 

200.35 

ps 

810.45 

ps 3.405 ns 
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Table1.  Summary of CAM access time for different CAM 

sizes 

 

IV TIMING CONSIDERATIONS DUE TO PROCESS 

VARIATIONS 

 
Technologies less in 65nm process for all the three process 

corners have been procured from Berkeley Predictive 

Model. Simulation for the CAM cell has been performed for 

all the process corners, and delays such as read access time, 

write access time, match and mismatch delays have been 

computed in all the 3 cases. These results are tabulated and 

variations in timing can be noted in the table 2. 

 

Sl no Operation 

mode 

Access time with process 

variation 

Fast corner Slow corner 

 

1 Read mode 58.86 ps 119.42 ps 

2 Write mode 

(bit bar) 

4.006 ps 42.59 ps 

3 Write mode 
(bit) 

168.88 ps 258.91 ps 

4 Search mode 

(Match) 

206.46 ps 299.49 ps 

5 Search mode 

(Mismatch) 

16.715 ps 215.78 ps 

 

Table 2: Timing Consideration due to Process variation 

 

 

V.  POWER PERFORMANCE IN CAM CELL 

A  READ POWER 

 

It can be seen in Figure 3.5, at t= 4 units, WL is made high, 

and WR=0. This corresponds to Read operation. It can be 

seen in the figure that during read operation, some power is 
consumed because of the conduction due to access 

transistors. But since the state of the memory cell is 

unchanged, the power consumed is so not so high compared 

to write operation, where switching operation is involved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: power in read operation 

 

 

 

B  WRITE POWER 

 

It can be seen in Figure 3.6, when WR goes to High, the 

existing content of the CAM memory cell is a '0', but now a 

'1' is being written into the memory element. So, some 

switching activity takes place between the back to back 
inverters, before the content of the cell becomes stable. Due 

to this switching, a huge spike can be seen in the figure for 

WRITE POWER at t=4units. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: power in write operation 
C MATCH LINE POWER 

 

It can be seen in Figure 3.7, when a match or mismatch 

occurs between the searched data and the content of the 

memory cell a transition occurs on the signal. And due to 

this change in the result of matching, some power is 

dissipated, which has been depicted in the figure at t=4 units 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: power in match line operation 
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Table 3: Summary of power performance for different 

operations 

 

Sl No Mode of 

Operation 

Power 

 

1 Read Operation 0.0845pJ/bit/read 

 

2 Write Operation 1.71pJ/bit/write 

 

3 Search Operation 83.49pJ/bit/search 
 

 

VI. LAYOUT DESIGN 

 

The layout work was drawn by an MAGIC layout tool, 

which guaranteed that no Ground rule errors and no logical 

to physical differences remained after the design was 

completed. The main goal during layout, besides the goal of 

staying free of errors was to optimize the performance. This 

means not only to design for fast access and cycle times but 

also to provide a safe design with low soft error rates and 

good noise tolerance. For speed, with lowest possible 
capacitance, low resistively signal lines, optimized buffers 

for long lines and high loads, and well tracking internal 

clock signals which are generated in one circuit only (timing 

chain). With the advantage of having 9 wiring levels, we  

decided to use only 4 of them and to save the last two levels 

for global wiring which are allowed to run across the macro 

and to pick-up the macro inputs and outputs directly at the 

location where they end. So, it was not necessary to lead the 

input/output signals to the macro border for picking them 

up. Figure 3.9 shows the layout of the proposed 32x16 bit 

cell. The area is about 1.919 mm2 with 65nm process 

technology. In [17], Table summarizes the comparison of 
different CAM Sizes. As the table shows, all the cells were 

designed with the same process. The physical layout of the 

chip for 1Bit CAM Cell is shown in Figure 3.10. The chip is 

pad-limit design, we must try to reduce the numbers of input 

and output in cost consideration. 

 

Sl No CAM Size Area 

 

1 1 bit 4.246 um 
 

2 2X2 bit 17.85 um 

 

3 4X4 bit 78.144 um 

 

4 16X16 bit 0.958 mm 

 

5 32X16 bit 1.919 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 6.1: 1BIT CAM Layout Design 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2: 32x16 BIT CAM Layout Design 

Table 4: Areas for Different CAM Sizes from MAGIC 

Layout Editor 
 

The area is defined as the smallest rectangular box that can 

be drawn around the design done in MAGIC layout Editor. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Content addressable memory had been designed, analyzed. 

The content addressable memory is divided into two parts: 

Storage and comparison units. 

 

A content addressable memory which uses the switching 

principle to reduce the energy dissipation in the match line 

was presented. A 32x16 size CAM architecture is designed 

using Eldo SPICE circuit simulator to characterize the 

device level description of all the components used, to 

achieve the expected timing requirements. Process 

variations have also been taken into account to compute all 

the delays and performance of the CAM has been evaluated. 

Also the same architecture is designed using MAGIC 

Layout Editor for 65nm process, and the area of the total 

structure on silicon has been found as 53.4umx144.82um. 
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Abstract—In this brief, we introduce a novel low-power dual 
mode logic (DML) family, designed to operate in the sub 
threshold region. The proposed logic family can be switched 
between static and dynamic modes of operation according to 
system requirements. In static mode, the DML gates feature 
very low-power dissipation with moderate performance, 
while in dynamic mode they achieve higher performance, 
albeit with increased power dissipation. This is achieved 
with a simple and intuitive design concept. SPICE and 
Monte Carlo simulations compare performance, power 
dissipation, and robustness of the  proposed DML gates to 
their CMOS and domino counterparts in the 80-nm process. 
Measurements of an 80-nm test chip are presented in order 
to prove the proposed concept.  
 

Index Terms—Dual mode logic (DML), low power, sub 
threshold. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With advancements in technology and the expansion of mobile 
applications, power consumption has become a primary focus of 
attention in VLSI digital design [1]–[2]. Recently, digital sub 
threshold circuit design has become a very promising method 
for ultralow power applications [1], [3]. Circuits, operating in 
the sub threshold region, utilize a supply voltage (VDD) that is 
less than the threshold voltages of the transistors, which allows 
significant reduction of both dynamic and static power. 
However, an aggressive scaling of supply voltage also results in 
performance degradation and a much higher sensitivity to 
process variations and temperature fluctuations [4], [5]. The 
most common logic design family used for sub threshold today 
is CMOS. Ultralow voltage operation, which offers low-
tomoderate performance with ultralow  power dissipation, was 
examined for the first time in 1972 [6] and was originally used 
for  lowthroughput applications such as wrist watches, 
biomedical devices, and sensors [7]. Dynamic logic, such as 
domino logic, has been used since the 1970’s for high-
performance applications [8]. In the past, there have been 
several attempts to use dynamic logic in subthreshold to 
improve the speed [9]. However, these attempts did not gain 
momentum because of high sensitivity to process variations in 
Nanoscale technologies. In this brief, we propose a novel logic 
family, dual mode logic (DML), designed to operate in the 
subthreshold region. The proposed logic can be operated in two 
modes: static CMOS-like mode and dynamic np-CMOS-like 
mode (which will be referred to as a dynamic mode). In the 
static mode, the DML gates feature very low power dissipation 
with moderate performance, while in the dynamic mode, they 
achieve much higher performance, albeit with increased power 
dissipation. This unique feature of the DML provides the option 
to control system performance on-the-fly and thus support 
applications in which a flexible workload is required. 

 
Fig. 1.Proposed basic DML gate. (a) Type A topology. (b) Type 
B topology. 
 
DML shows high immunity to process variations, making it 
possible to operate DML gates from a supply voltage as low as 
300 mV. Simulations, performed on chains of basic 
NAND/NOR  gates, indicate that while operating in the dynamic 
mode, sub threshold DML achieves an  improvement in speed of 
up to 10× compared to a standard CMOS, while dissipating 1.5× 
more  power. In the static mode, a 5× reduction of power 
dissipation is achieved, compared to a basic domino, at the 
expense of a magnitude decrement in performance. Monte Carlo 
simulations of DML present a significant improvement in 
robustness, as compared to domino logic. The rest of this brief is 
constructed as follows. Section II presents an overview of the 
basic DML logic gate and method of operation. A comparison of 
DML speed, energy dissipation, and robustness with CMOS and 
dynamic logic are shown in Section III through simulations and 
test chip measurements. Section IV concludes this brief 
 
II. DML STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLE OF 
OPERATION 
The basic DML gate architecture is composed of a standard 
CMOSgate and an additional transistor M1, whose gate is 
connected toa global clock signal, as shown in Fig. 1. At first 
glance, thisarchitecture is very similar to the noise tolerant pre-
charge (NTP) structure, introduced by Yamada et al. [10]. 
However, in contrast tothe NTP, which was developed as a high-
speed, high-noise-tolerancedynamic logic, the DML aims to 
allow operation in two functionalmodes: static mode and 
dynamic mode.To operate the gate in the dynamic mode, the clk 
is assigned an asymmetric clock, allowing two distinct phases: 
pre-charge and evaluation.During the pre-charge phase, the 
output is charged to high/low, depending on the topology of the 
DML gate. In the consequent evaluationphase, the output is 
evaluated according to the values at the gateinputs. The 
proposed DML topologies, marked Type A and Type B,are 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Type A has added p-MOS transistor thatpre-
charges the output to a logical “1” during the pre-charge phase. 
Type B has an added n-MOS that pre-charges the output to 
alogical “0.” Dynamic logic gates are often implemented using 
afooter, which requires an additional transistor. The footer is 
usedto decrease pre-charge time by eliminating the ripple effect 
of thedata advancing through the cascaded nodes and allowing 
fasterpre-charge. 
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Switching the DML gate to operate in CMOS-like(i.e., 

static mode) operation is fairly intuitive: the global Clkshould be 
fixed high for Type A topology and constantly low forType B 
topology. As a result, the gate attains a similar topology 
toCMOS, except for the extra parasitic capacitance, which is 
usuallynegligible. Creating a DML node based on a CMOS gate 
is alsovery simple: “gluing” an additional transistor for the pre-
chargephase, and, in the case of a footed gate, adding an 
additional n-MOStransistor as footer in Type A gates and a p-
MOS transistor as aheader in Type B gates. 
In addition to the unique capability to switch between different 
modes of operation, DML nodes which are operating in dynamic 
mode have a number of salient advantages over conventional 
dynamic nodes, which stem from the DML topology. The DML 
inherently features an active keeper constructed of the CMOS 
complementary logic. The active keeper is derived from the 
structure of the node, in which the CMOS part is still fully 
functional, and assists in maintaining the output level. This is 
the key attribute to the immunity to process variations, 
temperature fluctuations, and solving some of the domino’s well 
known drawbacks such as charge sharing, crosstalk noise, and 
susceptibility to glitches, which intensify with process and 
voltage scaling. The design methodology that should be used 
when designing a DML gate is to place the pre-charge transistor 
in parallel to the stacked transistors. Thus, the evaluation is 
performed with the parallel transistors and, therefore, it is faster. 
The stacked transistors will be sized to minimal widths to reduce 
intrinsic capacitances, increasing dynamic operation 
performance over reduced static operation performance. This 
sizing strategy also results in reduced energy dissipation, as 
compared to conventional static CMOS gates. The pre-charge 
transistor is also minimum sized to decrease leakage currents 
during static operation and evaluation. Note, all gates can be 
designed either as Type A or Type B, ignoring the optimization 
guidelines mentioned above. The optimal design methodologies 
when designing with DML gates is to cascade connect Type A 
and Type B gates, exactly like in np-CMOS gates. Even though 
this design methodology will allow maximum performance, 
minimize area, and maximize power efficiency, it is possible to 
connect gates of the same type by using an inverter buffering 
between them, in a similar way it is done in domino logic. 
Connecting gates of the same type without inverters is also 
possible when a footer/header is used at each stage, however, 
this structure will cause glitching after pre-charge ends and until 
the evaluation data ripples through the chain. These are standard 
problems when designing with dynamic gates [11]. However in 
contrast to the standard dynamic logic, DML’s inherent keeper 
helps recover the logical value.  

III. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE 
ANALYSISTHROUGH SIMULATIONS AND 

MEASUREMENTS 
We compared DML gates to their CMOS and domino 
counterparts by means of speed, power, and robustness. All the 
test gates were examined and characterized in a standard low-
power 80- nm process, using the Cadence Virtuoso-based 
Specter simulator. Power supplies between 150 mV and 600 mV 
were tested for energy estimation. Monte Carlo statistical 
simulations were   performed at 300 mV to compare the 
sensitivity of the simulated gates to process variations and 
mismatch. The DML gates, tested inthe rest of this brief, are 
unbooted, except for Section III-C, wherethe comparison of the 
footed DML gates to their footed dynamiccounterparts is 
presented. In cases of DML gates without footers,the simulation 

results include the overhead of generating the ripplepre-charge 
signals. In order to provide a fair comparison, the samemetric 
was used to design all gates (CMOS, domino, and DML).All 
gates were designed to conduct the same Ion current 
duringevaluation. This current is equal to the Ion current flowing 
througha single transistor of a CMOS inverter. 
A. Speed 
We setup a framework for evaluating frequency consisting of 
fan-outthree NAND and NOR gates. We compared standard 
CMOS gates, un-footed DML gates, and domino gates both with 
and without a. 

 
Fig. 2. Simulated speed for CMOS, domino, and DML (static 
and dynamic) 
FO-3 NAND-NOR chain and for DML FO-3 NAND-NAND 
chain. Keeper. The role of the keeper in receiving acceptable 
robustness will be discussed in Section III- C. A test chain was 
composed of 20 consecutive NAND and NOR gates, in which 
the NOR gate was implemented in A topology, and NAND was 
implemented in B topology, laying a similar structure to an np-
CMOS design. While this np-CMOS-like chain demonstrated 
better results, we also show the performance of consecutive 
DML gates of the same type. We tested the minimal functional 
period T of the entire chain, in which T is defined in (1), and the 
operation frequency of the entire chain is f=1/T  
 

 
After the pre-charge phase, the output of a dynamic NOR gate is 
high, and when no switching occurs, it literally gives tplh= 0. 
When switching does occur, the output capacitance CL is 
discharged through the pull-down network. Usually, CL is the 
input capacitance of the next node in the dynamic chain, so it is 
substantially smaller than the input capacitance of the CMOS 
equivalent. The switching period thus is decreased and becomes 
similar to the CMOS-design current-sinking capabilities of the 
pull-down network. This analysis seems somewhat unfair, since 
it does not take into account the pre-charge phase. However, it is 
very often possible to conceal the pre-charge during other 
system functions. Fig. 2 depicts a comparison of the maximum 
gate frequency as a function of VDD for CMOS, dynamic, and 
DML chains. First, as expected, the highest frequency is 
achieved by unfooteddynamic logic. However, dynamic logic is 
very sensitive to process variations (discussed in Section III-C), 
which make it unusable for the subthreshold regime. Second, the 
dynamic DML gates with an average of an order of magnitude 
have higher- frequency than CMOS. Third, the unfavorable case 
of consecutive gates of the same type (in this case the chain was 
composed of interleaved Type A and Type B NAND gates) 
shows speed degradation of 17%, as compared to the DML 
chain of consecutive NAND and NOR gates. Fourth, CMOS 
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logic achieves frequency which is lower than the dynamic DML. 
Fifth, and last, is the static DML, which offers on average 55% 
of the achievable CMOS frequency. This means that switching 
from static mode in DML to dynamic mode offers a 14× 
frequency boost on average, with energy consumption 
consequences that will be discussed in the following section. 
B. Energy Dissipation 
A simulation of the same chain composed of 20 consecutive 
NANDNOR demonstrates an energy consumption analysis. We 
used  the test chain to estimate the total energy consumed during 
one switch. 

 
Fig. 3. NAND-NOR test chain energy consumption versus VDD 
for CMOS,Domino, and DML (static and dynamic). 
 
We used only footed dynamic gates, since, as previously noted, 
an unfooted dynamic gate does not stand process variation. The 
results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 3. VDD varies from 0.2 
to 0.6 V, and the minimum energy point (MEP) is marked with 
an “X.” The DML static mode demonstrated lowest energy 
consumption, on average, 2.2× less than CMOS and 5× less than 
domino. As can be observed, the MEP for DML gates is located 
in the subthreshold region. Although it is not always possible, 
the optimal operation voltage for ultralow power applications is 
VDD, MEP at MEP [12]. If VDD is higher than VDD, MEP, 
dynamic energy is wasted, and if VDD is below VDD, MEP, 
leakage energy is wasted, due to the prolonged TCycle [13]. 
Herein lies an interesting DML feature: the circuit can be tuned 
to operate at an MEP bound to a certain nominal frequency, but, 
when required or higher throughput, a higher-frequency can be 
easily achieved by changing the operation mode to dynamic 
with an acceptable energy penalty. The opposite is also possible: 
the circuit can operate at a high-frequency, but at standby the 
consumed energy can drop down to 20% of the nominal 
consumption. As expected, domino logic consumes the highest 
amount of energy, due to the pre-charging, high leakage, and 
excessive transistors as keepers.  
 
C. Robustness and Sensitivity to Process Variations 
The subthreshold regime, while offering low power 
consumption, suffers from process variation susceptibility and 
reduction of noise margins. In the following sections, we present 
two metrics used to quantitatively estimate the robustness of 
DML logic versus CMOS and domino design. 1) Static Noise 
Margin (SNM): The metric to estimate an employed logic gate 
failure is SNM for logic gates, as introduced by Kwong and 
Chandrakasan [14]. This metric suggests a simple analysis of the 
butterfly curve.  Logic failure is defined as a butterfly plot SNM 
analysis with no inscribed square, analogous to a 6T static 
random-access memory (SRAM) cell displaying negative SNM. 
In order to test DML we connected a NAND gate to a NOR gate 
back to back, as it was applied in [15] for an SRAM cell. SNM 

is defined as the largest inscribed square’s side in the smaller 
lobe of a butterfly plot. We have used this criterion only for the 
CMOS and the static DML, since dynamic logic and dynamic 
DML cannot be tested correctly using this analysis. Fig. 4 shows 
the DML and CMOS SNMs at VDD = 300 mV. The Monte 
Carlo analysis for 1 k points, which takes into account both local 
and global variations, was utilized. The simulated SNM for 
CMOS is µCMOS= 77 mV, σCMOS= 7.7 mV, and the DML 
static SNM is µDML= 52 mV and σDML= 11.2 mV. The SNR 
of the SNM received for CMOS is a little bit higher than the 
SNR of static DML, which implies higher robustness  
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Monte Carlo SNM analysis, VDD = 300 mV. (a) CMOS 
SNM: µCMOS= 77 m, σCMOS= 7.7 m. (b) DML SNM: 
µDML= 52 m, σDML= 11.2 m. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Monte Carlo LL analysis, VDD = 300 mV. (a) Domino 
LL: µDOMINO−0 = 16.8 m, σDOMINO−0 = 61.3 m. (b) 
µDOMINO−1 = 89 m, σDOMINO−1 = 118.4 m. DML LL. (c) 
µDML−0 = 22 m, σDML−0 = 14.2 m. (d) µDML−1 = 299.8 m, 
σDML−1 = 206 m  
 
of CMOS. However, it can be seen that static DML is still very 
robust. Moreover, it should be noted that when DML was 
optimized for improved robustness rather than improved speed, 
better SNM values were received. In the following section, we 
will evaluate the dynamic DML versus the domino robustness. 
D. Logical Level (LL) Analysis To evaluate the process variation 
susceptibility of the dynamic DML and domino, we introduced 
LL analysis. We used LL analysis as a framework to evaluate 
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the tested dynamic logic’s ability to handle leakage currents. 
According to the LL analysis, a gate is either pre-charged to 
VDD or dis- pre-charged to 0 V, and after a predefined period, 
the output voltages of the different gates are compared. Dynamic 
gates suffer from charge leakage, which becomes more severe in 
subthreshold due to long static periods. This analysis takes into 
account all the parasitic leakages and approximates the 
robustness of the dynamic gate to hold a logical 0 or a logical 1. 
The test consisted of a single gate in a chain, pre-charged, and 
after a period suitable for 10-MHz operation, the voltage was 
measured at the output of the gate. We tested the DML unfooted 
gates versus the domino gates with a keeper. We used a keeper 
since domino gates without a keeper failed to operate. The LL 
analysis was performed using a 1-k-point Monte Carlo 
simulation with local and global interdie variations, which 
simulate a sampling of logic gates across various dies. Fig. 5 
shows the LL histograms received at VDD =300 mV. The 
received results for logical “0” are µDOMINO−0 = 16.8 mV, 
σDOMINO−0 = 61.3 mV and µDML−0 = 22 mV, andσDML−0 
= 14.2 mV. For logical “1”: µDOMINO−1 = 89 mV,  
 

 
Fig. 6. Monte Carlo delay analysis, VDD = 300 mV. (a) 
DMLdynamic mode with footer: µDML_w_footer= 16.22 ns, 
σDML= 9 ns.(b) ominous: Domino = 12.77 ns, dominos= 13.81 
ns. (c) DML static mode: µDML_static= 31 ns, σDML= 17.2 ns. 
(d) CMOS: µCMOS= 18.8 ns,σCMOS= 8 ns 
 
σDOMINO−1 = 118.4 mV and µDML−1 = 299.8 mV and 
σDML−1 = 206 µV. These results strongly indicate an improved 
robustness of DML dynamic logic versus standard domino 
implementation. It can be noted that a fairly large amount of the 
tested domino gates failed to keep the LL “1,” due to the 
topology which consists of a stack of n-MOS transistors 
struggling with a feeble p-MOS pre-charge transistor at some of 
the simulated dies. We also examined the lowest possible VDD 
for CMOS, domino, and DML under global and local variations. 
The results were 285 mV for CMOS, 470 mV for domino, and 
300 mV for DML. 
 

D. Delay Variation 
Obviously, delay variation affects the performance, which thus 
affects the yield. It is well known that circuits operating in the 
subthreshold regime exhibit more magnified sensitivity to 
variations than in the above-threshold. This is due to the 
exponential dependence of Vth. The common assumption is that 
Vth is distributed normally; hence, the subthreshold current is 

log-normally distributed. The delay of a subthreshold logic gate 
can be modeled as  
 

 
WhereK is a fitting parameter and Cg is the extracted output 
capacitance. The denominator is the active current, modeled 
using I0 as a fitting parameter, which takes into account the total 
current flowing through the n-MOS and p-MOS transistors. 
Assuming no varying output capacitance, we predict that the 
delay will also be log-normally distributed, since it is linearly 
related to the on current. Indeed, the 1-k Monte Carlo analysis of 
the average delay yields a log-normal distribution, as depicted in 
Fig. 6. The received results are, from the fastest to the slowest: 
domino with domino= 12.77 ns, DML dynamic mode with 
µDML_w_footer= 16.22 ns, CMOS with µCMOS= 18.8 ns, and 
DML static mode with µDML_static= 31 ns. The domino offers 
the highest- frequency, but as previously discussed, it suffers 
greatly from leakage, and consequently exhibits a very low 
yield. In terms of yield, for example, if the target operation 
frequency is 10 MHz at 300 mV, Monte Carlo results mean 
almost 100% yield in the case of the DML, and less than 40% in 
the domino. Thus, in practice, standard domino logic is 
unsuitable for the subthreshold regime.  
F. Test Chip Measurements—Preliminary Proof-of-
Concept 
In order to provide a preliminary proof-of-concept of the 
proposed family, we have fabricated two DML test structures as 
a part of 
 

 
Fig. 7. (a) Layout of test chip. (b) Test chip micrograph. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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Fig. 8. Measurement results of NAND AB and INV AB and 
chain atVDD = 400 mV. (a) Dynamic mode. (b) Static mode. 
 
a test chip in a low-power 80-nm TSMC process. The fabricated 
DML structures are 100 stage chains with the following 
architectures: 1) Type A gate followed by a Type B gate, 
denoted as AB, and 2) Type A gate followed by a CMOS 
inverter, denoted as AI. Fig. 7 shows the layout and die 
photograph of the test chip, which includes other projects as 
well. The DML devices under test are marked in Fig. 7(a). The 
chip was covered by metal layers for density reasons. Post-
silicon testing was performed with 400 mV– 1.1 V supply 
voltages at 27 °C. All control signals and biases were generated 
externally using a Pulse Instruments 4000 Series Test System. 
Static and dynamic behaviors were measured using the Agilent 
B1500a semiconductor device analyzer. In Fig. 8, we can see 
positive evidence for the functionality of the DML family. Fig. 
8(a) shows the waveforms of two different chains: 1) 100 
NAND gates connected in AB configuration and 2) 100 DML 
inverters. The delay we received from both chains is about 20 ns 
at 400 mV. The static mode operation, shown in Fig. 8(b), was 
also verified. To activate the static mode, Clk was connected to 
VDD. As expected, both chains behaved as CMOS gates. The 
measured chain delay was approximately 200 ns, which is about 
10× higher than the dynamic operation. Comparison between 
simulation and measurement results, which is not presented in 
this brief due to length limitations, showed coherence between 
simulated and measured results with an average and maximum 
differences of 13% and 25%, respectively.  
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
 
In this brief, we presented a novel family, DML, which was 
shown for subthreshold operation. We showed that the DML 
dynamic mode presented an average 10× speed improvement as 
compared to CMOS, and improved robustness as compared to a 
standard dynamic logic.  
 
The DML static mode demonstrated the lowest energy 
dissipation: 2.2× less than CMOS on average, and 5× less than 
the domino. We presented a basic proof-of-concept of the 
proposed DML logic by measurements of an 80-nm test chip. 
Future work will include the optimization of the DML gates for 
operation with standard supply voltages, development of a 
standard library and designing of a benchmark design using a 
standard ASIC flow.  
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ABSTRACT 

In RTS, we cannot afford to miss any task deadline. If a 
task missed its target then the protection of the system, the 
environment or the user would be lay on line. Typical examples 
of hard RTS are the medical implants such as pacemakers which 
keep the patient healthy, or the temperature controller of a 
power plant which may ultimately cause the explosion of the 
central if the temperature is not regulated at a predefined 
frequency. Other examples are the ABS (anti-lock 
brakes System) on a car- the real-time constraint of this system is 
the time in which the brakes must be released to prevent the 
wheel from locking and the airbag controller which both have to 
react sufficiently fast to prevent the passengers from being hurt 
in case of an emergency braking or an accident. The results after 
deadline misses in RTS are not always so catastrophic. 
Nevertheless, the total failure of the system may lead to huge 
money loss due to repair and maintenance. This is the goal of the 
RTS scheduling theory. 

 
Scheduling algorithm that builded a schedule respecting 

all the task deadlines for any task set for which a solution exists. 
In previous years, we have witnessed a paradigm shift in the 
computing platform architectures. Uniprocessor platform have 
set a place to multiprocessor architectures. While the RTS 
scheduling theory can be considered as being established for 
uniprocessor systems, it is still an developing research field for 
multiprocessor architectures. One of the major difficulty with 
multiprocessor platform is to present an optimal scheduling 
algorithm. Although optimal multiprocessor RTS scheduling 
algorithms exist, they usually source an excessive number of task 
preemptions and migrations during the schedule. These 
preemptions and migrations effect expenses that must be added 
to the task execution times.  

In this Paper, we propose the new scheduling 
algorithm-SBF9 , tend to reduce or even suppress the fairness in 
the computed schedule. 
  

 We conjecture that this algorithm optimally schedules 
any set of periodic tasks with implicit deadlines and could easily 
be extended to the schedule of sporadic tasks. 

Key Words—Scheduling Algorithm, Multi Processor, Fairness, 
Task, Optimal Scheduling, Earliest Deadline First (EDF). 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 Optimal scheduling algorithms for uniprocessor 
platforms exist from many years [2]. These are generally based 
on simple priority definitions as in Earliest Deadline First 
(EDF). However, their generalization to the scheduling on 
multiprocessor platforms always leaded to the loss of 
optimality. A new approach named proportionate fairness was 
therefore proposed by Baruah et al. in 1993 [1]. In a 
Proportionate Fair (PFair) algorithm, the time is divided in 
quanta and each task τi is scheduled such that, after any 
quantum q, the amount of quanta executed byτi from the start 
of the schedule toq has been proportionate to its utilization 
factor. Unfortunately, the optimality of this new class of 
algorithms is at the cost of numerous preemptions, migrations 
and scheduling points during the system execution. These 
drawbacks are partially overcome when applying the Deadline 
Partitioning Fairness (DP-Fair) theory [3], [4]. In this case, the 
property of fairness has indeed to be ensured only at the 
deadlines of the jobs executed in the application and not 
anymore after each quantum of time. 
 
 In [5], the authors proposed an hybrid solution named 
EKG for the schedule of periodic tasks. In its optimal version, 
the tasks are grouped in what we will call supertasks. All 
supertasks are scheduled under a DP-Fair policy. Whenever a 
supertask is chosen to be executed, one of its component tasks 
is selected accordingly to the EDF algorithm to be effectively 
executed on the platform. The technique used in EKG allows 
to drastically reduce the amount of preemptions during the 
execution. However, when extended to the schedule of 
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sporadic tasks with implicit deadlines, EKG [6] and its 
evolution NPS-F [7] have to make a trade-off between the 
upper-bound on the total utilization of the platform and the 
amount of preemptions. Therefore, the optimality cannot be 
guaranteed unless we accept to have an amount of 
preemptions and scheduling points even greater than what we 
get with a PFair algorithm. 

 
Goal of this work: 
 
 We conjecture that the fairness property needed by 
DP-Fair, EKG (and successors) is not mandatory for 
optimality. We aim to propose an optimal multiprocessor 
scheduling algorithm based on priorities and relaxing the 
fairness property. 
 

II.  MODEL 

We first tackle the problem of scheduling a set of n 
independent strictly periodic tasks with implicit deadlines on a 
platform composed of m identical processors. Each task τi  has 
a worst case execution time Ci and a period Ti. That is, each 
job of τi must receive Ci time units before the next job arrival 
and there are Ti time units between two such job arrivals. We 
define the utilization factor of τi as the quantity Ui def= CiTi. 
At any instant , we define the remaining execution timer i(t) of 
τi as the amount of time units that the current job of τi has still 
to execute before its next absolute dead lined i(t). The system 
states(t) at time t is completely defined by the remaining 
execution times ri(t) and the absolute deadlines di(t) of all 
tasksτi in the system. For a better readability, we will use the 
notations ri and di instead of ri(t) and di(t) in the remaining of 
this paper. 

III.  ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 

 In the following, we assume that for all pairs of tasks 

τk and τ, ifk< then dk ≤d (i.e. the deadline of the 

current job ofτk is earlier than the deadline of the job ofτ). 

Our algorithm divides the time in time slices extending from 
one job arrival to the next one. Whenever a job arrives in the 
system, we execute the two following phases:  
 
Phase 1:  
 
 The algorithm divides the ri time units of every task 
τi among the processors. We define qi,j as the amount of work 
ofτi that we assign to processorπj in the interval [t,di] (t is the 

instant of the new job arrival). The qi,j values are determined 

such that (i)jqi,j =ri and (ii) theri time units ofτi can be 

executed beforedi without intra-job parallelism. 
 
 The tasks are assigned in an increasing absolute 
deadline order. For each task τi and each processor πj, we 
compute the amount of time units that τi can execute within 
the interval [t,di] without parallelism. Fig. 1 proposes a 
pseudo-code of the assignment protocol and introduces the 
two following quantities: 
 

 
Fig. 1. Assignment pseudo-algorithm. 

 

• ρ i,j: the amount of time which is already reserved on 
processor πj for the execution of the tasks 
{ τ1,...,τi−1} (i.e. tasks with a deadline at or before 
di). 

• q max i,j :the maximum amount of work that τi could 
execute on πj in the interval [t,di] without 
parallelism.  

Explanations on the computation of both these quantities will 
be given in Section III-A. 
 
When the task τi is assigned, we always try to fill up the 
processors with the smallest indexes. Therefore, we first 
compute the maximum amount of work qmaxi,1 that the task 
τi could execute on processor π1. If qmax i,1 is larger than the 
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remaining execution time ri of τi, we can assign all the ri time 
units on π1. That is, qi,1 := ri. On the other hand, if ri > qmax 
i,1 then we cannot assign more than qmaxi,1 time units of τi 
on processor π1 (otherwise, from the definition of qmax i,j , 
there is a risk that τi does not respect its deadline di without 
parallelism). Therefore, we associate the maximum amount of 
work of τi with π1 (i.e. qi,1 := qmax i,1 ) and we recursively 
apply the same procedure on processors π2 to πm until all the 
ri time units of τi are dispatched on the processors of the 
platform. 
 
Phase 2: We schedule the qi,j time units according to 
partitioned EDF. Furthermore, we add the following rule: if a 
task τi is split among several processors (i.e. there exist at 

least two processors πk and π such that k <  and qi,k > 0 

and qi, > 0) then τi cannot be executed on the higher 

indexed processor π when executed on the lower indexed 

one πk. This mechanism does not affect the schedulability. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Computation of q i,i 

max . 
 
of the task in the future if the qmax

i,j values were correctly 
computed (see Section III-A). When the first absolute deadline 
(say d1) is reached (i.e. a new job arrives in the system), we 
update the system state s(t) and we repeat the phases 1 and 2 
for the next time slice extending from d1 to the next absolute 
deadline in the system. 
 
B. Example 
 
Fig. 3 shows an example of the assignment of three tasks on 
two processors following the algorithm presented in Fig. 1. 
The parameters of the tasks are as follow: d1 = t + 10, d2 =t + 

30, d3 = t + 42, r1 = 5, r2 = 15, r3 = 26, U1 = 0.3,  U2 = 0.8 
and U3 = 0.35. We first assign the task τ1 since it has the 
smallest deadline. By definition of ρi,j, we get that ρ1,1 = 0 
(i.e. there is still no task assigned on the processor) 
 

 
Fig. 3. Tasks assignment example. 

 
implying that qmax 1,1 = (d1 −t) = 10. We thereby assign all 
the remaining execution time r1 of τ1 to π1 (i.e. q1,1 = 5). 
Moreover, we reserve 30% of time after d1 to execute τ1 in 
the future (i.e. a proportion of time equal to the utilization 
factor of τ1) (see Fig. 3(a)). The second task that we must 
assign is τ2. Since its deadline d2 is at time t + 30, we have to 
execute the remaining execution time of τ2 in the interval 
[t,t+30]. We therefore compute the maximum execution time 
qmax2,1 that τ2 could execute on π1 in this time interval. 
Since τ1 is executed during r1 = 5 time units between t and d1 
and since 30% of time is reserved to execute τ1 after d1, we 
get that ρ2,1 = r1 + U1(d2 − d1) = 11 and therefore qmax2,1 = 
(d2 −t)−ρ2,1 = 19. Since r2 = 15, we assign the r2 
timeunitstotheprocessorπ1 (i.e.q2,1 = 15) .Furthermore, we 
reserve 80%oftimetoexecuteτ2 afterd2.Thetotalproportion of 
time reserved on the platform after d2 is thereby equal to U1 
+U2 = 110%. Since we cannot reserve more than 100% of one 
processor, we reserve 100% of π1 and 10% of π2 (see Fig. 
3(b)). We obtain thatρ3,1 =ρ2,1+q2,1+1 ·(d3−d2) = 38 and 
ρ3,2 =ρ2,2+q2,2+0.1(d3 −d2) = 1.2. It therefore yields qmax 
3,1 = (d3 −t)−ρ3,1 = 4 leading to the split of τ3 among π1 and 
π2. We finally get that q3,1 =qmax 3,1 = 4 and q3,2 = 22 (see 
Fig. 3(c)). 
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IV.  ALGORITHM PROPERTIES 

In this section we will present some interesting properties 
and conjectures about our algorithm. 
 

A. Time Complexity 
Property 1:  
The time complexity of our algorithm is O(n·m). 
Proof: To obtain the time complexity of the complete 
algorithm, we will compute the complexity of the two phases 
presented in Section III. 

• Phase 1:  

During the assignment process, the construction of the sorted 
list (named Task List in Fig. 1) can be implemented with a 
complexity of O(n). Indeed if we use a list of the tasks pre-
sorted according to their periods, the reconstruction of Task 
List after each deadline consists in the merge of two sorted 
lists. This can be achieved with a linear complexity [8]. 
Moreover, the assignment of the n tasks on the m processors is 
performed using two nested loops. The first one has n iterations 
and the second one has m iterations. All the operations realized 
in the loops can be done in O(1). Therefore, the time 
complexity of the assignment procedure is O(n·m). 
 

• Phase 2:  
 

After the assignment procedure, the execution of EDF on each 
processor only needs to manipulate a ready queue. This can be 
done with a complexity of O (logn). 
 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

The decisions in use by SBF9 with conserving technique 
proposed were simulated to calculate the performances of this 
new algorithm. We then compared the results to the scheduler 
for DTS, with PD2. Each simulated task set contains 10 or 100 
sporadic tasks. The periods of tasks are randomly generated 
within {10,100} under a uniform distribution. The worst case 
execution time of a task is generated randomly between 1 and 
its period. For each job, its arrival delay selected randomly 
between 0 and a maximum delay by executing each task from 
time 0 to 10,000 shown in Figures 5 (a) to (c), are average of 
the results. 

 
Figure: 5(a).Scheduling points Vs Maximum delay 

 
Figure: 5(b). SBF 9 Preemptions Vs Maximum delay 

 

 
Figure: 5(c). Migration Vs Maximum delay 

 
Figure 5(a) shows that SBF 9  reducing the number 

of scheduling points by more than 70% compared by PD2 
when each task set carry 10 tasks. Furthermore, as the number 
of tasks increases, more time instants are expected to be a 
boundary or the arrival time of a new task.  If task sets 
containing 100 tasks, SBF9 could do with up to 94% of the 
scheduling points of PD2 in average. As shown in Figures 5(b) 
and (c), the number of preemptions and task migrations 
generated by SBF9 remains between 40% to 50%. 
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VI.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS  

In this paper, we presented a new multiprocessor scheduling 
algorithm. We showed that this algorithm is a strict multi pro-
cessor EDF generalization and we conjecture that it optimally 
schedules periodic tasks with implicit deadlines. Furthermore, 
to the best of our knowledge, it is the first multiprocessor 
scheduling algorithm that does not use the fairness property to 
reach the optimality. With this new approach, we open the 
way to a new family of optimal algorithms with new tools to 
impact their performances. 
 

However, some research has still to be carried out to reach 
our objectives. Therefore, our future works include: 
 

1) formally prove the optimality of our algorithm.  
 

2) extend this algorithm and its optimality proof to the 
schedule of set of sporadic tasks with implicit deadlines.  

3) quantify the amount of preemptions during the execu-
tion when our algorithm is executed. Furthermore, it 
would be interesting to compare this quantity with the 
results obtained with EKG, NPS-F and some DP-Fair 
algorithms.  
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Abstract : Multicasting can improve the efficiency of the 

wireless link when sending multiple copies of messages by 
exploiting the inherent broadcast property of wireless 

transmission. Although multicast routing algorithms in MANETs 
could be efficient in many situations, but the devices in MANETs 

are more vulnerable to attacks. In the areas where secured 
information is primary requirement then developers need to 

concentrate on security in multicast routing in MANETs. In this 

paper the ROUTE-REQ packet in Object-oriented neighbor 
discovery In Fuzzy improved ADRP is modified to achieve 

security in multicast routing. By doing this even though number 
of paths are decreased and simulation time increases , secured 
paths are find out between source to destination.  A ns-2 

simulation study performed and our results revealed that 
secured paths are find  between source to destination, increase in 

simulation time and reduce in number of routing messages in 

Secured Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP compared to  

Fuzzy improved ADRP. 

General Terms 
Theory and Protocol 

Keywords 

Mobile Ad hoc networks, Multicast Routing, Adaptive Delay 
Multicast Routing, Fuzzy method, Security, NS-2 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A mobile ad-hoc network(MANET)[1] is an autonomous collection 

of mobile nodes that communicates over bandwidth constrained 

wireless links. This network is not supported by any fixed 

infrastructure or central administration. The nodes are self organized 

and can be deployed anywhere, any time to support a particular 

purpose. Typically application areas of it includes battle fields, 

rescue sites and data acquisition in remote areas. An ad-hoc network 

is also useful in conventions and classrooms where participants share 

information dynamically.  

 

In a typical ad hoc environment, network hosts work in groups to 

carry out a given task. Hence, multicast data transfer is more 

predominant than unicast data transfer. In military networks, 

multicast traffic dominates due to need of group communications. 

Multicasting involves the transmission of a datagram to a group of 

zero or more hosts identified by a single destination address, and is 

intended for group oriented computing. The use of multicasting 

within MANETs has many benefits. It can improve the efficiency of 

wireless channel while sending multiple copies of same data to 

different hosts. Instead of sending data via multiple unicast, 

multicasting minimizes channel consumption, sender and router 

processing, energy consumption and delivery delay.  

Multicast routing in MANETs is much more complex than in wired 

networks and faces several challenges. Multicast group members 

move, which prevents the use of a fixed infrastructure multicast 

topology. Various multicast protocols have been proposed to perform 

multicasting in ad-hoc networks. Multicast Routing protocols for 

MANETs have traditionally used shortest path routing to obtain 

paths to destinations, and do not consider traffic load or delay as an 

explicit factor. ADRP[4]  gives a path source to destinations in which 

the delay is less than mean delay which is extension of wardrop 

routing in wireless networks[3]. The main concern is that overhead 

that ADRP create.  Fuzzy Improved Adaptive Delay Multicast 

Routing Protocol[11] uses Fuzzy method and Reducing overhead 

method to control overhead in ADRP to achieve low end to end 

delay , High packet delivery ratio and low energy consumption 

compared to ADRP. Order-optimal neighbor discovery is used in 

Fuzzy improved ADRP[11] to reduce energy requirement and time in 

neighbor discovery process. Further it reduces overhead in the 

network.Security-Aware ad hoc Routing [10] used in Order-optimal 

Fuzzy improved ADRP [12] to find secured paths between source 

and destination which leads to minimization in  number of routing 

messages and increase in simulation time. 

 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides  description of 

ADRP. Section 3 describes Fuzzy improved ADRP. Section 4 

describes Order-optimal neighbor discovery in Fuzzy improved 

ADRP. Section 5 describes Security-Aware ad-hoc routing. Section 6 

describes simulation environment. Section 7 provides simulation 

results and concluding remarks in section 8.   

2. ADAPTIVE DELAY MULTICAST PROTOCOL 

OVERVIEW 

 
ADRP[4] is mesh based source initiated multicast routing protocol 

which  includes the neighboring concept and load adaptive concept. 

The routes are built and maintained using traditional request and 

reply messages. A soft state approach is used for multicast group 

maintenance. 
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2.1 Different Steps in ADRP 

 Step 1: Neighbor Awareness in ADRP 

   In ADRP each node  keeps the information of all of its neighbors 

of one-hop distance in a neighbor table. Node periodically transmits 

HELLO packet shown in Figure 1 to find out its neighbour 

information.  

Type Source 

ID 

Sequence Neighbor 

ID 

Neighbor 

Delay 

Figure 1: HELLO packet 

Step 2: Creation of Multicast Mesh 

In ADRP, A new source initially sends a ROUTE-REQ packet 

shown in Figure.2. The ROUTE-REQ packet has a data payload 

field. When an intermediate node receives the ROUTE-REQ packet, 

it caches the upstream node and updates the field with its own 

address before forwarding it to next nodes. When a receiver receives 

the ROUTE-REQ packet, it sends a REP packet to the node from 

which it received the packet. The upstream node receives the REP 

packet and adds an entry for the group to its routing table. Then it 

forwards the REP packet to its own upstream node, and the REP 

packet eventually reaches the source node. The intermediate nodes 

that relay the REP packet become forwarding nodes. The forwarding 

node information is maintained in Forwarding group table. A 

multicast mesh of a group consists of sources, receivers, forwarding 

nodes, and links connecting them. The nodes in a multicast mesh are 

called mesh nodes. After receiving the all the reply packets, at source 

node mean delay is calculated. Out of all the paths between source to 

destination, the path which have lesser  delay than mean delay is 

selected for data transmission. By considering all the possible paths  

between source to multiple destinations , multicast mesh is created. 

Type  Sequence no Timestamp 

Source id Neighbor id Destination id 

FC Delay Pay load 

Figure 2: ROUTE-REQ packet 

Step 3: Multicast Mesh Maintenance 

Each source node periodically transmits a LOCAL-REQ packet 

shown in Figure 3 and only mesh nodes and group neighbor nodes 

relay the packet. Therefore, all nodes two hops away from the mesh 

nodes receive the LOCAL-REQ packet. This mechanism repairs 

most link failures caused by node movements. REP packets to 

LOCAL-REQ packets are relayed to a source in the same way as 

REP packets to ROUTE-REQ packets. Forwarding nodes and group 

neighbor nodes along a multicast mesh are updated as REP packets 

are relayed to a source. 

 

Type  Sequence no Timestamp 

Source id Mesh node id Destination id 

FC Delay Pay load 

Figure 3: LOCAL-REQ packet 

Step 4: DATA Packets Transmission 

When a node receives a DATA packet, it consults DataCache to see 

if the packet is duplicate. If so, it discards the packet. Otherwise, it 

updates DataCache to reflect the packet header information, 

especially the sequence number and the packet is re-broadcast if the 

receiving node is a forwarding node. 

ADRP has many advantages but it suffers from high overhead. This 

overhead is attributed mainly due to the mesh delivery structure and 

the network wide broadcasting of  ROUTE-REQ packets. When 

there are many nodes or multicast sources in the network, data and 

control overhead increases significantly, especially for large 

networks. 

Therefore, one important point to consider is how to reduce the 

overhead for the mesh creation and maintenance. 

3. FUZZY IMPROVED ADRP 

In this section, two main approaches are used for increasing the 

performance of multicast routing in a MANET. First,  fuzzy logic 

based approach[5] is used to deal with imperfect knowledge about 

link and node characteristics. Second, the domain of control packet 

flooding[6] is restricted to reduce the overhead. Finally, how these 

approaches can be integrated into Adaptive delay Multicast Routing 

Protocol are demonstrated to reduce overhead. 

3.1 Fuzzy Logic Based Approach  

In the Mobile Ad-hoc Network, nodes are classified as strong and 

weak nodes. The strong node has properties like high power level, 

high bandwidth availability,  low loss rate and low moving speed. A 

strong forwarding group is formed by using strong nodes. The 

probability of data delivery is increased by using strong forwarding 

group in the path. These strong forwarding groups are formed by 

using fuzzy logic based approach which should lead to decreased 

resources consumption and higher stability of the delivery structure. 

In ADRP , any node which receives a ROUTE-REQ packet it catches 

the upstream node and updates the field with its own address before 

forwarding to next nodes. It does not consider whether the node is 

strong or weak from which it receives.  

We add several fields to the ROUTE-REQ packet shown in Figure 

4.which carry extra information on e.g. bandwidth availability, loss 

rate experienced, moving speed, and power level to allow the nodes 

to perform a better route selection in the route request process. Based 
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on such information, the next nodes will be able to compute the 

probability of caching and forwarding the received ROUTE-REQ 

message. 

Type Sequence Source ID Neighbor ID 

Bandwidth Loss Speed Power 

Query Destination 

ID 

FC Hop count 

Delay Number of previous forwarding group 

Figure 4: Modified ROUTE-REQ packet 

Once a node receives a ROUTE-REQ packet, it needs to process the 

parameters like bandwidth, speed, power and loss rate of the 

previous node. To process the above parameters node need to use 

fuzzy logic to handle network dynamics, imprecise information and 

uncertainty. A simple membership function is used to fuzzify 

parameters. The value of node parameters are shown in horizontal 

axis and membership probability is shown in vertical axis. By using 

the parameters value node have to classify them as low, medium and 

high probability nodes. Before forwarding node replaces its own 

parameters information in ROUTE-REQ packet. 

Figure 5 show each node’s decision process based on the fuzzy logic. 

Input to this process is the previous node’s operating parameters 

(such as bandwidth, speed , power and loss rate ) where the 

probability of caching and forwarding is the output of the process. 

 

 

Figure 5: Fuzzification Process 

In the inference stage of the fuzzy process, inference laws shown in 

Algorithm 1 are used to compute the probability of caching and 

forwarding based on the simple rules. 

 

If ((bandwidth is high) and (power is high) and (speed is 

low)and(loss rate is low)) then Increase prob. of forwarding 

ROUTE-REQ packet 

If ((bandwidth is low) and (power is low) and (speed is 

high)and(loss rate is high)) then Decrease prob. of 

forwarding ROUTE-REQ  packet 

If ((bandwidth is low) and (power is high) and (speed is 

medium)and(loss rate is medium)) then Do not change prob. 

of forwarding ROUTE-REQ packet 

Algorithm 1: Inference Rules 

3.2 Reducing the Overhead 
In ADRP, Hello packets are periodically send to find out neighbors, 

ROUTE-REQ packets are used to construct mesh and LOCAL-REQ 

packets are used to maintain session. All these packets are lead to 

increase overhead in the mobile ad hoc networks. In the reducing the 

overhead method, the new forwarding group can be established from 

the current forwarding group which leads to decrease in the mobility 

of ROUTE-REQ packets. To implement this idea, Number of 

previous forwarding group field is added to ROUTE-REQ packet. If 

a ROUTE-REQ packet has visited many nodes but it does not see 

any previous forwarding group nodes, then the packet will be 

discarded. Therefore, when a node receives a new ROUTE-REQ 

packet, it extracts NOPFG (Number of previous forwarding group) 

and Hop count fields from the incoming packet. Hop count field is 

the number of hops to this node from the sender. When a node 

receives a ROUTE-REQ packet with a hop count greater than the 

minimum value, it decides if the ROUTE-REQ  packet will be 

forwarded or discarded based on a random value. This random value 

is based on the  forwarding probability which is calculated by fuzzy 

model (Figure 5). The minimum value of hop count allows a 

ROUTE-REQ  packet to traverse sufficient number of hops to 

prevent from discarding all copies of ROUTE-REQ  packets. 

This method does not work for very low density networks. So, before 

using this, network to be checked. After checking by using algorithm 

2, it is decided to use Fuzzy improved ADRP or simple ADRP to 

construct mesh in the network. 

Route_req_handle_function ( Route_req_packet jq_packet) 

{ 

If jq_packet isn’t a new Route-Req then exit; 

If (type==0) do Fuzzy improved ADRP 

 If (type==1) do the simple ADRP  

} 

Algorithm 2: ROUTE-REQ Handle 

3.3 Fuzzy Improved ADRP Method 

The combination of fuzzy logic based approach and reducing the 

overhead method is applied on ADRP is to reduce the overhead. The 

following algorithm 3 shows Fuzzy improved ADRP method 

function. 
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Fuzzy based ADRP_function (ROUTE_REQ_packet 

rr_packet) 

{ 

Get hop_count and num_fg from rr_ packet fields; 

If rr_packet was discarded then exit; 

Get parameters (loss rate, bandwidth, speed, power) 

from rr_packet fields; 

Fuzzify parameters; 

Compute probability of Route-Req forwarding 

based on fuzzification results; 

Replace parameters of this node to rr_packet fields; 

Forward rr_packet based on the computed 

probability; 

If rr_packet was forwarded then cache rr_packet; 

} 

Algorithm 3:Fuzzy Improved ADRP 

In the above algorithm rr_packet is discarded when it has travelled 

several hops but not seen any node from previous forwarding group. 

In Fuzzy improved ADRP, by using fuzzy logic and reducing 

overhead methods overhead is decreased compared to ADRP. In this 

main concentration is on how to reduce overhead , by decreasing the 

necessity  of transmitting of ROUTE_REQ and LOCAL-REQ 

packets but nothing to do with HELLO packets. Order-Optimal 

neighbor discovery is used to reduce transmitting requirement of 

HELLO packets in turn leads to reduction in overhead. 

4. ORDER-OPTIMAL NEIGHBOR DISCOVERY 
 

Mobile ad-hoc network is not maintained by any stable infrastructure 

or central organization. The nodes are self controlled and can be 
positioned anywhere, any time to upkeep a certain purpose. Nodes 
after entering into the network do not have information about other 

nodes in its transmission series. To interconnect with other network 

nodes, newly joined nodes desires to determine its neighbors. So, 

neighbor discovery is a vital first step in the initialization of wireless 
ad-hoc networks. In neighbor discovery process nodes will catch 
statistics about nodes which are in one hop distance.  

Neighbor discovery algorithms can be either randomized or 

deterministic. In deterministic neighbor discovery, each node flinch 
neighbor discovery method according to preset agenda which 

necessitate some improbable assumptions like former awareness of 
number nodes and synchronization amid nodes etc. In randomized 

neighbor discovery, each node start neighbor discovery process at 
haphazardly selected periods and discovers neighbors. 

Order-Optimal neighbor discovery with collision detection discussed 
in [7] do not involve nodes to consume earlier knowledge of number 

of neighbors, no need of synchronization among nodes, nodes can 
initiate implementation at altered time instants and each node can 
perceive when to dismiss neighbor discovery process. 

This order-optimal neighbor discovery can be mapped to coupon 

collector’s problem. In coupon collector’s problem n different kinds 
of coupons are present in a box. Coupon collector drawing a coupon 

with replacement from the box with probability p and drawing no 
coupon with probability 1-np. 

 p=px(1-px)n-1 
=1/n(1-1/n) n-1 ≈  1/ne  

 Each coupon in the box is considered as a node in the network. E(T) 
is the expected number of coupons that are need to be picked to 

collect all. To get a new coupon, number of coupons that are picked 
is tx. For all the coupons  

T= 

0

n

N

tx
=

∑  

E(T)=
 

1

0

n

N

tx
−

=

∑  

When collector is picking mth coupon, then n-m coupons are left out 

in the box to pick each of which has a probability p of being 
discovered. 

E(T)=  

1

0

(1/ ( ))
n

m

n m p
−

=

−∑ =1/p

1

1

1/
n

m

m
−

=

∑  ≈  neHn 

Hn is the nth Horumic number i.e, Hn=ln n+θ(1) 

E(T)=ne(ln n+ θ(1))=neln n+O(n)= θ(n ln n) 

4.1 Unknown Number of  Neighbors 
 

In coupon collectors problem we know the value of n. Now we are 
considering that the value of n is not known i.e, in the network we do 

not know the number of nodes. When node arrives in to mobile ad 
hoc network it does not have clue of number of neighbors in the 

network. As described in [7] in order-optimal neighbor discovery, 
progression is carried out in phases. Phases are separated into slots.   

In r th phase, Duration is 2r+1 e slots, each surviving node transmits 

with probability 1/(2r. –b) where b is the number nodes that are 
discovered by their neighbors.  

In log n phase, nodes geometrically lessen their transmission 

probabilities until they enter the phase of implementation suitable for 
the population size n. Total time required to discover its neighbors by 

each node is W= 4ne. This time is two times greater than the case 
where knowing the number of nodes. 

4.2 Asynchronous Operation 
 

All transmissions are carried out successively. Each transmission 

duration is Ƭ and feedback duration is ∞. Generally in asynchronous 

collision detection process we have unsuccessful busy period where 

two or more which transmits either data or feedback, feedback 

period, idle period and successful busy period where one node 
transmits data packets. Due to busy period performance of 

asynchronous processes is decreased. Its performance is two times 
slower than the synchronous process. 

E[w]=2kne 

Where k= Ƭ + ∞ 

 

4.3 Neighbor Discovery Initiation 
 

Since nodes entering the network at different timing, the clocks at 

different nodes may advance at different rates. This one leads to 
formation of clock offset between nodes. These clock offset 
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increases unbounded because clock tick at different rates. So, in this 
maximum clock offset is limited to θ. Before deployment of nodes it 

is determinate that each node starts discovery process when its clock 
reaches ᵵ. To overcome the clock offsets, we add θ time units to each 

phase. Then r-th phase lords a duration of 2r+1e + θ time unit. Thus 

all nodes are phase r for at least 2r+1e ln 2r time units which 
guarantees each node discovers all its neighbors. 

4.4 Neighbor Discovery Termination 
 

When the value of n is known then protocol can known when to stop 

the neighbor discovery process. In our case the value of n is not 
known when to terminate neighbor discovery process.In Order-

Optimal neighbour discovery, discovery process is terminated when 

the given condition is satisfied.  

Let Di,r be the number of nodes discovered by node i in the r-th 
phase. Then the termination condition used by node i is as follows: 

Neighbor discovery can be Stopped at the end of r-th phase if 

Di,r−1 ≥2r−2 and Di,r < 2r−1, where r ≥ 2. 
 
By using Order-Optimal neighbor discovery using feedback in Fuzzy 

improved ADRP, we can further reduce overhead and energy 
consumption by the nodes.  

5. HANDLING SECURITY IN FUZZY IMPROVED ADRP 
 

In this section, handling of security in Oder-optimal Fuzzy improved 

ADRP is described. The packet formats of ROUTE-REQ and REP 

packets are modified shown in Fig 6. to carry additional security 

information. The modified Fuzzy improved ADRP is called as 

Secured Fuzzy improved ADRP. 

Type Sequence Source ID Neighbor ID 

Bandwidth Loss Speed Power 

Query Destination 

ID 

FC Hop count 

Delay Number of previous forwarding group 

SEC-REQUIREMENT SEC-GUARANTEE 

FAULTY LIST 

Fig. 6.: Modified ROUTE-REQ packet 

In Secured Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP , SEC-

REQUIREMENT, SEC-GUARANTEE , FAULTY LIST fields are 

added to attain security. FAULTY LIST field is added to control 

Sybil attack.  SEC-REQUIREMENT, SEC-GUARANTEE fields are 

added to control Wormhole and Black-hole attacks.  

 
 

5.1 Handling Sybil Attack 
 

In Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP, each node maintains 

neighbor table. To incorporate security the following fields are added 

to table and their value is initialized to zero. 

i) Flag 

ii) Mode 

iii) Counter 

iv) Timestamp 

v) Trust value 

When node hears from the node which is not a neighbor, then that 

node is added to neighbor table and flag is set to 1. When a node 

hears from the neighbor node then the flag is set.  

In both the cases the timestamp and trust value are updated and 

reputation value is initialized to 0. The mode is set 1 if it is 0 else 

vice versa. For  same node the counter is incremented by 2 if mode is 

0 or by 1 if mode is 1. After timestamp value counter value is 

decremented by 1 if mode is 1 or incremented by 1 if mode is 0. A 

node is allowed to overhear if counter value is even.  

If the counter value is even then trust value of the corresponding 

node is incremented by 1 otherwise decremented by 2. Once trust 

value becomes negative then that node is treated as malicious node. 

The above process is similar to RSNAM [14]. It is placed in the 

faulty list which is a adjustable field in the ROUTE-REQ packet. As 

the ROUTE-REQ packet travelling through the network, the faulty 

list information spread and malicious node information known to 

network. 

5.2 Handling Wormhole and Black-Hole Attacks 
 

 ROUTE-REQ packets have an extra field called SEC-

REQUIREMENT[13] that indicates required security for the route 

the sender wishes to discover. This field is only set once by the 

sender and does not change during the route discovery phase. When 

an intermediate node receives a ROUTE_REQ packet, the protocol 

first checks if the node can satisfy the security requirement indicated 

in the packet. If the node is secure/capable enough to participate in 

the routing, Secured Fuzzy improved ADRP behaves like Fuzzy 

improved ADRP and the ROUTE-REQ packet is forwarded to its 

neighbors. If the intermediate node cannot satisfy the security 

requirement, the ROUTE-REQ packet is dropped and not forwarded. 

When an intermediate node decides to forward the request, a new 

field in the ROUTE-REQ packet is updated. SEC- 

GUARANTEE[10] indicates the maximum level of security afforded 

by the paths discovered. 

 

In the above approach, malicious nodes in the network can change 

the SEC-REQUIREMENT field. To avoid this protocol must provide 

cooperation of nodes. This cooperation is achieved by encrypting the 

ROUTE-REQ headers, or by adding digital signatures and 

distributing keys to nodes that belong to the same level in the trust 

hierarchy that can decrypt these headers and re-encrypt them when 

necessary. The arrival of a ROUTE-REQ packet at the destination  

indicates the presence of a path from the sender to the receiver that 

satisfies the security requirement specified by the sender. The 

destination node sends the REP packet as in Fuzzy improved ADRP, 

but with additional information indicating the maximum security 

available over the path. The value of the  SEC-GUARANTEE field 

in the ROUTE-REQ packet is copied to SEC- GUARANTEE field in 
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the REP packet. When the REP packet arrives at an intermediate 

node in the reverse path, intermediate nodes that are allowed to 

participate, update their routing tables as in Fuzzy improved ADRP 

and also record the new  SEC-GUARANTEE value. This value 

indicates the maximum security available on the cached forward 

path. When a trusted intermediate node answers a ROUTE-REQ 

query using cached information, this value is compared to the 

security requirement in the ROUTE-REQ packet. Only when the 

forward path can guarantee enough security is the cached path 

information sent back in the REP.  
 

6. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 
 

NS-2 simulator was used for performance simulation. NS-2 is 

originally developed by the University of California at Berkeley and 

the VINT project and extended to provide simulation support for ad 

hoc networks by the MONARCH project [8] at Carnegie Mellon 

University. Reference [9] gives a detailed description about physical 

layer, data link layer, and IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol used in the 

simulation. Recently VINT project[2] gives extensions to ns-2 

simulator.  
 

Our simulation modeled a network of  up to 100 mobile nodes that 

were placed randomly within 1000m x 1000m area. Radio 

propagation range for each node was 250 meters and channel 

capacity was 6 Mbits/sec. The 100 nodes are classified into three 

levels (high, medium and low), each with 30, 30, and 40 nodes 

respectively. 
 

When a node sends out the ROUTE-REQ, it uses its own security 

level as the security requirement for the route. In all measurements, 

the same amount of data (about 1000 packets) is sent, using the same 

number of flows (20), and sending at the same rate. The simulation is 

run until all flows complete sending.  
 

 Nodes move according to the “random way-point” model which is 

characterized by a pause time. A pause time of 10 seconds was used 

in our simulation. Each movement scenario was made on the basis of 

the model. Member nodes were randomly selected. Each member 

node joins at the beginning of the simulation and remains as a 

member throughout the simulation. Each multicast source sends two 

512-byte packets per second.  

Two different traffic patterns are used to drive the simulations. 

Traffic pattern 1(P1) consists of 20 CBR flows. 25% of the flows are 

between the high level nodes, 25% between the medium and 50% 

between the low level nodes. Traffic pattern 2(P2) also has 20 CBR 

flows, but the distribution is 33%, 33%, 34% for the high, medium, 

and low level nodes. Traffic pattern 3(P3) has 20 CBR flows and the 

distribution is 80%,10%,10% for the high, medium, low level nodes. 

Table I :Simulation Environment 

Area 1000m*1000m 

Radio Propagation range 250m 

Channel capacity 6 Mbits/sec 

Pause time 10 sec 

Simulation time 80 sec 

Packet size 512 bytes 

 

7. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

Secured Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP has larger ROUTE-

REQ and REP packets compared to order-optimal Fuzzy improved 

ADRP so The behavior of Secured Order-optimal Fuzzy improved 

ADRP  and  Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP  cannot be 

compared directly. The nodes participating in the route discovery in 

Secured Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP  must do additional 

processing.  

 7.1 Path Discovery 

 

On the same traffic patterns , Secured Order-optimal Fuzzy improved 

ADRP and Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP are executed to 

observe number of paths are discovered and number of paths are 

violated security requirement. 
 

Table II:Number of paths discovered 

 P1 P2 P3 

Paths identified by Order-optimal Fuzzy 
improved ADRP 

100 102 110 

Paths identified by Secured  Order-

optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP 

82 83 80 

Security violated paths in Fuzzy 

improved ADRP 

18 19 28 

 

Secured Order-optimal  Fuzzy improved ADRP  discovered fewer 

paths, but these paths are guaranteed to obey the trust requirements 

of their senders. 

 

7.2 Routing Message Overheads 

 

Table III shows the numbers of routing protocol messages in Secured 

Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP  and  Order-optimal Fuzzy 

improved ADRP . We observe that there is a drop in the number of 

ROUTE-REQ messages sent in Secured Order-optimal  Fuzzy 

improved ADRP . This is because the ROUTE-REQ is dropped and 

not forwarded when the intermediate nodes cannot handle the 

security requirement of the ROUTE-REQ packets. These results 

imply that Secured  Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP  generates 

fewer routing messages, while enabling applications to find more 

relevant routes. In the case of Pattern 1, there was a decrease of 15% 

in ROUTE-REQ messages and 35% in REP messages. For Pattern 2, 

the results were more accentuated 43% in ROUTE-REQs, and 29% 

in REPs.  The results in P3 are  45% in ROUTE-REQ and 35% in 

REPs. This is due to the fact that the trust hierarchy is more equitably 

distributed in Pattern 2 and paths tend to be smaller. The paths in 

pattern P3 are more secure compared to P1,P2.  
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TABLE III: ROUTING MESSAGE OVERHEAD 

 

 ROUTE-REQ REP 

 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 
Secured 

Order-
optimal  

Fuzzy 
improved 

ADRP 

1
6
0

0
 

1
0
2

0
 

9
2

8
 

8
2

 

8
8

 

7
4

 

Order-
optimal 

Fuzzy 
improved 

ADRP 

1
9

0
0
 

1
7

8
5
 

1
7

0
0
 

1
0

0
 

1
1

0
 

1
0

2
 

 

 
7.3 Overall Simulation Time and Transmitted Data 

 

Security restrictions may force packets to follow longer in Secured  

Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP, but more secure paths and 

result in taking more time to finish communication. In Table IV the 

overhead of the protocol is illustrated which shows the overall time 

to complete transmission of all the traffic flows in both Secured 

Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP and  Order-optimal Fuzzy 

improved ADRP , and the total amount of data transmitted.  

 

TABLE IV: Overall  Simulation time and transmitted data 

 Simulation Time Transmitted Data 

 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 
Secured  
Order-

optimal 
Fuzzy 

improved 
ADRP 

2
8

3
0
 

3
0

2
7
 

2
9

7
8
 

9
2

3
7
 

9
1

7
7
 

9
3

7
7
 

Order-

optimal 

Fuzzy 

improved 
ADRP 

2
5
0

0
 

2
6
2

3
 

2
5
9

3
 

8
2
3

1
 

8
3
8

9
 

8
3
7

2
 

 
Although Secured Order-optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP takes 

marginally more time to finish communication, it still finds paths in 

most cases and delivers almost the same amount of data from senders 

to the receivers. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper by including fields SEC-REQUIREMENT, SEC-

GUARANTEE, FAULTY LIST in ROUTE_REQ packet in  Order-

optimal Fuzzy improved ADRP tried  to find secured paths from 

source to destination. This improves security, reduces channel 

overhead and increases amount of data transmitted in a stipulated 

time. By using this  Sybil attack, worm-hole attack and black hole 

attacks are handled successfully. In future work remaining attacks 

can be handled. 
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ABSTRACT:- Now-a-days everyone uses Internet for their 

personal uses in a non-reliable environment. botnet is a 

serious threat to information security, where you may lose 

all valuable data just because you are connected to Internet 

without notifying you. botnets are individual effected 

systems otherwise called “Zombie”. botnets can 

communicate among themselves and share details and can 

from a bulk and can crash a server (DDOS), or they can 

make one man rich within a single night and these can rob 

a bank without stepping into bank. botnets enters into your 

system by a Spam mail or by any means through internet 

and it will work for Hacker, which can lead to attacks like: 

Spamming, Phishing, Click fraud, Distributed denial of 

service, hosting illegal material, Key logging, and many 

more. The aim of this paper to explain about Botnet, causes 

of it and how to detect a Botnet. 

Keywords:- Botnet, Internet Security, DDoS, Spam.  

Motivation:- After reading articles on botnets and 

how it is been used for attacking by the Hackers. Billions of 

people were affected by the botnets and In India the count of 

botnets affected systems were 5, 14,768 as per the survey made 

by the Trend Micro [1]. This motivates me to work on this 

paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Botnet is a Malware program which may enter into 

your system by a spam mail or by any means through internet. 

The first bot “PrettyPark” was introduced in 1999 on the 

Internet Relay Chat (IRC). The idea became popular in the 

cyber-crime community and over the years, bot have been 

improved and dedicated to cyber-attacks. Now botnets can 

perform powerful attacks due to the amount of zombie 

computers (bots) on the internet. These are controlled by the 

BotMaster and can perform Distributed Denial of Service 

(DDoS) attacks on servers around the world. GameOver Zeus 

is the latest version in botnet [2]. 

 Botnet is a word derived from Robot and Network, 

Robot work based on the commands received to it. As an 

example of the relevance of botnets deployment, the FBI 

(Federal Bureau of Investigation) has recently uncovered more 

than $20 million in economic losses in the USA. In one case, a 

victim confirmed damages of nearly $20,000 due to denial of 

service attacks committed from botnets (FBI, 2007). Recently 

on June 2 2014, FBI and the Department of Justice have 

announced a multinational effort to disrupt the GameOver Zeus 

botnet, believed to be responsible for the theft of $100 million 

dollars from business and consumers in the US and around the 

world [3]. With-in next few weeks a newGamOver Zeus was 

detected by five sinkholes saw 12,353 unique IPs from all 

corners of the globe and the Cyber-War continues. 

2. CREATION & CIRCULATION 

With the latest technology available creating a botnet 

is not a matter. In-order to create a botnet all we need is a 

system with minimum technical and programming skills. 

2.1 Creation: In this stage the attacker or hacker may write his 

own code for designing a new bot or he can get the code for 

bot which is already available in the market for sale and he can 

work on it. The following is an example for creating a bot. 

Here we are going to create a botnet which can be forwarded to 

any other person just by spam mail [4]. 

i. Install Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 standard edition. 

ii. Install the Server pack 6. 

iii. Install windows SDK 

iv. Now add the directories (SDK, SDKBIN, 
SDKINCLUDE, SDKLIB) to Microsoft Visual C++ 
compiler 6.0. 

v. Download Rxbot 7.6, then open configs.h and edit 
necessary passwords. 

vi. Open rBot.dsw file in Visual C++, then click on 
Build. 

vii. After Building you can see rBot.exe (bot). 

After creating a botnet the next task is to encrypting 

and packing the infected file (rBot.exe). This file will be 

transformed to any other type of file like PDF or Document 

file, for hiding the original file. 
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2.2 Circulation: in this stage vulnerable systems and tools to 

exploit them which are then used to gain backdoor access to 

these systems facilitating installation of bot malware by 

uploading commanding the victim machine to download a 

copy of the bot malware. This infection stage involves use of 

various direct and indirect techniques to spread bot malware. 

These include attacks through software vulnerabilities, 

vulnerabilities caused by other infections, social engineering 

through the use of email, instant messaging and malicious web 

page content. The bot malware is also propagated through peer 

to peer networks, open file sharing and direct client to client 

file exchange. bot malware uses FTP, TFTP, HTTP protocol 

based services to infect computers and spread it until a desired 

strength of botnet is assembled. Seed botnets which means a 

botnet is capable of creating a new botnet. When the person 

open the file then at the background the botnet installation will 

begin and all the process will be done with-out any permission 

from the user. 

 When every a bot is installed it can be operated by the 

BotHeader (or) BotMaster by using a Comand and Control 

Server (C&C) in order to hide his identity. Here all the orders 

will be passed by using a C&C server, when a bot receives the 

order it works and send the details to the C&C server [5]. 

3. COMMAND AND CONTROL ARCHITECTURE 

 Command and control (C&C) system is the server 

where the BotMaster communicate with his bots. At the time 

of designing a bot, BotMaster will code details like server’s IP-

Address and port number with a password, so when the bot is 

activated then it automatically make a link to server and will 

send all the details which are seeing by the user and which are 

typing by the user using screenshots and keystrokes [5].  

3.1 Centralized Botnets: in this type of botnet, all computers 

are connected to a single C&C [6]. The C&C sends to next bot 

to add, then it will register in database, tracks their status and 

sends them commands selected by the BotMaster from a bot 

commands. All the botnets are visible to through C&C, as 

shown below. In this the BotMaster can select one bot and send 

the order or he can send a group order by using this C&C 

server, where their response can be seen in the same C&C 

server with the same password with which the bot are able to 

connect to the server. If the server is down then the bots will be 

in starving state for order. This structure interconnects bots to a 

central point that forwards IRC or HTTP messages between 

clients. 

 

3.2 Decentralized C&C Architecture: In this decentralized 

C&C architectures, loosely coupled between the bots enable 

communication within the botnet and provide the basis for 

organization. A common term for this class of botnets is other-

wise called as Peer-to-Peer botnets, as this is the name of 

corresponding network model [6]. The knowledge about 

participating peers is distributed through the botnet itself. 

Consequently, information about the whole botnet cannot be 

obtained directly, and commands have to be injected into one 

peer of the botnet. Usually, this is early realised over the 

communication protocol directly or via the update 

functionality. In the latter case, bots will exchange their 

revision number upon communication and, if these vary, the 

older bot is updated to the version of the new bot.  

 

4. BOTNET ATTACKS 

As the years passing BotMaster becoming more 

powerful and preparing most efficient code and becoming 

harder to identify, have better tools and very large size of bot 

armies and thus can command the individual zombies to carry 

out various types of attacks that include but is not limited to 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), Spamming, Phishing, 

Identity theft, Click fraud, Hosting of material, Disseminating 

malicious code, and many more. 
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4.1 Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS): DDoS attack is a 

DoS attack which involves use of multiple botnet systems to 

cause a loss of service to its intended users by depleting the 

bandwidth and other computational resources of the target 

system or network [7]. Two main variants of the target system 

or network are Bandwidth depletion and resource depletion. 

Flooding and reflection are primary types of bandwidth 

depletion attacks. To launch a DDoS attack using botnet has 

several advantages that include magnifying impact of the 

attack without the requirement of any source IP address 

spoofing [8]. 

Following are the steps in performing DDoS attacks. 

1. BotMaster sends the Server IP address which have to 

be attacked and time, when it botnets have to attack to 

the C&C Server. 

2. C&C Server will dispatch that command to all Bots. 

3. Bots start attack at that time continuously till the end 

time reaches or Server crashed down [9]. 

 

4.2 Spamming: spam can also be multiple posting of the same 

message to newgroups or list servers that are not related to the 

topic of discussion. Spam are used in blogs is called as blog 

spam and it can also used in search engine by sniffing the link 

with his link by redirecting. By using spamming hacker can 

send a massive amount of spam emails using random list of 

emails found in internet through bots. The spam mail which 

you may receive by your friends emails, which is a bot. 

4.3 Identity Theft: By using this Identity theft Hackers try to 

get personal details from various user by using Phishing mails. 

It includes legitimate-like URLs and asks the receiver to 

submit personal or confidential information. This type of mails 

can be generated and sent by botnets through spamming 

mechanisms. botnets can also creates several fake websites 

pretending to be an official business website, just to theft your 

personal details. 

4.4 Click Fraud: we see many advertisements in most of the 

website, the reason is ad-owner get paid when someone made 

click on it. Botnets can be used to gain financial advantages. 

By installing advertisements on a fake website and making a 

deal with companies that pay per click on ads. When it is done, 

the BotMaster will send a message to all bots to click on that 

advertisement. Then he will get thousands of clicks from 

everywhere and a financial gain for BotMaster [10].  

4.5 Sniffing: BotMaster can see the data which is typing in the 

bot machine. By using Keystrokes and can retrieve username 

and password easily. All the information which is typed by the 

user at bot will be transmitted to BotMaster just like a message. 

5. DETECTING A BOTNET 

  Before going to detection, we need understand that a 

bot can enter in to your system by a spam mail or a bit torrent 

download. You need to be careful at the first stage. Hacker 

may send a spam mail which includes a hidden bot, once you 

download the file and open then your computer will become a 

bot (zombie machine). Some e-mails may ask for your personal 

details stating that they are an organization with a fake website. 

If you try to fill the details then your identity was theft by a 

hacker.  

5.1 Honey pot and Honey net: Honey pots are used to detect 

the security threats, collect malwares, and to understand the 

behaviours and motivations of perpetrators [11]. Honey net is 

used for monitoring a large-scale diverse network, consists of 

more than one honey pot on a network. Linux based systems 

are used for analysis and detection of a botnet, due to obvious 

reason that, compared to any other platform, more freely honey 

net tools are available on Linux.  

5.2 Traffic Analysis: In order to communicate with C&C 

server and BotMaster, bot will use unwanted traffic in internet. 

Signature technology is often used in anomaly detection. Here 

we need to identify the packets which are leaving from our 

host. Apparently, it is easy to carry on by simply comparing 

every byte in the packet, but it also goes with several 

drawbacks. It is unable to identify the undefined bots. Next it 

should always update the knowledge base with signatures, 

which enhances the management cost and reduces the 

performance [10]. On the other hand, the traffic may be 

encrypted or be concealed by network noises [12]. 

5.3 Anomaly Activities: The combined IRC mesh features 

with TCP based anomaly detection module. If first observed 

and recorded a large number of TCP packets with respect to 
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IRC hosts. Based on the ratio computed by the total amount of 

TCP control packets over total number of TCP packets, it is 

able to detect some anomaly activities. They called this ratio as 

the TCP work weight and claimed that high value implied a 

potential attack by a scanner or worm. When the IRC 

commands are encrypted this technique may not work [10,11]. 

5.4 DNS Tracking: In-order to access the C&C server, bot 

uses DNS queries, if we can intercept their domain names, the 

botnet traffic is able to be captured by blacklisting the domain 

names. Only a bot used to send the DNS query to a C&C 

server but not a legitimate user continuously, by this we can 

easily distinguish the botnet from legitimate users. By using 

some software’s like TCPEYE, we can identify the packet 

transmission and DNS to which our machine is connected. 

6. PREVENTIVE MEASURES: 

 To protect your computer from becoming infected, we 

need to follow some important steps: 

� Keep your anit-virus and anti-spyware up-to-date. 

� Set your operating system software to download and 

install security patches automatically. 

� Insure that your firewall is turned on. 

� Be cautious about opening any attachments, or 

downloading any files from e-mails you receive. 

� Be careful what you download from the web. 

� Turn off your computer when you aren’t using it. 

7. CONCLUSION 

 Botnet is a weapon in the hands of Hackers. Botnets 

have became the best possible way for illegal income. By 

upgrading latest technology botnet has became a national 

threat. The aim of this paper is to make an understanding of 

botnet which is a malware program which is affecting people 

and how it is making people to be a part of cyber crimes with-

out their notice. The main focus of the paper is how botnet 

works in all different possible ways, evolution of a botnet and 

how it can be multiplied or spread to other systems and what a 

botnet can do, like DDoS attacks and many others with the 

preventive measures to botnets, in order not letting your 

computer getting affected by the botnet. 
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Abstract—Cloud computing has captured a major attention of research community to provide efficient data management. SQL 

query processor based on cloud technology is an effort to introduce high-level needs like graphical interface which includes features of 
SQL-editing tool.  A novel design has been presented to implement the cloud based SQL query processor on various databases (DB).  

The work presented in this study will support the ongoing development of technologies and research. A secure web based SQL editing 

system that will enable the students and staff to edit, execute the SQL statements and to perform syntax checking through GUI interface 
with the help of online interactive support and so that one can view the database through graphical representation has been developed 
with features like auto-complete/autosuggest that adds more user-friendliness to the system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud Computing is architecture for providing Anything as 
a Service (AaaS). Existing cloud computing systems include 

Amazon’s Elastic Computing Cloud(EC2)[1], IBM’s Blue 

Cloud[2] and Google’s GFS[5]. They adopt flexible resources 

management mechanism and provide good scalability. There 

are also some open source cloud computing projects, such as 

Apache Hadoop project’s HDFS[9] and HBase[8], which are 

the open source implementation of Google’s GFS and 

BigTable[4], and Cassandra[7], which brings together 

Dynamo’s[6] fully distributed design and Bigtable’s 

ColumnFamily-based data model.  

 
 

Cloud computing play a vital role in data 

management but most cloud platforms are not designed for 

structured data management.  They rarely support SQL queries 

directly. Although some platforms support SQL queries, the 

cost for executing a sub-query in traditional RDBMS on which 

they are generally built may influence the overall query 

performance.  Therefore, to improve query efficiency in cloud 

data management system, especially query on structured data 

has become an area of vital research.  It has led to the 

emergence of a new business model known as “Database-as-a-

Service” (DaaS) model [3] where the “Database Service 
Providers” (DSP) provide database services to their clients 

over the internet.  

 

The cloud makes it possible for you to access your 

information from anywhere on demand basis.  DSP exposes its 

database servers to their customers over internet. The client 

accesses these database servers using a standard SQL 

interface. The clients have to configure his/her applications to 

utilize the database servers hosted by DSP, instead of database 

servers that are managed locally. The fact that DaaS model is 

gaining a lot of confidence in industry is evident from 

emergence of cloud based SQL platforms from leading 
vendors’ viz., Amazon RDS, Microsoft SQL Azure, etc. 

 

 

Cloud computing platforms consist of hundreds and 

thousands of heterogeneous commodity hardware and they 

process tasks and workloads in parallel. This is a typical 

characteristic of cloud computing infrastructure. When a user 

submits a query, master nodes in the cluster must decompose 

the query into sub-queries, dispatch them to slave nodes for 

concurrently processing and merge the results returned from 

slave nodes. The results of the query cannot return to users 
until all sub-queries on slave nodes execute completely. 

However, in cloud computing platforms, slave nodes always 

cannot finish sub-queries at the same time, some of them may 

execute more quickly while some may be slower. 

 

Cloud Services in particular DaaS facilitate a better way of 

understanding and retrieving relevant information. For 

example, if a user is interested in locating a public web service 

that gives the information about the weather forecast in cities. 

Upon invocation, the cloud service will respond by giving 

information about which services are provided by which 

servers. Hence, now the user knows the location of the web 
service but doesn’t know how to invoke it.  For this purpose, 

the cloud service needs to describe itself (tell us how the user 

should invoke it).The basic idea of a cloud service invocation 

involves sending of messages between a client and a server. 

For example, SOAP [10] (Simple Object Access Protocol) 

specifies the format in which the requests are sent to the server 

and how the server should format the responses. 
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Fig.1: Cloud Service Discovery and Invocation  

 

 A. Remote Database Accessing on Cloud 

 

To access remote database on cloud, one of the most 

common methods is to use the concept of web services. Web 
Services are both platform independent and language 

independent because they use standard XML languages. 

Furthermore, a majority of the web services use Hypertext 

Transport Protocol (HTTP) for transmitting their messages. 

One of the most interesting features of a web service is that 

they are self-describing. This means that once a web service is 

located we can ask it to describe itself and tell what operations 

it supports and how to invoke it. This is handled by the Web 

Service Description Language (WSDL). 

 

B. Cloud Database Accessing using Java 
 

 
Figure 2: Using Java Web Start to access remote database 

 

The reason for choosing Java Web Start is because of the 

wider interaction with databases it can offer. As seen in 
figure2, when one queries a MySQL database server, he/she 

first needs to establish the connection and provide the 

necessary credentials. These credentials and the connection 

allow us to call queries and tables on the database server. The 

client side has GUI for querying the server side has cloud on 

which MySQL is deployed as shown in figure 2. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Query processing problem has been identified as a difficult 

and extensive problem in distributed environments like 

internet. Many important aspects of this problem include query 

decomposition, data localization, global and local 

optimization, etc. As we are aware of the fact that, total cost 

[11] is considered to be a good measure of resource 

consumption? Total cost includes I/O, CPU and 

communication costs in a distributed database system. Cloud 

database systems share many properties of distributed and 

parallel database systems and scale well into hundreds or 

thousands of nodes.   

 

 
 

Figure 3: Framework of Query Processing in Cloud 

 

As network becomes faster and faster, the 

communication cost does not dominate local processing cost. 

Therefore, many researches consider a weighted combination 
of these three cost components rather than communication cost 

merely. Although a typical cluster connect large scale of nodes 

via a high-bandwidth network, the communication cost is quite 

important due to the huge size of dataset. Data in cloud data 

management system is always uniformly distributed, so that 

the larger dataset is, the more communication cost may be 

produced, especially in join query. 

 

A. QUERY IN THE CLOUD 

 

As we know, a cloud computing platform (a cluster) 
consisting of hundreds or thousands of PC is responsible for 

data computing and storage. As Figure 3 shows, there are two 

types of nodes in the cluster: master nodes and slave nodes. 

Master nodes store some metadata about the whole cluster 

while slave nodes store the regular data. In other words, slave 

nodes store data records and their replicas for security. So the 

query on the cloud platform is different from central or parallel 

database. In the cloud platform, client query is often presented 

against the master nodes. After that the mater nodes decide 

which slave nodes are relevant to the query and then the query 

is passed to the slave nodes to do the query processing 
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directly. The general query processing in cloud computing 

platform is in Figure 3. So a typical query in the cloud 

computing platform can be divided into two phases: locate the 

slave nodes which store the relevant data and process query on 

the slave nodes directly. 

 

From the above discussion, we can observe that:  

 

• The query processing problem is much more difficult in 

cloud computing environments than in centralized ones, 

because the query processing is not complete by one machine. 

• The huge scale of cluster leads query processing in cloud 

environment problem is different from in parallel ones. 

• Most of cloud computing systems decide which replica of the 

data to be used for query before query processing. These 

predefined replicas may result in more cost in some cases. In 

order to query efficiently, we have to improve query 

processing by some means.  
 

B. QUERY PROCESSING 

 

As mentioned earlier, the key problems of any 

structured query processing in cloud database system lie in 

structured query translation, load balance of the whole system 

and data transfer among nodes. In order to query efficiently 

one has to exploit replicas in cloud database system for query 

translation in order to provide better alternatives for scheduler. 

In order to avoid client’s longtime waiting, pipeline and ASAP 

have to be employed in sub-query processing model. 
 

Key components of query processing are: 

 

• Query Transformation: A client query should be 

transformed into a set of independent sub-queries that can be 

executed in parallel on nodes of a cluster. Parallelism can 

significantly reduce query latency in all. Local execution is 

another important aspect for low latency, so that we try to 

make sure that the percentage of sub-queries that could be 

executed locally as large as possible. 

 

• Query Dispatch: Assignment of sub-queries plays an 
important role in query processing. System can achieve load 

balancing via good and reasonable scheduling of sub-queries, 

and then minimize the total runtime of the query. 

 

• Sub-query Execution: Slave nodes employ the idea of 

pipeline to accelerate a number of sub-queries processing 

rather than repeat the following three steps, receive sub-query, 

process sub-query and return result serially, parallel execution 

of previous result returning and current query processing can 

save much time in that we don’t need to wait for results 

transfer. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

Based on the related literature and concepts discussed in 

previous sections, we propose our system that primarily 

focuses on building an efficient and user friendly application 

for an SQL Query processing. First, the application will be 

installed on the user’s computer. It intends to provide an 

interface to the user who will require minimal details to input 

for writing particular SQL query for accessing database. Apart 

from that, the application would support strong user 

authentication and quick transmission of data via the web 

service. Another noticeable feature of the entire application 

would be that no data would be stored on the user device in 

any form whatsoever. 

 

IV. MODULES 

 

Our proposed system design can be broadly classified into 

four distinct modules described as follows: 

 

1. Client Authentication: Initially, when the client runs the 

application for the first time, a login screen will be displayed 

that will prompt the user to enter the username and password 
required for two-way authentication. The user will be provided 

with a unique username which would be a combination of 

alphanumeric characters. Also he receives password on his 

registered mobile as 2nd stage of authentication .Only when 

the user enters the correct username and password, a “success” 

message will be displayed and the user will get authenticated 

and directed to the next screen. 

 

2. Calling of Web Service: In this module, the user will need 

to write SQL query after writing a query he will press submit 

as soon as he press submit web service is invoked & user 
query is passed to server for processing it & returning result. 

 

3. Query Processing: At the server side i.e. on cloud the 

query is processed by the database for which user has made 

request using MySQL as Data as a Service (DaaS) & result is 

obtained. This result is finally responded to the user via web 

service. 

 

4. Display Result on Client side: Once the server response is 

received the result is displayed on user’s device with proper 

formatting. There is also provision of interactive tables 

through which user can edit table data just like data grid in 
Visual Basic 6. 

 

V. FLOW DIAGRAMS OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
The flowcharts of the various modules are described as 

follows: 
 

A. Client Authentication Process  

 

This is the initial process of the system. The user needs to 

enter the username and password. Accordingly, depending on 

whether the user is authenticated, a “success” or “failure” 

message will be displayed. 
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Figure 4: Flowchart for Client Authentication Process 

 

 

B. Calling of Web Service  

 

Once the user has entered the required details to 

begin the process, a web service needs to be called in order to 

generate a result of written query. Depending on the input, the 

details are fetched from the remote database and displayed on 

the application. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Calling of Web Service 

 

VI. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

Software requirements of our system are:  

 

1. Windows XP/ Windows 7 Operating System  

2. Cloud (Eucalyptus)  

3. J2SE  

4. Netbeans IDE  

5. MySQL 5.5 server  

6. Glassfish Server.  

 

As far as the hardware requirements are concerned, 

one needs to have a Pentium 4 processor or a higher 

configuration with a minimum RAM of 1GB and a HDD of 

80GB or more. It should also have a well-equipped network 

adapter. The user would require a machine with internet access 

& JVM installed on it. 

 

VII.  IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The following modules are successfully implemented:  

 

A. User Authentication  

Client side: The user authentication module on the client side 

involved the development of a login screen in the application. 

For this purpose, standard Graphical User Interface (GUI) that 

consists of buttons and textboxes were developed. The button 

is also associated with an action that sends the input 

parameters in the textboxes to the remote database via a web 

service.  

 

 
 

Server side: Similarly, on the server side the user/admin 

needed to enter the correct username and password for logging 

into the system.  

 

B. Calling of Web Service  

After user authentication he writes a query in provided GUI. 

After writing query he will press submit as soon as he press 

submit web service is invoked & user query is passed to server 

for processing it & returning result.  

 

C. Query processing 

At the server side i.e. on cloud the query is processed by the 

database for which user has made request using MySQL as 

Data as a Service (DaaS) & result is obtained. This result is 

finally responded to the user via web service. 
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IX. TESTING 

 

Thorough testing both manual and automatic had been 

performed to verify the improved efficiency and various test 

cases were generated for the modules mentioned above both in 

individual and group settings.  One such test scenario of 

testing a particular record is tabulated below as: 

 

Test Case ID  Collaboration -3 

Test Case 

Name 

Testing the application for proxy server 

Description Testing whether it displaying proxy home 
page or not 

Input 

Parameters 

Click on proxy server button 

Expected 

Results 

Show the proxy server home page 

Test Data Data sets 

Actual Result Displays the search and view of proxy 

home page 

Pass / Fail Pass 

 
Table 1: Testing a Particular Record 

 

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In this work, a SQL query processor for efficient data 

management in cloud computing environment is presented. 

The application offers reliability, time savings and easy 

control. It can be used as a base for creating similar 
applications for tracking attendance in offices or any 

workplace. It can be also integrated in healthcare sector to 

keep track of nurse to patient visits by streamlining the time 

entry, time approval and management processes.  

 

 Future scope of the design proposed in our system 

plans on including multiple databases at cloud like Oracle, 

Microsoft SQL server, Microsoft Access etc Also in future our 

system will plan to include GUI for various Smartphone 

devices like android devices, apple devices & tablets etc. 
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ABSTRACT — One fundamental issue in today’s Online 

Social Networks (OSNs) is to give users the ability to 
control the messages posted on their own private space to 

avoid that unwanted content is displayed. Up to now, OSNs 

provide little support to this requirement. The system in [1] 

proposed experimentally evaluate an automated system, 

called Filtered Wall (FW), able to filter unwanted messages 

from OSN user walls using machine learning text 

categorization techniques. also provide rule layer to specify 

filtering rules, by which user can state which content should 

display and support user defined Blacklist that temporarily 

prevent to post any kind of messages on user’s wall.This 

system focused only on the Filtering Rules but not on the 

Black list implementation.This paper proposes a technique 

which improves the quality of classification compare to 

existed system by improving extraction and selection 

contextual features. It also includes label feedbacks from 

users to improve learning mechanism over dynamically 

changing domain.  The  proposed  system   intend  to  

exploit  Short Text Classifier  to infer  Block List(BL)  rules  

and  Filtering Rules(FRs) using inference rules. It also 

implement techniques limiting the inference that user can 

do on enforcing filtering rules with the aim of bypassing the 

filtering system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the most recent years, On-line Social 

Networks have turned into a well known intuitive 

medium to impart, impart and disperse a lot of human life 

data. Day by day and persistent correspondence suggests 

the trade of a few sorts of substance, including free 

content, picture, and sound and feature information. The 

tremendous and element character  of  these  information  

makes  the  premise  for  the occupation of web substance 

mining systems intended to naturally  find  valuable  data  

lethargic  inside the information and afterward give a 

dynamic backing in perplexing and refined undertakings 

included in interpersonal interaction examination and 

administration. A primary piece of informal organization 

substance is constituted by short content, a remarkable 

illustration are the messages forever  composed  by  OSN  

clients  on  specific open/private zones, brought all in all 

dividers.  

The point of the present work will be to propose 

and tentatively assess a mechanized framework, called 

Filtered Wall (FW), ready to channel out undesirable 

messages from informal community client dividers. The 

key thought of the proposed framework is the help for 

content based client inclination. This  is conceivable 

thank to the utilization of a Machine Learning (ML) 

content classification  method  capable  [2]  to  

consequently  dole out with each one message a set of 

classes focused around its substance. We accept that the 

proposed procedure is a key administration for informal 

communities in that in today interpersonal organizations 

clients have little control on the messages showed on 

their dividers. Case in point, Face book permits clients to 

state who is permitted to embed messages in their 

dividers (i.e., companions, companions of companions, or 

characterized gatherings of companions). 

Notwithstanding, no substance based inclination are 

upheld. For example, it is unrealistic to forestall political 

or indecent messages. Interestingly, by method for the 

proposed component, a client can tag what substance 

ought not be shown on his/her divider, by determining a 

set of sifting guidelines. Sifting standards are extremely 

adaptable as far as the separating necessities they can 

help, in that they permit to define separating conditions 

focused around client profiles, client connections and 

additionally the yield of the ML order process. What's 

more, the framework gives the backing to client 

characterized boycotts, that is, rundown of clients that are 

briefly counteracted to post messages on a client divider.  

To the best of our insight this is the first proposal 

of a framework to consequently channel undesirable 
messages from OSN client dividers on the premise of 

both message substance and the message maker 

connections and qualities. Significant contrasts 

incorporate an alternate semantics for sifting principles to 

better fit the considered space, an online setup colleague 
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to help clients in FR particular, the augmentation of the 

set of peculiarities considered in the characterization 

prepare, an all the more profound execution assessment 

study and a redesign of the model usage to reflect the 

progressions made to the grouping methods. 

II.RELATED WORK 

The point of the current work [1] is consequently 

to propose and tentatively assess a computerized 

framework, called Filtered Wall (FW), capable  to  

0channel  undesirable  messages  from  client dividers. 

They adventure Machine Learning (ML) content 

classification systems to naturally allot with each one 

short instant message a set of classifications focused 

around its substance. The real endeavors in building a 

vigorous short content classifier are amassed in the 

extraction and determination of a set of describing and 

separate gimmicks. The arrangements researched in this 

paper are an augmentation of those embraced in a past 

work by us from whom we inherit the learning model and 

the elicitation method for creating preclassified 

information. The first set of peculiarities, got from 

endogenous properties of short messages, is extended 

here including exogenous learning identified with the 

connection from which the messages begin. The extent 

that the learning model is concerned, we affirm in the 

current paper the utilization of neural realizing which is 

today perceived as a standout amongst the most proficient 

arrangements in content grouping. Specifically, the work 

is based the general short content order method on Radial 

Basis  Function  Networks  (RBFN)  for  their  

demonstrated capacities in going about as delicate 

classifiers, in overseeing loud information and naturally 

dubious classes. In addition, the rate 2 in performing the 

learning stage makes the reason for a satisfactory use in 

OSN areas, and encourages the exploratory assessment 

errands. 

2.1Completeworddiscoveryalgorithm pseudo code 

Acompletewordisacompletesubstring of the collated text 
oftheinputtextmessage,definedinthefollowingway:Let T 

be a sequence  of  elements  (t1,  t2,  t3  .  .  .  tn).  S is a 

completesubstringofTwhenSoccursinkdistinct positions 

p1,p2,p3...pkinT. 

Inotherwords,acompletewordcannotbe extended by 

adding preceding or trailing elements, because at least 

one of theseelementsisdifferentfrom therest. 

Herearethewhole word extractionphases as pseudo-code. 

 

Figure1:Filteredwall Conceptual Architecture 

Step1-discoverright completeword;  

Step2-discoverleft-completeword; 

Step3- sorttheleft-complete word alphabetically;  

Step4-combinetheleft-and right-completewords intoa set 

ofcomplete words. 

The building design in backing of OSN administrations is 

a three-level structure (Figure 1). The primary layer, 

called Social Network Manager (SNM), regularly intends 
to give the essential OSN functionalities (i.e., profile and 

relationship administration), while the second layer gives 

the backing to outside Social Network Applications 

(Snas).4 The upheld Snas might thus require an extra 

layer for their required Graphical  User  Interfaces  

(Guis). Concurring  to  this reference structural 

engineering, the proposed framework is put in the second 

and third layers. Specifically, clients cooperate with the 

framework by method for a GUI to set up and deal with 

their Frs/Bls. In addition, the GUI furnishes clients with a 

FW, that is, a divider where just messages that are 

approved as indicated by their Frs/Bls are distributed. 

The center segments of the proposed framework are the 

Content-Based Messages Filtering (CBMF) and the Short 

Text Classifier (STC) modules. The recent segment plans 

to group messages as per a set of  classes.  

2.2: Analysis of Problem 

The investigation of related work has highlighted 

the absence of a freely accessible benchmark for 

contrasting distinctive methodologies with substance 

based order of client dividers short messages. To adapt to 

this need, we have manufactured and made accessible a 

dataset D of messages taken from Facebook. Numerous 

messages from openly open Italian gatherings have been 

chosen and concentrated by method for a robotized 

methodology that uproots undesired spam messages and, 

for each one message, stores the message body and the 

name of the gathering from which it begins. The 
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messages originate from the bunch's website page area, 

where any enlisted client can post another message or 

answer to messages effectively posted by different 

clients. The gathering of specialists has been picked 

trying to guarantee high heterogeneity concerning sex, 

age, business, instruction and religion. With a specific 

end goal to make an agreement concerning the 

significance of the Neutral class and general criteria in 

relegating multi-class participation we welcomed 

specialists to take part to a committed tuning session. We 

are mindful of the way that the amazing assorted qualities 

of Osns substance and the proceeding with development 

of correspondence styles make the need of utilizing a few 

datasets as a source of perspective benchmark. We trust 

that our dataset will make ready for a quantitative and 

more exact examination of client divider short content 
arrangement routines. 

III. PROPOSED WORK: 

3.1: Short Text Classifier 

On datasets with huge archives, for example, 

newswires corpora, built procedures utilized for content 

order function admirably however endure when the 

reports in the corpus are short. In this setting, basic 

perspectives are the meaning of a set of portraying and 

separate gimmicks permitting the representation of 

underlying ideas and the accumulation of a complete and 

steady set of directed illustrations.  

From a ML perspective, we approach the 

assignment of short content order by characterizing a 

progressive two level methodology accepting that it is 

better to distinguish and wipe out "impartial" sentences, 

then arrange "non nonpartisan" sentences. The main 

level errand is considered as a hard characterization 

where short messages are marked with fresh Neutral 

and Non-Neutral marks. The second level delicate 

classifier follows up on the fresh set of non-nonpartisan 

short messages and, for each of them, it "just" creates 

assessed propriety or "progressive  participation" for 

each of the considered classes, without taking any 

"hard" choice on any of them. Such a rundown of 

evaluations is then utilized by the progressive periods 

of the separating methodology.  

A. Content Representation  

The most suitable list of capabilities and gimmick 

representation for short instant messages have not yet 

been sufficiently explored. We consider three sorts of 

peculiarities, Bow, Document properties (Dp) and 

Contextual Features (CF). The initial two sorts of 

peculiarities, officially utilized as a part of [3], are 

endogenous. Content representation utilizing 

endogenous learning has a decent general materialness, 

however in  operational settings it  will be  suitable to  

use  likewise  exogenous information. We present 

logical peculiarities (CF) demonstrating data that 

describe the nature's turf where the client is posting. 

These peculiarities assume vital part in 

deterministically understanding the semantics of the 

messages [2].  

ʧ-id∫(tK,dj)=#(tK,dj).log
��

#�(��)
              (1) 

As indicated by Vector Space Model (VSM) for 

content representation, a content archive dj  is spoken 

to as a vector of parallel or genuine weights dj  = w1j, . 

. . , w│t│j, where T shows the set of terms that happen 

in any event once in no less than one record of the 
accumulation Tr, and wkj € [0; 1] signifies the amount 

term tk helps the semantics of archive dj. In the Bow 

representation, terms are related to words. For non-

paired weighting, the weight wkj of term tk in record dj 

is processed as per the standard term recurrence - 

reverse archive recurrence (t∫-id∫) weighting capacity, 

characterized as given under. Where # (tk, dj) shows 

the quantity of times tk happens in dj, and #tr (tk) 

demonstrates the report recurrence of term tk, i.e., the 

quantity of records in Tr  in which tk  happens. Dp 

gimmicks are heuristically ascertained; their definition 

comes from instinctive contemplations, space 

particular criteria and at times obliged experimentation 

techniques. In more points of interest:  

a)  Correct words: it speaks to the measure of terms tk 

€ T ∩ K, where tk is a term of the considered record dj 

and  K is a situated of known words for the area dialect. 

This quality is standardized by  

b)  Bad words: they are resolved likewise to the right 

words characteristic, where the set K is an accumulation 

of  "grimy words" for the space dialect.  

c)  Capital words: it speaks to the measure of words for 

the most part composed with capital letters, ascertained 

as the rate of words inside the message, having more 

than a large portion of the characters in capital case. For 

instance, the estimation of this peculiarity for the report 

"What, indeed, is this life for" is 0:5 since the words 

"OR" "Not" and "BE" are considered as promoted ("To" 
is not uppercase since the quantity of capital characters 

ought to be strictly more prominent than the characters 

number).  

d)  Punctuations characters: it is processed as the rate 

of the accentuation characters over the aggregate 

number of characters in the message. Case in point, the 
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estimation of the peculiarity for the record "Hi!!! How 

is u getting along?" is 5/24.  

e)  Exclamation marks: it is processed as the rate of 

shout stamps over the aggregate number of accentuation 

characters in the message. Alluding to the previously 

stated archive, the quality is 3/5.  

f)  Question marks: it is processed as the rate of inquiry 

checks over the aggregate number of accentuations 

characters in the message. Alluding to the 

aforementioned record, the worth is. 

B.MachineLearning-BasedClassification 

Short content arrangement is a progressive two-level 

characterization process. The primary level classifier 

does a parallel hard characterization that names messages 

as Neutral and Non-Neutral. The primary level separating 

errand empowers the resulting second-level assignment in 

which a better grained characterization is performed. The 

second-level classifier does a delicate  segment of Non-

impartial messages allocating a given message a 

progressive enrollment to each of the non-unbiased 

classes. We choose the RBFN model, among the mixture 

of multi-class ML models appropriate for content 

arrangement for the tested aggressive conduct concerning 

other condition of the craftsmanship classifiers. The 

primary level classifier is then organized as a customary 

RBFN. In the second level of the characterization stage 

we present an alteration of the standard utilization of 

RBFN.  

€We now formally depict the general grouping 

methodology. Let Ω be the set of classes to which each 

one message can fit in with. Every component of the 

regulated gathered set of messages D =  {(mi, � i), . . . , 

(m│d│,� │d│)} is made out of the content mi and the 

managed mark � i  € {0,1}│ω│ portraying the 

belongingness to each of the characterized classes. The 

set D is then into two segments, to be specific the 

preparation set Trsd and the test set Tesd. Let M1 and M2 
be the first and second level classifier, individually, and   

i be the belongingness to the Neutral class. The learning 

and speculation stage functions as takes after:  

1)  we extricate the  vector of gimmicks  	 i  from each 

one message mi. The two sets Trsd and Tesd are then 

changed over into Trs = {(	 i , y i), . . . ,( 	 │trsd│, � 

│trsd│)} and Tes = {(	 i , � i), . . . ,( 	 │tesd│, � 

│tesd│)}, individually.  

2)  for M1, a parallel preparing set Trs1= {(	 j, � j) € Trs 

│ (	 j, �j), yj =� j1}  is produced.  

3)  for M2, a multi-class preparing set Trs2 =  {(	 j, � j) € 
Trs │ (	 j, y ′j), y ′jk = y ′jk+1, k=2, . . ., │ω│}  is 

created.  

4)  to perceive whether a message is non-nonpartisan, M1 

is prepared with Trs1. At that point utilizing the test set 

Tes1 the execution of the model M1 is computed.  

5)  to process the slow enrollment to non-impartial 

classes, M2 is prepared with the non-nonpartisan Trs2 

messages.  

At that point the execution of the model M2 is dead set 

utilizing the test set Tes2.  

Therefore, the hierarchical system is composed of M1 

and M2, where the overall computed function  

f: Rn → R│Ω│ is able to map the feature space to the 

class space, that is, to recognize the belongingness of a 

message to each of the │Ω│ classes. 

3.2: ManagementofFilteringRulesandBlacklist 

In this segment, we present the guidelines 

embraced for separating undesirable messages. We 

display an informal organization as a coordinated chart, 

where every hub speaks to a system client and edges 

speak to connections between two separate clients. Each 

one edge is marked by the sort of the built relationship 

(e.g., companion of, associate of, guardian of) and, 

potentially, the comparing trust level, which speaks to 
the amount a given client considers reliable regarding 

that particular sort of relationship the client with whom 

he/she is building the relationship. We accept that trust 

levels are normal numbers in the reach [0; 1]. There 

exists an immediate relationship of a given sort RT and 

trust esteem X between two clients, if there is an edge 

joining them having the names RT and X. Also, two 

clients are in a backhanded relationship of a given sort 

RT if there is a way of more than one edge uniting them.  

A.Online Setup Assistant for Frs Thresholds  

By imagining and executing inside FW, an 

Online Setup Assistant (OSA) methodology, we address 

the issue of setting edges to channel tenets. OSA 

presents the client with a set of messages chose from 

the dataset. For each one message, the client 

communicates the framework the choice to 

acknowledge or reject the message. The gathering and 

transforming of client choices on a satisfactory set of 
messages dispersed over all the classes grants to figure 

altered edges speaking to the client state of mind in 

tolerating or dismissing certain substance.  
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As indicated by the accompanying process such 

messages are chosen. A certain measure of non-

nonpartisan messages taken from a small amount of the 

dataset and not having a place with the preparation/test 

sets, are classified by the ML so as to have, for each 

one message, the second level class enrollment values. 

Class participation qualities are then quantized into 

various qc discrete sets and, for every discrete set, we 

choose a number nc of messages, acquiring sets MC of 

messages with |mc|= ncqc, where C € Ω - {neutral} is a 

second level class. For example, for the second level 

class Violence, we choose 5 messages fitting in with 8 

degrees of roughness, for an aggregate of 40 messages. 

For every second level class C, messages having a place 

with MC are indicated. For each one showed message 

m, the client is asked to tell the choice mama € {filter, 

Pass}. This choice demonstrates the readiness of the 

client to channel or not channel the message. Together 

with the choice mama the client is solicited to express 

the degree from conviction mb € {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} with 

which the choice is taken, where mb = 5 speaks to the 

most astounding sureness, though mb = 0 speaks to the 

the lowest confidence. 

B. BLOCK LISTs 

BLs are usually immediately was able from the 

technique, as well as are able to decide the actual 

customers to become injected in the BL as well as 

determine user’s retention in the BL is finished. This 

sort of data receive for the technique via a set of rules, 

called BL rules. We all let the wall’s owners to help 

designate BL rules controlling that needs to be banned 

using their company partitions as well as for the length 

of time. As a result, a new user could possibly be 

banned from the wall structure, by simply, 

concurrently, the ability to publish throughout different 

partitions. 

A lot like FRs, the BL rules make the actual wall 

structure operator in a position to determine customers 

to become clogged determined by their own pages and 

also their own interactions in the OSN. As a result, by 

means of a new BL guideline, wall structure owners 

could be capable of exclude using their company 

partitions customers they don't immediately know BL 

for an additional while, seeing that his/her habits just 

isn't increased. This particular process functions for 

anyone customers that have been previously injected in 

the regarded BL at least one time. 

Definition1.  (BLrule).ABLruleisa 

tuple(author,creatorSpec,creatorBehavior,T)

,where: 

1) authoristheOSN 

userwhostatestherule,i.e.,thewallowner; 

2) creatorSpecisa creatorspecification, 

specifiedaccordingtoDefinition1; 

3) creatorBehavior consistsoftwocomponents RF 

Blocked andminBanned.RFBlocked = 

(RF,mode,window)is definedsuchthat: 

• RFRF = #
�����/# ,  

,where#tMessagesisthetotalnumberofmessagesthateachOS

NuseridentifiedbycreatorSpechastriedtopublishintheautho

rwall(mode=myWall)orinalltheOSNwalls(mode=SN);whe
reas#bMessagesisthenumberofmessagesamongthosein 

#tMessagesthathavebeen blocked; 

 

• window is the time interval of creation of those messages 
that have to be considered for RF computation; 

minBanned=(min,mode,window),whereministheminimu

mnumberoftimesinthe timeinterval 

specifiedinwindowthatOSN users identified 
bycreatorSpechavetobeinserted intothe BLdue 

toBLrulesspecifiedbyauthor wall(mode= 

myWall)orallOSNusers(mode= SN)inorder to 

satisfytheconstraint. 

 

4) Tindicatesthetimeperiodtheusersidentified 

bycreatorSpecandcreatorBehaviorhavetobebannedf
rom author wall. 

Examples of the BL rules 

(Bob;(Age<18);(0:5;myWall; 1week);2days)inserts 

intotheBLassociatedwithBob’swall 

thoseyoungusers(i.e., 

withagelessthan18)thatinthelastweekhavearelativefrequ

encyofblockedmessages onBob’swallgreaterthanor 

equalto0:5.Furthermore, 

therulestatesthatthesebannedusershavetostayintheBLfor

twodays.IfBobaddsthe 

followingcomponent(2,SN,1week)totheBL 

rule,heenlargesthesetof banned users 

byinsertingalsotheusers that in 

thelastweekhavebeeninsertedatleasttwotimesintoanyOS

NBL. 

IV. EVALUATION: 

In this section, we illustrate the performance evaluation 

study we have carried out the classification and 

filteringmodules. 
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4.1 Comparison Analysis 

The absence of benchmarks for OSN short 

content grouping makes hazardous the improvement of a 

dependable near examination. Then again, a roundabout 

examination of our technique is possible with works that 

show likenesses or integral angles with our answer. A 

study that reacts to these attributes is proposed in [5], 

where a characterization of approaching tweets into five 

classifications is depicted. Correspondingly to our 

methodology, messages are exceptionally  

Short and spoke to in the learning schema with 

both inside, substance based and relevant properties. 

Specifically, the peculiarities considered in [5] are Bow, 

Author Name, in addition to eight record properties 

characteristics. Qualitatively talking, the aftereffects of 

the examination led in [5] on the delegate force of the 

three sort of gimmicks tallied as a rule with our decisions: 

logical peculiarities are discovered to be exceptionally 

discriminative and Bow considered alone does not 

achieve a palatable execution. Best numerical results 

acquired in our work are practically identical with those 

got in [5]. Constraining to exactness file, which is the 

main metric utilized as a part of [5], our results are 

marginally substandard, yet this result must be translated 

considering the accompanying angles. Above all else, we 

utilize a much more diminutive set of preclassified 

information (1,266 versus 5,407), and this is leeway over 

the tweets grouping considering the deliberations in 

physically preclassifying messages with a satisfactory 

level of consistency. Second, the classes we considered 

have a higher level of unclearness, since their semantics 

is nearly connected to subjective understanding. A second 

work [5] gives powerless conditions to a near assessment. 

The creators manage short content order utilizing a 

measurable model, named Prediction by Partial Matching 

(PPM), without gimmick building. On the other hand, 

their study is situated to content containing complex 

phrasing and demonstrate the classifier on therapeutic 

writings from Newsgroups, clinical writings, and 

Reuters-21,578.7 These distinctions may bring down the 

level of dependability in correlation. Also, we watch that 

the execution reported in [4] is firmly influenced by the 

information set utilized as a part of the assessment. In the 

event that we consider brings about [4] got on clinical 

writings our classifier with the best aftereffects of Prec. 

0.76, Recall 0.59, is impressively higher than PPM 

classifier (Prec. 0.36, Recall 0.42). It has a tantamount 
conduct, in the event that we consider the found the 

middle value of execution on three Reuters subsets 

 

Fig. 2. K value obtained training the model with 

different fractions of the original training set. 

 (Prec. 0.74, Recall 0.63) and somewhat sub-par when 

considering the newsgroups information set (Prec. 0.96, 

Recall 0.84). The results, indicated in Fig. 2, were gotten 

for every information set portion by averaging the K 

assessment metric in excess of 50 free trials. Change in 

the arrangement has a logarithmic development in 

capacity of the extent of the information set. This 

recommends that any further endeavors concentrated in 

the growth of the information set will most likely prompt 

little upgrades regarding grouping quality. 

V. CONCLUSION: 

In this paper, we have introduced a framework to 

channel undesirable messages from OSN dividers. The 

framework misuses a ML delicate classifier to 

implement adjustable substance subordinate Frs. 

Moreover, the adaptability of the framework as far as 

sifting alternatives is upgraded through the 

administration of Bls. The principal concerns the 

extraction and/or choice of context oriented gimmicks 

that have been indicated to have a high discriminative 

force. The second errand incorporates the learning stage. 

As the underlying area is rapidly changing, the gathering 

of pre classified information may not be illustrative in 

the more extended term. 
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ABSTRACT: With today’s technology, several 

applications have faith in the existence of tiny devices 

that may exchange info and type communication 

networks. In an exceedingly good portion of such 

applications, the confidentiality and integrity of the 

communicated messages are of specific interest. During 

this work, we have a tendency to propose 2 novel 

techniques for authenticating short encrypted messages 
that square measure directed to meet the wants of 

mobile and pervasive applications. By taking advantage 

of the very fact that the message to be attested must even 

be encrypted, we have a tendency to propose 

incontrovertibly secure authentication codes that square 

measure additional economical than any message 

authentication code within the literature. The key plan 

behind the projected techniques is to utilize the safety 

that the encoding algorithmic program will give to 

design additional economical authentication 

mechanisms, as hostile exploitation standalone 
authentication primitives. 

Keywords: encoding, communication, encryption. 

INTRODUCTION 

PRESERVING the integrity of messages changed over 

public channels is one among the classic goals in 

cryptography and the literature is made with message 

authentication code (MAC) algorithms that are designed for 

the only purpose of preserving message integrity. Supported 

their security, MACs can be either categorically or 

computationally secure. Unconditionally secure MACs give 

message integrity against forgers with unlimited procedure 

power. On the other hand, computationally secure MACs 

are solely secure when forgers have restricted procedure 

power.  A popular category of categorically secure 

authentication is based on universal hash-function families, 

pioneered by Carter and Wegman [1]. Since then, the study 

of categorically secure message authentication supported 

universal hash functions has been attracting analysis 

attention, both from the look and analysis standpoints the 

essential conception providing unconditional security is that 

the authentication key will solely be wont to authenticate a 

restricted range of changed messages. Since the 

management of one-time keys is taken into account 

impractical in several applications, computationally secure 

MACs became the tactic of selection for many real-life 

applications. In computationally secure MACs, keys are 

often used to demonstrate Associate in nursing discretional 

range of messages. That is, once agreeing on a key, 

legitimate users will exchange Associate in Nursing 

arbitrary range of echt messages with an equivalent key. 

Reckoning on the most building block wont to construct 

them, computationally secure MACs are often classified into 

3 main categories: block cipher primarily based, 

cryptographic hash operate primarily based, or universal 

hash function family primarily based. Indeed, universal 

hashing-based MACs offer higher performance in 

comparison to dam cipher or crypto graphical hashing-based 

MACs. In fact, the quickest MACs in the crypto graphical 

literature area unit supported universal hashing  the most 

reason behind the performance advantage of universal 

hashing-based MACs is that the proven fact that process 

messages block by block exploitation universal hash 

functions is orders of magnitude quicker than process them 

block by block exploitation block ciphers or crypto 

graphical hash functions. One of the most variations 

between categorically secure MACs supported universal 

hashing and computationally secure MACs supported 

universal hashing is that the requirement to method the 

compressed image with a cryptographic primitive within the 

latter category of MACs. This round of computation is 

important to safeguard the key of the universal hash 

perform. That is, since universal hash functions don't seem 

to be crypto graphical functions, the observation of multiple 

message-image pairs will reveal the worth of the hashing 

key. Since the hashing secret is used repeatedly in 

computationally secure MACs, the exposure of the hashing 

key can cause breaking the protection of the mackintosh. 

Thus, processing the compressed image with a crypto 

graphical primitive is important for the protection of this 
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category of MACs. This implies that categorically secure 

MACs supported universal hashing area unit a lot of 

economical than computationally secure ones. On the 

negative facet, categorically secure universal hashing-based 

MACs area unit thought of impractical in most recent 

applications, thanks to the problem of managing one-time 

keys. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 The proposed system fact that the message to be 

authenticated must also be encrypted is used to deliver a 

random nonce to the intended receiver via the cipher text. 

This allowed the design of an authentication code those 

benefits from the simplicity of unconditionally secure 

authentication without the need to manage one-time keys. 

The messages are relatively short, addition and modular 

multiplication can be performed faster than existing 

computationally secure MACs in the literature of 

cryptography.  

ADVANTAGES: 

• The message transmission and authentication of 

sender to receiver side is high secured. 

• The data authentication and privacy of the sender 

and receiver detail high secured using AES 

algorithm. 

PROPOSED WORK: 

User Profile Module: 

The mobile device that receive the user details with some 

parameters, that recognize the authenticate user. This 

restricts the non-owner users to see information about the 

SMS  we send. However, any mobile device using this 

service can get some additional profile examination has to 

be handled with some unique parameter. Through this 

function, the mobile device can allow authenticated profile 

owner to access the data and send secure SMS to others. 

SMS Communication: 

 The Authenticated mobile user can send the SMS with 

some key to the server. The mobile who wants to send SMS 

must be registered with server. The mobile sends the SMS 

with certain key to server. The server can encrypt the 

original message using AES algorithm and the send SMS to 

receiver through base station and mobile station 

Authentication Server: 

 The Encrypted message can travel through base station. 

Receiver receives the message in secure inbox. Now the 

receiver wants to decrypts the message. So receiver requests 

the key using random number generator from server. Then 

server generates the random number and send it to the 

receiver.                                                                                                                                          

Symmetric Key: 

Server recognizes the random number from receiver; from 

this server authenticate the authorized receiver. Then server 

sends the symmetric key to receiver. After getting 

symmetric key, receiver decrypts the encrypted message and 

extracts the original message in secure inbox. 

PROPOSED ALGORITHM: 

AES is based on a design principle known as a substitution-

permutation network, combination of both substitution and 

permutation, and is fast in both software and hardware. AES 

operates on a 4×4 column-major order matrix of bytes, 

termed the state, although some versions of Rijndael have a 

larger block size and have additional columns in the state. 

Most AES calculations are done in a special finite field.The 

key size used for an AES cipher specifies the number of 

repetitions of transformation rounds that convert the input, 

called the plaintext, into the final output, called the cipher 

text. The number of cycles of repetition are as follows: 

• 10 cycles of repetition for 128-bit keys. 

• 12 cycles of repetition for 192-bit keys. 

• 14 cycles of repetition for 256-bit keys. 

Each round consists of several processing steps, each 

containing four similar but different stages, including one 

that depends on the encryption key itself. A set of reverse 

rounds are applied to transform cipher text back into the 

original plaintext using the same encryption key. 

CONCLUSION: 

In this work, a brand new technique for authenticating short 

encrypted messages is planned. The very fact that the 

message to be documented should even be encrypted is 

employed to deliver a random nowadays to the supposed 

receiver via the cipher text. This allowed the planning of 

associate authentication code that edges from the simplicity 

of categorically secure authentication while not the 
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requirement to manage one-time keys. Specially, it's been 

incontestible during this paper that authentication tags is 

computed with one addition and a 1 standard multiplication. 

Provided that messages are relatively short, addition and 

standard multiplication will be performed quicker than 

existing computationally secure MACs within the literature 

of cryptography. Once devices are equipped with block 

ciphers to write in code messages, a second technique that 

utilizes the very fact that block ciphers is modeled as robust 

pseudorandom permutations is planned to attest messages 

employing a single standard addition. The planned schemes 

are shown to be orders of magnitude quicker, and consume 

orders of magnitude less energy than ancient mack 

algorithms. Therefore, they are additional appropriate to be 

employed in computationally forced mobile and pervasive 

devices. 
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ABSTRACT: 

The systems of Peer-To-Peer are motivating towards a 

foremost paradigm move in the direction of genuinely 

distributed computing. Abundant works on reputation 

as well as trust management in online communities have 

come into view in recent times. Classification of peers as 

moreover trustworthy or untrustworthy is not enough in 

most of the cases. Metrics should include accuracy hence 

peers can be ranked consistent with trustworthiness. 

Metric of reputation is considered on basis of 

recommendations and it is considered as important when 

deciding in relation to strangers as well as new 

acquaintances. When scheming of reputation metric, 

recommendations are assessed on basis of trust metric of 

recommendation. In this work we aim at introducing an 

architecture known as SORT which is a representation 

of self-organizing Trust intends to reduce malevolent 

activity in P2P structure by setting up trust associations 

between peers in their proximity. In representation of 

self-organizing Trust, peers convey reputation queries 

merely to peers which had worked together in past, 

which decrease network traffic when compared to the 

methods of flooding-based approaches. In representation 

of self-organizing Trust, rather than considering an 
exact trust holder’s feedback as valid, public view from 

each and every acquaintance is measured as more 

trustworthy information. SORT’s trust metric allow a 

peer to consider constancy of previous peers on basis of 

local information. 

Keywords: Peer-To-Peer systems, Trustworthiness, 

Reputation, Trust, Self-organizing trust model, 

Acquaintance. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Within Infrastructure of P2P system, established distinction 

among clients as well as back-end servers is basically 

disappearing. Managing of trust information is dependent 

towards structure of P2P system. The system of  

 

 

peer to peer was generally characterized by several 

properties such as no central harmonization, no peer has a 

global vision of system, global performance come out from 

local interactions, and peers as well as associations are 

variable. Managing of trust is a setback of meticulous 

significance in peer-to-peer setting where one normally 

meets unidentified agents [6]. The majority of trust 

representations do not consider the method in which 
interactions are rated and believe that a rating mechanism 

exists. The techniques which are traditional for managing 

trust are on basis of reputation; spotlight on semantic 

properties of trust representation. Those methods do not 

extent since they depend on a fundamental database or else 

necessitate for maintaining global information at every agent 

to make available data on previous interactions. Necessary 

problem connected to managing of reputation-based trust in 

P2P systems is that information concerning transactions 

performed among peers is dispersed through-out network 

with the intention that each peer can put up an estimation of 

global circumstance in network [8]. Architecture for 

managing trust was shown in fig1 which relies on entire 

system layers, specifically network, storage as well as 

managing of trust, on peer-to-peer mechanisms [5]. In such 

design a mechanism which was put into practice at an 

advanced level in a peer-to-peer manner has to consider 

properties, especially quality of service, concerning 

mechanisms of underlying layers. In this work we aim at 

introducing an architecture known as SORT which is a 

representation of self-organizing Trust intends to reduce 

malevolent activity in P2P structure by setting up trust 

associations between peers in their proximity [1] [4]. In the 
representation of SORT, peers are supposed to be strangers 

for each other at beginning and a peer turns out to be an 

acquaintance of another peer subsequent to providing a 

service. Parameters associated to peer capabilities, peer 

performance, as well as distribution of resources are 

approximated to quite a lot of empirical results which 

permits to build practical observations on progression of 

trust associations [12]. 
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Fig1: An overview various system levels concerning P2P 

computing. 

2. AN OVERVIEW TOWARDS METHODOLOGY OF 

SELF-ORGANIZING TRUST REPRESENTATION: 

 

In the systems of distributed hash table - basis methods each 

peer turns out to be a trust holder by means of accumulating 

feedbacks regarding other peers [15]. Classification of peers 
as moreover trustworthy or untrustworthy is not enough in 

most of the cases. Metrics should include accuracy hence 

peers can be ranked consistent with trustworthiness [3]. 

Solution on a structured system depends on DHT 

organization to store up trust information. Every peer turns 

out to be a trust holder of an additional peer, which is 

supposed to make available reliable global trust information 

on the other hand; a trust holder may be malevolent and 

offer inauthentic information. Abundant works on reputation 

as well as trust management in online communities have 

come into view in recent times [14]. The representation of 

common reference model that was applied by most of the 

approaches was shown in fig2. Representation of trust on 

P2P proposals has additional challenges when measured to 

e-commerce scheme. Malicious peers include additional 

attack opportunities in P2P trust representations due to 

shortage of a central authority [10]. SORT which is a 

representation of self-organizing Trust intends to reduce 

malevolent activity in P2P structure by setting up trust 

associations between peers in their proximity and defines 

three trust metrics. Metric of reputation is considered on 

basis of recommendations and it is considered as important 

when deciding in relation to strangers as well as new 
acquaintances [9]. Reputation loses its significance as 

understanding with an acquaintance enhances. The trust 

metric of recommendation is significant when appealing for 

recommendations. When scheming of reputation metric, 

recommendations are assessed on basis of trust metric of 

recommendation. Service as well as recommendation trust 

are most important metrics to compute trustworthiness in 

service as well as recommendation circumstance [7].  The 

metric of service trust is used when selection of service 

provider. A peer might be considered as good service 

provider however a bad recommender or else vice versa 

hence representation of self-organizing Trust considers 

providing services as well as providing recommendations as 

altered tasks and describes two contexts of trust such as 

service as well as recommendation contexts [2] [13]. In 

representation of self-organizing Trust, rather than 

considering an exact trust holder’s feedback as valid, public 

view from each and every acquaintance is measured as more 

trustworthy information. Rather than considering worldwide 

trust information, information concerning local trust is 

adequate to build decisions as peers build up their personal 

trust networks [16]. In representation of self-organizing 

Trust, peers convey reputation queries merely to peers 

which had worked together in past, which decrease network 

traffic when compared to the methods of flooding-based 

approaches [12]. Each peer increases its trust network and 
gets hold of additional convincing recommendations from 

acquaintances. 

 

Fig 2: An overview of representation of reputation and 

managing trust. 

3. RESULTS: 

 

The systems of Peer-To-Peer are motivating towards a 

foremost paradigm move in the direction of genuinely 

distributed computing. The majority of trust representations 

do not consider the method in which interactions are rated 

and believe that a rating mechanism exists. In representation 

of self-organizing Trust to assess interactions as well as 

recommendations improved, significance, recentness, as 

well as parameters of peer satisfaction are measured. 

Recommender’s trustworthiness as well as assurance 
concerning recommendation is considered when assessing 

recommendations. Service as well as recommendation 

circumstance is separated which facilitates to compute 

trustworthiness in extensive variety of attack situations. 

Simulation tool of P2P file sharing was put into practice and 

performed experiments to recognize impact of SORT in 

mitigating attacks. Parameters associated to peer 

capabilities, peer performance, as well as distribution of 

resources are approximated to quite a lot of empirical results 

which permits to build practical observations on progression 

of trust associations. Experiments which are carried out on 
SORT demonstrate that superior peers can protect 

themselves against malevolent peers devoid of containing 
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global trust information. SORT’s trust metric allow a peer to 

consider constancy of previous peers on basis of local 

information. Service as well as recommendation 

circumstance allow improved measurement of 

trustworthiness in offering services as well as providing 

recommendations. 

 

4. CONCLUSION: 

Managing of trust information is dependent towards 

structure of P2P system. The techniques which are 

traditional for managing trust are on basis of reputation; 

spotlight on semantic properties of trust representation. 

Representation of trust on P2P proposals has additional 

challenges when measured to e-commerce scheme. In this 
work we aim at introducing an architecture known as SORT 

which is a representation of self-organizing Trust intends to 

reduce malevolent activity in P2P structure by setting up 

trust associations between peers in their proximity. In 

representation of self-organizing Trust, peers convey 

reputation queries merely to peers which had worked 

together in past, which decrease network traffic when 

compared to the methods of flooding-based approaches. 

Service as well as recommendation trust are most important 

metrics to compute trustworthiness in service as well as 

recommendation circumstance.  In representation of self-
organizing Trust to assess interactions as well as 

recommendations improved, significance, recentness, as 

well as parameters of peer satisfaction are measured. 

SORT’s trust metric allow a peer to consider constancy of 

previous peers on basis of local information. In 

representation of self-organizing Trust, rather than 

considering an exact trust holder’s feedback as valid, public 

view from each and every acquaintance is measured as more 

trustworthy information. Service as well as recommendation 

circumstance allow improved measurement of 

trustworthiness in offering services as well as providing 

recommendations. 
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ABSTRACT: -- In cloud computing scheduling tasks of 

workflows NP hard problem. Work flows are used to 

describe the complex applications easily, workflows are 
complex collection of tasks and are of different 

categories like instance intensive, transaction intensive, 

time intensive etc...[1] work flows have many tasks these 

are independent to each other we need to optimize the 

time for the execution of number of  time critical 

workflows it needs Genetic Algorithm. The execution 

time of critical tasks is very high whenever we try to 

reduce the execution time. In this paper to design 

minimum scheduling policies of non-preemptive tasks 

and optimize the cost of time critical work flows that we 

propose dynamic combination of the Versatile Time Cost 
Genetic Algorithm (VTCGA) to schedule time critical 

workflows with minimum cost. Time critical workflows 

comprise of a collection of tasks which should be 

completed as early as possible so that other workflows 

get its turn. The budget involved in executing the time 

critical tasks is very high. The execution cost increases 

whenever we try to reduce the execution time. VTCGA 

will schedule the tasks to complete in earliest possible 

time as well as optimize the cost involved in resource 

provisioning. The results of experiments conducted using 

CloudSim simulator show that our scheduling policy 

minimizes the completion time of critical workflows than 
other existing algorithms like min-min and fair max-min 

and Versatile Time Cost Algorithm. 

 
Keywords: scheduling time; critical workflows; Genetic 
Algorithm; versatile time cost genetic algorithm; task 
scheduling. 
  

1. INTRODUCTION 

               Cloud computing means computing can be used as 
a service rather than product, cloud computing is a general 
term for anything that involves delivering hosted services 
over the internet. Cloud computing the term which is a 
combination of Grid computing, Distributed computing, 
Parallel computing, Virtualization, Load balance and so on. 
It is totally network technology. Recently, cloud computing 
emerged as the leading technology for delivering reliable, 
secure, fault-tolerant, sustainable, and scalable 
computational services, which are presented as Software, 
Infrastructure, or Platform as services (SaaS, IaaS, PaaS). 
Moreover, these services may be offered in private data 
centers (private clouds), may be commercially offered for 
clients (public clouds), or yet it is possible that both public 
and private clouds are combined in hybrid clouds. 

                     Scheduling refers to the set of policies to 
control the order of work to be performed by a computer 
system. The main aim of scheduling is to maximize the 
resource utilization and minimize processing time of the 
tasks. There have been various types of scheduling 
algorithm existing in cloud computing system, and VTCA is 
one of them [1]. The main advantage of VTCA is to achieve 
a high performance computing and the best system 
throughput. Scheduling manages availability of CPU, 
memory, I/O management and good scheduling policy gives 
maximum utilization of resource[1,2,3]. The order of jobs 
should be responsible for the scheduler where improving the 
quality of service and balance between the resources at the 
same time maintaining the efficiency, fairness, improve the 
performance of the execution of jobs [3].  

             Workflow is important task in Cloud computing it 
provides the several utilities at the time scheduling is 
important task. It will have the tasks and their interactions it 
is not specifying any resource provisioning method. There 
are different categories of workflows like  instance 
intensive, transaction intensive, time intensive, etc .It is 
difficult task for processing of workflows in multi-processor 
systems like cloud, workflow scheduling problem in util-
ity and cloud computing, It deal: with the allocation of 
tasks to suitable resources with minimum cost  critical 
paths are iteratively constructed by dynamic 
programming according to the service assignments for 
scheduled activities and the longest services for the 
unscheduled ones. Tasks of workflow can be categorized 
into two types [1]. 

1. Critical workflow 

2. Non-critical workflow 

            Critical workflow takes the maximum time for 
execution. These tasks are allocated to the maximum time 
for the execution; non critical tasks completed their 
execution before completion of the critical tasks that is non 
critical tasks execution time is dead line. Each critical path 
optimization problem the results of the scheduled critical 
path are utilized to construct the next new critical path. 
Critical task takes the maximum time of the execution. 
The number of VMs allocates the critical workflow as the 
cloud computing system these critical workflows are 
allocated to the critical path to the minimum resource 
renting cost. 

         Remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 discuss the related works, Section 3  describe the 
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scheduling  non-preemptive critical workflows Section 4 
discuss our dynamic combination of versatile time cost 
genetic algorithm. Section 5 elaborates our versatile time 
cost algorithm. Section 6 illustrates the experimental results. 
Finally, this paper ends with conclusion. 

2. RELATED WORK 

              Based on the workflow are takes more cost, VTCA 
reduces overall completion time height by height  

It allocation takes very less time because the completion 
time is reduced to as minimum as possible in each height 
and hence the overall completion time is also reduced [1].     

Chenhong Zhao. etc at 2009 proposed the task scheduling 
algorithm, NP completeness problem, Genetic Algorithm is 
designed to solve combinatorial optimization problem to 
schedule independent and divisible tasks adapting to 
different computations and memory requirements. Gan Guo-
ning etc.. at China they proposed the optimized algorithm 
for task scheduling  based on genetic simulated annealing in 
cloud computing and its implementation, this algorithm 
consider the different types of tasks, the QOS parameters are 
dealt with dimensionless. Yujia Ge etc.. 2010, they proposed 
the delay of scheduling policy has claimed to improved the 
throughput and response times by a factor of 2 compared to 
FIFO policy, A Genetic Algorithm is designed as the 
optimization     method for the new scheduler can get shorter 
makespan for jobs than FIFO and delay scheduling policies 
and achieve a better balanced load across all the nodes in the 
cloud.   

3.  SCHEDULING NON-PREEMPTIVE CRITICAL 

WORKFLOWS 

          The processing of critical workflow is a difficult task 
one for multi processor systems like cloud, where the 
processors have to consider the dependency among the 
tasks. Critical workflow in cloud computing scheduling is 
associated with various costs based on usage of resources 
like processor, memory, I/O etc 

        When applying critical workflow tasks in cloud 
computing, we need to consider the following question 

 1. How to allocate resources to the critical workflows? 

2.  In what order the virtual machines (VMs) in cloud   

     should execute critical workflows? 

3.  How to schedule overheads when VMs prepare,   

     terminate or switch critical workflows? 

4. How much time and cost is involved in  scheduling? 

By solving these questions, we can optimize the main two 
QOS constraints of Time and cost. The critical work flows 
are to be scheduling process as shown in the fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1: critical workflow scheduling in cloud computing 

             The scheduler how jobs are handling and executing 
the as shown in the fig. 1. The user submit the job to critical 
workflow the scheduler, scheduler send job to the cloud and 
cloud needs job, simultaneously resource takes the job from 
the scheduler and produce output, final out put required user 
as shown in fig. 1. Non Preemptive scheduling involves the 
use of a no interrupt mechanism which suspends the 
currently executing jobs and invokes a scheduler to 
determine which process should execute next.  

 Workflow scheduling consist of the Critical 
workflow and non critical workflow tasks as shown in the 
fig. 2. All non critical workflows are may solved the 
workflow scheduling. The critical workflows are processed 
at the critical path servers are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are required 
minimum resource renting cost. 

 

Fig. 2:Critical workflows in Cloud computing environment 

Critical workflows are usually assigned with priorities. At 
times it is necessary to run a certain workflow tasks that 
have a higher priority before another tasks although it is 
running. Therefore, the running task is interrupted for some 
time and resumed later when the priority task has finished 
its execution. This is called preemptive scheduling. 
Nonpreemptive multitasking is a style of computer 
multitasking in which the operating system never initiates a 
context switch from a running process to another process. 
Such systems are either statically scheduled, most often 
periodic systems, or exhibit some form of cooperative 
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multitasking, in which case the computational tasks can self-
interrupt and voluntarily give control to other tasks. When 
non preemptive is used, a process that receives such 
resources cannot be interrupted until it is finished. 

             In versatile time cost genetic algorithm 

(VTCGA) is a dynamic non preemptive scheduling 

process. Genetic algorithm is a technology in 

the artificial intelligence, recently developed 

to the very popular interdisciplinary. Genetic 

algorithms and genetic rules are in essence a 

search optimization technology, which starts 

from one initial population, in compliance with 

the "survival of the fittest survival" 

principle, through operators such as 

reproduction, hybridization, transformation, and 

forced to run continuously and iterate to 

approximate to the optimal solution[5] . 

Solutions to the problem of the concrete steps 
are as follows in VTCGA. 

4. VERSATILE TIME COST GENETIC ALGORITHM 

            The aim of the VTCA is schedule the tasks so that 
intra height completion time is minimum and also number of 
VMs for resource provisioning is less. VTCA reduces the 
overall completion time height by height [1].  

4.1 Scheduler Model: 

                Critical workflow scheduler is a centralized 
manner as shown in fig. 1. A master processor unit in cloud 
collecting all critical workflows will take charge of 
dispatching them to other process units. Each process unit 

has its own dispatch queue (DQ). The master unit 

communicates with other process units through 

these dispatch queues. This organization ensures 

that processor units always find some tasks in 

the dispatch queue when the finish the execution 

of their current task. The master unit works in 

parallel with other units, scheduling the newly 

arrived tasks, and periodically updating the 

dispatch queues. Tasks are sorted ascending by 
the value of deadlines.  

 The combination of genetic algorithm in critical 
workflow task scheduling from the following steps 

4.2 Algorithm 

Initialization of the population.  Population composed of 
randomly generated chromosomes individuals  

Step 1: a critical workflow profile represented by an acyclic 
graph G = (CW, E), where CW is the set of critical workflow 
tasks that are available in the workflow CW and E is the set 
of all dependencies between the critical workflow. 

Step 2: the VMs (resources). 

The main aim this algorithm is to minimise total cost 
(Costtotal) by finding the critical workflow, and reduce the 
overall completion time of critical workflow. 

a) The critical workflow group: the group in which the 
tasks will be assigned to the VMs is called as the task group. 
The tasks can be distinguished between two groups 

1. Capability of Critical Workflow Requirement  
    Vector (CCWRV) 

2. Capability of Critical Workflow Supply Vector  
     (CCWSV) 

b)  Critical workflow length: Length of the critical 
workflow is the number of instructions that has to be 
executed on the VM. Basically it can be represented with 
some millions of instructions. 

c) Critical and non-critical workflows: The Critical 
workflow is the one which has the maximum completion 
time on all the machines of the task group. Remaining tasks 
of the group is called as the non-critical workflow group. 
We have to parameterise the non-critical workflows with 
some properties. These parameters are characterised based 
on the completion time of critical workflows they are: 

Definition 1:  CCWRV (Capability Critical Workflow 
Requirement Vector) The objective of this algorithm is to 
minimise the total cost (TCmin) by finding the best task 
schedule for each height that reduces the completion time of 
tasks. It in turn reduces the overall completion time of 
workflow.The properties of each task are: 

 The task group: The group in which the tasks will be 
assigned to the VMs is called as the task group. Tasks can 
be categorized on the two groups is a m-component vector 
for every task. CCWRVj(Ti) is the jth value of the capability 
task i requires. For example, CCWRV1 can be the arrival 
time of task 1. 

Definition 2:  CCWSV (Capability Critical Workflow 
Supply Vector) is a m-component vector for every process 
unit. CCWSV(Pj) is the j

th value of the capability process 
unit i supplies. For example, CCWSV1 can be the available 
time of process unit 1. We now use the two vectors to get 
possible solutions. In this phase, we suppose any process 
unit is available to each critical workflow. Then the primary 
match algorithm will be: 

Latest completion time(LCT): Latest Critical Time is the 
time on which the critical workflow and non critical 
workflow finishes its execution till local critical completion 
time of a critical task(LCCT) it define the equations. 

LCT(CW)= LCCT 

LCT(NCW)=LCCT 
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Latest start time(LST): Latest start time when the non-
critical workflow task starts its execution  on or before the 
completion of critical workflows. 

For critical workflow 

For processor unit j  

If CCWRVj (Ti) ⊂ CCWSV (Pj)  

Put Pj into Candidate Queue of Ti  

Else  

Combine with next CCWSV 

If CCWRVj (Ti)  ⊂ Combined CCWSV1 

Put {Pj ,Pj+1} into Candidate Queue of Ti 

Else 

Combine with next CCWSV 

If CCWRVj (Ti) ⊂ Combined CCWSV2 

Put { Pj,Pj+1, Pj+2} into CQ of Ti 

        End IF 

     End IF 

   End IF 

 End For 

End For 

Using the genetic operation to produce the next generation 
of population; For each individual chromosomes to do the 
fitness evaluation 

 Task length(Candidate Queue (i)): It is for critical 
workflow i from which critical workflow i can choose a 
process unit to be executed. Length of the critical workflow 
is the number of instructions that has to be executed on the 
VM. Basically,it can be represented with million 
instructions. 

We consider at most three combinations for one critical 
workflow taking the cost of cooperation and communication 
with more combination into account        

Step 3. Repeatedly step 1 and step 2 until the algorithm 
satisfy the stop condition 

5. VERSATILE TIME COST GENETIC ALGORITHM 

FOR  THE DISTRIBUTION OF TIMESTAMP: 

After the crossing and alternative mutation operations, as the 
above operations ignore the distribution of the time frame, 
the offspring substring is not a string of scheduling can be 
used. The performed on each service use the timestamp to 

assign the execution time. As shown in figure 3, you can 
query the available timestamp and assign a specified 
timestamp according to the allocation info of the resources 
and the executing sequence of critical workflows produced 
by the genetic algorithm. Each critical workflow submitted 
to the resources , resource 1 is RS1 specifying critical 
workflows are CW0 , CW2, CW7. Some of the non critical 
workflows such as NCW1 is submitted at resource 2 as 
shown in figure3. 

 

 

Figure 03:  The distribution timestamp of CW5. 

5.1. Process of termination: 

               The process of versatile time cost genetic 
algorithm as shown in the figure 13. The high value of  
critical workflows (high fitness value of the chromosomes) 
may be added to the next generation in the process of 
selection, the selection and mutations are subsequently 
generate the high fitness value of the chromosomes may be 
added to the t number of population to the t+1 number of 
population as shown in figure. 

 

Fig. 04: Flow chart of VTCGA. 
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6  RESULTS 

                 The combined by the genetic algorithm and the 
versatile time cost algorithm is fusion algorithm, develops 
enough advantage of the two algorithms. It can get the 
precision of the solution more efficiently than the genetic 
algorithm and is in terms of time better than the versatile 
time cost algorithm efficiency. Therefore, it can calculate 
the optimal path very well. Simulations show that the fusion 
algorithms do a good job on the optimizing performance and 
the time performance. 
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Fig 5: curve of nodes at running 

7. CONCLUSION 

       Finally we observe the advantages and disadvantages of 
various algorithms, the proposed versatile time cost genetic 
algorithm in cloud computing environment can fulfill the 
goals of the critical workflow task scheduling. Combination 
with characteristics of critical workflow scheduling under 
cloud computing environment , reasonable design genetic 
factors will be applied to scientific workflow instances.  In 
this paper, focuses on providing a solution for VTCGA 
combined Genetic modeling non-preemptive scheduling 
algorithm in order to minimize the critical workflow 
execution time of the migrated tasks. Earlier, a non-
preemptive scheduling with VTCA only is used to minimize 
execution time. VTCGA proved that schedule the tasks to 
complete in earliest possible time as well as optimize the 
cost involved in resource provisioning. This VTCGA 
improves the overall system performance. Our simulation 
results outperform the older approaches based on the similar 
model. 
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Abstract -- An efficient shape representation scheme 
should represent the original image accurately and it 

should allow approximate reconstruction of the original 

image from the representation. One of the problems of 

boundary based shape representation methods 

compared to region based methods is its non information 

preserving capability i.e. non support of reconstruction 

possibility. To overcome this drawback, the present 

paper proposes a novel reconstruction algorithm for 

boundary based shape representation methods. The 

present paper also proposes a novel boundary based 

shape representation method by using morphological 
Hit-or-Miss operation. The proposed boundary 

extraction method is applied on various types of images 

and the proposed novel reconstruction algorithm is 

applied to various boundary extraction algorithms. To 

test the efficiency of both boundary based and region 

based shape representation algorithms, various quality 

measures are evaluated.  The experimental results 

clearly indicate that boundary based methods are 

efficient when compared to region based methods for 

shape representation and the proposed boundary based 

shape representation method by using Hit-or-Miss 

method is efficient when compared to other boundary 

based methods. 

Keywords: Region-based, Boundary-based, Reconstruction, 

Quality Measure, Mathematical Morphology. 

1. Introduction 

Shape representation is an important issue in image 

processing and computer vision. Efficient shape 

representation provides the foundation for the development 

of efficient algorithms for many shape related processing 

tasks, such as image coding[1,2], shape matching and object 

recognition[3], content based video processing[4,5] and 

image data retrieval[6,7].  

Shape representation and description techniques 

can be generally classified into two categories: boundary-

based methods and region-based methods. The classification 

is based on whether shape features are extracted from the 

boundary only or are extracted from the whole shape region. 

Under each class, the different methods are further divided 

into structural approaches and global approaches, based on 

whether the shape is represented as a whole or represented 

by segments/sections. These approaches can be further 

distinguished into space domain and transform domain, 

based on whether the shape features are derived from the 
spatial domain or frome transformed domain. A detailed 

survey of shape representation methods is given in [12]. 

In the Literature, there are the algorithms for both 

region and boundary based shape representation methods. 

Most of the algorithms are based on mathematical 

morphology because it is a shape based approach to image 
processing [8, 9]. Basic morphological operations can be 

given interpretations using geometric terms of shape, size 

and distance. Therefore, mathematical morphology is 

especially suited for handling shape-related processing and 

operations. A number of morphological shape representation 

schemes have been proposed [1, 2, 11] and they facilitates 

the development and analysis of morphological image 

processing algorithms. Many of them use the structural 

approach. That is, a given shape is described in terms of its 

simpler shape components and the relationships among the 

components. Vijaya Kumar et al. [13, 14] has proposed 

novel region based shape representation algorithms by using 

mathematical morphology and compared with various 

region based shape representation algorithms. 

 The region based shape representation methods are 

information preserving algorithms where the boundary 

based methods [15, 16] existing in literature are used for 
extracting shape features only. They are not preserving the 

information for reconstructing the original image from the 

boundary. To overcome this, the boundary based shape 

representation methods needs the appropriate reconstruction 

algorithm for converting into preserving shape 

representation algorithm. So, the present paper initially 

proposes a novel boundary extraction method based on Hit-

or-Miss morphological operation and then proposes a novel 

reconstruction algorithm by using morphological region 

filling and connected component operations. The present 

paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the 

methodology for boundary extraction and reconstruction 

algorithms, section 3 deals with the results and discussions 

of proposed boundary extraction method on various images, 

reconstruction algorithm for various boundary extraction 

algorithms and evaluation of efficient shape representation 

algorithm and   section 4 deals with the conclusions. 

2. Methodology 

The proposed shape representation method computes the 

boundary of the input image based on morphological hit-or-

miss transform, since the morphological hit-or-miss 
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transformation is a basic tool for shape detection. The 

morphological hit-or-miss transform is defined by the 

following equation.                   

)]([)( BWABABA −ΘΘ=⊗ I     

BA ⊗ - Denotes hit-or-miss transform, A Θ B- 

Denotes erosion transform, W- Denotes a small window, B- 

Denotes the shape, W-B- Denotes the local background of B 

with respect to W  

The proposed boundary extraction method is explained with 

the Equation1. 

       )( 11

9

1
inn

n
n

BXXX ⊗−∀=
−−

−

     (1)                                         

Where X0 is original image and Bi is i
th

 structuring element 

as shown in figure1. 

1 1 1  1 1 1  × 1 1 

1 × 1  × × 1  × × 1 

× × ×  × × 1  × 1 1 

 (a)    (b)    (c)  

1 1 1  × × ×  1 × × 

1 1 1  1 × 1  1 × × 

1 1 1  1 1 1  1 1 1 

 (d)    (e)    (f)  

1 1 ×  1 1 1  × 1 × 

1 × ×  1 1 ×  1 1 1 

1 1 ×  1 × ×  × × × 

 (g)    (h)    (i)  

Figure 1. Structuring Elements used in proposed method 

where × represents either 0 or 1. 

The present paper presents a novel approach for 

reconstructing the original image from the boundary 

extracted. The reconstruction algorithm is given below. 

Algorithm:  

Begin 

Step 1: Extract the filled blobs of the original image by 
using connected component and region filling 

morphological operations. 

For this purpose, blobs are initially filled by using 

morphological region filling method as described below. 

Let A, denote a set containing a subset whose elements 

are 8-connected boundary points of a region. Beginning with 

a point p inside the boundary, the objective has to fill the 

entire region with 1’s. Assign a value 1 to p to begin. The 

region is filled with 1’s using the following equation 2. 

    
c

kk
ABXX I)( 1 ⊕=

−
                  (2)  

k=1,2,3 … 

where Xo=p, and B is the 33×  symmetric structuring 

element. The algorithm terminates at iterative step k if Xk = 

Xk-1. The set union of Xk and A contains the filled set and its 

boundary. 

Once the holes are filled, the original image is 
subtracted from the filled image and the number of objects 

present is determined by a connected component approach 

which is different from previous methods as described by 

the following equation 3. Let Y represent a connected 

component contained in a set A and assumes that a point p 

of Y is known. Then all the elements of Y are computed by 

the equation 3. 

             ABXX
kk

I)( 1 ⊕=
−

       (3) 

∀∀∀∀ k =1,2,3… 

where Xo=p, and B is the 3×3 structuring element with all 

1’s. If Xk = Xk-1, the algorithm has converged then
kXY = .  

By the equation 3, a connected component blob is 

identified and later it is filled by a region filling algorithm 

with background intensity.  To check if there is any further 

blob a scan line approach is used to identify any fore ground 

pixel is in the image zone. Then again the above process of 

equation 3 is repeated to identify whether it is a connected 

component or not. The process terminates when all the 
connected components are identified. 

Step 2: By using the region filling operation explained in 

Step 1, fill the region with in the boundary extracted from 

the original image. 

Step 3: Subtract the Result of Step1 from Step2 result i.e. 

the filled blobs should be subtracted from the filled image.  

End 

3. Results and Discussions 

For the experimental analysis on the proposed 

boundary based shape representation method by using Hit-

or-Miss transform, various images of size 64×64 are taken. 

The input images considered in the experiment are Teapot, 

Lamp, Phone, Dog, Digits, Letters, Fish, Butterfly, Telugu 

Character ‘ba’ images which are shown in Figure 2.  The 

proposed boundary extraction method is applied on the 

images of Figure 2 and the corresponding boundary images 

are shown in Figure 3. On the boundary images of Figure 3, 
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the proposed novel reconstruction algorithm is applied and 

the reconstructed images are shown in Figure 4.  

      

                (a)          (b)        (c)         (d)         (e)       

    

                       (f)         (g)         (h)          (i)               

Figure2. Original Images (a) Teapot (b) Lamp (c) Phone (d) 

Dog (e) Digits (f) Letters (g) Fish (h) Butterfly (i) Telugu 

Character ‘ba’. 

     

             (a)           (b)         (c)           (d)           (e)       

    

                    (f)            (g)           (h)           (i)               

Figure 3 Boundary Extracted by using the proposed method 

(a) Teapot (b) Lamp (c) Phone (d) Dog (e) Digits (f) Letters 

(g) Fish (h) Butterfly (i) Telugu Character ‘ba’. 

     

    (a)        (b)         (c)          (d)           (e)       

         

                      (f)              (g)           (h)             (i)               

Figure 4 Reconstructed Images from the boundary extracted 

in Figure 2 (a) Teapot (b) Lamp (c) Phone (d) Dog (e) Digits 

(f) Letters (g) Fish (h) Butterfly                                  (i) 

Telugu Character ‘ba’. 

 The proposed reconstruction algorithm is 

efficiently reconstructing the original image from the 

corresponding boundary image and shown in Figure 4. Here, 

all the images except Lamp image are exactly reconstructed. 

The reason is its unconnected boundary extraction.    

The proposed shape representation method is 

compared with various shape representation methods of 

boundary based and region based methods.  Recently, 

various region based shape representation methods are 

proposed and the present paper has selected GST 

(Generalized Skeleton Transform), OGD (Octagon 

Generating Decomposition), EFD (Error Free 

Decomposition) and EFSR (Error Free Shape 

Reconstruction) algorithms for comparison. The boundary 

based shape representation methods used for comparison are 

EB (Erosion based Boundary Extraction), IB4 (Interior 

Boundary with 4 neighborhood Connectivity), IB8 (Interior 

Boundary with 8 neighborhood Connectivity). 

 The present paper has used various quality 

measures of watermarked image like Mean Square Error 
(MSE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), peak Signal to 

Noise Ratio (PSNR), Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Root 

Signal to Noise Ratio (RSNR) and Normalized Correlation 

Coefficient (NCC) given in Equations (4) to (9). The 

embedding distortion performance is usually measured by 

the Mean Square Error and Root Mean Square Error as 

given by the equation (4) and (5). MSE and RMSE for the 

image should be as low as possible. A better perceptual 

quality of the image is possible for lower values of MSE and 

RMSE. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Root SNR (RSNR) 

measures, estimates the quality of the reconstructed image 
compared with an original image. The fundamental idea is 

to compute the value which reflects the quality of the 

reconstructed image. Reconstructed image with higher 

metric are judged as having better quality. SNR and RSNR 

can be defined as in equation (6) and (7). Higher values of 

SNR and RSNR indicates the better quality of the 

reconstructed image. To study the quality of watermarked 

image, the peak signal to noise ratio PSNR is used. In 

general, a processed image is acceptable to the human eyes 

if its PSNR is greater than 30 dB. The larger the PSNR, the 

better is the image quality. The PSNR is defined as given by 

the equation (8). To verify the robustness of any digital 
watermarking method, Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) 

is used. NCC is an important performance parameter in any 

extracting module. NCC is defined in the equation (9). 

Using NCC, the similarity value about 0.75 or above is 

considered as acceptable. The error rate is defined as the 

ratio between the number of image points that are not 

represented and the number of points in the original shape 

given in Equation (10).  
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Where g(x,y) represents the original image, f(x,y) 

represents the reconstructed image and M,N are the sizes of 

the input and reconstructed images.  

The values of above discussed quality parameters are 

estimated on the proposed shape representation method by 

using boundary extraction, other shape representation 

methods like EB, IB4, IB8, GST, OGD, EFD, EFSR 

methods. The Table 1 clearly indicates the efficacy of the 

proposed scheme since the quality measures of 

reconstructed images falls with in the good range i.e. the 

proposed boundary extraction method produces minimum 

values for  MSE, RMSE, NCC and higher values for  SNR, 
PSNR, RSNR.   

      

Table 1.  Quality Parameters using different error functions after reconstruction using proposed boundary extraction method by 

using Hit-or-Miss Transform. 

S.No 

Image 

Name MAE MSE RMSE SNR RSNR PSNR 

Error-

Rate NCC 

1 Teapot 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Inf Inf Inf 0.0000 1.0000 

2 Lamp 0.0006 0.0006 0.0247 707.6700 26.6020 32.1310 0.0014 0.9986 

3 Telephone 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Inf Inf Inf 0.0000 1.0000 

4 Dog 0.0006 0.0006 0.0247 435.6700 20.8730 32.1310 0.0023 0.9977 

5 Digits 0.0002 0.0002 0.0143 1497.0000 38.6910 36.9020 0.0007 0.9993 

6 Letters 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Inf Inf Inf 0.0000 1.0000 

7 Fish 0.0002 0.0002 0.0143 2091.0000 45.7270 36.9020 0.0005 0.9995 

8 Butterfly 0.0012 0.0012 0.0350 285.8300 16.9070 29.1200 0.0035 0.9965 

9 

Telugu 

character 

‘ba’ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Inf Inf Inf 0.0000 1.0000 

  Average 0.0003 0.0003 0.0126 1003.4340 29.7600 33.4372 0.0009 0.9991 
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It is clearly evident that the proposed novel 

reconstruction method for boundary based shape 

representation is giving efficient results when compared 

with the region based shape representation methods. i.e. the 

EB, IB4, IB8 and proposed boundary extraction method by 

using Hit-or-Miss transform shape representation methods 

are having good quality measures when compared to region 

based methods like GST, OGD, EFD and EFSR. The 

comparison of all the shape representation methods for 

PSNR and Error_Rate are shown in Table 2 and 3. 

 

Table 2. PSNR values for different Shape representation methods. 

S.No 

Image 

Name GST OGD EFD EFSR GB HB-4 HB-8 NB 

1 Teapot 12.1470 13.6750 15.9690 33.9790 Inf 28.4510 28.4510 Inf 

2 Lamp 7.4280 15.8000 18.1530 Inf Inf 23.1000 23.1000 32.1310 

3 Telephone 7.6802 15.2580 18.4470 Inf Inf 36.9020 4.3516 Inf 

4 Dog 8.7517 10.7110 13.0100 Inf Inf 36.9020 36.9020 32.1310 

5 Digits 5.5160 11.9720 15.4060 Inf Inf 29.1200 29.1200 36.9020 

6 Letters 11.4870 13.9790 17.3050 27.4470 Inf Inf Inf Inf 

7 Fish 11.0900 14.2480 16.6960 Inf Inf 27.3600 27.3600 36.9020 

8 Butterfly 7.0377 14.1570 17.8250 Inf Inf Inf Inf 29.1200 

9 

Telugu 
character 

‘ba’ 8.3387 13.9470 16.8190 Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf 

  Average 8.8307 13.7497 16.6256 30.7130 Inf 30.3058 24.8808 33.4372 

 

Table 3. Error_Rate values for different Shape representation methods. 

S.No Image Name GST OGD EFD EFSR GB HB-4 HB-8 NB 

1 Teapot 9.9534 6.9907 4.1278 0.0666 0.0000 0.0037 0.0037 0.0000 

2 Lamp 31.9390 4.6503 2.7037 0.0000 0.0000 0.0113 0.0113 0.0014 

3 Telephone 29.6980 5.1865 2.4867 0.0000 0.0000 0.0005 0.8628 0.0000 

4 Dog 18.2000 11.5940 6.8283 0.0000 0.0000 0.0008 0.0008 0.0023 

5 Digits 41.8490 9.1417 4.1446 0.0000 0.0000 0.0040 0.0040 0.0007 

6 Letters 12.3930 5.9611 2.7676 0.2737 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

7 Fish 11.9850 6.5527 3.7393 0.0000 0.0000 0.0043 0.0043 0.0005 

8 Butterfly 33.8910 5.9138 2.5480 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0035 

9 

Telugu 
character ‘ba’ 23.7386 6.9038 3.5565 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

  Average 23.7386 6.9883 3.6558 0.0378 0.0000 0.0027 0.0985 0.0009 
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Table 4. The representation points used in all four boundary based methods is computed and listed. 

S.No Image Name EB HB-4 HB-8 

Proposed Boundary 

Extraction Method 

1 Teapot 301 294 209 296 

2 Lamp 320 296 213 295 

3 Telephone 379 378 286 378 

4 Dog 397 396 283 391 

5 Digits 657 651 503 652 

6 Letters 611 611 481 611 

7 Fish 376 367 248 367 

8 Butterfly 364 364 271 357 

9 

Telugu 

character ‘ba’ 509 509 359 505 

Average 434.8889 429.5556 317.0000 428.0000 

 

From Tables 2-3, EB and proposed boundary 

extraction method by using Hit-or-Miss transform are 

having good quality measures when compared to IB4, IB8 

methods. From Table 4, the proposed boundary extraction 

method is having less representation points when compared 

to EB method.   

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 The present paper has proposed a novel shape 
representation method based boundary extraction by using 

Hit-or-Miss Transform and a new reconstruction algorithm 

for boundary based shape representation methods. Various 

quality parameters are measured on the boundary based and 

region based shape representation methods. The boundary 

based shape representation methods are having good quality 

measures when compared to region based shape 

representation methods. The proposed boundary extraction 

method and EB method are efficient when compared to 

other boundary extraction methods. The proposed boundary 

extraction method is efficient when compared to EB method 

in no. of representation point measurement. The Efficiency 
of proposed reconstruction algorithm depends on the 

connectivity of the extracted boundary of the image. 
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ABSTRACT: Data Mining is the process of analyzing the 

huge amount of data and extracting the relevant 

information for different purposes. Data Mining becoming 

a prominent and makes huge growth. There are different 

standard models for Data Mining. All these models are 

defined in sequential steps. These steps help in 

implementing the data mining tasks. In this paper we will 

compare these models and give brief understanding about 
them.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last few years the field of data mining [1] becomes 

very important for different industries, co-corporations and 

businesses etc because of its ability to use huge amount of 

data that had previously no use and makes analysis and 

predicting trend and patterns. Basically the risk of wasting the 

wealthy and valuable information contained by the big 

databases was arise and this requires the use of adequate 

techniques to get useful knowledge [2] so that the field of data 

mining had been emerged in 1980’s and is still making 
progress. With the emergence of this field different process 

models were introduced. These process models guides and 

carry the data mining tasks and its applications. 

Efforts were made to use data mining process models that 

may guide the implementation of data mining on big or huge 

amount of data. In our paper we mainly focuses on three most 
popular data mining process models and these models are 

Knowledge Discovery Databases (KDD) process model, 

CRISP-DM and SEMMA. These three models are mostly 

practiced by the data mining experts and researchers. In this 

paper we will elaborate these models. We will do comparative 

study of these models and try to explain that what insight of 

them is. 

2. OVERVIEW OF KDD, CRISP-DMAND SEMMA 

The Knowledge Discovery Databases (KDD) model is an 

iterative and interactive model [3]. It has total nine steps. It 

refers to finding knowledge in data and emphasizes the high 
level of specific data mining method. 

Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-

DM) [4] was launched in late 1996 by Daimler Chrysler (then 

Daimler-Benz), SPSS (then ISL) and NCR. This models the 

refines over the years. It has six steps or phases. 

 

 

Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, Assess (SEMMA) [5] 

model was developed by SAS institute. It has five different 

phases. 

2.1 The Kddprocess Model 

The KDD or Knowledge Discovery Databases [6] is the 

process of extracting the hidden knowledge according from 

databases. KDD requires relevant prior knowledge and brief 

understanding of application domain and goals. KDD process 

model is iterative and interactive in nature. There are nine 

different steps or stages of this model and these are given 

below. 

2.1.1 Developing And Understanding Of The Application 

Domain 

This is the first stage of KDD process in which goals are 

defined from customer’s view point and used to develop and 

understanding about application domain and its prior 

knowledge. 

2.1.2 Creating A Target Data Set 

This is the second stage of KDD process which focuses 

creating on target data set and subset of data samples or 

variables. It is an important stage because knowledge 

discovery is performed on all these. 

2.1.3 Data Cleaning And Pre-Processing 

This is the third stage of KDD process which focuses on target 

data cleaning and pre-processing to complete and consistent 

data without any noise and inconsistencies. In this stage 

strategies are develop for handling such type of noisy and 

inconsistent data. 

2.1.4 Data Transformation 

This is the fourth stage of KDD process which focuses on 

transformation of data from one form to another so that data 

mining algorithms can be implemented easily. For this 

purpose different data reduction and transformation methods 

are implemented on target data. 
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Fig. 1. Knowledge Discovery Databases (KDD) Process Model 

2.1.5 Choosing The Suitable Data Mining Task 

This is the fifth stage of KDD process in which appropriate 

data mining task is chosen based on particular goals that are 

defined in first stage. The examples of data mining method or 

tasks are classification, clustering, regression and 

summarization etc. 

2.1.6 Choosing The Suitable Data Mining Algorithm 

This is the sixth step of KDD process in which in which one 

or more appropriate data mining algorithms are selected for 

searching different patterns from data. There are number of 

algorithms present today for data mining but appropriate 

algorithms are selected based on matching the overall criteria 

for data mining. 

2.1.7 Employing Data Mining Algorithm 

This is the seventh step of KDD process in which selected 

algorithms are implemented. 

2.1.8 Interpreting Mined Patterns 

This is the eighth step of KDD process that focuses on 

interpretation and evaluate of mining patterns. This step may 

involve in extracted patterns visualization. 

2.1.9 Using Discovered Knowledge 

This is the last and final step of KDD process in which the 

discovered knowledge is used for different purposes. The 

discovered knowledge can also be used interested parties or 

can be integrate with another system for further action. 

2.2 The Crisp-Dm Process Model 

CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-

DM) was developed by Daimler Chrysler (then Daimler-

Benz), SPSS (then ISL) and NCR in 1999, CRISP-DM 1.0 
version was published and is complete and documented. It 

provides a uniform framework and guidelines for data miners. 

It consists of six phases or stages which are well structured 
and defined [7]. These phases are described below. 

2.2.1 Business Understanding 

This is the first phase of CRISP-DM process which focuses on 

and uncovers important factors including success criteria, 

business and data mining objectives and requirements as well 

as business terminologies and technical terms. 

2.2.2 Data Understanding 

This is the second phase of CRISP-DM process which focuses 

on data collection, checking quality and exploring of data to 

get insight of data to form hypotheses for hidden information. 

2.2.3 Data Preparation 

This is the third phase of CRISP-DM process which focuses 

on selection and preparation of final data set. This phase may 

include many tasks records, table and attributes selection as 

well as cleaning and transformation of data. 

 

Fig. 2. CRISP-DM Process Model 
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2.2.4 Modeling 

This is the fourth phase of CRISP-DM process selection and 

application of various modeling techniques. Different 

parameters are set and different models are built for same data 

mining problem. 

2.2.5 Evaluation 

This is the fifth stage of CRISP-DM process which focuses on 

evaluation of obtained models and deciding of how to use the 

results. Interpretation of the model depends upon the 

algorithm and models can be evaluated to review whether 

achieves the objectives properly or not. 

2.2.6 Deployment 

This is the sixth and final phase of CRISP-DM process 

focuses on determining the use of obtain knowledge and 

results. This phase also focuses on organizing, reporting and 

presenting the gained knowledge when needed. 

2.3 The Semmaprocess Model 

The SEMMA stand for (Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, and 

Access) is data mining method developed by SAS institute. It 

offers and allows understanding, organization, development 

and maintenance of data mining projects. It helps in providing 

the solutions for business problems and goals. SEMMA is 

linked to SAS enterprise miner and basically a logical 

organization of the functional tools for them. It has a cycle of 

five stages or steps. 

2.3.1 Sample 

This is the first and optional stage of SEMMA process which 

focuses on sampling of data. A portion from a large data set is 

taken that big enough to extract significant information and 

small enough to manipulate quickly. 

2.3.2 Explore 

This is the second stage of SEMMA process which focuses on 

exploration of data. This can helps in gaining the 

understanding and ideas as well as refining the discovery 

process by searching for trends and anomalies. 

2.3.3 Modify 

This is the third stage of SEMMA process which focuses on 

modification of data by creating, selecting and transformation 

of variables to focus model selection process. This stage may 

also looks for outliers and reducing the number of variables. 

 

2.3.4 Model 

This is the fourth stage of SEMMA process which focuses on 

modeling of data. The software for this automatically searches 

for combination of data. There are different modeling 

techniques are present and each type of model has its own 

strength and is appropriate for specific situation on the data 

for data mining. 

2.3.5 Access 

This is the fifth and final stage for SEMMA process focuses 

on the evaluation of the reliability and usefulness of findings 

and estimates the performance. 

3 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF KDD,  

CRISP-DM AND SEMMA 

There are nine, six and five stages for KDD, CRISP-DM and 

SEMMA process model respectively. By examining all the 

three data mining process models they clearly shows that they 

are somehow equivalent to each other even SEMMA is 

directly linked to the SAS enterpriser miner software and 

CRISP-DM Daimler Chrysler (then Daimler-Benz), SPSS 

(then ISL) and NCR. The comparison between them shows 

that 

�  The KDD process step “Developing and Understanding 

of the Application Domain” can be identified with 

“Business Understanding” phase of CRISP-DM process. 

�  The KDD process steps “Creating a Target Data Set” 

and “Data Cleaning and Pre-processing” can be 

identified with “Sample” and “Explore” stages of 

SEMMA respectively, and/or these can be identified 

with “Data Understanding” phase of CRISP-DM. 

�  The KDD process stage “Data Transformation” can be 

identified with “Data Preparation” stage of CRISP-DM 

and “Modify” stage of SEMMA process respectively. 

�  The three stages of KDD “Choosing the suitable Data 

Mining Task”, “Choosing the suitable Data Mining 

Algorithm” and/or “Employing Data Mining Algorithm” 

can be identified with “Modeling” phase of CRISP-DM 

and/or “Model” stage of SEMMA process respectively. 

�  The KDD process step “Interpreting Mined Patterns” 

can be identified with “Evaluation” phase of CRISP-DM 

process and/or “Assessment” stage of SEMMA process 

respectively. 

�  The KDD step “Using Discovered Knowledge” can be 

identified with “Deployment” phase of CRISP-DM 

process. 
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The comparison of these models is given in below table. 

Table 1: Summary of KDD, CRISP-DM and SEMMA Processes 

Data Mining Process Models KDD CRISP-DM SEMMA 

No. of Steps 9 6 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Name of Steps 

 

Developing and Understanding 

of the Application 

Business Understanding ---------- 

Creating a Target Data Set  

Data Understanding 

 

Sample 

Data Cleaning and Pre-

processing 

Explore 

 

Data Transformation Data Preparation Modify 

Choosing the suitable Data 

Mining Task 

 

 

Modeling 

 

 

 

Model 

 
Choosing the suitable Data 

Mining Algorithm 

Employing Data Mining 
Algorithm 

Interpreting Mined Patterns Evaluation Assessment 

Using Discovered Knowledge Deployment ---------- 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Our study was on comparison between KDD, CRISP-DM and 

SEMMA data mining processes. As we know most of the 

researchers and data mining experts follow the KDD process 

model because it is more complete and accurate. In contrast 

CRISP-DM and SEMMA or mostly company oriented 

especially SEMMA that is used by SAS enterprise miner and 

integrate with their software. However, study shows that 

CRISP-DM is more complete as compare to SEMMA. All and 

all these process models guides and helps the people and 

experts to know that how they can apply data mining into 

practical scenarios. 
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Abstract : 

The explosive growth of World Wide Web (WWW) has necessitated 

the development of Web personalization systems in order to 

understand the user preferences to dynamically serve 
customized content to individual users.To reveal information 

about user preferences from Web usage data, Web Usage 

Mining (WUM) techniques are extensively being applied to 

the Web log data. Clustering techniques are widely used in 

WUM to capture similar interests and trends among users 

accessing a Web site. Clustering aims to divide a data set into 

groups or clusters where inter-cluster similarities are 

minimized while the intra cluster similarities are maximized. 

This paper describes the discovery of user session clusters 

using the two most popular partition based clustering 

techniques namely k-Means and k-Medoids. These techniques 

are implemented and tested against the Web user navigational 
data. Performance and validity results of each technique are 

presented and compared. Several Soft Computing concepts 

have been discussed to deal the Web log data and thereby 

improving the performance. Finally an OPENMP technology 

for parallelization of Clustering Algorithms is briefly 

discussed. 

Keywords-web usage mining; partition based clustering; k-

means clustering; k-medoids clustering; Parallelization; 

OPENMP 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Web Usage Mining [1] is described as the 

automatic discovery and analysis of patterns in web logs and 

associated data collected as a result of user interactions with 

Web resources on one or more Web sites. The goal of Web 

usage mining is to capture, model, and analyse the 
behavioural patterns and profiles of users interacting with a 

Web site.Web usage mining has been used in a variety of 

applications such as i) Web Personalization systems [2], ii) 

Adaptive Web Sites [3][4], iii) Business Intelligence [5], iv) 

System Improvement to understand the web traffic behaviour 

which can be utilized to decide strategies for web caching [6], 

load balancing and data distribution [7],iv) Fraud detection: 

detection of unusual accesses to the secured data [8], etc. 

Web Usage Mining performs three main steps: i) 
preprocessing of web logs, ii) discovery of web usage clusters 
and iii)validation of the discovered clusters. Figure 1 describes 
the process of web usage mining using partition based 
clustering techniques.[9] 

Numeric User 

Session Data

Web Logs
User Session 

Clusters

Useful Clusters 

Pre
processing

K-Meank/Medoids 

clustering

Cluster V
alid

atio
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Figure 1.  Web Usage Data Mining Framework 

 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section II presents a overview of web usage mining using 

clustering techniques and the underlying concepts. Section III 

presents each of the k-Means and k-Medoids clustering 
techniques in detail along with the underlying mathematical 

formulations. Section IV describes the experimental results of 

each technique, followed by a comparison of the results. 

Section V discusses about various Soft Computing techniques. 

Section VI tells about the OPENMP for parallelization. A brief 

conclusion is described in Section VII. 

II. WEB USAGE MINING USING  CLUSTERING 

A number of clustering algorithms have been used in 
Web usage mining where the data items are user sessions 
consisting of sequence of page URLs accessed and interest 
scores on each URL page based on the characteristics of user 
behavior such as time elapsed on a page or the bytes 
downloaded [2]. In this context, clustering can be used in two 
ways, either to cluster users or to cluster items. In user-based 
clustering, users are grouped together based on the similarity 
of their web page navigational patterns. In item based 
clustering, items are clustered based on the similarity of the 
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interest scores for these items across all users. Mobasheret. al. 
[10], [11] have used both user-based clustering as well as item-
based clustering in a personalization framework based on Web 
usage mining. 

We map the user sessions as vectors of URL references in 

an-dimensional space. Let } ,  , ,   
21 n

uuuU …{= be a set of n 

unique URLs appearing in the preprocessed log and let

} ,  , ,   
21 m

sssS …{= be a set of m user sessions discovered by 

preprocessing the web log data, where each user session Ss ∈i

can be represented as } ,  , ,   
21 muuu wwws …{= . Each 

iuw may be 

either a binary or non-binary value depending on whether it 
represents presence and absence of the URL in the session or 

some other feature of the URL. If 
iuw represents presence of 

absence of the URL in the session, then each user session is 
represented as a bit vector where 

(1)                                           
otherwise 0;

; if  ;1



 ∈

=
su

w i
ui

 

Instead of binary weights, feature weights can also be 

used torepresent a user session. These are basedon frequency 

of occurrence of a URL. 

III. K-MEANS AND K-MEDOIDS BASED  

CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES 

A. k-Means Clustering Algorithm 

The k-Means clustering or Hardc-Means clustering 
algorithm [16] is one of the most commonlyused methods for 
partitioning the data. Given a set of m data points 

{ }mixX i L1| == , where each data point is a n-

dimensional vector, k-means clustering algorithm aims to 
partition the m data points into k clusters (k ≤ m) 
C = {c1, c2, …, ck} so as to minimize an objective function (or 
a cost function) J(V, X) of dissimilarity [17], which is the 
within-cluster sum of squares. In most cases the dissimilarity 
measure is chosen as the Euclidean distance. The objective 
function is an indicator of the distance of the n data points 
from their respective cluster centers. The objective function J, 
based on the Euclidean distance between a data point vector xi 

in cluster j and the corresponding cluster center vj, is defined in 
(2). 

 

Algorithm:k-Means clustering algorithm for partitioning, where 
each cluster’s center is represented by the mean value of 

the data points in that cluster. 
 

Input: k, the number of clusters and Set of m data points X={x1, 

…,xm}. 
 

Output: Set of k centroids, V={v1, …, vk}, corresponding to the 
clusters C={c1, …, ck},and membership matrix U=[uij]. 

Steps: 

1) Initialize the k centroidsV={v1, …, vk}, by randomly selecting k 
data points from X. 

2) repeat 

i) Determine the membership matrix U using (8), by assigning 
each data point xi to the closest cluster cj. 

ii) Compute the objective function J(X,V) using (6). Stop if it 
below a certain threshold ε. 

iii) Re-compute the centroid of each cluster using (9). 

3) until Centroids do not change 
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Figure 2.  k-Means Clustering Algorithm 

Euclidian distance can be calculated using (3). 
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The partitioned clusters are defined by a m×k binary 

membership matrix U, where the element uij is 1, if the ith data 

point xi belongs to the cluster j, and 0 otherwise. Once the 
cluster centers V = {v1, v2, …, vk}, are fixed, the membership 

function  uij  that minimizes (2) can be derived as follows: 



 =∀≠≤

=
(4)                                                       otherwise 0;

,,1* *, ),(),( if  ;1 *
22 kjjjvxdvxd

u jiji
ij

L
 

The equation (4) specifies that assign each data point xi to 
the cluster cj with the closest cluster center vj. Once the 
membership matrix U=[uij] is fixed, the optimal center vj that 
minimizes (2) is the mean of all the data point vectors in 
cluster j : 

∑

∑

=
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=
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 also and cluster  of size  theis ,

(5)                     
1

, where

                         

 

Given an initial set of k means or cluster centers, 
V = {v1, v2, …, vk}, the algorithm proceeds by alternating 
between two steps: i) Assignment step: Assign each data point 
to the cluster with the closest cluster center. ii) Update step: 
Update the cluster center as the mean of all the data points in 
that cluster. The input to the algorithm is a set of m data points

{ }mixX i L1| == , where each data point is an-dimensional 

vector,it then determines the cluster centers vj and the 
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membership matrix Uiteratively as explained in algorithm 
show in Fig. 2. 

The attractiveness of the k-means lies in its simplicity and 

flexibility. However, it suffers from major shortcomings that 

have been a cause for it not being implemented on large 

datasets. The most important among these are i) k-Means 

scales poorly with respect to the time it takes for large number 

of points; ii) The algorithm might converge to a solution that 
is a local minimum of the objective function. The main 

disadvantage of this algorithm lies in its sensitivity to initial 

positions of the cluster centroids [15].Since the performance 

of the k-Means algorithm depends on the initial positions of 

the cluster centroids, it is recommended to execute the 

algorithm multiple times, each with a different set of initial 

centroids. 

B. K-Medoids Clustering Algorthm 

K-Medoid is a classical partitioning technique of 
clustering that clusters the data set of m data points into k 
clusters. It attempts to minimize the squared error, which is the 
distance between data points within a cluster and a point 
designated as the center of that cluster. In contrast to the k-
means algorithm, k-Medoids algorithm selects data points as 
cluster centers (or medoids). A medoid is a data point of a 
cluster, whose average dissimilarity to all the other data points 
in the cluster is minimal i.e. it is a most centrally located data 
point in the cluster [14], [16]. 

       Given a set of m data points { }mixX i L1| == , where 

each data point is a n-dimensional vector, k-medoids clustering 
algorithm aims to partition the m data points into k clusters (k ≤ 
m) C = {c1, c2, …, ck} so as to minimize an objective function 
representing the sum of the dissimilarities between each of the 
data points and its  corresponding cluster medoid. Let 
M = {m1, m2, …, mk} be the set of medoids corresponding to 
C. The objective function J(X, M) is defined in (7) 
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The partitioned clusters are defined by a m×k binary 

membership matrix U, where the element uij is 1, if the ith data 

point xi belongs to the cluster j, and 0 otherwise. Once the 
cluster medoids M = {m1, m2, …, mk}, are fixed, the 

membership function  uij  that minimizes (7) can be derived 
as follows: 
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The equation (9) specifies that assign each data point 
xi to the cluster medoid mj. Once the membership matrix 
U=[uij] is fixed, the new cluster medoids mj that minimizes (7) 
can be found using (10) 

(10)                  ),(minarg                    ∑
∈∈

=

jl
j cx

li
cxi

jm xxd  

The basic strategy of k-Medoids clustering algorithms 
is to discover k clusters in m objects by first arbitrarily 
selecting a representative data point (the Medoid) as the center 
for each cluster. Each remaining data point is clustered with 
the medoid to which it is the most similar. The algorithm takes 
the input parameter k, the number of clusters to be partitioned 
among a set of m objects. The most common realization of k-
medoid clustering algorithm is described in Fig 3. 

It is more robust to noise and outliers as compared to 
k-means. 

 

Figure 3.  k-Medoids Clustering Algorithm 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to discover the clusters that exist in user 

accesses sessions of a web site, we carried out a number of 

experiments using various clustering techniques. The Web 

access logs were taken from the P.A. College of Engineering, 

Mangalore web site, at URL http://www.pace.edu.in. The site 

hosts a variety of information, including departments, faculty 

members, research areas, and course information. The Web 

access logs covered a period of one month, from February 1, 

2011 to February 28, 2011. There were 12744 logged requests 

in total. 

Algorithm:k-Medoids Clustering 

Input: Set of m data points X={x1, …,xm}. 

Output: Set of k medoids, M={m1, …, mk}, 

corresponding to the clusters C={c1, …, 

ck},  and membership matrix U=[uij]that 

minimizes the sum of the dissimilarities 

of all the data points to their nearest 

medoid. 
Steps: 

1) Initialize the kmedoidsV={v1, …, vk}, by 
randomly selecting k data points from X. 

2) repeat 

i) Determine the membership matrix U 
using (9), by assigning each data point xi 
to the closest cluster cj. 

ii) Compute the objective function J(X,M) 
using (7). Stop if it below a certain 
threshold ε. 

iii) Re-compute the medoid of each cluster 
using (10). 

3) until Medoids do not change 
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A. Preprocessing the Web Log Data 

After performing the cleaning operation the output 

file contained 12744 entries. Total numbers of unique users 

identified are 16 and the number of user sessions discovered 

are 206. Table I depicts the results of cleaning and user  

B. Clustering of User Navigational Sessions 

Once the user sessions are discovered, user session 
data is presented to k-Means and k-Medoids clustering 
algorithms in order to discover session clusters that represent 
similarURL access patterns.Since the above clustering 
algorithms result in different clusters it is important to perform 
anevaluation of the results to assess their quality. We evaluated 
our results based on DB index and C Index which are two 
quality measures to evaluate the quality of the discovered 
clusters. These validity measures as described below: 

TABLE I 

RESULTS OF CLEANING AND USER IDENTIFICATION  

Items Count 

Initial No of  Log Entries 12744 

Log Entries after Cleaning 11995 

No. of site ULRs  accessed 116 

No of  Users Identified 16 

No. of User Sessions Identified 206 

Davies-Bouldin Validity Index: This index attempts 

to minimize the average distance between each cluster and the 

one most similar to it. It is defined as: 

( ) ( )
( ) (11)   
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An optimal value of the k is the one that minimizes this 

index.C Index: It is defined as [25]: 
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1.  k-Means Algorithm 

We conducted multiple runs of k-Means algorithm by 
selecting the input parameter k(number of clusters) ranging 
from k = 2… 67. (The value 67 for the number of clusters is 
one third of total number of the discovered user sessions). For 
each of these runs we computed the value of the clustering 
error function (J) using (2) which represents the sum of the 
squared error. We also computed the execution timings, 
Dunn’s index, DB index and C index for all of the above runs. 
Table II describes the results after the application of k-Means 
algorithm. 

 

TABLE II 

K-MEANS CLUSTERING RESULTS  

Clusters SSE (J) 
DB 

Index 
C Index 

Execution 

Time(ms) 

10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

60 
 

583.54 

443.06 

357.24 

284.08 

279.29 

260.64 
 

1.3395 

1.3456 

1.2228 

1.1045 

1.1345 

0.8846 
 

0.1229 

0.1060 

0.0769 

0.0610 

0.0651 

0.0783 
 

49 

110 

142 

164 

278 

188 
 

 

2.  k-Medoids Algorithm: 

We conducted the multiple runs of k-Medoids algorithm by 

selecting the input parameter k(number of clusters) ranging 
from k = 2, …, 67. (The value 67 for the number of clusters is 

one third of total number of the discovered user sessions). For 

each of these runs we computed the value of the clustering 

error function (J) using (7), which represents the sum of the 

squared error. We also computed the execution timings, 

Dunn’s index and DB index and C index for all of the above 

runs. Table III describes the results after the application of k-

Means clustering algorithm. 

TABLE III 

K-MEDOIDS CLUSTERING RESULTS  

Clusters 
Error 

(J) 

DB 

Index 
C Index 

Execution 

Time(ms) 

10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

60 
 

613.73 

512.81 

352.88 

315.63 

257.83 

254.13 
 

1.4426 

1.4689 

1.2018 

0.9413 

2.35 

2.85 
 

0.1622 

0.1543 

0.05 

0.23572 

0.03 

0.06 
 

7 

7 

5 

6 

7 

9 
 

 

Figure 4.  No. of Empty Clusters Vs. No. of Initial Clusters k 
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Figure 5. Clustering Error (J) Vs. No. of Clusters k 

 

We compared the k-Means and k-Medoids algorithms based 
on clustering error (J as defined in equations (2) and (7)), 

cluster validity using C index and the execution time. 

 

 

Figure 6. C Index Vs. No. of Clusters k 

Our results (Fig. 5) show that the k-Means algorithm 
minimizes the clustering error (J) slightly better than the k-
Medoids algorithm. C index values in graph plot of Fig.6 
indicates that the clusters of k-ution timings of k-Medoids 
algorithms are faster than the that of k-Means algorithm as 
shown in Fig.7.K-Means algorithm have better validity index 
than that of k-Medoids algorithm. On the other the execution 
timings of k-Medoids algorithms are faster than the that of k-
Means algorithm as shown Shown in Fig 7.

 

Figure 7. Execution Time in milliseconds Vs. No. of 

Clusters k 

V. SOFT COMPUTING TECHNIQUES 

Soft computing is a collection of methodologies that provides 

flexible information processing capability for handling real-

life ambiguous situations. Its aim is to exploit the tolerance for 

imprecision, uncertainty, approximate reasoning, and partial 

truth in order to achieve tractability, robustness, and low-cost 
solutions [9]. The guiding principle is to devise methods of 

computation that lead to an acceptable solution at low cost by 

seeking for an approximate solution to an imprecisely or 

precisely formulated problem. At present, the principal soft 

computing tools include fuzzy sets, rough set theory [9], 

Neural Networks and Genetic Algorithms. They are most 

widely applied in the data mining step of the overall KDD 

process. 

 

VI. PARALLELIZATION USING OPENMP 

The parallelization can be achieved using OPENMP. It is a set 
of compiler directives and callable runtime library routines. 

The success of OPENMP can be attributed due to a number of 

factors. One is its strong emphasis on structured parallel 

programming. Another  is that it is simple and easy to use 
[17]. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have presented our framework for web 

usage data clustering for users’ navigational sessions using k-

Means and k-Medoids clustering algorithms. We provided a 
detailed overview of these techniques. We also described the 

formulation model and algorithmic details related to the 

implementation of these clustering algorithms in order to 

discover the user sessions clusters. From the results presented 

in the previous section, we conclude the following points. 

• K-means clustering produces fairly higher accuracy and 
lower clustering error as compared with k-medoids 
clustering algorithm. 

• K-means algorithm may result in the formation of 
empty cluster while it is not the case with k-medoids 
algorithm. 

• Our result shows that k-medoids algorithm gives 
reasonably better time performance than that of the k-
means algorithm. The reason behind this is we are 
using a large data set. The k-Medoids algorithm 
requires to compute the distance between every pair of 
data objects only once and uses this distance at every 
stage of iteration. On the other for an optimal solution 
k-Means algorithm performs multiple runs and 
computes the distance between every data object and its 
corresponding cluster center. 

• Parallel Data Clustering techniques can offer an 
efficient way to discover data clusters from very large 
web log data sets by utilizing the parallel computing 
concepts. 
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• Several Soft Computing techniques have been 
discussed to deal with Web log data. 

• Finally an OPENMP technology for parallelization of 
Clustering Algorithms is briefly discussed. 
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Abstract—This paper discusses a new model towards Opinion 

mining and Sentiment Analysis of unstructured text reviews 
posted in social media networking sites. In recent years web 

forums and social media has become an excellent platform to 
express or share opinions in the form of text about any product 
or any interested topic. These opinions are used to make decisions 

to choose a product or any entity and Opinion mining deals with 
analyzing and summarizing expressed opinions. Sentiment 

Analysis classifies opinionated text into positive and negative. 

Model utilizes Data Mining techniques and Fuzzy approach for 
Opinion mining and classification of sentiment on web postings. 

The goal is to automate process of mining attitudes, opinions and 
emotions from text. 

Keywords— Opinion Mining; Sentiment Analysis; Natural 

Language Processing 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, 
LinkedInetc. are becoming more widespread than ever before. 
These social networking sites are used for exchanging views or 
opinions about a product, movie, and politics or about any user 
interested topic in the form of posting comments, pictures and 
get feedback from other users.  This kind of user generated text 
on social web about any products, people, and events is very 
useful in business, government and individual. 

Opinion mining is a Text mining problem which is a sub 
domain of Data Mining, Information Retrieval &Extraction and 
Computational Linguistics. An opinion is a quadruple, (g, s, h, 
t), where g is the opinion (or sentiment) target, s is the 
sentiment about the target, h is the opinion holder and t is the 
time when the opinion was expressed [1]. 

Opinion mining is a technique which analyzes and 
summarize the opinions expressed in the form of huge text 
data. Sentiment Analysis classifies opinions in text into 
categories like positive, negative or neutral. Opinion mining 
deals with extracting, classifying, understanding and assessing 
the opinions in various online news sources, social media 
comments and other user generated content. Sentiment 
Analysis is often used in opinion mining to identify sentiment, 
affect, subjectivity and other emotional states in online text. 
This paper proposes a model for Opining Mining using fuzzy 
logic [2] and data mining techniques [3]. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: the following 
section presents literature survey related with the problem. 

Section III gives the brief idea about lexicon building and fuzzy 
set theory. Section IV describes the proposed model. Section V 
contains conclusions and future work. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Opinion mining and Sentiment Analysis is new research 
domain in which various efforts have been made for sentiment 
classification by using Machine learning techniques. On 
reviewing literature, it is found that various supervised machine 
learning approaches such as Naïve Bayes [4, 5], Support Vector 
Machines [6, 7] and Neural Networks [8] have been used for 
opinion mining of text to classify positive and negative 
sentiment. 

Unsupervised learning techniques like K-means Algorithm 
[9]  is  also used for opinion mining and other models  like 
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [10], and Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation(LDA) [11], and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 
[12] to extract opinions. 

But the user generated text on social networking sites are 
more unstructured and fuzziness in nature. From the literature, 
it has been found that fuzzy lexicon [13, 14, 15, 16] and fuzzy 
sets [17] are efficient to classify the sentiment among the user 
text. Pandey and Goyal [18, 19] used fuzzy logic for early 
software fault prediction and improved reliability of software 
systems. 

III. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

A. Fuzzy Set Theory 

A fuzzy set is a set without a crisp, clearly defined 
boundary. It can contain elements with only a partial degree of 
membership. The root of fuzzy set theory lies at the idea of 
linguistic variables. A linguistic variable x is characterized by a 
term-set which contains a set of names of x. The meaning of 
each name is given by a fuzzy set, characterized by a 
membership function. The membership function itself is 
context dependent. 

Let us consider the review text as “the old car is cheap”. 
Here we identify cheap as a member of the term set of the 
linguistic variable PRICE, 

T (PRICE) = {cheap, moderate, expensive} 
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Where the fuzzy values cheap, moderate, expensive are 
characterized by fuzzy sets in a certain universe of discourse U. 
The fuzzy values of the linguistic variable PRICE can be freely 
interpreted depending on context. A linguistic variable is a 
fuzzy variable and its range of possible values represents the 
universe of discourse of that variable. 

Let U be a universe of discourse, whose generic elements 
are denoted U as μ: U= {μ}. A fuzzy set F ⊂ U is characterized 
by a membership function μF that relates with each μ ⊂ U a 
membership grade in [0, 1] For instance, we can define fuzzy 
set “very small positive integer” as defined below, 

I = { (i,μI (i) ) } (1<= I <=5) 
={(1,1.0), (2,0.9), (3,0.8), (4,0.6), (5,0.4) } 

 

IV. PROPOSED MODEL 

A. Model Architecture 

The model architecture is shown in Figure 1 which 
illustrates the different steps for opinion mining and sentiment 
analysis of text reviews. 

Opinion mining consists of three main steps Data 
Collection, Data Preprocessing and Data Processing and 
Opinion summarization. Data Processing consists of sub 
phase’s sentences classification, feature extraction and 
classification. Opinion summarization is the method of 
analyzing and summarizing the mining results. 

This model uses data mining techniques and can be 
implemented in MATLAB utilizing fuzzy logic toolbox. The 
basic steps of the model are identification of input-output 
variables, development of fuzzy profiles of these input-output 
variables, defining relationship between input-output variables 
using fuzzy inference system. Features of a product are 
considered as input variables for the proposed model and 
output variable of the model is degree of polarity. 

 

Figure 1: Steps of Opinion Mining 

 

 

 

 

B. Data Collection 

Text reviews in the form of sentences are collected from 
different source of documents about a product or any entity. 

C. Data Preprocessing 

 

 
Figure 2: Steps of Data Preprocessing 

 

The Data Preprocessing step consists of collecting user 
generated reviews posted in social networking web sites which 
are repository of HTML or XML documents. Text in document 
is broken into tokens, stop words are eliminated. Natural 
Language processing techniques stemming and Parts of speech 
(POS) Tagging are performed. As a result of POS Tagging 
process, only opinion holding words are extracted based on 
their part of speech corresponding verbs, adverbs and 
adjectives. Negation process is also handled as negation affects 
value of opinion. 

D. Data Processing 

Data Processing step consists of subjective sentence 
classification, feature extraction and classification. Given a set 
of text documents that contains opinions reviews about an 
object, after undergoing data preprocessing step sentence 
reviews which are in unstructured and ungrammatical form are 
split into sentences which comments about any one feature of 
the object. 

Features of the objects are extracted at every sentence and 
subjective features are classified. Opinion holding words are 
extracted and lexicon is built with a collection of positive and 
negative opinion words are classified and their degree of 
polarity is assigned with the help of fuzzy sets. The opinionated 
word can be classified accurately with the help of fuzzy set, 
words like “Excellent” and “Good” are given different degree 
of polarity. 

As most of the opinions expressed are fuzzy in nature, it is 
challenging for classifying reviews into crisp decision, hence 
fuzzy inference system (FIS) is used. Sentiment classification 
can be done by building fuzzy sets and are used in deciding to 
calculate overall sentiment in a review. 
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Figure 3: Opinion Classification and Summarization 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A model for Opining mining and Sentiment Analysis is 
presented in this paper. This model is based on feature 
extraction of the products and their degree of polarity is 
converted into fuzzy sets. The proposed model is used to 
analyze user opinions and reviews posted on social media 
websites and helps users in decision making to buy products 
and organizations to recommend products online. 

Opinion spam detection or fake review detection and 
improving reliability of opinion mining could be taken as future 
work. 
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ABSTRACT -- Cryptography is a technique used for 

secure data transmission .Governments attempting to 

develop e-commerce are recognized that cryptography is an 

essential tool for secure e-transactions.But when terrorists 

start using cryptography for their communication there is a 

need to control this essential tool.There is no doubt in that 
the free flow of cryptography is a threat to 

nationalsecurity.This paper attempts to analyze the need of 

cryptography, the need of controlling cryptography,various 

controls introduced by governments, role of international 

organizations in developing encryption policy and the 

encryption policy in Indiaand. 

Keywords : Cryptography, security, IT Act, encryption, public 

key, private key, digital signature. 

Cryptography-Introduction 

Network security [2] is flattering progressively vital as the 

quantity of data being exchanged on the Internet increases. 

Users of internet normally expect confidentiality and data 

integrity. Also, the transmitted message should make sense to 

only the intended receiver. To all others, the message should be 

unintelligible. Also security and integrity of transactions are 
important in e-commerce. Cryptography[1] is a technique to 

guard against the risk of unauthorized access into confidential 

data. But there are certain incidents where it became a threat to 

national security. Recalling the September 11
th

, 2001 incident, 

the wired magazine [3] published an article starting “The 

encryption wars have begun. Osama bin Laden, who U.S. 

officials say is a crypto-aficionado enjoy unfettered access to 

privacy-protecting software and hardware that render their 

communications unintelligible to eavesdroppers”. These 

incidents forced the governments to estimate the control on 

domestic exercise of cryptography in their countries. All at 

once, encryption is significantly key for protecting privacy and 
security. The rise of e-commerce and the acknowledgment of 

the need to protect confidentiality and security of the Internet 

have resulted in the development of policies that favour the 

spread of strong encryption worldwide. Encryption ensures the 

concealment of personal records, for instance medical 

information, email and personal financial data. In the Internet 

such information is progressively more at risk, which may be 

stolen or misrepresented. 

Information security uses cryptography to protect information 

from unauthorized usage or accidental disclosure. Cryptography 

transforms original information into a form that makes it 

unusable by any person other than an authorized user. This 

method is called encryption. The encrypted Information can be 

transformed back into its original usable form by an authorized 

user, who owns the cryptographic key. This process is called 

decryption. 

Encryption methods can be divided into two types. Symmetric-

key algorithms (Private-key cryptography) and asymmetric-key 

algorithms (Public-key cryptography). In a symmetric-key 

algorithm (e.g., DES)[2], the sender and receiver must have a 

shared key set up in advance and kept secret from all other 

parties; the sender uses this key for encryption, and the receiver 

uses the same key for decryption.  Asymmetric-key algorithm 

(e.g., RSA)[2] uses two separate keys. A public key, which is 

used by any sender to perform encryption. And a private key is 

reserved secret by the receiver and enables only him to carry 
out decryption. 

Cryptography is acting as an authentication provider in various 

e-commerce and e-governance activities for the day to day life. 

In case of electronic provided transactions both customers and 

merchants demand the validation provided by unforgeable 

digital signatures in order to avoid forgery and handle with 
assurance. Digital signature [4] is an alternative for signing a 

document electronically. Digital signature uses public 

cryptography. Here a hash function (MD5 or SHA-1) is used to 

create digest of the original message. The digest is then 

encrypted or signed using sender’s private key. The signed 

digest is attached to the message and sent to the receiver. The 

receiver separates the message and digest and applies the same  

hash function to create a second digest. He alsodecrypt the 

digest received. If both digests are same, the signature is 

verified. 

The various users of cryptography can be classified as follows: 

1) Banks, ATM-Users, Electronic Transactors 

2) Business with Commercial and Trade Secrets 

3) Professionals like lawyers, doctors, and 

accountantsetc. who receive client confidences. 

4) National ID Cards and Data Authentication 

5) Criminals 

6) Users of Telephones, Electronic Mail, Faxes, or 

Computers 
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National Controls On Cryptography 

This section describes the various controls on cryptography 

introduced by various governments time to time due to national 

security concerns. 

Key Escrow/Key Recovery 

Key escrow/recovery [4] was a concept promoted by the 

government of United States through which users would be able 

to use strong encryption in their systems. Conversely, a 

government agency or a specially authorized company as a 

third party would hold the keys and provide them to an agency 

when requested. In 1993, Escrow was first introduced in the 

U.S. in the Clipper Chip. In 1996, France adopted it into law 

and promoted by the UK government for several years. United 

States pressured many countries and international organizations 

to adopt key escrow. Any key access scheme introduces 

additional ways to break into a cryptographic system. More 

people will know about “secret keys” and “system designs” 

leading to higher risks of insider abuse and the trusted third 

party itself can become target for attacks. Any involvement of 

the third party in confidential communication increases its 

vulnerability. There are not many advantages in using trusted 

third party for confidential communication in user point of 

view. Only a few countries now officially endorse key escrow. 

Clipper Chip 

The Clipper Chip [6] is a cryptographic device intends to 

protect private communications while at the same time 

permitting government agents to obtain the “keys”. The “keys” 

are held by two government “escrow agents” and would enable 

the government to access the encrypted private communication. 

While Clipper would be used to encrypt voice transmissions, a 

similar chip is known as Capstone would be used to encrypt 

data. 

Lawful Access 

One approach being considered by many governments is to 

demand “lawful access” to encryption keys or plain text. Under 

this approach individuals would be required to disclose keys to 

law enforcement agencies. If they failed to disclose the key they 

have to face criminal penalties. 

Extralegal Approaches 

This includes breaking into homes to “bug” computers and 

legal authorization to “hack”computer systems to obtain 

encryption keys. 

Export Controls 

Export controls have been the strongest tool used by 

governments to limit development of encryption products. 

Export controls reduce the availability of encryption in common 

programs such as operating systems, electronic mail and word 

processors. The restrictions make it difficult to develop 

international standards for encryption and interoperability of 

different programs. 

Encryption And Privacy 

The mandatory key escrow would infringe individuals right to 

privacy. National controlon cryptography raises issues 

involving the right against self-incrimination, which is 

respected in many countries worldwide. The privilege against 

self-incrimination forbids a government official from 

compelling a person to testify against himself. Government 

regulation of techniques such as encryption that help to protect 

individual privacy may also be contrary to privacy and the 

freedom to communicate in confidence which are considered as 

fundamental human rights 

Role Of International Organizations 

International organizations have played a central role in the 

development of encryption policies. They include the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the 

European Union, the G-7/G-8, the Council of Europe, and the 

Wassenaar Arrangement. 

Organization For Economic Co-Operation And 

Development 

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD)[7] is a Paris-based international body of 30 countries. 

InMarch 1997, the OECD issued its guidelines on 

Cryptography Policy. 

The Guidelines set out eight principles for cryptography policy: 

1. Cryptographic methods should be trustworthy in order 

to generate confidence in the use of information and 

communications systems. 

2. Users should have a right to choose any cryptographic 

method, subject to applicable law. 

3. Cryptographic methods should be developed in 

response to the needs, demands and responsibilities of 

individuals, businessand governments. 

4. Technical standards, criteria and protocols for 

cryptographic methods should be developed and 

promulgated at the international level. 

5. The fundamental rights of individuals to privacy, 

including secrecy of communications and protection of 

personal data, should be respected in national 

cryptography policies and in the implementation and 

use of cryptographic methods. 

6. National cryptography policies may allow lawful 

access to plaintext, or cryptographic keys, of encrypted 

data. These policies must respect the other principles 

contained in the guidelines to the greatest extent 

possible. 
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7. Whether established by contract or legislation, the 

liability of individuals and entities that offer 

cryptographic services or hold or access cryptographic 

keys should be clearly stated. 

8. Governments should co-operate to co-ordinate 

cryptography policies. As part of this effort, 

governments should remove, or avoid creating in the 

name of cryptography policy, unjustified obstacles to 

trade. 

The European Union 

The European Union (EU) has played a key role in rejecting 

restrictions on encryption. The European Commission requires 

Member States to report to the Commission any national 

proposals to impose technical rules for marketing, use, 

manufacture, or import of cryptographic products.. 

In October 1997 EU released a report on various controls on 

encryption. On the issue of key escrow the report said 

that“restricting the use of encryption could well prevent law-

abiding companies and citizens from protecting themselves 

against criminal attacks,” adding that key escrow systems 

“would not . . . totally prevent criminals from using these 

technologies.” 

On the issue of lawful access the report said that if such systems 

are required, they “should be limitedto what is absolutely 

necessary.” 

G-8 

The Group of 8 (G-8)[8] is made up of the heads of state of the 

to eight industrialized countries in the world. The leaders have 

been meeting annually since 1975 to discuss issues of 

importance, including the information highway, crime and 

terrorism. 

At the Denver Summit in June 1997,the G8 stated: 

“To counter the use of strong encryption by terrorists, we have 

endorsed acceleration of consultations and adoption of the 

OECD guidelines for cryptography policy and invited all states 

to develop national policies on encryption, including key, 

management, which may allow, consistent with these 

guidelines. Lawful government access to prevent and 

investigate acts of terrorism and to find a mechanism to 

cooperate internationally in implementing such policies. ” 

Council Of Europe 

The Council of Europe[9] is an inter-governmental organization 

formed in 1949 by West European Countries. There are now 40 

member countries. Its main role is to strengthen democracy, 

human rights and the rule of law throughout its member states. 

On September 8, 1995, the Council of Europe approved a 

recommendation to limit strong cryptography in their member 
states. The council also supported the lawful access by saying 

that while implementing lawful access measures should be 

considered to minimize the negative effects of the use of 

cryptography on the investigation of criminal offenses, without 

affecting its legitimate use. 

The Wassenaar Arrangement 

The Wassenaar Arrangement (WA)[10] is an agreement by a 

group of 33 industrialized countries to restrict the export of 

conventional weapons and “dual use” technology to certain 

other countries considered pariah states or, in some cases, those 

that are at war. Certain cryptographic products, along with other 

technology such as supercomputers and high-level computer 

security access software, are considered to be “dual use” in that 

they can be used for both commercial and military purposes. 

WA is neither an international treaty nor a law. It is merely 

designed to exchange views and information on international 

trade in conventional arms and dual-use goods and 

technologies. Participating states may adjust their cryptographic 

export policies through new regulations or legislation. 

The WA countries maintain export controls for the items on the 

agreed control lists, which are reviewed periodically to take into 

account technological developments and experience gained. 

The Wassenaar Dual-Use Control List now extends to 

encryption hardware and software cryptography products above 

56-bits. These include Web browsers, e-mail applications, 

electronic commerce servers, and telephone scrambling devices. 

Other mass-market products, such as personal computer 

operating systems, word processing, and data base programs 

having strengths over 64-bits are subject to controls for two 
years. These controls must be renewed and approved 

unanimously, otherwise they will be canceled. It appears that 

participating states were obligated to establish new export 

controls over “mass market” encryption software that uses keys 

longer than 64-bits. They must also restrict other symmetric 

encryption software and hardware having keys longer than 56-

bits (unless a formal export license is issued by the respective 

national government). The Wassenaar countries also agreed to 

control other software, such as that used in specific sectors such 

as banking, insurance and health, at the 56-bit level. The 

restrictions do not apply to encryption products that protect 
intellectual property, such as digital watermarking for items like 

videos, cassettes and DVD disks. This exemption is seen as a 

concession to the entertainment industry. The new WA controls 

apply to the “intangible”distribution of cryptography, including 

downloads from the Internet. 

Encryption Policy In India 

In India there are reported instances where terrorists used 

cryptography to protect their communications. In October 1998, 

the Governor of Maharashtra State displayed equipment 

captured from rebel groups in Kashmir. The equipment 

included “high- frequency radio transceivers” complete with 

“electronic ruggedized encryption keyboards that can cipher 

and decipher 45 characters at a time” and “modems to send and 

receive ciphered messages.” These incidents increased India’s 

concern over cryptography use times. 
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The Department of telecommunication controls all aspects 

regarding telecommunications, including those in the defense 

sector, are engaged exclusively in the development of 

cryptography techniques, protocols and products. However, 

cryptographic products compatible with DOS and Windows 

environments have been developed and are being used 

commercially. Customized cryptographic products have also 

been designed and produced for commercial use. The issue of 

public and private key usage is under the purview of the Joint 

Cipher Bureau. According to the Department of Electronics 

report[11], the Department of Telecommunications does not 

permit encrypted signals to be transmitted over their network. 

Secondly, since cryptographic products world-wide are 

licenseditems and licenses to India are not easily available for 

products of higher key lengths (greater than 56 bits). Indian 

industry largely produces PC software products containing 

cryptography at the 56-bit level. 

India requires an import license for encryptions. Import of 

crypto software is not restricted. As of today, permission is 

required from the DoT to send encrypted messages. DoT has, 

while giving licenses to ISPs, permitted individuals or 

organizations todeploy indigenous or imported encryption 

equipment for providing secrecy in transmission up to a level of 
encryption to be specified. However, if encryption equipment of 

levels higher than those specified are to be deployed, 

individuals / groups / organizations should obtain Government 

clearance and shall deposit one set of keys with the authority, 

which the government will specify. 

The Indian government requires cellular network operators to 
provide “monitoring facilities” to investigate agencies. The 

monitoring equipment, capable of providing “in clear” access to 

conversations, must be paid for by the cell-phone companies. 

In 1998, government introduced the Indian Information 

Technology Bill. The legislation would require all Internet 

Service Providers to monitor all traffic passing through their 
servers and making the traffic available to “properly constituted 

authorities” for “valid reasons of security.” Properly constituted 

authorities include the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI), 

the Intelligence Bureau (IB) and the Research and Analysis 

Wing (RAW). The Information Technology Act 2000(IT Act-

2000)[12] contains a decryption order. The Controller of 

Certifying Authorities may, for national-security or crime-

prevention reasons, direct any agency of the Government to 

intercept any information transmitted through any computer 

resource. Subsequently, according to article69 section 2, the 

“subscriber or any person in charge of the computer resource 

shall, when called upon by any agency which has been directed 

under sub-section(1), extend all facilities and 

technicalassistance to decrypt the information.” Failure to 

comply can be punished with imprisonment of up to seven 

years. 

In January 1999, the Defense Research and Development 
Organization (DRDO) issued a ‘red alert’ against all network 

security software developed in the US. According to DRDO it 

is necessary to make it mandatory for all Indian banks and 

financial institutions to buy only security software developed in 

India. Specially, the DRDO is apprehensive about U.S. 

“Encryption Software Products” that can be ‘broken down’ by 

the National Security Agency. The DRDO claimed its own 

encryption has “no upper limit” and only insecure software can 

be exported. 

Policy Recommendations 

Encryptionpolicy presently following in India is Lawful 

government access. IT ACT-2000 article 69 deals with this 

provision. Two major draw backs of this policy is 

• Convincing a person to reveal the means of decryption, or 

the plain text of the document is a violation of his privacy 

which is considered to be one of the fundamental human 

rights. 

• Penalizing of individuals who may not have access to the 
keys issued in their name. In many situations, an individual 

may not be in ownership of a key; either they have lost the 

key, forgot the key, revoked it or never owned it in the first 

place. As per the present law he may get an imprisonment of 

up to seven years. 

Therefore it is recommended that, proper amendment should be 

made tothe IT ACT 2000 with the following provisions. 

1. Give the user the freedom to select the control either 

lawful access or key escrow. 

2. Give power to investigation agency to use extra legal 

approaches when no other means are available. 

3. Provide proper awareness regarding the consequences 

the user may face using a cryptography product. This can 

be implemented by putting it mandatory while 

developing a cryptography product to provide proper 

warning before a user uses it. 

CONCLUSION 

Encryption is recommended for the commercial, professional, 

and personal users of telephones, computers, and computer 

networks. In this era of electronic commerce cryptography is an 

essential tool for secure data transmission. At the same time the 
misuse of cryptography affect our national security and 

integrity. India has already initiated many legal approaches for 

dealing with this situation. This study felt that these initiatives 

are not adequate to handle the issues like privacy, national 

security, economic development, and freedom of speech and 

expression conflict as a whole. Therefore, it is suggested that 

India needs a comprehensive and codified legislation and other 

legal tools to regulate the use of cryptography by considering 

the need of cryptography in e-commerce in one hand and 

national security in other hand. The study also felt the need of 

international policy by considering the guidelines of various 
international organizations 
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Abstract— the movement to remote system from wired system 

has been an overall pattern inside the recent decades. The quality 

and quantifiability brought by remote system make its potential 

in a few applications. Among all the state-of-the-art remote net-

lives up to expectations, Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) is one 

in every of the preeminent important and different applications. 

On the in spite of aged determination, MANET needn't bother 

with an immovable system base; each one single hub functions as 

every a transmitter and a beneficiary. Hubs speak specifically 

with each other once they are in extent interims consistent 

correspondence shifts. Else, they put trust in their neighbors to 

transfer messages. The masterminding toward oneself capacity of 

hubs in MANET made it stylish among fundamental mission 

applications like military utilization or crisis recuperation. Be 

that as it may, the open medium and wide dissemination of hubs 

make MANET subject to pernicious assailants. Amid this case, its 

pivotal to create conservative interruption recognition 

components to shield MANET from assaults. With the 

improvements of the engineering and cut in fittings costs, we 

have a tendency to range unit seeing a current pattern of 

expanding MANET into mechanical applications. To manage to 

such pattern, we have a tendency to influentially accept that its 

essential to handle its potential security issues. Amid  this paper, 

we have a tendency to  propose  and  actualize  a  brand  new  

interruption location and  aversion  framework  named 

Enhanced  Adaptive ACKnowledgment  (EAACK) based 

Intrusion Detection  and  avoidance  framework  utilizing  ECC 

approach  extraordinarily intended for  MANET. Contrasted 

with exceptional methodologies, our methodology shows higher 

malignant conduct discovery rates in beyond any doubt 

circumstances while doesn't incredibly have an impact on the 

system exhibitions. 

Keywords— Digitalsignature  ,  Enhanced  Adaptive 
ACKnowledgment  (AACK)  (EAACK),  Mobile  Adhoc NETwork  

(MANET), Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) 

I INTRODUCTION 

 

Due to their characteristic quality and quantifiability, remote 

systems range unit unendingly most prevalent since the 

essential day of their creation. As a result of the enhanced 

engineering and lessened costs, remote systems have picked 

up rather more inclination over wired systems inside the recent 

decades. By definition, Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is 

a situated of versatile hubs furnished with every a remote 

transmitter and a beneficiary that speak with each other 

through bidirectional remote joins either straightforwardly or 

by implication. Modern remote access and administration by 

means of remote systems are getting extra and extra in style as 

of now [1]. One in all the key endowments of remote systems 

is its capacity to allow electronic correspondence between 

totally distinctive gatherings and still keep up their quality. In 

any case, this correspondence is confined to the shift of 

transmitters. This intimates that 2 hubs can't speak with each 

other once the space between the 2 hubs is on the far side the 

correspondence fluctuates of their own. MANET fathoms this 

disadvantage by allowing halfway gatherings to hand-off data 

transmissions. This is regularly accomplished by isolating 

MANET into 2 mixtures of systems, to be specific, single 

jump and multihop. Amid a solitary bounce organize, all hubs 

among a comparable radio fluctuate correspond 

straightforwardly with each other. On the inverse hand, amid a 

multihop system, hubs concede distinctive middle hubs to 

transmit if the end of the line hub is out of their radio differ. In 

as opposed to the ordinary remote system, MANET joins a 

suburbanized system foundation. MANET needn't bother with 

a resolute foundation; along these lines, all hubs region unit 

unengaged to move self-assertively [10], [27], [29]. MANET 

is equipped for making an organizing toward oneself and 

keeping toward oneself up  system while not the support of an 

unified foundation, that  is generally unfeasible in significant 

mission applications like military clash or crisis recuperation. 

Tokenize setup Associate in quick  readiness make MANET 

ready to  be  used  in  crisis circumstances wherever an  base is 

inaccessible or impracticable to put in situations like 
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characteristic or human-affected fiascos, military  clashes, and 

medicinal crisis things [2], [3]. 

Owing to these different attributes, MANET will be 

getting to be extra and extra wide authorized inside the 

exchange [4], [5]. Notwithstanding, considering the very truth 

that MANET is in style among urgent mission applications, 

system security will be of essential imperativeness. 

Unfortunately, the open medium and remote appropriation of 

MANET make it inclined to shift mixed bags of assaults. For 

example, as a consequence of the hubs' need of physical 

security, vindictive aggressors will basically catch and bargain 

hubs to accomplish assaults. uniquely,  considering the 

extremely certainty that the lion's share steering conventions 

in MANETs accept that every hub inside the system acts hand 

and glove with distinctive hubs and possibly not malignant 

[6], assailants will just trade off  MANETs by embeddings 

vindictive or no agreeable  hubs into the system. Furthermore, 

subsequently of MANET’s disseminated plan and dynamical 

topology, a traditional incorporated recognition strategy isn't 

any longer conceivable in MANETs. In such case, it’s pivotal 

to create Associate in nursing interruption identification 

framework (IDS). 

                            II   RELATED WORK 

A. Interruption Detection in Manets:  

As said some time recently, as an aftereffect of the 

limitations of most  MANET  steering  conventions,  hubs  in  

Manets accept  that  diverse  hubs  constantly  work  with  

each other  to transfer data. This supposition leaves the 

assailants with the chances to accomplish imperative effect on 

the system with just one or 2 traded off hubs. To handle this 

downside, partner  IDS  should  to  be extra to fortify the 

assurance level of Manets. On the off chance that MANET  

will watch the aggressors as a little while later as they enter  

the  system,  we'll  be  capable  to  completely  dispose of  the 

potential  harms  brought on  by  bargained  hubs  at  the 

essential  time. Ides  now and again  act  in light of the fact 

that  the  second layer  in  Manets,  and  that  they  zone  unit  

an  fantastic supplement  to  existing  proactive  approaches  

[7]. Anantvalee and Wu tongue [8] given a dreadfully 

exhaustive overview on  up  to date Ides in  Manets. In this 

segment, we  tend  to  fundamentally  depict  3  existing  

approaches, to be specific,  Watchdog  [9],  TWOACK  [10],  

and adjustive Acknowledgment (AACK) [11].1)  

1) Watchdog:  [9] anticipated a topic named Watchdog that 

expects to help the yield of system with the vicinity of 

malignant hubs. In actuality, the Watchdog subject is 

comprised of 2 components, to be specific, Watchdog and 

Path rater. Guard dog is partnering IDS for Manets. It's subject 

for police examination malevolent hub mischievous activities 

in the system. Guard dog recognizes pernicious mischievous 

activities by wantonly being mindful to its next bounce's 

transmission. In the event that a Watchdog hub catches that its 

next hub  comes up short  to  forward  the  parcel  among  a  

specific sum  of  your  time,  it  will  build  its  disappointment  

counter. At the point whenever a hub's disappointment counter 

surpasses a predefined edge, the Watchdog hub reports it as 

acting up. Amid  this  case,  the  Path rater  coordinates  with  

the steering  conventions  to  dodge  the  reported  hubs  in  

future transmission. Numerous after investigation studies and 

executions have demonstrated that the Watchdog topic is 

conservative. Besides,  contrasted  with  an alternate  plans, 

Watchdog  will be  proficient  of  police  examination  

malignant hubs  rather  of  connections. These profits have 

made the Watchdog topic an overall enjoyed option inside the 

field. A few  MANET  Ides  zone  unit  either  upheld  or 

created  as  partner  change  to  the  Watchdog subject  [10],  

[12],  [13],  [11]. All the  same,  as  seen  by Marti  et  al. [09],  

the  Watchdog  subject  comes up short  to  watch noxious  

mischievous activities  with  the  vicinity  of  the 

accompanying: 1) uncertain impacts; 2) collector crashes; 3)  

Restricted  transmission  power;  4)  false  offense report;5)  

arrangement;  and  6)  fractional  dropping.  

2)  Two ack: with  respect  to  the  six  shortcomings  of  the 

Watchdog  subject,  a few  scientists  anticipated  new 

methodologies  to  unwind  these  issues. TWOACK 

anticipated by Liu et al. [14] will be one in all the first vital  

approaches among  them. On the as opposed to a few 

distinctive plans, TWOACK is not partner sweetening or a 

Watchdog-based topic. Getting  to purpose  the  collector  

impact  and  limited  transmission power  issues  of  

Watchdog,  TWOACK  distinguishes making trouble  joins  

by  recognizing  every  data bundle  transmitted  over  every  3  

successive hubs on the trail from the supply to the goal. Upon 

recovery of a  parcel,  each  hub on the course is expected to 

test partner  affirmation  bundle  to  the  hub  that is  2 jumps 

remote from it down the course. TWOACK is expected to 

figure on steering conventions like Dynamic supply Routing 

(DSR) [15]. The working technique for TWOACK is 

demonstrated in Fig. one: Node an essential advances Packet 1 

to hub B, and  then,  hub  B  advances  Packet  one  to  hub  C. 

when hub  C  gets  Packet  one,  on the grounds that  it  will be  

2  bounces  detached from  hub  A,  hub  C  will be  obligation 

-bound  to  come  up  with  a TWOACK  bundle, that contains 

converse course from hub A to hub C, and sends it over to hub 

A. The recovery of this  TWOACK  bundle  at  hub  A  

demonstrates  that  the transmission  of  Packet  one  from  hub  

A  to  hub  C  is blessed. Something else,  if  this  TWOACK  

parcel  isn't gotten in an exceedingly predefined period, every 
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hubs B  and  C  range  unit  reported  pernicious. 

Indistinguishable system applies to every 3 successive hubs on 

the rest of the course. 

 

The TWOACK topic with achievement understands the 

beneficiary impact and limited transmission force issues 

uncover by Watchdog. Be that as it may,  the  affirmation  

technique required  in  every  parcel  transmission  strategy  

extra  an enormous amount of undesirable system overhead. as  

a consequence of the  limited  battery  power  nature  of  

Manets,  such repetitive  transmission  technique  will  

essentially  corrupt  the lifetime  of the entire system. 

Notwithstanding, a few examination studies zone unit working 

in vitality social event to handle this disadvantage [11], [16], 

[17].  

3)  AACK:  backed TWOACK, [11] ace uncover another 

subject alluded to as AACK. practically  like  TWOACK, 

AACK  will be  partner  affirmation based  system layer 

subject which may be thought-about as a mixture of a topic  

alluded  to  as  TACK  (indistinguishable  to  TWOACK) 

related an end-to-end affirmation topic alluded to  as  

Acknowledge  (ACK). Contrasted  with  TWOACK, AACK  

significantly  decreased  system  overhead  though still  fit  of  

keeping up  or  maybe  surpassing indistinguishable  system  

yield. The end-to-end affirmation topic in ACK is 

demonstrated in Fig. 2. 

 

In  the  ACK  topic  indicated  in  Fig. 2,  the  supply hub  

S  sends  out  Packet  one  with  none  overhead  aside from 

two  b  of  banner  showing  the  parcel  sort. All  the halfway 

hubs only forward this parcel. Once  the end  hub  D  gets  

Packet  one,  its  required  to test  partner  ACK  affirmation  

bundle  to  the supply  hub  S  on  the  reverse  request  of  

indistinguishable  course. Among  a predefined period, if the 

supply hub S gets this  ACK  affirmation  bundle,  then  the  

parcel transmission  from  hub  S  to  hub  D  will be  lucky. 

Something else, the supply hub S can change to TACK topic 

by causation out a TACK bundle. The  origination  of 

embracing  a  half breed  topic  in  AACK  incredibly  

diminishes  the system  overhead,  however  every  TWOACK  

and  AACK still  experience the ill effects of  the  matter  that  

they  fizzle  to  watch vindictive hubs with the vicinity of false 

offense report and cast affirmation bundles.  

B. Computerized Signature:  

Computerized  marks  have  consistently  been partner  

fundamental  a  part  of  cryptography  in  history. 

Cryptography  will be  that  the  study  of  numerical systems  

connected with parts of information security like  secrecy,  

learning  respectability,  substance validation, and learning 

starting point confirmation [18].  

The occasion of cryptography strategy offers a long and 

fascinating history. The quest for secure correspondence has 

been directed by individual since 4000 years agone in Egypt, 

in keeping with Kahn's book [3] in 1963. Such advancement 

drastically quickened since the globe War II, that some accept 

is essentially on account of the financial {process} process. 

The security in Manets is plot as mixof methodologies, 

methodology, and frameworks won't to ensure secrecy, 

verification, respectability, accessibility, and non-revocation 

[18]. Computerized mark may be a wide embraced 

methodology to affirm the confirmation, honesty, and non 

denial of Manets. 

 

To  guarantee  the  legitimacy  of  the  computerized  

signature, the  sender  Alice  will be  committed  to  constantly  

keep  her individual  key  Pr  Alice  as  a  mystery  while  not  

uncovering  to anybody  else. Something else,  if  the  

aggressor  Eve  gets  this mystery  individual  key,  she  will  

be  capable  to  capture  the message  and  basically  produce  

vindictive  messages  with Alice's  signature  and  send  them  
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to  Bob. As  these malevolent  messages  will be  digitally  

marked  by  Alice,  Bob sees  them  as  genuine  and  true  

messages  from  Alice. Along these lines, Eve will 

immediately achieve pernicious assaults to Bob or maybe the 

complete system. Next,  Alice  will  send  a  message  m  in  

conjunction  with the  signature  Signalize  to  Bob  by means 

of  partner  unsecured channel. Weave then processes the got 

message m against the preagreed hash work H to urge the 

message digest d. This system are frequently summed up as H 

(m) = d. (3)  Bob  will  confirm  the  signature  by  applying  

Alice's open  keypk−alice  on  Signalize  ,  by  utilizing can  

be summed up  as  an  data  string,  that  partners  a message 

(in computerized structure) with some starting element, or 

partner electronic Spk Alice (Signalize ) = d. (4) Digital  

signature  plans  will be  regularly  in  the  fundamental  

separated into the consequent 2 classes. 1) Digital signature 

with index: the starting message is required inside the 

signature confirmation recipe. Samples exemplify an advanced 

mark recipe (DSA) [19]. 2)  Digital  signature  with  message  

recuperation:  this  sort  of topic  doesn't  need  the  other  

information  other than  the  signature itself  inside  the  check  

strategy. Illustrations epitomize RSA [20]. On the off chance 

that  d  ==  d,  then  its  safe  to  say  that  the  message  m 

transmitted  through  partner  unsecured  channel  will be  so 

sent from Alice furthermore the message itself is unbroken. 

III  PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Our proposed methodology EAACK with ECC is 

intended to handle three of the six shortcomings of Watchdog 

plan, specifically, false bad conduct, constrained transmission 

force, and beneficiary crash and to give Security in bundle 

conveyance. In this area, we talk about these three 

shortcomings in point of interest.  

In  a  normal  sample  of  collector  crashes, indicated 

in Fig. 4, once hub A sends Packet one to hub B, it tries to 

take in if hub B sent this bundle to hub C; meanwhile, hub X 

is sending Packet a couple of to hub C. In such case, hub A 

catches that hub B has with  achievement  sent  Packet  one  to  

hub  C  however didn't watch that hub C neglected to get this 

parcel as a  result  of  a  impact  between  Packet  one  and  

Packet  a couple of at hub C.  

On account of limited transmission control, in order 

to safeguard its own particular battery assets, hub B 

intentionally restricts its transmission control in place that its 

sufficiently strong to be caught by hub A however not 

sufficiently hearty to be gotten by hub C, as demonstrated in 

Fig. 5.  

For  false  wrongful  transmit  report,  however  hub  

A  with achievement  caught  that  hub  B  sent  Packet  one  to 

hub C, hub A still reputed hub B as acting mischievously, as 

demonstrated  in  Fig. 6. As  a  result  of  the  open  medium  

and remote  circulation  of  average  Manets,  aggressors  will 

just  catch  and bargain one or 2 hubs to achieve this false 

wrongful behavior report assault.  

As  said  in  past  areas,  TWOACK  and AACK  

comprehend  2  of  those  3  shortcomings,  in particular,  

recipient crash  and  limited  transmission  power. 

Notwithstanding, every  of  them  range  unit  at  hazard  of  

the  false  wrongful convey  assault. amid  this  investigation  

work,  our  objective  will be  to propose  a  brand  new  IDS  

extraordinarily  planned  for Manets,  that  unravels  not  

exclusively  beneficiary  crash  and limited  transmission  

power  however  moreover  the false wrongful behavior 

drawback. Besides,  we  have  a  inclination  to  stretch out  

our  investigation to receive an advanced sig  nature subject all 

through the parcel transmission  strategy. As  all  told  

affirmation based Ides,  its  critical  to  verify  the  uprightness  

and validity of all affirmation bundles. In this segment, we 

have a tendency to portray our anticipated EAACK topic 

altogether. The  approach  depicted  amid  this examination 

paper depends on our past work [21], wherever the  spine  of  

EAACK  was  anticipated  and  assessed through  execution. 

Amid  this  work,  we  tend  to amplify  it  with  the  

presentation  of  advanced  signature  to hinder  the  assaulter  

from  arrangement  affirmation bundles. 
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                               Iv SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

EAACK  will be  comprised  of  3  major  segments, 

to be specific,  ACK,  secure  ACK  (S-ACK),  and  

wrongdoing report confirmation (MRA). so as completely  

separate to tell apart} distinctive parcel mixtures in diverse 

plans, we  tend  to  encased  a  2-b  bundle  header  in  

EAACK. Concurring  to  the  web  draft  of  DSR  [15],  

there's  about six b  held inside the DSR header. In EAACK, 

we tend  to  use  two  b  of  the  about six  b  to  banner  

contrasting sorts of bundles. Fig. 7 (indicated later) presents a 

stream graph depicting the EAACK subject. If its not too 

much trouble  note  that,  in  our  anticipated subject,  we  tend  

to  accept  that  the  join  between  each hub  inside  the  

system  will be  bifacial. What  will be  more,  for each  

correspondence  strategy,  every  the  supply  hub  furthermore  

the  goal  hub  don't  appear  to  be  malevolent. Unless  

nominative,  all  affirmation  parcels depicted amid  this 

examination square measure expected to be  digitally  marked  

by  its  sender  and  checked  by  its collector.  

A. ACK  

As specified in the recent past, ACK is basically 

partner end-to end affirmation subject. It acts as a locale of the 

cross breed topic in EAACK, going to scale back system 

overhead once no system unfortunate behavior is discovered. 

In Fig. 8, in ACK mode, hub S starting conveys partner ACK 

data bundle Pad1 to the end of the line hub D. In the event that 

all the middle of the road hubs on the course between hubs S 

and D  square  measure  agreeable  and  hub  D  with  

achievement gets  Pad1  ,  hub  D  will be  required  to  

remand  partner ACK  affirmation  bundle  Pak1  on  a  

comparative  course however  in  a  extremely  reverse  

request. Inside a predefined principal amount, if hub S gets 

Pak1 , then the parcel transmission from hub S to hub D is 

winning. Something else, hub S can change to S-ACK mode 

by creating out partner S-ACK  data  parcel  to  sight  the 

acting mischievously hubs inside the course.  

 

 

B. S-ACK  

The  S-ACK  topic  will be  partner  enhanced  

variant  of  the TWOACK  subject  anticipated  by  Liu  et  al. 

[14]. The standard is to let every 3 back to back hubs add a 

gaggle to sight getting rowdy hubs. for every 3 successive 

hubs inside  the  course,  the  third  hub  will be  required  to  

send partner  S-ACK  affirmation  bundle  to  the essential 

hub. The  proposition  of  presenting  S-ACK  mode  will be  

to sight  acting up  hubs  inside  the  vicinity  of  beneficiary 

impact or confined transmission power.  

As  demonstrated  in  Fig. 9,  in  S-ACK  mode,  the  

3  successive hubs  (i.e.,  F1,  F2,  and  F3)  include  a  gaggle  

to  sight getting into mischief  hubs  inside  the  system. Hub  

F1  introductory sends  out  S-ACK  data  bundle  Psad1  to  

hub  F2. At that point, hub F2 advances this bundle to hub  F3. 

When hub F3 gets Psad1 , on the grounds that it is that the 

third hub amid  this  three-hub  group,  hub  F3  will be  

required  to remand  partner  S-ACK  affirmation  parcel  

Psak1 to hub F2. Hub F2 advances Psak1 once again to hub 

F1. On the off chance that hub F1 doesn't get this affirmation 

bundle inside a predefined major amount, every hubs F2 and 

F3 square measure supposed as noxious. In addition, an 

unfortunate behavior report are created by hub F1 and sent to 

the supply hub S. In any case, not like the TWOACK subject, 

wherever the supply  hub  like  a  shot  trusts  the  wrongdoing  

report, EAACK needs the supply hub to adjust to MRA mode 

and  verify  this  unfortunate behavior  report. This  can  be  an 

essential  step  to  sight  false  wrongdoing  report  in  our 

anticipated subject. 

C. MRA  

The  MRA  topic  will be  implied  to  resolve  the  

shortcoming  of Watchdog  once  it  comes up short  to  sight  

getting out of hand  hubs  with the  vicinity  of  false  

wrongdoing  report. The  false offense  report  might  be  

created  by  malevolent assailants  to  inaccurately  report  

honest  hubs  as malignant. This assault might be lethal to  the  

complete system once the aggressors break down enough hubs 

thus cause a system division. The center of MRA subject is to 

bear witness to whether the goal hub has gotten the supposed 

missing parcel through an extraordinary course. To  launch  

the  MRA  mode,  the  supply  hub  introductory ventures  its  

local  mental  object  and  looks for   an interchange  course  to  

the  objective  hub. In the event that  there's  no option  that  

exists,  the  supply  hub  begins  a  DSR directing  appeal to 

search out an alternate course. Attributable  to the  character  

of  Manets,  its  regular  to  search  out different courses 

between 2 hubs. By receiving a substitute course to the 

objective hub, we tend to bypass  the  unfortunate behavior  

newsperson  hub. Once the end hub gets partner MRA parcel, 

it hunts its local information base and analyzes if the supposed 

bundle was gotten. On the off chance that its now gotten, then 

its  safe  to  close  that  this  can  be  a  false  offense report  

and  whoever  created  this  report  will be  checked  as 

vindictive. Something else, the offense report is trusty and 

acknowledged. By the reception of MRA subject, EAACK is 

equipped for sleuthing pernicious hubs notwithstanding the 

presence of false misconduct report. D. Advanced Signature 

As specified some time recently, EAACK will be partner 

affirmation based IDS. All 3 segments of  
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EAACK, in particular, ACK, S-ACK, and MRA, 

square measure affirmation based discovery plans. Every one 

of them  accept  on  affirmation  parcels  to  sight mischievous 

activities  inside  the  system. Hence,  its phenomenally  

important  to  verify  that  each  one affirmation  bundles  in  

EAACK  square  measure legitimate  and  untainted. 

Something else, if the assailants square measure great enough 

to fashion affirmation parcels, all of the3 schemes can be 

powerless. With  reference  to  this  basic  concern,  we  tend  

to consolidated  computerized  signature  in  our  anticipated  

topic. so as  to  verify  the  trustworthiness  of  the  IDS, 

EAACK needs all affirmation bundles to be digitally  marked 

before they're  sent  out  and  checked  till  they're  

acknowledged. Nonetheless,  we  tend  to  completely  see  the  

extra assets  that  square  measure  required  with  the 

presentation  of  advanced  signature  in  Manets. To bargain  

with this worry, we have a tendency to authorized every DSA 

[19] and RSA  [20]  computerized  signature  plans  in  our  

anticipated methodology. The objective will be to search out 

the principal best determination for exploitation computerized 

signature in Manets. 

V CONCLUSION 

Bundle dropping assault has constantly been a 

genuine danger to the security in MANETs. In this  

examination paper,  we tend to have arranged  totally  

remarkable  IDS named EAACK  convention  exceptionally  

de  marked  for MANETs and  looked at  it  against  diverse  

standard components  in  a few  circumstances  through  

recreations. The results will be positive exhibitions against 

Watchdog, TWOACK, and AACK inside the cases of 

recipient impact, confined transmission control, and false 

wrongful behavior report. 
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Abstract-- Bug fixing is very essential activity in software development as it can improve the overall quality 

of the software under test. In general software testing is that generating the test data and adding test oracles manually. 

As it is a difficult task, it is important to produce small, representative test sets, and this representativeness is typically 

measured using code coverage. The system proposed by Fraser and Arcuri [1] defines an approach in which whole test 

suites are evolved with the aim of covering all coverage goals at the same time while keeping the total size as small as 

possible. Its effectiveness is not affected by number of infeasible targets. A genetic algorithm [1] is used to evolve test 

suites that optimize the coverage criterion. It has been implemented in Evosuite tool and compared with the common 

approach of targeting one goal at a time. But it did not focus on automatic generation of assertions. This paper is an 

extension that produces assertions required automatically, as making them manually is time consuming and difficult. 

This makes the produced test suite more readable. Thus the proposed system improves the functionality of the 

prototype application that generates test suites using with automatic generation of assertions by mutation.  

Keywords: Code coverage, genetic algorithm, infeasible goal, test oracle, assertion  and  mutation. 

 

I. Introduction 

An assertion is a predicate or Boolean expression, 

placed in a program that should be always true at that 

place. Assertions for runtime checking become popular 

as a practical tool for testing and debugging programs. 

If an assertion evaluates false at runtime, it indicates 

that there is an error in the code for that particular 

execution. Thus an assertion can be used as a test 

oracle and to narrow down a problematic part of the 

code. 

 But the Software testing focused on 

automating different aspects of the testing process such 

as generating and executing test cases, maintaining and 

managing test suites. An essential aspect of software 

testing is the oracle problem, decides whether the 

output of a test case is correct or not. While there are 

completely automated tools to generate test inputs, 

only few techniques are available to generate test 

oracles. In most of the cases designing and 

implementing test oracles are still manual and 

expensive activities. 

 As it is a time consuming and difficult, the test 

oracles need to be automated. Mutation process is used 

for the automatic generation of the assertions.   

 Mutation analysis involves artificial defects 

(mutants) are injected into software and test cases are 

executed on these fault-injected versions. A mutant 

that is not detected shows a deficiency in the test suite 

and indicates in most cases that either a new test case 

should be added or that an existing test case needs a 

better test oracle. Improving test cases after mutation 

analysis usually means that the tester has to go back to 

the drawing-board and design new test cases, taking 

the feedback gained from the mutation analysis into 

account. This process requires a deep understanding of 

the source code. Automated test generation can help in 

covering code, but the tester still needs to assess the 

results of the generated executions and has to write lot 

of oracles.  

 Because of this problem, an approach that 

automatically generates unit tests for object-oriented 

classes based on mutation analysis is used called 

µTEST [2]. By using mutations instead of structural 

properties as coverage criterion, we not only get 
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guidance in where to test, but also what to test for. 

This allows us to generate effective test oracles. 

   In addition to tests, µTEST also generates 

oracles. So it allows the tester to check   whether the 

generated assertions reflect the expected behavior. If a 

suggested assertion does not reflect the expected 

behavior, then usually a bug has found.  

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Mutation analysis 

 Mutation analysis was a method to evaluate a 

test suite, detecting faults, and to give information into 

how and where a test suite needs improvement. The 

idea of mutation analysis is to seed artificial faults 

based on what is thought to be real errors commonly 

made by programmers. The existing test cases are 

executed on a mutant containing one such fault at a 

time in order to see if any of the test cases can detect 

that there is a fault. A mutant that is detected as such is 

considered dead and of no further use. A live mutant, 

however, shows a case where the test suite potentially 

fails to detect an error and therefore needs 

improvement. 

 

 

 
 

B. Test case generation 

 Automated test case generation can be 

generated in different approaches, but it is considered 

here are white box techniques which can help for both 

generating test cases and oracles. Meta heuristic search 

techniques have been used for object-oriented 

container classes. The test generation approach 

presented in this paper is in principle similar to the 

technique presented by Tonella [12], but executes the 

search with different search operators and a fitness 

function targeting mutations and their impact, which 

potentially leads to very different test cases.  

While systematic approaches in general have 

problems with scalability, random testing is an 

approach that scales with no problems to programs of 

any size. Along with random input generation, there is 

also generation of random unit tests, implemented in 

Randoop [10], JCrasher [9], AutoTest [8], or RUTE-J 

[11]. Although there is no guarantee of reaching 

certain paths, random testing can achieve relatively 

good coverage with low computational needs.  

C. Test case generation for mutation testing 

 

 This is an extension to the mutation analysis 

DeMillo and Offutt [5] have adapted constraint-based 

testing to derive test data that kills mutants. This is 

similar to the symbolic execution and constraint  
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solving in addition to the path constraints. Then 

mutation adds a condition that needs to be true 

(necessity condition) such that the mutant affects the 

state. It is nothing but assertion. Jones et al. [6] 

proposed the method to use of a genetic algorithm to 

find mutants in branch predicates (assertions), and 

Bottaci[7] proposed a fitness function for genetic 

algorithms based on the constraints defined by 

DeMillo and Offutt [5]. Thus different approaches are 

used for test case generation. 

III. PROPOSED SCHEME 

 Software testing has been automated by 
different approaches. Test suite generation is also 

automated by using Meta heuristic algorithms such as 

genetic algorithm with different procedures called 

“whole test suite generation” [1].  But there is no 

proper method to generate oracles in terms of 

assertions automatically. The µ TEST process is used 

which gives test suite with oracle generation. 

Figure.2 explains whole process which is having 

mutation, test case generation and oracle 

generation. 

 The Process includes different steps. 

 

A. Generating assertions to kill mutants  

Generating test cases for mutants is not finished, 

once a mutation is executed. A mutant is only detected 

if there is an oracle that can identify the misbehavior 

that distinguishes the mutant from the original 

program. Consequently, mutation-based unit tests need 

test oracles such that the mutants are detected.  

A Common type of oracle in unit tests is 

assertions, which are supported unit testing. After the 

test case generation process, it has to be run each test 

case on the unmodified software and all mutants that 

are covered by the test case while recording traces with 

information necessary to derive assertions. 

 

There are different types of assertions that can be 

generated. 

 

a) Primitive assertions  

Make assumptions on primitive (i.e., numeric 

or Boolean) return values. Mainly arithmetic 

operations involve in these type. 
 

 

 

b) Comparison assertions  

These assertions compare objects of the same 

class with each other.it execute whether objects 

perform same action or not. 

c) Field assertions  

These are a variant of inspector assertions and 

compare the public primitive fields of classes among 

each other directly. 

d) String assertions  

These compare the string representation of 

objects by calling the toString method. 

e) Null assertions  

These assertions compare object references of 

program with the special value null value. 

f) Exception assertions  

These check which exceptions are raised 

during execution of a test case. 

To generate assertions for a test case it runs 

against the original program and all mutant to record 

the necessary information using observers. An 

observer for primitive values records all observed 

return and field values, while an inspector observer 

calls all inspector methods on existing objects and 

stores the outcome and a comparison observer 

compares all existing objects of equal type and again 

stores the outcome. After the execution, the traces 

generated by the observers are analyzed for differences 

between the runs on the original program and its 

mutants, and for each difference an assertion is added. 

Thus the assertions are added automatically. 
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B. Generating java test suite with automated 

assertions. 

It can be able to generate unit tests and 

assertions.  The tools necessary to create or extend 

entire test suites are available. Now java test suites 

with automated assertions can be generated. 

The actual t est  case generation can be 

started, possibly in parallel for different units. 

µTEST selects a target m u t a n t  and genera tes  a 

test case for it. To measure the fitness of 

individuals, µTEST executes test cases using java 

reflection. The resulting test case is checked against 

all remaining live mutants to see if it also kills other 

mutants. For  all  killed  mutants, we  derive a 

minimized version of  the  test  case, enhanced 

with assertions, and  add  it  to  the  test  suite.  The 

aim of minimization is to make the test case 

simpler and remove any unnecessary statements 

C. Output 

 At the end of the process, the tester receives a 

JUnit test file for each unit, containing test cases with 

assertions and information about which test case is 

related to which mutant. Unless the test cases are used 

for regression testing, the assertions need to be 

analyzed and confirmed by the tester, and any assertion 

that is not valid reveals a bug in the software, or an 

invalid test input due to an implicit constraint that 

needs to be declared. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

 To learn about t he  applicability and 

feasibili ty of the presented approach, the µTEST 

is applied to different programs. It is evaluated that 

how µTEST performs at producing test cases that 

detect mutants of a program to demonstrate that the 

approach could also lead to detection of defects in the 

current version of the program which would 

additionally need data about real faults. The main of 

the system is to generate the test suites with automated 

assertions to make it easy for the user. µTEST is 

performed not only on the programs but also on some 

of the open source libraries. Commons CLI, Commons 

codec, Xml, Jot etc. Table 1 represents the classes of 

open source and their mutants generated by the 

mutation.  
 

Number of classes listed is only top level 

classes in different sources. The case study in Table 1 

represents different open sources. 

V. RESULTS  

 Some of graphs used to explain the generated 

assertions by using the mutation testing process and 

comparison between the hand written test suites and 
µTEST driven test suites with assertions are explained. 

µTEST can also do the minimization of assertions 

because often number of generated assertions is more 

compared to generated test cases.so the minimization 

of assertions also done. 

 

 Figure 4 lists the test suite lengths, confirming 

that the resulting test suites are small and the 

minimization is effective at producing smaller test 

suites. In general, test suites are often minimized to 

reduce the overall costs of test execution [14]. 

 

 

 

Open 
sources 

                   

Classes 

 

 

Mutants 

 

Testable    Total  Testable    Total 

Commons 

CLI 

        

13 

       

  20 

       

652 

       

1276 

Commons 

Codec 

        

20 

       

  29 

     

3075 

       

4041 

Commons 

Collections  

      

193 

    

   273 

   

13188 

     

21705 

Commons 

Logging 

        

10 

       

  14 

       

286 

       

1317 

Commons 

Math 

      

243 

      

 388 

   

25226 

     

43273 

Commons 

Primitives 

      

154 

     

  238 

     

2385 

       

5734 

Google 

Collections 

        

83 

     

  131 

     

4054 

      

11339 

JGraphT       

112 

      

 167 

     

2341 

        

5139 

Joda Time       

123 

       

154 

   

11163 

      

23145 

NanoXML           

1 

         

  2 

       

614 

          

954 

Total                                            

952 

   

  1416 

   

62984 

    

117913 

 

Table 1 Classes and mutants of open source libraries 
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Figure 3 Number of test cases in a test suite for a single class 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Open sources 

          

                      Manual 

 

 

                       Generated 

   Tests 

 

Statements/ 

Test 

Assertions/ 

Test 

  Tests 

 

Statements/ 

Test 

Assertions/ 

Test 

Commons CLI   187       7.45       2.80       137.39        4.91    2.57 

Commons 

Codec 

  284       6.67       3.16       236.28        4.50    1.20 

Commons 
Collections  

12954       6.28       2.10      1955.67        4.65    2.24 

Commons 

Logging 

   26      6.90       1.03       77.86        6.08    2.00 

Commons Math 14693       6.93       3.41      1797.79        4.49    1.91 

Commons 

Primitives 

 3397       4.05       0.86      1145.67        5.88    1.54 

Google 

Collections 

33485       4.52       1.25      781.79         3.88     1.81 

JGraphT  118       9.10       1.65      484.96         4.56     1.52 

Joda Time 3493       4.89       4.55     1553.36          6.10     1.89 

NanoXML    2       12.67       0.67        35.47          6.22     1.13 

 

Ta b l e 2:   Total number of test cases and assertions an average statistics per test case: Manually handcrafted vs. 

generated 
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Table 2 gives more detailed statistics on the 

handcrafted test suites written by the developers as 

well as those generated by µTEST. The number of 

statements is derived as the number of non-

commenting source code statements excluding 

assertions. The number of assertions is counted. Thus 

the number of assertions needs to be written for 

particular class is more compared when compared to 

the assertions generated normally. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

 The Advent of the automatic generation test 

cases and the assertions has a great impact on software 

testing process. Instead of laboriously thinking of 
sequences that lead to observable features and 

creating oracles to check these observations , the 

tester lets a tool create u n i t  tests and oracles as 

assertions automatically. The main difference between 

using structural coverage and mutation analysis to 

guide test generation is that a mutation does not only 

show where to test, but also helps in identifying what 

should be checked for. So the results in test suites are 

better in finding defects than the manually written 

ones. The mutation test also minimizes the number of 

assertions generated that make the validation easy. In 

the long run, finding bugs could thus be reduced to 

the task of checking whether the generated 

assertions match t he intended behavior. Although 

our µ TEST experiences are already very 

promising, there is ample opportunity to improve 

the results further. For example, previously 

generated test cases, manual unit tests, or test 

cases satisfying a coverage criterion could s e r v e  

as  a better s t a r t i n g  point for the genetic 

algorithm. The search based algorithm can be much 

optimized. 
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Abstract 

 The recognition and the study of several shape 

primitives of an object strongly depend on the resolution at 

which the analysis is carried out. Wavelets can be used in a 

Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) for investigating resolution 

dependent phenomena. This paper presents a detailed analysis 

of frequency changes of various shape primitives in original 

and approximation band of morphological binary wavelet 

transform. In the present study various 4×4 sized shape 

primitives are used. The proposed method is applied on 
various original and wavelet transformed shape primitives. By 

this, the frequency changes of shape primitives are clearly 

shown in the experimental results. 

 

1. Introduction 

 One of the most significant topics in pattern 

recognition is analysis of shape primitives existing in the given 

object. It can be applied to character recognition, signature 

verification, understanding of paper-based graphics including 

maps and engineering drawings [1, 2], computer-assisted 

cartoon, fingerprint analysis, etc. Representation of a shape 

using a suitable form is essential in these recognition systems. 

Multiscale approaches to shape analysis should always 

consider the following two important points:  

1. Important shape structures are generally associated 

with transient events in the object  
2. Different events may occur at different scales. 

By an event it is usually meant a specific characteristic 

along the signal, such as a discontinuity, singularity or local 

frequency. It is important to note that these principles equally 

apply to several different problems in vision, signal, image and 

shape processing. Wavelet theory has become a natural 

mathematical theory to deal with such problems, unifying 

different, independently developed approaches. 

A linear binary wavelet transform (LBWT) for finite 

sequences of binary numbers has been introduced in [3]. This 

transform is performed in terms of two-band perfect 
reconstruction filter banks in GF(2) (Galois Field of order 2). 

It not only preserves many important characteristics of a real 

wavelet transform, but also causes that the intermediate and 

transformed results are both in binary. Despite of its 

advantages, when an image is used, the low pass part of the 

decomposed image (or approximation subband) shows “binary 

blurring” where the original edges are no longer sharp. In [4], 

authors have introduced a family of nonlinear wavelets based 

on morphological operators and presented a general 

framework for constructing nonlinear filter banks with perfect 

reconstruction. We employ this framework to the case of 

binary images in attention to use it for binary watermarking. 

Because of the nonlinear nature of the proposed morphological 

operators in [4], the important geometric information (e.g. 

edges) is well preserved at lower resolutions. 
Wavelet analysis is known as a linear tool. However, 

it is to be recognized that nonlinear extensions are possible [6, 

7]. The lifting scheme, recently introduced by Sweldens[5, 8, 

9] for a predecessor of this scheme, known as a ladder 

network, has provided a useful tool for constructing nonlinear 

wavelet transforms. The enormous flexibility and freedom that 

the lifting scheme offers has challenged researchers to develop 

various nonlinear wavelet transforms [6, 7]. Here we present a 

family of nonlinear wavelets based on morphological 

operators. The simplest nontrivial example of a morphological 

wavelet is the so called morphological Haar wavelet. The 
morphological haar wavelets are of two types: Morphological 

Haar Erosion Wavelet (MHEW) and Morphological Haar 

Dilation Wavelet (MHDW). The other nonlinear wavelet is 

Morphological Binary Wavelet transform (MBW). The present 

paper is organized as follows. The section (2) describes the 

methodology, the results and discussions are made in section 

(3) and conclusions are listed in section (4). 

 

2. Methodology 

There are three types of multiscale transforms [10] 

for analyzing and producing various shape features, namely 
the scale-space, Gabor and wavelets. Once a signal has been 

represented by a multiscale transform, different approaches 

may be considered in order to extract information from it. 

They are 

 

1. Local Maxima, Minima and Zeros 

2. Frequency Tuning or Scale Selection 

3. Projections onto the Time and onto the Scale (or 

Frequency) Axis 

The present paper is considering morphological 

binary wavelet multiscale transform based scale selection 

approach for analyzing various shape primitives. The scale 

selection approach is based on analyzing not the complete 
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transform, but an a priori fixed scale a0 (or a set of scales ai, 

i=0, 1, ... , N), which is equivalent to analyzing the response of 

a linear filter (or a set of filters) to the input signal. The 

approximation band of MBW computation of data shown in 

figure 1 is given by the equation (1). 

(1,1) (1,2) 

(2,1) (2,2) 

Figure 1. The pixel coordinates of a 2×2 image. 

))2,2(),1,2(),2,1(),1,1(),1,1((medianAPPMBW =               

      (1) 

In the present study, various shape primitives like 

Square (SQ), Top Left Triangle (TLT), Top Right Triangle 

(TRT), Bottom Left Triangle (BLT), Bottom Right Triangle 

(BRT), Left Diagonal (LD) and Right Diagonal (RD) are 

considered. The representation of these shape primitives are 

shown in figure 2 with the size of 4×4. In this representation, 
‘d’ specifies 0 or 1. 

 

1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 

1 d d 1  1 d 1 d  d 1  d 1 

1 d d 1  1 1 d d  d d 1 1 

1 1 1 1  1 d d d  d d d 1 

 (a)    (b)    ©  

1 d d d  d d d 1  1 d d d 

1 1 d d  d d 1 1  d 1 d d 

1 d 1 d  d 1 d 1  d d 1 d 

1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  d d d 1 

 (d)    (e)    (f)  

     d d d 1      

     d d 1 d      

     d 1 d d      

     1 d d d      

      (g)       

Figure 2. Representation of shape primitives (a) SQ (b) TLT (c) TRT (d) BLT (e) BRT (f) LD (g) RD. 

For each shape primitive, the approximation band of MB 

wavelet is computed by using equation (1) and frequency of 

changes of shape primitive are analyzed. Then for the 

frequency of changes of shape primitive existing in 

approximation band of MB wavelet but not existing in the 

original shape primitive are analyzed. 

 

3. Results and Discussions 

 The present paper is considering 7 different shape 

primitives and the frequency of changes of shape primitives 

existing in original but not existing in MB wavelet 

transformation is analyzed. Initially, for each shape primitive 

the approximation band of MB wavelet is computed and the 

results are shown in Figure 3. 

1 1  1 1  1 1 

1 1  1 d  d 1 

(a)  (b)  (c)  

1 d  d 1  1 d 

1 1  1 1  d 1 

(d)  (e)  (f) 

   d d    

   d d    

   (g)    

Figure 3. Approximation band of MB wavelet for each shape primitive given in Figure 1. 

From the result shown in Figure 3, the SQ, TLT, TRT, BLT, BRT and LD shape primitives are maintained exactly but 

RD shape primitive is changing in MB wavelet approximation band.   
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In the next step, the reverse process i.e. analyzing the frequency change of shape primitives existing in MB wavelet 

approximation band. The size of the approximation band is 2×2. For all possible combinations of 2×2 binary window, the Table 1 

gives the corresponding MBW approximation band resultant value. 
 

 Table 1. The results of approximation band of MBW for 2×2 binary window 

  Pixel Coordinates Approximation    
Band value             

of MBW S.No (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 1 0 

2 0 0 1 0 0 

3 0 0 1 1 0 

4 0 1 0 0 0 

5 0 1 0 1 0 

6 0 1 1 0 0 

7 0 1 1 1 1 

8 1 0 0 0 0 

9 1 0 0 1 1 

10 1 0 1 0 1 

11 1 0 1 1 1 

12 1 1 0 0 1 

13 1 1 0 1 1 

14 1 1 1 0 1 

15 1 1 1 1 1 
 

For any shape primitive in MBW, only the combinations of 7, 9-15 are generating the result as 1. So, 

in MB wavelet for each shape primitive, only the allowed combinations are shown in Figure 4. 

0 1  1 0  1 0  1 0 

1 1  0 1  1 0  1 1 

(a)  (b)  (c)   (d) 

1 1  1 1  1 1  1 1 

0 0  0 1  1 0  1 1 

(e)  (f)  (g)  (h) 
Figure 4. The allowed combinations of each shape primitive in MBW. (a) 7 (b) 9 (c) 10 (d) 11 (e) 12 (f) 13 (g) 14 (h) 15. 

 

Now analyze various combinations given in Figure 4 for SQ shape primitive in MBW. i.e. Place each 2×2 combination in (1,1), 

(1,3), (3,1), (3,3)  positions of SQ shape primitive given in Figure 2(a). For (1,1) position, the combinations of Figure 4 (g)-(h) 

maintains the SQ shape primitive in both MBW and original input. For all the remaining combinations, the SQ shape primitive is 

preserved only in MBW but not in original input. The Table 2-4 gives the detailed information about all four positions ((1,1), 

(1,3), (3,1) and (3,3)) for SQ, TLT, TRT and BLT. 
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Table 2. Frequency Changes of SQ shape primitive in MBW and original input. 

  Pixel Coordinates   (1,1) (1,3) (3,1) (3,3) 

S.No (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) MBW Original Original Original Original 

7 0 1 1 1 √  × × ×  √ 

9 1 0 0 1 √ × × × × 

10 1 0 1 0 √ × × × × 

11 1 0 1 1 √ × × √  × 

12 1 1 0 0 √ × × × × 

13 1 1 0 1 √ × √ × × 

14 1 1 1 0 √ √ × × × 

15 1 1 1 1 √ √ √  √ √  

√- existing        ×- not existing 

Table 3. Frequency Changes of TLT shape primitive in MBW and original input. 

  Pixel Coordinates   (1,1) (1,3) (3,1) (3,3) 

S.No (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) MBW Original Original Original Original 

7 0 1 1 1 √  × × × × 

9 1 0 0 1 √ × × × × 

10 1 0 1 0 √ × × × × 

11 1 0 1 1 √ × × × × 

12 1 1 0 0 √ × × × × 

13 1 1 0 1 √ × × × × 

14 1 1 1 0 √ √ √ √ × 

15 1 1 1 1 √ √ √ √ × 
 

Table 4. Frequency Changes of TRT shape primitive in MBW and original input. 

  Pixel Coordinates   (1,1) (1,3) (3,1) (3,3) 

S.No (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) MBW Original Original Original Original 

7 0 1 1 1 √  × × × × 

9 1 0 0 1 √ × × × × 

10 1 0 1 0 √ × × × × 

11 1 0 1 1 √ × × × × 

12 1 1 0 0 √ × × × × 

13 1 1 0 1 √ √ √ × √ 

14 1 1 1 0 √ × × × × 

15 1 1 1 1 √ √ √ × √ 

 

Table 5. Frequency Changes of BLT shape primitive in MBW and original input. 

  Pixel Coordinates   (1,1) (1,3) (3,1) (3,3) 

S.No (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) MBW Original Original Original Original 

7 0 1 1 1 √  × × × × 

9 1 0 0 1 √ × × × × 

10 1 0 1 0 √ × × × × 

11 1 0 1 1 √ √ × √ √ 

12 1 1 0 0 √ × × × × 

13 1 1 0 1 √ × × × × 

14 1 1 1 0 √ × × × × 

15 1 1 1 1 √ √ × √ √ 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a detailed analysis of frequency changes 

of various shape primitives in original and approximation 

band of morphological binary wavelet transform. The 

experimental results clearly specify the changes of shape 

primitives using original and wavelet based images.  
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1. ABSTRACT 

 In this paper , a user-friendly Geographic Information 

Systems (GIS) program was developed  to manipulate the 

property listing for sale geographically, to display the 

property listing in relation to other social and environmental 

features including topography, ways, types of unit ,ways, 

gardens  and/or shopping centers, and to provide tools for 

the houses buyers  to search and inspect properties and make 

choices without the need of getting into the houses or 

without their need to travel to place of houses. 

 The first section explains the methodology and prototypes 
development   for Sherouk Beach Resort   Planning and 

Management (SBRPM) with GIS and how the GIS software 

program was developed. Secondly various application 

scenarios were provided to test the program developed. It 

proves that the GIS program developed in this paper 

provides a good and convenient option in the search of 

properties based on different selection criteria as concluded 

in the final sections. 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

 The following section will address issues that are raised in 
each of these three stages in the program development. The 

GIS program was developed in three stages. The first stage 

is in system planning that is, to identify what functions will 

be required by the program and how they are to be 

incorporated into the software program. To do this, first is to 

become more familiar with the existing functions and tools 

in MapInfo 7[1] and then to identify what other functions are 

needed in this System.  

The second stage is to design the interface of the software 

program and to write codes using PHP to integrate the 

functions required into the MapInfo software program [2]. 
The software program can be applicable to other regions if 

similar datasets can be used for those regions. 

In the third stage, the software program developed in this 

paper is applied to assist in the search of buying units in 

Sherouk Beach Resort Region (SBRR). By using different 

search criteria for the search, the software program is tested 

which demonstrates that the program is capable of assisting 

in buying   in the real estate industry. Through this testing 

process, limitations of the software program and possible 

improvement solutions are also explored. 

3. METHODOLOGY AND PROTOTYPES 

DEVELOPMENT (MPD) FOR SBRPM WITH GIS 

In this section we will make a comparative study between 

MapInfo 7 as its application software or as a platform for 

software development and MapInfo 8.5[3] software program 

was also explored. It appears that MapInfo 8.5 is more 

expensive and difficult for the real estate agents or 

practitioners to purchase and operate 

To this end, MapInfo 7 is much cheaper and it also provides 
all functions, tools and complexity that will be needed in this 

section. Therefore, MapInfo 7 was chosen as the base 

program in this paper [4]. 

4. GIS SOFTWARE DESIGN 

This section discusses issues raised in the first two stages, 

that is, system planning as well as software design the 

following sub-sections will address these issues in detail. 

4.1 System strategy      

Any successful GIS system starts out with a good strategic 

plan. Setting up a GIS without a strategic plan is like 

establishing a corporation without a business plan. GIS is an 
expensive proposition, far more so than at first sight. The 

bulk of costs are not in the software and hardware systems 

which typically get the lion's share of attention and decision 

making angst but the data. Similarly, benefits are produced 

not by the system alone, but by the intelligent design of 

analytical processes that generate useful and accurate 

information. If the system produces erroneous outputs, the 

investment in it is a waste, and the pretty maps on the wall 

are a farce. 

Planning requires that you understand your needs, and take 

appropriate steps to have the system address them. For these 
purposes, a strategic plan is not a formal statement of 

mission, goals and objectives. The goals and other factors 

(e.g. data availability) are taken into consideration, to 

determine priorities in data development and system 

deployment. According to Pal (2005)[5]. 

There are three issues that need to be considered before a 

new GIS is developed. They are, how do you do business 
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now, what do you need to do business in the future and how 

can you do business better in the future. 

The development of a GIS based information management 

system that will meet the requirements of an entire 

organization, and be flexible enough to meet future growth, 

requires a structured approach to answer these questions.  

To successfully implement a GIS in an organization, there 

are fourteen steps of events that need to be implemented in 

the following sequence [6] 

1) Conduct a Requirements Analysis 

2) Develop a Pilot Project as proof of concept 

3) Design logical and physical databases for the land base 

4) Develop the mapping specification 

5) Acquire a quality base map 

6) Set up GIS organization 

7) Acquire Hardware and Software, and train personnel 

8) Develop the data base design to support the identified 

applications 

9) Develop applications from the prioritized list identified in 

the requirements analysis document 

10) Develop procedures and standards for data conversion 

11) Convert data to support applications being developed 

12) Develop data maintenance policies and procedures 

13) Develop applications for other users and increase the 

user base over time 

14) Implement a fully integrated system comprising all 

departments within the organization, incorporating the 

programs developed in the previous phases. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In a SBRPM GIS application system, about thirteen thematic 

layers are used to represent features of a resort site. Figure. 

1.1 show the thematic layers of a resort site. As traditional 

database design procedures, object-oriented design tools are 

useful with the migration of GIS data management into a 

DBMS when used appropriately. And fundamental GIS 

design principles and methods still apply. Fig. 1 shows 

conceptive data models for thematic layers of SBRPM 

 

Fig. 1 the key thematic layers in GIS model for SBRPM 

the traditional database design procedures, object-oriented 
design tools are useful with the migration of GIS data 

management into a DBMS when used appropriately. And 

fundamental GIS design principles and methods still apply. 

Fig.2 shows conceptive data models for thematic layers of 

SBRPM . 

 

Fig.2 Example in The Data Models for thematic layers of 

SBRPM 
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Fig. 3 Model in the Data Models for thematic layers of 

SBRPM Relation Ship between Tables 

Figure 4 show the snapshot of the model type hotlink which  

access virtually any data or application directly from a view. 

A hot link is followed when you click on a feature in a data 
layer using the Hot Link tool provided by the software 

program 

 

 

Fig. 4 The snapshot of the model type hotlink 

Hot links have to be defined before they can be used. To do 

this, you need to first add a field to the data's attribute table. 

This field will store the appropriate value for each feature in 

the data layer. For example, if your hot link action will be to 

display a relevant photo when a property is clicked on, you 

will need to add a field to the property data layer's attribute 

table to hold the name of the photo that should be accessed 

for each property, which will be discussed in detail later.  

Once the client has searched the database and surfed around 
the database the client might want you to provide an output 

of the final results to the client [7]. Therefore, the GIS 

program needs to provide a function to generate output to 

the client. The output can be in the form of maps, or  report. 

You may want to display any information that is of interest 

to the client on the output map or report. The client may use 

this output as their short listed properties for further 

inspection and then making decisions accordingly. In this 

system we are provided to customer by this output in the 

form of report as shown in Fig 5 
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Fig. 5 the Report about output of the Unit in SBR. 

In addition to the above functions, there are other functions 

that will also be very useful to assist the smooth operation of 

the information system, including zooming in, zooming out, 

pan, and zooming to selected features, identity, measure, etc. 

However, these functions or tools are standard 

GIS tools and are available on all GIS software package.  

One of the most important issues to develop a GIS program 

for the real estate practitioners to use is to have an easy to 

use interface. This is called Graphic User Interface (GUI) 

design in GIS. 

There are some things involved in   customizing the 

interface of a GIS, which needs a certain amount of 

planning. The first step is to understand the needs of the 

users of the system on the interface. Who will be the users 

that will be interacting with the interface? What kinds of 

things do they often want to do? What are their 

desired end products? What kind of look and feel do they 
want for the interface? And so on. For the information 

system developed in this project, these questions were 

addressed in the above two sections and these needs and 

requirements will be incorporated in the interface of the 

program. For this system, the GUI looks like Fig.6 

 

Fig. 6 the GUI in SBR by MapInfo Program. 

To test the software program developed in this paper, a 

number of sample testing were conducted. These tests prove 

that the software program developed in this System meets 

the requirements for property searching in the real estate 

industry [8]. The following sections present four sample 
scenarios where the SBR Read Estate Information System 

has been tested. 

Figure 7 show the snapshot of the  wep page to reserve the 

unit on SBR 

 

Fig. 7 The Reserve Unit in SBR on Internet 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

These Paper present the system and using in developing real 

estate management system. 

Developing a method and system for using maps of GIS 

system in Electronic Business System (EBS) have reduced 

time of selling and buying. 

Using a mixed model like object relation model have 

facilitated representing multimedia in the developed and 

make system to integrate the A Geographic Information 

Systems (GIS), Management Information System (MIS) , 

Electronic business System and Internet this system called  

(GMEI) to choosing, selling and buying the Unit in 

SHEROUK BEACH RESORT (SBR) 

Using the distributed systems concepts and technology we 

have the advantage to redistribute workload and resources 

system. 

Taking in consideration the customer’s satisfaction our 

system has achieved a good quality 
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Abstract: - Organizations share their data about customers for exploring potential business avenues. The sharing of data has posed 

several threats leading to individual identification. Owing to this, privacy preserving data publication has become an important 

research problem. The main goals of this problem are to preserve privacy of individuals while revealing useful information. An 

organization may implement and follow its privacy policy. But when two companies share information about a common set of 

individuals, and if their privacy policies differ, it is likely that there is privacy breach unless there is a common policy. One such 

solution was proposed for such a scenario, based on k-anonymity and cut-tree method for 2-party data. This paper suggests a 

simple solution for integrating n-party data using dynamic programming on subsets. The solution is based on thresholds for 

privacy and in formativeness based on k-anonymity. 

 
Keywords: - Privacy preserving, data mining, k-anonymity, collaborative data publishing, dynamic programming. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
With numerous organizations collecting customer data, there 

exists a possibility of data sharing for exploring interesting 

data about behavior of customers [1]. This leads to 

identification of customers which can be treated as a privacy 

threat according to HIPAA[2] and EU directives[3]. These acts 

insist that anonymity should be guaranteed if the customers 

wish so. 

 
A customer data normally contains attributes like SSN, name, 

age, postal code, date of birth and gender. This data enables 

identification of the individuals even though information like 

SSN and Name suppressed. This was first identified in [4]. 

The solution proposed k-anonymity property to be applied to 

the data before release. Subsequently several solutions were 

published. Most of them addressed issues related to preserving 

privacy of individuals related to a single organization [1, 5, 6]. 

This paper discusses an approach to protect privacy when 

anonymized data of two or more organizations is integrated. 

 

1.1 Motivation 

 

In real-life data publishing single organization often does not 

hold the complete data. Organizations need to share data for 

mutual benefits or for publishing to a third party. For example, 

banking sectors want to integrate their customer data for 

developing a system to provide better services for its 

customers. However, the banks do not want to 

indiscriminately disclose their data to each other for reasons 

such as privacy protection and business competitiveness. 

Figure 1 depicts this scenario, called collaborative data 

publishing, where several data publishers own different sets of 
attributes on the same set of records and want to publish the 

integrated data on all attributes. Say, publisher 1 owns {Rec 

ID, Job, Sex, Age}, and publisher 2owns {RecID, Salary, 

Disease}, where Rec ID, such as the SSN, is the record 

identifier shared by all data publishers. They want to publish 

an integrated k-anonymous table on all attributes. Also, no 

data publisher should learn more specific information, owned 

by the other data publishers, than the information that appears 

in the final integrated table.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Collaborative data publishing 
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The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2discourses 

the related work while section 3discusses the system 

architecture. Section 4 discusses the problem definition. 

Section 5 highlights secure data integration. Section 6 analyses 

our approach when compared to other published work. Section 

7 concludes our work. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

The organizations share their data with many other research 
communities for various uses. Today technologies are 

providing easy way of information sharing. However sharing 

the data with outsiders should not reveal the individual 

identification of a person[7]. Care must be taken to provide the 

privacy for the person specific data at the time of publishing 

personal information for research purposes. The objective of 

privacy preserving mining is that this data, when published 

should not link back to the individual. 

 

The notion of k-anonymity was proposed in [8], and 

generalization was used to achieve k-anonymity in Data fly 

system [9] and µ-Argus system [10]. All these works 
considered a single data source; therefore, data integration is 

not an issue. In the case of multiple private databases, joining 

all databases and applying a single table method would violate 

the privacy constraint private databases. 

 

Information integration has been an active area of database 

research. This literature typically assumes that all information 

in each database can be freely shared[11]. Secure multiparty 

computation (SMC), on the other hand, allows sharing of the 

computed result, but completely prohibits sharing of data [12]. 

Liang et al. [13] and Agrawal et al. [11] proposed the notion of 
minimal information sharing for computing queries spanning 

private databases. They considered computing intersection, 

intersection size, equijoin and equijoin size. Their model still 

prohibits the sharing of databases themselves. 

 

K.Wang et al [14] made two contributions. First, they defined 

the secure data integration problem. The goal is to allow data 

sharing in the presence of privacy concern. In comparison, 

classic data integration assumes that all information in private 

databases can be freely shared, whereas secure multiparty 

computation allows “result sharing” but

 completely prohibits data sharing. In many 

applications, being able to access the actual data not only leads 

to superior results, but also is a necessity. Second, they 

presented a solution to secure data integration where the two 

parties cooperate to generalize data by exchanging information 

not more specific than what they agree to share. 

 

Jiang and Clifton [15, 16] addressed a similar problem by 

using a cryptographic approach. First, each data publisher 

determines a locally k-anonymous table. Then, the intersection 

of RecIDs for the qid groups in the two locally k-anonymous 

tables is determined. If the intersection size of each pair of the 
qid group is at least k, then the algorithm returns the join of the 

two locally k-anonymous tables that is globally k-anonymous; 

otherwise, further generalization is performed on both tables 

and the RecID comparison procedure is repeated. 

 

Pawel Jurczyk and Li Xiong [17] presented a distributed and 

decentralized anonymization approach for privacy-preserving 

data publishing for horizontally partitioned databases. This 

work addresses two important issues, namely, privacy of data 

subjects and privacy of data providers. They presented a new 

notion, l-site-diversity, to achieve anonymity for data 

providers in anonymized dataset. 

 

Our solution is based on the problem and scenarios stated in 

[14]. 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

This model (Figure 2) primarily has two objectives: preserving 

privacy while revealing useful information for sensitive 

attributes and to find an integrated table without loss of 

information. This involves the following steps: 

 

1.  Dimensionality reduction: Suppressing the unnecessary 

attributes. 

2.  Identifying sensitive attributes through business rules 3. 
Categorizing the attributes (Categorizer) 

4.  Use anonymizer for preserving linkage of individual with 

sensitive categorical attributes. 

5.  Release the anonymized data and announce the joint 

anonymity property. 

6.  Perform data integration without revealing any sensitive 

information and its associated individual. 
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3.1 Dimensionality reduction 

 

Dimensionality reduction and attribute selection aim at 

choosing a sub set of attributes sufficient to describe the 

data set. The goal of the methods designed for 

dimensionality reduction is to map d-dimensional objects 

into k-dimensional objects, where k<d. Dimensionality 

reduction is beneficial only when the loss of information is 

not critical to the solution or the problem, or if more 

information is gained by the visualization of the problem 

than what is lost. Reduction from dimension d to k (k<d) 

reduces complexity, reduces communication cost and 

provides privacy since extra data given may help in re-

identifying individuals or loss of sensitive information 

vulnerable for second use. 

 

3.2 Categorizing attributes 

 

The attributes in the reduced table are classified as 

identifiers, sensitive attributes and quasi identifiers. 

 

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 

Consider the data in Table 1 and taxonomy trees in 

Figures3, 4 and 5. Party A and Party B own TA (SSN; 

Gender;. . . . . . . ; Class) and TB(SSN; Education; Age; . . . . 

. . ; Class) respectively. After joining the two tables on 

SSN, the “female, mechanical"     on     (Gender;     

Education)     becomes     unique, therefore, vulnerable to be 

linked to sensitive information such as Age. To protect 

against such linking, we can generalize Civil and 

Mechanicalto Non-Computersso that this individual 

becomes one of many female professionals. However we 

preserve information as the basic classification is not 

changed. 

 

Definition 1(k-anonymity): Consider p quasi-identifiers 

QID1, . . . . ., QIDp on T. Let ri denote the number of 

records in T that share the value qidi on QIDi. The 

anonymity of QIDi, denoted ri, is the smallest ri for any 

value qidi on QIDi. A table T satisfies the anonymity 

requirement {<QID1; k1>, . . . ., <QIDp; kp> } if ri ≥ ki for 

1 ≤ i ≤ p, where ki is the anonymity threshold on 

QIDi[17].If QIDj is a subset of QIDi, where i ≠ j, and if kj ≤ 

ki, then <QIDj; kj> is implied by <QIDi; ki>, therefore, can 

be removed. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

V. PRIVACY PRESERVING DATA INTEGRATION 

 
The k-anonymity policies of an organization define 

information access threshold for its database. The threshold is 

the minimum amount of generalization required for giving 

information. Given two or more organizations who want to 
share their data without revealing information, the privacy 
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preserving integration is to determine an optimal combination 

of attributes to disclose information while preserving privacy. 
Thus each organization may define privacy strength for each 

of their data sources and a joint anonymity requirement 
(Figure 6). 

 
Generalization preserves the privacy whereas specialization 

makes it more informative. 

 
Definition 2(Secure data integration [5]): Given two private 

tables TA and TB, a joint anonymity requirement {<QID1, 
K1>, ……, <QIDP, KP>} and a taxonomy tree for each 

attribute, the secure data integration is to produce a 
generalized integrated table T* such that it satisfies the joint 

anonymity requirement and retains as much information as 
possible. 

 
Each node in the taxonomy is associated with a privacy 

strength value. The values vary for categorical data and 

continuous data. For continuous data the difference between 

ranges is taken as the privacy strength of the nodes. For 
categorical data the leaf nodes are given values „1‟ and for the 

internal nodes the privacy strength is the number of leaf nodes 
that each node has. 

 
Privacy strength (P)of a given node is the number of leaves in 

the in the sub tree with this node as the root. 
 

 
 

VI. ANALYSIS 

 
Dynamic Programming is a method for efficiently solving a 

broad range of search and optimization problems which 

exhibit the characteristics of overlapping sub-problems and 

optimal substructures. 

 
The principle of optimality is the basic principle of dynamic 

programming, which was developed by Richard Bellman: that 
an optimal path has the property that whatever the initial 

conditions and control variables (choices) over some initial 

period, the control (or decision variables) chosen over the 
remaining period must be optimal for the remaining problem, 

with the state resulting from the early decisions taken to be the 
initial condition. 

 
For our problem in this paper, we use the principle of 

knapsack model using dynamic programming. 

The most common formulation of the problem is the 0-1 

knapsack problem, which restricts the number xi of copies of 
each kind of item to zero or one. Mathematically the 0-1-

knapsack problem can be formulated as: 
 

∑
=

∈≤
n

i iii xWxwtosubject
1

}1,0{,  

 

In our problem, we have „n’ kinds of possible subsets, 

1through n as shown in Table 3. Each kind of possibility „i' in 
the subset has a privacy value Pi and an informativeness value 

Ii. The best possible subset that produces maximum privacy 
and maximum informativeness is chosen. Here the size of the 

knapsack is the cardinality of the data to be published. Here Si 

is the subset that satisfies the anonymity parameter. 

 
The computation of privacy strengths for the taxonomies in 

figures 3, 4 and 5 are given below by indicating the privacy 
strength in the parenthesis. 

Education={Any-Education(7), Engineering(3), Non-
Engineering(4), Science(2), Arts(2), Computer Science(1), 

Non-Computer Science(2), Life(1), Physical(1), Fine Arts(1), 
Journalism(1), Civil(1), Mechanical(1)} 

 
Age={[1-60](60), [1-25](25), [26-60](35), [1-22](22), [22-

25](3)} 
 

Gender={Any-Gender(2), Male(1), Female(1)} 
 

Suppose if the QID is {Gender, Age} then the possible and 

valid subsets would be as specified below in Set1. 

 

Set1 = { (Any-Gender, [1-60]), (Any-Gender,  
[1-25]), (Any-Gender, [26-60]), (Any-Gender, [1-22]), (Any-

Gender, [23-25]),(Male, [1-60]), (Male, [1-25]), (Male, [26-
60]), (Male, [1-22]), (Male , [23-25],(Female, [1-60]), 

(Female, [1-25]), (Female, [26-60]), (Female, [1-22]), 

(Female , [23-25] } 
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For each subset, k-anonymityrequirement is verified. If the 
required threshold is satisfied, the Privacy strength(P), 

Informativeness(I) are computed. These values are recorded 
along with the respective subset and the threshold value. After 

considering all the possible subset, the subsets that have been 
recorded are taken into consideration. From these subsets, the 

supersets if any, are identified and discarded from the set. 

From the remaining subsets, the subset that produces the 

optimal solution is taken and the data is published satisfying 
the required threshold. 

 

∑
=

∈≤
n

i iii xWxwtosubject
1

}1,0{,  

 

 

Algorithm:Collaborative Data Publishing  

 

Input: Integrated table that contains data of 

boththe parties. 

Output: Optimal anonymized table. 

Step1: identify all the QID sets. { QID1, QID2, ……, QIDn } 

Step2: for each QIDi that belongs to QID set, generate the 

power set. 

Step3: for each qidj combination in the power set of QIDi 

Step4: generate the corresponding equivalence classes 

Step5: compute the relative Privacy strength(P), 

Informativeness(I) 

Step6: end for 

Step7: end for 

Step8: discard the equivalence classes that does not satisfy the 

threshold. 

Step8: find the equivalence classes that provide optimal 

solution by considering Privacy strength and Informativeness. 

Step9: Publish the anonymized data. 

For instance see table 2, let us consider one combination and 

observe the resultant dataset for a threshold value k=3. Here 

the qid is <Any-Gender, Any-Education>. 

From table 2, we observe that the privacy strength, P = {2, 7}; 

the informativeness, I = {0, 0}; the number of equivalence 

classes = 6 and the threshold value, k = 3. 

The combinations that satisfy the threshold value would only 

be considered for analysis. The same is repeated for remaining 

combinations. From these sets, a combination value is selected 

such that it produces an optimal value where it provides 

maximum privacy and more information. 

 
 

 

Table 2. Anonymized table 

Class 
(Shared) 

Gender 

 

... 

 

Education 

 

Age 

 

… 

 

# of 
Recs 

0Y3N 
 

Any-
Gender 

 Any-
Education 

17 
 

 3 
 

0Y4N 

 

Any-
Gender 

 Any-
Education 

18 

 

 4 

 
2Y3N 

 

Any-
Gender 

 Any-
Education 

19 
 

 5 
 

3Y1N 

 

Any-

Gender 

 Any-

Education 

24 

 

 4 

 
4Y2N 

 
Any-

Gender 

 Any-
Education 

26 
 

 6 
 

12Y0N 

 

Any-

Gender 

 Any-

Education 
27 

 

 12 

 
 

The dataset for the combination <Gender, Education>is given 
in table 3.  

Table 3. Subsets satisfying the threshold (ki) 
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From the generated subsets, we select the subsets for which we 

get the maximum privacy strength value and maximum 

informativeness value. On applying the dynamic programming 

principle, the highlighted rows in Table 3, give the 

subsetcombinations that provide the optimal result and are to 

be selected. The correlation between Privacy strength and 

Informativeness is shown in figure 7. 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 
The paper proposed a solution for achieving anonymity when 

data from two organizations with common privacy policy are 

integrated. The solution is a simple and effective method as it 

uses cost effective algorithms for achieving anonymity. The 

solution proposed in [14] is based on tree data structure called 

TIPS. We base our solution on subset generation and selecting 

the most relevant subset. We are currently examining the 

feasibility of this approach for achieving anonymity on the fly 

in dynamically growing databases. 
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ABSTRACT: Standard issue forms are intended as well 

as pre-defined by developers or even DBA in numerous 

information operations methods. World wide web 

information as well as medical listing with all the swift 

development associated, current listings grow to be large 
as well as sophisticated. Thus, it's tough to develop a few 

static issue forms in order to meet numerous ad-hoc data 

bank 1concerns about those people sophisticated listings. 

This particular document proposes any vibrant issue 

type process which builds this issue forms according to 

the user’s desire from run moment. The device comes 

with a answer to the issue interface with significant as 

well as sophisticated listings. This particular document 

proposes DQF, any fresh data bank issue type interface, 

which has the ability to dynamically crank out issue 

forms. The actual heart and soul associated with DQF is 

always to seize any user’s choice as well as list issue type 
factors, assisting him/her to make selections. The actual 

technology of a issue type is usually an iterative practice 

and is particularly advised from the individual. On each 

and every new release, the system automatically builds 

standing directories associated with type factors along 

with the individual then gives the specified type factors 

into your issue type. The actual standing associated with 

type factors will depend on this harnessed individual 

choice. Any individual may also complete this issue type 

as well as distribute concerns to examine this issue effect 

from each and every new release. In this way, any issue 
type may be dynamically processed until the person 

fulfils while using the issue results. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Problem kinds are the most favoured consumer interfaces 

with regard to querying directories. Traditional question 

kinds are made and predefined by coders or even DBA in 

numerous details administration devices. Quite a few web 

directories for example Freebase and DB Pedia routinely 

have a huge number of organized web people [2] [3]. Thus, 

it can be hard to create a collection of static question kinds 

to satisfy various ad-hoc data source concerns with people 
difficult directories. The actual concerns using a data source 

are often portrayed throughout advanced question languages 

for example SQL. That is successful for many people 

programs, nevertheless it's not at all a totally enjoyable 

method of acquiring files. With regard to naïve consumers 

these kind of devices are usually hard make use of and 

comprehend, plus they need a lengthy instruction period of 

time. definitely we have a need for easy to use, quick and 

strong question methods for data source access. a new 

question software (dqf having no sql) can be proposed 

which is able to dynamically bringing in question kinds with 

regard to consumers. the actual quality connected with dqf 

would be to capture consumer likes and dislikes while in 

consumer communications in order to adapt the question 
form iteratively. Dynamic question form devices were 

launched to get the question kinds based on the user’s wish 

from operate occasion. Current directories grow to be very 

big and difficult and so it will be quite difficult to manage 

making use of standard relational data source administration 

devices.   Technologies contain the reply to all these issues. 

Dynamic SQL directories tend to be highly optimized key– 

benefit outlets suitable for uncomplicated access and 

appending operations. These include utilized in huge files & 

real-time web programs. The item employs a lesser amount 

of limited consistency models than standard relational data 

source administration devices. The rest of the paper is 

organized as follows.  Section 2 describes the system 

architecture. Section 3 defines the query form interface and 

query results. Section 4 defines the ranking metric used in 

the proposed work and Section 5 shows the performance 

analysis and finally Section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

Many of research works on database interfaces, users to 

query the relational database without SQL. Query Form and 

QBE (Query-By-Example) [4] are two widely used database 

querying interfaces. In user interactions and to adapt the 

query form iteratively. Two types of user interaction for 

each iteration. ie. Query Form Enrichment and Query 

Execution. 

 Query Form enrichment: 

• DQF recommends to the user a ranked list of query 

form.  
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• In current query form the user selects the desired 

form components. 

Query execution: 

• The current query form  is filled by the user and 

submit the query.  

• DQF execute the query and the results are shown. 

• The user provides the feedback about the query 

results 

 

fig1:flow chart of dynamic query form 

 

3. QUERY FORM INTERFACE 
 

3,1 Query form: 

 

Definition 1:  A query form F is defined as a tuple 

(  ) which represents a database query 

template as follows 

  F = (SELECT   A1,A2,...AK FROM ⋈ (RF) WHERE σF) 

 Where AF = { A1,A2,...AK } are k attributes for projection, 

k > 0.  

RF = {R1,R2,...,Rn} is the set of n  entities. Involved in this 

query, n > 0. 

 Each attribute in A F belongs to one relation in RF. σF is a 

conjunction of expressions for selections on relations in RF. 

⋈ (R) is a join function to generate a conjunction of 

expressions for joining relations of RF.  

 

3.2 Query Result: 

 

The compressed high-level view of query results is 
proposed in [7] to avoid many-answer problem [6]. For 

generating the compressed view efficiently [8], [5] there are 

many one-pass clustering algorithms are used. 

To choose whether a query structure is fancied or 

not, a client does not have sufficient energy to go over 

every information example in the query results. Also, 

numerous database inquiries yield an immense measure of 

information cases. To maintain a strategic distance from 

this  

Many-Answer issue [4], we give a packed result 

table to demonstrate an abnormal state perspective of the 

query comes about first. Each one case in the compacted 
table speaks to a bunch of genuine information cases. At 

that point, the client can navigate intrigued groups to view 

the definite information examples. Figure 2 demonstrates 

the stream of client activities. The compacted abnormal 

state perspective of query results is proposed in [5]. There  

will be  numerous  one-pass  bunching  calculations  for  

creating  the  layered  view  proficiently. Absolutely, 

distinctive information grouping routines would have 

diverse compacted perspectives for the clients. 

Additionally, diverse information sorts are desirable by 

distinctive grouping routines. The vitality of the packed 
perspective is to gather the client criticism. From the 

gathered criticism, the integrity of a query structure can 

be assessed along these lines that we could prescribe 

suitable query structure segments. The navigate on the 

layered perspective table is an understood criticism to tell 

our framework the client wanted example which groups of 

information. As mentioned inside introduction, the key 

ingredients would be the pre-processing element, an second 

time beginners knowledge rendering level that ranking 

features are encoded and also materialized, and a issue 

running element. This modular and also common character 

of our method allows for quick personalization in the 

ranking features intended for various purposes. 

 
 

 

fig 2.User actions 

 

4. RANKING METRIC: 

 

Ranking metric: 

Evaluate the quality of the query results two traditional 

measures are used. Precision and recall [9]. Query forms are 

produce different queries by different inputs, and different 
queries can different output query results and achieve 

different precisions and recalls, hence we use expected 

Start: basic 

query  form 

User: fill query form 

System: enrich query form 

System: execute 
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satisfied? 
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query result 
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precision and expected recall to evaluate the expected 

performance of the query form. 

 

                              

TABLE   1 

SYMBOLS AND NOTATONS 

 

 

 

            F 

 

 query form 

   

            RF 

 

 set of relations involved in F 

           A  set of all attributes in ⋈ (RF)  

         Ar(F)                                                   set of relevant attributes of query 

form F 

           �F  set of selection expressions of 

query form F 

           D  the collection of data instances in ⋈ 
(RF) 

           N  number of data instances in D 

   

precisionE (F)=  

 

 

RecallE(F)=  

 

Evaluate the quality of the query results two traditional 

measures are used. Precision and recall [9]. Query forms are 

able to produce different queries by different inputs, and 

different queries can different output. 

Definition 1:  Set of projection attributes A and an universe 

of selection expressions σ, the expected F-Measure of a 

query form   F= (AF, RF, σF, ⋈ (RF)) is FScoreE (F) i.e. 

 

 
(F)=  

 

 

5. ESTIMATION OF RANKING SCORE 

 

5.1 Ranking the projection component 
Dqf provide the two types of ranking components. The 

ranking list of entities is the first level. The ranked list of 

attributes is the second level 

 we describe the ranked attribute and then we described 

ranked entities. 

Ranking attributes 

 

β is a constant parameter to control the preference on 

expected precision or expected recall. FScore
E
(Fi+1) is the 

estimated goodness of the next query form Fi+1. our aim is 

to maximize the goodness of the next query form, order of 

FScore
E
(F

i+1
)is is described ranked form components 

FScore
E
(Fi+1) is obtained as follows. 

 

(F)=(1+β
2
) .  

 

Ranking Entities   

The ranking score of an entity is just the averaged 

FScoreE(Fi+1) of that entity’s attributes. the entity has the 

higher rank ,if one entity has many of  high score attributes,. 

 

 
 

fig 3 query result 
 

5.2 Ranking Selection Form Components 

 

the selection  attribute must be relevant to the projected 

entities, otherwise selection will be meaningless. Therefore, 

for creating the selection component the system should first 

find out the relevant attributes. how to select relevant 

attributes and then describe a naive method and a more 

efficient one-query method to rank selection components  

5.1.1 Relevant Attribute Selection  

 

The relevance of attributes in our system is measured based 

on the database schema as follows. Given a database query 

form F with a schema graph in Relavant Attributes 

G=(R,FK,ɛ,A), the relevant attributes is: Ar(F) = {A|A ϵ 

A,∃Aj ϵ AF,d(A,Aj) ≤ t}, where d(A,Aj) is schema distance,t 
is a user-defined threshold  

 

5.1.2 Ranking Selection Components  

 

A query form is enriched by the selection components,the 

set of projection components AF is fixed,i.e., 

AFi+1 = AFi. Therefore, FScoreE(Fi+1) only depends on σFi+1.  

The simplicity of the user interface, many of query forms 

selection components are  binary relations in the form of “Aj 

op cj”, where Aj is an attribute, op is an relational 

operator,cj is a constant and. The op operator could be '='  
'≥'  '≤' and so on. To enrich the selection part the system 

(1) 

(2) 
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provides a ranked list of such binary relations In each cycle. . 

Since the total number of binary relations are so large,for 

each attribute we s we select the best selection component . 

 

Algorithm 1 :It describes query construction of the 

algorithm of the One-Query’s. Based on the given set of 

projection attributes The function Generate Query is to 

generate the database query .Aone with selection expression 

σone. 

 

 Algorithm 1:    QueryConstruction 
 

 Data: Q = {Q1,Q2,...,} is the set of previous queries 

executed on Fi.  

Result: Qone is the query of One-Query 

 begin 

 σone <=  0 for Q ∈Q do 

 σone <= σone ∨σQ  

Aone <= AFi ∪Ar(Fi)  

Qone <= GenerateQuery(Aone,σone) 

 

 

 
 

fig4:ranking the forms 

 

6.  KEYWORD SEARCH FOR FORMS 

 

The basic idea is simple treat a set of forms as a set of 

documents, to find relevant forms user use keyword search. 
it is differ from the standard document search problem in 

several ways. in this section, consider a many approach  

motivated by these differences. Perhaps the most important  

difference is that a form contains parameters, which are 

undefined  until users fill out the form at query time. 

Is that a form contains parameters, which are undefined 

until users fill out the form at query time.  Furthermore, 

possible data values for these parameters often do not 

appear on the forms.  It  approach that ignores this 

difference can yield undesirable results. in key word search 

first approach ,which we call Naive, it simply  retrieves a 
form if the form contains at least one (OR semantics) or all 

(AND semantics) of the terms from a keyword query. If we 

use Naïve-OR, some forms would be returned if the user 

includes in the query at least one schema term (i.e., a term 

that matches  attribute name or a table If a user specifies a 

data value and we use Naïve-AND, we will get no 

answers.  ).  However, the data terms (i.e., terms that match 

data values), if any would be completely ignored, which is 

not satisfying. 

A moment's shows we need to take some care in doing so.  

For example, what if a user-provided keyword appears both 

as a schema term and as a data term?  What if the keyword 

appears in multiple attributes, possibly of different tables? 

Should we add the schema terms to the original user query, 

or replace the user-provided data terms with the 

corresponding schema terms? We consider two basic 
approaches to resolving this issue. User adds all schema 

terms corresponding to the data terms   and evaluate it using 

OR semantics. We call this Double-Index OR (DI- OR) 

approach, for reasons that will become clear when we 

describe how the approach is implemented. AND semantics 

used for second approach., but we cannot simply add all 

schema terms and use AND semantics, hence we may 

generate empty result AND semantics, because we may 

generate empty results if we add two or more schema terms 

such that there is no form that contains all of them.  

Therefore, with AND semantics, we augment the original 
query by generating all possible queries that result from 

replacing user-supplied data terms with schema terms, use 

AND semantics for each query, and return the union of the 

query results to the user.  We call this approach Double- 

Index AND (DI-AND). 

 

 

Double Index Join 

• Used to perform a check to see if a form will return 
an answer if instantiated with data terms in the user 

query. 

   How is the check performed? 

   Step 1:  

•  Given keyword query Q, probe Data Index with 

each query term qi. 

•  When qi is a data term that leads to set of 

<table ,tuple -id>  pairs, look up each table T in a 

schema graph for SD and find reference tables that 
reference T. 

•  We check for each reference table,  if it contains 

any tuple -id of T. 

• IF No, we retrieve the forms that contain both ref 
Table and T and record these “dead” forms in say 

X. 

     Step 2: 

•  Return F’ – X. This filters the dead forms. 

 Output: A set of form-ids F’ 

          Return F’ – X 
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     Figure 5.  DIJ eliminates “dead” forms with extra probes 

to DataIndex.    

 

7. EFFICIENCY 
 

   The run-time cost of DQF depends on the ranking 

projection and selection components of current form 
components and the query result size. we selected 4 

complex queries with large result size for each data set . 

Execution time grows approximately linearly with respect to 

the query result size.  

 Evaluation: 

 

 

The average ranking scores for all queries in the workload. 

We compare three methods ie. DQF, Baseline, and Random..

  

X-axis               the portion of the training queries 

Y-axis              the portion of the training queries 

 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, a dynamic query form generation approach w 

helps users dynamically generate query forms. we consider 

the number of issues that arise in implementation in 

systematic fashion for designing and generating forms .  

Handling keyword queries that are a mix of schema terms 

and data terms, filtering out forms that would produce no 

results with respect to a user’s query, and ranking and 

displaying forms in a way that help users find useful forms 

more quickly. 
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Double Index Join 

Input: A keyword query  Q= [q1 q2......qn] 
Output: A set of forms-ids F' 

Algorithm: 

Form Terms= {}, F’= {}, X= {} 

For each qi ∈Q 

sqi={} 

If Data index (qi) returns<table, tuple-id>pairs 

    For each tableT 

    Let I be the set of tuple-ids from T 

    If T∉FormTerms 

• Add T to sqi and FOem Terms 
     SchemaGrah (T) return ref Tables 

      for each ref  Table 

 if DataIndex(refTable:tid)is NULL for every tid∈I 

  FormIndex (TANDrefTable) =>X 

If qi∉FormTerms 

Add qi to sqi and FormsTerms 

SQ'=EnumQueries (∀sqi) 

For each Q'∈SQ'    
FormIndex (Q') =>F' 

 return F'-X 
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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing offers many resources 

over Internet to the customers. Cloud computing is the 

development of parallel computing, distributed 

computing and grid computing, and is the combination 

and evolution of virtualization, utility computing, 

Infrastructure-as-a- Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a- 

Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). 

Advancements in cloud computing are leading to 

promising future for collaborative cloud 

computing(CCC).In CCC globally scattered, distributed 

cloud resources belonging to different organizations are 

collectively to provide services. Due to Autonomous 

feature of entities in cloud the resources must be trust 

worthy to provide efficient services. 

Key Words: Collaborative cloud computing Resource 

Management. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

     Business and industry owners are attracted to Cloud 

computing concept due to many features.These features are 

as follows:  

 Lower initial investment 

 Easier to manage 

 Scalability 

 Deploy faster 

 Location independent 

 Device independent 

 Reliability and Security Cloud computing is a 

traditional manner for using resources and IT services such 

as processing power, main memory, storage, band width and 

software via sharing technique. Cloud computing as 

simplest, is a collection of computing software and services 

available from a decentralized network of servers. 

Virtualization is the key mechanism, it could be used to 

increase the server utilization as much the computing power 

available to the server.  

 

     The user request is passed to the system management, 

finds the correct resources and then calls the provisioning 

services which allocate resources in the Cloud. 

 

     Currently, many clouds, such as Amazon’s EC2, 

Google’s AppEngine, IBM’s Blue-Cloud, and Microsoft’s 

Azure, provide various services (e.g., storage and 

computing). For example, Amazon (cloud provider) 

provides Dropbox  (cloud customer) the simple storage 

service (S3) (cloud service). Cloud customers are charged 

by the actual usage of computing resources, storage, and 

bandwidth. 

 

2. NEED FOR COLLABORATION 

 

      There will be many situations where the resources are 

not sufficient to fulfil the needs of customers. This model is 

based on collaborating of users that have number resources 

and need to other resources. This model is suitable for heavy 

processing computing that they couldn’t execute in a single 

personal computer alone. This model particularly is suitable 

for poor users (poor researchers), students; on the other 

hands is a cloud computing charity model. 

 

3. SCOPE 

 

     The demand for scalable resources in some applications 

has been increasing very rapidly. For example, Dropbox 

currently has five million users, three times the number last 

year. A single cloud may not be able to provide sufficient 

resources for an application (especially during a peak time). 

Also, researchers may need to build a virtual lab 

environment connecting multiple clouds for petascale 

supercomputing capabilities or for fully utilizing idle 

resources. Indeed, most desktop systems are underutilized in 
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most organizations; they are idle around 95 percent of the 

time .Thus, advancements in cloud computing are inevitably 

leading to a promising future for collaborative cloud 

computing (CCC), where globally- scattered distributed 

cloud resources belonging to different organizations or 

individuals (i.e., entities) are collectively pooled and used in 

a cooperative manner to provide services. 

 

4. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

 

 CCC operates in a large-scale environment 

involving thousands or millions of resources across 

disparate geographically distributed areas, and it is also 

inherently dynamic as entities may enter or leave the system 

and resource utilization and availability are continuously 

changing . This environment makes efficient resource 

management (resMgt) (i.e., resource location and resource 

utilization) a non-trivial task. Further, due to the 

autonomous and individual characteristics of entities in 

CCC, different nodes provide different quality of service 

(QoS) in resource provision. A node may provide low QoS 

because of system problems (e.g., machines break down due 

to insufficient cooling) or because it is not willing to provide 

high QoS in order to save costs. Also, nodes may be 

attacked by viruses and Trojan horse programs. This 

weakness is revealed in all the cloud platforms built by 

Google, IBM, and Amazon, and security has been 

recognized as an important factor in grids (the predecessor 

of clouds).  Thus, resMgt needs reputation management 

(repMgt) to measure resource provision QoS for guiding 

resource provider selection . As in eBay and Amazon, a 

repMgt system computes each node’s reputation value based 

on evaluations from others about its performance in order to 

provide guidance in selecting trustworthy resources. 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

 In order to provide effective and efficient 

Resources in Collaborative Cloud Computing the resources 

must be trust worthy. To provide trust worthy resources 

Resource Management and Reputation Management must be 

addressed together 
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INTRODUCTION: 

An Internet forum, or message board, is an online discussion 

site where people can hold conversations in the form of 

posted messages.[1]
 They differ from chat rooms in that 

messages are often longer than one line of text, and are at 

least temporarily archived. Also, depending on the access 
level of a user or the forum set-up, a posted message might 

need to be approved by a moderator before it becomes 

visible. Forum is hierarchical or tree-like in structure: a 

forum can contain a number of sub forums, each of which 

may have several topics. Within a forum's topic, each new 

discussion started is called a thread, and can be replied to by 

as many people as so wish. Depending on the forum's 

settings, users can be anonymous or have to register with the 

forum and then subsequently log in in order to post 

messages. On most forums, users do not have to log in to 

read existing messages. A forum consists of a tree like 
directory structure. The top end is "Categories". A forum 

can be divided into categories for the relevant discussions. 

Under the categories are sub-forums and these sub-forums 

can further have more sub-forums? The topics (commonly 

called threads) come under the lowest level of sub-forums 

and these are the places under which members can start their 

discussions or posts. Logically forums are organized into a 

finite set of generic topics (usually with one main topic) 

driven and updated by a group known as members, and 

governed by a group known as moderators. It can also have 

a graph structure.[8]
 All message boards will use one of three 

possible display formats. Each of the three basic message 

board display formats: Non-Threaded/Semi-Threaded/Fully 

Threaded, has its own advantages and disadvantages. If 

messages are not related to one another at all a Non-

Threaded format is best. If a user has a message topic and 

multiple replies to that message topic a semi-threaded 

format is best. If a user has a message topic and replies to 

that message topic, and replies to replies, then a fully 

threaded format is best. 

Moderators 

The moderators (short singular form: "mod") are users (or 

employees) of the forum who are granted access to the post 

sand threads of all members for the purpose of moderating 

discussion (similar to arbitration) and also keeping the 

forum clean neutralizing spam and spam bots etc.).
[12]

  

Moderators also answer users' concerns about the forum, 

general questions, as well as respond to specific complaints. 

Common privileges of moderators include: deleting, 

merging, moving, and splitting of posts and threads, locking, 

renaming, sticking of threads, banning, suspending, 

unsuspending, unbanning, warning the members, or adding, 

editing, removing the polls of threads.
[13]

 "Junior Modding", 

"Backseat Modding", or "Forum copping" can refer 

negatively to the behavior of ordinary users who take a 

moderator-like tone in criticizing other members. 
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2. EXISTING SYSTEM: 

 

In the Existing system, Vidal et al proposed a method for 

learning regular Expression patterns of URLs that lead a 

crawler from an entry page to target pages. Target pages 

were found through comparing DOM trees of pages with a 

pre-selected sample target page. It is very effective but it 

only works for the specific Site from which the sample page 

is drawn. The same process has to be repeated. Every time 

for a new site. Therefore, it is not suitable to large- scale 

crawling. 
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3.IMPLEMENTATION    

    

Due to the fact that large amount of data today can only be 

stored in deep web. In view of the work done by others on 

deep web crawlers, it is extinct that no perfect, or even 

complete crawlers for deep web data has been made. To 

meet the needs of deep web search, we have worked out a 

new structure of crawler, currently concerned most on 

extracting data from forms -- the most common type of deep 

web interface. Our crawler's makes some innovative parts 

such as the mainframe extracting module and the algorithm 

to distinguish different websites with the same url using 

improved Bayesian classification and to expand the function 
to AJAX form dealing and so on. Also, Dom Tree is used to 

make easier and more visual the analysis and treatment of 

downloaded web pages. 

Using keywords correctly throughout a page and a website 

can be critical when you are trying to improve search engine 

ranking as part of your Internet marketing strategy. The first 

and most obvious use of keywords during the organic search 

engine optimization (SEO) process is in the keywords Meta 

Tag located in the head section of the page's html code. 

After carefully choosing the keywords that are relevant to 

the particular page, these keywords should be placed in the 

Meta Keywords tag (<meta name="keywords" content="">) 

in order from the largest to smallest phrase with the initial 

letter of each keyword capitalized. These same keywords 

should be placed strategically in the Title and Meta 

Description of the page. Search engines use the Title and 

Description (<meta name="description" content="">) as a 

summary of what the page is about, so placing keyword 

within those tags is always helpful. Keywords should also be 
used throughout the content of the page. This typically does 

not prove to be a difficult process if the keywords you are 

trying to optimize have been chosen correctly, as they 

already reflect the theme and intent of the page and will lend 

themselves to natural use in the text. 

Search engines generally give more weight to the first 200 

words within a page. Therefore, it is very important to make 

sure that keywords are used appropriately near the top of the 
page and proportionally throughout the page. The Keyword 

Density Analyzer within the SEO Toolset is an 

excellent SEO tool to help in visualizing the distribution of 

keywords throughout the page. It is also important to 

consider the use of keywords in headings and anchor text 

(link text) when you are trying to improve search engine 

ranking. Using SEO keywords appropriately within 

headings gives emphasis to the importance of those 

particular keywords to the theme of the page. Headings 

should be used as short descriptions (1-5 words) of the 

subject matter that follows, similarly to the way roman 
numerals are used in an outline. Incorporating keywords into 

these heading tags gives priority to these keywords in terms 

of their relevance. The same can be said for the use of 

keywords within anchor text. Having keywords within 

anchor text implies that there is a link to another area on 

your site or externally that provides even more information 

related to these keywords, serving to enhance the idea this 

keyword is important to the theme of the site. In addition to 

making sure that keywords are distributed well throughout 

the visible page content, they may also be incorporated into 

image alt attributes to reinforce the theme of the page. It is 

important that keywords used within alt text are truly 

relevant to the image and are kept to a length appropriate to 

the size of the image. 

In the SEO process of incorporating keywords into a page 

and a site, it is extremely important to remember that 

keywords can be overused and become detrimental to search 

engine ranking. Keyword stuffing in Meta Tags, headings, 

anchor text, alt attributes, or within the page content is an 
indicator of spam techniques. This practice is frowned upon 

by the search engines and can ultimately result in 

penalization. Use keywords only as they are truly relevant to 

the subject matter and in a manner that makes sense to the 

average user. 

4.CONCLUSION 

Search Engine Optimization is the best conclusion for Web 

crawls or data retrieval process.Most of the Forge’s and 

Communities and Digital libries are indexed the relevant 

word searching for easy searching. But user should 

recognisation is it his respectiveinformation or not is 
become a challenge again , then  make confirmation by 

itself. 
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Abstract: Big data can help at the e commerce data. The big-

picture problems, the economic indicator many investors, 

business fortunate and judges are rely on are just too outdated 

by the time they’re out. People “pitch to the number,” but the 

world has often moved since it was considered and they won’t 

know it until the next report comes out. Take, for example, the 

case of increasing food prices in India and China that are 

pouring up price rises for a major percentage of the world’s 

residents. But principle claims to have been seeing the 

movement shaping up for weeks. Premise is able to capture 

economic data in close to real-time in some cases or at least 

much closer to it in others thanks to the technology trifecta of 

e-commerce, cloud computing and Smartphone’s. However, 

while e-commerce data is supportive for gauging the prices of 

certain goods in certain economies, it doesn’t really touch 

emerging economies where the vast popular of transactions 

are still local and cash-based. If groceries prices are rising 

across Asia, for example, that likely income, along with other 

things, inferior health and less money to spend on non-

essential end user goods. That’s where smart devices come 

into play in the form of Premise’s Android crowd. The 

company  above 700 contributors in 25 cities, predominantly 

in Asia and Latin America, who go into stores and markets 

and capture data about exact items on which Premise desires 

data. “We use them as sort of detection agents. The 

contributors take a depiction of the item either on the shelf or 

in a market halt; it syncs with Premise’s servers in the blur; 

and Premise’s system is then able to dig out information from 

the snaps. It can verify information such as price, brand and 

quality of the items, and even ecological information such as 

how clean the store is and how stocked the shelves are. 

Interestingly, but not without warning, the app that 

contributors use is only for Android phones.  

Keywords: Apache Hadoop API Using HDFS, Map reduce, 

Pig, Hive, Linux-Unix, windows, Eclipse. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper mainly focused on how to manage huge amount of 

data and how to analyse the data. The technology used for this 

is Hadoop technology . In this project the data taken is 

Economic data from various E-commerce websites. Then the 

data is stored into HDFS( Hadoop distributed file system) 

format in the form of clusters. After the storage is done, then 

the processing of data can be done based on the user 

requirements. The processing of data can be done using many 

modes. Hadoop basically contains many ecosystems which 

provide different ways of processing or analyzing the data in 

different environments.  The two basic methods of Hadoop 

are HDFS and Map Reduce. HDFS is used to stock up the 

data and Map Reduce is used to progression the data. In Map 

Reduce we write codes in java to analyze the data in whatever 

way we want to. The ecosystems in Hadoop are also for 

processing and analyzing the data. The different ecosystems 

of Hadoop are pig, hive, chukwa, HBase, Zookeeper, sqoop 

etc. Here pig, hive and Sqoop have been implemented. So the 

first ecosystem implemented is pig. Pig is scripting language. 

It can process both structured and unstructured data. In this 

pig scripts are written on the data to get results. Then hive is a 

query language, it can handle only structured data. In this 

queries are written on to the data to analyze it. Then finally 

sqoop, it is actually a support for hadoop rather than an 

ecosystem. It is used to transfer data from one data base to 

other. And after the processing of data the results are 

displayed. 

2. WHAT IS BIG DATA? 

Big Data refers to the data sets whose size makes it difficult 

for commonly used data capturing software tools to interpret, 

manage, and process them within a reasonable time frame. 

Big data sizes are a repetitively moving target, as of 2012 

ranging from a few dozen TB to many PB of data in a single 

data set. With this difficulty, new platforms of "big data" tools 

are being developed to handle various aspects of big quantities 

of data. 

BIG DATA concept means a datasets which continues to 

grow so much it difficult to manage it using existing database 

management concept and tools. The difficulty can be related 

to retrieve the capturing of data, storage, searching and 

virtualization, etc. 

The challenges associated with Big Data are the “4 V’s”:  

Volume, velocity, Variety, and value. 

The Volume challenges exist because most businesses 

generate much more then what their system were designed to 

handle. 

The velocity challenge exists if company’s data analysis or 

data storage runs slower than its data generation. 
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The variety challenge exists because of the need to process 

difference types of data to produce the desired insights. 

The value challenge applies to deriving valuable insights from 

data, which is the most important of all V’s in my view. 

 

Fig1.  4V’s of Big Data 

3. WHAT IS E-COMMERCE? 

A type of trade model, or part of a larger business model, that 

enables a firm or individual to perform business over an 

electronic network, typically the internet. Electronic 

commerce operates in all four of the major market segments: 

business to business, business to consumer, consumer to 

consumer and consumer to business. It can be thought of as a 

more advanced form of mail-order purchasing through a 

catalogue. Almost any product or service can be offered via 

ecommerce, from books and music to financial services and 

plane tickets. Investopedia explains 'Electronic Commerce: e-

commerce' 

E-commerce has approved firms to set up a market existence, 

or to improve an active market spot, by providing a cheaper 

and more capable distribution chain for their products or 

services. 

4. WHY BIG DATA IS A MUST IN ECOMMERCE 

The buzz nearby Big Data is far away from being needless. 

Not only does it permit merchants to gain deeper insights into 

customer behavior and industry trends, but it also lets them 

make more precise decisions to improve just about every 

feature of the business, from selling and publicity, to 

merchandising, operations, and even customer maintenance. 

Below are a few more points that deeper explain the impacts 

of Big data in the Ecommerce empire. From improving 

customer familiarity to developing better products or 

marketing campaigns, it’s no question that Big Data is the 

next big thing for online businesses. 

5. CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG DATA 

A Big data proposal can give a solution which is planned 

specifically with the needs of the venture.  

The following are the basic characters of the Big data: 

� Comprehensive – It should offer a lane platform, and 

address all three dimensions velocity, volume and 

variety. 

� Enterprise Ready – It should include the act, 

reliability performance and security features. 

Integrated – It should permit integration with information 

supply chain including databases, data warehouses and 

business intelligence applications. 

� Open Source Based -- It should be open source 

technology with enterprise class functionality. 

� Low latency. 

� Robust and reliability. 

� Scalability. 

� Extensibility. 

� Allows adhoc queries. 

� Minimal Maintenance. 

6. BIG DATA OFFERS 

There are many vendors offering BIG DATA Analytics are 

IBM, KOGNITO, etc.  Here in this paper I have discussed 

about the IBM Platform. 

 

Fig -2: IBM Platform of BIG DATA 

 

7. BIG DATA CHALLENGES 

There are focal challenges of BIG DATA are data variety, 

velocity, volume and analytical workload intricacy 

More number of organizations is belligerent to compact with 

many problems with the large amount of data. In order to 

solve this trouble, the organizations need to ease the amount 
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of data being stored and develop new storage techniques 

which can improve storage use. 

8. USES OF BIG DATA FOR ONLINE RETAILERS 

Most minute merchants’ think that Big Data analysis is for 

well-built companies. In fact, it is essential for minute 

businesses, too, as they attempt to partake with the larger 

ones. It becomes even more important as online retailers go on 

together with their customers in real time. Note, however, that 

management large sets of data can increase a site’s load time. 

A slow site troubles every aspect of the shopping procedure. 

Six uses of Big Data for online retailers. Personalization, 

Dynamic pricing, Customer service, Managing fraud, Supply 

chain visibility, Predictive analytics. 

‘Big Data’ and e-commerce 

  

Tuesday 25 September 2012 

9. CONCLUSION 

The expansion of information particularly of 

unstructured data poses a special challenge as the 

volume and diversity of data. One of the most promise 

technologies is the Apache Hadoop and Map Reduce structure 

for dealing with this big data problem.  

Big Data analysis is a popular trend in business and in 

marketing. The concept can indicate number of  things to 

special businesses in different way. For ecommerce, retailers 

should seek to use Big Data to collect huge amount of   in 

sequence, if you will, that may be used to make better 

marketing decisions,. 
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Abstract: The palm print authentication System is a hand-based 

biometric technology.  The imprint has been widely studied in the 

past decade and it has proven to be a unique biometric identifier. 

Palm print system have merits of high accuracy, low cost, user 

friendly etc. The palm print is used as a distinctive personal 

attribute to authentication task. In this paper the feature 

extraction of palm print is carried out using Hilbert 

transformation. The result and performance are compared with 

conventional edge detection techniques like Sobel, Prewitt, and 

Robert and canny. The false acceptance rate (FAR) and false 

rejection rate (FRR) values against different threshold values 

equal error rate (EER) was acquired. The results show that the 

proposed method yields better results compared to that of the 

existing traditional edge detection methods. 

 
Keyword: Hilbert Tranformation, edge detection, Sobel, Prewitt, 
Robert, Canny  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The problem of authentication and identification is very 

challenging. In a broad sense, establishing and identity is a very 

difficult problem. Automatic identification which is reliable, 

user friendly and cost effective is a key issue in today’s 

information and network based society. As a wide variety of 

systems require reliable personal recognition schemes to either 

confirm or determine the identity of an individual requesting 

their services. The purpose of such schemes is to ensure that 

only legitimate user and no one else access the rendered 

services. An example of such applications includes sharing 
networked computer resources, remote financial transactions or 

boarding a commercial flight, secure access to buildings, 

computer systems, laptops, cellular phone and ATMs [1] . In 

the absence of robust personal recognition schemes, these 

systems are prone to the wiles of an imposter. Biometric 

recognition to put it biometrics refers to the automatic 

recognition of individuals based on their physiological and or 

behavioral characteristics. By using biometrics, it is possible to 

confirm or establish an individual’s identity based on “who she 

is”, rather than by “what she possesses” (e.g., an ID card) or 

“what she remembers” (e.g., a password).  

 This paper deals with the Palm print biometrics. The Palm of 
human hands contains patterns of ridges and valleys much like 

the fingerprints. The area of the palm is much larger than the 

area of figure and, as a result, palmprnt are expected to be 

even more distinctive than the fingerprint. Palm also contains 

additional distinctive features such as principal lines, wrinkles, 

minutiae points, singular points and texture. Various features 

can be extracted at different image resolutions. For features 

such as minutiae points, ridges and singular points a high 

resolution image with at least 400dpi (dots per inch) is 

required. However, features like principle lines and wrinkles 

can be captured using low resolution scanners, which would 

be cheaper. Compared with other biometric traits, the 
advantages of palm print are the availability of large palm area 

for feature extraction, easy to capture and higher user 

acceptability.  

  

In this paper, the palm print features are extracted using a 

Hilbert transformation. Palm print line features are extracted 

and stored in palm print feature vector that are matched by 

Euclidian Distance similarity measurement. The result and 

performance of the proposed method are compared with 

conventional edge detection techniques like Sobel, Prewitt, 

and Robert and canny 
 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

contains Literature survey. Section 3 Explains about feature 

extraction by Sobel Code operator, Canny edge and Hilbert 

transformation method..Section 4. Contains Experimental 

results and comparison of various operators and at last section 

5 gives the conclusion.The poly-U database is used for 

experimental analysis [13]. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The accuracy of a palm print recognition depends on the palm 

feature extracted like principle lines, wrinkles, textures etc. 
Different line extraction techniques are already proposed 

which includes edge detection techniques, line tracing 

techniques. Edge detection is most widely used in feature 

extraction of images in image processing. Conventional edge 

detections like Canny, Sobel were more popularly used for 

image feature extraction  
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Wu et al [2] used directional line detectors to extract the 

principal lines. Chih -Lung et al. [3] used Sobel edge detection 

and performed directional decomposition. Han et al.,[4] used 

morphological operations to enhance the palm lines and 

employed the magnitude of the image to compute the line like 

features. Wu. et al.,[5] performed morphological operations to 
extract the palm lines explicitly and employed coarse to fine 

level strategy.  

Algorithms such as the stack filter [6] are able to extract the 

principal lines. However, these principal lines are not sufficient 

to represent the uniqueness of each individual’s palmprint 

because different people may have similar principal lines on 

their palmprints [7]. 
Tunkpien et al, first images were blurred using a smoothing 

filter before any edge detection.Horizontal and vertical lines 

were detected and combined from a 2x2 gradient operator 

which was calculated in two 

Directions [8] 

Han et al. extracted palm lines from region of interest by using 

Sobel edge operators [9]. Lines were enhanced using different 

morphological procedures. The resultant image was split into 

three different shape sizes. Feature vector was obtained by 

calculating mean of pixels in all blocks 
 

Wu et al. extracted Principal lines using canny edge operator. 

The scale and direction of edges were determined [10]. Four 

groups were formed using edges, each indicating edges in a 

specific direction. 

Feature vector was calculated from derivation of fuzzy energy 

in each direction.  

Leung et al. lines were extracted using sobel edge function 

[11]. Trivial lines were removed using thresholding and feature 

vector was extracted depend on the remaining lines. 

 
III. PALMPRINT FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Palm print biometric is rich in features like geometry features, 

line features, datum points, delta features and minutiae 

features. In this paper, the palm print line feature that includes 

principal lines, wrinkles and ridges is extracted using three 

different edge detection methods.  

 

Sobel Edge detection  

Sobel Code operators are used to detect edges in specific 

direction. Sobel Code operators operate in four ). The Sobel 

Code operators are� and 135�, 90�, 45�different directions 

like (0 convolved with the palm print image and Sobel-Palm 
print features are extracted. The sample of 3×3 Sobel Code 

Operator convolution with the palm print image is shown in 

Fig.3.  

                                 
Fig.3. Feature extraction by Sobel Code operators  

 

The 3×3 Sobel Code Operator is applied to the palmprint 

image and Sobel-Palmprint features are extracted for four 

different directions. 

 
CANNY EDGE DETECTION METHOD  

The Canny edge detector is an edge detection method to find 

optimal edges in a palmprint image. The canny edge detection 

method can be implemented in following steps:  

(a) First, the image is smoothed using a filter like Gaussian 

filter etc., which can remove noise from the original image, so 

that edges can be found out from the smoothened image.  

(b) The next step is to find out the image gradient. The 

gradient magnitude or edge strength |G| can be calculated by 
the formula given below,  

|G| = |Gx| + |Gy| (1) 

Where, Gx denotes the gradient in x-direction, Gy denotes the 

gradient in y-direction.  

The edge direction is given by the formula,  

Theta = invtan (Gy / Gx). (2) 

After finding the edge direction using Eq.(2), the edge 

direction is related to a direction that can be marked in an 

image.  

(c) Once the edge directions are known, the next step is to 

trace along the edge directions and suppress the pixel that is 
not at the maximum (not considered as edge).  

(d) Finally, hysteresis is used to check out the remaining 

pixels that have not been suppressed in step 3. Here, two 

threshold values are used i.e. T1 and T2. The magnitude value 

below T1 is set to zero so as to make it non edge. The 

magnitude value above T2, it is considered as an edge.  

 

The extraction of Canny-Palm print features from the palm 

print image is shown in Fig.7.  

 

 
Fig.7. Feature Extraction by Canny Edge Detection method on  

 
Once a palm-print image is transformed by Canny edge 

detection method, the edge information is extracted and stored 

in feature vector. The feature vector FV is equal to Canny-

Palm print Features (CPF) which gives the line information 

(features),  

FV = [CPF] (8) 

 

Where, FV is feature vector.  
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Hilbert Transformation 

There is another method for edge detection that uses the Hilbert 

transform (HLT). The HLT is 

 
1

( ) ( ) * ( ), where ( )Hg h x g x h x
x

τ

π

= =

 (1.1) 

And * means convolution. Alternatively,  

 ( ) ( ) ( )
H

G f H f G f=  (1.2) 

Where G (f) = FT [g(x)] (FT means the Fourier transform), 

GH(f) = FT [gH (x)], and 

 ( ) sgn( )H f j f= − , (1.3) 

Where the sign function is defined as 

 

sgn( ) 1 when 0, 

sgn( ) 1 when 0,

sgn(0) 0

f f

f f

= >

= − <

=

         

According to [36], the reason for which the Hilbert Transform 

is suitable to be used in palm print recognition is that the 
energy of a signal is an invariant of the Hilbert Transform. 

Other properties of Hilbert Transform can be found in [19] 

 

3.2 Matching  

In matching process, the comparison is performed between 

template and query. In this paper, Euclidean distance similarity 

method is used to calculate matching score. The Matching 

Score [18] between the template and query given by 

Matching Score                      

(6) 

Where X is the feature vector of template and Y is the feature 

vector of query palm print calculated using Hilbert formulas. 

Norm is the Euclidean Norm which is the square root of the 
summation of square of the values i.e. If Vector P is [x y z] 

then Euclidean Norm [18] is: 

 

 

The range of matching score is between 0 and 1. If the 

matching score is greater than a reference threshold, the user is 

considered as genuine otherwise imposter. 

 
Experimental Results 

We experimented our approach on PolyU Palm print database 

[19]. PolyU database consists of 8000 grayscale palm print 

images from 400 users. Each ROI image is 128x128 in 

dimension and sample ROI of PolyU database shown Fig 1 

 

 

 

 

 

                     
                        

  
  Fig. 1 – Sample ROI PolyU Database 

 

The biometric system classifies an individual either as a 

genuine or as an imposter. The system may make two type of 

recognition errors, either falsely recognizing an imposter as 

genuine or by rejecting a genuine user as an imposter resulting 

to False acceptance rate and false rejection rate. The false 

acceptance rate is a fraction of imposter score greater than the 
threshold and false rejection rate is portion of genuine score 

less than threshold. Both FAR and FRR are functions of 

system threshold, if the threshold is increased then FAR will 

decrease but FRR will increase and vice versa. So, for a given 

biometric system both the errors cannot be decreased 

simultaneously by varying the threshold. 
 

The performance of the proposed identification system based 

on Hilbert Transformation is determined using False 

Acceptance Rate (FAR) and Genuine Acceptance Rate 

(GAR).The results of sobel operator, canny and Hilbert are 

shown in table 1, table 2 and table 3 respectively. Genuine 

Acceptance Rate (GAR) is percentage of genuine user will be 

authorized during authentication and False Acceptance Rate 
(FAR) is percentage of fake/imposter user will be authorized 

during authentication. The GAR/FAR value for sobel operator, 

canny and Hilbert transform are 97/2.7, 99.46/10.11 and 

100/36.89. The plot between FAR and FRR at various 

thresholds for sobel, canny and Hilbert transform are shown in 

figure 1, 2, and 3 respectively is shown in Fig. 2. It is observed 

that FAR reduces as threshold increases and FRR increases 

with threshold. Table 2 presents the performance comparison 

of our proposed approach with existing approaches. In this 

paper, we have proposed new palm print recognition technique 

using Euclidean distance and experiment is performed on 
PolyU database. 

 
Table 1. GAR, FAR and FRR rates for different thresholds values using sobel  

Operator 

Threshold FRR FAR GAR 

0.6 0.01 0.63 0.99 

0.62 0.02 0.59 0.985 

0.7 0.03 0.39 0.9773 

0.72 0.04 0.35 0.96 

0.8 0.05 0.08 0.955 

0.84 0.08 0.08 0.9271 

0.88 0.13 0.03 0.8826 

0.9 0.15 0.017 0.8592 
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Table 2. GAR, FAR and FRR rates for different thresholds values 
using canny operator  
 
Threshold FAR FRR GAR 

0.6 0.001 0.02 0.993 

0.62 0.02 0.018 0.989 

0.7 0.03 0.003 0.981 

0.8 0.03 0.0019 0.977 

0.84 0.06 0.0006 0.94 

0.88 0.11 0.0004 0.8592 

0.9 0.13 0.0001 0.8892 

 
Table 3 . GAR, FAR and FRR rates for different thresholds values 
using Hilbert transforms 
 
Threshold FAR FRR GAR 

0.6 0.02 0.8673 0.9812 

0.7 0.04 0.7066 0.9697 

0.72 0.04 0.6583 0.9666 

0.8 0.08 0.3917 0.9217 

0.84 0.23 0.2397 0.8382 

0.88 0.4 0.097 0.6531 

0.9 0.5 0.0474 0.5259 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Edge 

Detector DataBase Efficiency 

Soble 

PolyU 2D,400 

people,8000 

images 97.34% 

Canny 

PolyU 2D,400 

people,8000 

images 99.95% 

Hilbert 

Transforms 

PolyU 2D,400 

people,8000 

images 100% 
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CONCLUSION 

Feature extraction is a key processing stage for an accurate 

biometric system. Conventional edge detection techniques are 

used in feature extraction. Palm print feature extraction using 

edge detection techniques requires further research. Hilbert 

transform for edge detection technique applied for palm print 

feature extraction gives a promising result compared to Canny 

and Sobel. Future work could be implemented using the 

combination of the conventional methods to get an accurate 

palm print biometric system. 
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Abstract-- Now-a-days Wireless sensor networks are rapidly 

increasing in the world, which rely on the uninterrupted 
availability of the wireless medium to interconnect 

participating nodes. The open nature of the wireless medium 
leaves it vulnerable to intentional interference attacks, typically 
referred to as jamming. Jamming is one of many exploits used 

compromise the wireless environment. While eavesdropping 
and message injection can be prevented using cryptographic 

methods, jamming attacks are much harder to counter. They 
have been shown to actualize severe   Denial-of-Service (DoS) 
attacks against wireless networks [7], [9], [14], [15].it works by 

denying service to legitimate users as legal traffic is jammed by 
the overwhelming frequencies of illegal traffic due to this 

reason the selective jamming  decreases network performance 
and adversary effort . To minimize the impact of an 

unintentional disruption, it is important to identify its 

presence. To mitigate these attacks, we develop three schemes 
that prevent real-time packet classification by combining 

cryptographic primitives with physical-layer attributes. We 
analyze the security of our methods and evaluate their 

computational and communication overhead. We illustrated 
the feasibility of jamming attacks by performing real time 
packet classification, we will discuss these methods which are 

Rate adaptation technique, Mapping to commitment scheme 

and Packet hiding methods for selective jamming attacks. 

Keywords-- wireless sensor networks, Denial-of-service, packet 

hiding, selective jamming Attacks, eavesdropping. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

                    Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are 

becoming an increasingly important technology that is 

bringing the world closer together. WLANs are used in 

every area such as education, agriculture, pharmaceuticals, 

manufacturing, transportation, military and research. 

Therefore the importance of WLANs security is significant. 

There are two popular styles of WLANs client-server 

networks and Ad-Hoc networks. The difference between 

these two networks is that the client server networks use 

access points or routers to transmit data, but ad-hoc 

networks do not rely on any pre existing transmitters. 
Instead, all the nodes in ad-hoc networks participate in the 

routing process by forwarding messages to each other. In 

wireless networks malicious jamming attacks are susceptible 

by nodes due to transmission of data packets through 

different channels are defined by frequencies.  

               Typically, jamming attacks have been considered 

under an external threat model, in which the jammer is not 

part of the network. Under this model, jamming strategies 

include the continuous or random transmission of high 

power interference signals [13]. However, adopting an 

“always-on” strategy has several disadvantages. First, the 

adversary has to expend a significant amount of energy to 

jam frequency bands of interest. Second, the continuous 

presence of unusually high interference levels makes this 

type of attacks easy to detect [9]. 

                Conventional anti-jamming techniques rely 

extensively on spread-spectrum (SS) communications [13], 
or some form of jamming evasion (e.g., slow frequency 

hopping, or spatial retreats. SS techniques provide bit-level 

protection by spreading bits according to a secret pseudo-

noise (PN) code, known only to the communicating parties. 

These methods can only protect wireless transmissions 

under the external threat model. 

                 We consider a sophisticated adversary who is 

aware of network secrets and the implementation details of 

network protocols at any layer in the network stack. The 

adversary exploits his internal knowledge for launching 

selective jamming attacks in which specific messages of 

“high importance” are targeted. For example, a jammer can 

target route-request/route-reply messages at the routing 

layer to prevent route discovery, or target TCP 

acknowledgments in a TCP session to severely degrade the 

throughput of an end-to-end flow. Anyone with a transceiver 

can eavesdrops on wireless transmissions, inject spurious 

messages, or jam legitimate ones. While eavesdropping and 

message injection can be prevented using cryptographic 

methods, jamming attacks are much harder to counter. They 

have been shown to actualize severe Denial-of-Service 

(DoS) attacks against wireless networks. In the simplest 

form of jamming, the adversary interferes with the reception 
of messages by transmitting a continuous jamming signal, or 

several short jamming pulses Wireless networks are 

susceptible to numerous security threats due to the open 

nature of the wireless medium. Anyone with a transceiver 

can eavesdrop on ongoing transmissions, inject spurious 

messages, or block the transmission of legitimate ones. One 

of the fundamental ways for degrading the network 

performance is by jamming wireless transmissions [5], [6]. 

In the simplest form of jamming, the adversary corrupts 

transmitted messages by causing electromagnetic 

interference in the network’s operational frequencies, and in 
proximity to the targeted receivers [8]. For an adversary 

agnostic to the implementation details of the network, a 

typical jamming strategy is the continuous emission of high-

power interference signals such as continuous wave tones, 

or FM modulated noise [8]. However, adopting an “always-

on” jamming strategy has several disadvantages. First, the 

adversary has to expend a significant amount of energy to 
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jam frequency bands of interest. Second, the continuous 

presence of high interference levels makes this type of 

jamming easy to detect [6], [11], [12]. Third, these attacks 

are easy to mitigate either by spread spectrum 

communications [8] spatial retreats [12], or localization and 

removal of the jamming nodes. 

                  The adversary launches selective jamming 

attacks in which it targets specific packets of “high” 

importance. For example, jamming of TCP 

acknowledgments (ACKs) can severely degrade the 

throughput of a TCP connection due to the congestion 

control mechanism of the TCP protocol [2]. Compared to 

continuous jamming, the adversary is active for a short 

period of time, thus expending orders of magnitude less 

energy. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 

In Section 2, presents related work. In Section 3, we show 

the feasibility of selective jamming attacks. In Section 4, we 

conclude. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A WLAN – Client-Server & Ad-Hoc Network: Because 

WLAN provides users the mobility to move around within a 

local area without a wire and still connect to the network; it 

is widely used in many important areas. Banks, 

governments, corporations, and institutions transmit highly 
important data through WLANs. The security problems of 

WLANs become important for the users. Most WLANs are 

based on the IEEE 802.11 standard, which transmits data in 

different channels based on frequencies. 

B Jamming Attacks: The DNS is a hierarchical tree structure 

whose root node is known as the root domain. A label in a 

DNS name directly corresponds with a node in the DNS tree 

structure. A label is an alphanumeric string that uniquely 

identifies that node from its brothers. Labels are connected 

together with a dot notation, ".", and a DNS name 

containing multiple labels represents its path along the tree 

to the root. Labels are written from left to right. Only one 
zero length label is allowed and is reserved for the root of 

the tree. This is commonly referred to as the root zone. Due 

to the root label being zero length, all FQDNs end in a dot 

[RFC 1034].A study into DoS attacks and defense was done 

by Raymond and Midkiff (2008). Since WSNs are used in 

monitoring medical uses, homeland security, industrial 

automation, and military applications, security of WSNs 

must be guaranteed. Defeating many threats of DoS attacks 

on WSNs can be done by encryption and authentication, but 

some other techniques still need to be found to prevent from 

special DoS attacks, especially Denial of Sleep attacks, 
which are still critical threats in WSNs. 

C  Detection of Jamming: WLANs are built upon a shared 

medium that makes it easy to launch jamming attacks. These 

attacks can be easily accomplished by sending radio 

frequency signals that do not follow any MAC protocols. 

Detection of jamming attacks can be done in multiple ways. 

One of the most efficient ways is to jump channels. Because 

communication between two legitimate nodes is done 

through a specific frequency, the frequency can be changed 

if necessary. While a jammer is attacking the wireless 

network, there are other effective ways to continue 

legitimate communication in the network. Engaging the 

jammer on the jammed channel and continuing 

communication in another channel was introduced by Beg, 

Ahsan, and Mohsin (2010). When the nodes detected the 

jamming in the wireless network, they jumped to another 

channel to continue legitimate communication.  

               In the experiments, both 10 and 20 nodes 

experiments were done, and in both scenarios, after channels 

were jumped, the network resumes communications as 

normal. In both scenarios, the amount of packets dropped 

reduced immediately. The research concluded that channel 

jumping will decrease the throughput of the network. Also, 

it was easier to detect jamming through intermitted channel 

jumping. Concluded, channel jumping was a superior 

method of combating network interference, rather than 

changing network protocols (Jeung, Jeong, and Lim, 

2011).The research concluded that channel jumping will 

decrease the throughput of the network. Also, it was easier 
to detect jamming through intermitted channel jumping. 

Concluded, channel jumping was a superior method of 

combating network interference, rather than changing 

network protocols (Jeung, Jeong, and Lim, 2011).In order to 

prevent from multi-channel jamming attacks, a cross-layer 

jamming detection method was developed (Chiang and Hu, 

2011). Cross-layer jamming detection is a tree-based 

approach. A jamming detection algorithm was utilized in all 

legitimate nodes; when the communication process began, 

all the nodes had the ability to report jamming attacks in 

different layers, and only the reports which were generated 
by nodes with jamming detection algorithm were accepted 

by the system in order to avoid error. Research was also 

done about multi-channel jamming attacks by Jiang and Xue 

(2010). The difference from the jamming detection 

algorithm was that it focused on network restoration and 

design of traffic rerouting. 

 D  Adversary Model: We assume the adversary is in control 

of the communication medium and can jam messages at any 

part of the network of his choosing (similar to the Dolev-

Yao model). The adversary can operate in full-duplex mode, 

thus being able to receive and transmit simultaneously. This 

can be achieved, for example, with the use of multi-radio 
transceivers. In addition, the adversary is equipped with 

directional antennas that enable the reception of a signal 

from one node and jamming of the same signal at another. 

For analysis purposes, we assume that the adversary can 

pro-actively jam a number of bits just below the ECC 

capability early in the transmission. He can then decide to 

irrecoverably corrupt a transmitted packet by jamming the 

last symbol. In reality, it has been demonstrated that 

selective jamming can be achieved with far less resources. A 

jammer equipped with a single half-duplex transceiver is 

sufficient to classify and jam transmitted packets. However, 
our model captures a more potent adversary that can be 

effective even at high transmission speeds. The adversary is 

assumed to be computationally and storage bounded, 

although he can be far superior to normal nodes. In 

particular, he can be equipped with special purpose 

hardware for performing cryptanalysis or any other required 
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computation. Solving well-known hard cryptographic 

problems is assumed to be time-consuming. For the 

purposes of analysis, given a cipher text, the most efficient 

method for deriving the corresponding plaintext is assumed 

to be an exhaustive search on the key space. The 

implementation details of every layer of the network stack 

are assumed to be public. Furthermore, the adversary is 

capable of physically compromising network devices and 

recovering stored information including and cryptographic 

keys, PN codes, etc.     

             This internal adversary model is realistic for 

network architectures such as mobile ad-hoc, mesh, 

cognitive radio, and wireless sensor networks, where 

network devices may operate unattended, thus being 

susceptible to physical compromise.                    We have 

studied that the effect of the external selective jammer who 

targets various controls packets at the MAC layer. To 

perform packet classification, the adversary exploits inter 
packet timing information to infer eminent packet 

transmissions. In [6], Law et al. proposed the estimation of 

the probability distribution of inter packet transmission 

times for different packet types based on network traffic 

analysis. Future transmissions at various layers were 

predicted using estimated timing information. Using their 

model, the authors proposed selective jamming strategies for 

well-known sensor network MAC protocols. Several 

researchers have suggested channel-selective jamming 

attacks, in which the jammer targets the broadcast control 

channel. It was shown that such attacks reduce the required 
power for performing a DoS attack by several orders of 

magnitude. To protect control-channel traffic, the replication 

of control transmission in multiple channels was suggested 

selective jamming attacks in multi-hop wireless networks, 

where future transmissions at one hop were inferred from 

prior transmissions in other hops. However, in both [4], 

[10], real-time packet classification was considered beyond 

the capabilities of the adversary. Selectivity was achieved 

via inference from the control messages already transmitted. 

Channel-selective jamming attacks were considered in [3], 

[9]. It was shown that targeting the control channel reduces 

the required power for performing a DoS attack by several 
orders of magnitude. To protect control channel traffic, 

control information was replicated in multiple channels. The 

“locations” of the channels where control traffic was 

broadcasted at any given time, was cryptographically 

protected. In [5], we proposed a randomized frequency 

hopping algorithm, to protect the control channel inside 

jammers. Finally, P¨opper et. al. proposed a frequency 

hopping anti-jamming technique that does not require the 

sharing of a secret hopping sequence, between the 

communicating parties [7].  

                   Synchronization Signal Jamming When a UE 
wants to connect to an Node, it has to first go through a 

series of synchronization steps. First, it detects the Primary 

Synchronization Signal (PSS) which allows the UE to 

synchronize to each slot and gives it the cell ID. Next, it 

detects the Secondary Synchronization Signal (SSS) which 

tells the UE the cell ID group, which method of duplexing is 

used, and the cyclic prefix length. The SSS also allows the 

UE to detect when each radio frame starts. Both the PSS and 

SSS are mapped to the central 62 subcarriers (not including 

the DC subcarrier). After synchronizing with the PSS and 

SSS, the UE receives more information about the cell by 

decoding the Master Information Block (MIB). The MIB 

contains information essential for initial access to a cell. It 

consists of 14 bits that contain the downlink system 

bandwidth, the Physical Control Format Indicator Channel 

(PHICH) size, and information allowing frame 

synchronization. It is mapped to the central 72 subcarriers, 

and appears in slot 1 of each frame. The three signals are not 

present in all ten subframes, but they are always mapped to 

the same subcarriers. The Synchronization Signal Jamming 

(SSJ) attack is designed to deny the UE access to the PSS, 

SSS, and MIB.  

                 The jamming waveform used for the SSJ attack is 

noise that spans the center 73 subcarriers. The DC subcarrier 
is included for the sake of complexity, even though it does 

not contain information. The SSJ attack does not involve 

jamming specific symbols (it uses a 100% duty cycle), so 

the jammer does not have to be synchronized to the Node. 

The SSJ attack is simply a brute force method of denying 

the UE three different mechanisms that it needs to access a 

cell. The act of only jamming certain subcarriers allows the 

SSJ attack to have roughly a 3 dB gain over traditional 

barrage jamming, which can be thought of as an increase in 

jamming radius for a jammer that is power constrained.  

                 DC Primary Synchronization Signal Jamming 
Detecting the PSS is the first step a UE takes in accessing a 

cell. The PSS uses a sequence length of 63, and the center 

element is nulled because the downlink DC subcarrier is 

never used for transmission. There are three PSS sequences 

used in LTE, and each one corresponds to one of the three 

sectors. The UE must detect the PSS without any knowledge 

of the channel, so it finds the timing offset that corresponds 

to the maximum cross correlation for each of the three 

sequences, and uses it to synchronize in the time domain. 

For FDD, the PSS only occurs in slots 0 and 10 (there are 20 

total slots per frame). The SSJ attack discussed previously 

injects noise into the subcarriers that contain the PSS. An 
attack that only targets the PSS can be realized by only 

jamming the symbols that contain the PSS. However, the 

jammer would have to cause a fairly high jammer-to-signal 

ratio, because the PSS is designed to be detected at high 

interference levels, so that the UE can also detect 

neighboring cells. A more effective method of causing a 

PSS attack would be to simply transmit one of the three PSS 

sequences, and thus create a bogus PSS. If the jammers 

received power at the UE is greater than the Node's, then the 

UE is most likely going to synchronize to the bogus PSS. 

This is because a cross-correlation process is used to detect 
the PSS non-coherently. 

             A jammer using this method would not need 

receiving capability, because it would simply start the bogus 

PSS transmission at a random time, leading to uniformly 

distributed timing relative to the correct PSS signal. If the 

UE synchronized to the bogus PSS, then is not synchronized 
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in time to the Node, and it will not know when each OFDM 

symbol starts, and hence will not be able to detect the SSS 

or decode the MIB. This attack appears to work, until 

considering the cell reselection procedure. If a cell does not 

provide a certain level of quality, then the UE begins the cell 

reselection procedure, where it tries to access the cell with 

the next strongest signal. The solution is to spoof all three 

PSS sequences. A jammer transmitting three bogus PSSs 

only has to transmit six symbols in every frame, on 62 

subcarriers. A downside to PSS jamming is that it will not 

immediately cause Denial of Service (DOS).       It will 

prevent new UEs from accessing the cell(s), and cause UEs 

in idle mode to reselect a bogus cell. Therefore PSS 

jamming is not effective for an attack intended on causing 

immediate DOS. However, it is sufficient for an attack that 

will last a long period of time. Because the jammer barely 

has to transmit anything, the PSS jamming attack offers 

roughly 20 dB of gain relative to the barrage jamming 
attack. This results in an extremely efficient jammer. 

Fortunately, this type of attack can be prevented by 

employing a cell reselection implementation that is able to 

blacklist “bogus synchronization signals”, by keeping track 

of the time-delay in the cross correlation. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

A  Problem Statement: Consider the scenario depicted in 

Fig. 3.1(a). Nodes A and B communicate via a wireless link. 

Within the communication range of both A and B there is a 

jamming node J. When A transmits a packet m to B, node J 

classifies m by receiving only the first few bytes of m. J then 

corrupts m beyond recovery by interfering with its reception 

at B. We address the problem of preventing the jamming 

node from classifying m in real time, thus mitigating J’s 

ability to perform selective jamming. Our goal is to 

transform a selective jammer to a random one. Note that in 

the present work, we do not address packet Classification 

methods based on protocol semantics, as described in [1], 
[3].  

 
Figure (a) Realization of Selective Jamming attacks (b) a generic frame 

format for a wireless network. 

 

Most of widely used jamming attack solutions have some 

limitations. Those solutions use spatial or spectrum diversity 

to cope with the jamming attack. These schemes do not 

utilize the jammed channels, though they have enough 

bandwidth for the data transmission. Rate adaptation scheme 
to overcome problems in previous works. The most 

important goal of the proposed scheme is to achieve high 

link utilization by adjusting the transmission mode based on 

the expected maximum throughput. The expected maximum 

throughput must consider the successful transmission 

probability. Suppose that L is the length of data frame and 

Tm is the transmission time of data frame in a specific 

transmission mode, m each transmission mode specifies the 

transmission rate appropriately adapted to network 

condition. The successful transmission probability can be 

calculated using error probabilities for a data frame and 

ACK frame. An ACK frame which is usually much shorter 

than the data frame is transmitted at the rate equal to or 

lowers than the data frame rate. Therefore, the error 

probability of the ACK frame is much lower than that of the 

data frame. Hence we can approximate the successful 

transmission probability. The error probability for a data 

frame can be calculated using error probability of the PLCP 

(Physical Layer Convergence Procedure) scheme selects the 

transmission mode based on the expected maximum 

throughput. Each node is able to calculate the expected 

maximum throughput for each transmission mode m from a 

set of available transmission modes, M. Finally we can 
choose the optimal transmission mode. Mapping to 

Commitment Scheme for Selective Jamming attack 

prevention For countering selective jamming, the goal of 

this scheme is to transform a selective jammer to a random 

one. This can be achieved by overwhelming the adversary’s 

computational ability to perform real-time packet 

classification. It first show that our problem can be mapped 

to the hiding property of commitment schemes. 

 

      Commitment schemes are fundamental cryptographic 

primitives that allow a committer P, commit to a value m to 
a verifier V while keeping m hidden. Initially, P provides V 

with a commitment C = commit (m, r), where commit is 

some commitment operation, and r is a random number. At 

a later stage, P can release additional information that 

reveals m. A scheme that does not allow the computation of 

m from C without additional information from P is called 

perfect or hiding, while a scheme that does not allow P to 

change m to a value m_ once C is released, is called binding. 

The role of the committer is assumed by the transmitting 

node S. The role of the verifier V is assumed by any receiver 

R within the communication range of S, including the 

jammer J. Note that S has no particular interest in modifying 
m after he has committed to it, since its primary goal is to 

communicate m. However, satisfying the binding property 

ensures that, (a) only S can release information that reveals 

m, and (b) the only value that R can accept is m. To prevent 

selective jamming, S first transmits C that hides m from any 

receiver, including J. Once the transmission of C is 

completed, S reveals additional information that “opens” C. 

Intended receivers are able to read m. We now provide a 

scheme that prevents packet classification based on the idea 

of commitments. 

B Network Module: We address the problem of preventing 
the jamming node from classifying m in real time, thus 

mitigating J’s ability to perform selective jamming. The 

network consists of a collection of nodes connected via 

wireless links. Nodes may communicate directly if they are 

within communication range, or indirectly via multiple hops. 

Nodes communicate both in unicast mode and broadcast 
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mode. Communications can be either unencrypted or 

encrypted. For encrypted broadcast communications, 

symmetric keys are shared among all intended receivers. 

These keys are established using pre shared pair wise keys 

or asymmetric cryptography. 

C  Real Time Packet Classification: In this section, we 

describe how the adversary can classify packets in real time, 

before the packet transmission is completed. Once a packet 

is classified, the adversary may choose to jam it depending 

on his strategy. Consider the generic communication system 

depicted in Fig. 3.3. At the PHY layer, a packet m is 

encoded, interleaved, and modulated before it is transmitted 

over the wireless channel. At the receiver, the signal is 

demodulated, deinterleaved, and decoded, to recover the 

original packet. 

D  Selective Jamming: In this section, we illustrate the 

impact of selective jamming attacks on the network 

performance. We used OPNET TM Modeler 14.5 [1] to 
implement selective jamming attacks in two multi-hop 

wireless network scenarios. In the first scenario, the attacker 

targeted a TCP connection established over a multi-hop 

wireless route. In the second scenario, the jammer targeted 

network-layer control messages transmitted during the route 

messages transmitted during establishment process. 

 
 

Figure :A Generic System Model 

 

E  Hiding Based On Commitments: In this section, we 

show that the problem of real-time packet classification can 

be mapped to the hiding property of commitment schemes, 

and propose a packet-hiding scheme A Strong Hiding 

Commitment Scheme (SHCS) a strong hiding commitment 

scheme (SHCS), which is based on symmetric cryptography. 

Our main motivation is to satisfy the strong hiding property 

while keeping the computation and communication 
overhead to a minimum. Assume that the sender S has a 

packet m for R. First, S constructs (C, d) = commit (m), 

where, C = Ek(π1(m)), d = k. Here, the commitment 

function Ek() is an off-the-shelf symmetric encryption 

algorithm (e.g., DES or AES), π1 is a publicly known 

permutation, and k ∈ {0, 1}s is a randomly selected key of 

some desired key length s (the length of k is a security 

parameter). The sender broadcasts (C||d), where “||” denotes 

the Concatenation operation. Upon reception of d, any 

receiver R computes m = π−1 1 (Dk(C)) ,where π−1 1 

denotes the inverse permutation of π1. To satisfy the strong 
hiding property, the packet carrying d is formatted so that all 

bits of d are modulated in the last few PHY layer symbols of 

the packet. To recover d, any receiver must receive and 

decode the last symbols of the transmitted packet, thus 

preventing early disclosure of d. We now present the 

implementation details of SHCS based on commitments. 

F  Hiding Based On Cryptographic Puzzles: In this section, 

we present a packet hiding scheme based on cryptographic 

puzzles. The main idea behind such puzzles is to force the 

recipient of a puzzle execute a 

 
Figure: Processing at the hiding sub-layer 

 

pre-defined set of computations before he is able to extract a 

secret of interest. The time required for obtaining the 

solution of a puzzle depends on its hardness and the 

computational ability of the solver. The advantage of the 

puzzle based scheme is that its security does not rely on the 

PHY layer parameters. However, it has higher computation 

and communication overhead. 

Cryptographic Puzzle Hiding Scheme (CPHS)         
                               Let a sender S have a packet m for 

transmission. The sender selects a random key k ∈ {0, 1}s, 

of a desired length. S generates a puzzle P = puzzle(k, tp), 

where puzzle() denotes the puzzle generator function, and tp 

denotes the time required for the solution of the puzzle. 

Parameter tp is measured in units of time, and it is directly 

dependent on the assumed computational capability of the 

adversary, denoted by N and measured in computational 

operations per second. After generating the puzzle P, the 

sender broadcasts (C, P), where C = Ek(π1(m)). At the 

receiver side, any receiver R solves the received puzzle P′to 

recover key k′ and then computes m′ = π−1(Dk′ (C′)). If the 
decrypted packet m′ is meaningful (i.e., is in the proper 

format, has a valid CRC code, and is within the context of 

the receiver’s  communication), the receiver accepts that m′ 

= m. Else, the receiver discards m′. Fig.3.6 shows the details 

of CPHS. 

 

 
Figure: A Cryptographic puzzle based hiding scheme 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

               We addressed the problem of selective jamming 

attacks in wireless networks. We considered an internal 
adversary model in which the jammer is part of the network 

under attack, thus being aware of the protocol specifications 

and shared network secrets. We evaluated the impact of 

selective jamming attacks on network protocols such as TCP 

and routing. Our findings show that a selective jammer can 

significantly impact performance with very low effort. We 

analyzed the security of our schemes and quantified their 
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computational and communication overhead. We addressed 

the problem of jamming in wireless networks and illustrated 

the effectiveness of jamming attacks, such as attacks against 

the TCP protocol. We showed that an adversary can exploit 

its knowledge of the protocol implementation to increase the 

impact of his attack at a significantly lower energy cost.  
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Abstract: The analysis of user search goals for a question will 

be terribly helpful in rising program connexion and user 

experience. Though the analysis on inferring user goals or 

intents for text search has received abundant attention, little 

has been planned for image search. During this paper, we 

propose to leverage click session info, that indicates high 

correlations among the clicked pictures during a session in 

user click-through logs, and mix it with the clicked images’ 

visual info for inferring user image-search goals. Since the 

click session info will function past users’ implicit guidance 

for bunch the photographs, additional precise user search 

goals may be obtained. Two methods square measure planned 

to mix image visual info with the press session info. 

Furthermore, a “Classification Risk” (CR) based mostly 

approach is also planned for mechanically choosing the 

optimum variety of search goals for a question. Experimental 

results based mostly on a well-liked business program 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the planned technique. 

Keywords: Image-search goals, click-through logs, goal 

images, semi-supervised clustering, spectral clustering. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Inferring user search goals is extremely vital in rising 

search engine connection and user expertise. Normally, 

the captured user image-search goals is utilised in many 

applications. For instance, we will take user image 

search goals as visual question suggestions to assist users 

reformulate their queries throughout image search. 

Besides, we can also reason search results for image 

search according to the inferred user image-search goals 

to create it easier for users to browse. What is more, we 

will conjointly diversify and re-rank the results retrieved 

for a question, in image search with the discovered user 

image-search goals. 

 

 

Thus, inferring user image-search goals is one amongst 

the key techniques in rising users’ search expertise. 

 It ought to be attainable to infer user image-

search goals with the visual info of pictures (i.e., image 

features) since completely different image-search goals 

sometimes have specific visual patterns to be 

distinguished from one another. However, since there 

square measure linguistics gaps between the existing 

image options and also the image linguistics, inferring 

user image-search goals by visual info remains a big 

challenge. Therefore, during this paper, we tend to 

propose to introduce extra info sources to assist 

narrowing these linguistics gaps. 

 
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 The propose System a new framework that combines 

image visual information and click session information 

for inferring user image-search goals for a query. In this 

way, more precise image-search goals can be achieved. 

We propose two strategies (i.e., the edge-reconstruction 

based strategy and the goal-image-based strategy) to 

effectively implement the process of combining image 

visual information with click session information. We 

also propose to introduce spectral clustering With K 

Means for handling the arbitrary cluster shape scenario 

during clustering.  Since different queries may have 

different number of search goals. Further propose a 

classification risk (CR)-based approach to automatically 

decide the optimal number of search goals for a query. 

 

III. ADVANTAGES 

• We will get the exact image as output. 

• Efficiency is high. 

• Complete online process and achieve accuracy 

of the image. 
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• The system should be robust and performance 

of the proposed method is more compared with 

existing methods. 

• Inferring user image-search goals for those 

popular queries can be very useful, and our 

proposed method can also be extended for a 

new query. 

 

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 
K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning 

algorithms that solve the well known clustering problem. 

The procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify 

a given data set through a certain number of clusters 

(assume k clusters) fixed a priori. The main idea is to 

define k centroids, one for each cluster. These centroids 

should be placed in a cunning way because of different 

location causes different result. So, the better choice is to 

place them as much as possible far away from each 

other. The next step is to take each point belonging to a 

given data set and associate it to the nearest centroid. 

When no point is pending, the first step is completed and 

an early groupage is done. At this point we need to re-

calculate k new centroids as barycenters of the clusters 

resulting from the previous step. After we have these k 

new centroids, a new binding has to be done between the 

same data set points and the nearest new centroid. A 

loop has been generated. As a result of this loop we may 

notice that the k centroids change their location step by 

step until no more changes are done. In other words 

centroids do not move any more. 

 

V. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Single word query 

When a picture search in search engines, that 

corresponding pictures are loaded in this time, in the 

meantime among them there's a unsorted pictures also 

are noticed. Generally Image search engines apparently 

offer a simple route. For this sort of getting pictures may 

be filter and prepare.  

The results of the applicable images are 

assembled and our objective during this work is to re 

rank an oversized range of images of a selected category 

mechanically, and to attain this with high preciseness. 

B. Download related images 

Image Search starts from Google image search (rather 

than internet search). Google image search limits the 

quantity of came pictures to 1000, but here, every of the 

retrieved picture is treated as a “seed” further pictures 

are treated as an unit downloaded from the Webpage 

wherever the seed image originated. The database 

consists of vast number of URls. In that some url’s 

contains images depending upon our query. By 

gathering all the urls our application is retrieving all our 

related images. 

 

C. Classification 

                 Support vector machine accustomed type 

the cluster of comparable pictures. This system can filter 

PNG or GIF format pictures. Supported threshold worth 

the re ranking method are done. Image clusters for every 

Query is shaped by choosing of pictures wherever close 

text is top stratified by the subject. A user then partitions 

the clusters into positive and negative for the category. 

Second, pictures and also the associated text from these 

clusters are used as exemplars to coach a classifier 

supported pick on visual (shape, colour, and texture) and 

text options. 

D. Reranking 

Now describe the re ranking of the came back pictures 

supported text and data alone. Here, we tend to follow 

and extend the strategy projected by employing a set of 

matter attributes whose presence may be a robust 

indication of the image content.                The goal is to 

re rank the retrieved pictures. So every feature is treated 

as binary: “True” if it contains the question word (e.g., 

dog) and “False” otherwise. To rerank pictures for one 

explicit category (e.g., dog), we tend to don't use the 

complete pictures for that category. Instead, we train the 

classifier using all available annotations except the class 

we want to rerank. Finally we get the pure image as 

output. 

CONCLUSION 

We propose to leverage click session information and 

mix it with image visual info to infer user image-search 

goals. Click session info can function the implicit 

steering of the past users to assist clustering. supported 

this framework, we tend to propose 2 ways to combine 

image visual info with click session information. what is 

more, a click-classification incoherence based approach 

is additionally planned to mechanically choose the 

optimum search goal numbers. Experimental results 

demonstrate that our technique will infer user image-
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search goals exactly. It is value noting that the planned 

technique during this paper focuses on analyzing a 

specific question showing within the query logs. 

Inferring user image-search goals for those popular 

queries may be terribly helpful. And our planned method 

may also be extended for a brand new question (not 

showing in the question logs). For instance, we will infer 

user image search goals for a gaggle of comparable 

queries rather than a particular question. The new 

question are going to be classified into a query cluster 

initially. Then the user search goals for the query cluster 

may be thought-about because the ones for this new 

query. 
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Abstract: 

The rapid popularity of smart phones and 

tablets has kindle a growing traffic load demand for 

radio access and has been incurring massive energy 

consumption. Currently, over 80% of the power 

consumption takes place in the radio access networks 
especially the base stations (BSs).  The reason behind 

this is largely due to that the present BS deployment is 

on the basis of peak traffic loads and generally stays 

active irrespective of the heavily dynamic traffic load 

variations. Recently, there has been a substantial body 

of works towards traffic load-aware BS adaptation and 

the authors have validated the possibility of improving 

energy efficiency from different perspectives. And some 

of other research work proposed how to dynamically 

adjust the working status of BS, depending on the 

predicted traffic loads.  Our ultimate aim is to reduce the 

energy consumption with traffic load variations in radio 
access networks. In this paper, we extend the research 

over BS switching operations, which should match up 

with traffic load variations. Instead of depending on the 

dynamic traffic loads which are still quite challenging to 

precisely forecast, we firstly formulate the traffic 

variations process. And we design BS switching 

operation scheme to minimize the energy consumption 

of RANs. We selected the domain as Cellular Radio 

Access Networks 

Key word: Cellular network, RAN, power, BS 

 

Fig.1 Network design with BS 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

In professional two-way radio systems, a base 

station is used to maintain contact with a dispatch fleet 

of hand-held or mobile radios, and/or to activate one-
way paging receivers. The base station is one end of a 

communications link. A base station is comprised of an 

antenna (or several antennas), a mast or other supporting 

equipment to hold the antenna and equipment to 

transmit, receive and process the radio signals. A base 

station can vary in size from a small box attached to a 

light pole providing mobile phone coverage in a street to 

a tower providing a combination of wireless services 

over a large geographical area. Base stations need to be 

located close to where people are using their mobile or 

wireless devices, because the devices themselves only 
have limited range within which they can communicate. 

Therefore each base station is designed to serve a 

particular area known as a ‘cell’ within the network.  

When positioned correctly, they allow the 

available radio frequencies to be reused in other cells 

without interference and which then increases the 

overall number of calls that the network can handle at 

any one time. Base stations have two limiting factors – 
one is the capacity of calls that they can handle, and the 

other is the geographical area that they can cover. In 

areas with fewer users, base stations can be quite far 

apart, but in areas where there are many users, the base 

stations need to be located much closer to each other.  

This is because each base station can only 

manage up to about 100 calls at the same time. Where 

there are not so many simultaneous users, the capacity is 
not an issue, so the base stations are placed to maximize 

their geographical coverage.  

In areas where there are many users, more base 

stations will be needed to handle the call traffic, and as 

such, are located much closer to each other to increase 

overall capacity. Where base stations are located closer 

to each other, their output power must be lower to avoid 
interference with other base stations in the area. Our 

work proposes a reinforcement learning framework for 

energy saving in RANs. An RAN usually consists of 

multiple BSs while the traffic loads of BSs are usually 

fluctuating, thus often BSs under-utilization. We 

propose the BS switching operation is conducted based 
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on one learned strategy and the energy saving in the 

whole system tends to be optimized in the long run. 

By this proposed system, the system might 

come into the same state in two different tasks, whereas 

the traffic loads in the source task (e.g., Period 1) might 

be usually higher than that in the target one (e.g., Period 

2). Hence, instead of staying on the chosen action 

 

Fig.2 BS at rural area with high coverage 

 

 

Fig.3 Base station at rural area & urban 

area 

A in source task, the controller in target task 
can make a more aggressive choice to turn more BSs 

into sleeping mode, thus saving more energy 

consumption. 

2. RELATED WORK: 

Currently, over 80% of the power consumption 
takes place in the radio access networks (RANs), 

especially the base stations (BSs) [5]. The reason behind 

this is largely due to that the present BS deployment is 

on the basis of peak traffic loads and generally stays 

active irrespective of the heavily dynamic traffic load 

variations [6], [7].  

Recently, there has been a substantial body of works 

towards traffic load-aware BS adaptation [8] and the 
authors have validated the possibility of improving 

energy efficiency from different perspectives. More 

attention is drawn to the power consumption in wireless 

access networks. To model this power consumption, it is 

important to quantify the power consumption of the 

different components in this network. [4-7] propose a 

power consumption model for today’s macrocell BSs. 

However, [7] does not use any measurements to 

establish the power consumption model. The models 

proposed in [4-6] are based on GSM and/or UMTS 

macrocell BSs, while the model in this study is based on 
measurements on a HSPA BS. Our study shows that it is 

important to perform measurements to identify the 

relation between power consumption and traffic 

properly. Furthermore, a realistic HSPA traffic model 

can be determined instead of using theoretical traffic 

models as is often done in literature. 

 

Also the possibility of sleep modes to reduce the power 

consumption in wireless access networks is already 

established in a number of studies [7-10]. These studies 

discuss how sleep modes can be implemented and 

supported by the network. However, in [7-9], the energy 
savings in a realistic network deployment are not 

investigated. Our study tries to determine how much 

power can be saved by introducing sleep modes in a 

realistic network. In [10], the effect of sleep modes for 

different operator networks in a certain area is 

investigated which is a similar study as ours. However, 

it is also important to investigate what the energy 

savings are when sleep modes are introduced in a 

network with a minimal power consumption (here 

resulting from the GRAND tool). In this way, the most 

energy-efficient solution for the area is considered. The 
algorithm developed in [10] is similar to ours, but it is 

assumed that the cell size of the active (non-sleeping) 

BSs is maximized. In our algorithm, the cell size of the 

active BSs is expanded as much as needed which does 

not necessarily correspond with the maximum cell size. 

Note that in this study it is not discussed how sleep 

modes and cell zooming should be supported by the 

hardware, nor the protocols that will be needed, e.g., for 

waking up the BS when necessary. This is the scope of 

some other studies [8-12]. 
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 Luca Chiaraviglio et al. [9] showed the 

possibility of energy saving by simulations. [10] and 

[11] proposed how to dynamically adjust the working 

status of BS, depending on the predicted traffic loads. 

However, to reliably predict the traffic loads is still 

quite challenging, which makes these works suffering in 
practical applications. On the other hand, [12] and [13] 

presented dynamic BS switching algorithms with the 

traffic  loads a prior and preliminarily proved the 

effectiveness of energy saving. The explosive popularity 

of smart phones and tablets has ignited a surging traffic 

load demand for radio access and has been incurring 

massive energy consumption and huge greenhouse gas 

emission [1], [2]. Specifically speaking, the information 

and communication technology (ICT) industry accounts 

for 2% to 10% of the world’s overall power 

consumption [3] and has emerged as one of the major 

contributors to the world-wide CO2 emission. Besides 
that, there also exist economic pressures for cellular 

network operators to reduce. 

 

Fig.4 Power saving problem due to base 

station working 

However, to reliably predict the traffic loads is 
still quite challenging, which makes these works 

suffering in practical applications. Besides, it is also 

found that turning on/off some of the BSs will 

immediately affect the associated BS of a mobile 

terminal.  

Moreover, subsequent choices of user 

associations in turn lead to the traffic load differences of 
BSs. Hence, any two consecutive BS switching 

operations are correlated with each other and current BS 

switching operation will also further influence the 

overall energy consumption in the long run. 

 

3. PROPOSED WORK  PLAN: 

We planned to do the project by the small 
modules, they are given below. 

� Traffic Prediction 

� User Localization  

� Cell Zooming 

3.1 Traffic Prediction: 

 In this first module, we will analyze the traffic 

usage per day manner. By predicting the traffic, we can 

get the detail when the base station has to be in sleep 

and awake. And MSC can know, which base station has 

the more user and less users. 

  

Fig.5 Traffic prediction per day 

3.2 User Localization  

By this second module, the MSC can know the 
information, the user location and distance from second 

base station. By this knowledge, MSC can desire the 

base station switching 

  

Fig.6 example for GPS positioning 
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3.3 Cell zooming: 

 Cell zooming is a technique to avoid the 
coverage hole. By knowing the user location 

information the neighbor base station will increase the 

coverage. And other base station can go to sleep. By this 

method we can improve the power saving and we can 

maintain the QoS. 

 

Fig.7 BS switching 

4. REQUIREMENTS: 

4.1 Hardware: 

�  Single PC with  

o 20 Gb Hard disc space 

o  1Mb RAM) 

4.2 Software: 

� Linux OS (Ubuntu 10.04) 

� NS2.34 

4.3 Languages: 

� TCL (Front end type project only) 

5. Result: 

 We have tested our proposed work with ns2. 

 

Fig.8 all the base stations working in less traffic 

 

Fig.9 base station switched to one with low traffic 

 

Fig.10 power saved compare than old method 

Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have developed a learning 

framework for BS energy saving. We specifically 
formulated the BS switching operations under varying 

traffic loads as a Markov decision process. Besides, we 

adopt the actor-critic method, a reinforcement learning 

algorithm, to give the BS switching solution to decrease 

the overall energy consumption. Afterwards, to fully 

exploit the temporal relevancy in traffic loads, we 

propose a transfer actor-critic algorithm to improve the 

strategies by taking advantage of learned knowledge 

from historical periods. Our proposed algorithm 

provably converges given certain restrictions that arise 

during the learning process, and the extensive 
simulation results manifest the effectiveness and 

robustness of our energy saving schemes under various 

practical configurations. The work performed has some 

limitations. The technique developed is theoretical in 

nature and has to be implemented on ground. Although 

the technique is shown to perform well at a particular 

speed and it has to be tested to verify performance. The 

speed limit in this case can be adjusted according to 

what the error constraints are. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

IP-based Geolocation is mapping of an IP address or 

MAC address to the real-world geographic location of an 

Internet connected to a computing device or mobile 

device. Geolocation involves in mapping IP address to 

the country, region (city), latitude/longitude, ISP and 

domain name among other useful things. There are a 

number of commercially available geolocation 

databases, and their pricing and accuracy may vary. 

Ip2location, Max Mind, Tamo Soft and IPligence offer a 

fee based databases that can be easily integrated into an 

web application. Most geolocation database vendors 
offers APIs and example codes (in ASP, PHP, .NET and 

Java programming languages) that can be used to 

retrieve geolocation data from the database. We use 

Ip2Location database to offer a free geolocation data on 

our website.  

There are also freely available geolocation databases. 

Vendors offering commercial geolocation database also 

offer a Lite or Community edition that provides IP-to-

Country mappings. Ip2Country.net and Webhosting.info 

(Directi) offer free IP-to-Country database that can be 

also integrated into your web application. There are 

companies also offering free web services that can be 

used to show geolocation of an IP address on your 

website. Accuracy of geolocation database varies 

depending on which database you use. For IP-to-country 

database, some vendors claim to offer 98% to 99% 

accuracy although typical Ip2Country database accuracy 

is more like 95%. For IP-to-Region (or City), accuracy 

range anywhere from 50% to 75% if neighboring cities 

are treated as correct. Considering that there is no 

official source of IP-to-Region information, 50+% 

accuracy is pretty good. ARINWho is database provides 

a mechanism for finding contact and registration 

information for IP resources registered with ARIN. The 

IP who is information is available for free, and 

determining the country from this database is relatively 

easy. When an organization requires a block of IP 
addresses, a request is submitted and allocated IP 

addresses are assigned to a requested ISP. For detailed 

information about geolocation, please read PDF article, 

Internet Geolocation and Evasion,  

EXISTING SYSTEM: 

  

Traditional IP-geolocation mapping schemes are 

primarily delay-measurement based. In these schemes, 

there are a number of landmarks with known 

geolocations. The delays from a targeted client to the 

landmarks are measured, and the targeted client is 
mapped to a geolocation inferred from the measured 

delays. However, most of the schemes are based on the 

assumption of a linear correlation between networking 

delay and the physical distance between targeted client 

and landmark. The strong correlation has been verified 

in some regions of the Internet, such as North America 

and Western Europe. But as pointed out in the literature, 

the Internet connectivity around the world is very 

complex, and such strong correlation may not hold for 

the Internet everywhere 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Geolocation is the identification of the real-world 

geographic location of an object, such as a radar source, 
mobile phone or Internet-connected computer terminal. 

Geolocation may refer to the practice of assessing the 

location, or to the actual assessed location. Geolocation 

is closely related to the use of positioning systems but 

may be distinguished from it by a greater emphasis on 

determining a meaningful location (e.g. a street address) 

rather than just a set of coordinates. For either 

geolocating or positioning, the locating engine often uses 

radio frequency (RF) location methods, for example 

Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) for precision. 

TDOA systems often utilize mapping displays or other 

geographic information system. When a GPS signal is 
unavailable, geolocation applications can use 

information from cell towers to triangulate the 

approximate position, a method that is not as accurate as 

GPS but has greatly improved in recent years.
[1]

 This is 

in contrast to earlier radiolocation technologies, for 

example Direction Finding where a line of bearing to a 

transmitter is achieved as part of the process. Internet 
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and computer geolocation can be performed by 

associating a geographic location with the Internet 

Protocol (IP) address, MAC address, RFID, hardware 

embedded article/production number, embedded 

software number (such as UUID, Exif/IPTC/XMP or 

modern steganography), invoice, Wi-Fi positioning 
system, device fingerprint, canvas fingerprinting or 

device GPS coordinates, or other, perhaps self-disclosed 

information. Geolocation usually works by automatically 

looking up an IP address on a WHOIS service and 

retrieving the registrant's physical address.
[2]

IP address 

location data can include information such as country, 

region, city, postal/zip code,
[3]

latitude, longitude and 

time zone.
[4]

 Deeper data sets can determine other 

parameters such as domain name, connection speed, ISP, 

language, proxies, company name, US DMA/MSA, 

AICS codes, and home/business. The word geolocation 

is also used in other contexts to refer to the process of 

inferring the location of a tracked animal based, for 

instance, on the time history of sunlight brightness or the 

water temperature and depth measured by an instrument 

attached to the animal. Such instruments are commonly 

called archival tags or dataloggers. At times geolocation 

can be more deductive, as with crowdsourcing efforts to 

determine the position of videos of training camps, 

combats, and beheadings in Syria by comparing features 

detected in the video with publicly available map 

databases such as Google Earth, as practiced by sites 

such as  Bellingcat.
[5][6]

 The word geolocation is also the 
latitude and longitude coordinates of a particular 

location. Term and definition standardized by ISO/IEC 

19762-5:2008. Map image files are not accessed directly 

but by using an auxiliary map definition. For example, if 

the first unnamed parameter supplied to this template is 

"Japan", then this template uses the entry for Japan in 

Module: Location map/data/Japan if it exists, or 

{{Location map Japan}} otherwise, one of which 

contains the data needed to generate the composite 

image. 

 

IP GEOLOCATION DATABASE & 

ADJUSTMENTS 

Make sure that a geolocation database has been 
configured for your NST system prior to geolocating 

IPv4 AddressConversations. Use the ' IP Geolocate 

Configure' button shown below to manage the global 

geolocation policy for the NST system. This allows one 

to make latitude and longitude coordinate adjustments 

configure Private IPv4 Addresses&Network coordinate 

locations and select a geolocation database source. In 

addition, one can also download and manage the 

MaxMind "GeoIPCountry Edition", the enhanced 

"GeoIP Lite CityEdition" and the "GeoIP AS 

NumberEdition" data sets.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
There has been much work on the problem of locating 

hosts in wireless environments. The most well-known 

among these is the Global Positioning System (GPS) [5]. 

However, GPS is in active indoors. There have been 

several systems targeted specifically at indoor 

environments, including Active Badge  [8], Active Bat 

[9], and RADAR [1]. As we discuss later, our GeoPing 

technique uses a variant of RADAR's NNSS algorithm. 

However, in general these techniques are specific to 
wireless networks and do not readily extend to the 

Internet. In the Internet context, an approach that has 

been used to determine user/host location is to seek the 

users input (e.g.  cookies, registering on a service etc.). 

However, such approaches are likely to be (a) 

burdensome on the user, (b) ineffective if the user uses a 

client other that the one where the cookie is stored, and 

(c) prone to errors due to the  (possibly deliberate) 

inaccuracies in the location information provided by an 

individual user. There are several ways of building an IP 

address to geo-graphic location mapping service [34]. 

Many existing approaches and proposals for solving the 

problem can be broadly classified into the following 

categories: Incorporating location information (e.g.  

latitude/longitude) is in the Domain name Service. 2. 

Using the Who is [7] database to determine the location 

of the organization to which an IP address was allocated. 

3. Using the trace route tool and mapping the router 

labels in the path to geographic locations. 4. Leveraging 

an existing and extensive content distribution network 

which has a wide enough Reach to build an exhaustive 

tabulation of IP address ranges and their corresponding 

location. Examples of such an approach are Akamai's 
Edges cape [14] and Digital Island's trace-ware [6]. 

Since the algorithms employed by these ser-vices are 
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proprietary, it is hard for us to compare them to our 

researchEffort.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This review paper discussing the one of interesting 

research problem of finding the geographical location of 

end user based on their IP address. The survey over the 

geolocation is presented in details with their different 

methods we have studied the different geolocation 

methods and point their limitations for future work in 

this research domain. We have defined the IP 

geolocation problem with their different algorithms 

presented so far such as delay based geolocation 

algorithms and topology aware geolocation algorithms. 

The future work we suggest to work on improvement to 

the existing geolocation methods in order to overcome 

their limitations 
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ABSTRACT: 

In recent years wireless sensor network are rapidly 

utilizing in many applications such as environmental 

applications ,military applications  because of its tiny 
size. In WSNs one or more events occur at a time. 

Instead of each event sending its data to the sink 

node, overlapping of routs is done in order to 

maximize the data aggregation. When two or more 

event occurs data aggregation is maximized but the 

performance of the network is less. There is no 

balance between data aggregation and energy of a 

sensor node. By just aggregating the data it will cause 

premature death of nodes which will lead to unstable 

network structure. In this work we propose a novel 

Data Routing tree, increased number of overlapping 

routes, high aggregation rate, and consistent data 
aggregation and broadcast. The proposed DRINA 

algorithm was extensively compared to two other 

kenned solutions: the InFRA and SPT algorithms. 

Our results betoken pellucidly that the routing tree 

built by DRINA provides the best aggregation quality 

when compared to these other algorithms, and ,it 

checks for the shortest path by comparing with new 

route path and aggregated path ,the one with less 

number of Hops to the sink is selected as an new 

path. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of sensor 

nodes deployed over a geographical area for 

cooperatively monitoring physical phenomena. 

Generally, sensor nodes are powered by batteries 
with circumscribed energy budget which is infeasible 

or inconvenient to recharge because of the 

unpractical environment or the immensely colossal 

numbers of sensor nodes. Energy is very scarce for 

WSNs. Many researches show that the energy spent 

on data transmission dominates the whole energy 

consumption for sensor nodes. 

                 Sensor nodes are energy-constrained 

contrivances and the energy consumption is generally 

associated with the amount of accumulated data, 

since communication is often the most expensive 

action in terms of energy. For that reason, algorithms 

and protocols designed for WSNs should consider the 

energy consumption in their conception. Moreover, 

WSNs are data-driven networks that conventionally 
engender a substantial amount of information that 

requires to be routed, often in a multihop manner, 

toward a sink node, which works as a gateway to a 

monitoring center. Given this scenario, routing plays 

a paramount role in the data accumulating process. 

 

Fig 1. Cluster based wireless sensor network 

2. ROUTING MECHANISMS IN WIRELESS 
SENSOR NETWORKS 

           Efficient routing protocol should control the 

energy consumption of the network and they should 

reduce the intricacy of the network. Through 

communication between sensor nodes, these 

protocols should reduce the transfer delay occurring 

at the nodes. In this paper, we have compared sundry 

energy efficient routing protocols by maintaining 
more preponderant QoS. If the cost is associated with 

the link length of the network, then the shortest path 

link will be the efficient path in communicating the 

data with decreased cost. The Shortest Path is the 

distance from any given node to the destination node. 
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If there is perpetuates data communication, 

bandwidth may be a restriction in shortest path route. 

Such shortest path routing networks should take 

bandwidth issue as major consideration, or else this 

network will result in highly congested paths. This 

will withal causes increase in delay of the network 
and packet leakage, which in turn results in 

retransmission of packets and thereby increases 

energy consumption. So hese routing protocols 

should additionally concentrate on all these 

parameters to cull the shortest path such that it should 

increment the network lifetime .  

          The Dijkstra algorithm and the Bellman-Ford 

algorithm are the two very prominent and well-
defined algorithms for shortest path routing which 

can preserve power consumption. The Event-Sink 

Reliable Transport (ESRT) protocol scheme can 

achieve high rate of congestion control which can 

additionally conserve energy to immensely colossal 

extent. In this scheme, the configuration of the 

network is culled very proximate to the optimal 

operating point. The main functionality is approved 

on sink minimal functionality at resource constrained 

sensor nodes. This method avails to achieve the 

required reliability with minimum energy 
consumption. Network congestion can be 

considerably reduced. Other methods like designing 

obligation cycle scheduling for sensor nodes was 

adopted to conserve energy. When nodes were idle 

without doing the sensing job, they were sanctioned 

to enter the slumber state to conserve puissance. This 

method does not effect the sensing operation of 

nodes. Energy-Cognizant Sink Relocation (EASR) 

method adopts energy-cognizant routing technique 

for message relaying and the network lifetime of a 

WSN is substantially perpetuated. 
 

3. DATA ROUTING FOR IN-NETWORK 

AGGREGATION FOR WSNS.  

The main goal of DRINA is to build a routing tree 

and find out the shortest path which connects all 

source nodes to the sink, while increasing the data 

aggregations. In DRINA following roles are consider 
for building the routing tree.  

1. Collaborator: - It is node which detects an event 

and reports the collected data to the Coordinator 

node.  

2. Coordinator: - It is collaborator node detects an 

event but after using election algorithm it become a 

coordinator. This node is responsible for aggregating 

the collected data received from other collaborator 

and send results to the sink node.  

3. Relay node: This node which is in route between 

coordinator and sink node, and forwards the data to 

the sink. Sink Node: This node is interested in 

receiving the data from set of coordinator nodes & 

collaborator node . DRINA algorithm is divided into 

three phase.  

•  Building Hop tree from sensor nodes to the sink 

node.  

• Forming Cluster and electing a cluster head 

among the collaborator which becomes a 

coordinator.  

• Routing means forwarding data towards to a sink 

node.  

4. IMPLEMENTING SECURITY IN DRINA  

In all previous clustering algorithms until now 

security constraints is not considered. Hence there is 

challenge to perform security on clustering algorithm 

for security purpose. For example in military, 

security is main constraint whenever there is need of 
WSN in military .In this project security is 

implemented on existing clustering algorithm 

DRINA. 

A. Hop-Tree Building 

In this work, a Hop-Tree rooted at Sink is formed 

after deploying sensor nodes, with the shortest paths 

(in hops) that connect all source nodes to the Sink 

while maximizing the possible data aggregation and 

balancing energy consumption. Each node has two 

parameters: HTT (Hop-To-Tree) and HTS (Hop-To-

Sink), recording the minimum number of hops from 

the node to the Hop Tree and to the Sink respectively. 

The value of HTT for a node might be changed when 

the Hop-Tree updates because of some new events, 

while the value of HTS for each node does not 

change. At the beginning, the HTT and the HTS are 
the same, then different as events occur one after 
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another. The HTT of the Sink and any node on the 

backbone of the Hop-Tree is 0. The farther the node 

is away from the backbone of the Hop-Tree, the 

larger the HTT is. The HTT of any node changes in 2 

cases: (a) it becomes a backbone node of the Hop-

Tree, or (b) it receives a Hop Configuration Message 
(HCM) which announces better distance.  

      HCM is a four-tuple as < Type, ID, HTT, 

State>,where Type specifies HCM message, ID is the 

identifier of a node that started or retransmitted the 

HCM message, HTT is the distance by which an 

HCM message has passed, and State records the State 

of the sender. Hop-Tree building algorithm is shown 

in Table I. At the beginning, the Sink set its HTT 0, 
and other nodes infinity. This phase is started by the 

Sink flooding an HCM with HTT 1. On receiving an 

HCM message, each node compares its HTT with the 

HTT in the HCM message. If there is a shorter way 

to the Sink, the node will update the relevant 

information and retransmit the HCM, as shown in 

Lines 3-6. If there are several nodes which are next 

hop candidates, a node with better State will win 

(Lines 7-8). Otherwise, the node will take no action 

but discard the received HCM. This process runs 

repeatedly until a Hop-Tree rooted at the Sink is 
built.  

Before the first event taking place, there is no 

established path (that is the Sink constructs the 

backbone of the Hop-Tree), the HTT has the same 

meaning with the HTS. So the HTS of each node is 

set equal to its initial HTT. After event occurrence, 

HTT which is the smallest hops to the available 

backbone of the Hop-Tree becomes different from 
HTS.  

 

1. The Sink floods an HCM message with HTT=1;  
2. For each node u that received an HCM message  
3. If HTT(u)> HTT(HCM)  
4. NH(u)=ID(HCM); % NH (u) stores the next hop of node 

u  
5. HTT (u)=HTT (HCM); ID(HCM)=ID(u); HTT (HCM)= 
HTT (u)+1; State(HCM)=State(u);  
6. u transmits the HCM message to its neighbors;  
7. Else If (HTT (u)==HTT (HCM) & State(NH(u))< 
State(HCM))  
8. NH(u)=ID(HCM);  

 

Table 1. Hop-tree building algorithm  

B. Cluster Formation  

      When an event occurs, a cluster based on the 

nodes which detect it (we may call them event nodes) 

will be formed. The key process of the cluster 

formation phase shown in fig 2 is the election of the 

leader node (called Coordinator) for the cluster, and 

the information delivery in this phase is by means of 

Cluster Configuration Message (CCM). CCM is also 

a four-tuple: < Type, ID, HTT, State>, where ID is 

the identifier of the node that started the MCC 

message, HTT and State fields store the HTT and 

State value of the node with the identifier ID 
separately. At the beginning, all event nodes are 

eligible candidates. Any node that has detected the 

event sets its  role Coordinator, constructs a CCM 

message and sends it out. The node with the shortest 

path to the Hop-Tree will become the Coordinator, 

shown in fig 2. If there are several nodes have the 

smallest HTT value, the one with the best state will 

be the final victor,. Other nodes in the event area will 

downgrade to the Collaborators. 

 

Fig 2. Cluster formation  

C. Route Repair and update 

The route created to send the data toward the sink 

node is unique and efficient since it maximizes the 

points of aggregation and, consequently, the 
information fusion. However, because this route is 

unique, any failure in one of its nodes will cause 

disruption, preventing the delivery of several 

gathered event data. Possible causes of failure 

include low energy, physical destruction, and 

communication blockage [7], [8]. • Some are based 

on periodic flooding mechanisms, and rooted at the 
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sink, to repair broken paths and to discover new 

routes to forward traffic around faulty nodes. • This 

mechanism is not satisfactory in terms of energy 

saving because it wastes a lot of energy with 

repairing  messages.  

• DRINA algorithm offers a piggybacked, ACK-

based, route repair mechanism, which consists of two 

parts: failure detection at the NextHop node, and 

selection of a new NextHop.  

 

1. For each node u in the new path from the Coordinator to 
the Sink  
2. HTT(u)=0;  
3. u creates an HCM and floods it out;  
4. For each node u that received an HCM message &  
HTT(HCM)<Range  
%We take advantage of the HTT field of HCM, and let it 
acts as the  

role of TTL to limit the transmission range of HCM, which 
is set  
according to applications.  
5. u acts the same with the Hop-Tree Building Algorithm-
Lines 3 to 8  

Table 2. Hop-tree update algorithm 

5. CONCLUSION: 

        Data routing for In-Network Aggregation 
(DRINA) is efficient aggregation vigilant routing 

algorithms which play an efficient role in the event 

predicated WSNs. The routing mechanisms and the 

route repair mechanism followed by this algorithm 

fortifies reliable aggregated data transmission 

between the nodes. This algorithm is compared with 

other two kenned solutions namely SPT and InFRA 

extensively in sundry scenarios like varying the 

number of nodes, number of events, events duration, 

and loss probability for the communication cost, 

distribution efficiency, aggregation rate and data 

distribution rate. With the avail of route repair 
mechanism and by incrementing the number of 

aggregation points the DRINA outperforms in all the 

evaluated scenarios. It withal has some key aspects 

required by WSNs aggregation vigilant routing 

algorithms such as a reduced number of messages for 

establishing a routing tree, increased number of 

overlapping routes, high aggregation rate, and 

consistent data aggregation and transmission. Thus it 

is proved that the implementation of the DRINA in 

the networks can ameliorate the lifetime of the 

network by reducing the energy consumption by 

transmitting relatively less number of packets to the 

sink. 
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ABSTRACT 

Load balancing is a crucial problem in mobile ad hoc networks. 
Many conventional routing protocols that are developed are not 
having functionality of coping up load balancing. Hence several 

kinds of approaches are followed in the design and development of 
load balancing routing protocols. This paper aims to survey 

research articles pertaining to load balancing research problem in 

mobile ad hoc networks. Here various approaches are taken into 
account and literatures' key ideas are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Load balancing is distributing processing and 

communications activities evenly across a computer 

network so that no single device is overwhelmed. It is a 

technique to distribute the Workload evenly across two or 

more computers, network links, CPUs, hard drives, or other 

resources. The purposes of load balancing are to achieve 

optimal resource utilization, maximize throughput, 

minimize response time, and avoid overload. The traditional 

load balancing with load unit migration from one processing 

element to another when load is light on some processing 

elements and heavy on some other processing elements. It 

involves migration decision, i.e. which load unit(s) should 

be migrated and then migration of load unit to other nodes; 

also include [III] Divisible Load Theory (DLT). Load 

balancing is a technique used to distribute load on server to 

increase performance and speed of work designated to 

particular server. There are various techniques that can be 

used to accomplish load balancing task with the help of 
different types of computer hardware and software 

components. Application of load balancing is used by 

different companies that conduct huge business transactions 

using internet. It is normally done to ensure that all their 

clients are able to conduct business activities with ease and 

accuracy. Load balancing improves the performance of 

server due to distributed load and is used for busy and large 

networks .Without balancing load in busy networks it is 

very difficult to satisfy the entire request issued to server. 

Organization into the web services or online business 

normally makes use of load balancing technique and 
engages two web servers (or more servers accordingly). If 

one of the web server gets overloaded or goes off, in that 

case alternate server activates and access the requested load. 

Load balancing is done by assigning particular service time 

for each process in order to ensure that several requests are 

handled without causing traffic. In other words, specific 

time is assigned to each process in the server for its 

execution and the process no more stay in the server once 

service time extends. Once load balancer works actively, 

service time reduces for each process reduces. Load 

balancing is particularly useful for parallel and distributed 

systems where we have to share the workload to get the 
maximum throughput from the System. Most distributed 

systems are characterized by the distribution of both 

physical and logical features. The architecture of a 

distributed system is generally modular in nature. 

2. SURVEY 

TeXCP [15] is a distributed traffic engineering protocol that 

balances load in real-time. It uses multiple paths to deliver 

ingress to an egress router demands. Each TeXCP agent 

incorporated in the ingress router runs a load balancer that 

slits the traffic of an ingress-egress pair among its available 

paths. It optimizes the maximum utilization and balances 

the load. LARM [16], routing metric is proposed for multi 

radio mesh networks. This metric is incorporated into load 

balancing routing protocol, called LBM. LBM selects the 

route with less congestion, low packet loss, high data rate 

and low level of interference. The node on the active route 
finds the alternative least route to the destination on 

detecting a break on the active route. This scheme results in 

high packet delivery percentage, throughput and lower delay 

on high traffic load. LDBAL [17], a Queue based Load 

Balancing scheme have been proposed as a part of 

congestion aware load-balancing scheme that includes two 

phases: 1) Gateway discovery protocol, where all the nodes 

discover their primary gateways. This is achieved using a 

table of gateway IDs at the nodes. 2) Load migration 

procedure, where the load is migrated to nearby less 

congested gateways by maintain a queue at each gateways. 

This scheme results in improved PDR and throughput. As 

soon as the GW detects congestion it informs the active 

mesh routers to switch to other GW. Thus the congestion at 
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any GW is reduced. GWLB [18], a distributed load 

balancing protocol where the GWs coordinate to reroute 

flows from congested to under-utilized GWs. This scheme 

addresses the effects of interference. Re-routing the traffic 

from overloaded domain to less congested domain leads to 

better capacity utilization and throughput. The overload of 
both domains is reduced, where a domain is a set of nodes 

served by a GW. CWB [19], considers both traffic load and 

interference to provide load balancing in WMNs. It provides 

load balancing features at mesh routers and supports global 

load-aware routing. It helps the routing protocol to balance 

the traffic and improve the network capacity, thereby 

avoiding routing traffic through congested areas. This 

scheme results in high network throughput and low packet 

delay even during high traffic loads.  

During the active period, the receiver node samples 

the channel, and if a preamble is detected, it remains awake 

to receive the data. With the inclusion of a long preamble, 

the sender ensures that at some point during the preamble 

the receiver will wake up, detect the preamble, and remain 

awake in order to receive the data. While B-MAC performs 

rather well, it suffers from an overhearing problem, in that 

receivers that are not the target of the sender also wake up 

during the long preamble and remain awake until the end of 

the preamble in order to find out if the packet is destined for 
them. This process wastes energy for all non-target 

receivers within the transmission range of the sender, and 

thus the long preamble dominates the energy consumption 

and increases the per-hop latency. The method in WiseMAC 

[13] is similar to that in B-MAC, with the difference that the 

sender learns the wake-up periods of the receivers and 

schedules its transmissions in a manner that reduces the 

length of the extended preamble. The size of the preamble is 

initially set to be equal to the sampling period. However, the 

receiver might not be ready at the end of the preamble; as a 

consequence, factors such as interference may result in 

energy waste due to over-emitting. Moreover, over-emitting 

increases proportionally to the length of the preamble and 

the data packet since there is no handshake between the 

sender and the target receiver. In contrast to B-MAC, X-

MAC [10] utilizes short preambles with target address 

information instead of a long preamble, which solves the 

overhearing problem in B-MAC. When a receiver wakes up 

and detects a short preamble, it checks the target address 

included in the preamble. If the node is the intended 

receiver, it remains awake for the incoming data; otherwise, 

it immediately re enters the sleep state. This mechanism can 

decrease the per-hop latency and the amount of energy 
wasted on waiting for data transmission.  

This approach is simple to implement and achieves 

low power consumption for communication, but becomes 

less energy efficient and fails to guarantee a worst-case 

delay as the traffic load increases. A different approach is 

adopted in RI-MAC [14] and IRDT [15], which are 

receiver-driven MAC protocols. Contrary to sender-driven 

protocols, where the sender initiates the data transmission, 

RI-MAC offers receiver-initiated listening and low power 

consumption. The goal of RI-MAC is to reduce the channel 

occupancy time, which is achieved by ensuring that the 

sender remains active and waits silently until the receiver 

sends a short packet to explicitly signal that it is ready for 
data transmission. Since only such short packets and the 

transmitted data occupy the medium in RI-MAC, there are 

no preamble transmissions as in B-MAC and X-MAC, and 

the occupancy of the medium is drastically decreased, 

allowing other nodes to exchange data during that time. 

LEACH[17] is a dynamic energy efficient cluster head 

protocol proposed for WSN using homogeneous stationary 

nodes . In LEACH all nodes have a chance CH and 

therefore energy spent is balanced for every node. The CH 

for the Clusters are selected based on their energy load. 

After its election, the CH broadcasts a message to other 

nodes, which decide which cluster they want to belong to, 
based on the signal strength of the CH. The clusters are 

formed dynamically in each round and the data collection is 

centralized. A TDMA schedule created by the CH is used to 

gather data from the sensors. PEGASIS[18] is an extension 

of the LEACH protocol, and simulation results show that PE 

GASIS is able to increase the lifetime of the network twice 

as much as the LEACH protocol. PEGASIS forms chains 

from sensor nodes, each node transmits the data to neighbor 

or receives data from a neighbor and only one node is 

selected from that chain to transmit data to the BS. The data 

is finally aggregated and sent to the BS. PEGASIS avoids 
cluster formation, and assumes that all the nodes have 

knowledge about the network , particularly their positions 

using a greedy algorithm. Although clustering overhead is 

avoided, PEGASIS requires dynamic topology adjustment 

since the energy status of its neighbor is necessary to know 

where to route its data. This involves significant overhead 

particularly in highly utilized networks. 

 HEED[19] is an extension of LEACH and uses 

residual energy and node degree or density asymmetric for 

cluster selection to achieve power balancing. HEED has the 

following features. Prolongs network lifetime by 

distributing energy consumption, terminates clustering 

process within a constant number of iterations, minimizes 

control overhead and produces well distributed CHs and 

compact clusters. HEED selects CHs based on the residual 

energy of the SNs and intra cluster communication cost as a 

function of cluster density or node degree. HEED clustering 

improves network lifetime over LEACH clustering 

randomly selects CHs and cluster size and therefore nodes 
die faster. Maximum lifetime energy routing[22] presents a 

solution to the problem of routing in sensor networks based 

on a network flow approach. The main objective of the 

approach is to maximize the network lifetime by carefully 

defining link cost as a function of node remaining energy 

and the required transmission energy using that link. 

Finding traffic distribution is a possible solution to the 

routing problem in sensor networks and based on that, 
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comes the name “maximum lifetime energy routing”. The 

solution to this problem maximizes the feasible time the 

network lasts. In order to find out the best link metric for the 

stated maximization problem, two maximum residual 

energy path algorithms are presented and simulated 

Maximum lifetime data gathering[23] models the data 
routes setup in sensor networks as the maximum lifetime 

data gathering problem and presents a polynomial time 

algorithm. The lifetime T of the system is defined as the 

number of rounds or periodic data readings from sensors 

until the first sensor dies. The data-gathering schedule 

specifies for each round how to get and route data to the 

sink. A schedule has one tree for each round, which is 

directed from the sink and spans all the nodes in the system. 

The system lifetime depends on the duration for which the 

schedule remains valid. The aim is to maximize the lifetime 

of the schedule. An algorithm called maximum lifetime data 

aggregation (MLDA) is proposed. The algorithm considers 
data aggregation while setting up maximum lifetime routes. 

Minimum cost forwarding[24] aims at finding the minimum 

cost path in a large sensor network, which will also be 

simple and scalable. The protocol is not really flow-based, 

however since data flows over the minimum cost path and 

the resources on the nodes are updated after each flow, The 

cost function for the protocol captures the effect of delay, 

throughput and energy consumption from any node to the 

sink. 

Yunxia Chen and Qing Zhao originated a general formula 

for the life span upgrading of wireless sensor networks 

which holds autonomously of the underlying network model 

,network architecture protocol and data collection 

commencement. These formulas identify two key 

parameters at the physical layer of the network that 

influence the network lifetime means the channel status and 

the remaining energy of sensors. It provides a measure of 

performance valuation of the network model and increases 

the network lifetime. According to the formula, they 

proposed a MAC protocol this algorithm has utilized both 

the channel and remaining energy information of each 

sensor node. This protocol approach, maximizes the 

minimum residual energy across the network in each data 

compilation.  

J S Rauthan and S Mishra described WSN as next 

generation of sensing machines and structures with limited 
energy as most important drawback of wireless sensor 

nodes. In order to distribute the energy throughout the 

wireless sensor network, data load of the sensor nodes must 

be properly balanced. Clustering is one of the important 

mechanisms for load balancing. Clustering algorithms may 

result in some clusters that have more members than other 

clusters in the network and uneven cluster sizes negatively 

affect the load balancing in the network. The work they 

proposed improved a cluster algorithm for load balancing in 

clusters generation. WSNs efficiency is measured by the 

total distance between nodes to the base station and amount 

of data that has been transfer. Cluster–Head which is totally 

responsible for the creating cluster and cluster nodes may 

affect the cluster performance. They form an algorithm in 

which they chose Master Node and vice master node for 

regions and sub regions. To find out the master node they 

partition the region and find out the centre of region, by 
which they select the master node. For every partitioned 

portion again partition can be done if required and which 

depends on master node and nodes in that partitioned 

portion.  

K R Yadav, Vipin Pal, Girdhari Singh and R P 

Yadav defined Clustering as an efficient approach to 

capitalize the energy of sensor nodes which has energy as 

constraint in wireless sensor networks. Clustering schemes 
do not guarantee cluster formation with equal number of 

nodes. So data frames transmitted by the nodes vary. 

TDMA schedule of nodes of with smaller cluster formation 

than others results more number of data frames and hence 

more consumption of energy. The non consistent energy 

utilization of nodes affects the load balancing of network 

and these nodes are more prone to collapse earlier than other 

nodes. Here they found an improved scheme for cluster 

head selection. Clusters having variable frame slots for 

nodes are applied to E-LEACH and improved E-LEACH to 

make the cluster more balance in term of load. They 
Simulate using NS-2 simulator to analyze the performance 

of E-LEACH and improved E-LEACH with variable outline 

length. Philipp Hurni and Torsten Braun concluded that 

multi-path routing is useful to achieve lifetime 

improvements by balancing the load on nodes and 

exploiting cross-layer information in WSN. A performance 

gain is achieved by altering path update rules on existing 

on-demand routing algorithms. Problems are identified with 

concurrent traffic along interfering paths as a direct 

consequence of special MAC protocol properties. Hui Dai 

and Richard Han researched that by spreading the workload 

across a sensor network, balancing the load reduces hot 

spots in the sensor network node and increases the energy 

lifetime of the sensor network. In this paper, they design a 

node-centric algorithm that constructs a load balanced tree 

in sensor networks of asymmetric structural design. They 

utilize a Sum metric to evaluate via simulation the balance 

of the routing trees produced by our algorithm. They find 

that implemented algorithm achieves routing trees that are 

more effectively balanced than the routing based on 

breadth-first search (BFS) and shortest-path obtained by 

Dijkstra’s algorithm.  

In the paper Rahim Kacimi, Riadh Dhaou, André-

Luc Beylot presents the lifetime maximization problem in 

wireless sensor networks. In such network prototype, all 

sensor nodes generate and send packets to a single sink or 

destination via multi-hop transmissions. They observed , in 

their previous experimental study, that since the complete 

sensor information have to be forward to a base station/node 

through multi-hop routing, the traffic model is extremely 
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non-uniform, putting a high load on the sensor nodes close 

to the base station or sink node . Also introducing some 

strategies that balance the energy consumption of these 

nodes they formalize the network lifetime maximization 

problem then derive an optimal load balancing solution. In 

this paper Yaxiong Zhao, Jie Wu, Feng Li and Sanglu Lu 
present a novel sleep-scheduling strategy. This strategy is 

designed for WSNs has old-fashioned sensor nodes. The 

strategy forms multiple overlap backbones which work 

alternatively to prolong the network lifetime. The traffic is 

only promoted by supporting sensor nodes, and the 

remaining nodes turn off their radios to save energy. The 

turning round of multiple backbones makes sure that the 

energy utilization of all sensor nodes is balanced, which 

fully consumes the energy and achieves a longer network 

lifetime compared to the existing techniques. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Load balancing is one of the key areas pertaining to 

research in the field of mobile ad hoc networks. This paper 

presented various load balancing approaches and researches 

in design and development of routing protocols for mobile 
ad hoc networks. The conventional routing protocols are not 

dealt much since several papers has been published through 

surveys and performance analysis. The findings of the 

survey are also presented. 
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1. ABSTRACT 
 

In recent years the communications via wireless 

network rapidly increasing. The wireless networks are 

playing a vital role for the world of technology. Ad hoc 

wireless network is a collection of wireless mobile 

nodes forming a temporary network without any 

centralized administration. Here, each node operates not 
only as a host also as a router. The present MANET 

(Mobile ad hoc networks) depends on the cooperation of 

nodes to utilize the network services efficiently. Since 

no fixed infrastructure or centralized administration is 

available and MANET has a variety security issues, are 

self-organized, a node has to rely on the neighbor nodes 

to route a packet to the destination node. In order to a 

reliable communication with in network, network works 

on the different routing protocol are used to discover a 

new route. These types of ad hoc routing protocols are 

used to find the correct and efficient route establish 

between the pair of nodes. In this paper we provide a 
brief view of current routing protocols by presenting 

their characteristics and functionality, and then 

providing comparisons and discussion of their 

respective merits and demerits. The Application of this 

technology ranges from military fields communication, 

where the networks must be deployed immediately 

without the support of base stations and fixed network 

infrastructure, to inter-vehicle communications and in 

earth quake effected areas. 

Keywords—Infrastructurenetworks,ad hocnetwork 

topology,MANETs,Routing protocal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

 The wireless networks are also called as mobile 

networks, and these mobile networks basically 
classified into two main categories. The first is known 

as the “infrastructure networks”. These types of 

networks are fixed and wired gateways. The fixed 

infrastructure is present in these networks called “base 

station”. A mobile unit with in these networks connects 

to, and communicates with, the nearest base station that 

is within its communication radius. As mobile travels 

out of range of one base station and into the range of 

another, a “Handoff “occurs from the old base station to 

the new, and the mobile is able to continue 

communication.  

The second type of mobile wireless network is the 

infrastructure less mobile networks, commonly known 

as an “ad hoc networking” Infrastructure less networks 

has no fixed routes; and every node is self-organized 

and can communicate directly with all other nodes. An 

ad hoc net works is composed of mobile terminals that 
communicate with each other through broadcast radio 

transmission within all transmission power range. In this 

network the mobile it self acts as the router. The nodes 

are dynamically and arbitrarily located in such a manner 

that end-to-end communication may require routing 

information via several nodes. MANET based network 

works on the routing protocols such as the DSR, 

AODV, ZRP, TORA, DSDV are based on the 

assumption that all nodes will cooperate. Because of the 

dynamic environment, all protocols and coordinating 

functions in mobile ad hoc network must be fully 
distributed. Also, each node broadcasts the route request 

packet and the neighboring nodes share the Quality of 

service parameters using the broadcast packets. 
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3. ROUTING IN THE HOST 

3.1 ROUTING FOR MOBILE HOSTS 

In the cellular wireless networks single hop wireless 

connectivity to the wired world. The space is divided 

into cells and a base station is responsible to 

communicate with hosts in its cell. Mobile hosts can 

change cells while communicating. Hand-off occurs 

when a mobile host starts communicating via a new 

base station. All hosts are assumed to have a permanent 

home location that never changes. Each area has a home 
agent which keeps track on hosts whose home is in the 

area, but who are currently visiting another area. 

Periodically,  every foreign agent broad cast a packet 

announcing its existence and home address, current data 

link layer address, and some security information to the 

near by base station the Foreign agent contacts mobile 

host's home agent and the home agent examines the 

security information and sends an acknowledgement, 

then the Foreign agent registers the  mobile into the 

table . 

For example let us assume the home LAN of a 

mobile(AIRTEL) is present in DELHI and if the mobile 

is roaming in the BANGLORE then the mobile 

broadcast a packet announcing its existence along with 

the home address and other  information to the near by 

base station.  The Foreign LAN at BANGLORE which 

find the new host contacts the mobile hosts home 

(DELHI), if it get acknowledgement from DELHI then 
it registers the mobile into the table. If any agent at 

HYDERABAD want to contact AIRTEL mobile it send 

packet to the home LAN at DELHI then it interrupted 

by home agent  and then looks up for mobile new 

location address and redirect the traffic to the 

BANGLORE and direct communication takes place. 

                    

 

    FIG-1, Packet transfer in infrastructure networks 

 

3.2. ROUTING IN AD HOC NETWORKS 

Now we have seen how the routing occurs when hosts 

or mobile and routers are fixed, but in the extreme cases 

like MANET’s in which the routers themselves are 

mobiles. The communication is done by radio wave 

transmission. With an ad hoc n/w the topology may be 

changing all the time so desirability and even validity of 

the paths can change spontaneously without warning  

with in a wide n/w if a router has a valid path to some 

destination, that path continues to be valid indefinitely. 
So the MANET requires a different type of protocol. 

 

 

FIG-2(a) 

 

FIG-2(b) 

Changing in topology 

4. DYNAMIC AD HOC ROUTING 

PROTOCOLS 

4.1. TABLE-DRIVEN ROUTING 

PROTOCOLS 

Table-driven routing protocols attempt to maintain 
consistent up-to-date routing information from each 

node to every node in the network. In this protocol the 

entire node will maintain one or more tables to store 

routing information, by using this information the 

network topology may be changed. This type of routing 
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number of necessary routing-relation tables will be 

maintained. The protocols such as destination-

sequenced distance-vector routing (DSDV), cluster head 

gateway switch routing (CGSR) and the wireless 

routing protocol come under this table-driven protocols. 

Let us consider the following protocols:-  

4.1.1 DESTINATION-SEQUENCED 

DISTANCE-VECTOR ROUTING (DSDV): 

 DSDV is one of the table driven algorithms 

based on the classical Bellman–ford algorithm. Every 

mobile node in the network maintains a routing table in 

which all of the possible destinations within the network 

and the number of hops to each destination are recorded. 
Each entry is marked with a sequence number assigned 

by the destination node. The sequence number is used 

for the node distinguished from all other nodes and this 

will helpful for avoid the formation of loops. The 

routing table updates can be generates by using two 

possible types of packets. The first is known as full 

dump. These types of packets carry all the available 

routing information and can require multiple network 

protocol data units. Second one is the smaller update 

message can be used for incremental packets so that the 

entire routing table need not to be transmitted for every 
change in network topology. While only providing one 

path top any event destination, DSDV selects the 

shortest path based on the number of hops to the 

destination. However, DSDV is inefficient because of 

the requirements of the periodic update transmission, 

regardless of the number of the changes in the network 

topology.   

          

 FIG-3, Distance Vector Routing  

4.1.2 THE WIREWLESS ROUTING 

PROTOCOL (WRP):- 

    The WRP protocol differs from the other protocols in 

several ways. WRP requires each node to maintain four 

routing tables 

• Distance table 

• Routing table 

• Link cost table 

• Message retransmission list (MRL) table 

 Each entry of the MRI contains the sequence number of 

the update message, a retransmission counter, an 

acknowledgement-required flag vector with one entry 

per neighbor, and a list of update sent in the update 

message. Mobile informs each other of link changes 

through the use of update message. An update message 

is sent only between neighboring nodes and contains a 
list of updates, as well as a list of responses indicating 

which mobiles should acknowledge (ACK) the update. 

Further more; WRP protocol requires the use of hello 

packets when ever there are no resent packet 

transmissions from a given node. The hello packets 

consume bandwidth and disallow a node to enter a sleep 

mode. However, the WRP has advantage over other 

path finding algorithms because it avoids the problem of 

creating temporary routing loops. 

  

4.2. SOURCE-INITIATED ON-DEMAND 

ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

        Source-initiated on-demand routing is a 

different approach compare to table driven routing. In 

this method the path will be created by source itself. If a 

node wants to send message means, first it will find a 

path for communication. This process will be completed 

once a route is found or all possible route permutations 

have been examined once a route has been established, 
this route will be maintained until destination becomes 

in accusable. So the protocols supporting for this type of 

routing are AODV, DSR, TORA, SSR, etc. Let us 

consider the following protocols 

4.2.1 AD HOC ON-DEMAND DISTANCE 

VECTOR ROUTING:- 

AODV attempts to improve on DSR by maintaining 
routing tables at the nodes, so that data packets do not 

have to contain routes. AODV retains the desirable 

feature of DSR that routes are maintained only between 

nodes which need to communicate. When a source node 

desires to send a messages to some destination node and 

does not already have a valid route to that destination, it 

initiates a path discovery process to locate the other 

node. It broadcasts a route request (RREQ) packet to its 

neighbors, which then forward the request to their 

neighbors, and so on, until either the destination or an 
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intermediate node with  a “fresh enough” route to the 

destination is located. Each node maintains its own 

sequence number, as well as broadcast ID The broadcast 

ID is incremented for every RREQ the node initiates, 

and together with the node’s IP address, uniquely 

identifies an RREQ. 

  If a source node moves, it is able to reinitiate 

the route discovery protocol to find a new route to the 

destination. If a node along the route moves, its 

upstream neighbor notices the move and propagates a 

link failure notification message to each of its active 

upstream neighbors to inform them of the erasure of that 
part of the route. These nodes in turn propagate the link 

failure notification to their upstream neighbors, and so 

on until the source node is reached. The source node 

may then choose to reinitiate route discovery for that 

destination if a route is still desired. 

&route discovery 

 To describe the algorithm let us consider an Ad 

Hoc network as shown in the figure 3(a), in which a 

process at A wants to send a packet to node I. The 

AODV algorithm maintains a table at each node, keyed 

by destination, given information about that destination 
including which neighbor to send packets to in order to 

reach the destination. Suppose that A looks in its table 

and dos not find an entry for I, then A node has to 

discover a route to I.  

       

 FIG-3(a)   FIG-3(b) 

   

 FIG-3(c)   FIG-3(d) 

Route discovery using AODV 

 

In On-demand routing the format of the route request 

packet is contains the source and destination addresses, 

and another information such as IP address. The route 

reply packet is also having the source address, 

destination address and hop count which are copied 

from the incoming request. The format is as shown 

below. 

Source 
address 

Destination 
address 

Dest. 

Sequence# 

Hop 

count 

Lifetime 

 

FIG-4(a) Format of a ROUTE REQUEST 

 

Source 

address 

Reques

t 

    ID 

Destina

tion 
address 

Source 

Sequenc
e# 

Dest. 

Seque
nce# 

Hop 

count 

 

FIG-4(b) Format of ROUTE REPLY packet 

 

5. TABLE-DRIVEN VS. ON-DEMAND 

ROUTING 

  The table-driven ad hoc routing approach is 

similar to the connectionless approach of forwarding 

packets, with no regard to when and how frequently 

such routes are desired. When a node using an on-

demand routing protocol desires a route to a new 
destination, it will have to wait  

Until such a route can be discovered. On the other hand, 

because routing information is constantly propagated 

and maintained in table-drive routing protocols, a route 

to every other node in the ad hoc network is always 

available, regardless of whether a flat or hierarchical 
addressing scheme should be used. All of the protocols 

considered here, except for CGSR, use a flat addressing 

scheme. Comparing the advantages Proactive is shorter 

end-to-end delay since route information is always 

available and up-to-date and Disadvantage is resources 

consuming e.g. more overhead in updating the route 

information. Where as in Reactive the advantage is less 

resources consuming and Disadvantage is longer end-to-

end delay since a route has to be discovered before 

communication. The overall comparisons of two types 

of protocols are given below. 
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PARAMETERS  

         

TABLE-

DRIVEN                        

        ON-

DEMAND 

Availability of 

routing 

information  

Always 

available 

regardless of 

need 

Available 

when needed 

Routing 

philosophy 

Mostly flat, 

except for 
CGSR 

Flat 

Periodic route 

updates  

Required Not required  

Coping with 

mobility 

Inform other 

nodes to 

achieve a 

consistent 

routing table 

Use localized 

route 

discovery as 

in ABR and 

SSR 

Signaling traffic 
generated 

Greater than 
that of 

demand  

routing  

Grows with 
increasing 

mobility on 

of active 

routes(as in 

ABR) 

Quality Mainly 
shortest path 

as the QoS 

metric 

Few can 
support QoS, 

although most 

support 

shortest path 

TABLE-1 Comparison between    table-driven and On-
demand 

 

6. CONCLUSION: 

In this paper we provide descriptions of few routing 

schemas proposed for Ad Hoc mobile networking. We 

have presented a comparison of these two categories of 

routing protocols, highlighting their features, 

differences, and characteristics. Finally, we have 

identified possible applications and challenges facing 

Ad Hoc mobile wireless networks. While it is not clear 

that any particular algorithm or class of algorithm is the 

best for all scenarios, each protocol has definite 

advantages and disadvantages, and is well suited for 

certain situations. The field of Ad Hoc mobile networks 
is rapidly growing and changing, and while there are 

still many challenges that need to be met, it is likely that 

such networks will see widespread use within next few 

years.  
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ABSTRACT--- Language identification is an important 

topic in pattern recognition and image processing based 

automatic document analysis and recognition. The 

objective of language identification is to translate human 

identifiable documents to machine identifiable codes. The 

world we live in, is getting increasingly interconnected, 

electronic libraries have become more pervasive and at 

the same time increasingly automated including the task 

of presenting a text in any language as automatically 

translated text in any other language. Identification of the 

language in a document image is of primary importance 

for selection of a specific OCR system processing multi 

lingual documents. 

Language identification may seem to be an elementary 

and simple issue for humans in the real world, but it is 

difficult for a machine, primarily because different scripts 

(a script could be a common medium for different 

languages) are made up of different shaped patterns to 

produce different character sets. 

In a multi-script multi-lingual environment, a document 

may contain text lines in more than one script/language 

forms. It is necessary to identify different script regions of 

the document in order to feed the document to the OCRs 

of individual language .With this context, in this paper a 

model is developed to identify and separate text lines of 

Telugu, Devanagari and English scripts from a printed 

tri-lingual document. The proposed method uses the 

distinct features extracted from the top and bottom 

profiles of the printed text lines. 

The distinct characteristic structures of each language are 

used as supporting visual features in the proposed model. 

Keywords: Multi-script, identification, OCR, text, feature 

extraction.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Definition 

Language identification is an important topic 

in pattern recognition and image processing based 

automatic document analysis and recognition. The 

objective of language identification is to translate 

human identifiable documents to machine identifiable 

codes. Language identification may seem to be an 

elementary and simple issue for humans in the real 

world, but it is difficult for a machine, primarily 

because different scripts (a script could be a common 
medium for different languages) are made up of 

different shaped patterns to produce different character 

sets. OCR is of special significance for a multi-lingual 

country like India, where the text portion of the 

document usually contains information in more than 

one language. . A pre-OCR language identification 

system would enable the correct OCR system to be 

selected in order to achieve the best character 

interpretation of the document. This area has not been 

very widely researched to date, despite its growing 

importance to the document image processing 
community and the progression towards the “project 

less office”.  

Keeping this drawback in mind, in this project an 

attempt has been made to solve a more foundation 

problem of language identification of a text from a 

multilingual document, before its contents are 
automatically read. 

1.2 Objective 

In this paper, we focused on the first stage of the 

multilingual- OCR system and present procedures for 

identification and separation of Telugu, Hindi and 

English text portions of the multilingual document 

produced at an Indian state. In the present case, it could 

also be called as script or language identification, since 

the two languages Telugu and English belong to two 

different scripts. 
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1.3 Proposed System 

         In this paper, we present procedures for 

identification and separation of Telugu, Hindi and 

English text portions of the multilingual document. 

There are three steps to identify the script 

1) Pre-Processing 

2) Feature Extraction 

3) Feature Selection 

13.1. Pre-Processing: 

          In Pre-processing text portions of the document 

image was separated from the non-text region 

manually, through page segmentation algorithms.  

1.3.2. Feature Extraction: 

          In Feature Extraction different Features are used 

to identify the script or language of the text from the 

multi-lingual document. 

1.3.3. Feature Selection: 

          Feature selection is a process that aims to 

identify an optimal subset of relevant features from a 

large number of features collected in the data set, such 

that the overall accuracy of classification is increased. 

II. OPERATIONAL MODULE 

2.1. Global approaches on Indian scripts 

Adequate amount of work has been reported in 

literature using global approaches. Santanu Choudhuri, 

et al. have proposed a method for identification of 

Indian languages by combining Gabor filter based 

technique and direction distance histogram classifier 

considering Hindi, English, Malayalam, Bengali, 
Telugu and Urdu. Gopal Datt Joshi, et. al. have 

presented a script identification technique for 10 Indian 

scripts using a set of features extracted from log-Gabor 

filters. Almost all existing works on global approaches 

extract the features from the entire document image. 

Alternatively, it seems to be simpler and faster if only 

few text lines are considered for identification. With 

this idea, a global approach is proposed which involves 

segmentation only up to line level. 

2.2. Local and global approaches on non-Indian 

scripts 

Sufficient amount of work has also been carried out on 
non-Indian languages. Tan has developed a rotation 

invariant texture feature extraction method for 

automatic script identification for six languages: 

Chinese, Greek, English, Russian, Persian and 

Malayalam. Spitz has proposed a method to 

discriminate between the Chinese based scripts and the 

Latin based scripts. Andrew Bhush has presented a 

texture-based approach. Wood et al.  have proposed 
projection profile method to determine Roman, 

Russian, Arabic, Korean and Chinese characters. 

Hochberg et al. have presented a method for 

automatically identifying script from a binary 

document image using cluster-based text symbol 

templates. Also, no work is reported so far that can 

give better recognition rate of identifying and 

separating text lines of Telugu, Devanagari and English 

scripts from a trilingual document. As a result, in this 

research an automatic technique that can identify and 

separate text lines of Telugu, Devanagari and English 

scripts from a trilingual document is proposed. 

2.3. Preprocessing 

Any language identification method requires 

conditioned image input of the document, which 

implies that the document should be noise free and 

skew free. Apart from these, some recognition 

techniques require that the document image should be 

segmented, thresholded and thinned. In this research, 

the preprocessing techniques such as noise removal and 

skew correction are not necessary for the datasets that 

are manually constructed by downloading the 

documents from the Internet. A sample text line that 
has undergone thinning operation to a single pixel 

width is shown in Fig. 2.1. Thus, the normalized image 

of the bounded text line is prepared ready for further 

processing such as feature extraction. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2.1. Input Image of Input Text Line and its image 

after thinning operation 

2.3 Text line structure 

A text line can be considered as being composed of 

three zones: the upper zone, the middle zone and the 

lower zone. These zones are delimited by four virtual 

lines: the top-line, the upper-line, the base-line and the 

bottom-line. Each text line has at least a middle zone; 

the upper zone depends on capital letters and letters 

with ascenders, like h and k; the lower zone depends on 
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letters with descenders, like g, p and y as shown Fig. 

2.2.. This structure allows the definition of four kinds 

of text line: 

1. Full Line, with character parts present in all three 

zones; 

2. Ascender Line, with character parts present in the 
upper and middle zones; 

3. Descender Line, with character parts present in the 

lower and middle zones; 

4. Short Line, with character parts present in the middle 

zone. 

 

 

 

Fig.2.2. Structure of a Text Line 

III. WORK DONE 

3.1 Existing system 

In a multi-script multi-lingual environment, a 

document may contain text lines in more than one 

script/language forms. It is necessary to identify 

different script regions of the document in order to feed 

the document to the OCRs of individual language.  

With this context, this project proposes to develop a 

model to identify and separate text lines of Telugu, 

Devanagari and English scripts from a printed 

trilingual document. The pro -posed method uses the 

distinct features extracted from the top and bottom 

profiles of the printed text lines 

3.2 Proposed system 

Every script defines a finite set of text patterns called 

alphabets. Alphabets of one script are grouped together 

giving meaningful text information in the form of a 

word, a text line or a paragraph. Thus, when the 

alphabets of the same script are combined together to 

yield meaningful text information, the text portion of 

the individual script exhibits a distinct visual 

appearance. The distinct visual appearance of every 

script is due to the presence of the segments like – 

horizontal lines, vertical lines, upward curves, 

downward curves, descendants and so on. The presence 

of such segments in a particular script is used as visual 
clues for a human to identify the type of even the 

unfamiliar script. It was motivated to adopt the idea of 

human visual perception capability into the proposed 

model to use the distinct features exhibited by each 

script. So, the target of this project is to identify the 

script type of the texts without reading the contents of 

the document. 

By thoroughly observing the structural outline of the 

characters of the three scripts - Telugu, Devanagari and 

English, it is observed that the distinct features are 

present at some specific portion of the characters. So, 

in this project, the discriminating features are extracted 

from the top-profile and the bottom-profile of each text 

line. The top-profile (bottom-profile) of a text line 

represents a set of black pixels obtained by scanning 

each column of the text line from top (bottom) until it 
reaches a first black pixel. Thus, a component of width 

N gets N such pixels. The row at which the first black 

pixel lies in the top-profile (bottom-profile) is called 

top-line (bottom-line). The row number having the 

maximum number of black pixels (black pixels having 

the value 0’s correspond to object and white pixels 

having value 1’s correspond to background) in the top-

profile (bottom-profile) is called the attribute top-max-

row (bottommax- row). 

3.3 Methodology- Steps and Their Functionalities 

3.3.1. Preprocessing 

In this project, text portion of the document image was 

separated from the non text region manually, though 

page segmentation algorithm such as could be readily 

be employed to perform this automatically. It should be 

noted that the text block might contain lines with 

different font sizes and variable spaces between lines. 
It is not necessary to homogenize these parameters, as 

the input to the proposed model is the individual text 

lines. The document image is segmented into several 

text lines using the valleys of the horizontal projection 

profiles computed by a row-wise sum of black pixels. 

The position between two consecutive horizontal 

projections where the histogram height is least denotes 

the boundary of a text line. Using these boundary lines, 

document image is segmented into several text lines. 

The segmented text lines might have varying inter-

word spacing. So, it is necessary to normalize the inter-

word spacing to a maximum of 5 pixels.  

A bounding box is fixed for the segmented and resized 

text line by finding the leftmost, rightmost, topmost 

and bottommost black pixel of each text line. Also, it is 

necessary to preprocess the text line by thinning as the 

texts may be printed in varying thickness. In this 
project, thinning is performed by using the 

morphological operations.  

 

3.3.2. Feature Extraction 
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The distinct features used in the proposed model are 

extracted as explained below:  

A. Feature 1: Bottom-max-row-no: The feature bottom-

max-row-no represents the row number of the bottom-

profile at which the maximum number of black pixels 

lies (black pixels having the value 0’s correspond to 

object and white pixels having value 1’s correspond to 

background).  

B.  Feature 2: Top-horizontal-line: (i) Obtain the top-

max-row from the top-profile. (ii) Find the components 

whose number of black pixels is greater than 

threshold1 (threshold1 = half of the height of the 

bounding box) and store the number of such 

components in the attribute horizontal-lines. (iii) 

Compute the feature top-horizontal-line using the 

equation (1) below: Top-horizontal-line = (hlines * 

100) / tc (1) where hlines represent number of 

horizontal lines and tc represents total number of 
components of the top-max-row. 

C.  Feature 3: Tick-component: The observation of the 

characters of Telugu script motivated to use the tick 

shaped components as a feature. A component is said 

to have the shape of the ticklike structure if the pixel 
values of the components are in the sequence (i, j), 

(i+1, j+1), (i+2, j+2), … , (i+m1, j+n1), (i+m1-1, 

j+n1+1), (i+m1-2, j+n1+2), (i+m1-3, j+n1+3), ... , 

(i+m1-m2, j+n1+n2), where m2=i+m1 and n2>n1. 

D.  Feature 4: Bottom-component: If more than 50% of 

the connected component is present below the attribute 
bottom-max-row, then that connected component is 

considered as the descendent. The presence of 

descendants or vathaksharas found at the bottom 

portion of the Telugu script could be used as a feature 

called bottom-component. The feature named ‘bottom 

component’ is extracted from the bottom-portion of the 

input text line. Bottom-portion is computed as Bottom-

portion= f(x,y) where x=bottom-max-row to m and 

y=1to n ; where f(x,y) represent the image of the input 

text line. 

E. Feature 5: Top-pipe-size: The attribute top-pipe 

(bottom-pipe) is obtained by deleting the connected 

components whose number of pixels is less than 

threshold2. The value of threshold2 is computed 

through experimentation and it is fixed to 10 pixels. 

The number of rows comprising the top-pipe is used as 

the feature top-pipe-size. 

F.  Feature 6: Bottom-pipe-size: The feature bottom-

pipe-size is computed as that of top-pipesize.  

G.  Feature 7: Top-pipe-density: The feature top-pipe-

density is computed using the equation (2). Top-pipe-

density=(nbp*100)/(m*n) (2) where nbp correspond to 

number of black pixels present in the top-pipe and 

(m,n) is the size of the image - top-pipe. 

H.  Feature 8: Bottom-pipe-density: The feature 

bottom-pipe-density is computed as that of top pipe 

density. 

3.4. Feature Selection 

Feature selection is a process of minimizing the 

number of features and maximizing the discriminating 

property of the feature set. Feature selection is a 

process that aims to identify an optimal subset of 

relevant features from a large number of features 
collected in the data set, such that the overall accuracy 

of classification is increased. 

3.5. The Learning Algorithm 

Using the optimal features of each script, the proposed 

model is learnt with a training data set of 500 text lines 

from each of the three scripts - Telugu, Devanagari and 

English. Learning algorithm used in the proposed 

model is given below. 

Algorithm Learning () 

Input: Pre-processed text lines of Telugu, Devanagari 

and English scripts 

Output: Range of feature values. 

1. Do for i = 1 to 3 script types 

2. { Do for k = 1 to 500 text lines of i th script 

3. { Obtain top profile and bottom profile. 

4. Compute the values of the optimal features of the  

i th script. } 

5. Find minimum, maximum and mean of the optimal 

features for n text lines and store them in a knowledge 

base. } 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

The function bwconncomp finds all the connected 

components (objects) in the binary image. The 
accuracy of your results depends on the size of the 

objects, the connectivity parameter (4, 8, or arbitrary), 

and whether or not any objects are touching (in which 

case they could be labeled as one object). The 

applications are Spatial image transformations, 

Morphological operations, Neighborhood and block 

operations, Linear filtering and filter design, 

Transforms, Image analysis and enhancement, Image 

registration,  Deblurring, Region of interest operations.  
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V.  SNAP SHOTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 Input Image  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 Identifying the words in line by using 

projection method. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.3 Identifying the words in line by using 

projection method. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a method to identify and separate text 

lines of Telugu, Hindi and English scripts from a 

trilingual document is presented. The approach is based 

on the analysis of the top and bottom profiles of 

individual text lines and hence does not require any 
character or word segmentation. A document may 

contain text words of different languages within a text 

line. The proposed method is bound to fail on such 

documents. This is a limitation.       A document may 

contain text words of different languages within a text 

line. The proposed method is bound to fail on such 

documents. One possible solution is to identify the 

script type at word level by segmenting the text line 

into words. Our future work is to consider  

  1) Identification of the script type at word level.  

 2) Feeding of individual language regions to 

appropriate OCR system 
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Abstract:
 

This paper is aimed at finding Approximate repeating 

Patterns (AP) in a given musical sequence for the purpose of 

Music Information Retrieval system (MIR). The music objects 

are classified into Monophonic and Polyphonic. In 

Monophonic there is only one track which is the main melody 

that leads the song. In Polyphonic objects, there are several 

tracks that accompany the main melody. Each track is a 

sequence of notes played simultaneously with other tracks. 

But, the main melody captures the essence of the music and 

plays vital role in MIR. The MIR involves representation of 

main melody as a sequence of notes played, extraction of 

repeating patterns from it and matching of query sequence 

with frequent repeating sequential patterns constituting the 

music object. Repeating patterns are subsequences of notes 

played time and again in a main melody with possible 

variations in the notes to a tolerable extent. Similarly, the 

query sequence meant for retrieving a music object may not 

contain the repeating patterns of the main melody in its exact 
form. Hence, extraction of approximate patterns is essential 

for a MIR system.  

 

Key words: MIR, MIDI, Query by Humming, Repeating 

Patterns. 

1. Introduction 

       Sequence of data objects maintains an order among its 

constituents and hence they are found to be suitable to 

represent data such as DNA sequences, stock market data 

streams, time series weather/climatic conditions at one or 

more locations, audio signals, video signals etc. Sequential 

pattern mining is a specialized field of data mining which 

focuses on extracting sequential patterns from sequence data 

repositories. Sequential pattern mining [1] has separate set of 

techniques to extract repeating pattern from long sequences 

and frequent sequential patterns from a large collection of 

shorter sequences of fixed or variable length constituting a 

sequence data base. This paper focuses on repeating pattern 

extraction from a single long sequence representing a 

monophonic music object. 

The music objects are represented in three formats: 

 

    1. Conventional Music Notation (CMN) ([2],[12]) 

represents music objects with symbols and time signature and 

it does notsupport automated processing as it is only human 

readable but not machine readable.   

 

2. Audio file format represents general songs which can be 

played by CD players and iPods. These files are available in 

original format as .wav file and in compressed format
 
as .mp3 

file.  

 

3. Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI)
 
file format 

provides event messages about the pitch and intensity, control 

signals for parameters such as volume, vibrato and panning, 

cues and clock signals to set the tempo[5]. See Fig.1 for 

representation of music files in three formats  

 

 
Fig.1 Representation of music files 

        The music objects represented in audio and MIDI formats 

are machine processable and hence becomes amicable for 

automated retrieval. A song or a piece of music with suitable 

accompaniment  are generally represented as a polyphonic 

music object [Fig.2a] containing separate tracks for various 

accompaniment in addition to main melody, as a MIDI file. 

The main melody [4] contains most of the information 

pertaining to the music object and hence demands special 

focus while processing music objects in the context of music 

information retrieval. The main melody [Fig.2b] is extracted 
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by separating [6] the track representing it from originally 

polyphonic music object to create a monophonic music object.  

The theme of a song is inherently captured by the track 

representing main melody as it provides data regarding the 

sequence of notes played at various time stamps along with 

velocity etc. In the context of music information retrieval in 

response to Query by Humming (QBH) [7] the note sequence 
representing the main melody is totally ordered. In other 

words the notes are strictly ordered because at every time 

stamp no more than one note is played excluding the 

accompaniments.  

 

 
Fig. 2a MIDI file with multiple tracks as polyphony 

 

 
Fig. 2b MIDI file with separated track as monophony as       

main melody 

 

This research work aims at extracting features of 
monophonic music objects for the purpose of indexing them in 

support of  Music Information Retrieval [14]. Specifically, the 

authors have developed a frame work for representing the 

main melody of a monophonic music object as a long 

sequence of notes along with the time stamps and applied 

sequential mining techniques for extracting repeating patterns 

allowing tolerance for minor alterations in the notes played 

which is essential for dealing with real world applications. 

Sequential patterns with tolerance are referred to as 

approximate sequential patterns which contain one or more 

exactly repeating patterns that are joinable as they co-occur 

close to one another frequently. Hence, mining exactly 
repeating patterns provides seeds for formation of lengthier 

approximate sequential patterns with tolerance.  

 

2. Methodology 

 

This project on feature extraction from monophonic music 

objects is implemented in three phases:  
 

1. Representation of the main melody track as a note 
sequence

 
[8] 

2. Finding maximal exactly repeating patterns in linear 

time 

3. Extracting approximate sequential patterns with 

tolerance
 
[8] 

MIDI Note 

 Number 

 

50 

 

46 

 

46 

 

48 

 

56 

 

50 

 

46 

 

46 

 

50 

 

48 

English  

Alphabets 

 

F 

 

B 

 

B 

 

D 

 

L 

 

F 

 

B 

 

B 

 

F 

 

D 

Musical  

Notes 

 

D3 

 

A#2 

 

A#2 

 

D3 

 

G#3 

 

D3 

 

A#2 

 

A#2 

 

D3 

 

C3 

 
Table 2: Musical notes for a given string 

2.1 Representation of main melody as a note sequence: 

 

 Monophonic [3] music object containing the main melody 

is available as a sequence of MIDI note numbers. Each MIDI 

note number has a two dimensional symbolic name 

representing the name of the note and its octave for example 

MIDI note number 45 is named/referred to as A2 as they 

represents note A in octave 2. Similarly, the name of the MIDI 

note number 96 is C7 representing note C in octave 7. Though 

there are 128 MIDI note numbers the human perception is 

limited to a sub range of these 128 distinct notes.  
  

 For the purpose of indexing songs/music objects, no song 

spans over more than three octaves and hence it is possible 

and convenient to represent each MIDI note number by a 

single symbol of each English alphabet [A-Z…a-z ] which can 

represent more than four octaves. Specifically, each of the 

musical notes starting from A2 (45) to C7 (96) are represented 

using single symbol starting from A to z for simplicity as 

listed in Table [1]. Accordingly a music sequence “ D3 A#2 

A#2 C3 G#3 D3 A#2 A#2 D3 C3 ” with MIDI note numbers 

“50 46 46 48 56 50 46 46 50 48” is represented as “F B B D L 
F B B F D” to transform it into a string Table [2].  
S. No. Musical 

 Note 

MIDI Note  

Number 

English  

Alphabet 

1 A2 45 A 

2 A#2 46 B 

3… B2… 47… C… 

... … … … 

25 A4 69 Y 

26 A#2 70 Z 

27 B4 71 a 

28 C5 72 b 

29… C#5… 73… c… 

… … … … 

50 A#6 94 x 

51 B6 95 y 

52 C7 96 z 
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Table 1: Mapping of alphabets with MIDI note number 

and musical notes for given range 

 

Thus any musical note sequence that is totally ordered can be 

represented as a string of alphabets. Hence, the data structures 

and algorithms developed for string processing are directly 

applicable to music sequences represented as strings. 
 

2.2 Finding maximal exactly repeating patterns 

 

Once a music object or a song is represented as a 

sequence of alphabet in the form of a string, the process of 

locating maximal exactly repeating sub sequences at different 

positions of the long sequence proceeds in the second phase.  

 

The figure 2 depicts the suffix tree for string F B B D L F 

B B F D. For any non-leaf node ‘v’ the number of leaf nodes 

in the sub-tree routed at ‘v’ gives the frequency as well as 

indexes of the string formed by the concatenation of edge 

labels along the path to ‘v’ referred to as path label of ‘v’.  

 
Fig.3 The suffix tree construction for given string 

 
The suffix tree shown in Fig. 3 contains a non-leaf node 

whose path label is ‘F’ as it contains 3 leaf nodes in its sub 

tree. Its frequency is 3 and the indexes of suffixes are 1, 6 and 

9 representing F B B D L F B B F D, FBBFD, FD 

respectively. Similarly ‘BB’ has 2 leafs and ‘FBB’ has 2 leafs 

representing their frequency and location of occurrence in the 

string S. 

Wiener et.al.[9] proposed an efficient algorithm for 

constructing a suffix tree whose time as well as space 
complexity is O(n). This research work adapts Wieners 

algorithm for extracting maximal exactly repeating patterns 

from a musical note sequence represented as a string. Every 

non-leaf node of the suffix tree with more than a threshold 

number θ of leaf nodes in its sub tree identifies a maximal 

exactly repeating pattern defined by its path label. 

 

Suffix tree is an efficient non-linear data structure that 

supports efficient implementations of many string operations 

including extraction of exactly repeating maximal substrings 

from a long sequence/string ([10], [15]). A suffix tree 

representing a string of length n is a rooted directed tree with 

exactly n leaves numbered 1 to n representing the 
location/index of the suffix represented by label of the path 

ending at the leaf node. Every internal node except for the root 

node has two or more branches labeled with non empty 

suffixes with distinct starting character.  

 

A repeating pattern ‘P’ of length ‘n’ has a nearly 2
n
 sub 

pattern which also repeats with the repeating pattern ‘P’. A 

maximal repeating pattern is a lengthiest subsequence that 

repeats in a string frequently and none of its extensions in 

either direction has equal frequency with it.  

 

Considering a frequency threshold of 2, ‘F’ as well as 
‘FBB’ are considered maximal repeating patterns individually 

as their frequency is different. While ‘FB’ is a subsequence of 

‘FBB’ which is not considered as maximal repeating pattern as 

its frequency being same as that of ‘FBB’. 

 

 The following algorithm is applied to identify and locate 

repeated occurrences of maximal repeating patterns in the 

string. Each repeating pattern ‘i’ has a strand defined by an 

ordered pair <pati, sup-seti> where, pati is the pattern that 

repeats and sup-seti is a list of indexes of the subsequences 

supporting the pati.  

2.2.1 Algorithm for finding exact repeating patterns and 

their strands: 

 

Input:  

Music note sequence represented as string S, minimum 

frequency threshold θ and minimum length threshold lmin. 

 

Output:  Strands of exact repeating patterns <pati, sup-seti>  

 sup-seti is a set of locations of repeated occurrences      

               of pati in S 

 

1. construct suffix tree for the string S 

 

2. traverse the tree from root  

i=0  

at every non-leaf node ‘v’ 

       if the path length (v) > lmin 

                  if leaf node count(v) > θ  

                    (i=i+1, pati = prefix(v) 

                 then store the indexes of  

                 leafs into sup-seti) 

 

The above algorithm gains its efficiency as it uses suffix tree 
which is a compressed form of trie. The height of suffix tree is 

much less than the worst case possible height of a trie which is 

equal to the length of the string. 
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2.3 Extracting approximate sequential patterns with 

tolerance: 

 Phase2 discovers exact repeating patterns that are 

significant based on user specified length and frequency 

thresholds. An approximate sequential pattern is a 

combination of maximal repeating patterns that occur close to 
one another. Specifically an Approximate sequential Pattern 

(AP) can be expressed as a series of Exact repeating Patterns 

(EP) separated by allowable gap, Gi which is the number of 

differing characters occurring in between EPi and EPi+1 in the 

subsequences that support both EPi and EPi+1. 
For example, approximate pattern P= < ‘AB’, 1, ‘BCE’, 

2, ‘DA’ > is a series of three exact patterns; ‘AB’ followed by 

‘BCE’ with a gap of one mismatching characters. The 

subsequences ‘…ABCBCEEFDA…’ as well as ‘ABABCEABA’ 

contain the pattern P and hence support it.  

 The length of an approximate pattern is the sum of the 

lengths of exact patterns and gaps constituting it. The length of 
the pattern P is 10.   The ratio of the number of mismatching 

characters to the length of approximate pattern should be less 

than tolerance threshold specified by user. The tolerance 

threshold is limited in the range of 0 to 0.4; while ‘0’ tolerance 

imposes stringent matching, ‘0.4’ tolerance allows very liberal 

matching. 

 The strand of a pattern represents the subsequences 

supporting the pattern in the form of list of indexes. The 

strands of multiple exact patterns (constituting an approximate 

pattern) are carefully merged to form strands of approximate 

patterns. 
Two strands can be merged to form a strand of a lengthier 

approximate pattern if they contain indexes close to one 

another on either side within a specified gap. Suppose there 

are two strands namely strandj with a pattern Pj of length lj and 

strandk  with a pattern Pk of length lk. Inorder to be mergeable  

an index i in strandj should have a corresponding index m in 

strandk with in a distance of dj where dj is equal to 

dj=(1+2δ)*lj  where δ is error threshold. If Pk occurs after Pj 

the merged pattern is <Pj, gap, Pk> otherwise, it is <Pk, gap, 

Pj>. The following algorithm gives details of merging smaller 

patterns to form larger approximate patterns and maintaining 

their strands.  

Step1 finds the allowable gap between two patterns based 

on their lengths and error tolerance δ. Step2 discusses the 

process of merging patterns and strands in the forward 

direction while step3 discusses the process of merging patterns 

and strands in the backward direction. Step 4 increments j to 

repeat first three steps for extending each strandj on both 

sides. The final step screens away infrequent strands based on 

index counting. The resulting strands may in turn be merged 

with other strands and the process continues until no new 

strands can be merged. 

 
2.3.1 Algorithm for finding Approximate Patterns:  

 

Input: Original sequence S, list of t strands of exact repeating 

patterns strand[], min frequency threshold θ, error threshold δ. 

 

Output: Strands of approximate patterns 

Process:  

1. for each j=1 to t  

for each  strandj with pattern Pj  find lj =len(Pj ),  

dj =(1+2 δ)* lj 

2. Search forward: 

for k=j+1 to t 

for each index i in strandj  

for each index m in strandk  

if (i+lj) ≤ m ≤ (i+dj), 

{ 

gap = m-(i+lj)  

create new strand with  pattern = <Pj, gap, Pk> 

                 insert i into the list of indexes of the new strand 

repeat 

i = next index in the strandj 

m = next index in the strandk 

if (m-(i+lj)= gap); 

{ 

append i to the list indexes       

of new strand 

i= next indexes in strandj 

} 

m= next index in strandk 

} 

until null. 

3. Search backward:  

if (j=1), goto step4 
     for k=j-1 down to 1 

     for each index i in strandj 

     for each index n in strandk 

        if((i-lk) > n ≥ (i-dj)) 

       { 

          lk=len (Pk) 

          gap=(i-(n+lk)) 

          insert new pattern = <Pk, gap, Pj> 

          insert n into the list of indexes of  new strand         

              repeat  

                i = next index in the Pj strand                    

                n= next index in k
th 

strand 

                if (i-(n+lk)= gap) 

                      { 

                      append n to the list of indexes of        

                      new strand  

                      i = next index in strandj 

                        } 

                        n=next index in strandk  

        } 

until null 
4. j=j+1 

5. count the indexes of each strand and return those with 

at least θ frequency. 

 

3. Experiments 
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We implemented [2.2.1] and [ 2.3.1] algorithms and 

found the number of repeating patterns with user specified 

minimum length of patterns {2,3,4,5} and frequency 

θ={2,3,4,5} and error threshold as gaps δ={0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4} as 

shown in Table [4a,4b,4c,4d,5a,5b,5c,5d] with graphs in 

[Fig4,5]. The time taken for finding the repeating patterns with 

user specified lengths, frequencies and error threshold as same 

as above mentioned is shown in Table[6a,6b] with graphs 

in[Fig 6,7]. The total input length of notes for 185 songs is 
2,28,542. The song identified with minimum  length is ‘Vande 

Mataram’ of 238 notes(input length of ‘String S’ see 2.2.1)   

song no ‘175’ and the song identified with maximum length 

‘Jugalbandi Vatapi’ of 6144 notes , song no ‘51’shown in 

Fig.[8a,8b].  

 

Example1:  

The features of the song ‘Vande Mataram’ identified is 

show in table with input length of song 238, min len=4, min 

freq θ= 5 and error threshold δ=0 is shown in Table.3a 

 

Repeating 

 Patterns 

Len of 

 RP Freq Gap Indexes 
G3G3G3G3 
G3G3G3G3G3 9 6 0 

108,109,110,111,124,
125 

D3D3D3D3D3D3 6 6 0 64,65,66,168,169,170 

F#3F#3G3G3G3G3 6 5 0 18,106,122,136,232 

D3D3C3C3 4 6 0 6,12,58,78,174,218 

C3C3D3D3 4 12 0 

4,8,14,56,80,100,176,

188, 

196,202,212,224 

D3D3F#3F#3 4 5 0 16,88,134,180,214 
 

Table 3a:  Song ‘Vande Mataram’ with input length 238, 

min len= 4, min freq θ= 5 and error threshold δ=0.3 

 

The experiments were done in the following steps 

 

1. Songs collected from Raga Surabhi [11] which was 

available in .mp3 audio file format.  

2. The .mp3 files were converted into .wav audio file 
format.  

3. The .wav files were converted into .mid as MIDI file 

format 

4. The MIDI files having sruthi[ ] is in lower octaves 

which exceeds the  given range, see table 1. 

5. Finally the MIDI files were edited and the data set is 

in required form. 

 

The variation in size of audio files in the size 

according to its file formats is shown in Table3b. 

 
                    

 
 

Table 3b: The size 185 songs in various audio file formats 

 

4. Results Analysis 

 

 The number of patterns as well as execution time 

decreases with an increase in minimum support in the form of 

minimum number of repetitions of a pattern. 

 

4.1 Error threshold δ=0.1 

 

Min. length Min. frequency No. of patterns Time 

2 2 17124 4:32 

2 3 12168 3:33 

2 4 9505 3:01 

2 5 7723 2:42 

                             Table 4a 

 

Min. length Min. frequency No. of patterns Time 

3 2 17035 4:20 

3 3 11955 3:29 

3 4 9244 2:54 

3 5 7422 2:38 

                            Table 4b 

 

Min. length Min. frequency No. of patterns Time 

4 2 16810 4:19 

4 3 11846 3:29 

4 4 9038 2:42 

4 5 7285 2:30 

                             Table 4c 

Min. length Min. frequency No. of patterns Time 

5 2 15806 3:59 

5 3 10459 3:08 

5 4 7623 2:20 

5 5 5780 2:07 

                             Table 4d 
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Fig. 4 Variation in length of repeating patterns 

S. No. Type of Songs Size in Memory 

1 Mp3  814.83 Mb 

2 Wav 8925.9 Mb 

3 MIDI with Sruthi 1268.7 Kb 

4 MIDI monophonic 1024.94 Kb 

�Min freq 
θ 
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4.2 Error threshold δ =0.2  

 

 

 

Min. length Min. frequency No. of patterns Time 

2 2 17213 4:08 

3 2 17123 4:05 

4 2 16898 4:00 

5 2 15890 2:06 

Table 5a 

 

 

Min. length Min. frequency No. of patterns Time 

2 3 12172 3:16 

3 3 11959 3:14 

4 3 11850 3:11 

5 3 10463 2:54 

Table 5b 

 

Min. length Min. frequency No. of patterns Time 

2 4 9056 2:54 

3 4 9245 2:52 

4 4 9039 2:50 

5 4 7624 2:21 

Table 5c 

 

Min. length Min. frequency No. of patterns Time 

2 5 7723 2:40 

3 5 7422 2:36 

4 5 7285 2:33 

5 5 5780 2:14 

Table 5d 

 

The number of patterns is maintained almost at the same 

level for different minimum lengths compared to number of 

patterns decreases with increase in minimum length of a 

pattern. However the variation of number of patterns with 

minimum length is not as sensitive as that of variation in 

minimum frequency. It is also observed that the execution 
time decreases with decrease in number of patterns 

irrespective the constraints imposed in terms of min length, 

min frequency and error threshold. 

The number of repeating patterns increases with increase 

in error threshold. But the variation is not as significant as in 

the case of variation of minimum number of repetitions and 

minimum pattern length. 

 

Fig. 5 Variation of frequency θ 

4.3 Minimum Length 2 

Threshold δ=0.1  
 

Min Len Min Rep Execution Time(sec) No. RP 

2 2 272 17124 

2 3 213 12168 

2 4 181 9505 

2 5 162 7723 

Table 6a  

 

 
Fig.6 Execution time for Len=2, δ=0.1 

 

Minimum Length 4 

Threshold δ=0.3  
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Min Len Min Rep Execution Time(sec) No. RP 

4 2 243 16932 

4 3 208 11856 

4 4 171 9041 

4 5 156 7285 

                              Table 6b 
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Fig.7 Execution time for Len=4, δ=0.3 

 

 
Fig. 8a Input lengths versus songs 

 

 
Fig. 8b Input lengths versus songs 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

The ability to extract approximate sequential patterns from 

music objects is essential for building an effective/robust 
Music Information Retrieval System. In this paper, we have 

developed a frame work that identifies approximate repeating 

patterns in a given musical sequence as string. We have 

adapted an algorithm, which finds approximate patterns in a 

DNA sequence, in our thesis. Our algorithm is based on the 

notion of aggregating a pattern’s support set into strands, to 

achieve efficient computation and compact representation.  By 

combining a suffix-tree-based initial strand mining and 

iterative strand growth, we adopt a local search optimization 

technique to reduce time complexity.  

 

6. Future Work 

 

 This approach can be useful for identification of music 

objects and their feature datasets on popular MIDI songs like 

Tamil, Telugu, and English etc. The obtained music objects 

and feature datasets can be used for segmentation and pattern 

matching for effective Content Based Music Information 

Retrieval System. 
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Abstract 
Cloud Computing is the latest trend that is being followed by 
Software Industry in recent times. All the industries like retail, 

telecom and others are making use of this technology to provide 
their services to the customers. Cloud Computing is an 

implementation of Virtualization which has been a phenomenal 
solution provided for the Cost Cuttings in the Software Industry. 
Cloud computing offers numerous advantages which include 

pervasiveness, scalability, flexibility, and automated provisioning of 

resources to name a few. In spite of the numerous advantages 

attributed to cloud computing, many organizations still exhibit a 
level of doubtfulness in cloud services because of the security 
challenges associated with it. This paper examines the security 

challenges being faced by the different deployment methods and 
describes how to build a secure cloud in better way. We introduce a 

framework that defines a way in which security issue can be 
addressed. Also, we address the problems  that occurs in 
Heterogeneity and Distribution. 

Keywords—Cloud Computing, Security 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing is a general term for anything that involves 

delivering hosted services over the Internet. It is a 

subscription-based service where you can obtain networked 

storage space and computer resources. It possible for you to 

access your information from anywhere at any time. While a 

traditional computer setup requires you to be in the same 

location as your data storage device, the cloud takes away that 

step. The cloud removes the need for you to be in the same 

physical location as the hardware that stores your data. A 

Cloud Service Provider(CSP) is a company that offers some 

component of cloud computing. Each provider serves a 

specific function, giving users more or less control over their 

cloud depending on the type. When you choose a provider, 

compare your needs to the cloud services available. Your 

cloud needs will vary depending on how you intend to use the 

space and resources associated with the cloud.  

Cloud computing has become a very attractive by significantly 

reducing costs through optimization and increased operating 

and economic efficiencies [2], [3]. The architectural features 

of the cloud allow users to achieve better operating costs and 

be very agile by facilitating fast acquisition of services and 
infrastructural resources as and when needed. However, these 

unique features also give rise to various security concerns [6], 

[4]. Several surveys of potential cloud adopters also indicate 

that security and privacy is the primary concern hindering its 

adoption but cloud computing has become very popular 

because of its potential benefits [4], [3]. Hence, understanding 
the security and privacy risks in cloud computing and 

developing effective solutions are critical to the success of this 

new computing paradigm [5]. 

 

 
Figure 1 Cloud Computing Architecture 

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

A. Key Characteristics Of Cloud Computing: 

On-demand self-service- Cloud computing 

resources can be procured and disposed of by the 

consumer without human interaction with the cloud 

service provider. This automated process reduces the 

personnel overhead of the cloud provider, cutting 

costs and lowering the price at which the services can 

be offered. 

Resource pooling- By using a technique called 

“virtualization,” the cloud provider pools his 

computing resources. This resource pool enables the 

sharing of virtual and physical resources by multiple 

consumers, “dynamically assigning and releasing 

resources according to consumer demand. The 
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consumer has no explicit knowledge of the physical 

location of the resources being used, except when the 

consumer requests to limit the physical location of 

his data to meet legal requirements. 

 

Broad network access- Cloud services are 

accessible over the network via standardized 

interfaces, enabling access to the service not only by 

complex devices such as personal computers, but also 

by light weight devices such as smart phones. 

 

Rapid elasticity- The available cloud computing 

resources are rapidly matched to the actual demand, 

quickly increasing the cloud capabilities for a service 

if the demand rises, and quickly releasing the 

capabilities when the need for drops. This automated 

process decreases the procurement time for new 

computing capabilities when the need is there, while 

preventing an abundance of unused computing power  

when the need has subsided. 

 

Measured service- Cloud computing enables the 

measuring of used resources, as is the case in utility 

computing. The measurements can be used to provide 

resource efficiency information to the cloud provider, 

and can be used to provide the consumer a payment 

model based on “pay-per-use.” For example, the 

consumer may be billed for the data transfer volumes, 

the number of hours a service is running, or the 

volume of the data stored per month. 

 

B. Service Delivery Methods in Cloud Computing: 

The services offered by cloud computing vendors are 

available to customers on a pay-as-you-go basis, that 

is, services are provided on demand and customers 

are charged as these services are used. Also, users 

need not have prior knowledge about the 

administration of the resources involved and the 

physical infrastructures are not owned by customers, 

thus increasing the level of risk involved. These 

services are categorized into three main groups: 

 

Software as a Service (SaaS)- This is a service 

delivery method in which the cloud vendors make 

software applications available to customers over a 

network, more often than not, the internet on a pay-

as-you-go basis. These software applications are 

accessed by customers using a thin client via a web 

browser. SaaS is most often implemented to provide 

business software functionality to enterprise 

customers at a low cost while allowing those 

customers to obtain the same benefits of 

commercially licensed, internally operated software 

without the associated complexity of installation, 

management, support, licensing, and high initial 

cost.[3] The multi-tenant architecture of this delivery 

model allows vendors to apply a single version of the 

application using a single hardware, network, and 

operating system across a large pool of users thereby 

sharing the cost. 

 

Platform as a Service (PaaS)- This service delivery 

method is one layer above IaaS. The cloud vendors 

provide software and tools for building application to 

customers. It offers developers a service that provides 

a complete software development life cycle 

management, from planning, design building 

applications, deployment, testing to maintenance 

without having to worry about maintaining the 

operating systems, server hardware, load balancing or 

computing capacity.[6] Everything else is abstracted 

away from the “view” of the developers. Clients 

using PaaS services transfer even more costs from 

capital investment to operational expenses but must 

acknowledge the additional constraints and possibly 

some degree of lock-in posed by the additional 

functionality layers.[7]. 

 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)- This is the 

foundation of all cloud services in which the cloud 

vendors provide the basic infrastructure which 

includes (virtual) platforms, raw storages, firewalls, 

networking, etc. on which applications can be placed 

thereby drastically reducing the enormous initial 

investment faced by business organizations. This 

service delivery model allows business organizations 

to focus more on areas of competence which will in-

turn improve level of productivity since the burden of 

provisioning and management of infrastructure has 

been taken care of by cloud service providers by 

completely abstracting the hardware beneath and 

allowing users to consume infrastructure as a service 

without bothering about anything about the 

underlying complexity. 

C.  Deployment Model in Cloud Computing: 

The following are the various methods by which 

cloud computing can be implemented. 
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Private Cloud- This model is deployed to meet the 

need of a single organization. Scalable resources are 

assembled together and hosted internally or 

externally and managed either internally by the 

organization or a third party. Since this model is 

deployed for a single organization, its operation is 

more secure than public cloud. 

 

Public Cloud- This is the most ubiquitous of all the 

models. Public cloud describes cloud computing in 

the traditional mainstream sense, whereby resources 

are dynamically provisioned on a fine-grained, self-

service basis over the Internet, via web 

applications/web services, from an off-site third-party 

provider who shares resources and bills on a fine-

grained utility computing basis. [3] 

 

Hybrid Cloud- This is composed of a private cloud 

linked together with two or more clouds (public or 

community). Each of these clouds remain distinctive 

entities but are bound together thereby presenting the 

benefits of multiple deployment models. Hybrid 

cloud can describe configuration combining a local 

device, such as a Plug computer with cloud services. 

It can also describe configurations combining virtual 

and physical, collocated assets -for example, a mostly 

virtualized environment that requires physical 

servers, routers, or other hardware such as a network 

appliance acting as a firewall or spam filter.[3] 

III. LITERATURE 

Numerous researches have been presented  in the literature for  

cloud computing and its security  issues. A brief review of 

some recent researches is  presented here. In the last few 

years, cloud computing has grown from being a promising 

business concept to one of the fast growing segments of the IT 

industry. But as more and more information on individuals 

and companies are placed in the cloud, concerns were 

beginning to grow about just how safe an environment it was. 

Despite of all the hype surrounding the cloud, enterprise 

customers were still reluctant to deploy their business in the 

cloud. Security was one of the major issues which reduces the 

growth of cloud computing and complications with data 

privacy and data protection continue to plague the market. The 

advent of an advanced model should not negotiate with the 

required functionalities  and capabilities present in the current 

model. A new model targeting at improving features of an 

existing model must not risk or threaten other important 

features of the current model. The architecture of cloud poses 

such a threat to the security of the existing technologies when 

deployed in a cloud environment. Cloud service users need to 

be vigilant in understanding the risks of data breaches in that 

new environment. S. Subashini et al. [1] proposed a survey of 

the different security risks that pose a threat to the cloud. 

Cloud computing has become one of the most significant 

information security issues in recent years. That was due to the 

dramatically emerging applications and required services of 

cloud computing. However, in order to safely utilize and enjoy 

the benefit of cloud computing through wired/wireless 

networking, sufficient assurance of information security such 

as confidentiality, authentication, non repudiation, and 

integrity was the most critical factor for adoption. In order to 

well understand the security of cloud computing, experimental 

platform based on kernel based virtual machine has 

established. Besides, a dynamic Intrusion detection system for 

strengthening the security application of cloud computing was 

implemented. In their mechanism, numbers of intrusion 

detectors were dispatched on the whole topology of the 

networking system through multi-layers and multi-stages 

deployment. Those information security issues related with the 

application and service of cloud computing would be 

experimented and discussed.  

The experiments included the equipment security of the client 

side termination, the threats of web site and webpage, the 

detection and diagnosis and surveillance of intrusion, the 

access and security of database in the cloud side, the detection 

of system leakage and the monitor of real-time repairing 

process, the management of server system, the management of 

mobile e-commerce processing, and the integrated analysis of 

associated security information and issues. Chang-Lung Tsai 

et al. [2] proposed a mechanism that was not only focused on 

find out some solutions, but also focused on develop some 

feasible information security techniques or products for the 

application and service of cloud computing. Cloud computing 

technology was a new concept of providing dramatically 

scalable and virtualized resources, bandwidth, software and 

hardware on demand to consumers. Consumers could typically 

requests cloud services via a web browser or web service. 

Using cloud computing, consumers could safe cost of 

hardware deployment, software licenses and system 

maintenance. On the other hand, it also has a few security 

issues. Danish Jamil et al. [3] Introduced four cloud security 

problems, which are XML Signature Element Wrapping, 

Browser Security, Cloud Malware Injection Attack and 
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Flooding Attacks, and also gives the possible 

countermeasures. Cloud computing moved away from 

personal computers and the individual enterprise application 

server to services provided by the cloud of computers. The 

emergence of cloud computing has made a tremendous impact 

on the Information Technology (IT) industry over the past few 

years. Currently IT industry needs Cloud computing services 

to provide best opportunities to real world. Cloud computing 

was in initial stages, with many issues still to be addressed. 

The objective of that was to explore the different issues of 

cloud computing and identify important research opportunities 

in this increasingly important area. V. Krishna Reddy et al 

[4]presented different design challenges categorized under 

security challenges, Data Challenges, Performance challenges 

and other Design ChallengeS. 

 

Krishna Chaitanya et al. [5] provided the basic idea on Cloud 

Computing. It also deals with the Security Issue mainly faced 

in the Industry where Cloud Computing is implemented and 

necessary steps which could solve these problems to certain 

extent. The prominence of the place of cloud computing in 

future converged networks was incontestable. That was due to 

the obvious advantages of the cloud as a medium of storage 

with ubiquity of access platforms and minimal hardware 

requirements on the user end. Secure delivery of data to and 

from the cloud is however a serious issue that needs to be 

addressed.  

 

Aderemi A. Atayero et al. [6] presented the security issues 

affecting cloud computing and proposed the use of 

homomorphic encryption as a panacea for dealing with these 

serious security concerns visà-vis the access to cloud data. 

Cloud computing was a set of IT services that were provided 

to a customer over a network on a leased basis and with the 

ability to scale up or down their service requirements. Usually 

cloud computing services were delivered by a third party 

provider who owns the infrastructure. It advantages to mention 

but a few include scalability, resilience, flexibility, efficiency 

and outsourcing noncore activities.Despite the potential gains 

achieved from the cloud computing, the organizations were 

slow in accepting it due to security issues and challenges 

associated with it Security was one of the major issues which 

hamper the growth of cloud. Kuyoro S. O et al. [7]  Introduced 

a detailed analysis of the cloud computing security issues and 

challenges focusing on the cloud computing types and the 

service delivery types. 

IV. NEED OF SECURITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

Loss of governance- For public cloud deployments, 

consumers necessarily cede control to the cloud provider over 

a number of issues that may affect security. At the same time, 

cloud service level agreements (SLA) may not offer a 

commitment to provide such capabilities on the part of the 

cloud provider, thus leaving gaps in security defenses.  

 

Responsibility ambiguity- Given that use of cloud computing 

services spans across the consumer and the provider 

organizations, responsibility for aspects of security can be 

spread across both organizations, with the potential for vital 

parts of the defenses to be left unguarded if there is a failure to 

allocate responsibility clearly.  The split of responsibilities 

between consumer and provider organizations is likely to vary 

depending on the model being used for cloud computing (e.g. 

Iaas versus SaaS). 

 

Isolation failure- Multi‐tenancy and shared resources are 

defining characteristics of public cloud computing. This risk 

category covers the failure of mechanisms separating the 

usage of storage, memory, routing and even reputation 

between different tenants (e.g., so‐called guest‐hopping 

attacks).  

 

Vendor lock‐‐‐‐in- Dependency on proprietary services of a 

particular cloud provider could lead to the consumer being tied 

to that provider. Services that do not support portability of 

applications and data to other providers increase the risk of 

data and service unavailability 

 

Compliance and legal risks- Investment in achieving 

certification (e.g., industry standard or regulatory 

requirements) may be put at risk by migration to use cloud 

computing if the cloud provider cannot provide evidence of 

their own compliance with the relevant requirements or if the 

cloud provider does not permit audit by the cloud consumer. It 

is the responsibility of the cloud consumer to check that the 

cloud provider has appropriate certifications in place, but it is 

also necessary for the cloud consumer to be clear about the 

division of security responsibilities between the consumer and 

the provider and to ensure that the consumer's responsibilities 

are handled appropriately when using cloud computing 

services.  

 

Handling of security incidents- The detection, reporting and 

subsequent management of security breaches is a concern for 
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consumers, who are relying on providers to handle these 

matters. 

 

Management interface vulnerability- Consumer 

management interfaces of a public cloud provider are usually 

accessible through the Internet and mediate access to larger 

sets of resources than traditional hosting providers and 

therefore pose an increased risk, especially when combined 

with remote access and web browser vulnerabilities.     

 

Data protection- Cloud computing poses several data 

protection risks for cloud consumers and providers. The major 

concerns are exposure or release of sensitive data but also 

include loss or unavailability of data. In some cases, it may be 

difficult for the cloud consumer (in the role of data controller) 

to effectively check the data handling practices of the cloud 

provider and thus to be sure that the data is handled in a lawful 

way. This problem is exacerbated in cases of multiple 

transfers of data, e.g., between federated cloud services.    

 

Malicious behavior of insiders- Damage caused by the 

malicious actions of insiders working within an organization 

can be substantial, given the access and authorizations they 

may have.  This is compounded in the cloud computing 

environment since such activity might occur within either or 

both the consumer organization and the provider organization. 

 

Business failure of the provider- Such failures could render 

data and applications essential to the consumer's business 

unavailable. 

 

Service unavailability- This could be caused by a host of 

factors, from equipment or software failures in the provider's 

data center, through failures of the communications between 

the consumer systems and the provider services. 

 

Insecure or incomplete data deletion- Requests to delete 

cloud  resources, for example, when a consumer terminates 

service with a provider, may not result in true wiping of the 

data. Adequate or timely data deletion may also be impossible 

(or undesirable from a consumer perspective), either because 

extra copies of data are stored but are not available, or because 

the disk to be deleted also stores data from other clients. In the 

case of multi‐tenancy and the reuse of hardware resources, this 

represents a higher risk to the consumer than is the case with 

dedicated hardware.  While the above security risks need to be 

addressed, use of cloud computing provides opportunities for 

innovation in provisioning security services that hold the 

prospect of improving the overall security of many 

organizations. Cloud service providers should be able to offer 

advanced facilities for supporting security and privacy due to 

their economies of scale and automation 

capabilities ‐ potentially a boon to all consumer organizations, 

especially those who have limited numbers of personnel with 

advanced security skills. 

 

V.  PROPOSED SOLUTIONS THAT HELPS IN 

PROVIDING SECURITY AT VARIOUS LEVELS 

Table 1:Table providing various solutions to achieve security 

 

Solution Description 

Data Handling 

Mechanism 

Classify the confidential Data. 

Define the geographical region of data. 

Define policies for data destruction. 

Data Security 

Mitigation 

Encrypting personal data. 

Avoid putting sensitive data in cloud. 

Design for Policy Fair information principles are 

applicable. 

Standardization  CSP should follow standardization in 

data tracking and handling. 

Accountability  For businesses having data lost, leakage 
or privacy violation is catastrophic. 

Accountability needs in legal and 

technical. 

Audit is need in every step to increase 

trust. 

 All CSP make contractual agreements. 

Mechanism for 

raising trust 

Social and technological method to raise 

trust. 

Joining   individual   personal   rights,   
preferences   and   conditions 

straightforwardly to uniqueness of data. 

Devices connected should be under 
control by CSP. 

Use intelligent software. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Security concerns are an active area of research and 

experimentation. Lots of research is going on to address the 

issues like network security, data protection, virtualization and 

isolation of resources. Addressing these issues requires getting 

confidence from user for cloud applications and services. 

Obtaining user confidence can be achieved by creating trust 

for cloud resource and applications, which is a crucial issue in 

cloud computing. Trust management is attracting much 

attention. Providing secure access to cloud by trusted cloud 

computing and by using service level agreements, made 

between the cloud provider and user; requires lots of trust and 

reputation management. We will be focusing on the analysis 

of solution in the cloud computing environment. Also lots of 

our survey based in the field of trust and trust management. In 

this article we gave a telling overview of security threats of 

cloud computing. We have also provided the reader with some 

effective countermeasures, beside introducing main elements 

of security in cloud computing. 
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